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VES

Part One
Essays in Vedic Interpretation

The Veda and European Scholarship
The handling of the Vedic hymns by the bold & ingenious
scholarship of the Europeans has had at any rate one striking
outcome, — it has converted the once admired, august & mysterious sacred books of the Hindus into a mass of incoherent
rubbish. An Indian freethinker recently gave it as his opinion
that the quickest & most effective way to make an end [to] the
Hindu religion would be to translate the Vedas, its foundation,
into the vernaculars & distribute them cheaply by the thousand
throughout the peninsula. I have no doubt the method would
be fairly effective, if not in destroying Hinduism, at least in
driving it more exclusively into its stronghold of Vedanta. For,
if the translation adopted were based on the work of European scholars, I can well imagine the idea that the mind of the
coming generations would form about these ancient writings.
I think there would be a general agreement that a more gross,
meaningless & confused collection of balderdash had never been
composed or penned. If this description should be thought too
violent I would only ask the objector to read for himself Max
Muller’s translation of the hymn by Kanwa son of Ghora to the
Maruts, the 39th of the 1st Mandala and ask himself honestly
what sense worth having he can make out of it — even leaving
aside the language & images, looking beyond them to the thing
the poet is trying to say. For my part all I can make out, [is] that
some primitive savage named Kanwa with a hopelessly confused
brain and chaotic imagination is greatly terriﬁed by some idea,
sight or imagination of ghost, ﬁend or devil and calls upon the
storm-gods to get rid of the cause of his fear. The language in
which he expresses his appeal, is as barbarous & confused as
the thought. In one verse he leaps from one thought to another
which has no visible connection with its predecessor. The similes & metaphors are grotesque & inappropriate, eg “you cast
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forwards your measure like a blast of ﬁre”, “Come to us with
your favours as lightnings go in quest of rain.” Half the verse
presents, when sounded, no intelligible sense, but there is a good
deal of half-insane sound & fury.
The European scholar will reply that he cannot help it —
he deals with the Vedas according to his philology & his ideas
of what the text ought to mean, & this is the result given by
his scholarship & his philology. He is even well satisﬁed, for
his theory, founded on Western Science, is that men writing so
long ago must have been undeveloped semi-savages and their
writing very likely to be the stuff of a barbarous imagination
which to the modern mind makes neither good sense nor good
poetry. The European is not at fault; he translates according to
his knowledge.
But the Hindu who knows the depth & sublimity of the
Upanishads, who has in his spiritual experience tested, realised
& established Vedantic truth by a sure & unfailing experience as
surely as the scientist has tested & established his laws of gravitation & the indestructibility of matter, — the Hindu perceiving
many truths of Veda surviving in Purana & Tantra & Itihasa,
already present in the deeper passages of the Brahmanas, — will
not easily believe that the European scholars’ is the last word
& that in this modern rubbish of Nature-worship & incoherent
semi-savage poetry we have the secret of that Veda from which
Vedanta, Purana, Tantra, Itihasa, Yoga & Brahmana spring, that
Veda which was so admirable to the greatest minds of antiquity.
He will ask whether no other interpretation can arise from the
text, — whether the philology of the Europeans is so perfect &
infallible as to forbid us to review & question their results.

The Hymns of Madhuchchhandas
[A]
Chapter I
In a work devoted to the formulation of the early Vedantic philosophy of the Upanishads — and especially to that philosophy
as we ﬁnd it massively concentrated into some of its greatest
principles in the Isha Upanishad, I hazarded the theory that
the Vedas were not a collection of sacriﬁcial hymns to material Nature-gods, as supposed by the Europeans, but something
more profound and noble, that they were indeed, I thought,
the true substance & foundation of the Upanishads, if not of
all “Hindu” religion & spirituality. Certain considerations were
added which, it seemed to me, delivered me from the intellectual necessity of implicit submission to European standards and
modern theories. Modern Science might not be infallible; some
suggestions there are that lead us to the possibility of a fundamental error in her way of narrating the progress of human
civilisation and her account of the origin and growth of our
religious notions and practices. Western philology is admittedly
imperfect and as applied to the Veda boldly conjectural & in the
absence of a more perfect science of language we are not bound
by its conclusions. We might even go so far as to assert the presence in the Vedas not only of a strong moral & spiritual element
in its conceptions & the symbolism of sacriﬁce, but a conscious
& elaborate psychological rationale for the assignment of their
various functions to the Vedic deities.
This was the substance of the argument, an argument then
only suggested, not pursued. The present work proposes some
opening spadework with the object of rescuing this profounder
signiﬁcance from the ancient obscurity of the Veda. Like the
labours of the European scholars, my work must be, from the
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intellectual standpoint, inductive and conjectural; — it is a large
suggestion that I am offering to the religious consciousness of
India, a suggestion time & human knowledge may conﬁrm, if
it is true & fortunately supported, but will reject, if it turns
out to be an error or a premature discovery. It would be highly
out of place in such a tentative to be positive or dogmatic. For
although the position I take, that the Veda contains the foundations of Brahmavidya, is old & hoary in Indian tradition,
it is an audacious novelty to the modern intellect. Sayana does
not establish it for us. Shankara acknowledges only to turn away
from it and take refuge in the trenchant division of Karmakanda
from Jnanakanda. The Europeans believe themselves to have
shattered it for ever & buried it away among the numerous
delusions of the unscientiﬁc & superstitious past. What does
this ancient ghost here, many may ask, revisiting the glimpses
of the moon; we thought it had received its quietus; we had
repeated Credos & Aves for its peaceful repose and sealed its
tomb by sprinkling on it the holy waters of Science. Where a
man presumes thus to differ from all the enlightenment & all
the orthodoxy of his time, it behoves him to walk carefully, to
content himself with the tone of suggestion only, and, however
ﬁrm his own convictions, assert them to others with modesty &
some hesitance.
My method in this book will be to separate from the ﬁrst
Mandala the eleven hymns of Madhuchchhanda Vaiswamitra
& his son Jeta with which the Rigveda opens and selecting from
them the verses which seem to me to give a clear indication
and a ﬁrm foundation for my theory, explain adequately the
meaning I attach to them, coordinating as I proceed other verses
from various hymns of this small group which set forth the
same psychological notion. From this basis I shall ascend to the
interpretation of the shlokas which are of an inferior clarity &
modernity of language or are already in the ﬁrm possession of
the ceremonial interpretation and construct from them whatever rendering of the hymns seems to me their true and ancient
sense. I have selected the Madhuchchhanda group because, in
my opinion, he troubles himself less than many other Rishis,
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less for instance than Medhatithi Kanwa who follows him in the
received order of the Veda, with the external symbols of sacriﬁce
& ceremony & is more clearly & singlemindedly occupied with
moral & spiritual ideas & aspirations. He presents, therefore, a
favourable ground for the testing of my theory.
I have already explained in the work, God & the World, the
main ideas of the psychological system which I suppose to be
discoverable in the Veda. I shall not therefore take up any space
with a fresh formulation of its principles, but simply expose
their application in the different & more antique language of
the Veda. Nor shall I trouble myself, more than is necessary
for clearing the ground, either with Sayana or the Germans.
My process being constructive and synthetic, its defence against
other theories must necessarily be left aside until the construction
is complete and the synthesis appreciable in its entirety.

[B]
Chapter I
Surya, Sarasvati and Mahi.
Who are they, the gods of the Rigveda? Ancient and yet ever
youthful powers, full of joy, help and light, shining ones with
whose presence the regions of earth and the hearts of men
were illuminated, Angels and Deputies of the mysterious unknown God, worshipped in India, worshipped in Mesopotamia
& Central Asia ﬁfteen hundred years before the Christian era,
worshipped by the wild Scythians, — for the name of Bhaga is
still the Russian name for God, — worshipped in Iran before
Ahuramazda replaced them, — for Ahriman, the dark spirit of
the Persians, preserves the name of the strong Vedic deity, —
worshipped at some time by Greek & Roman & Celt and Scandinavian, they have long given way even in India to the direct
adoration of their Master whom they revealed, the Deva Adhiyajna whom through them the ancient masters of the sacriﬁce so
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persistently sought and ﬁnally attained. What were they, then? —
vain imaginations of men? personiﬁcations of material realities?
the idea of God behind phenomena? or even — for we know too
little of the worlds, are still, as Newton was, children picking
up pebbles on the shore of the inﬁnite ocean of knowledge, —
were there and are there — behind the names men give them —
real personalities who stand in spirit behind the functions of man
and of Nature, hidden masters, now unworshipped gods? If they
were nothing, wherefore did the ﬁre of the sacriﬁce ﬂame up to
them so persistently from the hearts and the hearths of men?
— from what vague primeval terror and need of propitiation
or supernatural assistance, — or if something, from what higher
knowledge of the secrets of force that lie behind these outward
movements of the machinery of the world? Wherefore did they
yoke the bright ﬂaming coursers to their chariots of bliss and
hasten down so swiftly to rejoice in the ﬁres of the Aryan altar
and drain the outpourings of the Soma-wine?
The Europeans believe that these Vedic gods were personiﬁcations of the material powers of Nature; Sky, Rain, Sun, Moon,
Wind, Fire, Dawn and the Ocean are the gods of the Aryans.
The names, they think, carry with them their own interpretation,
and the language of the hymns, as translated by them, consents
to this modern insight. Vayu blows, Agni burns, Indra opens the
cloud and hurls the thunderbolt. There are passages that do not
agree with this theory, do not, at least, permit us to accept it as
an all-sufﬁcing explanation, but we can account for them by a
progressive moralising of the old naturalistic religion destined
[to] culminate in the idea of the universal God and open the
way for Vedanta. In the sacriﬁce we see the systemisation of
the old savage sense of dread and weakness, having as its result
according to temperament or culture the propitiation of terrible
and maleﬁcent powers or the invocation of bright and helpful
deities. These shadows of our own terror or yearning were given
their share of meat and wine, — because primitive men were
naturally anthropomorphic in their conceptions of deity, — and
imagined their gods to resemble their own chiefs & rulers. And
if so much stress was laid on the Soma wine, was it not because
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the Vedic Rishis loved to get frequently drunk and naturally
thought their gods would have the same robust inclination? For,
it seems, heaven is only a magniﬁed shadow of our own vain
aspiration towards perfect strength, beauty & happiness and, if
God did not make us in His image, we at least atone for His
failure by making Him in ours!
The Indian Pundits, with Sayana at their head, give us little help against these ideas which attack so fatally the ancient
bedrock of our religion; servant & passive minds, they make
no inquiry of their own, but preserve for us the traditions of
Puranic mythology, which, themselves symbols, cannot, unless
themselves ﬁrst explained, help us to explain more ancient images. Consequently, these European notions have had a sweeping
victory, until at last an Indian hater of India’s past, brought up in
their school of thought, was able to say, not without some plausibility, that the best way to destroy popular faith in the Hindu
religion would be to print and publish broadcast cheap translations of the Veda, — of course, as they are now, by those foreign
minds, understood and interpreted. But the method might be
partially effective, without the effect being just. The European
theory of the Vedas well supported though it seems may not be
the true theory or even the only rational theory now available. A
past race of men, great thinkers, whose writings are the source
and fountainhead of some of the sublimest philosophies in the
world, much nearer to the Vedic Rishis in time, more capable
of understanding and entering into their mentality, did not hold
this view of the ancient deities. They considered them to be
divine beings whose nature was vital, moral and spiritual, not
simply material; they thought sacriﬁce to be a helpful and even
a necessary symbolism. Throughout the Brahmanas & Upanishads we see this constant idea and the great pains taken to
penetrate into the meaning not only of Vedic language but of
Vedic ritual. We have therefore two different clues to the inner
sense of these ancient words and obsolete practices. The European clue has been followed for many decades; the Vedantic
clue perhaps might also be not unproﬁtably pursued. We know
what European scholars understand by the Vedas; it may not be
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labour lost to know what the Vedantic sages understood by the
Vedas.
In this book I intend to make the attempt even with such
limited qualiﬁcations as I possess — for it seems to me of importance to our religion and future culture that the attempt should
be made even if it should prove unsuccessful. In order to avoid
the danger of a merely futile industry, I must ﬁrst make myself
sure that the Rigveda is not plainly & entirely a naturalistic document, but contains utterances inconsistent with the naturalistic,
consistent with the Vedantic explanation.
I open then the Rigveda, — open it at its commencement
and cast my glance over the eleven hymns ascribed to Madhuchchhanda Vaiswamitra and his son Jeta. In the very ﬁrst hymn,
a hymn to Agni, I am struck with certain expressions which do
not agree very well with the naturalistic conception of Agni. A
divine personiﬁcation of Fire may be described poetically as the
Purohit, Ritwik and Hota of the sacriﬁce (purohitam Yajnasya
devam ritwijam hotaram ratnadhatamam), though it is curious
— the old clear & rigid ideas on these subjects being given — to
ﬁnd these different functions heaped pell-mell together without
any clear appropriateness; for granting Agni to be in his place
as Purohit, how is he the Ritwik, how is [he] the Hota? Agni is
adorable to the sages of the past & of the future because he carries the gods to the sacriﬁce, sa devan eha vakshati. There seems
to be no clear and ﬁrm idea in this talk of Fire carrying or bringing the gods — for what are we to think of Fire carrying thunder,
rain, wind, moon and sun to the sacriﬁce? We will suppose
however that the ideas of these early savages were not, could not
have been clear and ﬁrm and, for want of this lucidity, they confused the idea of Fire carrying the sacriﬁce to the Gods with the
contrary idea of Fire carrying the Gods to the sacriﬁce. We read
next that by Agni one gets substance and increase or plenty day
by day; by him one gets puissant fame. It may pass; — for were
not the Vedic Rishis carpenters, greengrocers, chariot-makers?
and perhaps the poet was a renowned blacksmith or a primitive
iron-master or even, like Draupadi, a successful & famous cook.
But when we ﬁnd that Agni is said to exist encompassing the
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adhwara Yajna on every side, the expressions already strike us
as strange and almost unintelligible in their form if there is no
supra-naturalistic suggestion. Adhwara yajna stands in need of
explanation (for both words in more modern Sanscrit mean
sacriﬁce), unless indeed we are to take it as a parallel expression
to Homer’s theleiai gunaikes which scholars long persisted in understanding as “female women”. Visvatah paribhur asi has a singularly Vedantic ring. Nevertheless I will refrain from pressing
any of these points for fear of being misled by my own associations. I will put by these expressions as vague poetical tropes, the
result of a loose imaginative diction. But when I read in the next
line Agni described as kavikratuh satyash chitrasravastamah, the
strong in wisdom, the true, the rich in various knowledge, I reach
the limit of my powers of complaisance, I shake off the yoke of
the materialist. The naturalistic interpretation sinks under the
triple blows of these epithets and from my mind at least passes
away never to return. Fire, material ﬁre, has nothing to do with
wisdom, truth and various knowledge — except indeed to burn
them when it gets the chance from Holy Ofﬁce or enthroned
bigotry. Agni, of whom wisdom, truth and various knowledge
are the attributes, cannot be the personiﬁcation of ﬁre or the
god of the material ﬂame, but must be & is something greater.
The Rishi of the Veda is raising his hymn to a mighty god, moral
and intellectual, a god before whom sages can bow down, not
to a savage & materialistic conception. He is not thinking of the
burning ﬁre, he is thinking of the helper of man who fortiﬁes his
character & puriﬁes his intellect, vaisvanara, pavaka, jatavedas.
Many objections can be urged against so rapid a conclusion.
Originally it may be argued Agni was the personiﬁcation of ﬁre,
and although in the present hymn Vedic religious conceptions
have reached a stage of ennoblement and moral progress in
which the primitive idea could no longer satisfy, we must even
here take account of the original conception. But I am concerned
with the ideas of the gods as conceived by Vedic men and not
with the far-off origins of these ideas in the minds of their unknown ancestors. For the one question about the Veda that is not
only of interest, but vital to us in India, is not what some remote
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savages who may or may not have existed, thought about ﬁre &
the sun, — a matter on which we have no real evidence, — but
what our Vedic ancestors thought about ﬁre & the sun and their
relations to the Godhead. My conclusion touches this question
alone. Anthropologists may be interested in hunting in the dark
for undiscoverable origins — my purpose, more practical and
immediate, need only take into account the actual facts of the
Veda. But there are passages in which Agni is clearly the material
ﬂame; these, it may be contended, bring us back to the European
theory. But so is the Agni of the Vedanta the material ﬂame and
yet preeminently a moral and spiritual deity. The question we
have put to ourselves is whether it is worth while following
the clue given us by the Upanishads, — whether, relying only on
the plain meaning of the words, we can ﬁnd Vedanta implied
or explicit in the terms & notions of the Veda. The occasional
materiality of Agni is not inconsistent with the Vedanticity of
Veda; it is his essential materiality, if established, that would
convict the Vedantic hypothesis of unreality. For to the Vedantist
also the material ﬂame is not only so much carbon & oxygen. It
is the manifestation of a force; it is also the expression of a Personality & not only a God, but God Himself. For when he sees
the ﬂames of Agni burning up towards heaven, it is God whom
the Vedantist watches burning up towards God. The Vedantic
explanation of Veda does not therefore suffer, it gains by the
occasional materiality of Agni. And from this single hymn we
have it established that his materiality in the physical ﬂame was
only one circumstance in the personality of the Vedic Agni; we
ﬁnd the conception of him in this hymn identical in important
respects with the ﬁery god of the Vedanta. In the Vedanta we
already know him to be Agni Vaisvanara, an universal might
ﬁlling the worlds, jatavedas, one to whom the highest knowledge has appeared, visvani vayunani vidvan, he who has known
all phenomena, who in his might & his knowledge attacks the
crooked attractions of the world, asmaj juhuranam eno. And
here, in the very opening hymn of the Veda, we ﬁnd him visvatah
paribhuh, universally encompassing — the word used being the
very one employed to describe Virat Vaisvanara, the Master of
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the physical universe — we ﬁnd him to be satya, serving the
fundamental law of the world (satyadharmanam adhware), opposed to all deviation & crookedness — chitrasravas, he, shall
we not say, who has detailed knowledge of the Sruti, — jatavedas
Agni — kavikratu, the mighty in divine knowledge, well ﬁtted
therefore to be our helper & saviour, to “lead us by the good
path to felicity.” When the Rishi proceeds to describe Agni as
the guardian of immortality, a brilliant splendour increasing in
its home, and appeals to him to be as accessible as a father to
his child and to cleave to us for our weal, we may say with some
conﬁdence that the home is not the altar of sacriﬁce, that in the
appeal for accessibility there is no mere request to the god not
to give us too much trouble when the pieces of tinder are struck
together to produce him; that the Sage is surely not entreating
the ﬁre of his hearth or of his altar to cling to him for his weal!
Whatever else may be in store for me in my inquiry, I can feel
that I have made at the very beginning a great stride forward. For
we are rid of that pervading character of barbarous childishness
which the modern scholars have stamped upon the Vedas; we
have thus opened the doors of rational interpretation to admit
deeper ideas and a subtler psychology.
No doubt the gain is only negative until we can determine
precisely what sense to attach to these notions about Agni. For it
may be argued that these Vedic terms have not as yet the developed Vedantic signiﬁcance, but are merely the vague beginnings
to which Vedanta afterwards gave shape & brought into a state
of precision & philosophic lucidity. We need therefore before we
can go very far with our Vedantic hypothesis, passages in which
the thoughts of Veda & Vedanta coincide exactly & clearly in
the more subtle & precise ideas of the later Transcendentalism.
But meanwhile we have perfectly established that to one of the
Rishis, to the son of Visvamitra, — surely no late or modern
voice, — the character of Agni as a mere personiﬁcation of ﬁre
does not exist. Here at least we have him as a greater type of
deity; we have moral notions of a high order, religious emotions
of great depth and sweetness underlying the thought & diction.
The religious ideas of the fatherhood of God, of a divine friend &
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lover, a recompenser of virtue, a Master of Truth and Knowledge
are already present to this early Indian consciousness. The idea
of Zeus pater or Jupiter existed in European antiquity but it
evoked in the Greeks & Latins no such emotions as break out in
the piteva sunave of Madhuchchhandas & are paralleled by the
intimacy of his claim, later on, of special & dear comradeship
with Indra, the master of the thunderbolt. The Fatherhood of
Zeus was the distant fatherhood of the Prajapati, general &
remote, not this near & moving personal relationship. But we
have done more than ascertain the religious ideas & temperament of this single Rishi. We have established the right to look
for similar ideas in other hymns, if not in the whole strain of
the Veda; — we cannot do otherwise for we must surely suppose
that Madhuchchhandas was no solitary mind, alien to the surrounding conceptions, a single ﬂower of advanced spirituality in
a desert of naturalistic barbarism. These thoughts must, to some
extent, have been current; this attitude must have been partly
created for him by his environment.
All this will be admitted. It may be suggested at the same
time, that it does not carry us very far on our journey. Some of
the hymns, it is said, are frankly naturalistic; others moralistic
& religious as modern minds have understood religion. Madhuchchhanda, [who] was a Rishi of the second and later order,
naturally brings with him this accent of a moralised and partly
spiritual worship into the opening hymns of the ﬁrst Mandala.
For as the old Nature-worshippers progressed in civilisation,
they would naturally come to attach deeper ideas to godhead.
Without rising to the exalted level of Semitic monotheism, —
for they kept their gods of the ﬂame & the lightning-stroke
and the storm-blast, — they would seem to have yielded to an
universalising tendency — they did not, indeed, roll up all their
gods into one, but they expanded each into the whole. Thus
they established an universality of godhead which did the same
elevating work as the Semitic monotheism and through which
the Indian mind, released from materialistic religion, travelled
towards the Vedanta. By following this line the Hindus missed
monotheism; but they found henotheism and made it a halfway
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house to their destined Pantheistic development.
The theory has a plausible ring — the question for us, is
whether it is as true as it is plausible. From some of its suggestions we must guard ourselves carefully — for example, from
the vulgar error that Vedanta is Pantheism. It is not that, but
a Transcendentalism of which Theism, Pantheism, polytheism
are all single circumstances & carefully harmonised factors. It is
doubtful whether pure Pantheism can be discovered anywhere in
Indian thought or Indian religion — for even when the Vedantist
sees the ﬂame as God, he is able to do so because he regards the
ﬂame not as a ﬂame but as intrinsically something else, a supramaterial presence which has the appearance of a material ﬁery
tongue. We must remember too that the henotheism discovered
by Max Muller in the Veda, is no obsolete eccentricity of the human mind but the still existent Indian theory of the ishta devata
which sees God in many forms & names but chooses one name
& ﬁgure in preference to all others as the centre of its spiritual
experiences and emotions. Henotheism is merely a permanent
circumstance in Indian transcendentalism for the sake of a more
intimate relation with Him. It is not a useful aberration from
which it rose to Pantheism but itself a result of the transcendental
view of the Universe. Neither should we lend ourselves to the
view of some European scholars who see in the Visve devah
of the Veda a movement towards the idea of universality in
godhead. The description of the Visve devah in the hymns does
not support that view. It does not go beyond a special application
of the idea that all activities in the world have behind them hosts
of divine personages whose function it is to support & maintain
the inert forgetfulness of matter with the secret consciousness of
spirit. Pantheism, Henotheism, Vaisvadevism (taken as a selfsufﬁcient religious synthesis) are European notions imported
into Veda & Vedanta. The Vedic data from which they seem
to arise, are more perfectly explained by ideas which are still
persistent actualities of the Indian religious consciousness.
We are left, therefore, still in ignorance as to the means
and possibility of this extraordinary rapid stride from a superstitious poetical materialism to profound moral and spiritual
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conceptions and even to the Transcendentalism which alone
makes henotheism possible to the Indian intellect. We will suppose, however, that the Vedic worshippers, even when they saw
Agni ﬂaming before them on the altar, were able without the
aid of any transcendentalism, to forget his material aspects,
to regard him only as a god, and not as the particular god
of ﬁre, and therefore clothe him with the general attributes of
godhead. But are we then to suppose that such an expression
as gopamritasya didivim, vardhamanam swe dame, guardian of
immortality, a splendour increasing in its home, has no special
meaning, that it is in vain that Varuna & Mitra are continually
referred to as kavi ritavridhav ritasprisha, as seers, as increasing
by law & truth, as desiring or enjoying that always & ﬁnding
in it their strength and fullness? In the henotheistic theory, the
theory which differentiates only the material aspects of Varuna,
Agni, Indra and confounds their moral aspects in the general
notion of universal deity — a half-ﬂedged Pantheism roughly
doing duty for monotheism, — these and a host of other powerful expressions become vague & almost meaningless; or at
any rate without distinct meaning, — the terms of a vague and
ﬂuid poetry which catches at ideas & images without mastering
them. This is possible, though with the concrete, clear-thinking
ancients improbable. But it is also possible and more probable
that we have here religious notions of another order than the
modern, but quite as ﬁrm and clear — a religion which knew
its own ideas and its own psychology. lf we can ﬁnd out what
precisely are these ideas, what notions of God and the world
are covered by these images of Indra, Agni, Vayu, the Aswins,
Varuna, we may ﬁnd out the real secret which the lapse of ages
keeps concealed from us in the hymns. We may even ﬁnd that
our opening conjecture was justiﬁed and we were only speaking
an ancient truth when we hazarded the use of the phrase, the
Vedanticity of the Veda.
Still, whatever the precise nature of these higher religious
concepts & emotions, their development from the alleged primitive & materialistic naturalism has to be explained. The safest
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course is to get away from these terms, henotheism, pantheism,
Nature worship and keep our eyes ﬁxed ﬁrmly on the concrete
facts supplied to us by Veda. There is a ﬂame burning on the
altar; that, say the Europeans, was personiﬁed to the Vedic
consciousness as Agnidevata, ﬁre the god; Agni had originally
no other signiﬁcance. But now we see Madhuchchhanda with
his eyes on that ﬂame beholding in it a vision of wisdom,
truth, knowledge, fatherhood, moral force, spiritual helpfulness. How has this psychological miracle been effected? By
the anthropomorphic tendency in man, say the Europeans,
— Fire the god, given in imagination the shape of a man, he
of the tongue of ﬂame, came to be regarded as a personality
independent of the ﬁre — a personality ﬁrst with the qualities
of ﬁre, speed, brightness, destructiveness, helpfulness, — but
afterwards with the general qualities of godhead, — whatever
qualities the developing Aryan consciousness came to attribute
to godhead. Agni is wise, true, beneﬁcent not because he is ﬁre,
but because he is a god — that is to say an idealised man. He
keeps his peculiar material qualities, but morally he may not be
very different from Indra or Varuna. All three, with whatever
slight variations, are shaped on common lines by a common
religious & moral mentality. They must differ if this theory is
true, only as the thunder, ﬁre & sky, not as moral forces. The
wisdom of Agni is also the wisdom of Indra, it is the common
divine wisdom; the moral helpfulness of Agni is also the moral
helpfulness of Varuna, it is the common divine helpfulness.
This is the reason why sometimes Agni, sometimes Varuna,
sometimes Indra appear as the supreme god, because the poet
has no reason to distinguish, he has about them all different
physical images but the same moral conceptions.
These ideas give us a better explanation than the other fancy
of a naturalistic henotheism. On the surface it explains the Veda;
it explains at least the Vedas as they are interpreted in Europe.
If I ﬁnd that the actual terminology & ideas of the Vedic hymns
coincide with this theory, I am bound unhesitatingly to accept
it. But if, on the other hand, I ﬁnd that there are clear, precise
& ﬁrm psychological and moral conceptions attached to the
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Vedic deities, that though they belong to one moral family, they
have strong personal differences, I shall then be free to follow,
undisturbed, my original Vedantic hypothesis.
What is the actual meaning, the precise force we are to attach to Vedic language and terminology? If the European theory
is to stand, we must suppose that the expressions applied to
Agni, Gopamritasya didivim vardhamanam swe dame, have no
clear & settled signiﬁcance — there is the shapeless idea of a
helpful immortal godhead coupled confusedly with the physical
image of a domestic or sacriﬁcial ﬂame increasing upon altar
or hearth. There is no appropriateness in swe dame — we are
not to gather from it that Agni could not increase quite as well
elsewhere! And when, proceeding to the second hymn, we read
the striking lines about Mitra & Varuna, when we ﬁnd them
continually described with a peculiar emphasis on ritam, a noble reiteration of the conception of truth & law, ritavridhav
ritasprisha, increasing by law & truth, desiring and enjoying it
always, ﬁnding in law & truth their strength & fullness, we must
here too suppose that these powerful & stirring expressions have
no deﬁnite force & application, — though they may have been
suggested originally by the majesty & ﬁxity of the sky & the
regular & regularising movements in it of the sun. They are the
terms of a vague & ﬂuid poetry, reaching out through half forgotten physical impressions to moral ideas & images which they
have not mastered, in which as yet there is no ﬁxity. Yet the moral
ideas of other ancient races, — Aryan races — seem to have been
otherwise clear, concrete & deﬁnite. The Greeks knew well what
they meant by Fate, Necessity, Ate, Themis, Dike, Koros, Hubris;
we are in no danger of confusing morally Zeus with Ares, or Ares
with Hephaistos, Aphrodite with Pallas or Pallas with Artemis!
We will suppose, however, that the higher spiritual development
of the Indians, their urge towards universality, prevented them
from arriving at this clearness of individual conception. Or else
that they were arrested by this tendency at an early & ﬂuid
stage of the mythological imagination, when material distinctions were clear & unblurred, the moral ideas which were to
obscure or hide them not yet sifted and organised.
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What then is the desideratum, if we are to have clear authority to proceed with the Vedantic hypothesis — for it is not
yet a theory. We must have, obviously, some clear & indubitable
passage to start with, assigning deﬁnite & minute psychological,
moral or intellectual functions to a particular Vedic deity, in a
sense which shall be identical with or closely related to the ideas
& the psychology of the Upanishads. If I can ﬁnd one such
passage, & if it is of a nature to shed light upon others of a less
indubitable clarity I shall have ﬁrm hold of our clue. I shall be in
a position to build up my hypothesis, & to posit & test, as I go,
by means of a number of particular indications this truth so dim
to us, but which to our forefathers was so clear, the Vedanticity
of the Veda.

The Colloquy of Agastya and Indra
But we are not limited to the evidence [of] isolated passages or
collected inferences for the symbolic, spiritual and psychological
character of the Vedic sacriﬁce. There are entire hymns in which
this character is brought out with a remarkable consistency &
vividness. We will take ﬁrst the brief & striking colloquy between
the Rishi Agastya and the great god Indra which forms the ﬁve
verses of Hymn 170 in the ﬁrst Mandala. It opens with a verse
spoken, it would seem, by Indra, one of the most remarkable
riks in the whole Veda. “It is not now nor tomorrow; who
knoweth that which is utterly wonderful? its movement has for
its ﬁeld the knowledge of another, but when it is approached, it
disappears.” To this allocution which might have come straight
out of the deepest passages of the Upanishads Agastya replies by
a complaint, “Why, O Indra, wouldst thou slay us; the Maruts
are thy brothers, — with them do thou work for our perfection;
smite us not in our struggle.” Indra defends himself, justiﬁes the
blows he has struck: “Wherefore, O my brother Agastya, dost
thou, though our comrade, think beyond us; verily we know of
thee how to us thou willest not to give the offering of thy mind.
Let them make the altar ready; let them kindle utterly Agni in
front; — there is the awakening to immortality; let us two extend
thy sacriﬁce.” Agastya yields & consents: “Thou art the master,
O lord of substance among the Vasus, thou utterly disposest, O
lord of love among the Mitras. Indra, do thou hold talk with the
Maruts, taste in the truth the offerings.” It seems to me that the
sense of this little hymn, so beautiful, simple & profound in its
expression & substance, is perfectly straightforward, perfectly
lucid & only a preconceived theory or a perverse ingenuity can
lead us astray. That which is neither now nor tomorrow, but
beyond all Time, the wonderful thing which no man can know,
that which reveals itself by its activity in the consciousness of
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another, in ourselves, in Indra, in the Maruts, in every living
being or active force, but if we seek to approach, study & seize
it vanishes from our ken, is the Brahman. No other conception
of Indian thought ﬁts this profound & subtle description. What
sublime & numerous echoes wake in our memory as we repeat
this mantra. There comes to us the solemn stanza of the Gita,
Ascharyavat pashyati kaschid enam...; there come the words of
the Mandukya Upanishad, yachchanyat trikalatitam; the solemn
assertion of the Kena, na tatra vag gacchati no manah; its subtle distinction avijnatam vijanatam vijnatam avijanatam; vividly
there comes the great fable of the mighty Yaksha who stood
before the gods, the advance of this very Indra to know him,
the vanishing of the Brahman as soon as approached, utadhitam vi nashyati. The whole of Vedanta might be described as
one vast commentary on the four words, anyasya chittam abhi
sancharenyam.
But why does Indra cast this assertion of the unknowability
of Brahman at Agastya in their quarrel? His self-justiﬁcation
in the third rik explains the motive. Agastya has been seeking
to go beyond Indra in his thought consciousness; he has been
seeking to exceed mind & arrive straight at Brahman, to place
his mind and its activities not on the altar of the Lord of Mind,
but on the altar of the unknown God. Vidma hi te yatha mano
asmabhyam na ditsasi. Not so, says Indra, shalt thou attain.
Through me, through the mind, through thy mental consciousness, thou shalt aspire to That which is wonderful; for all its
actions & movements are not in its pure self-being but in the ﬁeld
of another’s consciousness, there it must be sought; approached
directly it vanishes. Agastya seeks to pacify Indra. He perceives
that through the hostility of Indra his mind refuses to work
towards perfection, towards siddhi in the Yoga; in his strenuous
struggling upward, samarane, it no longer helps but resists him;
there is a divorce between his mental energies presided over by
the Maruts & their great presiding and fulﬁlling devata; confusion, failure of thought, error, backsliding is the result. “Why
wouldst thou slay me,” he cries, “I am but moving towards my
goal; the Maruts are thy brothers, why art thou in disagreement
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with them? Rather with them as thy allies & helpers do thy work
of thinking in me in a way effective of my perfection (kalpasva
sadhuya) and strike me not down in the difﬁcult & arduous
struggle of my ascent.” The sense of Indra’s reply is perfectly
clear, “We are brothers, O Agastya, sons of the same Immortal
Being; we are friends & comrades, we have fought together the
great Aryan battle against the ﬁends & giants & Titans, the
battle of the soul struggling towards immortality; but now you
regard us as too little for you & seek to shoot beyond us. We
have seen how you are no longer willing to give the offering
of your mind & its activities to us as of old, asmabhyam id,
you are directing them elsewhere. This cannot be. You must
not become the adashush & cease from the sacriﬁce decreed.
Make ready the altar of the body & mind; kindle the ﬁre of
the divine force upon it in front of you, let Agni stand as your
purohita. This is the way decreed; in the sacriﬁce to the right
devatas & not otherwise the soul of man awakens out of this
death into that immortality. Seek not to stand apart from me,
take my aid & let us two together extend thy increasing sacriﬁce
to its last fulﬁlment and culmination. Through mind fulﬁlled, go
beyond mind to Brahman.” Agastya, taught by experience, sees
his error; he accepts the law of the sacriﬁce. “Yea,” he cries, “I
seek widened being, thou among the lords of being art the chief
master; thou art master to give or deny; I seek inﬁnite joy &
love, thou among the masters of love & joy art its most potent
& liberal disposer. Come then into agreement with the Maruts
& create the harmony of my thoughts and take thy joy of my
activities according to the law of the ideal of Truth of things,
exalting mind into supermind.” The hymn throws a ﬂood of light
on the persistent tales of the Purana & Itihasa in which Indra
appears as the enemy of the Yogin, fearing to be overpassed,
seeking to keep him by any means from conquering Swar and
becoming too mighty for Indra himself. It is the Powers of mind
that seek to preserve their activity in the human being, & do not
wish him, stilling these activities, to pass into the silent Brahman.
In the Vedic ideal Indra does not need to be an enemy, he is the
best friend of the seeker, because the ideal of the Vedic Rishi
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is fulﬁlment & not cessation; but still a time comes when the
average Vedic Yogin seeks to shoot by a short cut beyond, to
dispense with tapasya & sacriﬁce & leap straight to the heights
where all things are still. He is in danger of using the wrong
means, following the wrong ideal. It is such a moment in his
soul experience that Agastya records; the attempt, the resistance
of Indra, the strife, the salutary failure, the perception of failure,
the reconciliation, submission & recovered harmony.

The Gods of the Veda
Prefatory
The beliefs and conclusions of today are, in these rapid and
unsettled times, seldom the beliefs and conclusions of tomorrow.
In religion, in thought, in science, in literature we march daily
over the bodies of dead theories to enthrone fresh syntheses and
worship new illuminations. The realms of scholarship are hardly
more quiet and secure than these troubled kingdoms; and in that
realm nowhere is the soil so boggy, nowhere does scholastic ingenuity disport itself with such light fantastic footsteps over such a
quaking morass of hardy conjecture and hasty generalisation as
in the Sanscrit scholarship of the last century. But the Vedic question at least seemed to have been settled. It was agreed — ﬁrmly
enough, it seemed — that the Vedas were the sacred chants of a
rude, primitive race of agriculturists sacriﬁcing to very material
gods for very material beneﬁts with an elaborate but wholly
meaningless & arbitrary ritual; the gods themselves were merely
poetical personiﬁcations of cloud & rain & wind, lightning &
dawn and the sky & ﬁre to which the semi-savage Vedic mind
attributed by crude personal analogy a personality and a presiding form, the Rishis were sacriﬁcing priests of an invading Aryan
race dwelling on the banks of the Panjab rivers, men without
deep philosophical or exalted moral ideas, a race of frank cheerful Pagans seeking the good things of life, afraid of drought &
night & various kinds of devils, sacriﬁcing persistently & drinking vigorously, ﬁghting the black Dravidians whom they called
the Dasyus or robbers, — crude prototypes these of Homeric
Greek and Scandinavian Viking. All this with many details of
the early civilisation were supposed to be supplied by a philological — and therefore scientiﬁc — examination of the ancient
text yielding as certain results as the interpretation of Egyptian
hieroglyph and Persian inscription. If there are hymns of a high
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moral fervour, of a remarkable philosophical depth & elevation,
these are later compositions of a more sophisticated age. In the
earlier hymns, the vocabulary, archaic and almost unintelligible,
allows an adroit & industrious scholarship waving in its hand
the magic wand of philology to conjure into it whatever meaning
may be most suitable to modern beliefs or preferable to the
European temperament. As for Vedanta, it can be no clue to
the meaning of the mantras, because the Upanishads represent a
spiritual revolt against Vedic naturalism & ceremonialism and
not, as has been vainly imagined for some thousands of years,
the fulﬁlment of Vedic truth. Since then, some of these positions
have been severely shaken. European Science has rudely scouted
the claims of Comparative Philology to rank as a Science; European Ethnology has dismissed the Aryo-Dravidian theory of
the philologist & tends to see in the Indian people a single homogeneous race; it has been trenchantly suggested and plausibly
upheld that the Vedas themselves offer no evidence that the
Indian races were ever outside India but even prove the contrary
— an advance from the south and not from the north. These
theories have not only been suggested & widely approved but are
gaining upon the general mind. Alone in all this overthrow the
European account of Vedic religion & Vedic civilisation remains
as yet intact & unchallenged by any serious questioning. Even
in the minds of the Indian people, with their ancient reverence
for Veda, the Europeans have effected an entire divorce between
Veda & Vedanta. The consistent religious development of India
has been theosophic, mystical, Vedantic. Its beginnings are now
supposed to have been naturalistic, materialistic, Pagan, almost
Graeco-Roman. No satisfactory explanation has been given of
this strange transformation in the soul of a people, and it is not
surprising that theories should have been started attributing to
Vedanta & Brahmavada a Dravidian origin. Brahmavada was,
some have conﬁdently asserted, part of the intellectual property
taken over by the Aryan conquerors from the more civilised races
they dispossessed. The next step in this scholars’ progress might
well be some counterpart of Sergi’s Mediterranean theory, — an
original dark, paciﬁc, philosophic & civilised race overwhelmed
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by a fairskinned & warlike horde of Aryan savages.
The object of this book is to suggest a prior possibility,
— that the whole European theory may be from beginning to
end a prodigious error. The conﬁdent presumption that religion started in fairly recent times with the terrors of the savage,
passed through stages of Animism & Nature worship & resulted
variously in Paganism, monotheism or the Vedanta has stood in
the way of any extension of scepticism to this province of Vedic
enquiry. I dispute the presumption and deny the conclusions
drawn from it. Before I admit it, I must be satisﬁed that a system
of pure Nature worship ever existed. I cannot accept as evidence
Sun & Star myth theories which, as a play of ingenious scholastic fancy, may attract the imagination, but are too haphazard,
too easily self-contented, too ill-combined & inconsequent to
satisfy the scientiﬁc reason. No other religion of which there is
any undisputed record or sure observation, can be deﬁned as a
system of pure Nature worship. Even the savage-races have had
the conception of gods & spirits who are other than personiﬁed
natural phenomena. At the lowest they have Animism & the
worship of spirits, ghosts & devils. Ancestor-worship & the
cult of snake & four-footed animal seem to have been quite
as old as any Nature-gods with whom research has made us
acquainted. In all probability the Python was worshipped long
before Apollo. It is therefore evident that even in the lowest
religious strata the impulse to personify Nature-phenomena is
not the ruling cult-idea of humanity. It is exceedingly unlikely
that at any time this element should have so far prevailed as to
cast out all the others so as to create a type of cult conﬁned
within a pure & rigid naturalism. Man has always seen in the
universe the replica of himself. Unless therefore the Vedic Rishis
had no thought of their subjective being, no perception of intellectual and moral forces within themselves, it is a psychological
impossibility that they should have detected divine forces behind
the objective world but none behind the subjective.
These are negative and a priori considerations, but they
are supported by more positive indications. The other Aryan
religions which are most akin in conception to the Vedic and
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seem originally to have used the same names for their deities,
present themselves to us even at their earliest vaguely historic
stage as moralised religions. Their gods had not only distinct
moral attributes, but represented moral & subjective functions.
Apollo is not only the god of the sun or of pestilence — in Homer
indeed Haelios (Saurya) & not Apollo is the Sun God — but
the divine master of prophecy and poetry; Athene has lost any
naturalistic signiﬁcance she may ever have had and is a pure
moral force, the goddess of strong intelligence, force guided by
brain; Ares is the lord of battles, not a storm wind; Artemis,
if she is the Moon, is also goddess of the free hunting life and
of virginity; Aphrodite is only the goddess of Love & Beauty.
There is therefore a strong moral element in the cult & there are
clear subjective notions attached to the divine personalities. But
this is not all. There was not only a moral element in the Greek
religion as known & practised by the layman, there was also a
mystic element and an esoteric belief & practice practised by the
initiated. The mysteries of Eleusis, the Thracian rites connected
with the name of Orpheus, the Phrygian worship of Cybele,
even the Bacchic rites rested on a mystic symbolism which gave
a deep internal meaning to the exterior circumstances of creed
& cult. Nor was this a modern excrescence; for its origins were
lost to the Greeks in a legendary antiquity. Indeed, if we took
the trouble to understand alien & primitive mentalities instead
of judging & interpreting them by our own standards, I think
we should ﬁnd an element of mysticism even in savage rites
& beliefs. The question at any rate may fairly be put, Were the
Vedic Rishis, thinkers of a race which has shown itself otherwise
the greatest & earliest mystics & moralisers in historical times,
the most obstinately spiritual, theosophic & metaphysical of
nations, so far behind the Orphic & Homeric Greeks as to be
wholly Pagan & naturalistic in their creed, or was their religion
too moralised & subjective, were their ceremonies too supported
by an esoteric symbolism?
The immediate or at any rate the earliest known successors
of the Rishis, the compilers of the Brahmanas, the writers of the
Upanishads give a clear & deﬁnite answer to this question. The
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Upanishads everywhere rest their highly spiritual & deeply mystic doctrines on the Veda. We read in the Isha Upanishad of Surya
as the Sun God, but it is the Sun of spiritual illumination, of Agni
as the Fire, but it is the inner ﬁre that burns up all sin & crookedness. In the Kena Indra, Agni & Vayu seek to know the supreme
Brahman and their greatness is estimated by the nearness with
which they “touched” him, — nedistham pasparsha. Uma the
daughter of Himavan, the Woman, who reveals the truth to
them is clearly enough no natural phenomenon. In the Brihadaranyaka, the most profound, subtle & mystical of human
scriptures, the gods & Titans are the masters, respectively, of
good and of evil. In the Upanishads generally the word devah is
used as almost synonymous with the forces & functions of sense,
mind & intellect. The element of symbolism is equally clear. To
the terms of the Vedic ritual, to their very syllables a profound
signiﬁcance is everywhere attached; several incidents related in
the Upanishads show the deep sense then & before entertained
that the sacriﬁces had a spiritual meaning which must be known
if they were to be conducted with full proﬁt or even with perfect
safety. The Brahmanas everywhere are at pains to bring out a
minute symbolism in the least circumstances of the ritual, in the
clariﬁed butter, the sacred grass, the dish, the ladle. Moreover,
we see even in the earliest Upanishads already developed the
ﬁrm outlines and minute details of an extraordinary psychology,
physics, cosmology which demand an ancient development and
centuries of Yogic practice and mystic speculation to account for
their perfect form & clearness. This psychology, this physics, this
cosmology persist almost unchanged through the whole history
of Hinduism. We meet them in the Puranas; they are the foundation of the Tantra; they are still obscurely practised in various
systems of Yoga. And throughout, they have rested on a declared
Vedic foundation. The Pranava, the Gayatri, the three Vyahritis,
the ﬁve sheaths, the ﬁve (or seven) psychological strata, (bhumi,
kshiti of the Vedas), the worlds that await us, the gods who
help & the demons who hinder go back to Vedic origins. All
this may be a later mystic misconception of the hymns & their
ritual, but the other hypothesis of direct & genuine derivation is
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also possible. If there was no common origin, if Greek & Indian
separated during the naturalistic period of the common religion
supposed to be recorded in the Vedas it is surprising that even
the little we know of Greek rites & mysteries should show us
ideas coincident with those of Indian Tantra & Yoga.
When we go back to the Veda itself, we ﬁnd in the hymns
which are to us most easily intelligible by the modernity of
their language, similar & decisive indications. The moralistic
conception of Varuna, for example, is admitted even by the
Europeans. We even ﬁnd the sense of sin, usually supposed to
be an advanced religious conception, much more profoundly
developed in prehistoric India than it was in any other old Aryan
nation even in historic times. Surely, this is in itself a signiﬁcant
indication. Surely, this conception cannot have become so clear
& strong without a previous history in the earlier hymns. Nor
is it psychologically possible that a cult capable of so advanced
an idea, should have been ignorant of all other moral & intellectual conceptions reverencing only natural forces & seeking
only material ends. Neither can there have been a sudden leap
ﬁlled up only by a very doubtful “henotheism”, a huge hiatus
between the naturalism of early Veda and the transcendentalism
of the Vedic Brahmavada admittedly present in the later hymns.
The European interpretation in the face of such conﬂicting facts
threatens to become a brilliant but shapeless monstrosity. And
is there no symbolism in the details of the Vedic sacriﬁce? It
seems to me that the peculiar language of the Veda has never
been properly studied or appreciated in this connection. What
are we to say of the Vedic anxiety to increase Indra by the Soma
wine? Of the description of Soma as the amritam, the wine of
immortality, & of its forces as the indavah or moon powers?
Of the constant sense of the attacks delivered by the powers
of evil on the sacriﬁce? Of the extraordinary powers already
attributed to the mantra & the sacriﬁce? Have the neshtram,
potram, hotram of the Veda no symbolic signiﬁcance? Is there
no reason for the multiplication of functions at the sacriﬁce or
for the subtle distinctions between Gayatrins, Arkins, Brahmas?
These are questions that demand a careful consideration which
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has never yet been given for the problems they raise.
The present essays are merely intended to raise the subject,
not to exhaust it, to offer suggestions, not to establish them. The
theory of Vedic religion which I shall suggest in these pages, can
only be substantiated if it is supported by a clear, full, simple,
natural and harmonious rendering of the Veda standing on a
sound philological basis, perfectly consistent in itself and proved
in hymn after hymn without any hiatus or fatal objection. Such
a substantiation I shall one day place before the public. The
problem of Vedic interpretation depends, in my view, on three
different tests, philological, historic and psychological. If the
results of these three coincide, then only can we be sure that
we have understood the Veda. But to erect this Delphic tripod
of interpretation is no facile undertaking. It is easy to misuse
philology. I hold no philology to be sound & valid which has
only discovered one or two byelaws of sound modiﬁcation and
for the rest depends upon imagination & licentious conjecture,
— identiﬁes for instance ethos with swadha, derives uloka from
urvaloka or prachetasa from prachi and on the other [hand]
ignores the numerous but deﬁnitely ascertainable caprices of
Pracritic detrition between the European & Sanscrit tongues
or considers a number of word-identities sufﬁcient to justify
inclusion in a single group of languages. By a scientiﬁc philology
I mean a science which can trace the origins, growth & structure of the Sanscrit language, discover its primary, secondary
& tertiary forms & the laws by which they develop from each
other, trace intelligently the descent of every meaning of a word
in Sanscrit from its original root sense, account for all similarities & identities of sense, discover the reason of unexpected
divergences, trace the deviations which separated Greek & Latin
from the Indian dialect, discover & deﬁne the connection of all
three with the Dravidian forms of speech. Such a system of
comparative philology could alone deserve to stand as a science
side by side with the physical sciences and claim to speak with
authority on the signiﬁcance of doubtful words in the Vedic
vocabulary. The development of such a science must always be
a work of time & gigantic labour.
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But even such a science, when completed, could not, owing to the paucity of our records be, by itself, a perfect guide.
It would be necessary to discover, ﬁx & take always into account the actual ideas, experiences and thought-atmosphere of
the Vedic Rishis; for it is these things that give colour to the
words of men and determine their use. The European translations represent the Vedic Rishis as cheerful semi-savages full of
material ideas & longings, ceremonialists, naturalistic Pagans,
poets endowed with an often gorgeous but always incoherent
imagination, a rambling style and an inability either to think
in connected fashion or to link their verses by that natural
logic which all except children and the most rudimentary intellects observe. In the light of this conception they interpret
Vedic words & evolve a meaning out of the verses. Sayana and
the Indian scholars perceive in the Vedic Rishis ceremonialists
& Puranists like themselves with an occasional scholastic &
Vedantic bent; they interpret Vedic words and Vedic mantras
accordingly. Wherever they can get words to mean priest, prayer,
sacriﬁce, speech, rice, butter, milk, etc, they do so redundantly
and decisively. It would be at least interesting to test the results
of another hypothesis, — that the Vedic thinkers were clearthinking men with at least as clear an expression as ordinary
poets have and at least as high ideas and as connected and logical
a way of expressing themselves — allowing for the succinctness
of poetical forms — as is found in other religious poetry, say
the Psalms or the Book of Job or St Paul’s Epistles. But there
is a better psychological test than any mere hypothesis. If it be
found, as I hold it will be found, that a scientiﬁc & rational
philological dealing with the text reveals to us poems not of
mere ritual or Nature worship, but hymns full of psychological
& philosophical religion expressed in relation to ﬁxed practices
& symbolic ceremonies, if we ﬁnd that the common & persistent
words of Veda, words such as vaja, vani, tuvi, ritam, radhas, rati,
raya, rayi, uti, vahni etc, — an almost endless list, — are used so
persistently because they expressed shades of meaning & ﬁne
psychological distinctions of great practical importance to the
Vedic religion, that the Vedic gods were intelligently worshipped
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& the hymns intelligently constructed to express not incoherent
poetical ideas but well-connected spiritual experiences, — then
the interpreter of Veda may test his rendering by repeating the
Vedic experiences through Yoga & by testing & conﬁrming them
as a scientist tests and conﬁrms the results of his predecessors. He
may discover whether there are the same shades & distinctions,
the same connections in his own psychological & spiritual experiences. If there are, he will have the psychological conﬁrmation
of his philological results.
Even this conﬁrmation may not be sufﬁcient. For although
the new version may have the immense superiority of a clear
depth & simplicity supported & conﬁrmed by a minute & consistent scientiﬁc experimentation, although it may explain rationally & simply most or all of the passages which have bafﬂed the
older & the newer, the Eastern & the Western scholars, still the
conﬁrmation may be discounted as a personal test applied in the
light of a previous conclusion. If, however, there is a historical
conﬁrmation as well, if it is found that Veda has exactly the
same psychology & philosophy as Vedanta, Purana, Tantra &
ancient & modern Yoga & all of them indicate the same Vedic
results which we ourselves have discovered in our experience,
then we may possess our souls in peace & say to ourselves that
we have discovered the meaning of Veda; its true meaning if not
all its signiﬁcance. Nor need we be discouraged, if we have to
disagree with Sayana & Yaska in the actual rendering of the
hymns no less than with the Europeans. Neither of these great
authorities can be held to be infallible. Yaska is an authority for
the interpretation of Vedic words in his own age, but that age
was already far subsequent to the Vedic & the sacred language of
the hymns was already to him an ancient tongue. The Vedas are
much more ancient than we usually suppose. Sayana represents
the scholarship & traditions of a period not much anterior to
our own. There is therefore no authoritative rendering of the
hymns. The Veda remains its own best authority.
But all this triple labour is a work of great responsibility,
minute research and an immense & meticulous industry. Meanwhile I hold myself justiﬁed in opening the way by a purely
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hypothetical entrance into the subject, suggesting possibilities
for the present rather than seeking to enforce a settled opinion.
There is a possible theory that may be proposed, certain provisional details of it that may be formulated. A few initial stones
may be laid down to help in crossing by a convenient ford this
great stream of the Veda.
The statement of a few principal details of the Vedic system
according to the theory I wish to suggest, a simple enumeration
without comments, may help the reader to ﬁnd his way through
the following pages.
(1) Vedic religion is based on an elaborate psychology &
cosmology of which the keyword is the great Vedic formula
OM, Bhur Bhuvah Swah; the three vyahritis and the Pranava.
The three Vyahritis are the three lower principles of Matter, Life
& Mind, Annam, Prana & Manas of the Vedanta. OM is Brahman or Sacchidananda of whom these three are the expressions
in the phenomenal world. OM & the vyahritis are connected
by an intermediate principle, Mahas, Vijnanam of the Vedanta,
ideal Truth which has arranged the lower worlds & on which
amidst all their confusions they rest.
(2) Corresponding roughly to the vyahritis are three worlds,
Bhurloka (Prana-Annam, the material world), Bhuvarloka
(Prana-Manas, the lower subjective world), Swarloka (ManasBuddhi, the higher subjective world). These are the tribhuvana
of Hinduism.
(3) Corresponding to Mahas is Maharloka or Mahi Dyaus,
the great heavens (pure Buddhi or Vijnana, the ideal world). The
Pranava in its three essentialities rules over the three supreme
worlds, the Satyaloka (divine being), Tapoloka (divine Awareness & Force), Anandaloka (divine Bliss) of the Puranas, which
constitute Amritam, immortality or the true kingdom of heaven
of the Vedic religion. These are the Vedic sapta dhamani &
the seven different movements of consciousness to which they
correspond are the sapta sindhu of the hymns.
(4) According to the Vedanta, man has ﬁve koshas or sheaths
of existence, the material (Annamaya), vital (Pranamaya), mental (Manomaya) which together make up the aparardha or
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lower half of our conscious-being; the ideal (vijnanamaya) which
links the lower to the parardha or higher half; the divine or
Anandamaya in which the divine existence (Amrita) is concentrated for communion with our lower human being. These are
the pancha kshitis, ﬁve earths or rather dwelling places of the
Veda. But in Yoga we speak usually of the ﬁve koshas but the
sapta bhumis, seven not ﬁve. The Veda also speaks of sapta
dhamani.
(5) In each of the seven strata of consciousness all the other
six work under the law of the stratum which houses them. This
means seven sub-strata in each; in the three vyahritis there are
therefore thrice seven, trih saptani.
(6) Man, although living here in Bhu, belongs to Swar
& Bhuvar. He is manu, the Thinker, — the soul in him is the
manomayah pranasarira neta of the Upanishad, “the mental
captain & guide of life & body”. He has to become vijnanamaya
(mahan) and anandamaya, to become in a word immortal, divine
in all his laws of being (vrata & dharman). By rising to Mahas
in himself he enters into direct touch with ideal Truth, gets truth
of knowledge by drishti, sruti & smriti, the three grand ideal
processes, and by that knowledge truth of being, truth of action
(satyadharma), truth of bliss (satyaradhas) constituting amritam, swarajyam & samrajyam, immortality, self-rule & mastery
of the world. It is this evolution which the Vedic hymns are
intended to assist.
(7) In his progress man is helped by the gods, resisted by
the Asuras & Rakshasas. For the worlds behind have their own
inhabitants, who, the whole universe being inextricably one,
affect & are affected by the activities of mankind. The Bhuvar
is the great place of struggle in which forces work behind the
visible movements we see here and determine all our actions &
fortunes. Swar is man’s resting place but not his ﬁnal or highest
habitation which is Vishnu’s highest footing, Vishnoh paramam
padam, high in the supreme parardha.
(8) The 33 great gods belong to the higher worlds but rest in
Swar & work at once in all the strata of consciousness, for the
world is always one in its complexity. They are masters of the
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mental functions, masters also of the vital & material. Agni, for
instance, governs the actions of the ﬁery elements in Nature &
in man, but is also the vehicle of pure tapas, tu, tuvis or divine
force. They are therefore mankind’s greatest helpers.
(9) But in order that they may help, it is necessary to reinforce them in these lower worlds, which are not their own,
by self-surrender, by sacriﬁce, by a share in all man’s action,
strength, being & bliss, and by this mutual help man’s being
physical, vital, mental, spiritual is kept in a state of perfect &
ever increasing force, energy & joy favourable to the development of immortality. This is the process of Yajna, called often
Yoga when applied exclusively to the subjective movements &
adhwara when applied to the objective. The Vritras, Panis etc of
the Bhuvarloka who are constantly preventing man’s growth &
throwing back his development, have to be attacked and slain
by the gods, for they are not entirely immortal. The sacriﬁce is
largely a battle between evolutionary & reactionary powers.
(10) A symbolic system of external sacriﬁce in which every
movement is carefully designed & coordinated to signify the
subjective facts of the internal Yajna, aids the spiritual aspirant
by moulding his material sheath into harmony with his internal
life & by mastering his external surroundings so that there too
the conditions & forces may be all favourable to his growth.
(11) The Yajna has two parts, mantra & tantra — subjective & objective; in the outer sacriﬁce the mantra is the Vedic
hymn and the tantra the oblation; in the inner the mantra is the
meditation or the sacred formula, the tantra the putting forth of
the power generated by mantra to bring about some successful
spiritual, intellectual, vital or mental activity of which the gods
have their share.
(12) The mantra consists of gayatra, brahma and arka, the
formulation of thought into rhythmic speech to bring about a
spiritual force or result, the ﬁlling of the soul (brahma) with the
idea & name of the god of the mantra, the use of the mantra for
effectuation of the external object or the activity desired.
(13) The tantra is composed of neshtra, savanam, potra
& hotra, the intensifying of the vasu or material (internal or
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external) so as to prepare it for activity, the production of it in a
usable form, the puriﬁcation of it from all defects & the offering
of it to the god or for action.
(14) The Veda proper is karmakanda, not jnanakanda; its
aim is not moksha, but divine fulﬁlment in this life & the next.
Therefore the Vedic Rishis accepted plenty & fullness of physical, vital & mental being, power & joy as the pratistha or
foundation of immortality & did not reject it as an obstacle to
salvation.1
(15) The world being one in all its parts every being in it
contains the universe in himself. Especially do the great gods
contain all the others & their activities in themselves, so that
Agni, Varuna, Indra, all of them are in reality one sole-existent
deity in many forms. Man too is He, but he has to fulﬁl himself
here as man, yet divine (that being his vrata & dharma) through
the puissant means provided for him [by] the Veda.

Chapter I
Saraswati and the Great Ocean
One of the greatest deities of the Vedic Pantheon is a woman,
Gna, — a feminine power whether of material or moral nature,
— whether her functions work in the subjective or the objective.
The Hindu religion has always laid an overpowering stress on
this idea of the woman in Nature. It is not only in the Purana
that the Woman looms so large, not only in the Shakta cult that
she becomes a supreme Name. In the Upanishads it is only when
Indra, in his search for the mysterious and ill-understood Mastering Brahman, meets with the Woman in the heaven of things —
tasminn evakashe striyam ajagama Umam Haimavatim, “In that
same sky he came to the Woman, Uma, daughter of Himavan”,
— that he is able to learn the thing which he seeks. The Stri,
1 It is supposed that in the Kaliyuga this is no longer possible, or possible only by direct
self-surrender to the Supreme Deity. Therefore the complexity of the Vedic system has
been removed from the domain of our religious practice and in its place there has been
increasingly substituted the worship of the Supreme Deity through Love.
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the Aja or unborn Female Energy, is the executive Divinity of
the universe, the womb, the mother, the bride, the mould &
instrument of all joy & being. The Veda also speaks of the gnah,
the Women, — feminine powers without whom the masculine
are not effective for work & formation; for when the gods are
to be satisﬁed who support the sacriﬁce & effect it, vahnayah,
yajatrah, then Medhatithi of the Kanwas calls on Agni to yoke
them with female mates, patnivatas kridhi, in their activity and
enjoyment. In one of his greatest hymns, the twenty-second of
the ﬁrst Mandala, he speaks expressly of the patnir devanam,
the brides of the Strong Ones, who are to be called to extend
protection, to breathe a mighty peace, to have their share in
the joy of the Soma wine. Indrani, Varunani, Agnayi, — we can
recognise these goddesses and their mastering gods; but there are
three — in addition to Mother Earth — who seem to stand on
a different level and are mentioned without the names of their
mates if they have any and seem to enjoy an independent power
and activity. They are Ila, Mahi & Saraswati, the three goddesses
born of Love or born of Bliss, Tisro devir mayobhuvah.
Saraswati is known to us in the Purana, — the Muse with
her feet on the thousand leaved lotus of the mind, the goddess
of thought, learning, poetry, of all that is high in mind and its
knowledge. But, so far as we can understand from the Purana,
she is the goddess of mind only, of intellect & imagination and
their perceptions & inspirations. Things spiritual & the mightier
supra-mental energies & illuminations belong not to her, but to
other powers. Well, we meet Saraswati in the Vedas; — and if
she is the same goddess as our Puranic & modern protectress
of learning & the arts, the Personality of the Intellect, then we
have a starting point — we know that the Vedic Rishis had other
than naturalistic conceptions & could call to higher powers than
the thunder-ﬂash & the storm-wind. But there is a difﬁculty —
Saraswati is the name of a river, of several rivers in India, for
the very name means ﬂowing, gliding or streaming, — and the
Europeans identify it with a river in the Punjab. We must be
careful therefore, whenever we come across the name, to be sure
which of these two is mentioned or invoked, the sweet-streaming
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Muse or the material river.
The ﬁrst passage in which Saraswati is mentioned, is the
third hymn of the ﬁrst Mandala, the hymn of Madhuchchhanda
Vaisvamitra, in which the Aswins, Indra, the Visve devah and
Saraswati are successively invoked — apparently in order to conduct an ordinary material sacriﬁce? That is the thing that has to
be seen, — to be understood. What is Saraswati, whether as a
Muse or a river, doing at the Soma-offering? Or is she there as
the architect of the hymn, the weaver of the Riks?
The passage devoted to her occupies the three ﬁnal & culminating verses of the sacred poem. Pavaka nah Saraswati vajebhir vajinivati Yajnam vashtu dhiyavasuh. Chodayitri sunritanam chetanti sumatinam Yajnam dadhe Saraswati. Maho
arnas Saraswati prachetayati ketuna Dhiyo visva vi rajati. Now
there is here mention in the last verse of a ﬂowing water, arnas, whether sea or river, but this can be no material stream,
since plainly the rest of the passage can only refer to a goddess
whose functions are subjective. She is dhiyavasuh, stored or rich
with understanding, she is the impelling power of truths, she is
the awakener of or to right thoughts. She awakens something
or brings it forward into consciousness (pra-chetayati) by the
perceptive intelligence and she governs or shines through all
the movements of the ﬁxing & discerning mind. There are too
many words here that do ordinarily & ought here to bear a
purely subjective sense for any avoidance of the clear import of
the passage. We start then with the conception of Saraswati as
a goddess of mind, if not the goddess of mind and we have then
to determine what are her functions or activities as indicated
in this important passage and for what purpose she has been
summoned by the son of Visvamitra to this sacriﬁce.
What exact sense are we to apply to vajebhir vajinivati when
it is spoken of a subjective Power? It is a suggestion I shall make
and work out hereafter by application to all the hundreds of
passages in which the word occurs that vaja in the Veda means
a substantial, ﬁrm & copious condition of being, well-grounded
& sufﬁcient plenty in anything material, mental or spiritual, any
substance, wealth, chattels, qualities, psychological conditions.
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Saraswati has the power of ﬁrm plenty, vajini, by means of or
consisting in many kinds of plenty, copious stores of mental
material for any mental activity or sacriﬁce. But ﬁrst of all she is
purifying, pavaka. Therefore she is not merely or not essentially
a goddess of mental force, but of enlightenment; for enlightenment is the mental force that puriﬁes. And she is dhiyavasu,
richly stored with understanding, buddhi, the discerning intellect, which holds ﬁrmly in their place, ﬁxes, establishes all
mental conceptions. First, therefore she has the purifying power
of enlightenment, secondly, she has plenty of mental material,
great wealth of mental being; thirdly, she is powerful in intellect,
in that which holds, discerns, places. Therefore she is asked, as
I take it, to control the Yajna — vashtu from Root vash, which
bore the idea of control as is evident from its derivatives vasha,
vashya & vashin.
But greater capacities, mightier functions are demanded of
Saraswati. Mind and discerning intelligence, however active and
well-stored, may give false interpretation and mistaken counsel.
But Saraswati at the sacriﬁce is chodayitri sunritanam chetanti
sumatinam. It is she who gives the impulsion to the truths that
appear in the mind, it is she who, herself conscious of right
thoughts and just processes of thinking, awakens to them the
mental faculties. Therefore, because she is the impelling force
behind intellectual Truth, and our awakener to right thinking, she is present at the sacriﬁce; she has established and upholds it, yajnam dadhe. This sacriﬁce, whatever else it may be,
is controlled by mental enlightenment and rich understanding
and conﬁrmed in & by truth and right-thinking. Therefore is
Saraswati its directing power & presiding goddess.
But by what power of Saraswati’s are falsehood & error
excluded and the mind and discerning reason held to truth &
right-thinking? This, if I mistake not, is what the Rishi Madhuchchhanda, the drashta of Veda has seen for us in his last and
culminating verse. I have said that arnas is a ﬂowing water
whether river or sea; for the word expresses either a ﬂowing
continuity or a ﬂowing expanse. We may translate it then as
“the river of Mah or Mahas”, and place arnas in apposition
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with Saraswati. This goddess will then be in our subjective being
some principle to which the Vedic thinkers gave the names of
Mah and Mahas for it is clear, if the rest of our interpretation
is at all correct, that there can be no question of a material
stream & arnas must refer to some stream or storehouse of
subjective faculty. But there are strong objections to such a
collocation. We shall ﬁnd later that the goddess Mahi and not
Saraswati is the objectivising feminine power and divine representative of this Vedic principle Mahas; prachetayati besides
demands an object and maho arnas is the only object which
the structure of the sentence and the rhythm of the verse will
allow. I translate therefore “Saraswati awakens by the perceptive intelligence the ocean (or, ﬂowing expanse) of Mahas and
governs diversely all the movements (or, all the faculties) of the
understanding.”
What is Mah or Mahas? The word means great, embracing,
full, comprehensive. The Earth, also, because of its wideness &
containing faculty is called mahi, — just as it is called prithivi,
dhara, medini, dharani, etc. In various forms, the root itself,
mahi, mahitwam, maha, magha, etc, it recurs with remarkable
profusion and persistence throughout the Veda. Evidently it expressed some leading thought of the Rishis, was some term of the
highest importance in their system of psychology. Turning to the
Purana we ﬁnd the term mahat applied to some comprehensive
principle which is supposed itself to be near to the unmanifest,
avyaktam but to supply the material of all that is manifest and
always to surround, embrace and uphold it. Mahat seems here
to be an objective principle; but this need not trouble us; for
in the old Hindu system all that is objective had something
subjective corresponding to it and constituting its real nature.
We ﬁnd it explicitly declared in the Vishnu Purana that all things
here are manifestations of vijnana, pure ideal knowledge, sarvani vijnanavijrimbhitani — ideal knowledge vibrating out into
intensity of various phenomenal existences each with its subjective reason for existence and objective case & form of existence.
Is ideal knowledge then the subjective principle of mahat? If so,
vijnanam and the Vedic mahas are likely to be terms identical in
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their philosophical content and psychological signiﬁcance. We
turn to the Upanishads and ﬁnd mention made more than once
of a certain subjective state of the soul, which is called Mahan
Atma, a state into which the mind and senses have to be drawn
up as we rise by samadhi of the instruments of knowledge into
the supreme state of Brahman and which is superior therefore
to these instruments. The Mahan Atma is the state of the pure
Brahman out of which the vijnana or ideal truth (sattwa or beness of things) emerges and it is higher than the vijnana but
nearer us than the Unmanifest or Avyaktam (Katha: III.10, 11,
13 & VI.7). If we understand by the Mahan Atma that status
of soul existence (Purusha) which is the basis of the objective
mahat or mahati prakriti and which develops the vijnanam or
ideal knowledge as its subjective instrument, then we shall have
farther light on the nature of Mahas in the ancient conceptions.
We shall see that it is ideal knowledge, vijnanam, or is connected
with ideal knowledge.
But we have ﬁrst one more step in our evidence to notice,
— the ﬁnal & conclusive link. In the Taittiriya Upanishad we
are told that there are three vyahritis, Bhur, Bhuvar, Swar, but
the Rishi Mahachamasya insisted on a fourth, Mahas. What is
this fourth vyahriti? It is evidently some old Vedic idea and can
hardly fail to be our maho arnas. I have already, in my introduction, outlined brieﬂy the Vedic, Vedantic & Puranic system of the
seven worlds and the ﬁve bodies. In this system the three vyahritis constitute the lower half of existence which is in bondage to
Avidya. Bhurloka is the material world, our dwelling place, in
which Annam predominates, in which everything is subject to or
limited by the laws of matter & material consciousness. Bhuvar
are the middle worlds, antariksha, between Swar & Bhur, vital
worlds in which Prana, the vital principle predominates and
everything is subject to or limited by the laws of vitality &
vital consciousness. Swarloka is the supreme world of the triple
system, the pure mental kingdom in which manas — either in
itself or, as one goes higher, uplifted & enlightened by buddhi
— predominates & by the laws of mind determines the life &
movements of the existences which inhabit it. The three Puranic
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worlds Jana, Tapas, Satya, — not unknown to the Veda — constitute the Parardha; they are the higher ranges of existence in
which Sat, Chit, Ananda, the three mighty elements of the divine
nature predominate respectively, creative Ananda or divine bliss
in Jana, the power of Chit (Chich-chhakti) or divine Energy
in Tapas, the extension [of] Sat or divine being in Satya. But
these worlds are hidden from us, avyakta — lost for us in the
sushupti to which only great Yogins easily attain & only with
the Anandaloka have we by means of the anandakosha some
difﬁcult chance of direct access. We are too joyless to bear the
surging waves of that divine bliss, too weak or limited to move
in those higher ranges of divine strength & being. Between the
upper hemisphere & the lower is Maharloka, the seat of ideal
knowledge & pure Truth, which links the free spirits to the
bound, the gods who deliver to the gods who are in chains,
the wide & immutable realms to these petty provinces where
all shifts, all passes, all changes. We see therefore that Mahas
is still vijnanam and we can no longer hesitate to identify our
subjective principle of mahas, source of truth & right thinking
awakened by Saraswati through the perceptive intelligence, with
the Vedantic principle of vijnana or pure buddhi, instrument of
pure Truth & ideal knowledge.
We do not ﬁnd that the Rishi Mahachamasya succeeded in
getting his fourth vyahriti accepted by the great body of Vedantic
thinkers. With a little reﬂection we can see the reason why. The
vijnana or mahat is superior to reasoning. It sees and knows,
hears and knows, remembers & knows by the ideal principles
of drishti, sruti and smriti; it does not reason and know. Or withdrawing into the Mahan Atma, it is what it exercises itself upon
and therefore knows — as it were, by conscious identity; for that
is the nature of the Mahan Atma to be everything separately and
collectively & know it as an object of his Knowledge and yet as
himself. Always vijnana knows things in the whole & therefore
in the part, in the mass & therefore in the particular. But when
ideal knowledge, vijnana, looks out on the phenomenal world in
its separate details, it then acquires an ambiguous nature. So long
as it is not assailed by mind, it is still the pure buddhi and free
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from liability to errors. The pure buddhi may assign its reasons,
but it knows ﬁrst & reasons afterwards, — to explain, not to
justify. Assailed by mind, the ideal buddhi ceases to be pure,
ceases to be ideal, becomes sensational, emotional, is obliged to
found itself on data, ends not in knowledge but in opinion and
is obliged to hold doubt with one hand even while it tries to
grasp certainty by the other. For it is the nature of mind to be
shackled & frightened by its data. It looks at things as entirely
outside itself, separate from itself and it approaches them one
by one, groups them & thus arrives at knowledge by synthesis;
or if [it] looks at things in the mass, it has to appreciate them
vaguely and then take its parts and qualities one by one, arriving
at knowledge by a process of analysis. But it cannot be sure that
the knowledge it acquires, is pure truth; it can never be safe
against mixture of truth & error, against one-sided knowledge
which leads to serious misconception, against its own sensations,
passions, prejudices and false associations. Such truth as it gets
can only be correct even so far as it goes, if all the essential data
have been collected and scrupulously weighed without any false
weights or any unconscious or semi-conscious interference with
the balance. A difﬁcult undertaking! So we can form reliable
conclusions, — and then too always with some reserve of doubt,
— about the past & the present. Of the future the mind can know
nothing except in eternally ﬁxed movements, for it has no data.
We try to read the future from the past & present and make
the most colossal blunders. The practical man of action who
follows there his will, his intuition & his instinct, is far more
likely to be correct than the scientiﬁc reasoner. Moreover, the
mind has to rely for its data on the outer senses or on its own
inner sensations & perceptions & it can never be sure that these
are informing it correctly or are, even, in their nature anything
but lying instruments. Therefore we say we know the objective
world on the strength of a perpetual hypothesis. The subjective
world we know only as in a dream, sure only of our own inner
movements & the little we can learn from them about others,
but there too sure only of this objective world & end always
in conﬂict of transitory opinions, a doubt, a perhaps. Yet sure
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knowledge, indubitable Truth, the Vedic thinkers have held, is
not only possible to mankind, but is the goal of our journey.
Satyam eva jayate nanritam satyena pantha vitato devayanah
yenakramantyrishayo hyaptakama yatra tat satyasya paramam
nidhanam. Truth conquers and not falsehood, by truth the path
has been extended which the gods follow, by which sages attaining all their desire arrive where is that Supreme Abode of
Truth. The very eagerness of man for Truth, his untameable
yearning towards an inﬁnite reality, an inﬁnite extension of
knowledge, the fact that he has the conception of a ﬁxed &
ﬁrm truth, nay the very fact that error is possible & persistent,
are indications that pure Truth exists. We follow no chimaera as
a supreme good, nor do the Powers of Darkness ﬁght against a
mere shadow. The ideal Truth is constantly coming down to us,
constantly seeking to deliver us from our slavery to our senses
and the magic circle of our limited data. It speaks to our hearts
& creates the phenomenon of Faith, but the heart has its lawless
& self-regarding emotions & disﬁgures the message. It speaks
to the Imagination, our great intellectual instrument which liberates us from the immediate fact and opens the mind to inﬁnite
possibility; but the imagination has her pleasant ﬁctions & her
headlong creative impulse and exaggerates the truth & distorts
& misplaces circumstances. It speaks to the intellect itself, bids
it criticise its instruments by vichara and creates the critical reason, bids it approach the truth directly by a wide passionless &
luminous use of the pure judgment, and creates shuddha buddhi
or Kant’s pure reason; bids it divine truth & learn to hold the
true divination & reject the counterfeit, and creates the intuitive
reason & its guardian, intuitive discrimination or viveka. But
the intellect is impatient of error, eager for immediate results
and hurries to apply what it receives before it has waited & seen
& understood. Therefore error maintains & even extends her
reign. At last come the logician & modern rationalist thinker;
disgusted with the exaggeration of these movements, seeing their
errors, unable to see their indispensable utility, he sets about
sweeping them away as intellectual rubbish, gets rid of faith,
gets rid of ﬂexibility of mind, gets rid of sympathy, pure reason
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& intuition, puts critical reason into an ill lightened dungeon &
thinks now, delivered from these false issues, to compass truth
by laborious observation & a rigid logic. To live on these dry &
insufﬁcient husks is the last fate of impure vijnanam or buddhi
conﬁned in the data of the mind & senses — until man wronged
in his nature, cabined in his possibilities revolts & either prefers
a luminous error or resumes his broadening & upward march.
It was this aspect of impure mahas, vijnanam working not
in its own home, swe dame but in the house of a stranger, as
a servant of an inferior faculty, reason as we call it, which led
the Rishi Mahachamasya to include mahas among the vyahritis.
But vijnana itself is an integral part of the supreme movement,
it is divine thought in divine being, — therefore not a vyahriti.
The Veda uses to express this pure Truth & ideal knowledge another word, equivalent in meaning to mahat, — the word brihat
and couples with it two other signiﬁcant expressions, satyam
& ritam. This trinity of satyam ritam brihat — Sacchidananda
objectivised — is the Mahan Atma. Satyam is Truth, the principle of inﬁnite & divine Being, Sat objectivised to Knowledge as
the Truth of things self-manifested; Ritam is Law, the motion
of things thought out, the principle of divine self-aware energy,
Chit-shakti objectivised to knowledge as the Truth of things selfarranged; Brihat is full content & fullness, satisfaction, Nature,
the principle of divine Bliss objectivised to knowledge as the
Truth of things contented with its own manifestation in law
of being & law of action. For, as the Vedanta tells us, there is
no lasting satisfaction in the little, in the unillumined or halfillumined things of mind & sense, satisfaction there is only in the
large, the self-true & self-existent. Nalpe sukham asti bhumaiva
sukham. Bhuma, brihat, mahat, that is God. It is Ananda therefore that insists on largeness & constitutes the mahat or brihat.
Ananda is the soul of Nature, its essentiality, creative power
& peace. The harmony of creative power & peace, pravritti
& nivritti, jana & shama, is the divine state which we feel —
as Wordsworth felt it — when we go back to the brihat, the
wide & inﬁnite which, containing & contented with its works,
says of it “Sukritam”, What I have made, is good. Whoever
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enters this kingdom of Mahat, this Maho Arnas or great sea of
ideal knowledge, comes into possession of his true being, true
knowledge, true bliss. He attains the ideal powers of drishti,
sruti, smriti — sees truth face to face, hears her unerring voice
or knows her by immediate recognising memory — just as we say
of a friend “This is he” and need no reasoning of observation,
comparison, induction or deduction to tell us who he is or to
explain our knowledge to ourselves — though we may, already
knowing the truth, use a self-evident reasoning masterfully in
order to convince others. The characteristic of ideal knowledge
is ﬁrst that it is direct in its approach, secondly, that it is selfevident in its revelation, swayamprakasha, thirdly, that it is
unerring fact of being, sat, satyam in its substance. Moreover, it
is always perfectly satisﬁed & divinely pleasurable; it is atmarati
& atmastha, conﬁnes itself to itself & does not reach out beyond
itself to grasp at error or grope within itself to stumble over
ignorance. It is, too, perfectly effective whether for knowledge,
speech or action, satyakarma, satyapratijna, satyavadi. The man
who rising beyond the state of the manu, manishi or thinker
which men are now, becomes the kavi or direct seer, containing
what he sees, — he who draws the manomaya purusha up into
the vijnanamaya, — is in all things “true”. Truth is his characteristic, his law of being, the stamp that God has put upon him.
But even for the manishi ideal Truth has its bounties. For from
thence come the intuitions of the poet, the thinker, the artist,
scientist, man of action, merchant, craftsman, labourer each in
his sphere, the seed of the great thoughts, discoveries, faiths that
help the world and save our human works & destinies from
decay & dissolution. But in utilising these messages from our
higher selves for the world, in giving them a form or a practical
tendency, we use our intellects, feelings or imaginations and
alter to their moulds or colour with their pigments the Truth.
That alloy seems to be needed to make this gold from the mines
above run current among men. This then is Maho Arnas. The
psychological conceptions of our remote forefathers concerning
it have so long been alien to our thought & experience that
they may be a little difﬁcult to follow & more difﬁcult to accept
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mentally. But we must understand & grasp them in their fullness
if we have any desire to know the meaning of the Veda. For
they are the very centre & keystone of Vedic psychology. Maho
Arnas, the Great Ocean, is the stream of our being which at
once divides & connects the human in us from the divine, &
to cross over from the human to the divine, from this small &
divided ﬁnite to that one, great & inﬁnite, from this death to that
immortality, leaving Diti for Aditi, alpam for bhuma, martyam
for amritam is the great preoccupation & ﬁnal aim of Veda &
Vedanta.
We can now understand the intention of the Rishi in his
last verse and the greatness of the climax to which he has been
leading us. Saraswati is able to give impulsion to Truth and
awaken to right thinking because she has access to the Maho
Arnas, the great ocean. On that level of consciousness, we are
usually it must be remembered asleep, sushupta. The chetana
or waking consciousness has no access; it lies behind our active
consciousness, is, as we might say, superconscious, for us, asleep.
Saraswati brings it forward into active consciousness by means
of the ketu or perceptive intelligence, that essential movement
of mind which accepts & realises whatever is presented to it. To
focus this ketu, this essential perception on the higher truth by
drawing it away from the haphazard disorder of sensory data
is the great aim of Yogic meditation. Saraswati by ﬁxing essential perception on the satyam ritam brihat above makes ideal
knowledge active and is able to inform it with all those plentiful
movements of mind which she, “dhiyavasu, vajebhir vajinivati”,
has prepared for the service of the Master of the sacriﬁce. She
is able to govern all the movements of understanding without
exception in their thousand diverse movements & give them the
single impression of truth and right thinking — visva dhiyo vi
rajati. A governed & ordered activity of soul and mind, led by
the Truth-illuminated intellect, is the aim of the sacriﬁce which
Madhuchchhanda son of Viswamitra is offering to the Gods.
For we perceive at once that the yajna here can be no material sacriﬁce, no mere pouring out of the Soma-wine on the
sacred ﬂame to the gods of rain & cloud, star & sunshine.
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Saraswati is not even here the goddess of speech whose sole
function is to inspire & guide the singer in his hymn. In other
passages she may be merely Bharati, — the Muse. But here there
are greater depths of thought & soul-experience. She has to do
things which mere speech cannot do. And even if we were to
take her here as the divine Muse, still the functions asked of her
are too great, there is too little need of all these high intellectual
motions, for a mere invitation to Rain & Star Gods to share in a
pouring of the Soma-wine. She could do that without all this high
intellectual & spiritual labour. Even, therefore, if it be a material
sacriﬁce which Madhuchchhanda is offering, its material aspects
can be no more than symbolical. Unless indeed the rest of the
hymn contradicts the intellectual & spiritual purport which we
have discovered in these closing verses, full — on the face of
them & accepting the plainest & most ordinary meaning for
each single word in them — of deep psychological knowledge,
moral & spiritual aspiration & a supreme poetical art.
I do not propose to study the earlier verses of the hymn with
the same care as we have expended on the closing dedication to
Saraswati, — that would lead me beyond my immediate purpose. A rapid glance through them to see whether they conﬁrm
or contradict our ﬁrst results will be sufﬁcient. There are three
passages, also of three verses each, consecrated successively to
the Aswins, Indra & the Visve Devah. I shall give brieﬂy my own
view of these three passages and the gods they invoke.
The master word of the address to the Aswins is the verb
chanasyatam, take your delight. The Aswins, as I understand
them, are the masters of strength, youth, joy, swiftness, pleasure,
rapture, the pride and glory of existence, and may almost be described as the twin gods of youth and joy. All the epithets applied
to them here support this view. They are dravatpani subhaspati,
the swift-footed masters of weal, of happiness and good fortune; they are purubhuja, much enjoying; their ofﬁce is to take
and give delight, chanasyatam. So runs the ﬁrst verse, Aswina
yajwaririsho dravatpani subhaspati, Purubhuja chanasyatam. O
Aswins, cries Madhuchchhanda, I am in the full rush, the full
ecstasy of the sacriﬁcial action, O swift-footed, much-enjoying
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masters of happiness, take in me your delight. Again they are
purudansasa, wide-distributing, nara, strong. “O strong widedistributing Aswins,” continues the singer, “with your brightﬂashing (or brilliantly-forceful) understanding take pleasure in
the words (of the mantra) which are now ﬁrmly settled (in the
mind)”. Aswina purudansasa nara shaviraya dhiya, Dhishnya
vanatam girah. Again we have the stress on things subjective,
intellectual and spiritual. The extreme importance of the mantra,
the inspired & potent word in the old Vedic religion is known
nor has it diminished in later Hinduism. The mantra in Yoga
is only effective when it has settled into the mind, is asina, has
taken its seat there and become spontaneous; it is then that
divine power enters into, takes possession of it and the mantra
itself becomes one with the god of the mantra and does his
works in the soul and body. This, as every Yogin knows, is one
of the fundamental ideas not only in the Rajayogic practice but
in almost all paths of spiritual discipline. Here we have the very
word that can most appropriately express this settling in of the
mantra, dhishnya, combined with the word girah. And we know
that the gods in the Veda are called girvanah, those who delight
in the mantra; Indra, the god of mental force, is girvahas, he
who supports or bears the mantra. Why should Nature gods
delight in speech or the god of thunder & rain be the supporter
or bearer of any kind of speech? The hymns? But what is meant
by bearing the hymns? We have to give unnatural meanings
to vanas & vahas, if we wish to avoid this plain indication.
In the next verse the epithets are dasra, bountiful, which, like
wide-distributing is again an epithet appropriate to the givers of
happiness, weal and youth, rudravartani, ﬁerce & impetuous in
all their ways, and Nasatya, a word of doubtful meaning which,
for philological reasons, I take to mean gods of movement. As
the movement indicated by this and kindred words nâ, (natare),
especially meant a gliding, ﬂoating, swimming movement, the
Aswins came to be especially the protectors of ships & sailors,
and it is in this capacity that we ﬁnd Castor & Polydeuces
(Purudansas) acting, their Western counterparts, the brothers
of Helen (Sarama), the swift riders of the Roman legend. “O
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givers, O lords of free movement,” runs the closing verse of this
invocation, “come to the outpourings of my nectar, be ye ﬁerce
in action; — I feel full of youthful vigour, I have prepared the
sacred grass,” — if that indeed be the true & early meaning of
barhis. Dasra yuvakavah suta nasatya vriktabarhishah, Ayatam
rudravartani. It is an intense rapture of the soul (rudravartani)
which Madhuchchhandas asks ﬁrst from the gods. Therefore his
ﬁrst call is to the Aswins.
Next, it is to Indra that he turns. I have already said that
in my view Indra is the master of mental force. Let us see
whether there is anything here to contradict the hypothesis.
Indra yahi chitrabhano suta ime tu ayavah, Anwibhis tana
putasah. Indrayahi dhiyeshito viprajutah sutavatah Upa brahmani vaghatah. Indrayahi tutujana upa brahmani harivah Sute
dadhishwa nas chanah. There are several important words here
that are doubtful in their sense, anwi, tana, vaghatah, brahmani;
but none of them are of importance for our present purpose
except brahmani. For reasons I shall give in the proper place
I do not accept Brahma in the Veda as meaning speech of any
kind, but as either soul or a mantra of the kind afterwards called
dhyana, the object of which was meditation and formation in the
soul of the divine Power meditated on whether in an image or in
his qualities. It is immaterial which sense we take here. “Indra,”
sings the Rishi, “arrive, O thou of rich and varied light, here are
these life-streams poured forth, puriﬁed, with vital powers, with
substance. Arrive, O Indra, controlled by the understanding,
impelled forward in various directions to my soul faculties, I
who am now full of strength and ﬂourishing increase. Arrive,
O Indra, with protection to my soul faculties, O dweller in the
brilliance, conﬁrm our delight in the nectar poured.” It seems
to me that the remarkable descriptions dhiyeshito viprajutah
are absolutely conclusive, that they prove the presence of a
subjective Nature Power, not a god of rain & tempest, & prove
especially a mind-god. What is it but mental force which comes
controlled by the understanding and is impelled forward by
it in various directions? What else is it that at the same time
protects by its might the growing & increasing soul faculties
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from impairing & corrupting attack and conﬁrms, keeps safe
& continuous the delight which the Aswins have brought with
them? The epithets chitrabhano, harivas become at once intelligible and appropriate; the god of mental force has indeed a
rich and varied light, is indeed a dweller in the brilliance. The
progress of the thought is clear. Madhuchchhanda, as a result
of Yogic practice, is in a state of spiritual & physical exaltation;
he has poured out the nectar of vitality; he is full of strength &
ecstasy. This is the sacriﬁce he has prepared for the gods. He
wishes it to be prolonged, perhaps to be made, if it may now be,
permanent. The Aswins are called to give & take the delight,
Indra to supply & preserve that mental force which will sustain
the delight otherwise in danger of being exhausted & sinking
by its own ﬁerceness rapidly consuming its material in the soul
faculties. The state and the movement are one of which every
Yogin knows.
But he is not content with the inner sacriﬁce. He wishes
to pour out this strength & joy in action on the world, on his
fellows, on the peoples, therefore he calls to the Visve Devah
to come, A gata! — all the gods in general who help man and
busy themselves in supporting his multitudinous & manifold action. They are kindly, omasas, they are charshanidhrito, holders
or supporters of all our actions, especially actions that require
effort, (it is in this sense that I take charshani, again on good
philological grounds), they are to distribute this nectar to all or
to divide it among themselves for the action, — dasvanso may
have either force, — for Madhuchchhanda wishes not only to
possess, but to give, to distribute, he is dashush. Omasas charshanidhrito visve devasa a gata, daswanso dashushah sutam. He
goes on, Visve devaso apturah sutam a ganta turnayah Usra iva
swasarani. Visve devaso asridha ehimayaso adruhah, Medham
jushanta vahnayah. “O you all-gods who are energetic in works,
come to the nectar distilled, ye swift ones, (or, come swiftly), like
calves to their own stalls, — (so at least we must translate this
last phrase, till we can get the real meaning, for I do not believe
this is the real or, at any rate, the only meaning). O you all-gods
unfaltering, with wide capacity of strength, ye who harm not,
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attach yourselves to the offering as its supporters.” And then
come the lines about Saraswati. For although Indra can sustain
for a moment or for a time he is at present a mental, not an ideal
force; it is Saraswati full of the vijnana, of mahas, guiding by it
the understanding in all its ways who can give to all these gods
the supporting knowledge, light and truth which will conﬁrm
and uphold the delight, the mental strength & supply inexhaustibly from the Ocean of Mahas the beneﬁcent & joy-giving
action, — Saraswati, goddess of inspiration, the ﬂowing goddess who is the intermediary & channel by which divine truth,
divine joy, divine being descend through the door of knowledge
into this human receptacle. In a word, she is our inspirer, our
awakener, our lurer towards Immortality. It is immortality that
Madhuchchhandas prepares for himself & the people who do
sacriﬁce to Heaven, devayantah. The Soma-streams he speaks
of are evidently no intoxicating vegetable juices; he calls them
ayavah, life-forces; & elsewhere amritam, nectar of immortality;
somasah, wine-draughts of bliss & internal well being. It is the
clear Yogic idea of the amritam, the divine nectar which ﬂows
into the system at a certain stage of Yogic practice & gives pure
health, pure strength & pure physical joy to the body as a basis
for a pure mental & spiritual vigour and activity.
We have therefore as a result of a long and careful examination the clear conviction that certainly in this poem of
Madhuchchhanda, probably in others of his hymns, perhaps in
all we have an invocation to subjective Nature powers, a symbolic sacriﬁce, a spiritual, moral & subjective effort & purpose.
And if many other suktas in this & other Mandalas conﬁrm the
evidence of this third hymn of the Rigveda, shall we not say that
here we have the true Veda as the Rishis understood it and that
this was the reason why all the ancient thinkers looked on the
hymns with so deep-seated a reverence that even after they came
to be used merely as ceremonial liturgies at a material sacriﬁce,
even after the Buddha impatiently ﬂung them aside, the writer
of the Gita had to look beyond them & Shankara respectfully
put them on the shelf of neglect as useless for spiritual purposes,
even after they have ceased to be used and almost to be read, the
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most spiritual nation on the face of the earth still tenaciously, by
a sort of divine instinct, clings to them as its supreme Scriptures
& refers back all its spirituality and higher knowledge to the
Vedas? Let us proceed and see whether this is not the truest as
well as the noblest reading of the riddle — the real root of God’s
purpose in maintaining this our ancient faith and millennial
tradition.

II.
Varuna and the Law.
The characteristics of Varuna in the Veda have given pause even
to its naturalistic interpreters and compelled them to admit the
presence of moral ideas and a subjective element in the Rishis’
conception of their divinities. They admit it grudgingly and attempt to give it as crude and primitive an appearance as possible,
but the moral & supernatural functions of Varuna are undeniable. Yet Varuna is the Greek Ouranos, which is simply &
plainly the sky, Akasha. Ouranos in Greek myth is a colourless
presence, parent by his union with Earth, Akasha with Prithivi,
of all beings but especially of Kronos & the Titans, the elder
gods, the ﬁrst masters of heaven. There is no resemblance here to
Varuna. Farther to complicate the task of the modern mythologists, Varuna in later Sanscrit has fallen from his skies & become
the god of the Ocean. By what extraordinary chemical process
of the imagination was the god of the sky converted into the god
of the Ocean? Because both are blue, one is driven to suppose!
That would be material enough and crude enough to satisfy the
ﬁrmest believer in the intellectual crudity & semi-savagery of the
Vedic Rishis. But let us leave aside the shadowy Greek Ouranos
and look a little from our own standpoint at this mighty Vedic
Varuna.
We get our ﬁrst mention of Varuna at the end of the second
hymn in the Rigveda, the hymn of Madhuchchhandas in which
he calls, as in the third, on several gods, ﬁrst to Vayu, then to
Vayu and Indra together, last, Varuna and Mitra. “Arrive,” he
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says, “O Vayu, O beautiful one, lo these Soma-powers in their
array (is it not a battle-array?), protect them, hear their call! O
Vayu, strongly thy lovers woo thee with prayers (or, desires),
they have distilled the nectar, they have found their strength (or,
they know the day?). O Vayu, thy abounding stream moves for
the giver, it is wide for the drinking of the Soma-juice. O Indra &
Vayu, here are the outpourings, come to them with outputtings
of strength, the powers of delight desire you both. Thou, O Vayu,
awake, and Indra, to the outpourings of the Soma, you who are
rich in power of your plenty; so (that is, rich in power) come
to me, for the foe has attacked. Come O Vayu, and Indra, to
the distiller of the nectar, expel the foe, swiftly hither strong by
the understanding.” And then comes the closing call to Mitra
& Varuna. “I call Mitra of puriﬁed discernment and Varuna
who destroys the foe, they who effect a bright and gracious
understanding. By Law of Truth, Mitra and Varuna, who by the
Truth increase and to the Truth attain, enjoy a mighty strength.
Mitra and Varuna, the seers, born in Force, dwellers in the Vast,
uphold Daksha (the discerning intelligence) at his work.”
There are here a number of words whose exact meaning is
exceedingly important for any fruitful enquiry into the religious
signiﬁcance of the Vedas. The most important, the decisive &
capital word in the passage is Ritam. Whatever it may be held to
mean, it will decide for us the essential character of Varuna &
his constant comrade Mitra. I have already suggested in my ﬁrst
chapter the sense in which I understand Ritam. It is its ordinary
sense in Sanscrit. Ritam is Truth, Law, that which is straight,
upright, direct, rectum; it is that which gives everything its place
& its motion (ritu), that which constitutes reason (ratio) in mind
and rectitude in morals, — it is the rightness or righteousness
which makes the stars move in their orbits, the seasons occur in
their order, thought & speech move towards truth, trees grow
according to their seed, animals act according to their species
& nature, & man walk in the paths which God has prescribed
for him. It is that in the Akasha — the Akasha where Varuna is
lord — which develops arrangement & order, it is the element
of law in Nature. But not only in material Nature, not only in
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the moral akasha even, the akasha of the heart of which the
Rishis spoke, but on higher levels also. I have pointed out that
Ritam is the law of the Truth, of vijnana. It is this ideal Truth,
the Truth of being, by which everything animate or inanimate
knows in its ﬁbres of being & serves in action & feeling the
truth of itself, in which Law is born. This Law which belongs to
Satyam, to the Mahas, is Ritam. Neither of the English words,
Law & Truth, gives the idea; they have to be combined in order
to be equivalent to ritam. Well, then Varuna is represented to us
as increasing in his nature by this Truth & Law, attaining to it
or possessing it; Law & Truth are the source of his strength, the
means by which he has arrived at his present force & mightiness.
But he is more than that; he is tuvijata, urukshaya. Uru, we
shall ﬁnd in other hymns, the Vast, is a word used as equivalent to Brihat to describe the ideal level of consciousness, the
kingdom of ideal knowledge, in its aspect of joyous comprehensive wideness and capacity. It is clearly told us that men by
overcoming & passing beyond the two ﬁrmaments of Mind-invitality, Bhuvar, & mind in intellectuality, Swar, arrive in the
Vast, Uru, and make it their dwelling place. Therefore Uru must
be taken as equivalent to Brihat; it must mean Mahas. Our
Vedic Varuna, then, is a dweller in Mahas, in the vastness of
ideal knowledge. But he is not born there; he is born or appears
ﬁrst in tuvi, that is, in strength or force. Since Uru deﬁnitely
means the Vast, means Mahas, means a particular plane of consciousness, is, in short, a ﬁxed term of Vedic psychology, it is
inevitable that tuvi thus coupled with it and yet differentiated,
must be another ﬁxed term of Vedic psychology & must mean
another plane of consciousness. We have found the meaning of
Mahas by consulting Purana & Vedanta as well as the Veda
itself. Have we any similar light on the signiﬁcance of Tuvi?
Yes. The Puranas describe to us three worlds above Maharloka,
— called, respectively, in the Puranic system, Jana, Tapas and
Satya. By a comparison with Vedantic psychology we know that
Jana must be the world of Ananda of which the Mahajana Atma
is the sustaining Brahman as the Mahan Atma is the sustaining
Brahman of the vijnana, and we get this light on the subject
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that, just as Bhur, Bhuvah, Swar are the lower or human half of
existence, the aparardha of the Brahmanda, (the Brahma-circle
or universe of manifest consciousness), and answer objectively
to the subjective ﬁeld covered by Annam, Prana & Manas, just
as Mahas is the intermediate world, link between the divine &
human hemispheres, and corresponds to the subjective region of
Vijnana, so Jana, Tapas & Satya are the divine half of existence,
& answer to the Ananda with its two companion principles Sat
and Chit, the three constituting the Trinity of those psychological
states which are, to & in our consciousness, Sacchidananda, God
sustaining from above His worlds. But why is the world of Chit
called Tapoloka? According to our conceptions this universe
has been created by & in divine Awareness by Force, Shakti,
or Power which [is] inherent in Awareness, Force of Awareness
or Chit Shakti that moves, forms & realises whatever it wills
in Being. This force, this Chit-shakti in its application to its
work, is termed in the ancient phraseology Tapas. Therefore,
it is told us that when Brahma the Creator lay uncreative on
the great Ocean, he listened & heard a voice crying over the
waters OM Tapas! OM Tapas! and he became full of the energy
of the mantra & arose & began creation. Tapas & Tu or Tuvi
are equivalent terms. We can see at once the meaning. Varuna,
existing no doubt in Sat, appears or is born to us in Tapas, in
the sea of force put out in itself by the divine Awareness, &
descending through divine delight which world is in Jana, in
production or birth by Tapas, through Ananda, that is to say,
into the manifest world, dwells in ideal knowledge & Truth and
makes there Ritam or the Law of the Truth of Being his peculiar
province. It is the very process of all creation, according to our
Vedic & Vedantic Rishis. Descending into the actual universe we
ﬁnd Varuna master of the Akash or ether, matrix and continent
of created things, in the Akash watching over the development
of the created world & its peoples according to the line already ﬁxed by ideal knowledge as suitable to their nature and
purpose — yathatathyato vihitam shashwatibhyah samabhyah
— and guiding the motion of things & souls in the line of the
ritam. It is in his act of guidance and bringing to perfection of
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the imperfect that he increases by the law and the truth, desires
it and naturally attains to it, has the spriha & the sparsha of the
ritam. It is from his ﬁdelity to ideal Truth that he acquires the
mighty power by which he maintains the heavens and orders its
worlds in their appointed motion.
Such is his general nature and power. But there are also
certain particular subjective functions to which he is called. He
is rishadasa, he harries and slays the enemies of the soul, and
with Mitra of pure discernment he works at the understanding
till he brings it to a gracious pureness and brightness. He is like
Agni, a kavih, one of those who has access to and commands
ideal knowledge and with Mitra he supports and upholds Daksha when he is at his works; for so I take Daksham apasam.
Mitra has already been described as having a pure daksha. The
adjective daksha means in Sanscrit clever, intelligent, capable,
like dakshina, like the Greek dexic. We may also compare the
Greek dxa, meaning judgment, opinion etc & dokw, I think or
seem, and Latin doceo, I teach, doctrina etc. As these identities
indicate, Daksha is originally he who divides, analyses, discerns;
he is the intellectual faculty or in his person the master of the
intellectual faculty which discerns and distinguishes. Therefore
was Mitra able to help in making the understanding bright &
pure, — by virtue of his puriﬁed discernment.
So much Varuna does but what is he actually? We cannot tell
with accuracy until we have separated him from his companion
Mitra. We come across him next no longer in company with
Mitra, but still not by himself, accompanied this time by Indra
and helping him in his work, in the seventeenth sukta of the ﬁrst
Mandala, a hymn of Medhatithi Kanwa, a hymn whose burden
is joy, calm, purity & fulﬁlment. “Of Indra & Varuna, the high
rulers, I choose the protection, may they be gracious to us in
this our state (of attainment). For ye are they who come to the
call of the enlightened soul that can contain you; you are they
who are upbearers of his actions. Take ye your pleasure to your
hearts’ content in the felicity, O Indra, O Varuna; so we desire
you utterly near to us. May we gain the full pitch of the powers,
the full vigour of the right thoughts that give men the assured
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plenty. Indra is the desirable Strength of all that gives force,
Varuna of all that is ample & noble. By their protection may
we remain in safety and meditate, may there be indeed an utter
puriﬁcation. Indra and Varuna, I call you for rich and varied
ecstasy, do ye render us victorious. Indra and Varuna, now may
our understandings be entirely obedient to you, that in them you
may give to us peace. May the good praise be grateful to you, O
Indra & Varuna, which I call aloud to you, the fulﬁlling praise
which you bring to prosperity.”
We are no longer with Madhuchchhanda Vaiswamitra. It
is Medhatithi of the Kanwas who has taken the word, a soul
of great clearness & calmness who is full of a sort of vibrating
peace. Yet we ﬁnd the same strain, the same ﬁxed ideas, the same
subjective purpose & spiritual aspiration. A few words here &
there in my translation may be challenged and given a different
meaning. Throughout the Veda there are words like radhas etc
to which I have given a sense based on reasons of context &
philology but which must be allowed to remain conjectural till
I am able to take up publicly the detailed examination of the
language & substance of the Rigveda. But we have sumati again
and the ever recurring vaja, the dhartara charshaninam, holders
of actions, & rayah which certainly meant felicity in the Veda. It
is clear from the third verse that Varuna and Indra are called to
share in the felicity of the poet’s soul, — that felicity is his material of sacriﬁce, — “anukamam tarpayetham,” he says, Delight
in it to your heart’s content; and again in the seventh shloka he
tells them, Vam aham huve chitraya radhase, a phrase which,
in view of verse 3, I can only translate “I call you for rich and
varied ecstasy”; for it is evidently meant to describe that felicity,
that heart-ﬁlling satisfaction which he has already offered in the
third sloka. In return he asks them to give victory. Always in the
Veda there is the idea of the spiritual battle as well as the outer
struggles of life, the battle with the jealous forces of Nature, with
Vala, the grudging guardian of light, with the great obscuring
dragon Vritra & his hosts, with the thieving Panis, with all the
many forces that oppose man’s evolution & support limitation
and evil. A great many of the words for sacriﬁce, mean also war
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and battle, in Sanscrit or in its kindred tongues.
Indra and Varuna are called to give victory, because both of
them are samrat. The words samrat & swarat have in Veda an
ascertained philosophical sense. One is swarat when, having selfmastery & self-knowledge, & being king over his whole system,
physical, vital, mental & spiritual, free in his being, [one] is able
to guide entirely the harmonious action of that being. Swarajya
is spiritual Freedom. One is Samrat when one is master of the
laws of being, ritam, rituh, vratani, and can therefore control all
forces & creatures. Samrajya is divine Rule resembling the power
of God over his world. Varuna especially is Samrat, master of
the Law which he follows, governor of the heavens & all they
contain, Raja Varuna, Varuna the King as he is often styled
by Sunahshepa and other Rishis. He too, like Indra & Agni &
the Visvadevas, is an upholder & supporter of men’s actions,
dharta charshaninam. Finally in the ﬁfth sloka a distinction
is drawn between Indra and Varuna of great importance for
our purpose. The Rishi wishes, by their protection, to rise to
the height of the inner Energies (yuvaku shachinam) and have
the full vigour of right thoughts (yuvaku sumatinam) because
they give then that fullness of inner plenty (vajadavnam) which
is the ﬁrst condition of enduring calm & perfection & then
he says, Indrah sahasradavnam, Varunah shansyanam kratur
bhavati ukthyah. Indra is the master-strength, desirable indeed,
(ukthya, an object of prayer, of longing and aspiration) of one
class of those boons (vara, varyani) for which the Rishis praise
him, Varuna is the master-strength, equally desirable, of another
class of these Vedic blessings. Those which Indra brings, give
force, sahasram, the forceful being that is strong to endure &
strong to overcome; those that attend the grace of Varuna are of
a loftier & more ample description, they are shansya. The word
shansa is frequently used; it is one of the ﬁxed terms of Veda.
Shall we translate it praise, the sense most suitable to the ritual explanation, the sense which the ﬁnally dominant ritualistic
school gave to so many of the ﬁxed terms of Veda? In that case
Varuna must be urushansa, because he is widely praised, Agni
narashansa because he is strongly praised or praised by men,
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— ought not a wicked or cruel man to be nrishansa because
he is praised by men? — the Rishis call repeatedly on the gods
to protect their praise, & Varuna here must be master of things
that are praiseworthy. But these renderings can only be accepted,
if we consent to the theory of the Rishis as semi-savage poets,
feeble of brain, vague in speech, pointless in their style, using
language for barbaric ornament rather than to express ideas.
Here for instance there is a very powerful indicated contrast,
indicated by the grammatical structure, the order & the rhythm,
by the singular kratur bhavati, by the separation of Indra &
Varuna who have hitherto been coupled, by the assignment of
each governing nominative to its governed genitive and a careful
balanced order of words, ﬁrst giving the master Indra then his
province sahasradavnam, exactly balancing them in the second
half of the ﬁrst line the master Varuna & then his province
shansyanam, and the contrast thus pointed, in the closing pada
of the Gayatri all the words that in their application are common at once to all these four separated & contrasted words in
the ﬁrst line. Here is no careless writer, but a style careful, full
of economy, reserve, point, force, and the thought must surely
correspond. But what is the contrast forced on us with such
a marshalling of the stylist’s resources? That Indra’s boons are
force-giving, Varuna’s praiseworthy, excellent, auspicious, what
you will? There is not only a pointless contrast, but no contrast
at all. No, shansa & shansya must be important, deﬁnite, pregnant Vedic terms expressing some prominent idea of the Vedic
system. I shall show elsewhere that shansa is in its essential
meaning “self-expression”, the bringing out of our sat or being
that which is latent in it and manifesting it in our nature, in
speech, in our general impulse & action. It has the connotation
of self-expression, aspiration, temperament, expression of our
ideas in speech; then divulgation, publication, praise — or in
another direction, cursing. Varuna is urushansa because he is
the master of wide self-expression, wide aspirations, a wide,
calm & spacious temperament, Agni narashansa because he is
master of strong self-expression, strong aspirations, a prevailing,
forceful & masterful temperament; — nrishansa had originally
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the same sense, but was afterwards diverted to express the fault
to which such a temper is prone, — tyranny, wrath & cruelty;
the Rishis call to the gods to protect their shansa, that which by
their yoga & yajna they have been able to bring out in themselves
of being, faculty, power, joy, — their self-expression. Similarly,
shansya here means all that belongs to self-expression, all that
is wide, noble, ample in the growth of a soul. It will follow from
this rendering that Indra is a god of force, Varuna rather a god
of being and as it appears from other epithets, of being when it
is calm, noble, wide, self-knowing, self-mastering, moving freely
in harmony with the Law of things because it is aware of that
Law and accepts it. In that acceptance is his mighty strength;
therefore is he even more than the gods of force the king, the
giver of internal & external victory, rule, empire, samrajya to
his votaries. This is Varuna.
We see the results & the conditions of the action of Varuna in
the four remaining verses. “By their protection we have safety
from attack”, sanema, safety for our shansa, our rayah, our
radhas, by the force of Indra, by the protecting greatness of
Varuna against which passion & disturbance cast themselves in
vain, only to be destroyed. This safety & this settled ananda or
delight, we use for deep meditation, ni dhimahi, we go deep into
ourselves and the object we have in view in our meditation is
prarechanam, the Greek katharsis, the cleansing of the system
mental, bodily, vital, of all that is impure, defective, disturbing,
inharmonious. Syad uta prarechanam! In this work of puriﬁcation we are sure to be obstructed by the powers that oppose
all healthful change; but Indra & Varuna are to give us victory,
jigyushas kritam. The ﬁnal result of the successful puriﬁcation is
described in the eighth sloka. The powers of the understanding,
its various faculties & movements, dhiyah, delivered from selfwill & rebellion, become obedient to Indra & Varuna; obedient
to Varuna, they move according to the truth & law, the ritam;
obedient to Indra they fulﬁl with that passivity in activity, which
we seek by Yoga, all the works to which mental force can apply
itself when it is in harmony with Varuna & the ritam. The result
is sharma, peace. Nothing is more remarkable in the Veda than
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the exactness with which hymn after hymn describes with a
marvellous simplicity & lucidity the physical & psychological
processes through which Indian Yoga proceeds. The process, the
progression, the successive movements of the soul here described
are exactly what the Yogin experiences today so many thousands
of years after the Veda was revealed. No wonder, it is regarded
as eternal truth, not the expression of any particular mind, not
paurusheya but impersonal, divine & revealed.
This hymn differs greatly, interestingly & instructively, from
the hymn in which Varuna ﬁrst appears. There the object is to
ensure the ananda, the rayah & radhas spoken of in this hymn
by the advent of the gods of Vitality & Mind-Force, Indra &
Vayu, to protect from the attack of disintegrating forces the
Soma or Amrita, the juice of immortality expressed in the Yogin’s system. Varuna & Mitra are then called for a particular &
restricted purpose to perfect the discernment & to uphold it in
its works by the sustaining force of a calm, wide, comprehensive
self-expression full of peace & love. The Rishi of that sukta is
using the amrita to feed the activity of a sattwic state of mind
for acquiring added knowledge. The present hymn belongs to
a more advanced state of the Yoga. It is sadhastuti, a hymn of
fulﬁlment or for fulﬁlment, in which peace & a calm, assured,
untroubled activity of the soul are very near. Varuna here leads.
He is here for Indra’s purposes, but his activity predominates; it
is his spirit that pervades the action and purpose of the hymn.

Ritam
[A]
We ﬁnd again the expression tAvDo, increasers of Truth, in the
fourteenth hymn of this Mandala, in a noteworthy passage. It
is a hymn really to Agni, — although in the text assigned to the
Visvadevas. Medhatithi Kanwa, addressing the strong god Agni,
speaks of the gods who are his vahnayah, those who support or
bear him up in his sacriﬁcial activity.
Ghritaprishthá manoyujo ye twá vahanti vahnayah
Á devántsomapı́taye
Tán yajatrán ritávridho agne patnı́vatas kridhi
Madhvah sujihva páyaya
“Bring for the drinking of the Soma the gods, who, bright of
surface, yoked to the mind, as thy bearers, bear thee along;
them in their sacriﬁcial place do thou, O Agni, make to increase
in truth and join to them their female powers; O sweet-tongued,
make them to drink of the sweetness.”
Who are these upbearing powers? They are apparently the
visvadevas, the gods taken generally & in their collective activity.
They are described as ghritaprishthá manoyujah, richly bright
of surface and yoked to mind, which immediately recalls the
dhiyam ghritáchı́m sádhantá of the second hymn. In both passages mental activity & a rich luminosity of mind are suggested
as the preliminary necessity of the sacriﬁce; in both we ﬁnd the
progression from this idea to the expression ritávridho. This luminous mental activity perfected, it is to be used for the increase
of Truth, of ritam, of the ideal self-revealing knowledge. There
is in addition an idea to which we shall have to return, the idea
of the male gods & their female powers whose joint godhead is
necessary for the effective perfection of the sacriﬁce. At present
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we have to observe only the recurrence of the psychological note
in the description of the sacriﬁce, this reiteration of the idea of
bright & puriﬁed mental activity as its condition & increase of
ideal Truth as a large & important part of its method or object.
In the next hymn the word ritam does not occur, but the
continual refrain of its strophes is the cognate word rituná —
pibartuná, Medhatithi cries to each of the gods in turn, — rituná
yajnam ásháthe .. ritubhir ishyata, pibatam rituná yajnaváhasá,
rituná yajnanı́r asi. Ritu is supposed to have here & elsewhere
its classical & modern signiﬁcance, a season of the year; the
ritwik is the priest who sacriﬁces in the right season; the gods
are invited to drink the soma according to the season! It may
be so, but the rendering seems to me to make all the phrases of
this hymn strangely awkward & improbable. Medhatithi invites
Indra to drink Soma by the season, Mitra & Varuna are to taste
the sacriﬁce, this single sacriﬁce offered by this son of Kanwa,
by the season; in the same single sacriﬁce the priests or the gods
are to be impelled by the seasons, by many seasons on a single
sacriﬁcial occasion! the Aswins are to drink the Soma by the
sacriﬁce-supporting season! To Agni it is said, “by the season
thou art leader of the sacriﬁce”. Are such expressions at all
probable or even possible in the mouth of a poet using freely
the natural language of his age? Are they not rather the clumsy
constructions of the scholar drawn to misinterpret his text by the
false clue of a later & inapplicable meaning of the central word
ritu? But if we suppose the sacriﬁce to be symbolic &, as ritam
means ideal truth in general, so ritu to mean that truth in its
ordered application, the ideal law of thought, feeling or action,
then this impossible awkwardness vanishes & gives place to a
natural construction & a lucid & profound signiﬁcance. Indra is
to drink the wine of immortality according to or by the force of
the ideal law, by that ideal law Varuna & Mitra are to enjoy the
offering of Ananda of the human mind & the human activity, the
gods are to be impelled in their functioning ritubhih, by the ideal
laws of the truth, — the plural used, in the ordinary manner of
the Veda, to express the particular actions of the law of truth,
the singular its general action. It is the ideal law that supports
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the human offering of our activities to the divine life above us,
rituná yajnaváhasá; by the force of the law of Truth Agni leads
the sacriﬁce to its goal.
In this suggestive & signiﬁcant hymn packed full of the
details of the Vedic sacriﬁcial symbolism we again come across
Daksha in close connection with Mitra, Varuna & the Truth.
Yuvam daksham dhritavrata Mitrávaruna dúdabham
Rituná yajnam ásháthe.
“O Mitra who upholdest rule of action & Varuna, enjoy Daksha
in his unconquerable force, enjoy by the ideal law the sacriﬁce.”
Daksha we have supposed to be the viveka, the intuitive
discriminating reason which once active is hard to overcome by
the powers of ignorance & error; it is again his activity which
here also constitutes the essence or the essential condition of
the successful sacriﬁce; for it is evidently meant that by enjoying or stimulating the activity of Daksha, Daksham dúdabham,
daksham apasam, Mitra & Varuna are enabled to enjoy the
effective activities of men under the law of truth, ritena kratum
brihantam, rituná yajnam ásháthe, activities of right knowledge,
right action, right emotion, free from crookedness & ignorance
& sin. For it is viveka that helps us to distinguish truth from
error, right-doing from wrong-doing, just feeling from false &
selﬁsh emotions. Once again it is Mitra & Varuna who preside
over & take the enjoyment of Daksha’s functioning. The same
psychological intention perseveres, the same simple & profound
ideas & expressions recur in the same natural association, with
the same harmony & ﬁxed relation founded on the eternal
truth of human nature & a ﬁne & subtle observation of its
psychological faculties & functionings.
The next reference to Ritam meets us in the twenty-third
hymn of the Mandala, the last hymn of the series assigned to
Medhatithi Kanwa, and once again it occurs in connection with
the great twin powers, Mitra & Varuna.
Mitram vayam havámahe, Varunam somapı́taye
jajnáná pútadakshasá
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Ritena yáv ritávridhau, ritasya jyotishaspatı́
tá Mitrávaruná huve

“Mitra we call & Varuna for the Soma-drinking — they who
appear pure in discernment. They who by the Truth grow in
truth and are masters of the splendour of the truth, that Mitra
& Varuna I call.”
We ﬁnd here both Varuna & Mitra described as pútadakshas; in both the viveka acts pure from all lower & error-haunted
functionings and when they manifest themselves in man, jajnáná,
the intuitive power can work with a faultless justness of discrimination; therefore by truth, by this truth-revealing action of the
ideal faculty they increase in us the Truth, raising our thought,
action & feeling into a spontaneous conformity with the divine
law, devánám vrata. Mitra & Varuna are the lords, possessors
& keepers of the ritam jyotih, the true light, and impart it to the
man who gives himself to them in the sacriﬁce. I shall return to
this expression, ritam jyotih in connection with the god Surya
and his functions; its sense, found in this context, is sufﬁciently
clear for our present purpose.
We do not ﬁnd the word ritam in the hymns that follow
and are ascribed to Sunahshepa Ajigarti and Hiranyastupa Angirasa, but the ﬁrst two hymns of Sunahshepa are addressed
mainly or entirely to the god Varuna and we glean from them
certain indications which are of considerable interest & importance in connection with Varuna & the Truth. He is hymned by
Sunahshepa as the master of wide vision, uruchakshasam, the
god of august, boundless & universal knowledge. He has made
a wide path for Surya, — the Vedic god of ideal knowledge, as I
shall suggest, — to follow in his journeyings; he has made places
for him to set his feet in the unfooted vasts of the inﬁnite. He
is hymned also as the punisher of sin and the deliverer from sin
— Kritam chid enah pra mumugdhi asmat. “And loose from us
the sin we have done”. Kshayann asmabhyam Asura prachetá
rájann enánsi sisrathah kritáni, “Dwelling in us, O Mighty One,
O King, in conscious knowledge, cleave from us the sins of our
doing.”
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Now in the 18th hymn, a hymn of Medhatithi to Brahmanaspati, I have passed over designedly a verse in which we
have a direct reference to that goddess Dakshina whom I suppose to be the female energy of Daksha, the divine master of the
viveka —
Twam tam Brahmanaspate Soma Indrascha martyam
Dakshiná pátu anhasah
“Do thou, O Brahmanaspati, & may Soma & Indra and Dakshina protect that mortal from evil.”
If we suppose evil in this rik to connote or include moral
evil we ﬁnd Dakshina to have a share, the active energy of the
viveka to take its part in the function of protection from sin
which is one of the principal attributes of Varuna. It is part of
the ideas of Vedanta that sin is in reality a form of ignorance
and is puriﬁed out of the system by the illumination of divine
knowledge. We begin to ﬁnd by this sin-effacing attribute of
Varuna, prachetá, uruchakshas, pútadaksha, ritasya jyotishas
pati, by this sin-repelling attribute of Dakshina, the energy of
ideal discrimination, the same profound idea already anticipated
in the Rigveda. The Veda abounds with conﬁrmatory passages,
of which I will quote at present one only from the hymn of
Kanwa to Agni, the thirty-sixth of this Mandala. “High-uplifted
protect us from evil by the perception, burn utterly every devourer,” páhi anhaso ni ketuná. All evil is a deviation from
the right & truth, from the ritam, a deviation from the selfexistent truth & right of the divine or immortal nature; the
lords of knowledge dwelling in the human consciousness as the
prachetasah, informing its acts of consciousness which include
in the ancient psychology action & feeling no less than thought
& attuning them to follow spontaneously the just rhythm of the
divine right & truth, deliver effectually this human & mortal
nature from evil & sin. The place of Daksha & Dakshina in that
action is evident; it is primary & indispensable; for the mortal
nature being full of wrong perceptions, warped impulses, evil &
mixed & confused states of feeling, it is the business of the viveka
to sort out the confusion & accustom the mind & heart of man to
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a juster, truer & purer working. The action of the other faculties
of the Truth may be said to come after that of Daksha, of the
viveka. In these hymns of Sunahshepa the clear physiognomy
of Varuna begins to dawn upon us. He is evidently the master of right knowledge, wide, self-luminous & all-containing in
the world-consciousness & in human consciousness. His physical connection with the all-containing ether, — for Varuna is
Uranus, the Greek Akasha, & wideness is constantly associated with him in the Veda, — leads us to surmise that he may
also be the master in the ideal faculty, ritam brihat, where he
dwells, urukshaya, of pure inﬁnite conscious-being out of which
knowledge manifests & with which it is, ultimately, one entity.
The hymns of Kanwa follow the hymns of Sunahshepa and
Hiranyastupa in the order of the ﬁrst Mandala. In the hymns
of Kanwa we ﬁnd three or four times the mention, more or
less extended in sense, of the Ritam. In his ﬁrst reference to
it he connects it not with Varuna, Mitra or Daksha, but with
Agni. “That Agni whom Kanwa Medhyatithi has kindled from
the truth above (or it may equally mean upon the truth as a
basis or in the ﬁeld of the truth)” and again “Thee, O Agni, the
Manu has set as a light for the eternal birth; thou hast shone
forth in Kanwa born from the Truth.” This passage is of great
importance in ﬁxing the character & psychological functions
of Agni; for our present purpose it will be sufﬁcient to notice
the expression jyotir janáya shashwate which may well have an
intimate connection with the ritam jyotih of an earlier hymn, &
the description in connection with this puissant phrase of Agni
as born from the Truth, and again [of the Truth] as a sort of ﬁeld
in which or from which Kanwa has drawn the light of Agni.
Ritam is connected by Kanwa with Mitra, Varuna &
Aryama in the forty-ﬁrst hymn written in praise of these three
deities; but this hymn is of so great an importance to our enquiry
that I prefer to consider it separately in another chapter and to
pass on to Kanwa’s last mention of the Ritam in the forty-third
hymn of the Mandala. We may note, however, already the expression ritam yate, journeying to the Truth, in which the Ritam
is regarded as a sort of place, seat or goal, a dháma or pada, in
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the common Vedic phrase, towards which humanity journeys &
in which it seeks to dwell, & we may remember at the same time
the description of Varuna, ritasya jyotishas pati, as dwelling in
the vast, the uru or brihat, urukshaya, which we have supposed
to be the Mahas or home of the Ritam, — satyam ritam brihat.
In the forty-third hymn we ﬁnd indeed the actual expression,
parasmin dhámann ritasya, the most high seat of the Truth.
The forty-third hymn is addressed to Rudra & Soma, Mitra
& Varuna are mentioned casually only in a single verse along
with Rudra. It is in the last of the three closing riks devoted to
Soma that we come across this great & illuminating expression
and it meets us in a passage where the vivid psychological purport is too convincingly clear, too immediately patent for any
ritualistic interpretation to interfere with our understanding or
obscure the truth from our eyes.
Yás te prajá amritasya, parasmin dhámann ritasya,
Múrdhá nábhá Soma venah, ábhúshantı́h Soma vedah.
“They who are thy children of immortality, in the most high seat
of the truth, them, O Soma, head & navel, enjoy, thou, O Soma,
know when they grow to thee in their being.”
Soma is the lord of the immortalising nectar, he is the god of
Ananda, the divine bliss which belongs to the Amrita or divine
nature of Sacchidananda and is its foundation. The most high
seat of the truth, Mahas, the pure ideal principle which links
the kingdom of Immortality to our mortal worlds, is peopled
with the children of Immortality — we recall at once the phrase
of the Upanishad, visve amritasya putráh, all ye children of
immortality — & the lord of Ananda is to take them into his
being through knowledge, the head, through enjoyment, the
navel. By Ritam, the ideal Truth, the Rishi ascends through the
gates [of] Ananda, divine beatitude, out of this death into the
kingdom of Immortality, mrityum tı́rtwá amritam asnute.
And then, to complete this preliminary foundation of our
knowledge of the Ritam, we can go back to a neglected passage
of the thirteenth hymn, to a couple of riks in which the secret
of the Veda, the true symbolic nature of Vedic ritual & Vedic
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sacriﬁce, start out clearly before the eyes.
Strinı́ta barhir ánushag, ghritaprishtham manı́shinah,
Yatrámritasya chakshanam
Vi srayantám ritávridho, dwáro devı́r asaschatah,
Adyá núnam cha yashtave.
“Strew the sacriﬁcial seat without ﬂaw or crevice, richly bright
of surface, O ye thinkers, where is the tasting of immortality.
Let the divine doors swing wide apart for him who increases in
the Truth, who is free from attachment, today & now for the
sacriﬁce.”
We ﬁnd once more, so ﬁxed are the terms & associations, so
persistently coherent is the language of the Veda, ghritaprishtha
in connection with mental activity, ghritaprishtham placed designedly before manı́shinah, just as we ﬁnd elsewhere ghritaprishthá manoyujah, just as we ﬁnd in the passage from which
we started dhiyam ghritáchı́m sádhantá. Have we not, then, a
right considering this remarkable persistence & considering the
rest of the context to suggest & even to infer that the sacriﬁcial
seat anointed with the shining ghee is in symbol the fullness
of the mind clariﬁed & puriﬁed, continuously bright & just in
its activity, without ﬂaw or crevice, richly bright of surface &
therefore receiving without distortion the messages of the ideal
faculty? It is in this clear, pure & rightly ordered state of his
thinking & emotional mind that man gets the ﬁrst taste of the
immortal life to which he aspires, yatrámritasya chakshanam,
through the joy of the self-fulﬁlling activity of God’s Truth in
him. The condition of his entry into the kingdom of immortality,
the kingdom of heaven is that he shall increase ideal truth in him
and the condition again of increasing ideal truth is that he shall
be unattached, ritávridho asaschatah. For so long as the mind is
attached either by wish or predilection, passion or impulse, prejudgment or impatience, so long as it clings to anything & limits
its pure & all-comprehensive wideness of potential knowledge,
the wideness of Varuna in it, it cannot attain to the self-effulgent
nature of Truth, it can only grope after & grasp portions of
Truth, not Truth in itself & in its nature. And so long as it clings
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to any one thing in wish & enjoyment, it must by the very act
shut out others & cannot then embrace the divine vast & allcomprehending love & bliss of the immortal nature which it
is, as I shall suggest, the function of Mitra to establish in the
human temperament. But when these conditions are fulﬁlled,
the bright-surfaced puriﬁed mind widely extended without ﬂaw
or crevice as the seat of the gods in their sacriﬁcial activity, the
taste of the wine of immortality, the freedom from attachment,
the increasing force of ideal Truth in the human being, then it is
possible for the great divine Powers to ﬂing wide open for us the
doors of the higher Heavens, the gates of Ananda, the portals
of our immortal life. They start wide open on their hinges to
receive before the throne of God the sacriﬁce & the sacriﬁcer.
Truth & purity the Road, divine bliss the gate, the immortal
nature the seat & kingdom, this is the formula of Vedic aspiration. Truth the road — Praskanwa the Kánwa makes it clear
enough in his hymn to the Aswins, the 46th of the Mandala
— “Made was the road of Truth for our going to that other
effectively fulﬁlling shore, seen was the wide-ﬂowing stream
of Heaven.” It is the heaven of the pure mind of which he
speaks; beyond, on its other shore, are the gates divine, the
higher heaven, the realms of immortality.

[B]
Chapter III
Varuna & Mitra, the two great Vedic Twins, meet us in their
united activity in the ﬁrst crucial passage of the Veda informed
with the clear & unmistakable idea of the Ritam which so
largely dominates the thinking of the Vedic sages. Varuna &
Mitra again, but this time helped by their companion Aryaman,
govern a second passage which we shall ﬁnd of equal importance
in forming our conceptions of the Truth towards which our ancestors lifted so strenuous an aspiration of prayer and sacriﬁce.
It occurs in the forty-ﬁrst hymn of the Mandala, a hymn of the
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Rishi Kanwa son of Ghora to the three children of Aditi, &
covers six out of the nine slokas of the hymn. It is fortunately
a sufﬁciently clear & easy hymn, except precisely in the three
closing riks with which we are not now concerned; we have to
pause only for a moment [at] the word avakhádah, over which
Sayana gives himself very unnecessary trouble, — for it means
clearly a pitfall or an abrupt descent, and the sense of dhı́taye,
taken by Sayana in the ritualistic signiﬁcance, “for your eating”,
and by myself, following my hypothesis, in the psychological
sense conceded by Sayana in a number of other passages; dhı́ti
means literally holding & usually holding in the mind, thinking;
it expresses then the ﬁxed action of dhı́, the thought faculty. Otherwise the only difﬁculty is in the word toka which the ritualistic
commentators interpret invariably in the sense of son, putra.
Yam rakshanti prachetaso Varuno Mitra Aryamá
Nú chit sa dabhyate janah.
Yam báhuteva piprati, pánti martyam rishah
Arishtah sarva edhate.
Vi durgá vi dwishah puro ghnanti rájána eshám
Nayanti duritá tirah.
Sugah panthá anrikshara, Ádityása ritam yate
Nátrávakhádo asti vah.
Yam yajnam nayathá nara, Ádityá rijuná pathá
Pra vah sa dhı́taye nashat.
Sa ratnam martyo vasu, visvam tokam uta tmaná
Acchá gacchati astritah.
I translate, “He whom Varuna, Mitra & Aryaman guard, they
who see with the conscious mind, can that man at all be crushed?
The mortal whom they like a multitude of arms ﬁll with his
desires and protect from his hurter, he unhurt grows to completeness in being (or prospers in all his being). In front of these
the Kings smite apart their obstacles & smite apart their haters
and lead them beyond all sin. Easy to travel & thornless is your
path, O sons of Aditi, for him who travels to the Truth; here
there is no pitfall in your way. That sacriﬁce which you lead,
O strong sons of Aditi, (or O Purushas sons of Aditi,) by the
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straight path, that goes forward to its place in the thought. That
mortal moves unoverthrown towards delightful being, yea & to
all kind of creation by the self.” The rest of the hymn is taken up
by certain conditions necessary for the effectivity of the praise
of the three great deities whose protection assures this safe &
prosperous movement to their worshipper.
We must consider ﬁrst whether any valid objection can be
offered to this translation; and, if not, what are the precise ideas
conveyed by the words & expressions which they render. The
word prachetas is one of the ﬁxed recurrent terms of the Veda; &
we have corresponding to it another term vichetas. Both terms
are rendered by the commentators wise or intelligent. Is prachetas then merely an ornamental or otiose word in this verse?
Is it only a partially dispensable & superﬂuous compliment to
the gods of the hymn? Our hypothesis is that the Vedic Rishis
were masters of a perfectly well managed literary style founded
upon a tradition of sound economy in language & coherence in
thought; all of every word in Veda is in its place & is justiﬁed by
its value in the signiﬁcance. If so, prachetasah gives the reason
why the protection of these gods is so perfectly efﬁcacious. I
suppose, — as my hypothesis entitles me to suppose, — that the
Vedic ideas of prachetas & vichetas correspond to the Vedantic
idea of prajnana & vijnana to which as words they are exactly
equivalent in composition & sense. Prajnana is that knowledge
which is aware of, knows & works upon the objects placed before it. Vijnana is the knowledge which comprehends & knows
thoroughly in itself all objects of knowledge. The one is the
highest faculty of mind, the other is in mind the door to and
beyond it the nature of the direct supra-intellectual knowledge,
the Ritam & Brihat of the Veda. It is because Varuna, Mitra &
Aryama protect the human being with the perfect knowledge
of that through which he has to pass, his path, his dangers, his
foes, that their protégé, however ﬁercely & by whatever powers
assailed, cannot be crushed. At once, it begins to become clear
that the protection in that case must, in all probability, be a
spiritual protection against spiritual dangers & spiritual foes.
The second verse neither conﬁrms as yet nor contradicts
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this initial suggestion. These three great gods, it says, are to the
mortal as a multitude of arms which bring to him his desires
& ﬁll him with an abundant fullness and protect him from any
who may will to do him hurt, rishah; fed with that fullness he
grows until he is sarvah, complete in every part of his being —
(that is to say, if we admit the sense of a spiritual protection and
a spiritual activity, in knowledge, in power, in joy, in mental,
vital & bodily fullness) — and by the efﬁcacy of that protection
he enjoys all this fullness & completeness unhurt. No part of it is
maimed by the enemies of man, whose activities do him hurt, the
Vritras, Atris, Vrikas, the Coverer on the heights, the devourer
in the night, the tearer on the path. We may note in passing how
important [it] is to render every Vedic word by its exact value;
rish & dwish both mean enemy; but if we render them by one
word, we lose the ﬁne shade of meaning to which the poet himself calls our attention by the collocation pánti rishah — arishta
edhate. We see also the same care of style in the collocation
sarva edhate, where, as it seems to me, it is clearly suggested
that the completeness is the result of the prosperous growth, we
have again the ﬁne care & balance with which the causes piprati
— pánti are answered by the effects arishtah — edhate. There is
even a good literary reason of great subtlety & yet perfect force
for the order of the words & the exact place of each word in the
order. In this simple, easy & yet faultless balance & symmetry a
great number of the Vedic hymns represent exactly in poetry the
same spirit & style as the Greek temple or the Greek design in
architecture & painting. Nor can anyone who neglects to notice
it & give full value to it, catch rightly, fully & with precision the
sense of the Vedic writings.
In the third verse we come across the ﬁrst conﬁrmation of
the spiritual purport of the hymn. The protected of Varuna,
Mitra & Aryama — the plural is now used to generalise the idea
more decisively — are travellers to a moral & spiritual goal,
nayanti duritá tirah. It follows that the durgáni, the obstacles
in the path are moral & spiritual obstacles, not material impediments. It follows equally that the dwishah, the haters, are
spiritual enemies, not human; for there would be no sense or
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appropriateness in the scattering of human enemies by Varuna
as a condition of the seeker after Truth & Right’s reaching a
state of sinlessness. It is the spiritual, moral & mental obstacles,
the spiritual beings & forces who are opposed to the soul’s
perfection, Brahmadwishah, whom Varuna, Mitra & Aryama
remove from the path of their worshippers. They smite them &
scatter them utterly, vi durgá vi dwishah, — the particle twice
repeated in order to emphasise the entire clearance of the path;
they scatter them in front, — not allowing even the least struggle
to be engaged before their intervention, but going in front of the
worshippers & maintaining a clear way, suga anrikshara, in
which they can pass not only without hurt, but without battle.
The image of the sins, the duritá is that of an army besetting
the way which is scattered to all sides by the divine vanguard
& is compelled beyond striking distance. The armed pilgrims of
the Right pass on & through & not an arrow falls across their
road. The three great Kings of heaven & their hosts, rájánah,
have passed before & secured the great passage for the favoured
mortal.
The sense is completed & the spiritual character of the
journey explicitly & unmistakably brought out in the next, the
fourth rik of the Sukta. The traveller is one who is journeying towards the Truth, the ritam. We have already hazarded
the conception of the Ritam as the principle of Mahas, the
spontaneous, self-existent, self-efﬁcient nature of the inﬁnite
& divine consciousness, satyam ritam brihat, to which right
action, right emotion, right knowledge, right enjoyment belong
inalienably & result naturally & without effort or stumble.
In its moral aspect, that conception is now entirely justiﬁed.
The path of Truth, ritasya panthá sádhuyá, is suga anrikshara;
there are no pitfalls or precipices in that road; for it is the road
of the Adityas, the children of Light & Inﬁnity, sons of Aditi,
the Inﬁnite Nature, brothers of Surya to whom belongs the
revealed knowledge & the divine illumination. It is as we shall
see in the next line the straight road rijuná pathá. Sugah panthá
anrikshara ádityása ritam yate. Nátrávakhádo asti vah.
So far the image has been a double image of a journey &
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a battle, — the goal of the ritam, the journey of the sin-afﬂicted
human being towards the Truth of the divine nature; the thorns,
the pitfall, the enemy ambushed in the path; the great divine
helpers whose divine knowledge, for they are prachetasah, becomes active in the human mind and conducts us unerringly
& unfalteringly on that sublime journey. In the next rik the
image of the path is preserved, but another image is associated
with it, the universal Vedic image of the sacriﬁce. We get here
our ﬁrst clear & compelling indication of the truth which is
the very foundation of our hypothesis that the Vedic sacriﬁce
is only a material symbol of a great psychological or spiritual
process. The divine children of Inﬁnity lead1 the sacriﬁce on the
straight path to the goal of the ritam; under their guidance it
progresses to their goal & reaches the gods in their home, pra
vah sa dhı́taye nashat. What is sacriﬁce which is itself a traveller,
which has a motion in a straight path, a goal in the highest seat
of Truth, parasmin dhámann ritasya? If it is not the activities
of the human being in us offered as a sacriﬁce to the higher &
divine being so that human activities may be led up to the divine
nature & be established in the divine consciousness, then there is
either no meaning in human language or no sense or coherence
in the Veda. The Vedic sacriﬁcer is devayu, — devakámah, —
one who desires the god or the godhead, the divine nature; or
devayan, one who is in the process of divinising his human life
& being; the sacriﬁce itself is essentially devavı́tih & devatátih,
manifestation of the divine & the extension of the divine in man.
We see also the force of dhı́taye. The havya or offering of human
faculty, human having, human action, reaches its goal when it is
taken up in the divine thought, the divine consciousness & there
enjoyed by the gods.
In return for his offering the gods give to the sacriﬁcer the
results of the divine nature. The mortal favoured by them moves
forward unstumbling & unoverthrown, acchá gacchati astrita,
1 Sri Aurobindo wrote the following note at the top of a later page of the manuscript.
It would seem to have been intended for insertion here: (nayathá nara ádityá — I shall
take up the discussion of the proper sense of nara in another context, to avoid useless
repetition I omit it here).
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— towards or to what? Ratnam vasu visvam tokam uta tmaná.
This is his goal; but we have seen too that the goal is the ritam.
Therefore the expressions ratnam vasu, visvam tokam tmaná
must describe either the nature of the ritam or the results of
successful reaching & habitation in the ritam. Toka means son,
says the ritualist. I fail to see how the birth of a son can be the
supreme result of a man’s perfecting his nature & reaching the
divine Truth; I fail to see also what is meant by a man marching
unoverthrown beyond sin & falsehood towards pleasant wealth
& a son. In a great number of passages in the Veda, the sense of
son for toka or of either son or grandson for tanaya is wholly
inadmissible except by doing gross violence to sense, context &
coherence & convicting the Vedic Rishis of an advanced stage
of incoherent dementia. Toka, from the root tuch, to cut, form,
create (cf tach & twach, in takta, tashta, twashta, Gr. tikto,
etekon, tokos, a child) may mean anything produced or created.
We shall see, hereafter, that prajá, apatyam, even putra are used
in the Veda as symbolic expressions for action & its results as
children of the soul. This is undoubtedly the sense here. There
are two results of life in the ritam, in the vijnana, in the principle of divine consciousness & its basis of divine truth; ﬁrst
ratnam vasu, a state of being the nature of which is delight, for
vijnana or ritam is the basis of divine ananda; secondly, visvam
tokam uta tmaná, — this state of Ananda is not the actionless
Brahmananda of the Sannyasin, but the free creative joy of the
Divine Nature, universal creative action by the force of the self.
The action of the liberated humanity is not to be like that of
the mortal bound, struggling & stumbling through ignorance &
sin towards purity & light, originating & bound by his action,
but the activity spontaneously starting out of self-existence &
creating its results without evil reactions or bondage.
To complete our idea of the hymn & its signiﬁcance, I shall
give my rendering of its last three slokas, — the justiﬁcation of
that rendering or comment on it would lead me far from the
conﬁnes of my present subject. “How, O friends,” cries Kanwa
to his fellow-worshippers, “may we perfect (or enrich) the establishment in ourselves (by the mantra of praise) of Mitra &
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Aryaman or how the wide form of Varuna? May I not resist
with speech him of you who smites & rebukes me while he
yet leads me to the godhead; through the things of peace alone
may I establish you in all my being. Let a man fear the god
even when he is giving him all the four states of being (Mahas,
Swar, Bhuvah, Bhuh), until the perfect settling in the Truth: let
him not yearn towards evil expression.” In other words, perfect
adoration & submission to the gods who are leading us in the
path, those who are yajnanı́h, leaders of the sacriﬁce, is the
condition of the full wideness of Varuna’s being in us & the full
indwelling of Mitra & Aryaman in the principles of the Ananda
& the Ritam.
In this simple, noble & striking hymn we arrive at a number
of certainties about the ideas of the Vedic Rishis & usual images
of their poetry which are of the last importance to our inquiry.
First we see that the ascension or the journey of the human soul
to a state of divine Truth is among the chief objects of the prayers
& sacriﬁces of the Veda. Secondly, we see that this Truth is not
merely the simple primitive conception of truth-speaking, but a
condition of consciousness consisting in delight & resulting in
a perfect spontaneous & free activity in which there is no falsehood or error; it is a state of divine nature, the Vedantic amritam.
Thirdly, we see that this activity of self-perfection, the sadhana
of modern Yoga, is represented in the Veda under the image of
a journey or of a battle or both in one image. It is a struggle to
advance beset by pitfalls & difﬁcult passages, assailed & beset
by hostile spiritual forces, the enemies, hurters or destroyers.
Whenever therefore we have the image of a battle or a journey,
we have henceforth the right to enquire whether it is not in every
case the symbol of this great spiritual & psychological process.
Fourthly we see that the Vedic sacriﬁce is in some hymns &
may be in all a symbol of the same purport. It is an activity
offered to the gods, led by them in this path, directed towards
the attainment of the divine Truth-Consciousness & Truth-Life
&, presumably, assailed by the same spiritual enemies. Fifthly,
we ﬁnd that words like vasu & tokam, representing the result
of the sacriﬁce, & usually understood as material wealth &
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children, are used here, must presumably be used in passages &
may, possibly, be used in all in a symbolic sense to express by a
concrete ﬁgure psychological conceptions like Christ’s treasure
laid up in heaven or the common image of the children of one’s
brain or of one’s works. We have in fact, provided always our
conclusions are conﬁrmed by the evidence of other hymns, the
decisive clue to the Secret of the Veda.

A Chapter for a Work on the Veda
Chapter I.
Since our earliest ages the Veda has been, in the invincible tradition of our race, the bedrock of all our creeds; in this our
goddess of veiled and ancient speech we have always persisted
in seeing the fruitful mother of all our lndian spirituality. For it
is nothing but the simple truth, evident whenever we look below
the surface & beyond the details, that every creed, sect, school of
philosophy which has had any roots in our Indian temperament
or any vitality of survival in our Indian surroundings has been
in its secret nature, if not in its open features, a child of the
eternal Vedic inspiration. All the outbursts of religious life that
have helped to maintain or renew through the course of several
millenniums the vitality of our race, the eternal richness and
fruitfulness of our ancient culture, the ﬁneness and profound
sincerity of our undying spiritual attainment and endeavour,
were derived, if we trace them to their remote sources, from
the word or the substance of the Veda. All our religious innovators, restorers, systematisers, wittingly or unwittingly, of
good will or against their grain, have been stirred to their task
by some vibration that reached them from those far-off ages.
Our Darshana, Tantra and Purana, our Shaivism, Shaktism and
Vaishnavism, our orthodoxy, heresy and heterodoxy, even when
they have been the most perfect misunderstandings of each other,
have always been imperfect understandings of one Vedic truth.
Shankara clasped the head of Vedic truth, Ramanuja embraced
its heart; but both the great disputants were dazzled by their
adoration of the body of one veiled deity. Our greatest modern
minds are mere tributaries of the old Rishis. This very Shankara
who seems to us a giant, had only a fragment of their knowledge.
Buddha wandered away on a bypath of their universal kingdom.
In our own day Ramakrishna lived in his being and concretised
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in his talk, Vivekananda threw out into brilliance of many-sided
thought and eloquent speech the essence of ancient Veda. The
Veda was the beginning of our spiritual knowledge; the Veda will
remain its end. These compositions of an unknown antiquity are
as the many breasts of the eternal Mother of knowledge from
which our succeeding ages have all been fed.
Yet, of these our mighty origins, how much do we really
understand? The four Vedas, written in a language which has
ceased to be intelligible to us, couched in a vocabulary which, by
its resemblance to classical Sanscrit as much as by its difference,
offers an unequalled vantage-ground no less for natural misunderstanding than for the deliberate ingenuities of the scholar,
using for their expression of deep religious and psychological
truths a scheme of terms and symbols of which the key has long
been withdrawn from us, remain to us even now a sacred but
a sealed volume. Imperfectly understanding their secret even in
our more ancient epochs, we have allowed them, as the current
of time carried us farther away from our beginnings, to fall
into a sacred neglect and almost into a revered oblivion. Only
those whom a strong and unquestioning orthodoxy dispenses
from the obligations of the critical spirit, can for a moment
imagine that Sayana holds for us the key to their meaning. The
advent and labours of European scholarship have rescued these
divine hymns from a long secrecy and neglect, but have thrown
no trustworthy illumination on their secret. Rather, if Indians
hardly understand the Vedas at all, the Europeans have systematised a radical misunderstanding of them. Their materialistic
interpretation, now dominant in cultivated minds, translated
into our modern tongues, taught in our universities, diffused
unquestioningly by pen and tongue, has been more fatal to
Vedic truth than our reverential ignorance. For, passed through
a mentality at once modern and alien, these ancient writings
present themselves to us in a strange and disillusioning garb, no
longer obscure, indeed, to our fancy, but to our understanding
crude, shallow and barbarous. They appear to us as the work,
incoherent in utterance, arbitrary in fancy & void of intellectual
content, of early savages, — savages with a singularly warped
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and insincere mind and a gaudy and incompetent imagination.
In reality, these strange trappings are a modern masquerade. The
scholars of Europe have constructed for themselves by a study
from outside of degenerate humanity at the point of lapsing
back into the animal, a fanciful psychology of prehistoric humanity; they have read into this psychology the most ingenious
Alexandrian conceits possible to the richly stored and rapidly
creative modern scholastic imagination, and this compound they
have presented to us as the ascertained meaning of the Veda.
They base their version on the inchoate sciences, so-styled, but
not so admitted by serious scientists, of Comparative Philology,
Comparative Mythology and Archaeology, — branches of conjectural learning which may well be the obscure dawn of a great
and illuminative knowledge, but, as yet and in themselves, are
so inchoate, so imperfect, so devoid of sure fundamental laws
that they can be no more authoritative to future enquiry than
the early gropings of Paracelsus and his contemporaries to the
modern chemical analyst. And if they are not to be authoritative to future enquiry, neither can they be binding on the living
seeker after knowledge. Anyone of Indian birth who wishes to
occupy his life or his leisure with Vedic enquiry as it is at present
conducted, may enjoy the pleasures of an interesting and liberal
branch of speculative research, in which he will ﬁnd ample sport
for his imagination and a delightful satisfaction and freedom for
the most extravagant gambols of his ingenuity; but more serious
results need not be expected from his labour. After the ingenious
toils of Roth & Max Muller, as after the erudite diligence of
Yaska & Sayana, the Vedic mantras remain for us what they
have been for some thousands of years, a darkness of lost light
and a sealed mystery.
Driven from its ancient reverence for the mystic Veda, Indian
spirituality under the stress of that modern scientiﬁc materialism
which takes the savage for its basis and for its culmination the
perfectly-equipped human ant or bee, felt the need of some ancient retreat in which it could cherish a profounder knowledge
and a more delicate ideal, some anchor by which it could still
ﬁx itself, even in this invading ﬂood, to its immemorial past.
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It found what it sought in the Upanishads. For the Europeans,
our modern authorities without whose sanction we cannot trust
ourselves to believe anything, know anything or so much as
initiate a fruitful experiment, have admitted the subtlety, depth
and sublimity of the Upanishads. Therefore we feel ourselves
safe in honouring the Vedanta, even if we have to renounce
the Veda. Moreover, we have here the comfort of being able to
assert truthfully that Indian & European authorities agree. The
Upanishads, accepted by Schopenhauer, have been explained
by Shankara; they have shaped the Particularism of Ramanuja
and inﬂuenced the transcendentalism of Emerson. Great philosophies have been born of them, which, as Europeans have noted
with an admiring or patronising wonder and Indians with a sort
of obsequious pride, are on a level or almost on a level with the
metaphysical ideas of Kant and Hegel! Apart, even, from these
baser concessions of the subjugated Indian mind, it has been
with a feeling of sincere relief and consolation that truly spiritual Indians, distressed by the clamorous pressure of Occidental
scepticism, have found in the Upanishads a rock of refuge on
which they can await securely the inevitable subsidence of these
devastating waters. They ﬁnd here an authority of which even
European rationalism has been compelled to speak with some
respect and a light which even this wild Western wind has been
unable to extinguish.
But these are secondary and transient considerations. When
we put them aside and look face to face, using the critical reason
and without prejudgment, at these sacred writings, when we
have perused carefully & thoughtfully the twelve great Upanishads from end to end, how much have we understood of them?
I think if we are honest with ourselves, we shall have to say,
“Of half of what I have read, nothing at all; of the other half
I understand uncertainly and at second hand a large portion,
and, certainly and perfectly, a lesser portion more or less considerable.” If we dwell a little upon the eighteen verses of the Isha
Upanishad, — one of the briefest, simplest and plainest of these
Scriptures, — we shall soon realise how little we have really understood. We understand of the ﬁrst three slokas what Shankara
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has explained to us about them, with the addition possibly of a
few associations from the Gita awakened by such expressions as
kurvanneveha karmáni and na karma lipyate nare. We acquire
from the next two verses a vague idea of the supreme universality of the Brahman without however attaching any very exact
signiﬁcance to the powerful and striking expressions of the Upanishad. We understand clearly enough, if a little superﬁcially, the
great idea of the sixth and seventh verses because of the exact
consonance of the expressions with familiar lines in the Gita and
the prominence which this particular discipline has received in
the life and practice of the famous saints and Yogins of mediaeval
and modern India. From the eighth verse we get again a vague
idea of God and the Brahman. In the six slokas that follow we
wander in the half darkness created by the strange perversions
of Shankara and the commentators. In the remainder of the
Upanishad we understand, again with sufﬁcient clearness, the
central Vedantic idea conveyed in the phrase, Yo asau purushah
so’ham asmi, but, for the rest, nothing. We can attach no clear
idea to the golden vessel by which the face of Truth is hid, to
the marshalling and drawing together of the rays of the Sun
or to the revelation of its “most auspicious shape of all”. We
have no key in our own ideas or experience to the association
of Agni, the lord of ﬁre, with the removal of sin and with the
travelling of the good path to felicity. For these are Vedic ﬁgures
and the European misinterpretation of the Vedas, which alone
we know or accept, offers us no clue to these ancient ideas and
their associations. Throughout the simpler and, as we suppose,
the later Upanishads, we shall have the same experience; we shall
ﬁnd that we understand clearly only so much as has entered into
the more prominent tenets of the later Vedantic philosophies or
is familiarised to our minds by the lives of our great saints and
teachers or intertwined with the associations of comparatively
modern scriptures like the Gita; that we understand less clearly
and certainly so much of the less familiar ideas as Shankara has
chosen or been able to explain to us; but that there is always a
residuum of which we have not the slightest comprehension.
In the lesser Upanishads, however, with the exception of the
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Prasna, the residuum is not large enough in quantity or strange
enough in character to produce any impression of bewilderment.
But in those great & profound Upanishads built on a larger
plan, which form the bulk of the early Vedanta, the Chandogya, the Brihad Aranyaka, the Kaushitaki, the Taittiriya, even
the Aitareya, this unintelligible residuum becomes the major
portion, sometimes almost the great mass of the writing. Often
we feel ourselves to be in a mighty tropical jungle of strange
intellectual ﬂora and fauna, a jungle through which there is no
road or bypath, in which indeed there are fortunate clearings
and brilliant & familiar stars shine down upon us, but everywhere else only a luxuriant wilderness of foliage, deepscented
unknown ﬂowers, strangely-brilliant fruits and labyrinths of festooned roots and interlacing branches in which we are caught or
over which we stumble. There is here a depth and strangeness of
symbolism, a luxuriance of ancient and unfamiliar expression, a
richness of elusive psychological experience inexpressible in less
ﬁgurative and concrete language, which bafﬂes our facile and active but shallower and more superﬁcial modern experience. We
have a right to suppose that this forest is worth entering, that it is
no wilderness of ﬂowery brambles, but full of proﬁtable riches;
for where we can understand, we ﬁnd ourselves confronted by
some of the deepest and most suggestive ideas that mankind
has ever had about the mysteries of existence. Which of us can
entirely enter into and identify himself with the ideas and images
of the second chapter in the Brihad Aranyaka? Yet there are few
profounder thoughts in philosophical literature than its great
central idea of Ashanaya Mrityu, Hunger who is Death, as the
builder of this material world. But who will be our guide in
this forest? who can illuminate for us that which is dark in
these Upanishads or, conquering the rapid and deafening surge
of modern thought, plunge deep into the remoter, silent depths
of our human experience and recover for us the divinations,
perceptions, experiences of the early Rishis?
Not certainly our European guides, on whom we rely so
implicitly for the sense of the Vedas. For they have a very summary method of dealing with whatever in Oriental thought they
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cannot appreciate or cannot understand. These portions are to
them a mass of rubbish; they are, a great admirer of Vedanta
has said, “the babblings of humanity’s nonage”. It is easy to get
rid of the difﬁculty by a brilliant literary antithesis between the
unexampled sublimity & wisdom of the higher speculations of
the early Vedantic thinkers and the childish and savage stupidity
of the bulk of their thinking. This method saves the trouble
of farther inquiry; but apart from the danger to truth and to
patient and impartial thinking involved in the rash and arrogant
supposition that what we cannot understand or believe, must
necessarily be rubbish, it involves also a psychological difﬁculty
which cannot be lightly accepted. If indeed the admittedly valuable parts of the Upanishads were merely brilliant intellectual
speculations, we might suppose that the human mind, emerging
from its ﬁrst barbaric inefﬁciency, rose above itself in a series
of brilliant ﬂashes, without being able to get rid of the smoke
& obscurity in which it was still for the most part enveloped,
and in this way we might explain the apparent intermixture of
sublime wisdom with futile niaiserie in the Upanishads. But what
we have is something much more solid, profound and durable.
We ﬁnd ourselves in the presence not of intellectual speculations which do not lead beyond themselves, but of an enduring
system of permanent & always veriﬁable spiritual experiences.
The system is not only deep, but carefully developed, not only
surprisingly penetrative but regular and well-ordered; the experiences depend on a perfectly grasped and long-established
science of practical psychology, which may or may not be justiﬁed by modern psychological investigation, itself as yet only
in its infancy, but has at any rate stood the test of thousands
of years of practical experiment by men passionately in search
not merely of speculative truth, but of actual, vital, veriﬁable
experiences, to them of a more than life-and-death importance.
Wherever it has been tested, this ancient system has always been
justiﬁed by its results. In any ﬁeld of scientiﬁc research such
constant justiﬁcation would be held conclusive of the validity
of the system. But, in any case, it is the truth that the writers of the Upanishad were not infantile thinkers making happy
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uncoordinated guesses; they were, rather, careful inquirers in
possession of a great system of thought, intuitional, no doubt,
rather than logical, but still reposing for its material verity on a
method of strenuous experiment & searching observation. This
aspect of Vedantic thinking is not likely to be grasped by the
European mind to which our Indian experiences seem foreign,
fantastic and inadmissible; but to those of us in India who know
anything of the ancient practice and experiment upon which the
truths preserved in the Upanishads have been erected, this character of the old Vedanta is real, patent and undeniable. It is the
contemptuous pseudo-rationalistic dismissal of the foundation,
while admitting respectfully the superstructure, which seems to
us fantastic and inadmissible. The Upanishads, being what they
are, cannot be a mixture of perfect wisdom and childish babble;
such an unusual & bizarre combination becomes, under the
circumstances, not only a paradox [but] a psychological impossibility. Only this is true that they are expressed in an imagery
the key to which is lost and contain a great number of important
ideas of which later metaphysical speculation has allowed itself
to lose hold. If the Vedas are dark to us except in their outer
ceremonial, the Upanishads are clear to us only in their central
ideas and larger suggestions.
But how then can writings so obscure or at any rate so
imperfectly understood have exercised over the thought of millenniums the vast and pervasive inﬂuence of which we know, so
pervasive that all positive Indian thought, even Buddhism, can be
described as Vedic in origin and shaping spirit when not Vedic or
even when anti-Vedic in its garb and formed character? Thought
has other means of survival and reproduction than its ordinary
overt and physical instruments. After it has been deprived of
propagation by speech and writing, even after it has disappeared
out of the conscious mentality, it can return and recover itself
not only in the individual, — that is common enough, — but,
by a very similar act of memory, in the race. The workings of
our psychology are as yet ill understood and we do not know
precisely by what means or forces the subconscious operations
of mentality are conducted; but some of the processes used by the
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great Universal in His more secret works are becoming apparent.
Physical heredity is certainly one of them. It is true that thought
is not inherited; but types of mentality and mental tendencies
are, apparently, handed down with the physical plasm, and out
of a persistent type of mentality there is always a possibility of
the emergence from age to age of a recurrent type of thought.
The Vedic mental type was ﬁxed in the Indian race at an early
period of its formation and throughout all external variations
has never really changed. There is, therefore, in the Indian mind
a predisposition to the recovery of the fundamental Vedic ideas;
those directions of mentality which are most natural to the Vedic
mental type, easily recur and a slight suggestion is all that is
needed to set thought spinning in the old grooves.
But the physical inheritance is not sufﬁcient in itself, nor
is it even the only subconscious instrument in the persistence
of human and national mentality. As psychology progresses, I
think it will be more and more clearly recognised that just as men
live in one physical atmosphere and are affected in their physical
conditions by its state, currents and contents and by the physical
condition of others near to them, so also and even to a greater
extent we live in one mental atmosphere and are affected in our
mental condition and activities by its state, current and contents
and by the mental condition and activities of others similarly
affected in our near vicinity. The dynamic action of the mental
atmosphere is evident enough in the psychology of crowds, in the
rapidity of development of great thought-movements & general
tendencies of corporate action and in their contemporaneous
efﬂorescence in widely divided countries. These phenomena have
given rise to a vague idea of thought-waves resembling the waves
of electricity in the physical parts of Nature. But if, instead of
conﬁning ourselves to these superﬁcial and striking phenomena,
we go deeper down into the normal and obscurer action, we
shall ﬁnd in addition to the dynamic movements a constant
static condition and pressure of the mental atmosphere which
varies but seems hardly to change substantially from age to
age. For waves and currents presuppose a constant sea out of
which they rise and into which they again sink to rest. It is the
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pressure of this atmospheric sea that more permanently determines the constant mentality of a continent or a nation. Into
it, after all revolutions and dynamic activities, humanity tends
to sink back with whatever riches it has gained and often long
periods are necessary for their absorption and assimilation. The
mind-atmosphere has its needs and its conditions; it alters into
its own image whatever is new and foreign and assimilates even
when it seems to be assimilated; it rejects everything that would
too radically disintegrate its enduring composition. It is at once
inﬁnitely yielding & plastic and inﬁnitely persistent in its general
character. It casts essential Buddhism out of India and replaces
it by a huge phantasmagorical complex Hinduised Buddhism; it
constantly purges mysticism out of Europe and replaces essential Christianity with its sublimely tender and delicate Oriental
psychology by a strenuous, external, dogmatic, materialistic and
practical creed. Individual men and even men in the mass are
ready enough to change under a comparatively slight impulsion;
it is the compelling pressure of the mental atmosphere which
prevents them from changing too radically so that when we
think we have effected a revolution, we ﬁnd that we have only
effected an external readjustment or new dress of an old reality.
The soul of things in us tends to remain the same. For steadfastness in mobility is the sound law of our being & the condition
of healthy survival; Nature keeps us to it on peril of prolonged
disorder, deterioration or fatal decay. Into this circumambient
mental atmosphere in which we live & by which we draw our
mental inspiration and respiration, all the old thoughts have
entered, are lying obscure, many of them disaggregated, but
none entirely lost. Under the proper conditions they may, they
even tend to reconstitute themselves, to reappear.
In India such returns upon our past are more common than
in any other country, partly from certain external causes, from
the persistence of certain external suggestions, but much more
because of the constant practice of Yoga by a large number
of typical and central souls who act, overtly or silently, upon
the general mass of Indian humanity. The discipline of Yoga
renders a man much more sensible to the surrounding mental
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atmosphere, than in his ordinary state. He becomes consciously
aware of it, feels intelligently its impacts, stirs more quickly to
its deep buried secrets and obscure suggestions. And as he becomes more quick to receive, so also he becomes more powerful
to impart. Practising forms of the old Vedantic disciplines, he
recovers also forms of the old Vedantic thought and mentality
and, modifying them in expression but not in essence by his own
present personality, he pours them out on his surroundings. This
has been the secret of the persistent Vedism of Indian thought &
spirituality from the earliest ages to those modern movements
of which we are ourselves the witnesses or the partakers.
Outward aids have powerfully conﬁrmed the effect of these
inward processes, — the reign of Vedic philosophies, the dominance of religions rich with the sap of the old Vedic spirit, the
traditional teachings of particular Yogic schools, the theory &
practice of the Guru-parampara. It would be as great a mistake
to exaggerate as to belittle the importance of any of these aids in
themselves. Vedic knowledge was rich, many-sided, elastic, ﬂexible; but the metaphysical philosophies are limited by the very
law of their logical structure. They are compelled to select and
reject, to systematise only what can be harmonised in a single
logical formula; and a logical formula, however wide, is always
too narrow to contain God’s truth which is universal, complex
and many-faceted. The dominance of particular metaphysical
systems has tended to preserve fragments of the old Vedic truth,
but to disﬁgure and dissolve it as a whole in its comprehensiveness and catholicity. Moreover, a metaphysical system by itself
can never lay powerful hold on a people. We of the present age,
who are excessively intellectualised, are apt to attach too great
an importance and power to the works of the pure intellect.
Systems of pure metaphysics which have no connection with
the constant psychological experience and practice of men, are
apt to become, like the modern philosophies of Europe and
unlike the old Greek philosophies, merely noble pastimes for
the intellectual few. They inﬂuence the generality of men, but by
a slight and indirect process, not profoundly, not puissantly, not
permanently. The Indian metaphysical systems have inﬂuenced
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the whole mentality of the Indian people profoundly, puissantly,
permanently, not because of their logical subtleties, not even so
much by the force & loftiness of their general ideas, but by their
close dependence on powerful and widely-practised systems of
psychological discipline, — systems, as we say in India, of Yoga.
The inﬂuence of religion has been yet more dynamical; it is
always indeed more dynamical than the inﬂuence of philosophy,
because religion appeals to the higher, secret, unattainable parts
of our nature through the emotions and sensations which are
better developed in humanity than the pure intellect. But even
the religious emotions & sensations, though strong, swift and
tenacious of a satisfaction once given, yet eventually tire and
change; for this reason religions tend after a time to decay and
perish. But in India the Vedic religions do not decay and perish;
they change and are reborn. And they have this good fortune
precisely because of the Vedic element in them. Their ritual,
forms, worship, ceremonies, high days are not Vedic; even if
they enshrine old Vedic ideas, they do it ignorantly and under a
disguise; but all these religions have in their recesses some core of
constant psychological practice and discipline, in a word, some
form of Yoga by which they live; and always it is, in essence, a
Vedic practice and a Vedic discipline. Religions think that they
live by their dogmas, their sacred books, their ceremonies, but
these are all aids and trappings; they live really by the men who
practise them, by their clergy and mystics and much more by
their mystics than by their clergy. So long as a religion has in
its fold a sufﬁcient number of souls who can retire within themselves and live there with God, so long it cannot help enduring,
even though all the rest of the world is against it; once it loses
this core of life, no amount of temporal power and prestige, of
attractive ceremonial, of passionate belief & stiff dogmatism or
even of wise & supple ﬂexibility, savoir-faire & self-adaptation
can save it from its inevitable disappearance. The great Vedic
religions in India have always had this nucleus of mystics; they
have always been rich in men capable of living with God; but
they have not left the preservation of the indispensable nucleus
to chance, they have attempted to secure it by a traditional
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practice and discipline, usually of what is known in India as
Bhaktiyoga. By this Yoga and the experience of the saints and
Sadhus who have practised it, much more than by Puranic legend
and outward devotion, — though these also have helped, — our
religious systems have done much to preserve the thoughts and
experiences of the early Rishis to their distant posterity.
This vitalising core of philosophy, this saving essence of
religion, Yoga, has itself an inner reality and an outer body.
It has organised and variously summarised its different parts
of experience and various methods of experiment in a great
number of schools; and it preserves in all its schools a common
fund of essential experience which goes back to the ancient Vedic
sources. In these days, when the natural ignorance of Europeans
about this characteristic Indian discipline has been successfully
acquired as a part of their enlightenment by educated Indians,
there is a tendency to identify Yoga with the Rajayogic system of
Patanjali, because that alone is known to the European scholar.
But Yoga cannot be conﬁned to a single school or a single system.
Patanjali’s Yogashastra is concerned only with Rajayoga and
only with one system of Rajayoga; there are a hundred others
of which a few have their written rules, practices or aphorisms,
but the rest, among them some of the most ancient and august,
like the school of Dattatreya, have been handed down from an
early era by the long linked generations of its Guru-parampara.
This profuse ramiﬁcation of Yogic systems, like the inexhaustible
fertility of religious sects and orders, is a sign and an unfailing
accompaniment of the richness, power and freedom of spiritual
life in this country. It is not only an accompaniment, but a
necessary condition. If, for instance, Yoga had allowed itself
to formalise into the strict tenets and stereotyped methods of
a single school, even a sound and great school like Patanjali’s,
it would long ago have perished or become, like much of our
religious observance, a soulless body. The Inﬁnite within us demands an inﬁnite freedom, of various experience, of various
self-expression, of various self-realisation. It loves order and
arrangement, but will not long brook a conﬁned immobility. It
is only the material, the inert that depends for its stability on
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blind obedience to iron and immutable processes, the stability of
inner things rests rather on a regulated, but still free and variable
activity. Therefore, whatever in the mental world formalises too
rigidly, is preparing its own decadence; the movement towards
rigidity too long persisted in, is usually a sign that the inﬁnite
Life is about to withdraw from the body it has been informing.
India has not been exempt from the immobilising tendency even
in that Yoga which has been its hidden wellspring of life and
the secret of its perennial vitality; there has been a disposition
to formalise into one school or another and repeat from generation to generation its methods & experiences. But the Indian
mental atmosphere tends always, by a return upon that which is
most vital in it, to bring out great souls who, like Buddha, like
Chaitanya, like Nanak, like Ramdas, like Ramakrishna, belong
to no school, owe their knowledge to no spiritual preceptor,
but go back to the Source of all within themselves and emerge
from it with some perfectly realised truth of the eternal and
universal Veda. As their source is universal, so too they tend to
cast out their gains universally upon mankind, so far at least
as their surroundings & times are able to bear the truth and
live, — thus they revivify and preserve the spirituality in our
mental environment. Great are the Yogins who, faithful to some
long-established school of spiritual discipline, renew perfectly in
themselves its perfect results and hand down their sacred gains
as in a sealed and jealously guarded vase to the most worthy
disciple; but those have a greater effect on the world who break
the vase before they depart and pour out its content of lifegiving sweetness on the world around them. Here too, as in
philosophy, as in religion, the outer & systematised forms have
done much to preserve the ancient truth, in its parts, if not in
its fullness; they have served the purpose of ﬂasks for keeping
a little of the Soma wine of the Veda. But it is to those who
have gone back most freely to the inner source that is due the
perpetual reﬂooding of the Indian mind with Vedic truth and its
immortal permanence and unfailing reappearance in philosophy,
in religious teaching and observance and in personal spiritual
experience and discipline.
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None of these puissant exterior aids to the permanence of
the Veda would have been entirely effective without another, yet
more characteristic of our Indian organisation, the guruparampara or unbroken succession of the human vessels of divine
knowledge. This Indian institution, ill-understood by the mechanical rationalistic temper of our modern times, is founded
upon a perfectly correct appreciation of the essential conditions
indispensable for the transmission of a difﬁcult knowledge. All
human knowledge consists of three necessary elements, the thing
itself which is known, the word or form in which it is expressed
and the sense of the word or form which is the link between
the thing and its expression. The thing itself, existing always, is
always and at any given time capable of being known; the word
or form can also be constantly preserved and may, then, always
and at any given time yield up its secret; but that secret lies in
the right sense to be attached to the symbol and needs for its
preservation an intermediary, a vessel, a fourth element. The existence of the thing to be known is not sufﬁcient for knowledge;
the existence of the perfect symbol is not sufﬁcient; we need
in addition as a receptacle of its sense the competent knower
who is termed technically in the language of our philosophy, the
aptajana, the expert and adept. The aptajana transmitting his
knowledge to a ﬁt disciple is our Indian guru. To take a simple
scientiﬁc instance, it has always been true and will always remain
true that the mixture of oxygen and hydrogen results in water;
the chemical formula expressing the truth, may, having been
once settled, remain permanently written; but unless there is
also the competent knower who understands the sense of the
formula, has submitted it to the test of realisation by experience and is able to hand on his knowledge and his method
to his successors, the existence of the formula would not save
the knowledge from disappearing for a time from the grasp of
humanity. The formula would then come to be regarded only
as an incomprehensible superstitious jargon & abracadabra, as
the mantras of our religious & Yogic schools are now regarded
by many modernised Indians. In the things of the spirit this
necessity of the human intermediary is a hundred times more
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keenly felt than in any material process; for the thing itself is
more remote from daily experience, the methods which bring it
into the range of intelligent realisation are much more difﬁcult
and delicate and the formulas in which it is couched, are necessarily elusive and with difﬁculty intelligible. Therefore India,
supremely sensitive to the importance of spiritual knowledge
and experience, unequalled in its instinct for the right spiritual
method, has organised the institution of the guruparampara
as an essential instrument for the survival of Veda. The truth
of Brahman is the thing to be known, the Veda and Vedanta
are the word-symbol and formal expression of the Brahman,
— shabdam Brahma, the guru is the human receptacle of the
knowledge who transmits it to his worthiest disciples. Thus the
guruparampara forms the succession of spiritual torchbearers,
who, as in the ancient Greek festival, hand on the light of truth
from generation to generation so that the sacred knowledge
received in the morning of our national daytime may last, even
though with diminutions and obscurations, not only into its
evening but on through whatever night of time is intended, to
the dawn of another golden age of spirituality. Who shall say
out of what distant twilight of time the Veda was ﬁrst revealed
to mankind? Who shall say to what pre-cataclysmal undreamed
consummation of our present humanity it shall endure? But we
Hindus believe it to be an eternal message which God will have
preserved by his chosen vessels as the secret thing out of which
all human activity dumbly emerges and to which it is destined
by a conscious fulﬁlment to return.
It is this wise and necessary institution of our forefathers
to which we owe the preservation of Vedic truth in our midst
even after the actual words of the written Vedas have ceased to
bear to us their original signiﬁcance. Without its aid the abstruse
and difﬁcult generalisations of metaphysics could not have prolonged their vitality nor so powerfully propagated themselves
that even the beggar in the streets and the peasant in his ﬁelds are
permeated with some portion of their truth; the living truths of
religion could not have maintained so persistent and so puissant
a vitality; the schools of Yoga could not have transmitted the
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essence of their knowledge, methods and experiences from early
Vedic times onward into the darkness of our own era. But like
all external forms the guruparampara is liable to vicissitudes, to
formalisation, to loss of its perfect original virtue. The orthodox
formalist supposes that by the mere mechanical act of transmission the unimpaired vitality of the truth is automatically secured.
But there are many accidents to which that security is liable.
The guru may not always ﬁnd a perfect disciple; he still imparts
his knowledge, but the vessel can only hold according to its
capacity: then the truth is obscured, if not permanently, then for
one or more generations. There are also more general mishaps
incidental to the general law of periodicity & decay which governs many parts of Nature. As the mental & vital atmosphere
in which we dwell becomes thickened with obscurations, the
general capacity of men diminishes and a time comes when the
essential ofﬁce of the guru is only fulﬁlled in the exceptions and
the name becomes ordinarily prostituted to the mercenary priest
or the unworthy physical heir of ancient Masters and knowers
who either hands on the formula without any knowledge of
its sense or is unable even to preserve the formula itself in its
purity, — as if the scientiﬁc formula for the mixture of oxygen
& hydrogen were to be mumbled faithfully from generation to
generation without any slightest knowledge or practice of the
actual experiment which constitutes its value. Even when this
extreme degeneracy does not happen, the transmission is subject
to the play of individuality & the varying tendencies of thought
from century to century and under that inﬂuence this part of the
truth may be overstressed, that deprived of its emphasis, much
may be sacriﬁced as no longer useful to the actual practice of
the new generations or too high for its attainment and what is
preserved may be manipulated, extended, diverted by the enthusiasms of individual thought and experience. What is thus lost or
blurred, may not be recovered or restored to its purity for long
ages. Nevertheless the institution always preserves something of
its value. Much of the body of the truth tends to survive even
the worst vicissitudes, and in the body something must always
remain of the spirit; even a formula long unintelligently repeated
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may, by passing into the possession of an alert & curious mind
or an ardent & sincere nature, be a suggestion or a starting-point
for the recovery of the old lost experience which it keeps as its
secret. Here again, as with the other external aids, we come back
to the perennial source of the truth, the experience of the strong
souls who passing beyond the school, the formula, the belief,
the aid, the letter, go back into themselves for the light, respond
to those buried suggestions ever lying in ambush for us in the
mental atmosphere from which we draw our inner sustenance,
and are strong enough to emerge with something of the ancient
truth which gave so ineffable a vastness and profundity to the
spiritual life of our forefathers. Behind and beyond all human
gurus there dwells within us all the World-Teacher, the universal
jagadguru of whom human teachers are only the masks and
nominal representatives. He keeps for us the complete book of
the Veda written in our secret being, nihitam guháyám; veiled,
but accessible, He awaits our reverential approach and our questioning and, sincerely & constantly questioned, lights the ﬁre of
Agni in our hearts and makes Surya to rise upon our darkness.
From these considerations there arise two apparently conﬂicting, but really complementary truths, — ﬁrst, that in spite of
powerful external aids, by the inexorable vicissitudes of Time,
we have lost the sense of Veda and do not possess the full
sense of Vedanta, secondly, that both these capital losses can,
though with difﬁculty, by the methods of Yoga & the revelatory
experience of great souls, be repaired. We possess intellectually
the general truths of Vedanta, the transcendental unity of things
and the universal unity, ekam adwitı́yam Brahma and so’ham
asmi, the secret of divine renunciation of the Ascetic and the
secret of divine joy of the Vaishnava, with much else that is
sovereign, vital, a priceless heritage. We possess many symbolic
forms of religious application by which we enter into possession
of the eternal truth through the emotions, through the intellect
or through active experience in our inner life & outward relations. We possess numerous methods & forms of psychological
discipline by which we repeat old profound experience and do
even actually possess many apparently lost details of Vedic truth
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preserved in another form and couched in more modern symbols. All this is much; it has kept us alive through the centuries.
But it is only in its totality that the Truth can work its utter miracles. Otherwise, if we live on her broken meats we tend either to
lose ourselves in the outer formulae or concentrate dogmatically
on fragments & sides of the living truth; when great spirits arise
to give us their deep & vast experience, we prove ourselves
limited and shallow vessels and are unable to receive more of
the truth than is in harmony with our conﬁned intellects and
narrow natures; and, if powerful ﬂoods of materialism invade
us, as in the present European era of humanity, we have not
the strength to resist, to hold fast to that which is difﬁcult but
enduring; we are overborne, lose our footing and are carried
away in the vehement but shallow currents.
Perfection of knowledge is the right condition for perfection of nature and efﬁciency of life. The perfect truth of the
Veda is the fundamental knowledge, the right relations with
the Truth of things, on which alone according to our ideas,
all other knowledge can receive the true orientation needed
by humanity. The recovery of the perfect truth of the Veda is
therefore not merely a desideratum for our modern intellectual
curiosity, but a practical necessity for the future of the human
race. For I believe ﬁrmly that the secret concealed in the Veda,
when entirely discovered, will be found to formulate perfectly
that knowledge and practice of a divine life to which the march
of humanity, after long wanderings in the satisfaction of the
intellect and senses, must inevitably return and is actually at the
present dawn, in the impulses of its vanguard, tending more and
more, but vaguely and blindly, to return. If we can set our feet
on the path, not vaguely and blindly, but in the full light that
streamed so brilliantly and grandiosely on the inner sight of our
distant forefathers, our speed will be more rapid and our arrival
more triumphant.

Note on the Word Go
go
s;!pk;mty
 s;d;GAEmv god;
h. j;hmEs Ev Ev 4.1. (Indra)
Epb godA id
vto md, 4.2.
evA -y sntA Evr=fF gomtF mhF. p?vA fAKA n dAf;q

8.8. (Indra)
s\ gomEdd vAjvd-m
 pT; vo bht^. EvvAy;D
Eh aE"t\ 9.7.
(v\ vl-y gomto apAvrEdvo Ebl\. (vA\ 
dvA aEb<y;q-t;>ymAnAs
aAEvf;, 11.5. (Indra)
ido dFGAy c"s aA sy rohyEEv. Ev goEBrEdm
{ryt^ 7.3.
Note.
The word Go in the Vedas appears to bear two ordinary meanings, ﬁrst, cow, secondly, ray, light or lustre. In the hymns of
Madhuchchhanda it occurs 6 times, in ﬁve hymns. It occurs
twice in the fourth hymn addressed to Indra in the ﬁrst three
verses which are all of them important for the discovery of the
proper sense of the word as it is used in this passage. In the
third verse which is the key to the passage, we ﬁnd the prayer
“Then may we know (of) thy ultimate good thoughts”. Then
may we know. When? as a consequence to what? Obviously
as a consequence to the result of the second verse, which I
translate “Come to us, O bringer out of the nectar (savana),
thou the Soma-drinker; drink of the ecstatic Soma wine, a giver
of illumination, enraptured” or in better English bringing out
the sense & association of the words, “Come to us, O thou
who art a distiller of the nectar, thou, the Soma-drinker, drink
of the impetuously ecstatic Soma wine & be in the rapture of
its intoxication our giver of illuminating light. Then may we
know thy ultimate perceptions of the intellect. Pass us not by —
O come!” Id lays emphasis on goda as the capacity in which,
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the purpose for which Indra is to drink. Revato and madah
give the conditions under which Indra becomes a giver of illumination, the rushing & impetuous ecstasy produced by the
Soma wine. It is then that men know the ultimate perceptions of
mind, the highest realisations that can be given by the intellect
when Indra, lord of mental force & power, is full of the ecstasy
of the immortalising juice. This clear & easy sense being ﬁxed
for these two verses, we can return to the ﬁrst & discover its
connection with what follows. From sky to sky, its Rishi says
to Indra, thou callest forth for uti, (for favour or kindness, as
the ordinary interpretation would have it or for manifestation,
expansion in being, as I suggest), the maker of beautiful forms,
(who, being compared with a cow, must be some goddess), who
is like one that gives milk freely to the milker of the cows, or, as I
suggest, who milks freely to the milker of the rays. Undoubtedly,
sudugham goduhe may be translated, a good milch cow to the
milker of the cows; undoubtedly the poet had this idea in his
mind when he wrote. The goddess is in the simile a milch cow,
Indra is the milker. In each of the skies (the lower, middle &
higher) he calls to her & makes her bring out the beautiful
forms which she reveals to the drinker of the Soma. But it is
impossible, when we take the connection with the two following
verses, to avoid seeing that he is taking advantage of the double
sense of go, and that while in the simile Indra is goduh the
cow-milker, in the subject of the comparison he is goduh, the
bringer out of the illumination, the ﬂashes of higher light which
produce the beautiful forms by the power of the goddess. The
goddess herself must be one who is habitually associated with
illumination, either Ila or Mahi. To anyone acquainted with the
processes of Yoga, the whole passage at once becomes perfectly
clear & true. The forms are those beautiful & myriad images
of things in all the three worlds, the three akashas, dyavi dyavi,
which appear to the eye of the Yogin when mental force in the
Yoga is at its height, the impetuous & joyous activity (revato
madah) of the mingled Ananda and Mahas ﬁlls the brain with
Ojas and the highest intellectual perceptions, those akin to the
supra-rational revelation, become not only possible, but easy,
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common & multitudinous. The passage describes the condition
in which the mind, whether by drinking the material wine, the
Karanajal of the Tantrics, or, as I hold, by feeding on the internal
amrita, is raised to its highest exalted condition, before it is taken
up into mahas or karanam, (whether in the state of Samadhi or
in the waking state of the man who has realised his mahan atma,
his ideal self), a state in which it is full of revealing thoughts & revealing visions which descend to it from the supra-rational level
of the mahat, luminous & unerring, sunrita gomati mahi, where
all is Truth & Light. Uti is the state of manifestation in Sat, in
being, when that conscious existence which we are is stimulated
into intensity & produces easily to the waking consciousness
states of existence, movements of knowledge, outpourings of
bliss which ordinarily it holds guha, in the secret parts of being.
The next passage to which I shall turn is the eighth verse of
the eighth hymn, also to Indra, in which occurs the expression
sntA gomtF mhF, a passage which when taken in the plain and
ordinary sense of the epithets sheds a great light on the nature of
Mahi. Sunrita means really true and is opposed to anrita, false
— for in the early Aryan speech su and sû would equally signify,
well, good, very; and the euphonic n is of a very ancient type
of sandhi — originally, it was probably no more than a strong
anuswar — traces of which can still be found in Tamil; in the case
of su this n euphonic seems to have been dropped after the movement of the literary Aryan tongue towards the modern principle
of Sandhi, — a movement the imperfect progress of which we see
in the Vedas; but by that time the form an, composed of privative
a and the euphonic n, had become a recognised alternative form
to a and the omission of the n would have left the meaning of
words very ambiguous; therefore n was preserved in the negative
form, omitted from the afﬁrmative where its omission caused no
inconvenience, — for to write âgni instead of anagni would be
confusing, but to write svagni instead of sunagni would create
no confusion. In the pair sunrita and anrita it is probable that
the usage had become so conﬁrmed, so much of an almost technical phraseology, that conﬁrmed habit prevailed over new rule.
The second meaning of the word is auspicious, derived from
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the idea “good or beneﬁcent in its regular action”. The Vedic
scholars give a third sense, quick, active; but this is probably
due to confusion with an originally distinct word derived from
the root n, to move on rapidly, to be strong, swift, active from
which we have nt^ to dance, n & nr strong and a number of
other derivatives, for although ri means to go, it does not appear
that rita was used in the sense of motion or swiftness. In any case
our choice (apart from unnecessary ingenuities) lies here between
“auspicious” and “true”. If we take Mahi in the sense of earth,
the ﬁrst is its simplest & most natural signiﬁcance. We shall have
then to translate “the earth auspicious (or might it mean true in
the sense observing the law of the seasons), wide-watered, full
of cows becomes like a ripe branch to the giver.” This gives a
clear connected sense, although gross and pedestrian and open
to the objection that it has no natural and inevitable connection with the preceding verses. My objection is that sunrita and
gomati seem to me to have in the Veda a different and deeper
sense and that the whole passage becomes not only ennobled in
sense, but clearer & more connected in sense if we give them
that deeper signiﬁcance. Gomatir ushasah in Kutsa’s hymn to
the Dawn is certainly the luminous dawns; Saraswati in the
third hymn who as chodayitri sunritanam chetanti sumatinam
shines pervading all the actions of the understanding, certainly
does so because she is the impeller to high truths, the awakener
to right thoughts, clear perceptions and not because she is the
impeller of things auspicious — a phrase which would have no
sense or appropriateness to the context. Mahi is one of the
three goddesses Ila, Saraswati and Mahi who are described as
tisro devir mayobhuvah, the three goddesses born of delight or
Ananda, and her companions being goddesses of knowledge,
children of Mahas, she also must be a goddess of knowledge,
not the earth; the word mahi also bears the sense of knowledge,
intellect, and Mahas undoubtedly refers in many passages to
the vijnana or supra-rational level of consciousness, the fourth
Vyahriti of the Taittiriya Upanishad. What then prevents us from
taking Mahi, here as there, in the sense of the goddess of suprarational knowledge or, if taken objectively, the world of Mahat?
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Nothing, except a tradition born in classical times when mahi
was the earth and the new Nature-worship theory. In this sense I
shall take it. I translate the line “For thus Mahi the true, manifest
in action, luminous becomes like a ripe branch to the giver” —
or, again in better English, For thus Mahi the perfect in truth,
manifesting herself in action, full of illumination, becomes as a
ripe branch to the giver. For the Yogin again the sense is clear.
All things are contained in the Mahat, derived from the Mahat,
depend on the Mahat, but we here in the movement of the alpam,
have not our desire, are blinded & conﬁned, enjoy an imperfect,
erroneous & usually bafﬂed & futile activity. It is only when we
regain the movement of the Mahat, the large & uncontracted
consciousness that comes from rising to the inﬁnite, — it is only
then that we escape from this limitation. She is perfect in truth,
full of illumination; error and ignorance disappear; she manifests
herself virapshi in a wide & various activity; our activities are
enlarged, our desires are fulﬁlled. The connection with the preceding stanzas becomes clear. The Vritras, the great obstructors
& upholders of limitation, are slain by the help of Indra, by
the result of the yajnartham karma, by alliance with the armed
gods in mighty internal battle; Indra, the god within our mental
force, manifests himself as supreme and full of the nature of ideal
truth from which his greatness weaponed with the vajra, vidyut
or electric principle, derives (mahitwam astu vajrine). The mind,
instinct with amrita, is then full of equality, samata; it drinks in
the ﬂood of activity of all kinds as the sea takes in the rivers.
For the condition then results in which the ideal consciousness
Mahi is like a ripe branch to the giver, when all powers &
expansions of being at once (without obstacle as the Vritras are
slain) become active in consciousness as masterful and effective
knowledge or awareness (chit). This is the process prayed for by
the poet. The whole hymn becomes a consecutive & intelligible
whole, a single thought worked out logically & coherently and
relating with perfect accuracy of ensemble & detail to one of
the commonest experiences of Yogic fulﬁlment. In both these
passages the faithful adherence to the intimations of language,
Vedantic idea & Yogic experience have shed a ﬂood of light,
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illuminating the obscurity of the Vedas, bringing coherence into
the incoherence of the naturalistic explanation, close & strict
logic, great depth of meaning with great simplicity of expression,
and, as I shall show when I take up the ﬁnal interpretation of
the separate hymns, a rational meaning & reason of existence in
that particular place for each word & phrase and a faultless &
inevitable connection with what goes before & with what goes
after. It is worth noticing that by the naturalistic interpretation
one can indeed generally make out a meaning, often a clear or
ﬂuent sense for the separate verses of the Veda, but the ensemble
of the hymn has almost always about it an air bizarre, artiﬁcial, incoherent, almost purposeless, frequently illogical and
self-contradictory — as in Max Muller’s translation of the 39th
hymn, Kanwa’s to the Maruts, — never straightforward, selfassured & easy. One would expect in these primitive writers,
— if they are primitive, — crudeness of belief perhaps, but still
plainness of expression and a simple development of thought.
One ﬁnds instead everything tortuous, rugged, gnarled, obscure,
great emptiness with great pretentiousness of mind, a labour of
diction & development which seems to be striving towards great
things & effecting a nullity. The Vedic singers, in the modern
version, have nothing to say and do not know how to say it. “I
sacriﬁce, you drink, you are ﬁne fellows, don’t hurt me or let
others hurt me, hurt my enemies, make me safe & comfortable”
— this is practically all that the ten Mandalas have to say to the
gods & it is astonishing that they should be utterly at a loss how
to say it intelligibly. A system which yields such results must
have at its root some radical falsity, some cardinal error.
I pass now to a third passage, also instructive, also full of
that depth and ﬁne knowledge of the movements of the higher
consciousness which every Yogin must ﬁnd in the Veda. It is in
the 9th hymn of the Mandala and forms the seventh verse of
that hymn. Sam gomad Indra vajavad asme prithu sravo brihat,
visvayur dhehi akshitam. The only crucial question in this verse
is the signiﬁcation of sravas. With our modern ideas the sentence
seems to us to demand that sravas should be translated here
‘fame’. Sravas is undoubtedly the same word as the Greek kloc
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(originally kleFoc); it means a thing heard, rumour, report, &
thence fame. If we take it in that sense, we shall have to translate
“Arrange for us, O universal life, a luminous and solid, wide &
great fame unimpaired.” I dismiss at once the idea that go & vaja
can here signify cattle and food or wealth. “A herded & fooded
or wealthy fame” to express “a fame for wealth of cattle &
food” is a forceful turn of expression we might expect to ﬁnd in
Aeschylus or in Shakespeare; but I should hesitate, except in case
of clear necessity, to admit it in the Veda or in any Sanscrit style
of composition; for such expressions have always been alien to
the Indian intellect. Our stylistic vagaries have been of another
kind. But is luminous & solid fame much better? I shall suggest
another meaning for sravas which will give as usual a deeper
sense to the whole passage without our needing to depart by a
hair’s breadth from the etymological signiﬁcance of the words.
Sruti in Sanscrit is a technical term, originally, for the means
by which Vedic knowledge is acquired, inspiration in the suprarational mind; srutam is the knowledge of Veda. Similarly, we
have in Vedic Sanscrit the forms srut and sravas. I take srut
to mean inspired knowledge in the act of reception, sravas the
thing acquired by the reception, inspired knowledge. Gomad
immediately assumes its usual meaning “illuminated, full of illumination”. Vaja I take throughout the Veda as a technical Vedic
expression for that substantiality of being-consciousness which
is the basis of all special manifestation of being & power, all
utayah & vibhutayah — it means by etymology extended being
in force, va or vâ to exist or move in extension and the vocable j
which always gives the idea of force or brilliance or decisiveness
in action or manifestation or contact. I shall accept no meaning
which is inconsistent with this fundamental signiﬁcance. Moreover the tendency of the old commentators to make all possible
words, vaja, ritam etc mean sacriﬁce or food, must be rejected,
— although a justiﬁcation in etymology might always be made
out for the effort. Vaja means substance in being, substance,
plenty, strength, solidity, steadfastness. Here it obviously means
“full of substance”, just as “gomad” full of luminousness, —
not in the sense arthavat, but with another & psychological
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connotation. I translate then, “O Indra, life of all, order for us
an inspired knowledge full of illumination & substance, wide
& great and unimpaired.” Anyone acquainted with Yoga will
at once be struck by the peculiar & exact appropriateness of
all these epithets; they will admit him at once by sympathy into
the very heart of Madhuchchhanda’s experience & unite him
in soul with that ancient son of Visvamitra. When Mahas, the
supra-rational principle, begins with some clearness to work in
Yoga, not on its own level, not swe dame, but in the mind,
it works at ﬁrst through the principle of Sruti — not Smriti or
Drishti, but this Sruti is feeble & limited in its range, it is not
prithu; broken & scattered in its working even when the range
is wide, not unlimited in continuity, not brihat; not pouring in a
ﬂood of light, not gomat, but coming as a ﬂash in the darkness,
often with a pale glimmer like the ﬁrst feebleness of dawn; not
supported by a strong steady force & foundation of being, Sat,
in manifestation, not vajavad, but working without foundation,
in a void, like secondhand glimpses of Sat in nothingness, in
vacuum, in Asat; and, therefore, easily impaired, easily lost hold
of, easily stolen by the Panis or the Vritras. All these defects
Madhuchchhanda has noticed in his own experience; his prayer
is for an inspired knowledge which shall be full & free & perfect,
not marred even in a small degree by these deﬁciencies.
The combination of go & vaja occurs again in the eleventh
hymn where the seer writes Purvir Indrasya ratayo na vi dasyanti
utayah, yadi vajasya gomatah stotribhyo manhate magham.
“The former delights of Indra, those ﬁrst established his (new
& larger) expansions of being do not destroy or scatter, when to
his praisers he enlarges the mass of their illuminated substance
or strength of being.” Here again we have Madhuchchhanda’s
deep experience & his ﬁne & subtle knowledge. It is a common
experience in Yoga that the ananda and siddhi ﬁrst established, is
destroyed in the effort or movement towards a larger fullness of
being, knowledge or delight, and a period of crisis intervenes in
which there is a rending & scattering of joy & light, a period of
darkness, confusion & trouble painful to all & dangerous except
to the strongest. Can these crises, difﬁculties, perilous conditions
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of soul be avoided? Yes, says Madhuchchhandas in effect, when
you deliver yourself with devotion into the care of Indra, he
comes to your help, he removes that limitation, that concentration in detail, in the alpam, the little, that consequent necessity
of losing hold of one thing in order to give yourself to another, he
increases the magha, the vijnanamay state of mahattwa or relative non-limitation in the ﬁnite which shows itself by an increase
of fundamental force of being ﬁlled with higher illumination.
That support of vaja prevents us from falling from what we have
gained; there is sufﬁcient substance of being expressed in us to
provide for the new utayah without sacriﬁcing the joys already
established; there is sufﬁcient luminousness of mind to prevent
darkness, obscuration & misery supervening. Thus we see still
the same symbolic sense, the same depth, the same experience
as true to the Yogin today as to Madhuchchhandas thousands
of years ago.
Now that we have thus substantially ﬁxed the meaning of go
and gomat, we can go back to a passage already to some extent
discussed, the third verse of the seventh hymn. Indro dirghaya
chakshasa a suryam rohayad divi, vi gobhir adrim airayat; Indra
for far vision ascended to the sun in heaven; he sent him abroad
over all the mountain with his rays. This is so plainly the meaning of the verse that I cannot understand, once it is perceived
& understood, how we can accept any other rendering. I have
already discussed the relations of Indra, Surya & the Mountain
of our graded ascent in being — Sri Ramakrishna’s staircase to
the Sad Brahman. The far vision is the unlimited knowledge
acquired in Mahas, in the wide supra-rational movement of our
consciousness as opposed to the contracted rational or infrarational vision which works only on details or from & by details,
the alpam; for that Mind has to ascend to the Sun in Heaven,
the principle of Mahas on the higher levels of mind itself, not
on the supra-rational level, not swe dame. Because it is not swe
dame, the full illumination is not possible, we cannot become
practically omniscient; all Indra can do is to send down the sun,
not in itself, but in its rays to various parts of the mountain of
being, all over it, it is true, but still revealing only the higher
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truth in its parts, not in its full sum of knowledge. The language is so precise, once we understand the Vedic terminology,
that I do not think we can be mistaken in this interpretation,
which, moreover, agrees perfectly with Yogic experience and the
constant theme of Madhuchchhandas. He is describing the ﬁrst
dawn & development of the higher knowledge in the mind, still
liable to attack & obstruction, (yujam vritreshu vajrinam), still
uncertain in quantity (Indram vayam mahadhane indram arbhe
havamahe). Irayat is naturally transitive, bears the meaning it
has in prerana, prerita, and can have no object but Surya, unless
we suppose, which is less natural, that it is Surya who sends
Indra to the mountain accompanied by his rays.
There is only one other passage we have now left for
examination but it is of considerable importance & interest.
It is in the hymn ascribed to the son of Madhuchchhanda,
though very probably it is Madhuchchhanda’s own, the eleventh
hymn and the ﬁfth verse. Twam Valasya gomato apavar adrivo
bilam, Twam deva abibhyushas tujyamanasa avishuh. “Thou, O
dweller on the mountain, didst uncover the lair of Vala the luminous, Thee the gods entered unfearing & protected.” Indra, the
dweller on the mountain of being, he who established in Swarga
looks ever upward, has, to assist the strivings of man, uncovered
the lair of Vala the luminous. Who is Vala the luminous? Does
gomat mean the fellow who has the cows & is Vala a demon of
cloud or darkness afﬂicted with the cow-stealing propensities,
the Titanic bovi-kleptomania attributed by tradition to the
Panis? He is, I suggest, one of the Titans who deny a higher
ascent to man, a Titan who possesses but withholds & hides
the luminous realms of ideal truth from man, — interposing the
hiranmayam patram of the Isha Upanishad, the golden cover
or lid, by which the face of truth is concealed, satyasyapihitam
mukham. “Tat twam Pushan apavrinu”, cries the Vedantic sage,
using the same word apavri, but he calls to Surya, not to Indra,
because he seeks the possession of the Vedanta, the sight of the
rupam kalyanatamam which belongs to those who can meet
Surya in his own home. The Vedic seer, at an earlier stage of the
struggle, is satisﬁed with the minor conquests of Indra. He does
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not yet rise to those heights where Indra working in the mind
is no longer a supreme helper, but may even be, as the Puranas
tell us, an obstacle and an opponent — because activity of mind
even the highest, so long as it is not abandoned and overpassed,
interferes with a yet higher attainment. It is only by rejecting
Indra that we can dwell with Surya in his luminous halls, Tena
tyaktena bhunjithah. Nevertheless the conquest over Bala is
for humanity in its present stage a great conquest, and when
& because it is accomplished the other gods can enter safely
into the mental force & work in it, fearless because protected
by Indra’s victorious might. For he is now Balabhid; he has
pierced Bala & is no longer liable to that fear which overtook
him when Vritra only had been overthrown — a fear due to his
perceiving the immensity of the task that still remained & the
more formidable enemies beyond. We shall come again to Bala
& the Titans & the meaning of these divine battles, — viryani
yani chakara prathamani vajri.
All the passages I have quoted proceed from the hymns of
Madhuchchhanda son of Viswamitra, the opening eleven hymns
of the Rigveda. This seer is one of the deepest & profoundest of
the spirits chosen as vessels & channels of the divine knowledge
of the Veda, one of those who least loses the thing symbolised in
the material symbol, but who tends rather to let the symbol disappear in that which it symbolises. The comparison of the maker
of beautiful images to the milch cow & Indra to the milker is an
example of his constant tendency — the word gavam is avoided
with sudugham, so that the idea of milking or pressing forth may
be suggested without insisting on the material image of the cow,
& in goduhe, the symbol of the cow melts away into the thing
symbolised, knowledge, light, illumination. A comparison with
Medhatithi son of Kanwa brings out the difference. In Madhuchchhanda’s hymns the materialist rendering is often inapplicable & even when applicable yields a much poorer sense than
the symbolic rendering — because the seer is little concerned
with the symbol except as the recognised means of suggesting
things supramaterial. But Medhatithi is much concerned with
the symbol & not indifferent to the outer life; in his hymns the
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materialist rendering gives us a good sense without excluding the
symbolic, but often the symbolic has to be sought for & if we
did not know the true Vedic tradition from Madhuchchhanda
we could not gather it unaided from Medhatithi. The son of
Viswamitra is deeply concerned with knowledge & with immortality & rapture as its attendant circumstances & conditions,
the son of Kanwa, though not indifferent to knowledge, with
the intoxication of the wine of immortality & its outpouring in
mortal life & action. To use Vedic symbolism, one is a herder of
kine, the other a herder of horses; Madhuchchhanda’s totem is
the meditative cow, Medhatithi’s the rapid & bounding horse.
There is a great calm, depth & nobility in the ﬁrst eleven hymns,
a great verve, joy, energy & vibrant force in the twelve that
follow.
There is only one passage in which Medhatithi uses the
word go and that passage is characteristic. There are only three
main ideas in the hymn, the drinking of the Soma by Indra, the
increase of his rapture & force by the drinking of the Soma, &
the result of that increase, Semam nah kamam a prina gobhir
aswaih shatakrato, Then do thou ﬁll full this desire of ours with
horses & with kine, O Shatakratu. Read apart from his other &
deeper hymns, we should not venture to put any symbolic sense
into these horses & kine; but from other passages it is evident
that Medhatithi was not dispossessed of the tradition of Vedic
symbolism, & it would be an injustice to him to suppose that
he was lusting merely for a material wealth, that this was his
desire and not the illumination of knowledge & the inner joy &
vigour which is denoted by the symbol of the steed.

The Gods of the Veda /
The Secret of the Veda
[A]
The Gods of the Veda —
An enquiry into the true signiﬁcance of the hymns
of the Rigveda.
The Vedas are the roots of Indian civilisation and the supreme
authority in Indian religion. For three thousand years, by the
calculation of European scholars, for a great deal more, in all
probability, the faith of this nation, certainly one of the most
profound, acute and intellectual in the world, has not left its hold
on this cardinal point of belief. Its greatest and most rationalistic
minds have never swerved from the national faith. Kapila held
to it no less than Shankara. The two great revolted intellects,
Buddha and Brihaspati, could not dethrone the Veda or destroy
India’s spiritual allegiance. India by an inevitable law of her
being casts out, sooner or later, everything that is not Vedic.
The Dhammapada has become a Scripture for foreign peoples.
Brihaspati’s strictures are only remembered as a curiosity of our
intellectual history. Religious movements & revolutions have
come & gone or left their mark but after all and through
all the Veda remains to us our Rock of the Ages, our eternal
foundation.
Yet the most fundamental and important part of this imperishable Scripture, the actual hymns and mantras of the Sanhitas,
has long been a sealed book to the Indian mind, learned or
unlearned. The other Vedic books are of minor authority or a
secondary formation. The Brahmanas are ritual, grammatical
& historical treatises on the traditions & ceremonies of Vedic
times whose only value — apart from interesting glimpses of
ancient life & Vedantic philosophy — lies in their attempt to ﬁx
and to interpret symbolically the ritual of Vedic sacriﬁce. The
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Upanishads, mighty as they are, only aspire to bring out, arrange
philosophically in the language of later thinking and crown with
the supreme name of Brahman the eternal knowledge enshrined
in the Vedas. Yet for some two thousand years at least no Indian
has really understood the Vedas. Or if they have been understood, if Sayana holds for us their secret, the reverence of the
Indian mind for them becomes a baseless superstition and the
idea that the modern Indian religions are Vedic in their substance
is convicted of egregious error. For the Vedas Sayana gives us
are the mythology of the Adityas, Rudras, Maruts, Vasus, — but
these gods of the Veda have long ceased to be worshipped, — or
they are a collection of ritual & sacriﬁcial hymns, but the ritual
is dead & the sacriﬁces are no longer offered.
Are we then to conclude that the reverence for the Vedas
& the belief in the continued authority of the Vedas is really
no more than an ancient superstition or a tradition which has
survived its truth? Those who know the working of the human
mind, will be loth to hasten to that conclusion. Great masses of
men, great nations, great civilisations have an instinct in these
matters which seldom misleads them. In spite of forgetfulness,
through every misstatement, surviving all cessation of precise
understanding, something in them still remembers their origin
and holds fast to the vital truth of their being. According to
the Europeans, there is a historical truth at the basis of the old
persistent tradition, but a historical truth only, a truth of origin,
not of present actuality. The Vedas are the early roots of Indian
religion, of Indian civilisation; but they have for a long time
past ceased to be their present foundation or their intellectual
substance. It is rather the Upanishads & the Puranas that are
the living Scriptures of mediaeval and modern Hinduism. But if,
as we contend, the Upanishads & the Puranas only give us in
other language, later symbols, altered forms of thought the same
religious truths that we ﬁnd differently stated in the Rigveda,
this shifting of the immediate point of derivation will make
no real difference. The waters we drink are the same whether
drawn at their clear mountain sources or on their banks in the
anchorite’s forest or from ghats among the faery temples and
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fantastic domes of some sacred city. The Hindu’s belief remains
to him unshaken.
But in the last century a new scholarship has invaded the
country, the scholarship of aggressive & victorious Europe,
which for the ﬁrst time denies the intimate connection and the
substantial identity of the Vedas & the later Scriptures. We ourselves have made distinctions of Jnanakanda & Karmakanda,
Sruti & Smriti, but we have never doubted that all these are
branches of a single stock. But our new Western Pandits &
authorities tell us that we are in error. All of us from ancient
Yajnavalkya to the modern Vaidika have been making a huge
millennial mistake. European scholarship applying for the ﬁrst
time the test of a correct philology to these obscure writings
has corrected the mistake. It has discovered that the Vedas are
of an entirely different character from the rest of our Hindu
development. For our development has been Pantheistic or transcendental, philosophical, mystic, devotional, sombre, secretive,
centred in the giant names of the Indian Trinity, disengaging itself
from sacriﬁce, moving towards asceticism. The Vedas are naturalistic, realistic, ritualistic, semi-barbarous, a sacriﬁcial worship
of material Nature-powers, henotheistic at their highest, Pagan,
joyous and self-indulgent. Brahma & Shiva do not exist for
the Veda; Vishnu & Rudra are minor, younger & unimportant
deities. Many more discoveries of a startling nature, but now
familiar to the most ignorant, have been successfully imposed
on our intellects. The Vedas, it seems, were not revealed to great
& ancient Rishis, but composed by the priests of a small invading Aryan race of agriculturists & warriors, akin to the Greeks
& Persians, who encamped, some ﬁfteen hundred years before
Christ, in the Panjab.
With the acceptance of these modern opinions Hinduism
ought by this time to have been as dead among educated men
as the religion of the Greeks & Romans. It should at best have
become a religio Pagana, a superstition of ignorant villagers. It
is, on the contrary, stronger & more alive, fecund & creative
than it had been for the previous three centuries. To a certain
extent this unexpected result may be traced to the high opinion
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in which even European opinion has been compelled to hold
the Vedanta philosophy, the Bhagavat Gita and some of the
speculations — as the Europeans think them — or, as we hold,
the revealed truths of the Upanishads. But although intellectually we are accustomed in obedience to Western criticism to
base ourselves on the Upanishads & Gita and put aside Purana
and Veda as mere mythology & mere ritual, yet in practice
we live by the religion of the Puranas & Tantras even more
profoundly & intimately than we live by & realise the truths of
the Upanishads. In heart & soul we still worship Krishna and
Kali and believe in the truth of their existence. Nevertheless this
divorce between the heart & the intellect, this illicit compromise
between faith & reason cannot be enduring. If Purana & Veda
cannot be rehabilitated, it is yet possible that our religion driven
out of the soul into the intellect may wither away into the dry
intellectuality of European philosophy or the dead formality &
lifeless clarity of European Theism. It behoves us therefore to test
our faith by a careful examination into the meaning of Purana
& Veda and into the foundation of that truth which our intellect
seeks to deny [but] our living spiritual experience continues to
ﬁnd in their conceptions. We must discover why it is that while
our intellects accept only the truth of Vedanta, our spiritual
experiences conﬁrm equally or even more powerfully the truth
of Purana. A revival of Hindu intellectual faith in the totality
of the spiritual aspects of our religion, whether Vedic, Vedantic,
Tantric or Puranic, I believe to be an inevitable movement of the
near future.
There has already been, indeed, a local movement towards
the rehabilitation of the Veda. Swami Dayananda, the founder
of the Arya Samaj, preached a monotheistic religion founded on
a new interpretation of the sacred hymns. But this important
attempt, successful & vigorous in the Panjab, is not likely to
command acceptance among the more subtle races of the south
& east. It was based like the European rendering on a system of philology, — the Nirukta of Yaska used by the scholastic
ingenuity & robust faith of Dayananda to justify conclusions farreaching & even extravagant, to which it is difﬁcult to assent
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unless we are offered stronger foundations. Moreover, by rejecting the authority of all later Scriptures and scouting even the
Upanishads because they transcend the severity of his monotheistic teaching, Dayananda cut asunder the unity of Hindu religion even more fatally than the Europeans & by the slenderness
of vision & the poverty of spiritual contents, the excessive simplicity of doctrine farther weakened the authority of this version
for the Indian intellect. He created a sect & a rendering, but
failed to rehabilitate to the educated mind in India the authority
of the Vedas. Nevertheless, he put his ﬁnger on the real clue,
the true principle by which Veda can yet be made to render up
its long-guarded secret. A Nirukta, based on a wider knowledge of the Aryan tongues than Dayananda possessed, more
scientiﬁc than the conjectural philology of the Europeans, is the
ﬁrst condition of this great recovery. The second is a sympathy
& ﬂexibility of intelligence capable of accepting passively &
moulding itself to the mentality of the men of this remote epoch.
If indeed the philology of the Europeans were an exact
science or its conclusions inevitable results from indisputable
premises, there would be no room for any reopening of the
subject. But the failure of comparative philology to develop a
sound scientiﬁc basis & to create a true science of language
has been one of the conspicuous intellectual disappointments of
the nineteenth century. There can be no denial of that failure.
This so-called science is scouted by scientiﬁc minds and even the
possibility of an etymological science has been disputed. The
extravagances of the philological sun myth weavers have been
checked by a later method which prefers the evidence of facts
to the evidence of nouns & adjectives. The later ethnological
theories ignore the conclusions & arguments of the philologists.
The old theory of Aryan, Semite, Dravidian & Turanian races
has everywhere been challenged and is everywhere breached or
rejected. The philologists have indeed established some useful
identities and established a few rules of phonetical modiﬁcation
and detrition. But the rest is hypothesis and plausible conjecture.
The capacity of brilliant conjecture, volatile inference and an
ingenious imagination have been more useful to the modern
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Sanscrit scholar than rigorous research, scientiﬁc deduction or
patient and careful generalisation. We are therefore at liberty
even on the ground of European science & knowledge to hesitate
before the conclusions of philological scholarship.
But for my own part I do not hold myself bound by European research & European theories. My scepticism of nineteenth
century results goes farther than is possible to any European
scepticism. The Science of comparative religion in Europe seems
to me to be based on a blunder. The sun & star theory of comparative mythology with its extravagant scholastic fancies &
lawless inferences carries no conviction to my reason. I ﬁnd
in the Aryan & Dravidian tongues, the Aryan and Dravidian
races not separate & unconnected families but two branches of
a single stock. The legend of the Aryan invasion & settlement
in the Panjab in Vedic times is, to me, a philological myth. The
naturalistic interpretation of the Vedas I accept only as a transference or adhyaropa of European ideas into the Veda foreign to the
mentality of the Vedic Rishis & Max Muller’s discovery of Vedic
henotheism as a brilliant & ingenious error. Whatever is sound
& indisputable in European ideas & discoveries, I am bound to
admit & shall use, but these large generalisations & assumptions
ought, I think, no longer to pass current as unchallengeable truth
or the ﬁnal knowledge about the Vedas. My method is rather to
make a tabula rasa of all previous theories European or Indian
& come back to the actual text of the Veda for enlightenment,
the fundamental structure & development of the old Sanscrit
tongue for a standard of interpretation and the connection of
thought in the hymns for a guide to their meaning. I have arrived
as a result at a theory of the Vedic religion, of which this book
is intended to give some initial indications.
I put aside at the beginning the common assumption that
since religion started from the fears & desires of savages a record
of religion as ancient as the Vedas must necessarily contain a
barbarous or semi-barbarous mythology empty of any profound
or subtle spiritual & moral ideas or, if it contains them at all,
that it must be only in the latest documents. We have no more
right to assume that the Vedic Rishis were a race of simple &
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frank barbarians than to assume that they were a class of deep
and acute philosophers. What they were is the thing we have
to discover and we may arrive at either conclusion or neither,
but we must not start from our goal or begin our argument on
the basis of our conclusion. We know nothing of the history
& thought of the times, we know nothing of the state of their
intellectual & social culture except what we can gather from the
Vedic hymns themselves. Indications from other sources may be
useful as clues but the hymns are our sole authority.
The indications from external sources are few and inconclusive, but they are by no means favourable to the theory of
a materialistic worship of Nature-Powers. The Europeans start
with their knowledge of the old Pagan worship, their idea of
the crudity of early Greek & German myth & practice and
their minds naturally expect to ﬁnd & even insist on ﬁnding an
even greater crudity in the Vedas. But it must not be forgotten
that in no written record of Greek or Scandinavian do the old
religions appear as mere materialistic ideas or the old gods as
mere Nature forces; they have also a moral signiﬁcance, and
show a substratum of moral and an admixture even of psychological & philosophical ideas. If in their origin, they were
material and barbarous, they had already been moralised &
intellectualised. Already even in Homer Pallas Athene is not the
Dawn or any natural phenomenon, but a great preterhuman
power of wisdom, force & intelligence; Apollo is not the Sun
— who is represented by another deity, Helios — but a moral or
moralised deity. In the Veda, even in the European rendering,
Varuna has a similar moral character and represents ethical &
religious ideas far in advance of any that we ﬁnd in the Homeric
cult & ethics. We cannot rule out of court the possibility that
others of the gods shared this Vedic distinction or that, even
perhaps in their oldest hymns, the Indians had gone at least as
far as the Greeks in the moralising of their religion.
Moreover, even their moralised gods were only the superﬁcial & exterior aspect of the Greek religion. Its deeper life fed
itself on the mystic rites of Orpheus, Bacchus, the Eleusinian
mysteries which were deeply symbolic and remind us in some of
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their ideas & circumstances of certain aspects of Indian Yoga.
The mysticism & symbolism were not an entirely modern development. Orpheus, Bacchus & Demeter are the centre of an
antique and prehistoric, even preliterary mind-movement. The
element may have been native to Greek religious sentiment; it
may have been imported from the East through the Aryan races
or cultures of Asia Minor; but it may also have been common to
the ancient systems of Greece & India. An original community
or a general diffusion is at least possible. The double aspect of
exoteric practice and esoteric symbolism may have already been
a fundamental characteristic of the Vedic religion. Is it entirely
without signiﬁcance that to the Vedic mind men were essentially manu, thinkers, the original father of the race was the ﬁrst
Thinker, and the Vedic poets in the idea of their contemporaries
not merely priests or sacred singers or wise bards but much
more characteristically manishis & rishis, thinkers & sages? We
can conceive with difﬁculty such ideas as belonging to that undeveloped psychological condition of the semi-savage to which
sacriﬁces of propitiation & Nature-Gods helpful only for material life, safety & comfort were all-sufﬁcient. Certainly, also, the
earliest Indian writings subsequent to Vedic times bear out these
indications. To the writers of the Brahmanas the sacriﬁcial ritual
enshrined an elaborate symbolism. The seers of the Upanishad
worshipped Surya & Agni as great spiritual & moral forces
and believed the Vedic hymns to be effective only because they
contained a deep knowledge & a potent spirituality. They may
have been in error — may have been misled by a later tradition or
themselves have read mystic reﬁnements into a naturalistic text.
But also & equally, they may have had access to an unbroken line
of knowledge or they may have been in direct touch or in closer
touch than the moderns with the mentality of the Vedic singers.
The decision of these questions will determine our whole
view of Vedic religions and decide the claim of the Veda to be
a living Scripture of Hinduism. It is of primary importance to
know what in their nature and functions were the gods of the
Veda. I have therefore made this fundamental question form the
sole subject matter of the present volume. I make no attempt
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here to present a complete or even a sufﬁcient justiﬁcation of
the conclusions which I have been led to. Nor do I present my
readers with a complete enquiry into the nature & functions of
the Vedic pantheon. Such a justiﬁcation, such an enquiry can
only be effected by a careful philological analysis & rendering
of the Vedic hymns and an exhaustive study of the origins of the
Sanscrit language. That is a labour of very serious proportions
& burdened with numerous difﬁculties which I have begun and
hope one day to complete myself or to leave to others ready
for completion. But in the present volume I can only attempt to
establish a prima facie [case] for a reconsideration of the whole
question. I offer the suggestion that the Vedic creed & thought
were not a simple, but a complex, not a barbarous but a subtle
& advanced, not a naturalistic but a mystic & Vedantic system.
It is necessary, in order that the reader may follow my
arguments with a better understanding, to sketch brieﬂy the
important lines of that system as it reveals itself in the ten mandalas of the Rigveda. Its fundamental conception was the unity
in complexity of the apparent universe. The Vedic mind, looking
out on the great movement of material forces around it, aware
of their regularity, law, universality, saw in them symbols and
expressions of a diviner life behind. Everywhere they felt the
presence of intelligence, of life, of a soul. But they did not make
the common distinction between soul and matter. Matter was to
them itself a term and expression of the life and soul they had
discovered. It was this peculiarity of thought which constituted
the essential characteristic of the Vedic outlook and has stood
at the root and basis of all Indian thought and religion then &
subsequently.
Nevertheless existence is not simple in its inﬁnite oneness.
Matter is prithivi, tanu or tanva (terra), a wide yet formal extension of being; but behind matter and containing it is a term
of being, not formal though instrumentally creative of form,
measuring & containing it, mind, mati or manas. Mind itself is
biune in movement, modiﬁed mind working in direct relation to
material life (anu, the Vedantic prana) and moulding itself to its
requirements in order to seize and enjoy it, and pure mind above
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and controlling it. For each of these three subjective principles
there must exist in the nature of things an objective world in
which it fulﬁls its tendencies and in which beings of that particular order of consciousness can live and manifest themselves.
The three worlds, tribhuvana, trailokya are called in Vedic terminology, Bhu, the material world, Bhuvar, the intermediate
world and Swar, the pure blissful mental world, — Bhur, Bhuvar,
Swar, earth, the lower heavens and paradise, are the three sacred
& mighty vyahritis of the Veda, and the great Vedic formula
OM Bhur Bhuvah Swah expressive of our manifest existence
triply founded in matter, mind-in-sense & vital movement and
pure mind, still resounds in the Indian consciousness & comes
with a solemnity, ill-understood but felt, to the descendants of
the ancient Rishis. They persist in later belief as three inferior
worlds of the Purana, constituents of the aparardha, or lower
hemisphere of conscious existence, in which the Vedantic principles of matter, life & mind, anna, prana and manas severally
predominate and determine the conditions of existence. Bhuvar
& Swar are the two heavens, the double ﬁrmament, ubhe rodasi
so frequently mentioned in the sacred verses.
But why, it might be asked, should each subjective order
or stratum of consciousness necessarily involve the co-existence
of a corresponding order of beings & objective world-stratum?
For the modern mind, speculative & introspective like the Vedic,
is yet speculative within the limits of sensational experience
and therefore unable to believe in, even if it can conceive of
existence, least of all of an objective existence under conditions
different from those [with] which we are familiar and of which
our senses assure us. We may therefore admit the profundity
& subtlety of the subjective distinction, but we shall be apt
to regard the belief in objective worlds & beings unseen by
our senses as either an early poetic fancy or a crude superstition of savages. But the Vedic mentality, although perfectly
rational, stood at the opposite pole of ideas from the modern
and its subjective consciousness admitted a class of experiences
which we reject and cut short the moment they begin to present
themselves by condemning them as hallucinations. The idea of
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modern men that the ancients evolved their gods by a process of
poetic imagination, is an error due to inability to understand an
alien mentality & unwillingness to investigate from within those
survivals of it which still subsist though with difﬁculty under
modern conditions. Encouraging this order of phenomena, fostering & developing carefully the states of mind in which they
were possible and the movements of mind & sense by which
they were effected, the Vedic Rishis saw and communed with
the gods and threw themselves into the worlds of which they
had the conception. They believed in them for the same reason
that Joan of Arc believed in her saints & her voices, Socrates
in his daemon or Swedenborg in his spirits, because they had
constant experience of them and of the validity both of the
experiences and of the instruments of mind & sense by which
they were maintained in operation. They would have answered
a modern objector that they had as good a proof of them as the
scientist has of the worlds & the different orders of life revealed
to his optical nerve by microscope & telescope. Some of them
might even question whether these scientiﬁc discoveries were
not optical illusions due to the excitation of the nerve by the
instruments utilised! We may, similarly, get rid of the Vedic experiences, disbelieve and discount them, saying that they missed
one essential instrument of truth, the sceptical distrust of their
instruments, — but we cannot argue from them in the minds that
received them a childish irrationality or a savage superstition.
They trusted, like us, their experience, believed their mind &
senses and argued logically from their premisses.
It is true that apart from these experiences the existence
of various worlds & different orders of beings was a logical
necessity of the Vedic conception of existence. Existence being
a life, a soul expressing itself in forms, every distinct order of
consciousness, every stratum or sea of conscious-being (samudra, sindhu, apah as the Vedic thinkers preferred to call them)
demanded its own order of objective experiences (lokas, worlds),
tended inevitably to throw itself into forms of individualised
being (vishah, ganah, prajah). Moreover, in a world so conceived, nothing could happen in this world without relation
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to some force or being in the worlds behind; nor could there
be any material, vital or mental movement except as the expression of a life & a soul behind it. Everything here must be
supported from the worlds of mind or it could not maintain
its existence. From this idea to the peopling of the world with
innumerable mental & vital existences, — existences essentially
vital like the Naiads, Dryads, Nereids, Genii, Lares & Penates
of the Greeks and Romans, the wood-gods, river-gods, housegods, tree-deities, snake-deities of the Indians, or mental like the
intermediate gods of our old Pantheon, would be a natural and
inevitable step. This Animism is a remarkably universal feature
in the religious culture of the ancient world. I cannot accept
the modern view that its survival in a crude form among the
savages, those waifs & strays of human progress, is a proof
of their low & savage origin — any more than the peculiarly
crude ideas of Christianity that exist in uneducated negro minds
[and] would survive in a still more degraded form if they were
long isolated from civilised life, would be a proof to future
research that Christianity originated from a cannibal tribe on
the African continent. The idea is essentially a civilised conception proceeding from keen susceptibility & only possible after
a meditative dwelling upon Nature — not different indeed in
rank & order from Wordsworth’s experience of Nature which
no one, I suppose, would consider an atavistic recrudescence of
old savage mentality, — and impossible to the animal man. The
dog & crow who reason from their senses, do not stand in awe
of inanimate objects, or of dawn & rain & shine or expect from
them favours.
But the great gods of the Veda belong to a higher order than
these beings who attach themselves to the individual object and
the particular movement. They are great world-powers; they
support the wide laws & universal functions of the world. Their
dwelling-place is in Swar, the world of pure mind, and they only
enter into and are not native to or bound by life & matter.
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[B]
The Secret of the Veda.
Chapter II
Saraswati and the Great Water.
If the Veda is a great religious and psychological document and
not an early hymnal of savage ceremonies, there must be in the
long procession of the sacred chants passages which preserve,
in spite of the unavoidable difﬁculties of an archaic language,
their ancient truth on their surface. The totality of the Veda is so
closely knit in its mentality, constant in its ideas and unchanging
in its terms that we may hope from even one such text a help
considerably beyond the measure of its actual length & scope in
ﬁxing the nature of the Vedic outlook and helping us to some clue
to the secret of its characteristic expressions. Our desideratum
is a passage in which the god of the Riks must be a mental or
moral Power, the thoughts religious, intellectual or psychological in their substance, the expressions insistent in their clear
superphysical intention. We will begin with a striking passage in
a hymn, put by Vyasa very early in the order of his collection.
It is the third sukta of the ﬁrst Mandala. Madhuchchhanda, son
of the famous Visvamitra, is the seer; Saraswati is the goddess;
the three closing riks of the hymn are the indicative passage.
Saraswati, a name familiar to the religious conceptions of
the race from our earliest eras, & of incessant occurrence in
poetic phraseology and image, is worshipped yearly even at the
present day in all provinces of the peninsula no less than those
many millenniums ago in the prehistoric dawn of our religion
and literature. Consistently, subsequent to the Vedic times, she
has been worshipped everywhere & is named in all passages
as a goddess of speech, poetry, learning and eloquence. Epic,
Purana and the popular imagination know her solely as this
deity of speech & knowledge. She ranks therefore in the order
of religious ideas with the old Hellenic conceptions of Pallas,
Aphrodite or the Muses; nor does any least shadow of the material Nature-power linger to lower the clear intellectuality of
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her powers and functions. But there is also a river Saraswati or
several rivers of that name. Therefore, the doubt suggests itself:
In any given passage may it not be the Aryan river, Saraswati,
which the bards are chanting? even if they sing of her or cry to
her as a goddess, may it not still be the River, so dear, sacred
& beneﬁcent to them, that they worship? Or even where she is
clearly a goddess of speech and thought, may it not be that the
Aryans, having had originally no intellectual or moral conceptions and therefore no gods of the mind and heart, converted,
when they did feel the need, this sacred ﬂowing River into a
goddess of sacred ﬂowing song? In that case we are likely to ﬁnd
in her epithets & activities the traces of this double capacity.
For the rest, Sayana in this particular passage lends some
support [to] this suggestion of Saraswati’s etymological good
luck; for he tells us that Saraswati has two aspects, the embodied
goddess of Speech and the ﬁgure of a river. He distributes, indeed, these two capacities with a strange inconsistency and in his
interpretation, as in so many of these harsh & twisted scholastic
renderings, European & Indian, of the old melodious subtleties
of thought & language, the sages of the Veda come before us only
to be convicted of a bafﬂing incoherence of sense and a pointless
inaptness of language. But possibly, after all, it is the knowledge
of the scholar that is at fault, not the intellect of the Vedic
singers that was confused, stupid and clumsy! Nevertheless we
must consider the possibility that Sayana’s distribution of the
sense may be ill-guided, & yet his suggestion about the double
role of the goddess may in itself be well-founded. There are few
passages of the ancient Sanhita, into which these ingenuities of
the ritualistic & naturalistic interpretations do not pursue us.
Our inquiry would protract itself into an intolerable length, if
we had at every step to clear away from the path either the heavy
ancient lumber or the brilliant modern rubbish. It is necessary to
determine, once for all, whether the Vedic scholars, púrve nútaná
uta, are guides worthy of trust — whether they are as sure in taste
& insight as they are painstaking and diligent in their labour,
— whether, in a word, these ingenuities are the outcome of an
imaginative licence of speculation or a sound & keen intuition
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of the true substance of Veda. Here is a crucial passage. Let us
settle at least one side of the account — the ledger of the great
Indian scholiast.
Madhuchchhanda turns to Saraswati at the close of his
hymn after successively calling to the Aswins, Indra & the Visvadevas. To each of these deities he has addressed three riks
of praise & invocation; the last three of the twelve reiterate
in each verse the name, epithets & functions of Saraswati. The
Sukta falls therefore into four equal parts of which the last alone
immediately concerns us.
Pávaká nah Saraswatı́, vájebhir vájinı́vatı́,
Yajnam vashtu dhiyávasuh.
Chodayitrı́ súnritánám, chetantı́ sumatı́nám,
Yajnam dadhe Saraswatı́.
Maho arnah Saraswatı́, prachetayati ketuná,
Dhiyo viśvá vi rájati.1
On the strength of Sayana’s commentary these lines would have
to bear in English the following astounding signiﬁcance. “Let
the purifying goddess of Speech, equipped by means of foodofferings with a ritual full of food, desire (that is to say, upbear) the sacriﬁce, she who is the cause of wealth as a result
of the ritual. Sender of pleasant & true sayings and explainer
(of this sacriﬁce) to the performers of the ritual who have a
good intelligence, the goddess of Speech upholds the sacriﬁce.
The river Saraswati makes known by her action (that is, her
stream) much water, she (the Muse) illumines all the ideas of the
sacriﬁcer.” Truly, whatever Saraswati may do for the sacriﬁcer,
— who does not appear at all in the lines except to the second
sight of Sayana, — the great scholar does not succeed in illumining our ideas about the sense of the Sukta. The astonishing
transition from the Muse to the river & the river to the Muse
1 The metre of the Vedic hymns depends as in English on the number of syllables in the
line, quantity only entering in [as] an element of rhythmic variation. The sign ´ marks
a naturally long a, i, u, — to which e & o must be added. Vowels followed by a double
consonant are long as in Latin & Greek. V & y are often interpreted as separate short
syllables as if they were u and i.
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in a single rik is ﬂagrantly impossible. How does Saraswati’s
thoughtful provision of much water lead to her illumination of
the sacriﬁcer’s evidently confused intellect? Why should dhiyá in
dhiyávasu mean ritual act, and dhiyo in dhiyo viśvá ideas? How
can desire mean upbear, ritual act mean wealth or action mean
a stream of water? What sense can we extract from arnah prachetayati in Sayana’s extraordinary combination? If súnritánám
expresses speech or thought, why should the parallel expression
sumatı́nám in deﬁance of rhythm of sound & rhythm of sense,
refer to the sacriﬁcers? I have offered these criticisms not for any
pleasure in carping at the great Southern scholar, but to establish
by a clear, decisive & typical instance the defects which justify
my total rejection of his once supreme authority in Vedic scholarship. Sayana is learned in ritualism, loaded with grammatical
lore, a scholar of vast diligence and enormous erudition, but
in his mentality literary perception & taste seem either to have
been non-existent or else oppressed under the heavy weight of
his learning. This and other defects common enough in men
of vast learning whose very curiosity of erudition only leads
them to prefer a strained to a simple explanation, the isolated
suggestions of single words to a regard for the total form &
coherence, & recondite, antiquarian or ceremonial allusions to
a plain meaning, render his guidance less than useful in the
higher matters of interpretation and far from safe in questions
of verbal rendering.
The effectual motive for Sayana’s admission of Saraswati’s
double rôle in this Sukta is the expression maho arnas, the great
water, of the third rik. Only in her capacity as a river-goddess has
Saraswati anything to do with material water; an abundance of
liquid matter is entirely irrelevant to her intellectual functions. If
therefore we accept arnah in a material sense, the entrance of the
river into the total physiognomy of Saraswati is imposed upon us
by hard necessity in spite of the resultant incoherence. But if on
the other hand, arnah can be shown to bear other than a material
signiﬁcance or intention, then no other necessity exists for the
introduction of a deiﬁed Aryan river. On the contrary, there is an
extraordinary accumulation of expressions clearly intellectual
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in sense. Pávaká, dhiyávasuh, chodayitrı́ súnritánám, chetantı́
sumatı́nám, prachetayati ketuná, dhiyo viśvá vi rájati are all
expressions of this stamp; for they mean respectively purifying,
rich in understanding, impeller of truths, awakening to good
thoughts, perceives or makes conscious by perception, governs
variously all the ideas or mental activities. Even yajnam vashtu
and yajnam dadhe refer, plainly, to a ﬁgurative moral upholding,
— if, indeed, upholding be at all the Rishi’s intention in vashtu.
What is left? Only the name Saraswati thrice repeated, the pronoun nah, and the two expressions vájebhir vájinı́vatı́ and maho
arnah. The rest is clearly the substance of a passage full of strong
intellectual and moral conceptions. I shall suggest that these two
expressions vájebhir vájinı́vatı́ and maho arnah are no exception
to the intellectuality of the rest of the passage. They, too, are
words expressing moral or intellectual qualities or entities.
The word vája, usually rendered by Sayana, food or ghee,
— a sense which he is swift to foist upon any word which will
at all admit that construction, as well as on some which will not
admit it, — has in other passages another sense assigned to it,
strength, bala. It is the latter signiﬁcance or its basis of substance
& solidity which I propose to attach to vája in every line of
the Rigveda where it occurs — and it occurs with an abundant
frequency. There are a number of words in the Veda which
have to be rendered by the English strength, — bala, taras, vája,
sahas, śavas, to mention only the most common expressions.
Can it be supposed that all these vocables rejoice in one identical
connotation as commentators and lexicographers would lead us
to conclude, and are used in the Veda promiscuously & indifferently to express the same idea of strength? The psychology of
human language is more rich and delicate. In English the words
strength, force, vigour, robustness differ in their mental values;
force can be used in ofﬁces of expression to which strength and
vigour are ineligible. In Vedic Sanscrit, as in every living tongue,
the same law holds and a literary and thoughtful appreciation
of its documents, whatever may be the way of the schools, must
take account of these distinctions. In the brief list I have given,
bala answers to the English strength, taras gives a shade of
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speed and impetuosity, sahas of violence or force, śavas of ﬂame
and brilliance, vája of substance and solidity. In the philological
appendix to this work there will be found detailed reasons for
concluding that strength is in the history of the word vája only
a secondary sense, like its other meanings, wealth and food;
the basic idea is a strong sufﬁciency of substance or substantial
energy. Vája is one of the great standing terms of the Vedic
psychology. All states of being, whether matter, mind or life and
all material, mental & vital activities depend upon an original
ﬂowing mass of Energy which is in the vivid phraseology of
the Vedas called a ﬂood or sea, samudra, sindhu or arnas. Our
power or activity in any direction depends ﬁrst on the amount &
substantiality of this stream as it ﬂows into, through or within
our own limits of consciousness, secondly, on our largeness of
being constituted by the wideness of those limits, thirdly, on
our power of holding the divine ﬂow and fourthly on the force
and delight which enter into the use of our available Energy.
The result is the self-expression, śansa or vyakti, which is the
objective of Vedic Yoga. In the language of the Rishis whatever
we can make permanently ours is called our holding or wealth,
dhanam or in the plural dhanáni; the powers which assist us in
the getting, keeping or increasing of our dhanáni, the yoga, sáti
& vriddhi, are the gods; the powers which oppose & labour to
rob us of this wealth are our enemies & plunderers, dasyus, and
appear under various names, Vritras, Panis, Daityas, Rakshasas,
Yatudhanas. The wealth itself may be the substance of mental
light and knowledge or of vital health, delight & longevity or
of material strength & beauty or it may be external possessions,
cattle, progeny, empire, women. A close, symbolic and to modern ideas mystic parallelism stood established in the Vedic mind
between the external & the internal wealth, as between the outer
sacriﬁce which earned from the gods the external wealth & the
inner sacriﬁce which brought by the aid of the gods the internal
riches. In this system the word vája represents that amount &
substantial energy of the stuff of force in the dhanam brought
to the service of the sacriﬁcer for the great Jivayaja, our daily
& continual life-sacriﬁce. It is a substantial wealth, vájavad
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dhanam that the gods are asked to bring with them. We see
then in what sense Saraswati, a goddess purely mental in her
functions of speech and knowledge, can be vájebhir vájinı́vatı́.
Vájinı́ is that which is composed of vája, substantial energy; the
plural vájáh or vájáni the particular substantialities of various
mind-quality or mental function of which the energy is ostensibly
composed. For the rest, to no other purpose can a deity of speech
& knowledge be vájebhir vájinı́vatı́. In what appropriateness or
coherent conceivable sense can the goddess of knowledge be
possessed of material wealth or full-stored with material food,
ghee & butter, beef & mutton? If it be suggested that Speech of
the mantras was believed by these old superstitious barbarians
to bring them their ghee & butter, beef & mutton, the answer
is that this is not what the language of the hymns expresses.
Saraswati herself is said to be vájinı́vatı́, possessed of substance
of food; she is not spoken of as being the cause of fullness of
food or wealth to others.
This explanation of vájebhir vájinı́vatı́ leads at once to the
ﬁgurative sense of maho arnas. Arnas or samudra is the image
of the sea, ﬂood or stream in which the Vedic seers saw the substance of being and its different states. Sometimes one great sea,
sometimes seven streams of being are spoken of by the Rishis;
they are the origin of the seven seas of the Purana. It cannot
be doubted that the minds of the old thinkers were possessed
with this image of ocean or water as the very type & nature
of the ﬂux of existence, for it occurs with a constant insistence
in the Upanishads. The sole doubt is whether the image was
already present to the minds of the primitive Vedic Rishis. The
Europeans hold that these were the workings of a later imagination transﬁguring the straightforward material expressions
& physical ideas of the Veda; they admit no real parentage
of Vedantic ideas in the preexistent Vedic notions, but only a
ﬁctitious derivation. I hold, on the contrary, that Vedantic ideas
have a direct & true origin & even a previous existence in the
religion & psychology of the Vedas. If, indeed, there were no
stuff of high thinking or moral sensibility in the hymns of the
Vedic sages, then I should have no foundation to stand upon
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and no right to see this ﬁgure in the Vedic arnas or samudra. But
when these early minds, — early to us, but not perhaps really
so primitive in human history as we imagine, — were capable of
such high thoughts & perceptions as these three Riks bear on
their surface, it would be ridiculous to deny them the capacity of
conceiving these great philosophical images & symbols. A rich
poetic imagery expressing a clear, direct & virgin perception of
the facts of mind and being, is not by any means impossible,
but rather natural in these bright-eyed sons of the morning not
yet dominated in their vision by the dry light of the intellect or
in their speech & thought by the abstractions & formalities of
metaphysical thinking. Water was to them, let us hold in our
hypothesis, the symbol of unformed substance of being, earth of
the formed substance. They even saw a mystic identity between
the thing symbolised & the symbol.
What then is maho arnas? Is it the great sea of general
being, substance of general existence out of which the substance
of thought & speech are formed? It is possible; but such an
interpretation is not entirely in consonance with the context
of this passage. The suggestion I shall advance will therefore be
different. Mahas, as a neuter adjective, means great, maho arnas,
the great water; but mahas may be equally a noun and then maho
arnas will mean Mahas the sea. In some passages again, mahas is
genitive singular or accusative plural of a noun mah; maho arnas
may well be the ﬂowing stream or ﬂood of Mah, as in the expression vasvo arnavam, the sea of substance, in a later Sukta. We are
therefore likely to remain in doubt unless we can ﬁnd an actual
symbolic use of either word Mah or Mahas in a psychological
sense which would justify us in supposing this Maho Arnas to
be a sea of substance of knowledge rather than vaguely the sea
of general substance of being. For this is the signiﬁcance which
alone entirely suits the actual phraseology of the last Rik of the
Sukta. We ﬁnd our clue in the Taittiriya Upanishad. It is said
there that there are three recognised vyahritis of the Veda, Bhur,
Bhuvar, Swah, but the Rishi Mahachamasya afﬁrmed a fourth.
The name of this doubtful fourth vyahriti is Mahas. Now the
mystic vyahritis of the Veda are the shabdas or sacred words
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expressing objectively the three worlds, subjectively mentalised
material being, mentalised vital being & pure mental being, the
three manifest states of our phenomenal consciousness. Mahas,
therefore, must express a fourth state of being, which is so much
superior to the other three or so much beyond the ordinary
attainment of our actual human consciousness that it is hardly
considered in Vedic thought a vyahriti, whatever one or two
thinkers may have held to the contrary. What do we know of
this Mahas from Vedantic or later sources? Bhuh, Bhuvah, Swar
of the Veda rest substantially upon the Annam, Prana, Manas,
matter, life & mind of the Upanishads. But the Upanishads speak
of a fourth state of being immediately above Manas, preceding it
therefore & containing it, Vijnanam, ideal knowledge, and a ﬁfth
immediately above Vijnanam, Ananda or Bliss. Physically, these
ﬁve are the pancha kshitayah, ﬁve earths or dwelling-places, of
the Rig Veda and they are the pancha koshas, ﬁve sheaths or
bodies of the Upanishads. But in our later Yogic systems we
recognise seven earths, seven standing grounds of the soul on
which it experiences phenomenal existence. The Purana gives us
their names [the names of the two beyond the ﬁve already mentioned], Tapas and Satya, Energy & Truth. They are the outward
expressions of the two psychological principles, Self-Awareness
& Self-Being (Chit & Sat) which with Ananda, Self-Bliss, are the
triune appearance in the soul of the supreme Existence which
the Vedanta calls Brahman. Sat, Chit & Ananda constitute to
Vedantic thought the parardha or spiritual higher half [of] our
existence; in less imaginative language, we are in our supreme
existence self-existence, self-awareness & self-delight. Annam,
Prana & Manas constitute to Vedantic thought the aparardha
or lower half; again, in more abstract speech, we are in our
lower phenomenal existence mind, life & matter. Vijnana is
the link; standing in ideal knowledge we are aware, looking
upward, of our spiritual existence, looking downward, we pour
it out into the three vyahritis, Bhur, Bhuvah & Swar, mental,
vital & material existence, the phenomenal symbols of our selfexpression. Objectively vijnana becomes mahat, the great, wide
or extended state of phenomenal being, — called also brihat,
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likewise signifying vast or great, — into which says the Gita, the
Self or Lord casts his seed as into a womb in order to engender
all these objects & creatures. The Self, standing in vijnanam or
mahat, is called the Mahan Atma, the great Self; so that, if we
apply the signiﬁcance [of] these terms to the Vedic words mah,
mahas, mahi, mahán, then, even accepting mahas as an adjective
and maho arnas in the sense of the great Ocean, it may very well
be the ocean of the ideal or pure ideative state of existence in true
knowledge which is intended, the great ocean slumbering in our
humanity and awakened by the divine inspiration of Saraswati.
But have we at all the right to read these high, strange & subtle
ideas of a later mysticism into the primitive accents of the Veda?
Let us at least support for a while that hypothesis. We may
very well ask, if not from the Vedic forefathers, whence did the
Aryan thinkers get these striking images, this rich & concrete
expression of the most abstract ideas and persist in them even
after the Indian mind had rareﬁed & lifted its capacity to the
height of the most difﬁcult severities & abstractions known to
any metaphysical thinking? Our hypothesis of a Vedic origin
remains not only a possible suggestion but the one hypothesis in
lawful possession of the ﬁeld, unless a foreign source or a later
mixed ideation can be proved. At present this later ideation may
be assumed, it has not been & cannot be proved. The agelong
tradition of India assigns the Veda as the source & substance
of our theosophies; Brahmana, Aranyaka, Upanishad & Purana
as only the interpretation & later expression; the burden of
disproof rests on those who negative the tradition.
Vájebhir vájinı́vatı́ and maho arnas are therefore ﬁxed in
their signiﬁcance. The word vashtu in the tenth Rik offers a difﬁculty. It is equivalent to vahatu, says the Brahmana; to kámayatu,
says Sayana; but, deferring to the opinion of the Brahmana, he
adds that it means really “kámayitwá vahatu”. Undoubtedly
the root vaś means in classical Sanscrit to desire; but from the
evidence of the classical Sanscrit we have it established that
in more ancient times its ordinary meaning must have been to
subdue or control; for although the verb has lost this sense in
the later language, almost all its derivatives bear that meaning
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& the sense of wish, will or desire only persists in a few of them,
vaśa, wish and possibly vaśá, a woman. It is this sense which
agrees best with the context of the tenth rik and is concealed
in the vahatu of the Brahmanas. There is no other difﬁculty of
interpretation in the passage.
What then is it that Madhuchchhanda, son of Viswamitra,
has to say in this Sukta of the goddess of inspiration, speech
and knowledge? He does not directly address her, but he assigns
to this deity the general control, support and illumination of
the sacriﬁce he is performing. “Let Saraswati” he says “control
our Yajna.” The epithets which ﬁll the Rik must express either
the permanent & characteristic qualities in her which ﬁt her for
this high ofﬁce of control or the possible & suitable qualities
with which he wishes her to be equipped in the performance
of that ofﬁce. First, pávaká. She is the great puriﬁer. It is as
we shall see not a literary inspiration he invokes, but a divine
inspiration, an inspiration of truths and right thoughts and, it
may be, right feelings. Saraswati by this inspiration, by this
inspired truth & knowledge & right feeling, is asked to purify,
ﬁrst, the mental state of the Yogin; for a mind unpuriﬁed cannot
hold the light from on high. Knowledge puriﬁes, says the Gita,
meaning the higher spiritual knowledge which comes by śruti,
divine inspiration; there is nothing in the whole world so pure as
knowledge: Saraswati who puriﬁes, Pávaká Saraswatı́. Vájebhir
vájinı́vatı́. She is full of substantial energy, stored with a great
variety in substance of knowledge, chitraśravastama, as is said
in another hymn of the strong god Agni. The inspiration &
resultant knowledge prayed for is not that of any isolated truth
or slight awakening, but a great substance of knowledge & a
high plenty of inspiration; the mental state has to be ﬁlled with
this strong & copious substance of Saraswati. Dhiyávasuh. She is
rich in understanding. Dhı́ in the Veda is the buddhi, the faculty
of reason that understands, discerns & holds knowledge. This
inspiration has to be based on a great intellectual capacity which
supports & holds the ﬂood of the inspiration. Thus rich, thus
strong & plenteous, thus purifying the divine inspiration has to
hold & govern the Sacriﬁce.
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The thought passes on in the eleventh Rik from the prayer
to the fulﬁlment. Yajnam dadhe Saraswatı́. Saraswati upholds
the Yajna; she has accepted the ofﬁce of governance & already
upbears in her strength the action of the sacriﬁce. In that action
she is Chodayitrı́ súnritánám, chetantı́ sumatı́nám. That great
luminous impulse of inspiration in which the truths of being
start to light of themselves and are captured and possessed by
the mind, that spiritual enlightenment and awakening in which
right thoughts & right seeing become spontaneously the substance of our puriﬁed mental state, proceed from Saraswati &
are already being poured by her into the system, like the Aryan
stream into the Indus. Mati means any activity of the mind;
right thoughts in the intellect, right feelings in the heart, right
perceptions in the sensational mind, sumati may embrace any or
all of these associations; in another context, by a different turn
of the preﬁx, it may express kindly thoughts, friendly feelings,
happy perceptions.
In the last Rik the source of this great illumination is indicated. Spiritual knowledge is not natural to the mind; it is
in us a higher faculty concealed & sleeping, not active to our
consciousness. It is only when the inspiration of a divine enlightenment, — Saraswatı́ ketuná, in the concrete Vedic language, —
seizes on that self-luminous faculty & directs a ray of it into
our understanding that we receive the high truths, the great
illuminations which raise us above our normal humanity. But it
is not an isolated illumination with which this son of Viswamitra
intends to be satisﬁed. The position for him is that the human
mind is wakeful on its own level of sensations, emotion, sense
perception & reason, but asleep, sushupta, achetana, on the
level of the pure ideal knowledge. He wishes it to awake to the
divine knowledge & his whole mental state to be illumined by it.
The divine Inspiration has to awaken to conscious activity this
great water now lying still & veiled in our humanity. This great
awakening Saraswati now in the action of the Sacriﬁce effects
for Madhuchchhandas — Maho arnah prachetayati. The instrument is ketu, enlightening perception. With the knowledge that
now streams into the mind from the ocean of divine knowledge
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all the ideas of the understanding in their various & manybranching activity are possessed and illumined. Dhiyo viśvá vi
rájati. She illumines variously or in various directions, or, less
probably, she entirely illumines, all the activities of the understanding. This invasion & illumination of his whole mental state
by the state of divine knowledge, with its spontaneous manifestation of high truths, right thoughts, right feelings, the ritam
jyotih, is the culmination of this sacriﬁce of Madhuchchhandas.
Shall we suppose that a sacriﬁce with such a governance,
such circumstances & such a crowning experience is the material offering of the Soma wine into a material ﬁre on a material
altar? Every expression in the text cries out against such an
impossibility. This sacriﬁce must be a mental, moral subjective
activity of which the Soma-offering is only a material symbol.
We see at once that the Gita was not reading a later gloss into
the Vedic idea in its description of the many kinds of Yajna in its
[fourth] chapter. The modern Yoga and the ancient Yajna are one
idea; there is only this difference that the Vedic Rishis regarded
all the material & internal riches that came by Yoga as the gift
of the gods to be offered to them again so that they may again
increase them & supremely enrich our lives with all the boons
that they, our friends, helpers, masters of world-evolution are
so eager to shower upon us, the vessels & instruments of that
evolution. The whole Vedic theory is succinctly stated in two
slokas of the Gita. (III.10, 11)
Sahayajnáh prajáh srishtwá purovácha Prajápatih,
Anena prasavishyadhwam esha vo’stwishtakámadhuk.
Deván bhávayatánena te devá bhávayantu vah,
Parasparam bhávayantah śreyah param avápsyatha.
The Father created of old these peoples with sacriﬁce as their
companion birth; “By this” he said, “ye shall bring forth; let this
be your milker of all chosen desires. Nourish the gods in their
being with this; let the gods nourish you in your being. Thus
nourishing each other ye shall gain the highest good.” We see,
at the same time, the Vedic origin of the central idea in the Gita,
the offering of our lives & actions in a perfect sacriﬁce to God.
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Greatly has this short passage helped us. It has shown us the
true physiognomy of Saraswati as the goddess of inspiration &
inspired knowledge & the true nature of the Vedic Yajna; it has
ﬁxed the great Vedic terms, vája, dhı́ & ketu; but above all it has
given us a ﬁrm foundation for a religious & spiritual interpretation of Veda, a brilliant starting point for an inquiry into its truth
& its ancient secret. We can now hope to be delivered from the
obscuration of Veda by the ritualists & its modern degradation
into the document of a primitive & barbarous religion. Its higher
& truer sense shows itself in this brief passage like the dim line
of land seen on the far horizon.
[C]
[Revised opening of the preceding chapter]
Saraswati and the Great Water.
If the Vedas have a deep religious and psychological signiﬁcance
such as I have attributed to them, if they are not, as the disciples
of the Europeans suppose, an early hymnal of savage ceremonies,
there must be in the long procession of the sacred chants, in the
ﬁxed formulae and individual variations of these voluminous
songs to a small number of strongly characterised deities, some
individual riks, some occasional passages, some entire hymns,
even, which, in spite of the difﬁculties of an archaic diction
& the concealing veil of a changed vocabulary, still bear the
ancient truth on their very surface. The totality of the Rig Veda
is so closely knit in its mentality, so constant in its common
terms, so ﬁxed & unchanging in its principal ideas that even
one such rik, passage or hymn ought to exceed the limits of
its single text & shed a wide light over the whole surface of
Vedic thought & phraseology. Is there any such passage easily
discoverable? There is one, I think, which occurs very early in the
collection and by the nature of its presiding deity, its strongly
subjective purport & its clear and striking language seems to
fulﬁl our desideratum. It occurs in the third sukta of the ﬁrst
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Mandala. Madhuchchhandas, son of the famous Visvamitra, is
the seer; Saraswati is the goddess; the last three riks of the hymn
constitute the indicative passage.
In Saraswati we have a deity with subjective functions —
the ﬁrst desideratum in our enquiry. Still, there is a doubt, a
difﬁculty. Saraswati of the Epics & Puranas, Saraswati, as she
is worshipped today throughout India is, no doubt, a purely
subjective goddess and presides only over intellectual and immaterial functions. She is our Lady of Speech, the Muse, the
goddess of Poetry, Art and Learning. Saraswati, the ﬂowing,
is also the name of more than one river in modern India, but
especially of the sacred stream in upper India supposed to join
secretly in their conﬂuence the waters of the Ganges and Yamuna
and form with them the holy Triveni or triple braid of waters
in which the ceremonial ablution of the devotee is more potent
than at almost any other Indian place of pilgrimage and gives
the richest spiritual fruit to the believing pilgrim. But in our
modern religious ideas there is no real connexion, except of
name, between the goddess and the river. In the Veda also there
is a Saraswati who is the goddess of speech; in the Veda also there
seems to be an ancient river Saraswati, although this stream is
placed by Vedic scholars in the Panjab and not in the vicinity
of Prayaga and Ayodhya. Were these two deities, — for every
river and indeed every natural object was to the Vedic Rishis
a divine being, — the same goddess Saraswati? Sayana accepts,
even in this passage, their identity; she is, he tells us, [
].2
If this identity were accepted, we would have to ask ourselves
by what process of subjective metamorphosis a material Panjab river came to be the deity of Speech, the female power of
Brahma, the Muse and tutelar goddess of scholar and poet. Or
was not rather the goddess of speech eponymous of the river and
subsequently imaged in it by the Vedic symbolists? But before
we descend to these ulterior questions, we must ﬁrst know for
certain whether Sayana is right in his identiﬁcation of the river
2 Blank in MS; in his commentary on the passage under discussion, Sayana describes
Saraswati as: dvividhā . . . vigrahavaddevatā nadı̄rūpā ca. — Ed.
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and the Muse. First of all, are they the same in this passage?
secondly, are they the same in any passage of the Veda? It is to
the ﬁrst question alone that we need address ourselves for the
present; for on its solution depends the whole purport, value and
helpfulness of these three Riks for the purposes of our enquiry
into the sense and secret of the Vedas.
[D]
Chapter III.
Indra, the Visvadevas, the Aswins.
If we are right, as we must now assume, in our interpretation
of these three riks, then the conclusion is irresistible that the
whole of this third Sukta in the Veda, & not only its closing
verses, relates to an activity of moral & mental sacriﬁce and
the other gods invoked by Madhuchchhandas are equally with
Saraswati Powers of subjective Nature, Indra not the god of rain,
but a mental deity, the Aswins not twin stars, or, if stars, then
lights of a sublimer heaven, the Visvadevas, gods not of general
physical Nature, but supraphysical and in charge of our general
subjective or subjective-objective activity. The supposition is inadmissible that the hymn is purely ritual in its body and only
ingrafted with a spiritual tail. The physical functions of the gods
in the Veda need not be denied; but they must be alien to the
thought of Madhuchchhandas in this Sukta, — unless as in some
hymns of the Veda, there is the slesha or double application to
subjective & objective activities. But this is improbable; for in
the lines of which Saraswati is the goddess, we have found no
reference either open or covert to any material form or function.
She is purely the Muse and not at all the material river.
We must examine, then, the rest of the hymn and by an
impartial scrutiny discover whether it yields naturally, without
forcing or straining, a subjective signiﬁcance. If we ﬁnd that no
such subjective signiﬁcance exists & it is the gods of rain & of
stars & of material activities who are invoked, a serious if not
a fatal doubt will be cast on the validity of the ﬁrst step we
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have gained in our second chapter. Here, too, we must follow
the clue by which we arrived at the subjective physiognomy of
Saraswati. We must see what is the evidence of the epithets &
activities assigned to the several deities of the Sukta.
The ﬁrst three riks are devoted to the Aswins & run in this
strain: —
Aświná yajwarı́r isho, dravatpánı́ śubhaspatı́,
Purubhujá chanasyatam.
Aświná purudansasá, nará śavı́rayá dhiyá,
Dhishnyá vanatam girah.
Dasrá yuvákavah sutá, násatyá vriktabarhishah,
Áyátam rudravartanı́.
In Sayana’s interpretation we ﬁnd that isho is taken in the sense
of food; yuvákavah sutá vriktabarhishah in the sense of Somaofferings poured out, which are mixed with other liquid and
for which the strewn grasses where they have been placed, are
deprived of their roots. If these interpretations stand, the material nature of the sacriﬁce is established. But can they stand?
And if they can, are they imperative? The word isho, in the ﬁrst
place, is not bound to this sense of foods; for it cannot in all the
passages in which it occurs in the Veda, bear that sense. A single
instance is decisive. We ﬁnd in a hymn of Praskanwa Kanwa to
the Aswins, this rik, the sixth in the forty-sixth Sukta of the ﬁrst
mandala:
Yá nah pı́parad Aświná, jyotishmatı́ tamas tirah,
Tám asme rásáthám isham.
Now a brilliant or luminous food, jyotishmatı́ ish, is an absurdity
which we certainly shall not accept; nor is there any reason for
taking jyotih in any other than its ordinary sense of radiance,
lustre. We must, therefore, seek some other signiﬁcance for ish.
It is the nature of the root ish, as of its lengthened form, ı́sh, and
the family to which it belongs, to suggest intensity of motion or
impulsion physical or subjective and the state or results of such
intensity. It means impulse, wish, impulsion; sending, casting,
(as in ishu, an arrow or missile), strength, force, mastery; in the
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verb, it signiﬁes also striving, entreating, favour, assent, liking;
in the noun, increase, afﬂuence, or, as applied by the ritualists
in the Veda, drink or food. We see, then, that impellent force
or strength is the fundamental signiﬁcance, the idea [of] food
only a distant, isolated & late step in the sense-evolution. If we
apply this fundamental sense in the rik we have quoted from
Praskanwa’s hymn to the Aswins, we get at once the following
clear, straightforward & lucid meaning, “The luminous force
(force of the Mahas, or vijnana, the true light, ritam jyotih of
[I.23.5]) which has carried us, O Aswins, through the darkness
to its other shore, in that in us take delight” or else “that force
give to us.” Apply the same key-meaning to this ﬁrst rik of
Madhuchchhandas’ lines to the same deities, we get a result
equally clear, straightforward & lucid, “O Aswins, swift-footed,
much-enjoying lords of bliss, take your pleasure in the forces of
the sacriﬁce.” We have in Praskanwa & Madhuchchhandas the
same idea, the same deities, the same prayer, the same subjective
function of the gods & subjective purport of the words. We feel
ﬁrm soil under our feet; a ﬂood of light illumines our steps in
these dim ﬁelds of Vedic interpretation.
What is this subjective function of the Aswins? We get it,
I think, in the key words chanasyatam, rásáthám. Whatever
else may be the character of the Aswins, we get from the consonance of the two Rishis this strong suggestion that they are
essentially gods of delight. Is there any other conﬁrmation of the
suggestion? Every epithet in this ﬁrst rik testiﬁes strongly to its
correctness. The Aswins are purubhujá, much-enjoying; they are
śubhaspatı́, lords of weal or bliss, or else of beauty — for śubh
may have any of these senses as well as the sense of light; they
are dravatpánı́, their hands dropping gifts, says Sayana, and that
agrees well with the nature of gods of delight who pour from full
hands the roses of rapture upon mortals, manibus lilia plenis.
But dravat usually means in the Veda, swift, running, and páni,
although conﬁned to the hands in classical Sanscrit, meant, as I
shall suggest, in the old Aryan tongue any organ of action, hand,
foot or, as in the Latin penis, the sexual organ. Even so, we have
the nature of the Aswins as gods of delight, fully established;
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but we get in addition a fresh characteristic, the quality of impetuous speed, which is reinforced by their other epithets. For
the Aswins are nará, the Strong ones; rudravartanı́, — they put
a ﬁerce energy into all their activities; they accept the mantras
of the hymn śavı́rayá dhiyá, with a bright-ﬂaming strength of
intelligence in the understanding. The idea of bounteous giving,
suggested by Sayana in dravatpánı́ and certainly present in that
word if we accept páni in its ordinary sense, appears in the dasrá
of the third rik, “O you bounteous ones.” Sayana indeed takes
dasrá in the sense of destroyers; he gives the root das in this
word the same force as in dasyu, an enemy or robber; but das
can also mean to give, dasma is sometimes interpreted by the
scholiasts sacriﬁcer and this sense of bounteous giving seems
to be ﬁxed on the kindred word dasra also, at least when it is
applied to the Aswins, by the seventeenth rik of the thirtieth
Sukta, Śunahśepa’s hymn to Indra & the Aswins, —
Áświná, aśvávatyá, ishá yátam śavı́rayá,
gomad dasrá hiranyavat.
“O Aswins, arrive with energetic force of a bright-ﬂaming
strength, givers of that which is radiant and brilliant” or, if
we take the interpretation of the ritualists, “of wealth of cows
& wealth of gold.” We see that here too we have ish with
two epithets denoting strength and force; here also we meet
the words dasrá and śavı́rayá in connection with the Aswins;
here also they are connected with light or radiance, go, rays or
diffused light which we shall ﬁnd to be the standing symbolword in the Vedas for the diffusion of the light of the vijnana
or mahas, for that ritam jyotih or light of ideal Truth which
constitutes the luminous force hymned in connection with the
Aswins by Praskanwa Kanwa, jyotishmatı́m isham. These ﬁxed
ideas, this constant relation of epithets, this order in the divine
functions, points to a settled system large in idea & minute
in detail accepted by all the Vedic Rishis throughout the long
period covered by the ensemble of the hymns of the Rigveda. In
the ritualistic and naturalistic interpretations we get an artiﬁcial
sense, an incoherent connection of ideas, a vague, purposeless
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& merely ornamental use of ﬁgures & epithets, one Rishi
apparently reproducing stupidly the decorative ideas, images &
words of his predecessors. In the subjective interpretation of the
Vedas we shall ﬁnd always a simple, lucid & straightforward
sense perfectly connected & coherent, arising spontaneously
from the text, in which there is a reason for the constant
recurrence of ideas & terms, a complete appropriateness &
fullness of meaning for every word that is used and an absolutely satisfying logical reason for the connection of each
word with its predecessor & successor. According to our idea
of the mentality of the Rishis we shall accept either the one
interpretation which results in a confused barbaric intelligence
or the other which reveals the culture & contents of a deep &
splendid intellectuality. But there can be no doubt, which gives
the best & most satisfying sense to the language of the Veda.
There are two epithets yet left which we have to ﬁx to their
right signiﬁcance, before we sum up the evidence of this passage
and determine the subjective physiognomy of the Aswins, —
purudansasá & násatyá. Sayana interprets dansas as active, —
the Aswins are gods of a great activity; I suggest fashioning or
forming activity, — they are “abundant fashioners”. Sayana’s
interpretation suits better with the idea of the Aswins as gods
full of strength, speed and delight, purudansasá, full of a rich
activity. But the sense of fashioning is also possible; we have in
I.30.16 the expression sa no hiranyaratham dansanáván sa nah
sanitá sanaye sa no adát, where the meaning may be “he gave a
car”, but would run better “he fashioned for us a brilliant car”,
unless with Sayana we are to disregard the whole structure
& rhythmic movement of Śunahśepa’s sentence. The other
epithet Násatyá has long been a puzzle for the grammarians;
for the ingenious traditional rendering of Yaska & Sayana,
na asatyá, not untruthful, is too evidently a desperate shift of
entire ignorance. The word by its formation must be either a
patronymic, “Sons of Nasata”, or an adjective formed by the
termination tya from the old Aryan noun Nása, which still exists
in the Greek nsoc , an island. The physical signiﬁcance of ná in
the Aryan tongues is a gliding or ﬂoating motion; we ﬁnd it in the
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Latin, nare, to swim or ﬂoat, the Greek Nais, a river goddess,
nama, a stream, nêxis, swimming, ﬂoating, naros, water, (S.
nára, water), necho, I swim, ﬂoat or sail; but in Sanscrit, except
in nára, water, and nága, a snake, elephant, this signiﬁcation of
the long root ná, shared by it originally with na, ni, nı́, nu & nú,
has disappeared. Nevertheless, the word Nása, in some sense of
motion, ﬂoating, gliding, sailing, voyaging, must have existed
among the more ancient Sanscrit vocables. But in what sense can
it be applied to the Aswins? It seems to me that we get the clue
in the seventh sloka of Praskanwa’s Hymn to the Aswins which I
have already quoted. For immediately after he has spoken of the
jyotishmatı́ ish, the luminous force which has carried him over
to the other shore of the Ignorance, Praskanwa proceeds, —
Á no nává matı́nám, yátam páráya gantave,
Yunjáthám Aświná ratham.
“O ye who are the ships of our thoughts, come to us for our
passing to the other shore; O Aswins, yoke your car.” It is as the
ships that carry human mentality to the other shore of this darkness of ignorance, pı́parat tamas tirah, as the masters or helpers
of their voyage that the Aswins are addressed as Násatyá. Nása
in Násatya would then be ﬁxed in the sense of voyage, passage
or transit. Is it not from the transference of this lofty idea to
a more material plane that Castor & Pollux of the Romans,
Kashtri & Purudansha, are the helpers of the distressed mariner
when storm howls upon the darkened seas?
The Aswins, then, are the gods of youthful delight & youthful strength, yuváná pitará, always young yet fathers of men,
(purudansasá, abundantly creating), as they are described in another sukta. They have a brilliant strength mental & physical,
nará, a bright, strong & eager understanding, śavı́rayá dhiyá,
full hands of bounty and strong fertility of creation, dasrá, purudansasá; an insatiable enjoyment, purubhujá; a swift speed
and ﬁery energy in action, dravatpánı́ rudravartanı́; they are the
lords of bliss who give physical, vital & mental well-being to
men and that inferior ease, pleasure and delight they lift into the
high regions of the original & luminous Ananda supported on
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the ritam jyotih of Mahas of which all these things are but pallid
& broken rays penetrating into this lower play of subjective light
& shade which is called the triple world. Because of this double
aspect of delight and the force for action & knowledge which is
given by delight, of force and the delight in action & enjoyment
which is sustained by force, they are twin gods and not one;
it may be that Castor is more essentially the lord of delight,
Polydeuces of force, but they are too like each other not to share
in each other’s qualities. Eternal youth is the essence of their
character & the bestowal, maintenance, & increase in men of
the gifts which attend youth, is their function. This, if I do not
err, was the subjective aspect of the great Twin Brethren to the
sages of the Veda.
For what functions are they called to the Sacriﬁce by Madhuchchhanda? First, they have to take delight in the spiritual
forces generated in him by the action of the internal Yajna.
These they have to accept, to enter into them and use them
for delight, their delight and the sacriﬁcer’s, yajwarı́r isho ..
chanasyatam; a wide enjoyment, a mastery of joy & all pleasant things, a swiftness in action like theirs is what their advent should bring & therefore these epithets are attached to
this action. Then they are to accept the words of the mantra,
vanatam girah. In fact, vanatam means more than acceptance,
it is a pleased, joyous almost loving acceptance; for vanas is
the Latin venus, which means charm, beauty, gratiﬁcation, and
the Sanscrit vanitá means woman or wife, she who charms, in
whom one takes delight or for whom one has desire. Therefore
vanatam takes up the idea of chanasyatam, enlarges it & applies
it to a particular part of the Yajna, the mantras, the hymn or
sacred words of the stoma. The immense effectiveness assigned
to rhythmic Speech & the meaning & function of the mantra
in the Veda & in later Yoga is a question of great interest &
importance which must be separately considered; but for our
present purpose it will be sufﬁcient to specify its two chief functions, the ﬁrst, to settle, ﬁx, establish the god & his qualities &
activities in the Sacriﬁcer, — this is the true meaning of the word
stoma, and, secondly, to effectualise them in action & creation
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subjective or objective, — this is the true meaning of the words
rik and arka. The later senses, praise and hymn were the creation
of actual ceremonial practice, and not the root intention of these
terms of Veda. Therefore the Aswins, the lords of force & joy,
are asked to take up the forces of the sacriﬁce, yajwarı́r isho,
ﬁll them with their joy & activity and carry that joy & activity
into the understanding so that it becomes śavı́ra, full of a bright
and rapid strength. With that strong, impetuously rapid working
they are to take up the words of the mantra into the understanding and by their joy & activity make them effective for action
or creation. For this reason the epithet purudansasá is attached
to this action, abundantly active or, rather, abundantly creative
of forms into which the action of the yajwarı́r ishah is to be
thrown. But this can only be done as the Sacriﬁcer wishes if they
are in the acceptance of the mantra dhishnyá, ﬁrm and steady.
Sayana suggests wise or intelligent as the sense of dhishnya,
but although dhishaná, like dhı́, can mean the understanding
& dhishnya therefore intelligent, yet the fundamental sense is
ﬁrm or steadily holding & the understanding is dhı́ or dhishaná
because it takes up perceptions, thoughts & feelings & holds
them ﬁrmly in their places. Vehemence & rapidity may be the
causes of disorder & confusion, therefore even in their utmost
rapidity & rapture of action & formation the Aswins are to be
dhishnya, ﬁrm & steady. This discipline of a mighty, inalienable
calm supporting & embracing the greatest ﬁerceness of action &
intensity of joy, the combination of dhishnyá & rudravartanı́, is
one of the grandest secrets of the old Vedic discipline. For by this
secret men can enjoy the world as God enjoys it, with unstinted
joy, with unbridled power, with undarkened knowledge.
Therefore the prayer to the Aswins concludes: “The Soma
is outpoured; come with your full bounty, dasrá & your ﬁerce
intensity, rudravartanı́.” But what Soma? Is it the material juice
of a material plant, the bitter Homa which the Parsi priests
use today in the ceremonies enjoined by the Zendavesta? Does
Sayana’s interpretation give us the correct rendering? Is it by a
material intoxication that this great joy & activity & glancing
brilliance of the mind joined to a great steadfastness is to be
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obtained? Yuvákavah, says Sayana, means mixed & refers to
the mixing of other ingredients in the Soma wine. Let us apply
again our usual test. We come to the next passage in which the
word yuváku occurs, the fourth rik of the seventeenth Sukta,
Medhatithi Kanwa’s hymn to Indra & Varuna.
Yuváku hi śachı́nám, yuváku sumatı́nám,
Bhúyáma vájadávnám.
Sayana’s interpretation there is a miracle of ritualism & impossibility which it is best to ignore. Śachı́ means in the Veda
power, sumati, right thought or right feeling, as we have seen,
vájadávan, strength-giving, — strength in the sense of steadfast
substance whether of moral state or quality or physical state
or quality. Yuváku in such a connection & construction cannot
mean mixed. The word is in formation the root yu and the
adjectival áku connected by the euphonic v. It is akin therefore
to yuvá, youth, & yavas, energy, plenty or luxuriance; the common idea is energy & luxuriance. The adjective yuváku, if this
connection be correct, would mean full of energy or particularly
of the energy of youth. We get, therefore, a subjective sense for
yuváku which suits well with śachı́, sumati & vájadávan and
falls naturally into the structure & thought of Medhatithi’s rik.
Bhúyáma may mean “become” in the state of being or like the
Greek fw (bhú) it may admit a transitive sense, to bring about
in oneself or attain; yuváku śachı́nám will mean the full energy
of the powers & we get this sense for Medhatithi’s thought: “Let
us become” or “For we would effect in ourselves the full energy
of the powers, the full energy of the right thoughts which give
substance” to our inner state or faculties.
We have reached a subjective sense for yuváku. But what of
vriktabarhishah? Does not barhih always mean in the Veda the
sacred grass strewn as a seat for the gods? In the Brahmanas is it
not so understood and have [we] not continually the expression
Á barhishi sı́data? I have no objection; barhis is certainly the seat
of the Gods in the sacriﬁce, stritam ánushak, strewn without a
break. But barhis cannot originally have meant Kusha grass; for
in that case the singular could only be used to indicate a single
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grass and for the seat of the Gods the plural barhı́nshi would
have to be used, — barhihshu sı́data and not barhishi sı́data. We
have the right to go behind the Brahmanas and enquire what
was the original sense of barhis and how it came to mean kusha
grass. The root barh is a modiﬁed formation from the root brih,
to grow, increase or expand, which we have in brihat. From
the sense of spreading we may get the original sense of seat,
and because the material spread was usually the Kusha grass,
the word by a secondary application came to bear also that
signiﬁcance. Is this the only possible sense of barhis? No, for we
ﬁnd it interpreted also as sacriﬁce, as ﬁre, as light or splendour,
as water, as ether. We ﬁnd barhana & barhas in the sense of
strength or power and barhah or barham used for a leaf or for a
peacock’s tail. The base meaning is evidently fullness, greatness,
expansion, power, splendour or anything having these attributes,
an outspread seat, spreading foliage, the outspread or splendid
peacock’s tail, the shining ﬂame, the wide expanse of ether, the
wide ﬂow of water. If there were no other current sense of barhis,
we should be bound to the ritualistic explanation. Even as it is,
in other passages the ritualistic explanation may be found to
stand or be binding; but is it obligatory here? I do not think it is
even admissible. For observe the awkwardness of the expression,
sutá vriktabarhishah, wine of which the grass is stripped of its
roots. Anything, indeed, is possible in the more artiﬁcial styles
of poetry, but the rest of this hymn, though subtle & deep in
thought, is sufﬁciently lucid and straightforward in expression.
In such a style this strained & awkward expression is an alien
intruder. Moreover, since every other expression in these lines is
subjective, only dire necessity can compel us to admit so material
a rendering of this single epithet. There is no such necessity.
Barhis means fundamentally fullness, splendour, expansion or
strength & power, & this sense suits well with the meaning we
have found for yuvákavah. The sense of vrikta is very doubtful.
Puriﬁed (cleared, separated) is a very remote sense of vrij or vrich
& improbable. They can both mean divided, distributed, strewn,
outspread, but although it is possible that vriktabarhishah means
“their fullness outspread through the system or distributed in the
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outpouring”, this sense too is not convincing. Again vrijana in
the Veda means strong, or as a noun, strength, energy, even a
battle or ﬁght. Vrikta may therefore [mean] brought to its highest
strength. We will accept this sense as a provisional conjecture,
to be conﬁrmed or corrected by farther enquiry, and render the
line “The Soma distillings are replete with energy and brought
to their highest fullness.”
But to what kind of distillings can such terms be applied?
The meaning of Soma & the Vedic ideas about this symbolic
wine must be examined by themselves & with a greater amplitude. All we need ask here [is], is there any indication in
this hymn itself, that the Soma like everything else in the Sukta
is subjective & symbolic? For, if so, our rendering, which at
present is clouded with doubt & built on a wide but imperfectly
solid foundation, will become ﬁrm & established. We have the
clear suggestion in the next rik, the ﬁrst of the three addressed
to Indra. Sutá ime twá áyavah. Our question is answered. What
has been distilled? Ime áyavah. These life-forces, these vitalities.
We shall ﬁnd throughout the Veda this insistence on the life,
vitality, áyu or jı́va; we shall ﬁnd that the Soma was regarded as
a life-giving juice, a sort of elixir of life, or nectar of immortality,
something at least that gave increased vitality, established health,
prolonged youth. Of such an elixir it may well be said that it
is yuváku, full of the force of youth in which the Aswins must
specially delight, vriktabarhish, raised to its highest strength &
fullness so that the gods who drink of it, become in the man
in whom they enter and are seated, increased, vriddha, to the
full height of their function and activity, — the Aswins to their
utmost richness of bounty, their intensest ﬁery activity. Nectarjuices, they are called, indavah, pourings of delight, áyavah, life
forces, amritásah, elixirs of immortality.
Thus we see that when we take words in their ﬁrst & plain
sense, the meaning of the riks builds itself up before our eyes,
everything agrees, a coherent sense is obtained, idea links itself
to idea, every noun, epithet & verb falls into its right place & has
a clear & perfect appropriateness. May we not then say at every
step, “Is not this the right sense of the Veda, this rather than
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the forced ritualistic interpretation with its strainings, violences,
incoherences, inconsistencies, or the difﬁcult, laboured and artiﬁcial naturalistic interpretation of the European scholars with
its result of garish image, tawdry ornament, emptiness of idea &
ill-related sense?” At least the possibility has been established;
we have a beginning & a foundation.
[E]
Chapter IV
Indra, the Luminous.
From the Aswins Madhuchchhanda passes to Indra. Three verses
are given to this great deity.
Indráyáhi chitrabháno, sutá ime twá áyavah,
Anwı́bhis taná pútásah.
Indráyáhi dhiyeshito, viprajútah sutávatah,
Upa brahmáni vághatah.
Indráyáhi tútujánah, upa brahmáni harivas,
Sute dadhishwa naś chanah.
The modern naturalistic account of Indra is that he is the god of
rain, the wielder of lightning, the master of the thunderbolt. It is
as the lightning, we presume, that he is addressed as harivas and
chitrabháno, brilliant and of a richly varied effulgence. He comes
to the brahmáni, the hymnal utterances of the Rishis, in the sense
of being called by the prayer to the sacriﬁce, and he comes for
the sole purpose of drinking the physical Soma wine, by which
he is immediately increased, — sadyo vriddho ajáyatháh, says
another Sukta, — that is, as soon as the Soma offering is poured
out, the rains of the monsoon suddenly increase in force. So at
least we must understand, if these hymns are to have any precise
naturalistic sense. Otherwise we should have to assume that the
Rishis sang without attaching any meaning to their words. If,
however, we suppose the hymns to Indra to be sung at monsoon
offerings, in the rainy months of the year only, we get ideas,
imbecile enough, but still making some attempt at sense. On
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another hypothesis, we may suppose Indra to be one of the gods
of light or day slaying Vritra the lord of night & darkness, and
also a god of lightning slaying Vritra the lord of the drought.
Stated generally, these hypotheses seem plausible enough; systematically stated & supported by Comparative Mythology and
some Puranic details their easy acceptance & great vogue is
readily intelligible. It is only when we look carefully at the actual
expressions used by the Rishis, that they no longer seem to ﬁt
in perfectly and great gulfs of no-sense have to be perfunctorily
bridged by empirical guesses. A perfect system of naturalistic
Veda fails to evolve.
When we look carefully at the passage before us, we ﬁnd an
expression which strikes one as a very extraordinary phrase
in reference to a god of lightning and rain. Indráyáhi, says
Madhuchchhanda, dhiyeshito viprajútah. On any ordinary acceptance of the meaning of words, we have to render this line,
“Come, O Indra, impelled by the understanding, driven by the
Wise One.” Sayana thinks that vipra means Brahmin and the
idea is that Indra is moved to come by the intelligent sacriﬁcing
priests and he explains dhiyeshito, moved to come by our understanding, that is to say, by our devotion. But understanding does
not mean devotion and the artiﬁciality of the interpretation is
apparent. We will, as usual, put aside the ritualistic & naturalistic traditions and see to what the natural sense of the words
themselves leads us. I question the traditional acceptance of
viprajúta as a compound of vipra & júta; it seems to me clearly to
be vi prajútah, driven forward variously or in various directions.
I am content to accept the primary sense of impelled for ishita,
although, whether we read dhiyá ishito with the Padapatha, or
dhiyá ı́shito, it may equally well mean, controlled by the understanding; but of themselves the expressions “impelled & driven
forward in various paths” imply a perfect control. We have then,
“Come, O Indra, impelled” (or “controlled, governed”) “by the
understanding and driven forward in various paths.” What is
so driven forward? Obviously not the storm, not the lightning,
not any force of material Nature, but a subjective force, and, as
one can see at a glance, a force of mind. Now Indra is the king
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of Swar and Swar in the symbolical interpretation of the Vedic
terms current in after times is the mental heaven corresponding
to the principle of Manas, mind. His name means the Strong. In
the Puranas he is that which the Rishis have to conquer in order
to attain their goal, that which sends the Apsaras, the lower
delights & temptations of the senses to bewilder the sage and
the hero; and, as is well known, in the Indian system of Yoga it
is the Mind with its snares, sensuous temptations & intellectual
delusions which is the enemy that has to be overcome & the
strong kingdom that has to be conquered. In this passage Indra
is not thought of in his human form, but as embodied in the principle of light or tejas; he is harivas, “substance of brightness”;
he is chitrabhánu, of a rich & various effulgence, epithets not
easily applicable to a face or ﬁgure, but precisely applicable to
the principle of mind which has always been supposed in India
to be in its material element made of tejas or pure light. We may
conclude, therefore, that in Indra, master of Swarga, we have the
divine lord of mental force & power. It is as this mental power
that he comes sutávatah upa brahmáni vághatah, to the soulmovements of the chanter of the sacred song, of the holder of
the nectar-wine. He is asked to come, impelled or controlled by
the understanding and driven forward by it in the various paths
of sumati & súnritá, right thinking & truth. We remember the
image in the Kathopanishad in which the mind & senses are
compared to reins & horses and the understanding to the driver.
We look back & see at once the connection with the function
demanded of the Aswins in the preceding verses; we look forward & see easily the connection with the activity of Saraswati
in the closing riks. The thought of the whole Sukta begins to
outline itself, a strong, coherent and luminous progression of
psychological images begins to emerge.
Brahmáni, says Sayana, means the hymnal chants; vághatah
is the ritwik, the sacriﬁcial priest. These ritual senses belong to
the words — but we must always inquire how they came to bear
them. As to vághat, we have little clue or evidence, but on the
system I have developed in another work (the Origins of Aryan
Speech), it may be safely concluded that the lost roots vagh &
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vágh, must have conveyed the sense of motion evident in the
Latin vagus & vagari, wandering & to wander & the sense
of crying out, calling apparent in the Latin vagire, to cry, &
the Sanscrit vangh, to abuse, censure. Vághat may mean the
sacriﬁcial priest because he is the one who calls to the deity in
the chant of the brahma, the sacred hymn. It may also mean one
who increases in being, in his brahma, his soul, who is getting
vája or substance.
The word Brahma is a great word in Indian thought, the
greatest of all the words in which Indian spirituality has expressed itself; it means in the Upanishads, in all later literature,
the Brahman, the Supreme & the All, the Spirit of Things &
the sole reality. We need not ask ourselves, as yet, whether
this crowning conception has any place in the Vedic hymns;
all we need ask is whether Brahman in the Rigveda means hymn
& only hymn or whether it has some sense by which it could
pass naturally into the great Vedantic conception of the supreme
Spirit. My suggestion is that Brahma in the Rigveda means often the soul, the psuche of the Greeks, animus of the Romans,
as distinguished from the manas, mens or frn . This sense it
must have borne at some period of Indian thought antecedent
to the Upanishads; otherwise we cannot explain the selection of
a word meaning hymn or speech as the great fundamental word
of Vedanta, the name of the supreme spiritual Reality. The root
brih, from which it comes, means, as we have seen in connection
with barhis, to be full, great, to expand. Because Brahman is like
the ether extending itself in all being, because it ﬁlls the body &
whole system with its presence, therefore the word brahma can
be applied to the soul or to the supreme Spirit, according as the
idea is that of the individual spirit or the supreme Existence. It is
possible also that the Greek phren, mind, phronis, etc may have
derived from this root brih (the aspirate being thrown back on
the initial consonant), & may have conveyed originally the same
association of ideas. But are we justiﬁed in supposing that this
use of Brahma in the sense of soul dates back to the Rigveda?
May it not have originated in the intermediate period between
the period of the Vedic hymns and the ﬁnal emergence of the
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Upanishads? In most passages brahma can mean either hymn
or soul; in some it seems to demand the sole sense of hymn.
Without going wholly into the question, I shall only refer the
reader to the hymn of Medhatithi Kanwa, to Brahmanaspati, the
eighteenth of the ﬁrst Mandala, and the epithets and functions
there attributed to the Master of the Brahman. My suggestion
is that in the Rigveda Brahmanaspati is the master of the soul,
primarily, the master of speech, secondarily, as the expression of
the soul. The immense importance attached to Speech, the high
place given to it by the Vedic Rishis not only as the expression of
the soul, but that which best increases & expands its substance
& power in our life & being, is one of the most characteristic
features of Vedic thought. The soul expresses itself through conscious knowledge & in thought; speech stands behind thought
& connects knowledge with its expression in idea. It is through
Vak that the Lord creates the world.
Brahmáni therefore may mean either the soul-activities, as
dhiyas means the mental activities, or it may mean the words of
the mantra which express the soul. If we take it in the latter sense,
we must refer it to the girah of the second rik, the mantras taken
up by the Aswins into the understanding in order to prepare for
action & creation. Indra is to come to these mantras and support
them by the brilliant substance of a mental force richly varied in
its effulgent manifestation, controlled by the understanding and
driven forward to its task in various ways. But it seems to me
that the rendering is not quite satisfactory. The main point in this
hymn is not the mantras, but the Soma wine and the power that
it generates. It is in the forces of the Soma that the Aswins are
to rejoice, in that strength they are to take up the girah, in that
strength they are to rise to their ﬁercest intensity of strength &
delight. Indra, as mental power, arrives in his richly varied lustre;
áyáhi chitrabháno. “Here” says the Rishi “are these life-forces
in the nectar-wine; they are puriﬁed in their minute parts & in
their whole extent”, for so I understand anwı́bhis taná pútásah;
that is to say the distillings of Ananda or divine delight whether
in the body as nectar, [or] in the subjective system as streams of
life-giving delight are puriﬁed of all that impairs & weakens the
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life forces, puriﬁed both in their little several movements & in the
whole extent of their stream. These are phenomena that can easily be experienced & understood in Yoga, and the whole hymn
like many in the Veda reads to those who have experience like
a practical account of a great Yogic internal movement accurate
in its every detail. Strengthened, like the Aswins, by the nectar,
Indra is to prepare the many-sided activity supported by the
Visve devah; therefore he has to come not only controlled by the
understanding, dhishnya, like the Aswins, but driven forward
in various paths. For an energetic & many-sided activity is the
object & for this there must be an energetic and many-sided but
well-ordered action of the mental power. He has to come, thus
manifold, thus controlled, to the spiritual activities generated by
the Soma & the Aswins in the increasing soul (vághatah) full
of the life-giving nectar, the immortalising Ananda, sutávatah.
He has to come to those soul-activities, in this substance of
mental brilliancy, áyáhi upa brahmáni harivas. He has to come,
tútujána, with a protective force, or else with a rapidly striving
force & uphold by mind the joy of the Sacriﬁcer in the nectaroffering, the offering of this Ananda to the gods of life & action
& thought, sute dadhishwa naś chanah. Protecting is, here, the
best sense for tútujána. For Indra is not only to support swift
& energetic action; that has already been provided for; he has
also to uphold or bear in mind and by the power of mind the
great & rapid delight which the Sacriﬁcer is about to pour out
into life & action, jı́vayája. The divine delight must not fail us in
our activity; hostile shocks must not be allowed to disturb our
established pleasure in the great offering. Therefore Indra must
be there in his light & power to uphold and to protect.
We have gained, therefore, another great step in the understanding of the Veda. The ﬁgure of the mighty Indra, in his most
essential quality & function, begins to appear to us as in a halfluminous silhouette full of suggestions. We have much yet to
learn about him, especially his war with Vritra, his thunderbolt
& his dealings with the seven rivers. But the central or root idea
is ﬁxed. The rest is the outgrowth, foliage & branchings.
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[F]
Chapter V
The Visvadevas.
We have now arrived, in the thought of the Sukta, at a stage
when the strength & delight supported by the Soma, taken
up through the mantras into the understanding, poured into
a strong & many-sided mental activity can be utilised for action
and poured out on the world. Therefore the next invocation is
to the Visve Devah, to whom also three riks are devoted:
Omásaś charshanı́dhrito, viśve devásah ágata,
Dáśvánso dáśushah sutam.
Viśve devásah apturah sutam áganta túrnayah
Usrá iva swasaráni.
Viśve devásah asridha ehimáyáso adruhah
Medham jushanta vahnayah.
We are accustomed to speak of the Visvadevas as if they were
a separate class of deities, like the Adityas, Maruts or Rudras;
but the Veda uses the expression Viśve devásah, which in the
absence of any other meaning for viśva, we must render simply
“All gods”. We shall suppose for the present that when the
expression is used, the gods generally and in the mass, whether
apart from the great Thirty-three or including them, are invoked,
— the gods in their general character as supporters and agents
of all internal & external activity, charshanidhritah, without
distinction of names or special faculty. A rich and many-sided activity is contemplated; the mass of the divine forces that support
the world action in man are summoned to their functions.
The precise meaning of the words has ﬁrst to be settled.
Charshani is taken in the Veda to be, like krishti, a word equivalent to manushya, men. The entire correctness of the rendering
may well be doubted. The gods, no doubt, can be described
as upholders of men, but there are passages & uses in which
the application of this signiﬁcance becomes difﬁcult. For Indra,
like Agni, is called viśvacharshani. Can this expression mean the
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Universal Man? Is Indra, like Agni, Vaiśvánara, in the sense of
being present in all human beings? If so, the subjective capacity
of Indra is indeed proved by a single epithet. But Vaiśvánara
really means the Universal Existence or Force, from a sense of the
root an which we have in anila, anala, Latin anima or else, if the
combination be viśvá-nara, then from the Vedic sense of nara,
strong, swift or bright. And what can we make of such an expression as charshaniprá? We must therefore follow our usual course
& ask how charshani came to mean a human being. The root
charsh or chrish is formed from the primary root char or chri (a
lost form whose original presence is, however, necessary in the
history of Sanscrit speech), as krish from kri. Now kri means
to do, char means to do, work, practise or perform. The form
krish was evidently used in the sense of action which required a
prolonged or laborious effort; in the same way as the root Ar it
came to mean to plough; it came to mean also to overcome or
to drag or pull. From this sense of action or labour alone can
krishti have been extended in signiﬁcance to the idea, man; originally it must have been used like káru or keru to mean a doer,
worker, and, from its form, have been capable also of meaning
action. I suggest that charshani had really the same meaning &
something of the same development. The other sense given to
the word, swift, moving, cannot easily have led to the idea of
man; strength, doing, thinking are the characteristics behind the
human idea in the older languages. Charshani-dhrit applied to
the Visvadevas or dhartárá charshanı́nám to Mitra & Varuna
will mean the upholders of actions or activities; viśvacharshani,
applied to Indra or Agni, will mean the lord of all actions; charshaniprá will mean “ﬁlling the actions”. That Indra in this sense
is viśvacharshani can be at once determined from two passages
occurring early in the Veda, — I.9.2 in Madhuchchhanda’s hymn
to Indra, mandim Indráya mandine chakrim viśváni chakraye,
delight-giving for Indra the enjoyer, effective of action for the
doer of all actions, where viśváni chakri is a perfect equivalent
to viśvacharshani, and I.11.4 in another hymn to Indra, Indro
viśvasya karmano dhartá, Indra the upholder of every action,
where we have the exact idea of charshanı́dhrit, viśvacharshani
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& dhartárá charshanı́nám. The Visvadevas are the upholders of
all our activities.
In the eighth rik, usrá iva swasaráni offers us an almost
insoluble difﬁculty. Usrá means, ordinarily, either rays or cows
or mornings; swasaram is a Vedic word of unﬁxed signiﬁcance.
Sayana renders, “hastening like sunbeams to the days”, a rendering which has neither sense nor appropriateness; emending
it slightly we get “hastening like dawns or mornings to the
days”, a beautiful & picturesque, though difﬁcult image but
one, unhappily, which has no appropriateness to the context.
If we can suppose the lost root swas to have meant, to lie,
sleep, rest, like the simpler form sas (cf sanj to cling & swanj to
embrace), we may translate, “hastening like kine to their stalls”;
but this also is not appropriate to the Visvadevas hastening to
the Soma offering not for rest, but for enjoyment & action. I
believe the real meaning to be, “hastening like lovers to their
paramours”; but the philological reasoning by which I arrive at
these meanings for usra & swasaram is so remote & conjectural,
that I cannot lay any stress on the suggestion. Aptur is a less
difﬁcult word. If it is a compound, ap+tur, it must mean swift
or forceful in effecting or producing; but it may also be formed
by the addition of a sufﬁx tur in an adjectival sense to the root
ap, to do, bring about, effect, produce or obtain.
In the ninth rik, I take vahnayah in its natural sense, “those
who bear or support”; it is the application of the general function, charshanidhrit to the particular activity of the sacriﬁce,
medham jushanta vahnayah. I cannot accept the sense of priest
for vahni; it may have this meaning in some passages, but the
ordinary signiﬁcance is clearly ﬁxed by Medhatithi’s collocation,
vahanti vahnayah, in the [fourteenth] sukta; for to suppose such
a collocation to have been made without any reference to the
common signiﬁcance of the two words, is to do violence to
common sense & to language. In the same rik we have the word
asridhah rendered by Sayana, “undecaying or unwithering”, and
ehimáyásah, in which he takes ehi to be á-ı́ha, “pervading activity” & máyá in the sense of prajná, intelligence. We have
no difﬁculty in rejecting these constructions. Ehi is a modiﬁed
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form, by gunation, from the root ı́h, and must mean like ı́h,
wish, attempt, effort or activity; máyá from má, to contain or
measure (mátá, mána) or mı́, to contain, embrace, comprehend,
know, may mean either capacity, wideness, greatness or comprehending knowledge. The sense, therefore, is either that the
Visvadevas put knowledge into all their activities or else that
they have a full capacity, whether in knowledge or in any other
quality, for all activities. The latter sense strikes me as the more
natural & appropriate in the context. Sridhah, again, means
enemies in the Veda, and asridhah may well mean, not hostile,
friendly. It will then be complementary to adruhah, — asridhah
adruhah, unhostile, unharmful, — and the two epithets will form
an ampliﬁcation of omásas, kindly, the ﬁrst of the characteristics
applied to these deities. Yet such a purposeless negative ampliﬁcation of a strong positive & sufﬁcient epithet is not in the style
of the Sukta, of Madhuchchhanda’s hymns generally or of any
Vedic Rishi; nor does it go well with the word ehimáyásah which
inappropriately divides the two companion epithets. Sridh has
the sense of enemy from the idea of the shock of assault. The root
sri means to move, rush, or assail; sridh gives the additional idea
of moving or rushing against some object or obstacle. I suggest
then that asridhah means unstumbling, unfailing (cf the English
to slide). The sense will then be that the Visvadevas are unstumbling & unfaltering in the effectuation of their activities because
they have a full capacity for all activities, and for the same reason
they cause no hurt to the work or the human worker. We have
a coherent meaning & progression of related ideas and a good
reason for the insertion of ehimáyásah between the two negative
epithets asridhah & adruhah.
We can now examine the functioning of the Visvadevas
as they are revealed to us in these three riks of the ancient
Veda: “Come,” says the Rishi, “O Visvadevas who in your
benignity uphold the activities of men, come, distributing the
nectar-offering of the giver. O Visvadevas, swift to effect, come
to the nectar-offering, hastening like mornings to the days (or,
like lovers to their paramours). O Visvadevas, who stumble not
in your work, for you are mighty for all activity and do no hurt,
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cleave in heart to the sacriﬁce & be its upbearers.” The sense is
clear & simple. The kindly gods who support man in his action
& development, are to arrive; they are to give abroad the nectaroffering which is now given to them, to pour it out on the world
in joy-giving activities of mind or body, for that is the relation of
gods & men, as we see in the Gita, giving out whatever is given
to them in an abundant mutual helpfulness. Swiftly have they to
effect the many-sided action prepared for them, hastening to the
joy of the offering of Ananda as a lover hastens to the joy of his
mistress. They will not stumble or fail in any action entrusted to
them, for they have full capacity for their great world-functions,
nor, for the like reason, will they impair the force of the joy or
the strength in the activity by misuse, therefore let them put their
hearts into the sacriﬁce of action and upbear it by this unfaltering
strength. Swiftness, variety, intensity, even a ﬁerce intensity of joy
& thought & action is the note throughout, but yet a faultless
activity, ﬁxed in its variety, unstumbling in its swiftness, not
hurting the strength, light & joy by its ﬁerceness or violent expenditure of energy — dhishnya, asridhah, adruhah. That which
ensures this steadiness & unfaltering gait, is the control of the
mental power which is the agent of the action & the holder
of the joy by the understanding. Indra is dhiyeshita. But what
will ensure the understanding itself from error & swerving? It is
the divine inspiration, Saraswati, rich with mental substance &
clearness, who will keep the system puriﬁed, uphold sovereignly
the Yajna, & illumine all the actions of the understanding, by
awakening with the high divine perception, daivyena ketuná, the
great sea of ideal knowledge above. For this ideal knowledge, as
we shall see, is the satyam, ritam, brihat; it is wide expansion of
being & therefore utmost capacity of power, bliss & knowledge;
it is the unobscured light of direct & unerring truth, and it is the
unstumbling, unswerving ﬁxity of spontaneous Right & Law.
We have gathered much from this brief hymn, one of the
deepest in thought in the Veda. If our construction is correct,
then this at least appears that the Veda is no loose, empty &
tawdry collection of vague images & shallow superstitions, but
there are some portions of it at least which present a clear,
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well-knit writing full of meaning & stored with ideas. We have
the work of sages & thinkers, rishayah, kavayah, manı́shinah,
subtle practical psychologists & great Yogins, not the work of
savage medicine-men evolving out of primitive barbarism the
ﬁrst glimpses of an embryonic culture in the half-coherent fumble, the meaningless ritual of a worship of personiﬁed rain, wind,
ﬁre, sun & constellations. The gods of the Veda have a clear &
ﬁxed personality & functions & its conceptions are founded on
a fairly advanced knowledge & theory at least of our subjective
nature. Nor when we look at the clearness, ﬁxity & frequently
psychological nature of the functions of the Greek gods, Apollo,
Hermes, Pallas, Aphrodite, [have we] the right to expect anything less from the ancestors of the far more subtle-minded,
philosophical & spiritual Indian nation.

A System of Vedic Psychology
[A]
Prefatory.
The successes of European science have cast the shadow of their
authority & prestige over the speculations of European scholarship; for European thought is, in appearance, a serried army
marching to world-conquest and we who undergo the yoke of its
tyranny, we, who paralysed by that fascination and overborne
by that domination, have almost lost the faculty of thinking
for ourselves, receive without distinction all its camp followers
or irregular volunteers as authorities to whom we must needs
submit. We reﬂect in our secondhand opinions the weak parts of
European thought equally with the strong; we do not distinguish
between those of its ideas which eternal Truth has ratiﬁed and
those which have merely by their ingenuity and probability captivated for a short season the human imagination. The greater
part of the discoveries of European Science (its discoveries, not
its intellectual generalisations) belong to the ﬁrst category; the
greater part of the conclusions of European scholarship to the
second. The best European thought has itself no illusions on
this score. One of the greatest of European scholars & foremost
of European thinkers, Ernest Renan, after commencing his
researches in Comparative Philology with the most golden &
extravagant hopes, was compelled at the close of a life of earnest
& serious labour, to sum up the chief preoccupation of his days
in a formula of measured disparagement, — “petty conjectural
sciences”. In other words, no sciences at all; for a science built
upon conjectures is as much an impossibility & a contradiction
in terms as a house built upon water. Renan’s own writings bear
eloquent testimony to the truth of his ﬁnal verdict; those which
sum up his scholastic research, read now like a mass of learned
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crudity, even the best of them no longer authoritative or valid;
those which express the substance or shades of his life’s thinking
are of an imperishable beauty & value. The general sentiment
of European Science agrees with the experience of Renan and
even shoots beyond it; in the vocabulary of German scientists
the word “Philologe”, philologist, bears a sadly disparaging
and contemptuous signiﬁcance & so great is the sense among
serious thinkers of the bankruptcy of Comparative Philology
that many deny even the possibility of an etymological Science.
There is no doubt an element of exaggeration in some of these
views; but it is true that Comparative Philology, Comparative
Mythology, ethnology, anthropology and their kindred “sciences” are largely a mass of conjectures, — shifting intellectual
quagmires in which we can ﬁnd no sure treading. Only the
airy wings of an ingenious imagination can bear us up on that
shimmering surface and delude us with the idea that it is the
soil which supports our movement & not the wings. There is
a meagre but sound substratum of truth which will disengage
itself some day from the conjectural rubbish; but the present
stage of these conjectural sciences is no better but rather worse
than the state of European chemistry in the days of Paracelsus.
But we in India are under the spell of European philology; we are
taken by its ingenuity, audacity & self-conﬁdence, an ingenuity
which is capable of giving a plausibility to the absurd and an
appearance of body to the unsubstantial, an audacity which
does not hesitate to erect the most imposing theories on a few
tags of disconnected facts, a conﬁdence which even the constant
change of its own opinions cannot disconcert. Moreover, our
natural disposition is to the intellectuality of the scholar; verbal
ingenuities, recondite explanations, far-fetched glosses have long
had a weight with us which the discontinuity of our old scientiﬁc
activities and disciplined experimental methods of reaching
subjective truth has exaggerated and our excessive addiction to
mere verbal metaphysics strongly conﬁrmed. It is not surprising
that educated India should have tacitly or expressly accepted
even in subjects of such supreme importance to us as the real
signiﬁcance of the Vedas and Upanishads, the half patronising,
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half contemptuous views of the European scholar.
What are those views? They represent the Veda to us as a
mass of naturalistic, ritualistic & astrological conceits, allegories
& metaphors, crude & savage in the substance of its thought
but more artiﬁcial & ingenious in its particular ideas & fancies
than the most artiﬁcial, allegorical or Alexandrian poetry to be
found in the world’s literature — a strange incoherent & gaudy
jumble unparalleled by the early literature of any other nation,
— the result of a queer psychological mixture of an early savage
with a modern astronomer & comparative mythologist.
[B]
Is there or can there be a system of Vedic psychology? To us who
are dominated today by the prestige of European thought and
scholarship, the Vedas are a document of primitive barbarism,
the ancient Vedanta a mass of sublime but indisciplined speculations. We may admit the existence of many deep psychological
intuitions in the Upanishads; we do not easily allow to an age
which we have been taught to regard as great but primitive and
undeveloped the possibility of a profound and reasoned system
in a subject in which Europe with all her modern knowledge has
been unable to develop a real science. I believe that this current
view of our Vedic forefathers is entirely erroneous and arises
from our application to them of a false system of psychological
and intellectual values. Europe has formed certain views about
the Veda & the Vedanta, and succeeded in imposing them on the
Indian intellect. The ease with which this subjugation has been
effected, is not surprising; for the mere mass of labour of Vedic
scholarship has been imposing, its ingenuity of philological speculation is well calculated to dazzle the uncritical mind and the
audacity & self-conﬁdence with which it constructs its theories
conceals the conjectural uncertainty of their foundations. When
a hundred world famous scholars cry out, “This is so,” it is
hard indeed for the average mind and even minds above the
average, but inexpert in these special subjects, not to acquiesce.
Nor has there been in India itself any corresponding labour of
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scholarship, diligence & sound enquiry which could confront
the brilliant and hazardous generalisations of modern Sanscrit
scholarship with the results of a more perfect system and a
more penetrating vision. The only attempt in that direction —
the attempt of Swami Dayananda — has not been of a kind
to generate conﬁdence in the dispassionate judgment of posterity which must be the ﬁnal arbiter of these disputes; for not
only was that great Pundit and vigorous disputant unequipped
with the wide linguistic & philological scholarship necessary
for his work, but his method was rapid, impatient, polemical,
subservient to certain ﬁxed religious ideas rather than executed
in the calm, disinterested freedom of the careful and impartial thinker and scholar. Judgment has passed on the Veda &
Vedanta by default in favour of the scholastic criticism of Europe which has alone been represented in the court of modern
opinion.
Nevertheless a time must come when the Indian mind will
shake off the paralysis that has fallen upon it, cease to think
or hold opinions at second & third hand & reassert its right
to judge and inquire with a perfect freedom into the meaning
of its own Scriptures. When that day comes, we shall, I think,
discover that the imposing fabric of Vedic theory is based upon
nothing more sound or lasting than a foundation of looselymassed conjectures. We shall question many established philological myths, — the legend, for instance, of an Aryan invasion
of India from the north, the artiﬁcial & unreal distinction of
Aryan & Dravidian which an erroneous philology has driven
like a wedge into the unity of the homogeneous Indo-Afghan
race; the strange dogma of a “henotheistic” Vedic naturalism;
the ingenious & brilliant extravagances of the modern sun &
star myth weavers, and many another hasty & attractive generalisation which, after a brief period of unquestioning acceptance
by the easily-persuaded intellect of mankind, is bound to depart
into the limbo of forgotten theories. We attach an undue importance & value to the ephemeral conclusions of European
philology, because it is systematic in its errors and claims to be
a science. We forget or do not know that the claims of philology
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to a scientiﬁc value & authority are scouted by European scientists; the very word, Philologe, is a byword of scorn to serious
scientiﬁc writers in Germany, the temple of philology. One of
the greatest of modern philologists & modern thinkers, Ernest
Renan, was ﬁnally obliged after a lifetime of hope & earnest
labour to class the chief preoccupation of his life as one of the
“petty conjectural sciences” — in other words no science at all,
but a system of probabilities & guesses. Beyond one or two generalisations of the mutations followed by words in their progress
through the various Aryan languages and a certain number of
grammatical rectiﬁcations & rearrangements, resulting in a less
arbitrary view of linguistic relations, modern philology has discovered no really binding law or rule for its own guidance. It
has ﬁxed one or two sure signposts; the rest is speculation and
conjecture. We are not therefore bound to worship at the shrines
of Comparative Science & Comparative Mythology & offer up
on these dubious altars the Veda & Vedanta. The question of
Vedic truth & the meaning of Veda still lies open. If Sayana’s
interpretation of Vedic texts is largely conjectural and likely often to be mistaken & unsound, the European interpretation can
lay claim to no better certainty. The more lively ingenuity and
imposing orderliness of the European method of conjecture may
be admitted; but ingenuity & orderliness, though good helps to
an enquiry, are in themselves no guarantee of truth and a conjecture does not cease to be a conjecture, because its probability
or possibility is laboriously justiﬁed or brilliantly supported. It
is on the basis of a purely conjectural translation of the Vedas
that Europe presents us with these brilliant pictures of Vedic
religion, Vedic society, Vedic civilisation which we so eagerly
accept and unquestioningly reproduce. For we take them as the
form of an unquestionable truth; in reality, they are no more
than brilliantly coloured hypotheses, — works of imagination,
not drawings from the life.

The Secret of Veda
Introduction.
The history of the Veda is one of the most remarkable & paradoxical phenomena of human experience. In the belief of the
ancient Indians the three Vedas, books believed to be inspired
directly from the source of all Truth, books at any rate of an
incalculable antiquity and of a time-honoured sanctity, were
believed to be the repositories of a divine knowledge. The man
who was a Veda knower, Vedavid, had access to the deepest
knowledge about God and existence. He knew the one thing
that was eternally true, the one thing thoroughly worth knowing. The right possession of the ancient hymns was not supposed
to be possible by a superﬁcial reading, not supposed to result
directly even from a mastery of the scholastic aids to a right
understanding, — grammar, language, prosody, astronomy, ritual, pronunciation, — but depended ﬁnally and essentially on
explanation by a ﬁt spiritual teacher who understood the inner sense that was couched in the linguistic forms & ﬁgures
of the Scriptures. The Veda so understood was held to be the
fountain, the bedrock, the master-volume of all true Hinduism;
that which accepted not the Veda, was and must be instantly
departure from the right path, the true truth. Even when the
material & ritualistic sense of the Veda had so much dominated
& hidden in men’s ideas of it its higher parts that to go beyond
it seemed imperative, the reverence for this ancient Scripture
remained intact. At the time when the Gita in its modern form
was composed, we ﬁnd this double attitude dominant. There is
a strong censure of the formalists, the ritualists, who constantly
dispute about the Veda and hold it as a creed that there is no
other truth and who apply it only for the acquisition of worldly
mastery and enjoyments, but at the same time the great store of
spiritual truth in the old sacred writings and their high value are
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never doubted or depreciated. There is in all the Vedas as much
utility to the Brahma-knower as to one who would drink there
is utility in a well ﬂooded with water on all its sides. Krishna
speaking as God Himself declares “I alone am He who is to
be known by all the Vedas; I am He who made Vedanta and
who know the Veda.” The sanctity and spiritual value of the
Vedas could not receive a more solemn seal of conﬁrmation.
It is evident also from this last passage that the more modern
distinction which grew upon the Hindu mind with the fading of
Vedic knowledge, the distinction by which the old Rigveda and
Sama and Yajur are put aside as ritualistic writings, possessing a
value only for ceremonial of sacriﬁce, and all search for spiritual
knowledge is conﬁned to the Vedanta, was unrecognised & even
unknown to the writer of the Gita. To him the Vedas are writings
full of spiritual truth; the language of the line Vedaish cha sarvair
aham eva vedyo, the signiﬁcance of the double emphasis in the
etymological sense of “knowledge” in Vedavid, “the knower of
the book of knowledge” as well as in vedair vedyo are unmistakable. Other means of knowledge even more powerful than
study of the Vedas the Gita recognises; but in its epoch the Veda
even as apart from the Upanishads still held its place of honour
as the repository of the high and divine knowledge; it still bore
upon it the triple seal of the Brahmavidya.
When was this traditional honour ﬁrst lost or at least tarnished and the ancient Scripture relegated to the inferior position
it occupies in the thought of Shankaracharya? I presume there
can be little doubt that the chief agent in this work of destruction was the power of Buddhism. The preachings of Gautama
and his followers worked against Vedic knowledge by a double
process. First, by entirely denying the authority of the Veda,
laying a violent stress on its ritualistic character and destroying
the general practice of formal sacriﬁce, it brought the study of
the Veda into disrepute as a means of attaining the highest good
while at the same time it destroyed the necessity of that study
for ritualistic purposes which had hitherto kept alive the old
Vedic studies; secondly, in a less direct fashion, by substituting
for a time at least the vernacular tongues for the old simple
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Sanscrit as the more common & popular means of religious
propaganda and by giving them a literary position and repute, it
made a general return to the old generality of the Vedic studies
practically impossible. For the Vedas were written in an ancient
form of the literary tongue the real secret of which had already
been to a great extent lost even to the learned; such knowledge of
it as remained, subsisted with difﬁculty by means of a laborious
memorising and a traditional scholarship, conservative indeed
but still slowly diminishing and replacing more & more real
knowledge by uncertainty, disputed signiﬁcance and the continuously increasing ingenuities of the ritualist, the grammarian
and the sectarian polemical disputant. When after the fall of
the Buddhistic Mauryas, feeble successors of the great Asoka,
ﬁrst under Pushyamitra and his son and afterwards under the
Guptas, Hinduism revived, a return to the old forms of the creed
and the old Vedic scholarship was no longer possible. The old
pre-Buddhistic Sanscrit was, to all appearance, a simple, vigorous, living language understood though not spoken by the more
intelligent of the common people just as the literary language
of Bengal, the language of Bankim Chandra, is understood by
every intelligent Bengali, although in speech more contracted
forms and a very different vocabulary are in use. But the new
Sanscrit of the revival tended to be more & more a learned,
scholarly, polished and rhetorical tongue, certainly one of the
most smooth, stately & grandiose ever used by human lips,
but needing a special & difﬁcult education to understand its
grammar, its rhetoric, its rolling compounds and its long ﬂowing sentences. The archaic language of the Vedas ceased to be
the common study even of the learned and was only mastered,
one is constrained to believe with less & less efﬁciency, by a
small number of scholars. An education in which it took seven
years to master the grammar of the language, became inevitably
the grave of all true Vedic knowledge. Veda ceased to be the
pivot of the Hindu religion, and its place was taken by the
only religious compositions which were modern enough in language and simple enough in style to be popular, the Puranas.
Moreover, the conception of Veda popularised by Buddhism,
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a Scripture of ritual and of animal sacriﬁce, persisted in the
popular mind even after the decline of Buddhism and the revival
of great philosophies ostensibly based on Vedic authority. It was
under the dominance of this ritualistic conception that Sayana
wrote his great commentary which has ever since been to the
Indian Pundit the one decisive authority on the sense of Veda.
The four Vedas have deﬁnitely taken a subordinate place as
karmakanda, books of ritual; and to the Upanishads alone, in
spite of occasional appeals to the text of the earlier Scriptures,
is reserved that aspect of spiritual knowledge & teaching which
alone justiﬁes the application to any human composition of the
great name of Veda.
But in spite of this great downfall the ancient tradition, the
ancient sanctity survived. The people knew not what Veda might
be; but the old idea remained ﬁxed that Veda is always the fountain of Hinduism, the standard of orthodoxy, the repository of a
sacred knowledge; not even the loftiest philosopher or the most
ritualistic scholar could divest himself entirely of this deeply
ingrained & instinctive conception. To complete the degradation
of Veda, to consummate the paradox of its history, a new element
had to appear, a new form of intelligence undominated by the
ancient tradition & the mediaeval method to take possession of
Vedic interpretation. European scholarship which regards human civilisation as a recent progression starting yesterday with
the Fiji islander and ending today with Haeckel and Rockefeller,
conceiving ancient culture as necessarily primitive culture and
primitive culture as necessarily half-savage culture, has turned
the light of its Comparative Philology & Comparative Mythology on the Veda. The result we all know. Not only all vestige of
sanctity, but all pretension to any kind of spiritual knowledge or
experience disappears from the Veda. The old Rishis are revealed
to us as a race of ignorant and lusty barbarians who drank &
enjoyed and fought, gathered riches & procreated children, sacriﬁced and praised the Powers of Nature as if they were powerful
men & women, and had no higher hope or idea. The only idea
they had of religion beyond an occasional sense of sin and a
perpetual preoccupation with a ritual barbarously encumbered
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with a mass of meaningless ceremonial details, was a mythology composed of the phenomena of dawn, night, rain, sunshine
and harvest and the facts of astronomy converted into a wildly
confused & incoherent mass of allegorical images and personiﬁcations. Nor, with the European interpretation, can we be proud
of our early forefathers as poets and singers. The versiﬁcation
of the Vedic hymns is indeed noble and melodious, — though
the incorrect method of writing them established by the old
Indian scholars, often conceals their harmonious construction,
— but no other praise can be given. The Nibelungenlied, the
Icelandic Sagas, the Kalewala, the Homeric poems, were written
in the dawn of civilisation by semi-barbarous races, by poets not
superior in culture to the Vedic Rishis; yet though their poetical
value varies, the nations that possess them, need not be ashamed
of their ancient heritage. The same cannot be said of the Vedic
poems presented to us by European scholarship. Never surely
was there even among savages such a mass of tawdry, glittering,
confused & purposeless imagery; never such an inane & useless
burden of epithets; never such slipshod & incompetent writing;
never such a strange & almost insane incoherence of thought
& style; never such a bald poverty of substance. The attempt of
patriotic Indian scholars to make something respectable out of
the Veda, is futile. If the modern interpretation stands, the Vedas
are no doubt of high interest & value to the philologist, the anthropologist & the historian; but poetically and spiritually they
are null and worthless. Its reputation for spiritual knowledge &
deep religious wealth, is the most imposing & baseless hoax that
has ever been worked upon the imagination of a whole people
throughout many millenniums.
Is this, then, the last word about the Veda? Or, and this is
the idea I write to suggest, is it not rather the culmination of a
long increasing & ever progressing error? The theory this book
is written to enunciate & support is simply this, that our forefathers of early Vedantic times understood the Veda, to which
they were after all much nearer than ourselves, far better than
Sayana, far better than Roth & Max Muller, that they were, to
a great extent, in possession of the real truth about the Veda,
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that that truth was indeed a deep spiritual truth, karmakanda as
well as jnanakanda of the Veda contains an ancient knowledge,
a profound, complex & well-ordered psychology & philosophy,
strange indeed to our modern conception, expressed indeed
in language still stranger & remoter from our modern use of
language, but not therefore either untrue or unintelligible, and
that this knowledge is the real foundation of our later religious
developments, & Veda, not only by historical continuity, but
in real truth & substance is the parent & bedrock of all later
Hinduism, of Vedanta, Sankhya, Nyaya, Yoga, of Vaishnavism
& Shaivism & Shaktism, of Tantra & Purana, even, in a remoter
fashion, of Buddhism & the later unorthodox religions. From
this quarry all have hewn their materials or from this far-off
source drawn unknowingly their waters; from some hidden seed
in the Veda they have burgeoned into their wealth of branchings
& foliage. The ritualism of Sayana is an error based on a false
preconception popularised by the Buddhists & strengthened by
the writers of the Darshanas, — on the theory that the karma of
the Veda was only an outward ritual & ceremony; the naturalism
of the modern scholars is an error based on a false preconception
encouraged by the previous misconceptions of Sayana, — on the
theory of the Vedas [as] not only an ancient but a primitive document, the production of semi-barbarians. The Vedantic writers
of the Upanishads had alone the real key to the secret of the
Vedas; not indeed that they possessed the full knowledge of a
dialect even then too ancient to be well understood, but they had
the knowledge of the Vedic Rishis, possessed their psychology, &
many of their general ideas, even many of their particular terms
& symbols. That key, less & less available to their successors
owing to the difﬁculty of the knowledge itself & of the language
in which it was couched and to the immense growth of outward
ritualism, was ﬁnally lost to the schools in the great debacle of
Vedism induced by the intellectual revolutions of the centuries
which immediately preceded the Christian era.
It is therefore a Vedantic or even what would nowadays
be termed a theosophic interpretation of the Veda which in
this book I propose to establish. My suggestion is that the
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gods of the Rigveda were indeed, as the European scholars
have seen, masters of the Nature-Powers, but not, as they erroneously theorise, either exclusively or even mainly masters of
the visible & physical Nature-Powers. They presided over and
in their nature & movement were also & more predominantly
mental Nature-Powers, vital Nature-Powers, even supra-mental
Nature-Powers. The religion of the Vedic Rishis I suppose on
this hypothesis to have been a sort of practical & concrete Brahmavada founded on the three principles of complex existence,
isotheism of the gods and parallelism of their functions on all the
planes of that complex existence; the secret of their ideas, language & ritual I suppose to rest in an elaborate habit of symbolism & double meaning which tends to phrase & typify all mental
phenomena in physical and concrete ﬁgures. While the European scholars suppose the Rishis to have been simple-minded
barbarians capable only of a gross & obvious personiﬁcation
of forces, only of a confused, barbarous and primitive system
of astronomical allegories and animistic metaphors, I suppose
them to have been men of daring and observant minds, using
a bold and vigorous if sometimes fanciful system of images to
express an elaborate practical psychology and self-observation
in which what we moderns regard as abstract experiences &
ideas were rather perceived with the vividness of physical experiences & images & so expressed in the picturesque terms of
a great primitive philosophy. Their outward sacriﬁce & ritual
I suppose to have been partly the symbols & partly the means
of material expression for certain psychological processes, the
ﬁrst foundations of our Hindu system of Yoga, by which they
believed themselves able to attain inward & outward mastery,
knowledge, joy and extended life & being.
This theory, although it starts really from a return to the
point of view of the early Vedantic writers, appears at the present
day doubly revolutionary, because it denies the two established
systems of interpretation which have conquered and still hold
the modern mind and determine for it the sense of the Veda.
Sayana is for the orthodox Indian the decisive and infallible authority; for the heterodox or educated the opinions and apparent
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discoveries of European philologists are the one infallible and
irrefutable pramána. Is it then really true that either from the
point of view of orthodox Hindu faith or on the basis of a
rational interpretation based on sound philology and criticism
the door is closed to any radically new interpretation and the
true sense of Veda has, in the main, been settled for us & to all
future generations? If so, if Sayana’s authority is unquestionable,
or if the system of the Europeans is sound and unimprovable in
its essential features, then there is no room for the new theory of
which I have brieﬂy indicated the nature. The Veda then remains
nothing more than a system of sacriﬁcial ritual & mythology of
the most primitive crudeness. I hope to show brieﬂy that there
is no such ﬁnality; the door is wide open, the ﬁeld is still free for
a better understanding and a deeper knowledge.
The modern world cares little for orthodox Hindu opinion,
for the opinion of its Pandits or for the ancient authority of its
received guides; putting these things aside as the heavy and now
useless baggage of the dead past it moves on free and unhampered to its objective, seeking ever fresh vistas of undiscovered
knowledge. But a Hindu writer, still holding the faith of his
ancestors, owes a certain debt to the immediate past, not so
much as to hamper his free enquiry and outlook upon truth,
but enough to demand from him a certain respect for whatever
in it is really respectworthy and some attempt to satisfy his
coreligionists that in opening out a fresh outlook on ancient
knowledge he is not uprooting truths that are essential to their
common religion. Nothing in those truths compels us to accept
the plenary authority of Sayana or the ritualistic interpretation
of the Vedas. The hymns of the Veda are, for us, inspired truth
and therefore infallible; it follows that the only interpretative authority on them which can claim also to be infallible is one which
itself works by the faculty of divine inspiration. The only works
for which the ordinary tradition claims this equal authority are
the Brahmanas, Aranyakas & Upanishads. Even among these
authorities, if we accept them as all and equally inspired and
authoritative, — and on this point Hindus are not in entire agreement, — the Brahmanas which deal with the ceremonial detail of
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Vedic sacriﬁce, are authoritative for the ritual only; for the inner
sense the Upanishads are the ﬁt authority. Sayana can lay claim
to no such sanctity for his opinions. He is no ancient Rishi, nor
even an inspired religious teacher, but a grammarian and scholar
writing in the twelfth century after Christ several millenniums
subsequent to the Rishis to whom Veda was revealed. By his
virtues & defects as a scholar his interpretation must be judged.
His erudition is vast, his industry colossal; he has so occupied
the ﬁeld that everyone who approaches the Veda must pass to it
under his shadow; his commentary is a mine of knowledge about
Vedic Sanscrit and full of useful hints for the interpretation of
Veda. But there the tale of his merits ends. Other qualities are
needed for a successful Vedic commentary which in Sayana are
conspicuous by their absence; and his defects as a critic are
almost as colossal as his industry and erudition. He is not a
disinterested mind seeking impartially the truth of Veda but a
professor of the ritualistic school of interpretation intent upon
reading the traditional ceremonial sense into the sacred hymns;
even so he is totally wanting in consistency, coherence and settled method. Not only is he frequently uncertain of himself,
halts and qualiﬁes his interpretation with an alternative or not
having the full courage of his ritualistic rendering introduces it
as a mere possibility, — these would be meritorious failings, —
but he wavers in a much more extraordinary fashion, forcing
the ritualistic sense of a word or passage where it cannot possibly hold, abandoning it unaccountably where it can well be
sustained. The Vedas are masterpieces of ﬂawless literary style
and logical connection. But Sayana, like many great scholars, is
guiltless of literary taste and has not the least sense of what is or
is not possible to a good writer. His interpretation of any given
term is seldom consistent even in similar passages of different
hymns, but he will go yet farther and give two entirely different
renderings to the same word though occurring in successive riks
& in an obviously connected strain of thought. The rhythm
and balance of a sentence is nothing to him, he will destroy it
ruthlessly in order to get over a difﬁculty of interpretation; he
will disturb the arrangement of a sentence sometimes in the most
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impossible manner, connecting absolutely disconnected words,
breaking up inseparable connections, inserting a second and
alien sentence in between the head & tail of the ﬁrst, and creating a barbarous complexity & confusion where the symbolic
movement of the Rishis, unequalled in its golden ease, lucidity
and straightforwardness, demands an equal lucidity & straightforwardness in the commentator. A certain rough coherence of
thought he attempts to keep, but his rendering makes oftenest
a clumsy sense & not unoften no ascertainable sense at all;
while he has no scruple in breaking up the coherence entirely
in favour of his ritualism. These are, after all, faults common
in a scholastic mentality, but even were they less prominent &
persistent in him than I have found them to be, they liberate us
from all necessity for an exaggerated deference to his authority
as an interpreter. Nor, indeed, were Sayana an ideal commentator, could he possibly be relied upon to give us the true sense
of Veda; for the language of these hymns, whatever the exact
date of their Rishis, goes back to an immense antiquity and
long before Sayana the right sense of many Vedic words and the
right clue to many Vedic allusions and symbols were lost to the
scholars of India. Much indeed survived in tradition, but more
had been lost or disﬁgured, and the two master clues, intellectual
& spiritual, on which we can yet rely for the recovery of these
losses, a sound philology and the renewal in ourselves of the
experiences which form the subject of the Vedic hymns, were the
one entirely wanting, the other grown more & more inaccessible
with time not only to the Pandit but to the philosopher. Even in
our days the sound philology is yet wanting, though the seeds
have been sown & even the ﬁrst beginnings made; nor are the
Vedic experiences any longer pursued in their entirety by the
Indian Yogins who have learned to follow in this Kali Yuga less
difﬁcult paths and more modern systems.
But the ritualistic interpretation of the Rigveda does not
stand on the authority of Sayana alone. It is justiﬁed by
Shankaracharya’s rigid division of karmakanda and jnanakanda
and by a long tradition dating back to the propaganda of
Buddha which found in the Vedic hymns a great system of
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ceremonial or effective sacriﬁce and little or nothing more. Even
the Brahmanas in their great mass & minuteness seem to bear
unwavering testimony to the pure ritualism of the Veda. But
the Brahmanas are in their nature rubrics of directions to the
priests for the right performance of the outward Vedic sacriﬁce,
— that system of symbolic & effective offerings to the gods of
Soma-wine, clariﬁed butter or consecrated animals in which
the complex religion of the Veda embodied itself for material
worship, — rubrics accompanied by speculative explanations of
old ill-understood details & the popular myths & traditions that
had sprung up from obscure allusions in the hymns. Whatever
we may think of the Brahmanas, they merely afﬁrm the side
of outward ritualism which had grown in a huge & cumbrous
mass round the ﬁrst simple rites of the Vedic Rishis; they do not
exclude the existence of deeper meanings & higher purposes in
the ancient Scripture. Not only so, but they practically afﬁrm
them by including in the Aranyakas compositions of a wholly
different spirit & purpose, the Upanishads, compositions professedly intended to bring out the spiritual gist and drift of
the earlier Veda. It is clear therefore that to the knowledge or
belief of the men of those times the Vedas had a double aspect,
an aspect of outward and effective ritual, believed also to be
symbolical, — for the Brahmanas are continually striving to ﬁnd
a mystic symbolism in the most obvious details of the sacriﬁce,
— and an aspect of highest & divine truth hidden behind these
symbols. The Upanishads themselves have always been known
as Vedanta. This word is nowadays often used & spoken of as if
it meant the end of Veda, in the sense that here historically the religious development commenced in the Rigveda culminated; but
obviously it means the culmination of Veda in a very different
sense, the ultimate and highest knowledge & fulﬁlment towards
which the practices & strivings of the Vedic Rishis mounted,
extricated from the voluminous mass of the Vedic poems and
presented according to the inner realisation of great Rishis like
Yajnavalkya & Janaka in a more modern style and language.
It is used much in the sense in which Madhuchchhandas, son
of Viswamitra, says of Indra, Athá te antamánám vidyáma
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sumatı́nám, “Then may we know something of thy ultimate
right thinkings,” meaning obviously not the latest, but the
supreme truths, the ultimate realisations. Undoubtedly, this was
what the authors of the Upanishads themselves saw in their
work, statements of supreme truth of Veda, truth therefore
contained in the ancient mantras. In this belief they appeal
always to Vedic authority and quote the language of Veda either
to justify their own statements of thought or to express that
thought itself in the old solemn and sacred language. “And with
regard to this there are spoken these Riks.”
In what light did these ancient thinkers understand the Vedic
gods? As material Nature Powers called only to give worldly
wealth to their worshippers? Certainly, the Vedic gods are in
the Vedanta also accredited with material functions. In the Kena
Upanishad Agni’s power & glory is to burn, Vayu’s to seize &
bear away. But these are not their only functions. In the same
Upanishad, in the same apologue, told as a Vedantic parable,
Indra, Agni & Vayu, especially Indra, are declared to be the
greatest of the gods because they came nearest into contact with
the Brahman. Indra, although unable to recognise the Brahman
directly, learned of his identity from Uma daughter of the snowy
mountains. Certainly, the sense of the parable is not that Dawn
told the Sky who Brahman was or that material Sky, Fire & Wind
are best able to come into contact with the Supreme Existence.
It is clear & it is recognised by all the commentators, that in the
Upanishads the gods are masters not only of material functions
in the outer physical world but also of mental, vital and physical
functions in the intelligent living creature. This will be directly
evident from the passage describing the creation of the gods by
the One & Supreme Being in the Aitareya Upanishad & the
subsequent movement by which they enter in the body of man
and take up the control of his activities. In the same Upanishad
it is even hinted that Indra is in his secret being the Eternal Lord
himself, for Idandra is his secret name; nor should we forget that
this piece of mysticism is founded on the hymns of the Veda itself
which speak of the secret names of the gods. Shankaracharya
recognised this truth so perfectly that he uses the gods and the
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senses as equivalent terms in his great commentary. Finally in
the Isha Upanishad, — itself a part of the White Yajur Veda
and a work, as I have shown elsewhere, full of the most lofty
& deep Vedantic truth, in which the eternal problems of human
existence are brieﬂy proposed and masterfully solved, — we ﬁnd
Surya and Agni prayed to & invoked with as much solemnity
& reverence as in the Rigveda and indeed in language borrowed
from the Rigveda, not as the material Sun and material Fire, but
as the master of divine God-revealing knowledge & the master
of divine purifying force of knowledge, and not to drive away
the terrors of night from a trembling savage nor to burn the
offered cake & the dripping ghee in a barbarian ritual, but to
reveal the ultimate truth to the eyes of the Seer and to raise the
immortal part in us that lives before & after the body is ashes
to the supreme felicity of the perfected & sinless soul. Even
subsequently we have seen that the Gita speaks of the Vedas
as having the supreme for their subject of knowledge, and if
later thinkers put it aside as karmakanda, yet they too, though
drawing chieﬂy on the Upanishads, appealed occasionally to
the texts of the hymns as authorities for the Brahmavidya. This
could not have been if they were merely a ritual hymnology.
We see therefore that the real Hindu tradition contains nothing
excluding the interpretation which I put upon the Rigveda. On
one side the current notion, caused by the immense overgrowth
of ritualism in the millennium previous to the Christian era and
the violence of the subsequent revolt against it, has been ﬁxed in
our minds by Buddhistic ideas as a result of the most formidable
& damaging attack which the ancient Vedic religion had ever
to endure. On the other side, the Vedantic sense of Veda is
supported by the highest authorities we have, the Gita & the
Upanishads, & evidenced even by the tradition that seems to
deny or at least belittle it. True orthodoxy therefore demands not
that we should regard the Veda as a ritualist hymn book, but that
we should seek in it for the substance or at least the foundation
of that sublime Brahmavidya which is formally placed before us
in the Upanishads, regarding it as the revelation of the deepest
truth of the world & man revealed to illuminated Seers by the
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Eternal Ruler of the Universe.
Modern thought & scholarship stands on a different foundation. It proceeds by inference, imagination and conjecture to
novel theories of old subjects and regards itself as rational, not
traditional. It professes to rebuild lost worlds out of their disjected fragments. By reason, then, and without regard to ancient
authority the modern account of the Veda should be judged. The
European scholars suppose that the mysticism of the Upanishads
was neither founded upon nor, in the main, developed from the
substance of the Vedas, but came into being as part of a great
movement away from the naturalistic materialism of the early
half-savage hymns. Unable to accept a barbarous mummery of
ritual and incantation as the highest truth & highest good, yet
compelled by religious tradition to regard the ancient hymns
as sacred, the early thinkers, it is thought, began to seek an
escape from this impasse by reading mystic & esoteric meanings
into the simple text of the sacriﬁcial bards; so by speculations
sometimes entirely sublime, sometimes grievously silly & childish, they developed Vedanta. This theory, simple, trenchant and
attractive, supported to the European mind by parallels from
the history of Western religions, is neither so convincing nor, on
a broad survey of the facts, so conclusive as it at ﬁrst appears.
It is certainly inconsistent with what the old Vedantic thinkers
themselves knew and thought about the tradition of the Veda.
From the Brahmanas as well as from the Upanishads it is evident
that the Veda came down to the men of those days in a double
aspect, as the heart of a great body of effective ritual, but also
as the repository of a deep and sacred knowledge, Veda and
not merely worship. This idea of a philosophic or theosophic
purport in the hymns was not created by the early Hindu mystics, it was inherited by them. Their attitude to the ritual even
when it was performed mechanically without the possession of
this knowledge was far from hostile; but as ritual, they held
it to be inferior in force and value, avaram karma, a lower
kind of works and not the highest good; only when performed
with possession of the knowledge could it lead to its ultimate
results, to Vedanta. “By that,” says the Chhandogya Upanishad,
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“both perform karma, both he who knows this so and he who
knows not. Yet the Ignorance and the Knowledge are different
things and only what one does with the knowledge, — with faith,
with the Upanishad, — that has the greater potency.” And in the
closing section of its second chapter, a passage which sounds
merely like ritualistic jargon when one has not the secret of
Vedic symbolism but when that secret has once been revealed to
us becomes full of meaning and interest, the Upanishad starts
by saying “The Brahmavadins say, The morning offering to the
Vasus, the afternoon offering to the Rudras and the evening
offering to the Adityas and all the gods, — where then is the
world of the Yajamana? (that is to say, what is the spiritual
efﬁcacy beyond this material life of the three different sacriﬁces
& why, to what purpose, is the ﬁrst offered to the Vasus, the
second to the Rudras, the third to the Adityas?) He who knows
this not, how should he perform (effectively), therefore knowing
let him perform.” There was at any rate the tradition that these
things, the sacriﬁce, the god of the sacriﬁce, the world or future
state of the sacriﬁcer had a deep signiﬁcance and were not mere
ritual arranged superstitiously for material ends. But this deeper
signiﬁcance, this inner Vedic knowledge was difﬁcult and esoteric, not known easily in its profundity and subtlety even by the
majority of the Brahmavadins themselves; hence the searching,
the mutual questionings, the record of famous discussions that
occupy so much space in the Upanishads — discussions which,
we shall see, are not intellectual debates but comparisons of
illuminated knowledge & spiritual experience.
If this tradition — let us call it mystic or esoteric for want
of a less abused word — was already formed at the time of the
Brahmanas and Upanishads, when and how did it originally
arise? Two possibilities present themselves. The tradition may
have grown up gradually in the period between the Vedic hymns
and the exegetical writings or else the esoteric sense may have
already existed in the Veda itself and descended in a stream
of tradition to the later mystics, developing, modifying itself,
substituting new terms for old — as is the way of traditions. The
former is, practically, the European theory. We are told that this
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spiritual revolution, this movement away from ritual Natureworship to Brahmavada, begun in the seed in the later Vedic
hymns, is found in a more developed state in the Upanishads &
culminated in Buddha. In these writings and in the Brahmanas
some record can be found of the speculations by which the
development was managed. If it prove to be so, if these ancient
writings are really the result of progressive intellectual speculation departing from crude & imperfect beginnings of philosophic
thought, the European theory justiﬁes itself to the reason and can
no longer easily be disputed. But is this the true character of the
Upanishads? It seems to me that in most of their dealings with
our religions and our philosophical literature European scholars
have erred by imposing their own familiar ideas and the limits of
their own mentality on the history of an alien mentality and an
alien development. Nowhere has this error been more evident
than in the failure to realise the true nature of the Upanishads.
In India we have never developed, but only afﬁrmed thought
by philosophical speculation, because we have never attached to
the mere intellectual idea the amazingly exaggerated value which
Europe has attached to it, but regarded it only as a test of the
logical value to be attached to particular intellectual statements
of truth. That is not truth to us which is merely well & justly
thought out & can be justiﬁed by ratiocinative argument; only
that is truth which has been lived & seen in the inner experience.
We meditate not to get ideas, but in order to experience, to
realise. When we speak of the Jnani, the knower, we do not
mean a competent and logical thinker full of wise or of brilliant
ideas, but a soul which has seen and lived & spoken in himself
with the living truth. Ratiocination is freely used by the later
philosophers, but only for the justiﬁcation against opponents of
the ideas already formed by their own meditation or the meditation of others, Rishis, gurus, ancient Vedantins; it is not itself
a sufﬁcient means towards the discovery of truth, but at best a
help. The ideas of our great thinkers are not mere intellectual
statements or even happy or great intuitions; they are based
upon spiritual experiences formalised by the intellect into a philosophy. Shankara’s passionate advocacy of the idea of Maya
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as an explanation of life was not merely the ardour of a great
metaphysician enamoured of a beautiful idea or a perfect theory
of life, but the passion of a man with a deep & vast spiritual
experience which he believed to be the sole means of human
salvation. Therefore philosophy in India, instead of tending as
in Europe to ignore or combat religion, has always been itself
deeply religious. In Europe Buddha and Shankara would have
become the heads of metaphysical schools & ranked with Kant
or Hegel or Nietzsche1 as strong intellectual inﬂuences; in India
they became, inevitably, the founders of great religious sects,
immense moral & spiritual forces; — inevitably because Europe
has made thought its highest & noblest aim, while India seeks
not after thought but soul-vision and inner experience and even
in the realm of ideas believes that they can & ought to be seen &
lived inwardly rather than merely thought and allowed indirectly
to inﬂuence outward action. This has been the mentality of our
race for ages. Was the mentality of our Vedic forefathers entirely
different from our own? Was it, as Western scholars seem to
insist, a European mentality, the mentality of incursive Western
savages, (it is Sergi’s estimate of the Aryans), changed afterwards
by the contact with the cultured & reﬂective Dravidians into
something new and strange, rationality changing to mysticism,
materialism to a metaphysical spirituality? If so, the change had
already been effected when the Upanishads were written. We
speak of the discussions in the Upanishads; but in all truth the
twelve Upanishads contain not a single genuine discussion. Only
once in that not inconsiderable mass of literature, is there something of the nature of logical argument brought to the support of
a philosophical truth. The nature of debate or logical reasoning
is absent from the mentality of the Upanishadic thinkers. The
grand question they always asked each other was not “What
hast thou thought out in this matter?” or “What are thy reasonings & conclusions?” but “What dost thou know? What hast
thou seen in thyself?” The Vedantic like the Vedic Rishi is a
1 Nietzsche stands perhaps on a different plane because he had something of the
concrete visualisation & passion for his ideas & experiences which mark off the religious
from the merely philosophical mind.
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drashta & srota, not a manota, a kavi, not a manishi. There is
question, there is answer; but solely for the comparison of inner
knowledge & experience; never for ratiocinative argument, for
disputation, for the battles of the logician. Always, knowledge,
spiritual vision, experience are what is demanded; and often a
questioner is turned back because he is not yet prepared in soul
to realise the knowledge of the master. For all knowledge is
within us and needs only to be awakened by the ﬁt touch which
opens the eyes of the soul or by the powerful revealing word. We
ﬁnd throughout the Vedic era always the same method, always
the same theory of knowledge; they persist indeed in India to the
present day and later habits of metaphysical debate unknown
to the Vedic Brahmavadins have never been able to dethrone
them from their primaeval supremacy. Let a man present never
so ﬁnely reasoned a system of metaphysical philosophy, few will
turn to hear, none leave his labour to receive, but let a man say
as in the old Vedantic times “I have experienced, my soul has
seen”, & hundreds in India will yet leave all to share in this new
light of the eternal Truth.
The distinction is of the greatest importance; for not only
does it show that the substance of our religious mentality and
discipline goes back to the prehistoric antiquity of the Upanishads, but it justiﬁes the hypothesis that the Vedantins of the
Upanishads themselves held it as an inheritance from their Vedic
forefathers. If the Upanishads were only a record of intellectual
speculations, the theory of a progression from Vedic materialism
to new modes of thought would be entirely probable and no
other hypothesis could hold the ﬁeld without ﬁrst destroying
the rationalistic theory by new and unsuspected evidence. But
the moment we perceive that the Upanishads are the result of this
ancient & indigenous system of truth-ﬁnding, we are liberated
from the burden of European examples. Evidently, we have here
to deal with phenomena of thought which do not fall within
the European scheme of a rapid transition from gross savage
superstition to subtle metaphysical speculation. We have phenomena which are either sui generis or, if at any time common
to humanity both within and outside India, then more ancient
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or at any rate earlier in the progression of mind than the modern
intellectual methods ﬁrst universalised by the Hellenic & Latin
races; we have an intuitive and experiential method of truthﬁnding, a ﬁxed psychological theory and discipline, a system
in which observation & comparison of subjective experiences
forms the basis of ﬁxed & veriﬁable psychological truth, just
as nowadays in Europe observation & comparison of objective
experiences forms the basis of ﬁxed and veriﬁable physical truth.
The difference between the speculative method and the experiential is that the speculative aims only at logical harmony and,
due to the rigid abstract tendency, drives towards new blocks
of thought and new mental attitudes; the experiential aims at
veriﬁcation by experience and drives towards the progressive
discovery or restatement of eternal truths and their application
to varying conditions. The indispensable basis of all Science is
the invariability of the same result from the same experiment,
given the same conditions; the same experiment with oxygen &
hydrogen will always, in whatever age or clime it is applied, have
one invariable result, the appearance of water. The indispensable
basis of all Yoga is the same invariability in psychological experiments & their results. The same experiment with the limited
waking or manifest consciousness and the unlimited unmanifest
consciousness from which it is a selection and formation will
always, in whatever age or clime it is applied, have the same
result, the dissolution, gradual or rapid, complete or partial according to the instruments and conditions of the experiment, of
the waking ego into the cosmic consciousness. In each method,
physical Science or psychological Science, different Scientists or
different teachers may differ as to some of the ﬁnal generalisations to be drawn from the facts & the most appropriate terms to
be used, or invent different instruments in the hope of arriving
at a more rapid or a more delicate process, but the facts and
the fundamental truths remain common to all, even if stated
in different terms, because they are the subjects of a common
experience. Now the facts discovered by the Indian method, the
duality of Purusha and Prakriti, the triple states of conscious
being, the relation between the macrocosm & the microcosm,
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the ﬁvefold and sevenfold principles of consciousness, the existence of more than one bodily case in which, simultaneously,
we dwell, these and a number of other ﬁxed ideas which the
modern Yogins hold not as speculative propositions but as observable and veriﬁable facts of experience, are to be found in the
Upanishads already enounced in more ancient formulae and in
a slightly different language. The question arises, when did they
originate? If they are facts, when were they ﬁrst discovered? If
they are hallucinations, when were the methods of subjective
experiment which result so persistently in these hallucinations,
ﬁrst evolved and ﬁxed? Not at the time of the Upanishads, for
the Upanishads professedly record the traditional knowledge of
older Rishis which is still veriﬁable by the moderns, púrvebhir
rishibhir ı́dyo nútanair uta. Then, some time before the composition of the Upanishads, either by the earlier or later Vedic Rishis
or by predecessors of the Vedic Rishis or in the interval between
the Vedic hymns and the ﬁrst Vedantic compositions. But for
the period between Veda & Vedanta we have no documents,
no direct & plain evidence. The question therefore can only
be decided by an examination of the Vedic hymns themselves.
Only by settling the meaning of Veda can we decide whether the
early Vedantins were right in supposing that they were merely
restating in more modern terms the substantial ideas & experiences of Vedic Rishis or whether this grand assumption of the
Upanishads must take its rank among those pious ﬁctions or
willing & half honest errors which have often been immensely
helpful to the advance of human knowledge but are none the
less impostures upon posterity.
European scholars believe that they have ﬁxed ﬁnally the
meaning of Veda. Using as their tools the “Sciences” of Comparative Philology & Comparative Mythology, itself a part of
the strangely termed Science of Comparative Religion, they have
excavated for us out of the ancient Veda a buried world, a
forgotten civilisation, lost names of kings and nations, wars &
battles, institutions, social habits & cultural ideas which the
men of Vedantic times & their forerunners never dreamed were
lying concealed in the revered & sacred words used daily by
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them in their worship and the fount and authority for their
richest spiritual experiences & deepest illuminated musings. The
picture these discoveries constitute is a remarkable composition,
imposing in its mass, brilliant and attractive in its details. The
one lingering objection to them is a possible doubt of the truth of
these discoveries, the soundness of the methods used to arrive at
them. Are the conclusions of Vedic scholarship so undoubtedly
true or so ﬁnally authoritative as to preclude a totally different
hypothesis even though it may lead possibly to an interpretation
which will wash out every colour & negative every detail of this
great recovery? We must determine, ﬁrst, whether the foundations of the European theory of Veda are solid & certain fact or
whether it has been reared upon a basis of doubtful inference
and conjecture. If the former, the question of the Veda is closed,
its problem solved; if the latter, the European results may even
then be true, but equally they may be false and replaceable by a
more acceptable theory and riper conclusions.
We ought at least to free our minds of one misconception
which has a very strong hold of the average Indian mind and
blocks up the way for free investigation & the formation of a
strong & original school of Indian scholars better circumstanced
than the Europeans for determining the truth about our past and
divining its difﬁcult secrets. The triumphant & rapid march of
the physical sciences in Europe has so mastered our intellects and
dazzled our eyes, that we are apt to extend the unquestioned
ﬁnality which we are accustomed to attach to the discoveries
& theories of modern Science, to all the results of European
research & intellectual activity. Even in Europe itself, we should
remember, there is no such implicit acceptance. The theories
of today are there continually being combated and overthrown
by the theories of tomorrow. Outside the range of the physical
sciences & even in some portions of that splendid domain the
whole of European knowledge is felt more & more to be a mass
of uncertain results ephemeral in their superstructure, shifting in
their very foundations. For the Europeans have that valuable gift
of intellectual restlessness which, while it often stands in the way
of man’s holding on to abiding truth, helps him to emerge swiftly
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out of momentarily triumphant error. In India on the other hand
we have fallen during the last few centuries into a ﬁxed habit
of unquestioning deference to authority. We used to hold it,
& some still hold it almost an impiety to question Shankara’s
interpretation of the Upanishads, or Sayana’s interpretation of
the Veda, and now that we are being torn out of this bondage,
we fall into yet more absurd error by according, if not an equal
reverence, yet an almost equal sense of ﬁnality to the opinions
of Roth & Max Muller. We are ready to accept all European
theories, the theory of an “Aryan” colonisation of a Dravidian
India, the theory of the Nature-worship and henotheism of the
Vedic Rishis, the theory of the Upanishads as a speculative revolt
against Vedic materialism & ritualism, as if these hazardous
speculations were on a par in authority & certainty with the
law of gravitation and the theory of evolution. We are most of
us unaware that in Europe it is disputed and very reasonably
disputed whether, for instance, any such entity as an Aryan race
ever existed. The travail of dispute & uncertainty in which the
questions of Vedic scholarship & ethnology are enveloped is
hidden from us; only the over-conﬁdent statement of doubtful
discoveries and ephemeral theories reaches our knowledge.
We should realise that these so-called Sciences of Comparative Philology and Comparative Mythology on which the
European interpretation of Veda is founded are not true Sciences
at all. They are, rather, if Sciences at all, then pseudo-Sciences.
All the European mental sciences, not excluding Psychology,
though that is now proceeding within certain narrow limits
by a sounder method, belong to a doubtful class of branches
of research which have absorbed the outward method of Science, without its inward spirit. The true scientists in Germany,
the home of both Science & Philology, accustomed to sound
methods, certain results, patient inquiry, slow generalisations,
have nothing but contempt for the methods of Philology, its
patchiness, its haste, its guesswork, and profess no conﬁdence
in its results; the word Philologe is even, in their mouths, a
slighting & discourteous expression. This contempt, itself no
doubt excessive, is practically admitted to be just by the great
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French thinker, Renan, who spent the best part of his life in
philological & kindred researches, when he described apologetically his favourite pursuits as “petty conjectural sciences”.
Now, a Science that is conjectural, a Science that proceeds not
by ﬁxed laws and certain methods, but by ingenious inference
& conjecture, — & this is in truth the nature of Comparative
Philology & Comparative Mythology, — is no science at all; it
is a branch of research, a ﬁeld of inquiry & conjecture in which
useful discoveries may be made; it may even contain in itself the
germs of a future science, but it is not yet itself worthy of that
name & its results have no right to cloak themselves falsely in
the robe of authority which belongs only to the results of the
true Sciences. So long as a “science” is conjectural, its results are
also conjectural, can at any moment be challenged and ought
at all times even in its most brilliant & conﬁdent results to be
carefully and sceptically scrutinised.
Among such branches of research which can even now be
used in spite of new & hostile conclusions as a sort of sidesupport to the modern theory of the Veda stand in a curious
twilit corner of their own the researches of the ethnologists.
There is no more glaring instance of the conjectural and unsubstantial nature of these pseudo-Sciences than the results of
Ethnology which yet claims to deduce its results from ﬁxed
and certain physical tests and data. We ﬁnd the philological
discovery of the Aryan invasion supported by the conclusions of
ethnologists like Sir Herbert Risley, who make an ethnological
map of India coloured in with all shades of mixed raciality, Dravidian, Scytho-Dravidian, Mongolo-Dravidian, Scytho-Aryan.
More modern schools of ethnology assert positively on the
strength of [the] same laws & the same tests that there is but one
homogeneous Indo-Afghan race inhabiting the whole peninsula
from the Himalayas to Cape Comorin. What are we to think of a
science of which the tests are so pliant and the primary results so
irreconcilable? Or how, if the more modern theory is correct, if
a distinct homogeneous race inhabits India, can we fail to doubt
strongly as a philological myth the whole story of the Aryan
invasion & colonisation of Northern India, which has been so
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long one of the most successful & loudly proclaimed results of
the new philology? As a result perhaps of these later conclusions
we ﬁnd a tendency even in philological scholarship towards the
rise of new theories which dispute the whole legend of an Aryan
invasion, assert an indigenous or even a southern origin for the
peoples of the Vedic times and suppose Aryanism to have been a
cult and not a racial distinction. These new theories destroy
all ﬁxed conﬁdence in the old without themselves revealing
any surer foundations for their own guesses; both start from
conjectural philology & end in an imaginatively conjectural
nation-building or culture-building. It is exceedingly doubtful
whether the Vedic terms Aryan & unAryan at all refer to racial
or cultural differences; they may have an entirely different and
wholly religious & spiritual signiﬁcance & refer to the good and
evil powers & mortals inﬂuenced by them. If this prove to be the
truth, and the close contiguity & probable historical connection
between the Vedic Indians & the Zoroastrian Persians gives it
a great likelihood, then the whole elaborate ediﬁce built up by
the scholars of an Aryan invasion and an Aryan culture begins
to totter & seek the ground, there to lie in the dust amid the
wrecks of other once conﬁdent beliefs and triumphant errors.
The substance of modern philological discovery about the
Vedas consists, ﬁrst, in the picture of an Aryan civilisation introduced by northern invaders and, secondly, in the interpretation
of the Vedic religion as a worship of Nature-powers & Vedic
myths as allegorical legends of sun & moon & star & the visible
phenomena of Nature. The latter generalisation rests partly on
new philological renderings of Vedic words, partly on the Science of Comparative Mythology. The method of this “Science”
can be judged from one or two examples. The Greek story of
the demigod Heracles is supposed to be an evident sun myth.
The two scientiﬁc proofs offered for this discovery are ﬁrst that
Hercules performed twelve labours and the solar year is divided
into twelve months and, secondly, that Hercules burnt himself
on a pyre on Mount Oeta and the sun also sets in a glory of
ﬂame behind the mountains. Such proofs seem hardly substantial enough for so strong a conclusion. By the same reasoning
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one could prove the emperor Napoleon a sun myth, because
he was beaten & shorn of his glory by the forces of winter
and because his brilliant career set in the western ocean and
he passed there a long night of captivity. With the same light
conﬁdence the siege of Troy is turned by the scholars into a
sun myth because the name of the Greek Helena, sister of the
two Greek Aswins, Castor & Pollux, is philologically identical
with the Vedic Sarama and that of her abductor Paris is not so
very different from the Vedic Pani. It may be noted that in the
Vedic story Sarama is not the sister of the Aswins and is not
abducted by the Panis and that there is no other resemblance
between the Vedic legend & the Greek tradition. So by more
recent speculation even Yudhishthira and his brothers and the
famous dog of the Mahabharat are raised into the skies & vanish
in a starry apotheosis, — one knows not well upon what grounds
except that sometimes the Dog Star rages in heaven. It is evident
that these combinations are merely an ingenious play of fancy &
prove absolutely nothing. Hercules may be the Sun but it is not
proved. Helen & Paris may be Sarama & one of the Panis, but it
is not proved. Yudhishthira & his brothers may be an astronomical myth, but it is not proved. For the rest, the unsubstantiality
& rash presumption of the Sun myth theory has not failed to give
rise in Europe to a hostile school of Comparative Mythologists
who adopt other methods & seek the origins of early religious
legend & tradition in a more careful and ﬂexible study of the
mentality, customs, traditions & symbolisms of primitive races.
The theory of Vedic Nature-worship is better founded than these
astronomical fancies. Agni is plainly the God of Fire, Surya of
the Sun, Usha of the Dawn, Vayu of the Wind; Indra for Sayana
is obviously the god of rain; Varuna seems to be the sky, the
Greek Ouranos, — et cetera. But when we have accepted these
identities, the question of Vedic interpretation & the sense of
Vedic worship is not settled. In the Greek religion Apollo was
the god of the sun, but he was also the god of poetry & prophecy;
Athene is identiﬁed with Ahana, a Vedic name of the Dawn, but
for the Greeks she is the goddess of purity & wisdom; Artemis
is the divinity of the moon, but also the goddess of free life &
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of chastity. It is therefore evident that in early Greek religion,
previous to the historic or even the literary period, at an epoch
therefore that might conceivably correspond with the Vedic period, many of the deities of the Greek heavens had a double
character, the aspect of physical Nature-powers and the aspect
of moral Nature-powers. The indications, therefore, — for they
are not proofs, — even of Comparative Mythology would justify
us in inquiring whether a similar double character did not attach
to the Vedic gods in the Vedic hymns.
The real basis of both the Aryan theory of Vedic civilisation
and the astronomical theory of Aryan myth is the new interpretation given to a host of Vedic vocables by the comparative
philologists. The Aryan theory rests on the ingenious assumption
that anarya, dasyu or dasa in the Veda refer to the unfortunate
indigenous races who by a familiar modern device were dubbed
robbers & dacoits because they were guilty of defending their
country against the invaders & Arya is a national term for the
invaders who called themselves, according to Max Muller, the
Ploughmen, and according to others, the Noble Race. The elaborate picture of an early culture & history that accompanies
and supports this theory rests equally on new interpretations of
Vedic words and riks in which with the progress of scholarship
the authority of Sayana and Yaska has been more & more set
at nought and discredited. My contention is that anarya, dasa
and dasyu do not for a moment refer to the Dravidian races, — I
am, indeed, disposed to doubt whether there was ever any such
entity in India as a separate Aryan or a separate Dravidian race,
— but always to Vritra, Vala & the Panis and other, primarily
non-human, opponents of the gods and their worshippers. The
new interpretations given to Vedic words & riks seem to me
sometimes right & well grounded, often arbitrary & unfounded,
but always conjectural. The whole European theory & European interpretation of the Vedas may be [not] unjustly described
as a huge conjectural & uncertain generalisation built on an
inadequate & shifting mass of conjectural particulars.
Nor does the philological reasoning on which the astronomical interpretation of Vedic hymns is supported, inspire, when
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examined, or deserve any more certain conﬁdence. To identify
the Aswins with the two sons of the Greek Dyaus, Kastor and
Polydeuces, and again these two pairs conjecturally with two
stars of the constellation Gemini is easy & carries with it a great
air of likelihood; but an air of likelihood is not proof. We need
more for anything like rational conviction or certainty. In the
Veda there are a certain number of hymns to the Aswins & a
fair number also of passages in which they are described and
invoked; if indeed the purport of their worship is astronomical
and the sense of their personality in the Veda merely a ﬁction
about the stars and if they really bore that aspect to the Vedic
Rishis, all these passages, & all their epithets, actions, functions
& the prayers offered to them ought to be entirely explicable on
that theory; or if other ideas have crept in, we must be shown
what are these ideas, how they have crept in, in what way these
are in the minds of the ancient Rishis superimposed on the
original astronomical conception and reconciled with it. Then
only can we accept it as a proved probability, if not a proved
certainty, that the Aswins are the constellation Gemini and, in
that known character, worshipped in the sacred chants. For we
must remember that the Aswins might easily have been the constellation Gemini in an original creed & yet be worshipped in a
quite different character at the time of the Vedic Rishis. In the
Vedic hymns as they are at present rendered whether by Sayana
or by Roth, there is no clear statement of this character of the
Aswins; the whole theory rests on metaphor and parable, and it
is easy to see how dangerous, how open to the ﬂights of mere
ingenuity is the system of interpretation by metaphor. There
ought to be at least a kernel of direct statement in the loose
& uncertain mass of metaphor. We are told that the Aswins
are lords of light, śubhaspatı́, and certainly the starry Twins are
luminous; they are rudravartanı́, which interpreted “of the red
path”, may very well apply to stars moving through heaven;
they are somewhere described as vrisharathá, bull-charioted, &
Gemini is next in order & vicinity to Taurus, the constellation
of the bull; Súryá, daughter of the Sun, mounts on their chariot
& Súryá is very possibly such & such a star whose motion may
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be described by this ﬁgurative ascension; the Aswins get honey
from the bees and there is a constellation near Gemini called
by the Greeks the Bees whose light falls on the Twins. All this
is brilliant, attractive, captivating; it does immense credit to the
ingenuity of the human intellect. But if we examine sceptically
the proofs that are offered us, we ﬁnd ourselves face to face with
a mass of ingenious & hazardous guesses; it is not explained why
the Aswins particularly more than other gods, should have this
distinctive epithet of śubhaspatı́, as peculiar to them in the Veda
as is sahasaspati to Agni; rudra in the sense of red is a novel &
conjectural signiﬁcance; vrisharatha interpreted consistently as
bull-charioted in connection with Taurus, would make hopeless
ravages in the sense of other passages of the Veda; the identiﬁcation of Súryá, daughter of the Sun is unproved, it is an airy
conjecture depending on the proof of the identity of the Aswins
not itself proving it; madhu in the passage about the Bees need
not mean honey and much more probably means the honeyed
wine of Soma, the rendering “bees” is one of the novel, conjectural & highly doubtful suggestions of European scholarship.
All the other proofs that are heaped on us are of a like nature
& brilliantly ﬂimsy ingenuity, & we end our sceptical scrutiny
admiring, but still sceptical. We feel after all that an accumulation of conjectures does not constitute proof and that a single
clear & direct substantial statement in one sense or the other
would outweigh all these ingenious inferences, these brilliant
imaginings. To begin with a hypothesis is always permissible,
— it is the usual mode of scientiﬁc discovery; but a hypothesis
must be supported by facts. To support it by a mass of other
hypotheses is to abuse & exceed the permissibility of conjecture
in scientiﬁc research.
I have thus dwelt on the fragility of the European theory
in this introduction because I wish to avoid in the body of the
volume the burden of adverse discussion with other theories
& rival interpretations. I propose to myself an entirely positive
method, — the development of a constructive rival hypothesis,
not the disproof of those which hold the ﬁeld. But, since they
do hold the ﬁeld, I am bound to specify before starting those
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general deﬁciencies in them which disqualify them at least from
prohibiting fresh discussion and shutting out an entirely new
point of departure. Possibly Sayana is right and the Vedas are
only the hymn-book of a barbarous & meaningless mythological
ritual. Possibly, the European theory is more correct and the
Vedic religion & myth was of the character of a materialistic
Nature worship & the metaphorical, poetical & wholly fanciful
personiﬁcation of heavenly bodies & forces of physical Nature.
But neither of these theories is so demonstrably right, that other
hypotheses are debarred from appearing and demanding examination. Such a new hypothesis I wish to advance in the
present volume. The gods of the Veda are in my view Nature
Powers, but Powers at once of moral & of physical Nature,
not of physical Nature only; moreover their moral aspect is the
substantial part of their physiognomy, the physical though held
to be perfectly real & effective, is put forward mainly as a veil,
dress or physical type of their psychological being. The ritual
of the Veda is a symbolic ritual supposed by those who used
it to be by virtue of its symbolism practically effective of both
inner & outer results in life & the world. The hymnology of
the Veda rests on the ancient theory that speech is in itself both
morally & physically creative & effective, the secret executive
agent of the divine powers in manifesting & compelling mental
& material phenomena. The substance of the Vedic hymns is the
record of certain psychological experiences which are the natural
results, still attainable & repeatable in our own experience, of
an ancient type of Yoga practised certainly in India, practised
probably in ancient Greece, Asia Minor & Egypt in prehistoric
times. Finally, the language of the Vedas is an ambiguous tongue,
with an ambiguity possible only to the looser ﬂuidity belonging
to the youth of human speech & deliberately used to veil the
deeper psychological meaning of the Riks. I hold that it was
the traditional knowledge of this deep religious & psychological
character of the Vedas which justiﬁed in the eyes of the ancient
Indians the high sanctity attached to them & the ﬁxed idea
that these were the repositories of an august, divine & hardly
attainable truth.
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If this hypothesis were wholly at variance with the facts
known to the students of Comparative Religion or the interpretation [on] which it is based not clearly justiﬁable by sound
principles of Philology, it would be an act of gross presumption
in the present state of our knowledge to advance it without a
preliminary examination of the present results held as proved by
modern Philology & by the Study of Comparative Religion. But
my hypothesis is entirely consistent with the facts of religious
history in this & other countries, entirely reconcilable with a
sound method of Comparative Religion, entirely baseable on
a strict and rational use of Philology. I have criticised & characterised these branches of research as pseudo-Sciences. But I
do not for a moment intend to suggest that their results are to
be entirely scouted or that they have not done a great work
for the advancement of knowledge. Comparative Philology, for
instance, has got rid of a great mass of preexistent rubbish and
unsoundness and suggested partly the true scientiﬁc method of
Philological research, though it seems to me that overingenuity,
haste & impatience in following up exclusively certain insufﬁcient clues have prevented an excellent beginning from being
rightly & fruitfully pursued. If I cannot attach any real value to
the “Science” of Comparative Mythology, yet the study, — not
the Science, for we have not yet either the materials or the equipment for a true Science, — the comparative Study of Religions
& of religious myths & ancient traditions as a subordinate part
of that study is of the utmost use & importance.
The researches of Comparative Religion although they cannot yet constitute a science, should at least follow as far as
possible the lines & methods adopted by the physical Sciences,
especially of Biology; they should therefore consist mainly, apart
from the mere collection of data, ﬁrst, in the tracing of existing
or later forms to their earlier history & origins, if possible, to
their embryonic origins and, secondly, in the careful comparison
both of the origins & later history of similar forms in different
environments. In India [incomplete]

A Fragment
[.....] of the truth of the Veda.
It is a fact that modern thought — which is not necessarily
the last word of human knowledge — has rejected the idea of a
revealed Word or an infallible Scripture; but modern thought has
rejected many things which a more modern thought is beginning
to reafﬁrm. A Bengali writer of repute has even gone so far as to
challenge Dayananda’s sincerity in the very basis and primary
idea of all his teachings, apparently with the naive idea that
what was to him and the generality of men unbelievable, could
not possibly be anything else to a man of undoubted intellectual
power. As if it were not precisely by challenging the received
ideas of men, the ideas which are mechanically accepted because
they are prevalent and have the stamp of a general currency that
great and original minds open the door to new truths or restore
truths that have been perverted or forgotten. And if the existence
of God is once admitted, it surely needs no intellectual insincerity
to believe that God can reveal the Truth to man and reveal it
in a word of Truth and not in a word that is half truth and
half falsehood. The denial rests on the idea that though God
exists, He does not interfere in the evolution but allows man
to develop the knowledge of the truth for himself and that the
word expressing it must, being human speech or writing, be in
its very nature fallible. This denial is the concession or rather
the surrender which Religion in the present day has made to
Science.
But let us leave aside the religious question and look only at
the psychological fact. What after all do we mean by revelation?
It seems to me that it can be nothing but this; there is to begin
with an eternal Truth of things which man has to know and of
which all particular truths are [incomplete]
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Mandala One
SUKTA 2
1. O seeing Master of Life, come; ready are these pressings of
the Wine; drink of them, hear our call.
2. O Master of Life, thy adorers turn in the Words their adoration towards thee; they have pressed out the Wine, they
are knowers of the Days.
3. O Master of Life, thy brimming streams move for the giver
wide-ﬂowing to the drinking of the Wine.
4. O Indra and Vayu, here is wine pressed out, come to us with
your delights; for you the moon-pourings desire.
5. O Indra and Vayu, become conscious of our wine-pourings,
you who are rich with the plenitude; so, running, come to us.
6. O Indra and Vayu, come to the perfected offering of the
presser of the Wine, swiftly, with right understanding, O
Strong Ones.
7. Mitra of puriﬁed discernment I call and Varuna who destroys the adversary, accomplishing together a clear light of
the understanding.
8. By the Truth, O Mitra and Varuna, growing by the Truth,
in touch with the Truth you attain to a vast will-force.
9. Seers, many in your births, dwellers in the wideness, O Mitra
and Varuna, you establish for us a judgment effective in its
works.
SUKTA 3
1. O Aswins, drivers of galloping hooves, lords of happiness
with your many joys, take delight in our forces of sacriﬁce.
2. O Aswins, O Strong Ones, doers of your many deeds, wise
of understanding, delight in our Words with your forceful
thought.
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3. O puissant and formidable in your ways, Lords of the journey, mixed are the wine-offerings and cut the sacred grass,
come to us.
4. Come, O Indra of the brilliant light; these wine-offerings
are desirous of thee, they are puriﬁed in particles and mass.
5. Come, O Indra, impelled by the thought, driven by the illumined seer, to the words of knowledge of the speaker of the
word, the offerer of the Wine.
6. Come, O Indra, hastening to the words of knowledge, O
driver of strong steeds; uphold our delight in the wineoffering.
7. Benignant upholders of seeing man, O all gods, come, givers
to the wine-offering of the giver.
8. O all gods, doers of the work, come in your speed to the
wine-offering, like the Cows of Brightness to the stalls of
their repose.
9. May the all gods, who cast not down nor harm, Bringers
who have the movement of creative knowledge, accept our
sacriﬁce.
10. May purifying Saraswati, opulent with her plenitudes, rich
in thought, desire our sacriﬁce.
11. Impeller of true words, awakener to right thinkings, Saraswati upholds our sacriﬁce.
12. Saraswati awakens us by the intuition conscious of the Great
Sea of the Light and illumines all our thoughts.
SUKTA 4
1. We call day by day for our protection the Maker of perfect
forms like a good milch-cow for the milker of the Cows of
Light.
2. Come to our wine-offerings; drink of the wine, O winedrinker; thou art full of riches and thy ecstasy is a giver of
Light.
3. Then may we know thy most intimate right-thinkings; manifest not beyond us, come.
4. Come over to Indra the vigorous, the unoverthrown, ques-
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tion the illumined in mind who has given to thy friends their
desirable boon.
And may the Binders say to us, “Go forth elsewhere also
holding in Indra your work of worship.”
And may the enemy peoples call us blessed, O Puissant; may
we abide in Indra’s peace.
Bring for the swift this swift glory of the sacriﬁce that intoxicates the Gods; may it set on his march him who gives
rapture to his friends.
Drinking of this, O thou of the hundred works, thou becamest a slayer of the Coverers and thou hast protected the
man of plenitude in his plenty.
So we replenish thee in the plenitude of thy plenitude of the
plenty, O Indra of the hundred works, for the winning of
the Riches.
He who is a great continent of riches and takes us easily
over, a friend of the offerer of the wine, to that Indra sing.
SUKTA 5

1. Come, sit down, sing to Indra, O chant-bearers, friends!
2. Together when the wine has been pressed, to Indra the
multitudinous, master of many desirable things.
3. He shall come into being in us in our joining to our desire.
He for the felicitous treasure, he in the goddess who holds
the city, shall come to us with his plenitudes.
4. In his meeting and shock the enemy ring not in his two
bright steeds in the battles; to that Indra sing.
5. Pure the pressed offerings go to the drinker of the draught
that he may quaff, nectar-juices of wine mingled with the
curd.
6. O Indra well-powered to the work, born to the winedrinking wast thou and at once increased to be the greatest
of all.
7. O Indra who hast joy of speech, let the swift powers of
wine enter into thee; let them be a bliss to the wisdom of
thy heart.
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8. Chant and utterance ever increased thee, O lord of a hundred active powers; then thee let our words increase.
9. Indra has unwasting prosperities and shall get me this thousandfold plenty in which are all masculine strengths.
10. O Indra who hast joy of speech, let not those who are mortal
harm our bodies. Thou art the lord, ward off the stroke.
SUKTA 6
1. The great bright horse they yoke and stand around him
when he moves; the luminous regions are alight in heaven.
2. His two desirable shining steeds they yoke and stand on two
sides in the car, red, violent, bearers of the god.
3. Thy ﬁghters create the vision of thought for the visionless
and form for the formless and with them in their dawning
brightness thou wast born.
4. O again they have come to birth in the womb by the ﬁxed
law of their nature holding the sacriﬁcial Name.
5. Breakers even of what is strong, bringers even of what is in
the secret cave, O Indra, thou by them discoverest the trace
of the shining ones.
6. And they are like men that strive after the godhead and
words that turn to the thought that discovers treasures and
dawn to light in the wake of the great One whom we hear.
7. Travelling with fearless Indra you desire sight, rapturous,
equal in radiance.
8. The ﬁghter mightily sings the word of light by the faultless
troops that lighten on him, the desirable bands of Indra.
9. Thence come, O pervading divinity, from heaven, where
thou art in the luminous world. Our words in him completely shine.
10. Hence we desire our getting, or in the earth-region of
heaven, Indra desire, or in the great mid-world.
SUKTA 7
1. The chanters chant vastly Indra, Indra the singers of the
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Rik with songs of light; all our words of speech unto Indra
dawn.
Indra comes ever inseparably with the two bright steeds and
the car yoked by the word, Indra of the thunderbolt is all a
golden light.
Indra for far vision made the sun to climb up into heaven
when he parted the rock in the hill with the troop of the
rays.
O Indra, increase our weal in the plenitudes and the things
of thousandfold wealth by thy bold strong fosterings, since
thou art strong and bold.
To Indra we call in the matter of the little and the great
wealth, the hurler of the thunderbolt our ally against the
covering hosts.
Constant giver, Strong One, uncover the moving lid, come
unshielded to us.
In march after march rises to the thunderer Indra an ever
higher hymn; but I avail not to compose his perfect praise.
As a stately bull comes to the herds, he comes unveiled to
the labouring peoples, lord of us in his might.
Indra, one, rules over seeing men and the Gods, rules the
ﬁve habitations and their peoples.
Indra for men we call to be all around you; ours may he be
and absolute.
SUKTA 8

1. Bring to us, O Indra, for our increase a stable and victorious
felicity ever forceful and fullest of lordship,
2. by which we shall hold back all obstructing things with
destruction of conﬁning limit, strengthened (or protected)
by thee as thou warrest.
3. O Indra, by thee protected (or in that strength) we may make
to blaze up thickly the force of the lightning and conquer
utterly in the battle our enemies.
4. We by thy armed heroes, we, O Indra, by thee yoked to us
in the ﬁght may put forth might in the battle.
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5. Vast (now) is Indra and very high, may his vastness dwell
with the lord of the lightnings and brilliant might like the
heaven in its wide-extending.
6. Those he beareth up who enjoy in their strength with safety
of that which they have created or who are illumined and
full of understanding.
7. For he is a gulf that drinks in the Soma utterly even as the
sea drinks in the wide waters that have descended from the
mountaintops.
8. So in him is the luminous Vastness rich in its truth and
vigorous in its works like a ripe branch to the giver.
9. So in thee, O Indra, all wide pervadings and increasings
become at once full of perception to him who can hold
them, to him who gives.
10. So is the conﬁrming of him and the expressing desirable
and to be brought forth by speech, — for Indra to drink the
Soma-wine.
SUKTA 9
1. Come, O Indra, thou takest rapture by all the bodily parts
of this Matter, full of the great, setting thyself to it by thy
force.
2. Increase thy strength, and do ye when the nectar is expressed
create rapture for Indra the taker of joy, activity for the doer
of all actions.
3. Rejoice, O swift of mood, with praises that awake delight,
O thou all-doer; attach thyself to these outpourings.
4. When thou comest not to them, O Indra, thy voices laugh
up to thee, seeking unfulﬁlled satisfaction to their lover and
lord.
5. Excite entirely, O Indra, that manifold highest ecstasy below,
— that Is of thee which is universal being and supreme.
6. Us too in that, O Indra, wholly excite to bliss; make us full
of strong ecstasy and victorious strength, O thou brilliant
in steadfast force.
7. So do thou dispose to us, O Indra, wide knowledge full of
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light, full of substance, in nature of that greatness, enduring
all our life unimpaired.
8. Dispose to us knowledge of the large, a brilliance of utterly
forceful steadfastness and, Indra, those rapturous masteries.
9. Declare ye with your words Indra of the Substance, lord of
substance, full of the rik (knowledge); as he goeth we call
on him for expansion of our being.
10. In every pouring of the nectar for capacity, of the large and
increaser of the large, for Indra proceeds.
SUKTA 10
1. Thee the Gayatrins (devatas of mind) chant, the Arkins (also
devatas of mind) begin their action; the mind movements,
O Shatakratu, strive up by thee as they that climb a trunk.
2. When one climbeth from plateau to plateau, a rich activity
expresses itself, then Indra bringeth the substance of thought
into consciousness, he moves a lover (master) with his mate
(or vibrates with the force and mastery of his action).1
3. Yoke thou thy maned steeds, covering with mastery ﬁll
the containing soul, then, O Indra, drinker of the nectar,
respond with the Sruti to our words.
4. Come, answer to our songs of praise, speak them out as
they rise, cry out thy response; attach thyself to our mind,
O King, O Indra, and increase in us the Yajna.
5. I form fully the prayer I have to declare towards Indra, the
prayer (ishita) that giveth increase, that potent Indra may
have ecstasy in our nectar-yieldings and in our friendlinesses
(acts of friendship).
6. Him we desire in comradeship, him in delight, him in strong
energy; therefore this puissant Indra in his kindliness hath
power to give us his substance (or simply, hath power to
distribute to us of his substance).
7. O Indra, wide and untroubled (or undarkened) success has
been won, remove the veil2 over those rays, create delight,
1
2

yT — joining, mate, that to which one is yoked; also force, strength.
v}j — doubtful. Perhaps “reveal the multitude of those rays”.
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O dweller on the hill.
8. Over thee the two obstructing ﬁrmaments have no power
when thou goest stifﬂy upward (or when thou goest
straight); victorious pour down for us on our earths the
waters of heaven.
9. Lend attentive ear and hear my call, now uphold (or heed)
my words; O Indra, draw this my song of praise into thy
innermost part of the state of Yoga.
10. We know thee for most supreme in the substantial strengths
of being, a hearer of our call; because thou art thus supreme
we call to thee for expansion of being strong in stability.
11. O Indra of the sheaths, drink then the Soma, be steadfast
in delight, give us wholly a new being and create for us the
Knowledge that preserveth utterly our force.
12. O delighter in our words, may these our words be all around
thee; may all increase follow the increase of our being and
all love cling to it.
SUKTA 11
1. Indra, cleaver of the ocean, all words increase; most rapturous of the blissful; master of being and lord of stable
strengths.
2. In thy friendship, who art stable and strong, we have no
fear, O Indra lord of the various light, towards thee we
move forward the conqueror unconquered.
3. The ﬁrst delights of Indra, his former expandings are not
destroyed because for his praisers he collecteth fullness of
luminous strength.
4. He that breaketh the gate, the young, the seer, appeared
immeasurable in force, Indra, that holdeth up all action, the
thunderer wide-praised.
5. Thou wert the uncoverer of luminous Vala’s lair, O dweller
on the hill; into thee the gods without fear entered forcefully
protected (or impelled).
6. Voiceful with thy ecstasies, O mighty one, I went towards
the sea; the doers of action approached (or resorted to me)
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in the knowledge of that delighter in my speech.
7. By thy containing mights thou camest down to the mighty
and containing [
]; do thou in his revelation fulﬁlled in
completeness lift up their inspirations.
8. Towards Indra who ruleth in his force our praises yearned,
he who hath a thousand delights, ay, they are even more.
SUKTA 13
1. When thou hast been increased to thy height, bring for us
the gods, O Agni, to me who hold ready the offering, O
priest of the sacriﬁce, O puriﬁer and apply thyself to thy
work.
2. O son of force, honey-sweet do thou make the yajna to the
gods for us today, O seer, that manifestation may be.
3. I call here in this yajna on the beloved, the strong expresser
of things, the honey-tongued maker of the oblation.
4. O Agni, bring, adored, the gods in a car of utter ease; thou
art the thinker, the beneﬁcent, the priest of the oblation.
5. Strew the ﬂame without a break, O ye wise of heart, the
ﬂame with shining back, where the vision of immortality
has been seen.
6. Let the doors swing apart, the goddesses that conceal the
force that grows by Truth, today at least and for the sacriﬁcial act.
7. To night and dawn in this yajna I call, the clear of eye, I sit
beside this our ﬂame.
8. On them, the bright of tongue I call, the priestesses, goddesses, seers; may they conduct this yajna of ours.
9. May Ila, Saraswati and Mahi, the three goddesses born of
the sphere of delight sit unfailingly beside our ﬂame.
10. I call here Twastha supreme whose shape is the world; may
he be to us absolute and pure.
11. Let down, O god master of the forest, the oblation for the
gods; let the giver get his awakening of soul.
12. Swaha (O Shakti), perform the yajna to Indra in the house
of the master of the yajna. Thither I call the gods.
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SUKTA 15

1. O Indra, drink according to the law of truth the Soma wine;
let the nectar-sweetnesses enter into thee, rapturous, that
have there their home.
2. O Maruts, drink according to the truth, purify the yajna
by the process of puriﬁcation for ye are steadfast and very
bold.
3. About the yajna utter for us thy cry, active and exhilarated
drink thou by the truth for thou art the disposer of delight.
4. O Agni, bring hither the gods, make them to sit in the three
wombs, surround all and drink by the truth.
5. O Indra, drink thou the Soma of the soul’s bliss according to
the truths of things, for it is thy friendship that never sinks.
6. Do you, O Mitra and Varuna whose function it is to uphold
Daksha [
], enjoy the yajna by the truth.
7. For the rich in substance the lord of substance laden-handed
in the sacriﬁce propitiateth the god in the yajnas.
8. May the lord of substance give to us the riches of which ’tis
told; for these we desire in the gods.
9. The lord of substance would drink, make the offering and
stand forward, be ye subject to the laws of truth by the
process of [incomplete]
SUKTA 18
1. O Master of the Soul, make Kakshivan son of Usijas a sweet
soul and a good ﬁghter.
2. May he who is bold and impetuous, who slayeth all unfriendly things, the knower of substance of being, the increaser of fullness cleave to us, he who is strong and swift.
3. Let not the aspiration and the eagerness of mortal man in
his struggle perish in us, O master of the soul, protect us (or
let not slaughter and injury etc).
4. That hero smiteth and is not hurt, whom Indra and Brahmanaspati and Soma befriend, a mortal man.
5. Him mortal, O Brahmanaspati, let Soma protect from harm
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and Indra, both auspicious grown.
6. I have laboured towards the wondrous master of the house,
the beloved, the desired of Indra, for steadfastness in weal I
have laboured and for capacity of soul.
7. He without whom the yajna cometh not to fulﬁlment, even
of the man of discerning heart, he hath power over the yoga
of the movements of the understanding.
8. He conﬁrms the offering of the oblation, he carries forward
the work of the sacriﬁce, by the priest of the offering he
moves with the gods.
9. I saw One strong of aspiration, utterly audacious, wide and
expanding besieging as it were the seats of heaven.
SUKTA 24
1. Of whom shall we meditate, of which of the immortals, the
divine and delightful name; who shall give us back for our
higher being in the vastness so that I may see my Father and
see my Mother?
2. Of Agni ﬁrst of the Immortals let us meditate the divine and
delightful name; he shall give us back for our higher being
in the vastness and I shall see my Father and see my Mother.
3. O God creator, around thee, the master of things supreme,
we desire a perpetual enjoyment;
4. for whatever enjoyment before thus near to thee, I was free
from disliking, I held it in both my hands.
5. May we enjoy by thee when thou takest thy joy and under
thy protection, so I may reach the very head of felicity.
6. Neither thy kingliness nor thy force nor thy passion nor thy
wide manifestation could these attain though they exercise
mastery, neither these waters that ﬂow unsleeping nor they
who measure the might of the stormblast.
7. In the bottomless abyss Varuna the King, of puriﬁed discernment, set his lofty pillar of delight and the lowest depths of
these were raised high above. May my perceptions be taken
deep within.
8. For King Varuna made for the Sun a wide path that he might
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follow him; there where there is no path, he made places for
him at every step to set his feet and he forbade those who
send their arrows into the heart.
Thou hast a hundred messengers of healing, O King, yea, a
thousand! Mayst thou have right understanding profound
and wide. Fend off far from us by thy superior Powers all
wasteful harm and loosen from us whatsoever sin has been
done.
Lo these stars that are set on high and become visible at
night, whence do they shine out on us? The moon cometh
at night declaring in his lustre the unbending laws of Varuna.
Therefore I approach adoring thee with my soul, therefore
he that doeth sacriﬁce, getteth him control by his offerings:
disregard me not, O vast-aspiring Varuna, but here awake;
steal not from us our life.
This it was they told me by day and this it was they told me
by night; lo, this my perceiving mind made it leap for my
heart’s acceptance. May King Varuna release us, to whom
Shunahshepa has called in his fear of the wrathful and
violent Being.
Shunahshepa in fear of the Being wrathful and violent and
bound against the Sun (? O son of Aditi) to the three pillars
of the sacriﬁce, him may Varuna the King release, may the
Knower unvanquished loose from him his bonds.
We deprecate thy disregard, O Varuna, by submissions and
sacriﬁces and offerings; dwell thou in us, O strong God, be
the awakener of our souls, and destroy from us the sins that
have been done.
Cleave and cast upward, O Varuna, the higher cord, cleave
downward the middle, cleave to either side the lower; then
shall we sinless in thy law, O son of the supreme Nature,
abide in it for a higher existence.
SUKTA 25

1. Whatsoever thy peoples, whatever their nature, thou, O God
Varuna, measurest out to them accordingly in sky and sky
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the law of their nature.
2. Let not thy delight in us be for the mortal piercing of him
who is heedless nor for wrath against him who is exultant.
3. We with the words of the mantra, O Varuna, limit the mind
in thee for gentleness, as the charioteer checks his horse in
its gallop.
4. For they who house with me are hastening up for the sacriﬁce, free from passions, like birds that ﬂy to their nests.
5. When shall we mould for gentleness — since wide is the vision in him — this strong Varuna in whom warlike strength
is the force of his nature?
6. Therefore do ye two enjoy his equal mood and like harpers
tune yourselves in yoga to the Giver whose law of being is
constancy, —
7. he who knows the path of the birds as they wing through
the air and he knows the ships that go down to the sea;
8. he knows the twelve months with their offspring, because
his nature is constancy to law, he knows him who is born
into the world,
9. knows the action of the vast rushing and mighty wind and
knows those who are seated above.
10. Varuna, because his nature is steadfastness, has taken his
seat in all lordships and is very mighty for Empire.
11. Therefore he sees with understanding all wonderful things;
he looks with knowledge on the things that have been done
and on those that are yet to be accomplished.
12. The son of Aditi, the strong One who has all mightinesses
set us on the good path, he carried our lives across safe to
their goal.
13. Varuna weareth his golden robe and hath taken upon him
a form and many clearnesses have taken their seats around.
14. Him the hurters cannot hurt, nor they who do injury to the
peoples, — they are not able to measure with themselves the
God.
15. He that has established no incomplete success in mental
beings, can well have established it in our deeper selves.
16. Like cows that troop to their pastures, thoughts crowd to
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me desiring the wide-visioned Varuna.
17. Ye two must now declare again where ye have stored for
me the sweet wine, for as the offerer of Sacriﬁce thou, O
Varuna, eatest of all pleasantness.
18. O ye my words, do ye cling to the all-seeing and beautiful
in his beautiful and spacious car.
19. Even today, O Varuna, hear this my call and take me into
thy grace, for to thee for protection I gaze.
20. O thou who art able to contain the universe, thou art ruler
over earth and heaven; therefore in thy mastery lend us thy
ear.
21. Loose upward the upper cord that binds us, cleave to either
side the middle, downward cleave the lower cords that we
may live.
SUKTA 28
1. Where the stone wide-bottomed is upturned for the distilling, there may the mortar, O Indra, preserve of the distillings
of the Pestle.
2. Where, as it seemeth, two buttocks are made a support for
the distilling, there may the mortar, O Indra, preserve of the
distillings of the Pestle.
3. Where a woman learns the fall to the stroke and the fall
away from the stroke, may the mortar, O Indra, preserve of
the distillings of the Pestle.
4. [Not translated.]
5. Whensoever thou, O Pestle, art put to thy work in house
and house, speak here with deepest force like the drum of
conquering hosts.
6. Since for thee, O lord of the woodland (of delight), the wind
blows in its ways before thee, then do thou distil for Indra’s
drinking the Soma juice.
7. She who was ﬁrmest in enduring strength was put to the
action, for there were two that were high and wielded by
one who had great vigour, they ranged like horses that feed
in their pastures.
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8. Today may these two lords of the woodland (of delight),
impetuous and wielded by impetuous distillers, express for
Indra the honeyed juice.
9. Fill in here the Soma that is left from the dish; in thy purity
pour it forth and ﬁll us with light to the very skin.
SUKTA 29
1. Thou who art True, who drinkest the Soma, whatsoever
thou seemest as if thou wert not to express, do thou yet
manifest for us, O Indra, in lustres, in swift enjoyings, in
happinesses, in strengths, O thou who hast in Force thy
fullness!
2. O Shiprin(?), O master of plenties, O dweller in Power, thine
is the giving; do thou yet manifest for us, O Indra, in lustres,
in swift enjoyings, in happinesses, in strengths, O thou who
hast in Force thy fullness.
3. Cast into sleep the two who are false seers, let them slumber
without awaking; do thou yet manifest for us, O Indra, in
lustres, in swift enjoyings, in happinesses, in strengths, O
thou who in Force hast thy fullness.
4. Let these undelights fall into sleep, O hero, let delights be
awakened; do thou yet manifest for us, O Indra, in lustres,
in swift enjoyings, in happinesses, in strengths, O thou who
hast in Force thy fullness.
5. Crush thou the Ass, O Indra, who urges us with this spirit
of evil; do thou yet manifest for us, O Indra, in lustres, in
swift enjoyings, in happinesses, in strengths, O thou who in
Force hast thy fullness.
6. By that whirling one the wind speeds (falls) far from our
place of delight; do thou yet manifest for us, O Indra, in
lustres, in swift enjoyings, in happinesses, in strengths, O
thou who hast in Force thy fullness.
7. Slay all that cries out around against us, smite down every breaker of our enjoying; do thou yet manifest for us,
O Indra, in lustres, in swift enjoyings, in happinesses, in
strengths, O thou who hast in Force thy fullness.
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SUKTA 30

1. We foster for you, as one fattens a ram, Indra the strong
slayer; sprinkle him with nectarous rain till he reaches his
utmost fullness.
2. He who is alike the tranquillity of the pure and the force
of the strong enjoyers, comes upon us as if pouring from
above.
3. For his forceful delight thus in one’s inner being the sea
maintaineth as it were its full expanse.
4. He is here with thee, and thou comest straying back like a
dove to the home of its young; that is the word which is
given us for our mind’s comprehension.
5. Master of ecstasies, strong one who upbearest the Word,
may the hymn of praise to thee, since thou art even such,
become a wide force of truth.
6. Stand on high for the expansion of our being, in ﬁrm plenty
of substance, O Shatakratu; may we express it also in other
gods.
7. O friends, we call for our expansions on Indra who grows
fuller of force in every getting of fresh being and in every
holding of substance gained.
8. Surely he comes to us whenever he hears, with mighty
expansions, with stores of substance to our call.
9. I call to his ancient house the strong one who is ﬁrst in force,
to whom even of old, when master of thee, I call.
10. Therefore we, blessed with all boons, pray to thee (or get
control of thee), O widely called, O friend of men, O full of
substance for thy lovers.
11. O Thunderer, O friend, thou who drinkest the Soma of our
loves when enraptured they have drunk!
12. Even so may this be, drinker of Soma, friend, thunderer, so
do thou as is done in the heat of thee for the sacriﬁce.
13. May our ecstasied swiftnesses that intoxicate with fulﬁlment, be full of substance of force, that we may mount on
the crests of the ecstasy and rejoice.
14. [Not translated.]
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15. [Not translated.]
16. Ever hath Indra by his forces far spreading, high shouting,
breathing passionately, won riches for us. He has given us
a car of great brightness and he preserves, ’tis for secure
enjoyment that he gives.
17. O Aswins, lo she that is full of strong enjoying, by her in
her brilliance do ye come, givers of that which is luminous
and full of golden light.
18. O bounteous givers, your car immortal that is equally yoked,
moveth over the sea, O ye Aswins.
19. Ye have driven, labouring, a wheel of your car over the head
of the intangible, the other goeth through the heavens.
20. O Usha, beloved of [
] who is the mortal that has enjoyed thee, O deathless one? to whom journeyest thou, O
wide-shining Dawn?
21. For we have ﬁlled ourselves with the thought of thee from
our last depths to our highest summits, O high-raptured, O
richly hued, O rosy Dawn.
22. Come to us with these plenties, O daughter of heaven,
contain for us the energy (of the world).
SUKTA 51
1. Take rapture by your chants in the Ram of the word of light,
in the sea of treasure, rapture of Indra of the many callings;
for in him the things of our humanity range freely like the
heavens. That to enjoy, sing the word of light to this greatest
seer.
2. His prosperings take joy in him when he gets his fair access
and ﬁlls the middle world and is surrounded by his strengths.
The Ribhus, skilful minds, ascend into Indra when he pours
the intoxication of his delight. The swift word of Truth
climbs on to the hundred-powered God.
3. To the Angiras seers thou hast uncovered the pen of the
cows and wast to Atri the ﬁnder of the path amid the hundred doors and even in sleep thou broughtest to Vimada the
treasure when thou madest dance thy adamant bolt in the
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battle while he shone with light.
4. And thou hast uncovered the veiling lids of the waters and
held on the mountain the bountiful treasure. O Indra, when
thou slewest the Coverer, the Serpent by thy might, then
thou madest the Sun to climb up into heaven for sight.
5. And thou drovest out by thy powers of creative knowledge
the makers of false knowledge who give their offerings into
sleep. O strong god-mind, thou hast broken the cities of
Pipru and made Rijiswan to advance in thy slayings of the
Destroyers.
6. And thou hast increased Kutsa in thy slayings of Sushna and
put Shambara into the power of the King in whom the Ray
is a guest, and trampled with thy foot Arbuda for all his
hugeness. Yea, thou art born eternally for the slaying of the
Destroyer.
7. In thee all strength combined is housed and thy mind of joy
exults for the drinking of the nectar-wine. The thunderbolt
is now known to us and placed in thy arms; shear down all
the strengths of the foe.
8. Distinguish in thy knowledge the Aryans from the Destroyers, teach us, make subject to the strewer of thy seat of
session those who do not thy works. Be mighty in power
and an impeller of the doer of sacriﬁce. All those deeds of
thine I desire in our drinkings together of the intoxication.
9. Indra ranges subjecting to the follower after his works those
who deviate from them, casting down by those who grow to
him all who turn not to him in their being. Vamra, chanting
of him increased and increasing and arriving to Heaven,
smote asunder the limiting walls.
10. When Ushanas carves into shape thy force by his force,
then thy strength besieges with its might earth and heaven.
O strong god-mind, thou growest ﬁlled, and the mindyoked horses of the Breath of life bear thee to the inspired
knowledge.
11. When Indra takes rapture along with Ushanas son of the
seer, he mounts behind a happy and still happier pair. Mightily he loosed out the waters to their movement in a ﬂood
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and hurled asunder the fortiﬁed cities of Shushna.
12. On thy car thou mountest up in the drinkings of the strong
winegod offered to thee by the son of Sharyata in which
thou hast rapture. O Indra, when thou hast thy desire [of]
the wine we press for thee, then thou ascendest to a glory
without enemies in heaven.
13. To Kakshivan pressing the wine and seeking the word thou
gavest Vrichaya, the little to the great one, and becamest
the mare of the stallion, O strong in power to works. All
those deeds of thine must ﬁnd expression in our wineoffering.
14. Indra is lodged in the puriﬁcation of the man of good
thoughts. He is a chant among the Pajras, a pillar at the
gate of the house, Indra dwells with us as the giver of our
felicity. He is a seeker of the horses and the kine and the
chariots and the treasure.
15. This is the word of adoration that has been made for
the Bull, for the Self-King, for the Strong whose force is
of the truth. O Indra, in this strength may we abide in
thy bliss, all the heroes with us and the happy illumined
seers.
SUKTA 52
1. O greaten well this Ram who discovers the sun-world. His
hundred powers perfect in birth speed together on the way.
Indra may I set travelling to me for my increase by my clear
cuttings of speech like a galloping horse of plenty and a
swiftly arriving chariot.
2. He is like a mountain and unfallen in his upholdings. He
brings a hundredfold thriving and increases in his strengths,
when he has slain Vitra the Coverer where he covers with his
siege the Waters and forces downward the streams rejoicing
in his nectar food.
3. He is the gate in the gated house, in the teat of plenitude, a
blissful foundation increased with the intoxication of their
delight by the thinkers. To Indra of greatest lavish giving by
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my thought I call in my desire for perfect works. Now is he
satisﬁed and full of my nectar food.
[Incomplete]
SUKTA 56

1. Lo, he ﬂings himself on the many bowls of that wine feasting
on it, like a galloper that mounts its mate. One turns hither
his chariot of golden light, of shaping knowledge, to which
his two shining powers are yoked and one makes his vastness
to drink of the all-discerning delight.
2. The expressions of our thought led by guiding impulsions
(or, submitting to him their impulsions) range all over this
god-mind and seek to possess him as men in their wandering
range an ocean. Even as men who would take delight ascend
a hill, so climb by thy luminous energy on to this lord of
discernment, this force of the knowledge.
3. He is the mighty one who breaks through to the goal; in his
virile action his force of light unclouded by the battle dust
blazes out from very speed like a ﬂame on a mountain, his
force by which in those who cast their being into his he in
his rapture of the wine, iron, hard to hold, binds back from
working the evil strength in us with its illusions as if in a
cord.
4. When the divine strength that thou hast been increasing
in thee embraces ﬁrmly the God-mind for its expansion as
the Sun embraces the Dawn, then he who dispels with his
violent light-force the darkness drives vast the dust of battle
as he cries aloud in his warring.
5. Thus he crosses the vital plane that now unmovingly supports the mental heavens and he stands widely exceeding
it; rejoicing in the rapture, in the raining down on us of the
world of Light, O God-Mind, thou slayest the Coverer, thou
forcest out the ﬂood of those waters.
6. Thy vastness in the seats of our earth, O God-Mind, upholds
by its energy the vital world that upholds the heaven of
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mind. Thou in the rapture of the outpressed wine hast set
the heavenly waters ﬂowing, thou hast broken wholly the
Coverer’s stony walls.
SUKTA 61
1. To him, to him, to the strong, to the swift I send my chant
like a pleasant offering to the mighty One, to Indra my
sacred words of richest opulence, to the equal in the stanza
of illumination, to the irresistible Ray.
2. To him, to him I give like a pleasant offering and bring
a song of power that is a clearness cut in the siege and
encumbrance; my thoughts are rubbed bright for Indra their
ﬁrst and original spouse by my heart and sense and thinking
mind.
3. To him I bear in my mouth that highest song of power which
wins the sun-world’s light, that I may increase this greatest
seer by the pure utterances of my clear-cut thoughts.
4. To him I send my song speeding to get me his strength as a
wheel-wright sends a chariot he has made, I send my words,
clear cuttings, to Indra who upholds man’s words, I send
my all-pervading song to the Wise One.
5. To him, to Indra I make my song of light to shine with the
offering ﬂame and make it like a horse for his chariot by my
desire for inspired knowing, and to adore the hero who is a
house of gifts, to adore the render of the sealed cities who
brings out the inspired knowledge.
6. For him Twastri the Maker shaped his thunderbolt that is
of the sun-world and is mighty for works and gave it to him
for battle. He found out by it the vital places even of the
Coverer. Speed was of him and speed was of his weapon.
He was master and illimitable in works.
7. His, his, this great builder’s, was the sacriﬁce of the wine in
which Vishnu drank the draught, the delicious food. Vishnu
in his mighty violence took by force all that was made
ready and shooting his arrows pierced the Boar across the
mountain.
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8. To him, to him, to Indra, the Women, the wives of the gods,
have woven a song of light in the slaying of the Serpent.
He put on for his robe the wide earth and heaven, but they
could not encircle his greatness.
9. His was the greatness that overﬂowed around the earth and
the heaven and the world of air. Indra, self-king in the house
who brings all things to expression, drove, a strong and
splendid ﬁghter, to the battle.
10. His was the strength against which the strength of the Serpent fought, but Indra clove him with his thunder and he
with the mind of knowledge let loose the rivers like imprisoned herds to come to us and give the inspired wisdom.
11. His was the keen blaze with which the rivers played when
he worked with his lightning bolt all about them. He who
makes man a lord and king, giving to the giver, a swift
striker through impediments, made a ford for Turviti, the
swift traveller.
12. Against him, against him the Coverer bring hastily thy thunderbolt, be a master of things and illimitable in work. Cleave
open sideways the channels as if the joints of the shining
Cow and send to range the ﬂoods of the waters.
13. His deeds declare, the ancient deeds of the swift One, a new
man with thy words, his acts when hurling his weapons for
the battle, charging in the ﬁght, he drives out the foemen.
14. In fear of him, the ﬁxed mountains and heaven and earth
shake when he is about to be born. Nodha hymns the cherishing power of the happy god and grows at once in his
being to puissance.
15. To him that gift of these was given and he took joy, the one
master of much riches. Indra carried forward on the way
the White One giver of the Wine when he strove in rivalry
with the Sun, Surya of the team of swift horses.
16. Thus have the Gotamas made for thee, O Indra, a cut clearness, the sacred words that yoke thy bright horses. Place in
them then the thought that gives shape to universal things.
At dawn may he come soon rich with thought.
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SUKTA 62
1. We are thinking a hymn of strength, a hymn of power to the
great One when he puts forth his strength, to the lover of our
words, even as did the Angiras seers. Praising him with clear
cuttings of our speech we would sing a song of illumination
to the master of the words of light, to the strong god whom
on all sides we hear.
2. Bring for the great One a great adoration, the Sama of power
for the god when he puts forth his strength, by which our
ancient fathers the Angirases knew the foothold tracks and
singing the word of light found the herd of the rays.
3. In the sacriﬁce of Indra and the Angirases Sarama discovered
a foundation for the Son, Brihaspati broke the rock of the
mountain and discovered the herd of the rays and the shining
cattle lowed and the Strong Ones cried out with them.
4. He of the sun-world by stanzaed hymn and perfect verse
with the seven nine-rayed sages rent by his cry the mountain;
O Indra, O Puissant, thou with the ten-rayed travellers of
the path torest Vala into pieces by thy cry.
5. Hymned by the Angirases, O potent god, thou laidst open
the darkness by the Dawn and the Sun and the herd of
the rays. O Indra, thou madest wide the tops of earth and
proppedst up the upper shining world of heaven.
6. This is the most worshipful and fairest work of the potent
god that he increased in the crooked declivity the four rivers
of the upper world whose streams are honey wine.
7. Ayasya by the words of light that hymned him uncovered
and saw as two the eternal goddesses who lie in one lair;
then Indra, a doer of mighty works, held earth and heaven
in the highest ether as the Lord of Joy holds his two wives.
8. Two young goddesses of differing forms who are ever reborn, circle eternally to each other by their own motions
about earth and heaven, Night with her dark, Dawn with
her shining limbs.
9. An eternal comradeship held with them the Son of Strength,
the god of great deeds, labouring in perfect works. Even
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in the unripe cows of light thou settest, O Indra, by thy
thought, a ripe, even in the black and the dun a shining milk.
And eternally the immortal rivers who dwell in one house
run not dry, but keep by their strengths his many thousand
workings; sisters, they are to him like wives who are mothers
and serve him with their works and he deviates not from his
labour.
That which is eternal seeking, seeking the riches, O potent
god, our new thoughts run to thee with adoration, with
songs of light. Longing for thee as for a longing husband
our minds of thought touch thee, O mighty One.
And eternally thy felicitous riches lie in thy arm of light and
are not wasted nor destroyed, O potent god. O Indra, thou
hast light, thou hast will, thou art a wise thinker. Master of
powers, teach us of them by thy powers.
And for thy eternity of being, O Indra, Nodha the Gautama
has carved a sacred word for the yoking of thy bright horses
and for thy good leading of us, O mighty One. At dawn may
he quickly come rich with thought.
SUKTA 63

1. Great art thou, O Indra, who by thy mights even whilst
thou wast being born, founded earth and heaven in thy
strength when all hugest things, even to the ﬁxed mountains,
quivered in their fear like rays of light.
2. O Indra, when thou comest to thy two bright horses which
have each its different action, thy adorer sets the thunderbolt
in thy arms. O lord of the undeviating will who hearest
man’s many callings, thou drivest out by it the unfriendly
people and castest down their many cities.
3. Thou, thou, art true, O Indra, in thy being, and violent
assailant of those destroyers, thou art he who dwells in
the wideness, thou art a soul of power, thou art one who
overcomes. Thou wast with young and luminous Kutsa and
smotest Sushna in the strength, in the satisfaction, in the
summit.
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4. Thou, O Indra, thou art the comrade who gavest that impulse, when, O puissant in works, thou didst crush Vritra
the Coverer, when, O hero of the puissant mind, with the
powers that go beyond thou easily overcamest and hewedst
the Destroyers to pieces in the house.
5. Thou, O Indra, when mortals desire not to remain even in
the strong fortress, make that movement free from harms.
Uncover the regions to our warhorse, break like thick clouds
the unfriendly people.
6. Thee, O Indra, thee men call in the battle, in the getting of
the ﬂoods, in the streaming bounty of the sun-world. O lord
of thy law of nature, let this increasing in thy plenties be the
movement we shall get to through the clash of the battle.
7. Thou, thou, O Indra, Thunderer, warring brokest for Purukutsa the seven cities. When easily thou hadst cut out the
seat of his session for Sudas, then didst thou turn, O King,
evil of suffering into good of bliss for the Puru.
8. Thou, thou, O Indra, O pervading godhead, increasedst for
us like the waters that rich and varied moving force by
which, O hero, thou extendest to us thy self and thy energy
and makest it to stream out in every way.
9. A song has been made for thee, O Indra, by the Gautamas,
and the sacred words spoken towards thee with thy two
bright horses; bring us plenty of thy riches in a beautiful
form. At dawn may he quickly come rich with thought.
SUKTA 64
1. O Nodhas, bring a clear-cut song to the puissant host, the
excellent in sacriﬁce, creators and ordainers, the Maruts. I
make to shine out as if ﬂowing waters, a thinker skilfulhanded with my mind, the words that come into being in
me in the births of knowledge.
2. They are born, the swift Bulls of heaven, Rudra’s strong
smiters, the sinless Mighty Ones. Purifying are they and
pure and bright like Suns, dire bodies like rushing warriors.
3. Young, unageing, Rudras, violent ones, slayers, of those take
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not joy, irresistible rays, they drive like moving mountains
and make all the ﬁxed worlds of earth and heaven to move
by their might.
They shine out with rich and varied lustres to make themselves a body. On their breasts they have cast golden ornaments for the delight of beauty. Burning lances are on their
shoulders. Together by the law of their nature are born the
strong ones of heaven.
Vehemently rushing they come, makers of men into lords
and kings, destroyers of all who would injure, make by their
strengths winds and lightnings, press the teats of heaven,
stream violently its torrents and speeding everywhere feed
the earth with milk.
The Maruts, great givers who are born to us in the coming
of knowledge, feed the waters and make them a milk full of
the brightness of clariﬁed butter and lead about the master
of plenty like a galloping horse that he may rain his bounty
and milk the loud unwasting fountain.
Great ones, full of creative knowledge and rich with manifold lustres, moving swiftly, strong in your own strength
like hills, Maruts, you devour like the trunked beasts the
pleasant woods of earth when you have yoked your strength
to the ruddy herd of the lightnings.
Wise of mind they roar aloud like lions, omniscient and
like good moulders who knead all into forms, gladdeners of
the nights with dappled mares and lances, when beset and
stayed, python-passioned in their might.
In the beauty of your hosts you speak to earth and heaven.
You cleave to men, heroes python-passioned in your might.
A force stands in the bodies of your chariots, O Maruts,
that is like lightning and like a might that has vision.
Omniscient are the Strong Ones and dwellers with the
riches, inseparably joined to strengths and overﬂowing in
might, shooters who hold the javelin in their two hands of
light, inﬁnite strengths with daggers of puissance.
Increasing the waters the Maruts with their blazing lances
grind in their ascent the mountains with their golden wheels
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like travellers breasting their path, ﬁghters and marchers
moving in their own motion, who make havoc and disturb
all ﬁrm established things.
We sing with invocation the blazing, purifying, enjoying,
all-seeing children of the Violent One. Cling for the glory
to the strong and puissant Marut host who move with a
straight force crossing the middle world.
Soon that mortal whom ye have cherished, O Maruts, takes
his place in might above all men. He gets with his war-horses
and his strong ones wealth and plenty and dwells in a wise
will that meets the question and increases.
Put in the masters of riches, O ye Maruts, a luminous
strength active in works and hard to wound in the battles
and may we increase for a hundred winters the Son and
offspring of our body who is all-seeing and sung by the
word and the [
]
Now set in us, O ye Maruts, the ﬁrm hundredfold and thousandfold treasure full of hero strengths that puts forth its
might and overcomes in the movement of the path. At dawn
may he quickly come rich in thought.
SUKTA 80

1. Rightly in the intoxicating Soma-wine the Priest of the word
has made thy increase. O most puissant Thunderer, by thy
might thou hast expelled from the earth the Serpent, singing
the word of illumination in the law of thy self-empire.
2. That intoxicating Soma which was pressed, which was
brought by the Falcon, had made thee drunk with rapture,
by which thou smotest the Coverer out from the waters, O
Thunderer, by thy might, singing the word of illumination
in the law of thy self-empire.
3. Advance, approach, be violent; thy thunderbolt cannot be
controlled. O Indra, for thy puissance is a god-might, slay
the Coverer, conquer the waters, singing the word of illumination in the law of thy self-empire.
4. [Not translated.]
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5. Indra offended assails the height of Vritra where he lashes
his body, and smites him with the thunderbolt, urging the
waters to their ﬂow, singing the word of illumination in the
law of his self-empire.
6. On the height he smites him with his hundred-jointed thunderbolt; Indra, intoxicated with the Soma food, desires a
path of travel for his comrades, singing the word of illumination in the law of his self-empire.
7. O Indra, master of the thunder-stone, thunderer, for thee
an energy that cannot be moved, when thou slewest by thy
wisdom that cunning one, the Beast, singing the word of
illumination in the law of thy self-empire.
8. Thy thunderbolts set themselves abroad along the ninety
rivers; great is thy energy; strength is established in thy two
arms, — singing the word of illumination in the law of thy
self-empire.
9. The Thousand sang the word of illumination, the Twenty
afﬁrmed him, the Hundred moved in his wake, to Indra the
Word was lifted up, — singing the word of illumination in
the law of his self-empire.
10. Indra smote out of him his energy, he slew force with force;
great is his virile strength; when he had slain Vritra, he
released the waters, singing the song of illumination in the
law of his self-empire.
11. Lo, these two great goddesses tremble with fear to thy wrath,
when, O Indra, O Thunderer, by thy might, having the
Maruts in thee, thou hast smitten the Coverer, singing the
word of illumination in the law of thy self-empire.
12. Vritra terriﬁed thee not by his shaking, nor by his thundering; the adamant thousand-lustred thunderbolt sped against
him — singing the word of illumination in the law of thy
self-empire.
13. When thou warredst with thy thunderbolt against Vritra
and his bolt, when, O Indra, thou wouldst slay the Python,
thy puissance became a ﬁxed mass in heaven. Singing the
word of illumination in the law of thy self-empire.
14. When, O master of the Stone, all that moves and all that is
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stable trembles with thy shouting, Twashtri even is shaken
with fear before thy passion. Singing the word of illumination in the law of thy self-empire.
15. We cannot hold him by our thought; who is above Indra in
energy? The Gods have set in him god-might and will and
puissances. Singing the word of illumination in the law of
thy self-empire.
16. The thought to which Atharvan and our father Manu and
Dadhichi gave shape, — in him the Words and the Utterances meet together as of old in Indra. Singing the word of
illumination in the law of thy self-empire.
SUKTA 81
1. Indra, the Slayer of the Enemy,3 has increased by his men4
for the intoxication, for the puissance and him we call in the
great courses of battle and him in the little. May he foster
us in the fullnesses of plenty.5
2. O Hero, thou art our Lord of hosts6 and thou art the giver
over to us of the much, and thou art the increaser even of
the little;7 and for the sacriﬁcer who offers the Soma-wine
thou bringest out (givest) thy much substance.
3 Vritrahâ. S. says Vritra may mean either the Coverer or cloud, the Asura Vritra or

simply the human enemy. The ﬁxed epithet Vritraha must surely have always the same
meaning; it refers always to the Serpent, Ahi Vritra. The battles spoken of in the hymn
are those between Indra and Aryan men on one side and Vritra and his hosts who oppose
them.
4 Nribhih. S. as usual renders, the leaders (of the sacriﬁce), that is to say, the priests.
More rarely he simply takes nri in the sense of man. Nri refers sometimes to the gods,
sometimes to men. It meant originally, in all probability, “moving”, “active”, then
“strong”, and so “man” or “hero” = vFr or the Strong Ones, the male Gods. Here I
take it to refer to the Maruts, Indra’s men, his Viras, Fighters or Strong Ones.
5 S. “May he protect us in battles.” The hymn is rather for increase of wealth than
protection. vAj besides does not mean battle; there is not a single passage of the Veda
which compels this sense. S. takes it usually “food”, sometimes “strength”. But numerous passages can be quoted in which it is equivalent to dhana and this meaning gives
good sense everywhere. I render it consistently by “plenty” or “plenitude”.
6 Senyah. S. “equal to an army”.
7 S., curiously, “of thy little worshipper”.
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3. When the courses of battle arise, the wealth is held for the
violent One.8 Yoke thy bright horses that drip the intoxication.9 Whom shalt thou slay? Whom shalt thou enthrone in
riches of thy substance? O Indra, us shalt thou enthrone in
riches of thy substance.
4. The Terrible, who is great by will of action according to his
law of nature,10 has increased his puissance. The swift One
of the mighty jaws who drives his bright horses has taken
in his hands his adamant thunderbolt to win the glory.
5. He has ﬁlled the earthly region11 and made ﬁrm the luminous
worlds12 in heaven; there is none like thee, O Indra; not one
is born equal to thee nor shall be born. Thou hast carried
beyond all that is13 thy course.
6. May Indra, our Warrior who gives over the mortal enjoyment to the giver of sacriﬁce, win for us his gifts. Divide thy
much riches of substance! let me have joy of thy opulence!
7. He who is the Straight in will has given us in each intoxication of the wine the herds of his shining cattle. Collect for
us the many hundreds of thy substance with both thy hands
8 Dhrishnave. S. “for the conqueror”. But dhrishnu, the violent one is a constant
epithet and quality of Indra and his action. The wealth is won by Indra in the battle
with the Vritras and Panis and given by him to the Aryan sacriﬁcer.
9 Mada-chyutâ. S. “overthrowing the pride of the enemy”. Nowhere in the Veda can md
be shown to have the much later sense of pride. The gods’ horses are called ghritasnâh,
dripping the Gt. Why not then dripping the mada, ie the Soma, the vrishâ madah somah
of 80.2?
10 an;vDm^. S. takes -vDA as food, and understands “in the food (Soma) he increased his
strength”; but there are passages in which Soma cannot mean food. -v-DA is self-placing
or holding and therefore the action of the self-nature, -vBAv, Dm. an;vDm^ here is
equivalent in idea to an; -vrA>ym^, in the law of thy self-empire, in the last hymn. Indra
is great by will or action, t;, and in verse 7 he is described as j; t;, straight in will
or action. His nature like that of the other gods is the nature of the Truth, tvD^; the
law of its action is the law of the truth, s(yDm, often ﬁgured in Vedic language by the
idea of straightness.
11 S. “the air-world, Antariksha, belonging to the earth”. For a discussion of the rjA\Es
see Appendix A.
12 rocnA. S. “the shining (stars)”; a sense in which he sometimes takes the word. But
what of the three rocnA Edv,? The rocnA which Indra bD
 EdEv must surely refer to
these rocnA Edv,.
13 S. “He bore exceedingly all the world.” aEt Evm^ surely means “beyond all that
is”. vh^ can be used of riding in a chariot or driving a chariot. Indra ﬁlls heaven and
earth and the rocnA Edv, and even these cannot contain him, he proceeds beyond them.
Cf [
]
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full, and intensify and bring the felicities of thy riches.
8. Make with us the intoxication of the Soma-juice, O hero,
for strength, for opulence; for we know thee to be of a
manifold substance of riches and we cast loose towards
thee our desires; become the fosterer of our being.
9. Thine are these beings born, O Indra, who increase every
desirable thing; for thou hast seen within the possession of
knowledge14 of those who give not to thee, and thou art a
noble warrior; bring to us the possession they guard.
SUKTA 90
1. By a straight leading may Varuna lead us and Mitra with
the knowledge and Aryaman, in harmony with the gods.
2. For they are the masters of substance who become in us
substance of being and they are the illimitable by their vastnesses and they maintain the laws of their activity in the
universality of forces.
3. May they work out for us peace, immortals for us who are
mortals, repelling inimical powers.
4. May Indra and the Maruts discern for us paths for our easy
progress and Pushan and Bhaga, gods desirable.
5. Yea and ye, O Pushan, Vishnu and thou who movest in all
motions, make for us our thoughts such as are led by the
rays of illumination and full of happiness.
6. Sweetness in the winds of life to him who grows in the
Truth, sweet for him the rivers of being; sweet for us be its
growths.
7. A sweetness be our night and our dawnings, full of sweetness
the terrestrial kingdom; a sweetness be to us Heaven, our
father.
v
d, possession, getting, having, from Evd^ to ﬁnd, and knowledge, from Evd^ to know.
The Panis keep the herds of light in their cave, Vritra the waters of the Truth in his
cloud, he is, as the old commentators suggested, the Coverer who hides and withholds
all desirable things from man. What they have and refuse to give is the Vedic wealth,
v
d,, which is also v
d, knowledge. Indra discovers it within man and by battle, as the
noble warrior, ay,, wins and brings it out to him from the cave and the cloud.
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8. Full of sweetness to us be the Lord of Pleasure, full of sweetness Surya, the luminous; sweet become to us the herds of
his rays.
9. O Mitra, be peace in us, peace Varuna, peace in us Aryaman;
peace Indra and Brihaspati, peace Vishnu wide-striding.
SUKTA 91
1. Thou, O Soma, becomest subject to perception by the intelligence; thou leadest us along a path of utter straightness. By
thy leadings our fathers, O lord of delight, were established
in thought and enjoyed ecstasy in the gods.
2. Thou, O Soma, by our willings becomest strong in will, thou
by our discernments perfect in discernment and universal
in knowledge, thou by our strong abundances strong and
abundant in thy might, thou by our illuminations luminous
and of puissant vision.
3. Thine now are the activities of Varuna the King, vast and
profound, O Soma, is thy seat; pure art thou and delightful
like Mitra; thou art powerful like Aryaman, O Soma.
4. The seats that are thine in our heaven and on our earth and
on the hills of being and in its growths and in its waters, in
those, even all of them, do thou, well-minded and free from
wrath, receive to thyself, O Soma, O King, our offerings.
5. Thou, O Soma, art master of Being; King art thou and slayer
of the Coverer; thou a blissful power of Will.
6. And thou, O Soma, hast control to make us live, that we
should not die, — the lord of pleasure who has delight in
the song of his afﬁrmation.
7. Thou, O Soma, both for him who is already great in the
Truth and for him who is young in the Truth, establishest
Bhaga in joyaunce that has power for life.
8. Keep us, O Soma, O King, from all that seeks to become
evil in us; let not him come to hurt who is a friend of such
a one as thou.
9. O Soma, with those thy increasings that are creative of the
Bliss for the giver, become the preserver of our being.
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10. Come to us taking pleasure in this sacriﬁce, in this Word; be
in us, O Soma, for our increase.
11. We, O Soma, know how to ﬁnd expression and we increase
thee by our Words; then with a gentle kindness enter into us.
12. Become in us, O Soma, a distender of luminous movements,
a slayer of unfriendly powers, a ﬁnder of substance, an
increaser of growth, a perfect friend.
13. O Soma, take thy delight in our hearts as the Herds in their
pastures, as the Man in his own dwelling.
14. He, O Soma, who, a mortal, has delight in thy friendship, a
god’s, to him cleaveth the discerning Seer of things.
15. Keep us far from the attack that divides, O Soma, protect
us from the evil; ﬂourish in us, a friend taking the ease of
his perfect pleasure.
16. Yea, nourish thyself in us, let strong abundance come together to thee from all things and do thou become in the
meeting-place of that plenty.
17. Grow full in us with all thy rays, O Soma of the complete
ecstasy; be in us full of perfect inspirations that we may
grow.
18. Together may they come, thy nourishments, and thy plenties
and the abundances of thy strength while thou overcomest
the attack that would obstruct; so growing in fullness towards Immortality, O Soma, hold for us the highest inspirations in the heaven of the mind.
19. Those thy seats that they effect by sacriﬁce by the offering,
may they all be encompassed by the action of the sacriﬁce;15
distending the movement, pushing ever onward, perfect in
energy, slaying all weakness travel forward to the gates of
the mansions, O Soma.
20. Soma giveth the fostering Cow, Soma giveth the swift Steed,
Soma giveth the active Hero within who holdeth the seat,
who winneth the knowledge, who is ﬁt for the Wisdom,
15 Apparently a corrupt text, requiring the reading yajnah for yajnam; as it stands, it can

only mean, “may the sacriﬁcer encompass with his beings all of them as the sacriﬁce”
or “and the sacriﬁce”, — neither of which renderings makes any tolerable sense.
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who hath the inspiration of the Father, — these he giveth to
the man who divideth for him the offering.
21. Unconquered thou in our battles and art satisﬁed in the
throngs of war, winner of Heaven, winner of the Waters
and our defender in the Crookedness (or of our strength);
born in our fullnesses, ﬁrmly dwelling in us thou art rich
in inspirations and victorious, — by thy raptures, O Soma,
may we be intoxicated.
22. Thou hast created all these growths of earth, O Soma, thou
the Waters, thou the Rays; thou hast extended wide the midworld, — thou by the Light hast smitten apart the covering
darkness.
23. With the divine mind in us, thou who art divine, O Soma, O
forceful ﬁghter, war towards our enjoyment of the felicity.
Let none extend thee in grossness,16 thou hast power over
all energy; do thou have the perceiving vision for gods and
men in their seeking of the Light.
SUKTA 92
1. Lo these are those Dawns that create for us the perception;
in the highest realm of the luminous kingdom they brighten
the Light perfecting it like violent men who furbish their
arms; the ruddy mothers come, the radiant herds.
2. Upward have soared the red-active lustres covering heaven;
yoked are the ruddy Rays that set themselves perfectly to the
work. The Dawns have made the manifestations of things
even as before and their ruddinesses have entered into the
reddening Light.
3. For as forces that work the bright Energies give their illumination by entering into all things with an equal self-yoking
from the supreme realm and thence they bring energy to the
right doer, the right giver (who perfectly effects his aims);
16 Sayana renders “Let none torture thee”; but it refers to the extension in the gross and

obscure material of being natural to the covering darkness, as opposed to the luminous
subtlety of the divine mind which moves towards the higher Light.
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yea, all things here they bring to the sacriﬁcer who expresses
the Soma bliss.
Like a dancing-girl she lays bare her clear forms of beauty,
like a Paramour she opens her breast casting aside its defences creating Light for the whole world. The radiant herds
have left their pen; Dawn has uncovered herself of her robe
of darkness.
Reddening, the illumination of her has appeared in front; it
spreads and assails the Black Dense. They adorn her body
as if sunshine in the things of the knowledge; the Daughter
of Heaven has entered into the varied Lustre.
We have crossed over to the other side of this darkness and
Dawn widening makes her revelations of Light; she smiles
and shines wide as joy towards beauty; she manifests in a
front of fairness that the mind may be glad and perfect.
Luminous guide to true thinkings, the Daughter of Heaven
has been afﬁrmed in praise by the Gotamas (the men of
light). Thou supportest in us plentifulnesses rich in creations and energies, perceptively received in the nervous
movements, led by the rays of illumination.
O Dawn, may I enjoy a victorious and energetic felicity, delivered from the Enemy, perceptively received in the nervous
powers, thou who shinest wide by an inspiration perfect in
activity giving birth to richnesses, — O blissful one, to a
plenty vast.
Divine she beholds all the worlds, wide shines her vision and
she gazes straight at things; she awakens every living soul
for action and ﬁnds the Word for all that aspires to mind.
Again and again is she born, she, the Ancient Goddess, and
she gloriﬁes one equal form. She as the slayer and cleaver
of the Animal diminishes its strength and in her deity wears
away the being of the Mortal.
She has awakened opening wide the very ends of Heaven and
continually she pushes away her sister Night diminishing
our mortal periods. Paramour of the Sun, she has her light
from her lover’s eye of vision.
Varied in light and richly enjoying, it is as if she widens
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her animal Powers and wide she distends like a sea that
breaks its way and she limits not our divine activities when
she is seen in our perceptions by the rays of the Sun of
illumination.
O Dawn with thy energy of plenty, bring to us that varied richness whereby we can found our creation and our
extending.
Here and today, O Dawn of the radiant herds, Dawn of the
forceful steeds, Dawn of the wide illumination, shine out
upon us with ecstasy, O Lady of the Truths.
O Dawn, energy of the plenty, yoke today thy steeds of red
activity, then bring to us all enjoyable things.
Ye, O bounteous Aswins, drivers of the Steed, with one mind
direct your downward car along the path of the luminous
rays, the path of the golden Light.
Ye who have made for the creature the Light of heaven thus
a splendour, carry force to us, ye, O Aswins.
Twin bounteous gods with your luminous movements who
create the bliss, you may those steeds that are awakened by
the Dawn bring to the drinking of the wine of Bliss.
SUKTA 100

1. He who sits the Strong housed with his strengths and is the
all-ruler of the Great Heaven and the earth, the assailant of
our assailants to whom we call in the mellays,
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
2. The Slayer of the Coverer whose march is intangible like
the course of the Sun, in his greatest strength with his own
rushing comrades,
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
3. He whose paths go as if milking the streams of heaven and
because of his puissance they are not circumscribed, the
overcomer, the breaker of the hostile powers by his virile
mights,
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May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
He shall become most Angiras with the Angirases, strong
with the strong, a comrade with the comrades, a singer of
the word of light with the singers of the word, the Eldest
with those who make the journey.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
Far-moving he goes with the Violent Ones as if with his children and overcomes the unfriendly host in the battle which
is a forceful ﬁghting of gods. He makes his way through the
things of the Word with the Powers that dwell with him in
his lair.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
He who forms the mind of passion and is the maker of the
rapture, the Master of being to whom these many creatures
call, shall on this very day by our Strong Ones conquer the
Sun.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
His increasings make him glad in the conquering of the
Hero; the inhabitants of the worlds have made him the
deliverer of their having. He is One and alone and yet the
lord of all work that is done.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
Strong men have gotten them a strong god for their increase
and riches in the holidays of his might. He shall ﬁnd the
Light for us even in our blind darkness.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
His left hand represses those who grow too large, his right
hand gathers together the things done. He shall conquer by
the doer heaven’s riches.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
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10. This is he that shall conquer with his hosts and his chariots; today he is known by all the nations. His strength
overpowers the denials of the Word.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
11. These many creatures have called to him and in his rain of
bounty he courses with his Rushing Ones to the conquest
of the Waters and Son and the creation from our body.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
12. He is armed with the thunderbolt and a slayer of the Destroyers, he is strong and terrible and far-moving, he is the
master of a thousand wisdoms and a hundred leadings. He
is in his power as if the nectar-cup of the ﬁve peoples of men.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
13. His thunder harmoniously cries aloud conquering the World
of the Sun and is as if the rending luminous shout of Heaven.
Conquests cleave to him and all kinds of riches.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
14. His unbroken word measures with its thought earth and
heaven and world to enjoy them in its embrace from each
side and all around. He shall carry us beyond them in the
rapture of his intoxication by the mights of his will.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
15. Gods in their godheads cannot reach any end of his puissance, nor mortals come to it, nor these waters attain to it.
He exceeds by his all-cleaving strength earth and heaven.
May that Indra with his retinue of Maruts be with us for
our increase.
16. His rapturous mare who is red and bay of hue and of a
happy lustre and a blaze is upon her forehead and heaven is
her dwelling-place has awakened to knowledge among the
human peoples for the felicity of Rijraswa and she comes
bearing in his yoke the chariot with the Mighty One.
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17. The sons of Vrishagira, Rijraswa with those who stand behind him and Ambarisha and Sahadeva and Bhayamana and
Suradhas, O Indra, speak the utterance that is an opulent
joy of thee, of thee the Mighty One.
18. The Lord of the thunderbolt to whom the many call shall
slay, shall crush down on our earth the embattled Renders
and Destroyers and with his white-shining comrades conquer the Field and conquer the Sun and conquer the Waters.
19. Let Indra be ever our spokesman so that unturned to
crookedness we may conquer heaven’s plenty. This let Mitra
and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify in me and the
great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 101
1. Sing a word full of the nectar draught to that rapturous
drinker, for by this wine of straight-going impulse he has
smitten and driven out the mothers of the Dark Nation.
Desiring increase we call to the Strong One in whose right
hand is the thunderbolt.
Call we Indra with his retinue of Maruts to be our comrade and friend.
2. He has slain in his exultant wrath the shoulderless Demon,
he has smitten Shambara and Pipru who kept not the law. He
has torn down Sushna and that evil Power had no strength
against him.
Call we Indra with his retinue of Maruts to be our comrade and friend.
3. Heaven and earth are his vast force; Varuna and the Sun act
in the way of his working; the Rivers cleave to the law of
Indra.
Call we Indra with his retinue of Maruts to be our comrade and friend.
4. He is the kine-master of the cows and the master of the
horses. Opposed he stands ﬁrm in work and work. He is
the smiter of even the stubbornly strong who gives not the
offering of the nectar-wine.
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Call we Indra with his retinue of Maruts to be our comrade and friend.
This is he who is the lord of all that moves and breathes.
First of the gods, he found the radiances for the singer of
the Word; he has thrust down the Destroyers and put them
below him.
Call we Indra with his retinue of Maruts to be our comrade and friend.
The heroes call to him and the cowards; the runners cry to
him and the victors. To Indra all these worlds of beings turn
and they grapple in him and are joined.
Call we Indra with his retinue of Maruts to be our comrade and friend.
This is the Wise in sight who moves by the direction of the
Violent Ones, and by the Violent Ones the beloved Woman
forms a wide ﬁeld for her swiftness. The thinking mind has
hearkened to Indra and it sings to him the word of light.
Call we Indra with his retinue of Maruts to be our comrade and friend.
Whether thou art drinking of rapture in that highest session
or in this lowest strength, thence come, O Leader of LifeGods, towards our sacriﬁce; for we have made ready the
wine of the offering in desire of thee whose joyful riches are
the Truth.
O strong Thinker, in desire of thee we have pressed the
nectar-juice, in desire of thee we have made ready the wine
of the offering that chariots the Word. Driver of the steeds
of the Breath, come then with thy hosts. Drink rapture in
this sacriﬁce, on this sacred seat.
Joy and be drunken, O Indra, thou with the bright horses
which are thine. Open wide thy jaws, let loose the double
stream. O god with fair strong chin, bid thy bright horses
bring thee, desire our offerings, lean to us in thy heart.
May we be the guardians of the strength that is hymned by
the Life-Gods and by Indra get us heaven’s plenty. This let
Mitra and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify to me
and the great River and Earth and Heaven.
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SUKTA 102
1. Behold I bring thee a thought great and of the Great One,
because it is thy thinking mind that has wrought in the song
of the human seer. This is that Indra in the wake of whose
force the gods take rapture when he puts forth his might in
the exaltation and the birth.
2. The seven rivers carry his word; the wide heaven and earth
are his body for our seeing. The sun and moon go cutting
their paths, O Indra, that in us there may be vision and faith.
3. Forward with that chariot of thine, King of Riches, that we
may rejoice in its victor wake in the shock, in the battle.
Hymned art thou with many voices by the mind. O Indra,
King of Riches, give to men who desire thee thy bliss and
peace.
4. Thou for our ally, may we conquer by thee him who besets
us; raise up our portion in mellay and mellay, make the path
of our right journey to felicity easy to travel. O Indra, King
of Riches, shatter the strengths of our foemen.
5. These human beings would grow luminous in knowledge
by thy cherishing aid, O Holder of the Wealth, and all are
calling to thee in their several ways; mount upon our chariot
for the victory and getting. For thy mind, O Indra, is the
intent mind that conquers.
6. His arms are conquerors of the rays of the light, he is measureless in the power of his will and complete in every act
and a hundredfold increaser and a maker of battle. Indra has
not his like; by his force he is the measure of all things, and
to all sides men are calling to him who desire their getting.
7. Thy word in the peoples exceeds in its wealth the hundredfold and the much more and the thousandfold. When the
thought mind is great, it kindles thee into measureless light
and thou slayest the Coverers, O render of their cities.
8. A measure of might of a triple nature thou pervadest, O master of men, the three earths and the three luminous worlds
of heaven and thou drivest on beyond all this universe, and
from thy birth thou hadst no slayer and so art for ever.
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9. First of the gods we call to thee and thou hast been an
overcomer in the ﬁghting of the armies. Then may Indra
make his upward breaking car of action and passion the
power in our front in our creation.
10. Because thou hast conquered much wealth and hast not
kept it back from us, King of Riches, in the little combats,
in battle, and in the great ﬁghtings, we make thee intense in
thy energy that thou mayst give us increase. O Indra, when
the calls arise in the battle, urge us upon our road.
11. Let Indra be ever our spokesman so that unturned to
crookedness we may get for ourselves heaven’s plenty. This
let Mitra and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify in
me and the great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 103
1. That supreme Indra-force of thee the seers held of old by
their movings to the beyond. One strength of him is upon
the earth, his other in heaven; the vision of the thought is
brimmed and as if common to them.
2. He upheld the earth and made it wide and smote with the
thunderbolt and let loose the waters. He slew the Serpent
and broke the Titan son of Rohina; the King of Riches
severed with his powers the shoulderless Demon.
3. This upholder of birth because he has faith in his puissance
ranges breaking open the Titan cities. O Thunderer, hurl by
thy knowledge thy weapon at the Destroyer; increase the
Aryan force, the Aryan light.
4. O then for the speaker the King of Riches bearing the human
ages, bearing the glorious Name, advancing thunder-armed
to the slaying of the Destroyer, when the Son bears the name
for the inspired word!
5. See how this multitude of his having has increased! Put faith
in the hero might of Indra! He has discovered the Kine and
discovered the Horses and the Waters and the growths of
earth and the trees of her forests.
6. Let us press and give the nectar-wine to the Bull and the
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Strong One and the Doer of the multitude of works, the
Lord whose strength is Truth, who like a hero adversary
on the path rends away the knowledge of those that do not
sacriﬁce and goes abroad giving of it largesse.
7. This is the same heroic might which thou madest thy force
when thou wakenedst with thy thunderbolt the Serpent from
his sleep. The wives of the Gods rejoiced in thy wake and the
galloping horses were glad and all the gods drank rapture
behind thee;
8. Then thou smotest Sushna and Pipru and Kuyava and Vritra
and the cities were shattered of Shambara. This let Mitra
and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify in me and the
great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 104
1. A house has been made, O Indra, for thy session; come to
thy place like a neighing war-horse. Loosing thy galloping
steeds rest the horses who bear thee night and day in thy
going abroad.
2. These are the human beings that have hymned the name of
Indra for their increase. Now and straightway let him put
them on the paths. The gods are breaking down the passion
of the Destroyer and they have brought us armour of light
for our happy journey to felicity.
3. He who has the vision of the knowledge of himself is sweeping down, is sweeping down from the tops the foam on the
water. The two women beloved of Kuyava bathe in the
sweet curd of the waves; let them lie slain in the rapids of
the Shipha.
4. The navel has been set of the higher being and the Hero
moves on and shines there with his ancient powers. Anjasi
and Kulishi and Virapatni are hastening with all their waters
and bring him the milk of their streams.
5. Now that the guide is seen, now that she goes in knowledge
towards the house that was as if the home of the Destroyer,
deliver us from the sin that was done, O King of Riches,
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and betray us not into his hands as one ignorant gives his
wealth into the hands of the wasters.
But give us, O Indra, our portion in the Sun and the Waters
and in sinlessness and in the self-expression of living man
and maim not our inner joy; for we had faith in thee and
hoped for a greatness of thy proper force.
Now my thought is ﬁxed on Indra and I have set my faith in
him. Be the Strong One to me and urge me to the winning of
a great riches. Indra to whom the many call, give us not our
food and Soma-drink, though we hunger, with thy house
still unmade.
O Indra, King of Riches, slay us not, betray us not to other
hands. Rob us not of our dear enjoyings; shatter not the
bowls, break not the vessels of the wine that were born with
our birth.
They have said that thou comest down to man because thou
desirest his nectar-wine, and here it is pressed ready. Drink
of it till thou art drunk with its rapture, lie in thy vast
discovered widths and rain its sweetness into thy belly. Like
a father hear us when we call to thee.
SUKTA 105

1. The moon is lying within in the waters, the bright-winged
bird runs in the sky of heaven. O ye gods, your golden-fellied
lightnings ﬁnd not your plane of light.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
2. Yet surely they who seek are joined to the object of their
seeking. The wife is joined to her husband. Two have set
streaming the milk of the Bull and receive it and milk out
the nectarous essence.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
3. O ye Gods, let not the world of the Sun be cast down from its
place encompassing Heaven, let not us who were the makers
of the bliss of the nectarous Godhead abide in emptiness.
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Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
I ask of the lowest sacriﬁce and the messenger tells it to me,
but where is gone the ancient highest Truth or who is he,
the new seer, who carries it within him?
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
O all you gods that are yonder in the three worlds, in the
luminous head of heaven, where is your Truth and where is
the falsehood and where your ancient original offering?
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
Where then is your upholding base of the Truth? Where
now is the seeing eye of Varuna? Whether false and feeble of thought, can we pass beyond by the mighty path of
Aryaman?
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
Lo, I am very he who of old in the giving of the nectar
was able to speak certain few things, and yet me, me my
pains are devouring as a wolf devours a thirsting deer at the
drinking-place!
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
My ribs plague me all around like rival wives and, as a
mouse gnaws sinews, my pains are tearing and eating me,
yet am I he who hymned thy name, O lord of a hundred
powers!
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
Yonder are those seven rays, and in them the navel of my
being is hung. Trita Aptya knows the truth they hold and is
singing the word of wisdom that they may meet and be at
one.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
Five Bulls are standing yonder in the midmost of the Great
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Heaven, this now is what the word must reveal in the godheads, — and they have turned back together, companions.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
The bright-winged birds that sit on the middle ascent of
Heaven, stay the Wolf of the path as he crosses the mighty
ﬂowing waters.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
O ye gods, a new word has been set here to be spoken,
that shall make full revelation. The Rivers ﬂow towards the
Truth; the light is Truth that the Sun has woven.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
O Flame, the word is thine, the new word that has yet to
be spoken and it must be won to in the gods. Sit then with
us and sacriﬁce to the gods with better knowledge as if a
thinking man.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
The Fire has taken his seat like a thinking man, priest of the
sacriﬁce, and has greater knowledge and speeds to them our
offerings. He is a god among the gods and a wise thinker.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
Varuna creates the word and we desire him because he is
the knower of the way. He spins wide the thought by the
heart. May new Truth be born.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
Yonder child of the Inﬁnite in heaven has been made the
path; the Sun is that which my word must reveal; O gods,
he cannot be overpassed! O mortals, ye see him not!
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
Trita cast down into the well calls to the gods for his increasing; and Brihaspati, the Lord of speech, heard his cry.
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Out of the narrow prison he is making a wide freedom.
Take ye knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth and
Heaven.
18. Once and once only the red Wolf saw me as I went upon the
path, and when he had regarded me he reared himself up
like a workman whose back is afﬂicted with long bending
to his carpentry.
Take ye the knowledge of this word that I speak, O Earth
and Heaven.
19. But now by this hymn of power may we possess Indra and all
the heroes be in our strength and we prevail and overcome.
This let Mitra and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify
in me and the great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 106
1. Indra and Mitra and Varuna and Agni and Aditi and the
Marut host we call to increase us. O bountiful Vasus, carry
us beyond out of all the evil like a chariot out of a difﬁcult
place.
2. O sons of the inﬁnite Mother, come to us for an universality
of creation. Gods, be makers of our bliss in our battlebreakings through the ranks of the Coverers. O bountiful
Vasus, carry us beyond out of all the evil like a chariot out
of a difﬁcult place.
3. Let our Fathers who spoke the revealing word cherish us
and the truth-increasing goddesses twain; of them the gods
are the sons. O bountiful Vasus, carry us beyond out of all
evil like a chariot out of a difﬁcult place.
4. I make richer here with my plenty the master of plenty who
gives his self-expression to man. Our desire goes to Pushan
the Increaser with his happinesses in whom the heroes have
their dwelling place. O bountiful Vasus, carry us beyond out
of all the evil like a chariot out of a difﬁcult place.
5. O Brihaspati, ever make easy the road of our journeying
who yearn for that peace and bliss of thy strength which is
set in thinking man. Carry us beyond out of all the evil like
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a chariot from a difﬁcult place.
6. Kutsa the seer pent in the well called for increase to Indra
the Vitra-killer, he has cried to the Lord of the Lady of
Puissance. O ye bountiful Vasus, carry us beyond out of all
the evil like a chariot out of a difﬁcult place.
7. May the goddess Inﬁnite with the gods protect and the god
who saves deliver us nor be careless of us in our need. This
let Mitra and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify in me
and the great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 107
1. Our sacriﬁce travels to the bliss of the gods; O ye children
of the inﬁnite Mother, be gracious and take birth. May your
perfect and kindly thought come down to us on its paths
which out of the narrow press of pain and evil can ﬁnd a
larger bliss and good.
2. Let the gods, hymned by the Sama verses of the Angirases,
come to us with cherishing and Indra with his Indra-powers
and the Maruts with the Maruts and the inﬁnite Mother
with her Sun children extend bliss and peace.
3. That gladness may Indra, that Varuna, that Aryaman, that
Savitri lodge in us. This let Mitra and Varuna and the
Mother Inﬁnite magnify in me and the great River and Earth
and Heaven.
SUKTA 108
1. O Indra and Agni, come in your chariot of many wonderful
lights which looks upon all the worlds. Standing in one car
when you have come drink of the wine we have made for
you.
2. As wide as is this whole world and deep with its vast manifested good and bliss, so wide be to your drinking this wine
of nectar we give you and sufﬁcient to your mind, O Agni
and Indra.
3. For you have made a twin inseparable blissful name and
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you are slayers of the Coverer close and inseparable. Close
united sit, O Indra and Agni, O strong Gods, be strongcopious pourers of the might of this nectar-wine.
When the ﬁres are kindled high, then you two move busily
about the sacriﬁce and you stretch out the ladle and you
strew the sacred seat. Come down to us, O Indra and Agni,
by the pourings of the keen ecstatic wine, that you may give
us the glad and perfect mind.
Come, O Indra and Agni, with all the heroisms you have
done and all the forms you have shaped and all your
strengths and all your happy ancient comradeships, and
having come drink of this nectar-wine we have made for
you.
Come to my true faith by which I said at ﬁrst when I chose
you that this nectar-wine of me must be given among the
Mighty Lords. Drink of the wine we have made for you.
Whether, O Agni, O Indra, you are drinking of rapture in
your own house or in priest of the word or king, O masters
of sacriﬁce, thence come, ye Strong Ones, and having come
drink of the wine we have made for you.
Whether, O Indra, O Agni, you are among the Yadus or the
Turvashas or the Druhyus or the Anus or the Purus, thence
come, O ye Strong Ones. Drink of the wine we have made
for you.
Whether, O Agni, O Indra, you are in the lowest and in the
middle and in the highest earth, thence come, O ye Strong
Ones. Drink of the wine we have made for you.
Whether, O Indra, O Agni, you are in the highest and in the
middle and in the lowest earth, thence come, O ye Strong
Ones, and drink of the wine we have made for you.
Whether, O Agni, O Indra, you are in heaven or on earth or
in the plants or the waters, thence come, O ye Strong Ones,
and having come drink of the wine we have made for you.
Whether, O Indra, O Agni, you are drinking of rapture by
your nature in the rising of the sun or in the midmost of
heaven, thence come, O ye Strong Ones, and drink of the
wine we have made.
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13. Thus drinking of the wine we have pressed for you, O Indra
and Agni, conquer for us all and every kind of riches. This
let Mitra and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify in me
and the Great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 109
1. I hungered after riches of a greater substance and I turned
and saw you, O Indra and Agni. I have looked on you as on
my own people, even as brothers born with me. This is your
mind of wisdom, and none other that is in me, and I have
carved to shape a thought which gives me the plenitude of
your riches.
2. I have heard of you as more lavish in your giving than a
daughter’s husband or a wife’s brother and I am bringing
into birth in the delivering of the nectar wine a new hymn
to you, O Indra and Agni.
3. We are making towards our desire and pray that our suns of
light may not be broken, we are striving after the energies
of our Fathers. By joy of Indra and Agni, the Strong Ones
drink of the rapture, you are two pressing-stones in the lap
of the thinking mind.
4. The goddess Mind longs for the ecstasy, O Agni, O Indra,
and she is pressing out with you for her pressing-stones
wine of nectar. O twin Aswins, come running to us with
your beautiful happy hands and mix the honey in the waters.
5. O Indra and Agni, I have heard of you that you are mighty to
slay the Coverer and apportion a rich substance. O you who
see, sit on this seat in the sacriﬁce and drink the intoxication
of the wine that we have made.
6. Amid the shoutings of the armies for men that see you advance and overﬂow in your strength earth and heaven; O
Indra, O Agni, your greatness overpasses the rivers and overtops the mountains and your being is outstretched beyond
all these worlds of creatures.
7. Bring for us, win for us your riches, O you whose arms carry
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the thunder, increase us, O Indra and Agni, by your mights.
Behold our reins are the same rays of the Sun by which our
Fathers came to the end of their common journey.
8. Renders of the cities, gods with the thunders in your hands,
Indra and Agni, get for us, increase us in fruitful battles.
This let Mitra and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite magnify
in me and the Great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 110
1. Woven was my web of work. Again that web is being woven;
a sweetest honied thought is ﬁnding words for its expression
in speech. Behold, this is the nectar ocean in which are all
the gods; it is here, it has been made Swaha of the divinities.
Take your delight in it, O ye Ribhus.
2. I give you the enjoyment of that for whose desire you come
to me; O you near to me and high beyond, whatever powers,
but my friends! O children of Sudhanwan, by the largeness
of your movement of action you came to the house of Savitri
when he was giving out the wine of his creation.
3. Savitri the Creator poured out for you immortality and then
you moved to make it heard here of knowledge and a thing
not to be kept secret, and you made of the one wine-cup of
the Almighty, the cup of the wine-drinking, a fourfold bowl.
4. By entering in, by fulﬁlling of action, by the traversing of
obstacles, by the speaking of the word, they who were mortal, have laid hands of enjoyment on immortality; Ribhus,
children of Sudhanwan, saw with the sun for eye and were
joined wholly to his thoughts in the year of Time.
5. The Ribhus have measured out like a ﬁeld and have shaped
as if with a sharp-cutting instrument the one cup that is
carried on the paths. Hymned of men, they made for the
highest high desiring to hear the voice of knowledge among
the Immortals.
6. Come, let us pour out the thinking mind by knowledge to
the strong ones of the Air as if clariﬁed butter with a ladle.
The Ribhus who have ﬁxed their abodes, crossing beyond
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Father Heaven, climbed to the plenty of the luminous middle
world.
7. Indra in his puissance is even to us a newer Ribhu and
Ribhu joined with Vajas, lords of the plenty, and the Vasus,
masters of riches, and giver of substance. O ye gods, by
your fostering power may we assail in your cherished Day
the armies of the powers who give not the nectar wine.
8. The Ribhus pressed into shape the Cow of Light out of her
skin and joined the Mother with the child. O children of
Sudhanwan, in your desire of perfect works you made our
aged Father and Mother young again.
9. Increase us by the Vajas, lords of the plenty, in the winning
of plenty; O Indra with the Ribhus, tear for us from its
hiding place our rich felicity. This let Mitra and Varuna and
the Mother Inﬁnite magnify in me and the Great River and
Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 111
1 The Ribhus who do all their works by knowledge have
carved by knowledge the fair-moving chariot of Indra,
shaped his two bright horses of strong rich substance. And
they have made for the Father and the Mother their youthful
age and for the child of the Ray his mother to be always at
his side.
2. Carve for our sacriﬁce a birth in which shall be the works
of the Ribhus, carve light in the thought and power in the
will, shape an impelling force which shall beget a perfect
issue that we may dwell accompanied by the nation of all
the heroes. Make them the host of our battle and set in them
that great Indra-force.
3. Carve getting for us, O Ribhus, getting for our chariot and
getting for our war-horse. Mass together into form conquest
and winning always whose strength companioned or alone
shall avail against opposing armies.
4. I call for my increasing to the drinking of the nectar wine
Indra who dwells in Ribhu and the Ribhus and the Vajas
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and the Maruts and Mitra and Varuna, now, the double godhead, and the Aswins, and let them speed, let them charge
for the getting, for the thought, for the victory.
5. Let Ribhu whet our getting into a sharp weapon for fruitful
battle and Vaja victor in the press and the ﬁghting help us
to thrive. This let Mitra and Varuna and the Mother Inﬁnite
magnify in me and the Great River and Earth and Heaven.
SUKTA 123
1. The wide chariot of the Reason has been yoked, this all
the immortal gods have ascended. From the blackness she
has arisen who is noble and vast seeking knowledge for the
mind’s foundation.
2. First before all the universe Dawn awoke conquering substance, vast, safely-preserving; high she shone abroad in her
youth reborn; Usha came ﬁrst in the earliest calling.
3. Because today thou dividest their share to the Strong Ones,
Usha goddess beautiful shining upon the world of mortals,
therefore here the god Savitri wide-governing utters us free
from sin for the kingdom of the Sun.
4. To house and house the bright one comes towards us, in sky
and sky establishing in their place the names of things; bent
on enjoyment ever shining she comes and enjoys always the
ﬁrst fruit of every possession.
5. The sister of Bhaga, the twin of Varuna, Usha, goddess of
Truth, thou ﬁrst of the gods cleave to us; afterwards is he
to be crushed who is the establisher of sin; him may we
conquer by Reason with the speed of her chariot.
6. May the true lights arise in us, may those that hold this
mansion; the forces of the night ﬂaming pure join them;
our desirable possessions hidden away by the darkness the
wide-shining Dawns reveal.
[Incomplete]
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SUKTA 179

1. Many Autumns have I been toiling night and day, dawns
aging me. Age is diminishing the glory of our bodies. Now
let the males come to their spouses.
2. Even the men of old, who were wise of the Truth and they
spoke with the gods the things of the Truth — even they cast
(all) downward, yea, they reached not an end. Now let the
males come17 to their spouses.
3. Not in vain is the labour which the gods protect. Let us have
the taste18 of even all the contesting forces, let us conquer
indeed even here, let us run19 this battle-race of a hundred
leadings, a complete couple.
4. Let not20 desire come on me of the stream that stays me —
desire born from here or from somewhere in those other
worlds. Lopamudra goes in to her spouse; she drains deep
her panting Lord, she ignorant, him the wise.
5. Now to this Soma I speak. Drunk near into our hearts, all
the impurity we have done, that let its grace wholly forgive:
for mortal man is a creature of many desires.
6. Agastya digging with spades, desiring offspring, the child
and strength, he, the forceful Rishi, nourished both the
Races (of either colour)21 and reached in the gods the true
blessings.

17
18
19
20
21

s\ = completely.
avAv = “Taste”.
yd<yjAv lit. that which let us run (indicating the action in which to conquer).
mA. In the sense of “Not”.
vZ, — 1. human
1. Arya
or
2. Divine

2. Dasa
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SUKTA 23
1. To thee we call, host-master of the heavenly companies,
seer among the seers who art most rich in the supreme
inspired knowledge, eldest king among the gods of soul,
O Master of Soul, Brahmanaspati; hearken to us and by thy
manifestations in our being take thy session in this house
and seat.
2. Even the gods, O Mighty One, O Brihaspati, who are conscious in thought, taste but thy share of the sacriﬁcial enjoyment; as Surya gives being to his bright energies by the
wide illumination of Mahas, so art thou the begetter even
of all the gods of Soul.
3. Assailing and preventing all plunderers and all darknesses
thou ascendest thy luminous car of the Truth, O Brihaspati,
that terrible chariot which crushes all hostile things, slays
the Rakshasas who detain, breaks open the pens of Light
and ﬁnds out the Heaven of mind.
4. With perfect leadings thou leadest, thou deliverest the creature; if a man give to thee, him evil possesseth not; thou art
the afﬂicter of the soul’s haters, thou holdest our temperament in thy grasp; great is that wide might of thine.
5. Him neither evil nor sin from any side nor the energies of
undelight can pierce nor the powers of duality; thou repellest
all the goddesses of the crookedness from him whom thou
guardest, a perfect protector, O Brahmanaspati.
6. Thou art our protector and the builder of our path by
thy perfect and clear discernment, we woo thee with our
thoughts so that we may possess thy law of action; O Brihaspati, whosoever putteth crookedness in us, him may his
own violent and troubled unease slay.
7. Yea, and whosoever would oppress (limit) us without sin
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of ours, whatsoever mortal power of undelight and Wolf of
the plateau, O Brihaspati, turn him from our path, make for
us an easy going towards this manifestation of the godhead
(wideness of the gods).
Thee we call as the saviour of our bodies, O deliverer, and
the revealer in them who seekest our being. O Brihaspati,
crush those who limit the god-in-us, let not those of an evil
movement attain up to the higher bliss.
By thee perfectly increasing we, O Brahmanaspati, take to
ourselves the desirable possessions of the human (mental)
life; those who oppress us from near or from far do thou
crush, those who do not the work and take not the delight.
By thee we hold in our minds that highest wideness, O Brihaspati, by thee yoked to us as preserver and fulﬁller of our
beings; let not any power control us that would express ill in
it and tear its fullness; perfectly expressed by our thoughts
may we pass beyond.
The Bull who pushes not forward (or is not shaken by the
charge) but thou goest to the battle-cry, afﬂictest the foe
and overpowerest in our battles, thou art the true in the
movement, O Brihaspati, and the tamer even of the strong
and ﬁerce who exults in his strength.
He who with an undivine mind striveth after knowledge and
in his ﬁerceness entering our mentality seeketh to hurt our
expression, Brihaspati, let not his stroke reach us, may we
cast out the passion of him of evil impulse when he putteth
forth his force.
He who is to be called in our fullnesses and to be approached
with submission, who moves in our havings and gets for us
(or keeps for us) this wealth and that other, Brihaspati the
Aryan shatters like chariots the energies that assault us and
would tear up our gains.
With thy most ﬂaming heat afﬂict the Rakshasas who held
thee for conﬁnement even when they had seen thy prowess;
manifest that of thee which has to be expressed, crush to
pieces the plunderers around.
Brihaspati, that which the Aryan ﬁghter aspires to compass,
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that which shines brilliant and powerful in creatures, that
which by its force is brilliant, O thou who art born out of
the Truth, establish in us that variously shining treasure.
Deliver us not to the Thieves who take their delight in the
place of Harms and as enemies have greed after our bodily
havings or to those who arrange in the heart the hedge
[
] of the gods and know not of the equality beyond.
For in all the worlds has the Maker, the Seer of harmony
after harmony given being to thee; therefore Brihaspati
knowing the right movement and following it is the slayer
of all harms in him who holdeth the Truth of Mahas.
For thy force of movement (or glory) the mountain of being
ﬂyeth asunder when thou lettest loose the herd of the brilliant kine, O Angiras; with Indra for thy yokefellow thou
hast forced forth, O Brihaspati, the ocean of the waters that
was girt in by the darkness.
O Brahmanaspati, do thou awaken to this perfect expression of ours as its controller and rejoice in our extension.
All that is blessed which the gods bring into being (or keep
in being, protect). May we express the Vastness, becoming
perfect-energised in the knowledge.
SUKTA 24

1. Manifest (create) then for us this full-bringing, thou who
hast the power, and let us dispose for thee the sacriﬁce by
this new and mighty Word; so do thou perfect for us, O
Brihaspati, our thinking that he, thy bounteous Friend, may
be conﬁrmed in us by the praise.
2. He who forceth to bow down by his might all that must be
bent and tore asunder by force of heart the illusions that
destroy, Brahmanaspati manifested the supreme and immutable things; he entered wholly into the hill of substance.
3. That for the most divine of the divine gods is the thing to
be done; all that was ﬁrm, fell to pieces, all that was strong
and hard, grew malleable and soft; he drove upward the
cows of light, he broke the wall, Vala, by the soul-thought,
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he concealed the darkness and made the Heaven of mind
visible to our eyes.
The stone-faced pit that Brahmanaspati cleft open in his
force, whose ﬂowing waters are of honey, of that all they
have drunk who see that Heaven; together they pour down
its rich and high-billowing fountain.
There are there some eternal worlds that have yet to be
for us, but by the months and the years their doors have
been shut on you; these two at least act one and the other
without striving or effort, the two which Brahmanaspati has
revealed.
They who journey to him, enjoy the supreme treasure of the
Panis, the lords of active sense, which is hidden in the secret
places of being, they get the knowledge, they distinguish by
their gaze all untruths and to the place whence they came,
they go up again till they enter in.
They have the Truth and their gaze discerns the untruths of
the world and they depart back hence as seers to the path
of Mahas; they verily in their arms have cast Agni blown up
to greatness in this hill; for there is no other labourer in this
work, but only he.
Brahmanaspati by his swift bow of which the string is the
Truth, enjoys all whatsoever on which he placeth his desire;
effective are his arrows of impulsion with which he shoots,
they are strong-of-eye for the divine vision, they are wombs
of the divine hearing.
He placed in front bringeth together, he leadeth to their
different places, he is the perfectly established, it is he in the
battle, even Brahmanaspati; manifested in the vision when
by the thought of the mind he bringeth substance to us and
possessings, then indeed Surya burneth supremely with his
heat and force.
Existent widely in all and existent in front of us these are
the delightful perfections of knowledge of Brahmanaspati
when ﬁrst he raineth his blessings, these are the winnings of
this lord of joy and substance, by whom both the peoples
of earth and heaven enjoy the two Births.
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11. Thou who becomest pervadingly and in all ways in the lower
crookednesses, art also he who bearest up rapturously the
Vast by his force. So Brahmanaspati extendeth himself vastly
a god towards the gods and round about all those objects
he encompasseth them with his being.
12. All truth is yours indeed, O ye two full and mighty Ones,
and the waters of being cannot contain or measure your
action. Come ye, O Indra and Brihaspati, like two steeds
in one yoke, towards our material being that we make into
offering.
13. Swiftest bearers of our sacriﬁce have audience of knowledge
according (to your law of action), and the illumined soul in
its hall of wisdom gathereth him rich possessions by thought
of the mind; a foe to strong ﬁxities he taketh according to
the motion of his desire; verily, he is our steed in the shock,
even Brahmanaspati.
14. All happeneth according to the desire of Brahmanaspati,
true is his heart’s motion when he meaneth to do his mighty
work, he who drove upward the cows of Light and divided
them for the Heaven; it was as if a vast and wide stream
ﬂowed out in its force in separate currents.
15. O Brahmanaspati, let us be charioted utterly in a felicity
perfectly controlled and having the wideness; heap for us
mights upon mights when, lord by the soul, thou comest to
my calling.
16. O Brahmanaspati, do thou awaken to this perfect expression
of us as its controller and rejoice in our extension; all that
is blessed which the gods bring into being. May we express
the vastness becoming perfect-energied-in-knowledge.
SUKTA 25
1. He kindles Agni and conquers those who would conquer
him, he perfects his soul and puts forth his strength, making
of delight his offering; by birth he passes beyond birth, —
he of whom Brahmanaspati, Master of the Soul, maketh his
comrade.
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2. By his own mights he conquers the outer mights that would
conquer him, by the herds of light he makes wide his felicity
and awakens by the self, and he increases his creation and
his extending, — he of whom Brahmanaspati, Master of the
Soul, maketh his comrade.
3. As the sea that breaks its banks, he overcomes by his might
those that come against him, as a bull is master over the
bullocks; like the marching of Agni he cannot be stayed, —
he of whom Brahmanaspati, Master of the Soul, maketh his
comrade.
4. For him divine powers that have not attachment, perfect his
knowledge; he by those lords of pure being goes in front in
the herds of light; undistressed by his force he slays by his
might, — he of whom Brahmanaspati, Master of the Soul,
maketh his comrade.
5. For him, verily, all the rivers of being stream swiftly and
wide tracts of unbroken peace are established in his soul,
he ﬂourishes, perfectly enjoying, in the bliss of the gods, —
he of whom Brahmanaspati, Master of the Soul, maketh his
comrade.
SUKTA 26
1. He that is straight in his self-expression (or is the expression of the straightness of the Truth) conquereth those who
would conquer him, seeking the godhead in him he overcometh him who seeketh not the divine; well-protected he
conquereth in his battles him who is hard to pierce, sacriﬁcing he taketh and divideth the enjoyment of him who
sacriﬁceth not.
2. Sacriﬁce, O mighty one, manifest to him who seeketh himself in mind, make him a mind glad and bright in the slaying
of the Coverer. Effect the offering so that thou mayst be
seated in us perfectly enjoying; it is the manifest presence of
Brahmanaspati that we choose.
3. He by the creature, he by the race of creatures, he by the
birth, he by the sons of his strength and by the Purushas (or
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by the strong ones) gathereth him having and possessions,
who with a mind of faith lodgeth in his being by the oblation
Brahmanaspati, the father of the Gods.
4. Whoso ordereth the sacriﬁce for him by offerings full of
the rich brightness of the mind, Brahmanaspati leadeth him
to the highest and keepeth him far from evil and guardeth
from him who would do him hurt; for him even in the
narrowness of mortal being he maketh by his acts wideness
and becometh wonderful and supreme.
SUKTA 27
1. These words by the force oblational of Agni I offer to the
sons of Aditi who are for ever the Kings, words dripping
with the richness; may Mitra hear us and Aryaman and
Bhaga, Varuna born in strength and Daksha and Ansha.
2. May Mitra and Aryaman and Varuna with power today
cleave to this my song of conﬁrmation, the sons of Aditi
pure, puriﬁed in the streams, who know not crookedness,
who are freed from sin-expression, who are beyond all
harms.
3. They, the sons of Inﬁnity, wide and deep and unconquered,
dividers of things, abundant in vision, see within the crooked
things and the perfect; all is near to the Kings, even the
farthest and highest.
4. Children of Inﬁnity, gods, in their stability they uphold that
which moves and are the protectors of all the universe; long
is the range of their thoughts, they guard the Might, they
hold the Truth, they accumulate its movements.
5. May we know, O ye sons of Aditi, this your manifestation
which even in the fear, O Aryaman, createth the bliss; in
your leading, O Mitra and Varuna, may I leave aside all
stumblings even as a voyager avoideth pitfalls.
6. For easy of going is your path, O Aryaman, O Mitra; it is
thornless and perfect in effectivity; on that path, O sons of
Aditi, give us expression, work out for us a peace hard to
assail.
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7. May Aditi who has the Kings of Heaven for her children
carry us over all hostile powers, she and Aryaman by easy
paths; may we approach the vast peace of Mitra and Varuna
becoming wide-energied and untouched by all harms.
8. Three are the earths that they uphold, three the heavens,
three are the laws of action within these in the knowledge;
by the Truth, O Adityas, is that vast might of yours, O Aryaman, Varuna and Mitra, a bright and beautiful wideness.
9. Three heavenly worlds of light they uphold, pure they and
golden bright and puriﬁed in the streams; they sleep not
neither close their lids and are unconquered and hold a
wide self-expression for the mortal who is straight in his
paths.
10. Over all beings art thou the King, O Varuna, whether they
be gods, O mighty One, or whether they be mortal; give us
a hundred years for our perfect vision; may we enjoy the
ﬁrm-based lives that were before.
11. I can distinguish not the right nor the left, nor the before, O
sons of Aditi, nor the after; both the things that have to be
ripened, O lords of substance, and the things that have to
be held in knowledge, — led by you may I enjoy the Light
where fear vanisheth.
12. Who giveth to the Kings who act in the Truth, whomso their
eternal nourishings increase, he goeth rapturously in the
front in the Chariot, a giver of his substance, clear-expressed
in the things of knowledge.
13. Pure and unconquerable he taketh up his abode in the waters of the perfect pastures, increasing in wideness, perfectenergied; none smiteth him from near or from far who
becometh in the leading of the sons of Aditi.
14. O Aditi, Mitra and Varuna, be lenient to whatever sin we
have sinned against you; may we enjoy the wide Luminousness where fear is not, O Indra, let not the long darknesses
come upon us.
15. Both to him become equal and foster him, increasing the
abundance of Heaven he becometh truly perfect in enjoyment; conquering both his worlds of habitation he moveth
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through his battles; both kingdoms become for him perfectly
effected.
16. The illusions that ye have for the harm-doer, O masters of
sacriﬁce, your snares spread wide for the foe, O ye sons of
Aditi, may I pass beyond like one with horses in his chariot;
may we dwell in a vast peace and unhurt.
17. May I never, O Varuna, know the want of my mighty and
beloved and richly-bounteous helper; may I not fall, O King,
from bliss entirely controlled; may we express the Vast,
becoming full-energied in the knowledge.
SUKTA 28
1. May this that is of the Seer, the son of Inﬁnity who hath the
empire of himself possess all things of being with its might,
— the god who beyond all has rapture for the sacriﬁce, his
perfect effectiveness I ask for boon, — of Varuna in the full
riches of his being.
2. In the law of thy action may we entirely enjoy and have
perfect incidence of our thoughts, O Varuna, when thee we
have conﬁrmed in us by praise, like ﬁres of might enjoying
(or seeking thee) from day to day in the coming of the
luminous Dawns.
3. May we abide in the peace of thee, the many-energied, the
wide of self-expression, O Varuna, O leader forward on the
path; do you for us, O unconquered sons of Aditi, put forth
the powers of your divine being for comradeship with us in
the ﬁght.
4. It is the son of Aditi who has let forth all things and holds
all in its place; the streams of being travel towards the Truth
of Varuna, they tire not, neither loose their hold, but ﬂy like
birds in their speed through the all-encompassing.
5. Shear away evil from me like a cord; may we increase the
continent of thy Truth, O Varuna; let not my thread be cut
while I am widening out Thought in me, nor may the matter
of my work fail me as it travels forward.
6. O Varuna, separate fear from me utterly; Master of Truth
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who hast empire over the world, have kindly yearnings towards me (or, reach out and hold me in thy embrace); loose
evil from me as a calf is freed from its tether; apart from
thee I have not control even over my gazings.
Smite us not with thy blows, O Varuna, that vibrate through
him who doeth sin in thy sacriﬁce; let us not wander into exiles from the Light, cleave wholly away from us our besiegers
that we may live.
May we utter submission to thee, O Varuna, as before, so
now and hereafter; for in thee verily as on a mountain are
founded, O invincible one, all the laws of action that stand
uno’erthrown.
Bring out for me now my past movements that I have done;
may I not, O King, enjoy by the doings of another. Many
are our days that have yet not dawned; in them, O Varuna,
do thou govern our living spirits.
Whatsoever comrade or friend, O King, hath spoken to me
of peril in a dream and made me to fear or whosoever, thief
or wolf of the tearing, rendeth us, do thou from that protect
us, O Varuna.
May I never, O Varuna, know the want of my mighty and
beloved and richly-bountied helper (or friend); may I not
fall from bliss entirely controlled; may we express the Vast,
becoming perfect-energied in knowledge.

Mandala Three
SUKTA 54
1. There is this conquering force in us and men when they
have [it], make it perpetual, they bring it forward for the
godhead which is vast, desirable, born of the Knowledge;
may the Flame inviolable respond to us with his powers that
are of his supreme home, may he respond with his powers
that are of his heavens.
2. Let the hymn light up for our vast heaven of Mind and our
wide earth that vastness of Matter; for in them my desire of
it ranges with wish of it in the heart and perception of it in
the mind; and by their ﬁrm afﬁrmation and in the comings
of the knowledge to men the gods serve the Will and are
drunken together with its rapture.
3. In you may there be the Law and the Truth; may you become
to us a means for the great and happy attaining. O Will, this
obeisance to Earth and Heaven; I serve them with the love
and pleasure in me for their food and I march to the ecstasy.
4. Yea, O ye our ﬁrmaments that keep the law of the Truth,
the ancients found in you that knowledge of it, for their
words gave expression to the Truth; and in your meeting
and union that is the Hero’s conquest of the Light, men, O
Earth, discovered the knowledge and adored you.
5. Who knoweth it aright, who here shall declare what path
leads utterly to the gods, so that here are seen their lower
sessions and there those that are founded in their supreme
and secret laws?
6. Because the Seer who is the eye of the Soul, set vision everywhere upon them, in the source of the Truth they had
clarity, they had ecstasy, therefore they fashioned variously
the seat of this Session by a common will in their action and
a common thought in their knowledge.
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7. With mutual heart they stood awake, in the wide-ﬂung ﬁrm
seat of things that lost its ends in the distance; Heaven and
Earth have become as young maidens, they have become
two sisters and they declare twin names of all things.
8. They distinguish all, all the Births, they bear the vastnesses
of the gods and faint not with that burden; for one that is all
moves in them, is the stable and the mobile, and that which
walks and that which is winged; one is born everywhere but
his form is divergent.
9. Ever I move in thought to that ancient Truth of the mighty
Father who begot us, for that is twin with our being and
there the gods who labour penetrate by their movements to
the wide path within the far-ﬂung inﬁnity.
10. O ye our ﬁrmaments, I declare this hymn of your afﬁrmation; let them hear it who contain truth in their inward parts
and with the tongue of the divine Will taste their enjoyments,
the Lord of Love and the Kings of the world and the Lord
of Purity, the ever young children of the Inﬁnite, Seers, who
widen their being before us.
11. The Creator with his hands of golden Light and his tongue
of enjoyment moves in Heaven’s triple Knowledge and in
the gods mayst thou attain to the creative rhythm and loose
forth in us, O Projector of things, the all-formation.
12. May the Framer of things, with his perfect hands that work
perfectly, for he has perfect light and possesses the Truth,
conﬁrm these things in us for our increasing. O Artisans
of Knowledge, ye who have the fostering Sun with you, lift
high the pressing stones and grow full of ecstasy, for ye have
shaped the march of the sacriﬁce.
[Incomplete]

Mandala Four
SUKTA 18

Aditi to Indra
1. “This is the path of old discovered over again by which all
the gods rose up and were born. Even by this path must
thou be born in thy increase; go not out by that to turn thy
mother to her fall.”
Indra to Aditi
2. “Not by this path must I go out, for hard it is to tread; let
me go out straight from thy side. Many are the things I have
to do that have not been done; by that way I would ﬁght;
by that way I would question after Truth.”
3. His mother went before him and he looked after her. “Must
I not refrain from following her? Nay, I must indeed follow.”
In the house of the Maker Indra drank the nectar-wine of a
hundred riches that was pressed from the stones.
The poet speaks
4. What perverse thing should he do, that his mother bore him
for a thousand months, for many autumns? Nay, there is
none who is his counterpart and measure among those who
have been born or who have yet to take birth.
5. His mother deemed of it as if a sin and she hid him in her
secret being overﬂowing with might. Then himself he rose
up wearing light for a robe and in his birth he ﬁlled earth
and heaven.
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Aditi to the poet
6. Behold these waters go murmuring on their way; yea, they
cry out together as those who have the truth. Ask of them
what is it that they say, what encircling mountain the waters
break?
7. What have their mysteries of knowledge spoken to him? The
waters went musing on the sin of Indra. It is my son who
with his mighty weapon slew Vritra and loosed them forth.
The poet speaks
8. In the rapture of the nectar-wine, a young goddess, thy
mother cast thee forth; in the rapture she brought thee out
with difﬁcult labour. In the rapture the waters were kind to
the Infant; in the rapture Indra rose up and came forth in
his might.
9. In the rapture, O Master of the Riches, the shoulderless
demon wounded thee and smote away thy jaws. When thou
wert wounded, then thou rosest yet more high and didst
crush the head of the Destroyer with thy weapon.
10. The Cow who bore once, bore Indra the ﬁrm, the forceful,
the mighty Bull; the Mother sent forth her unhurt child to
his journeying, since he desired himself a path for his body.
11. Then the Mother coaxed the Mighty One, “Behold, the gods
abandon thee, O my son.” Then said Indra, for he meant to
slay the Coverer, “O Vishnu, O my Comrade, pace all the
width of thy steps.”
12. Who made thy mother a widow? Who would have smitten
thee in thy lying down and in thy moving or what god was
above thee in his grace, that thou hast dragged thy father
by his feet and wasted him away?
Indra speaks to the poet
13. Nought had I to live on, I cooked the entrails of the dog,
I found none among the gods who had grace on me and I
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saw my wife not growing to her greatness. Then the Bird
brought to me the honey wine.
SUKTA 25
1. Who today in his inner strength desires the godhead, who
longs and cleaves in heart to the friendship of the Lord of
Mind? Who seeks him with adoration casting in the Flame
high-kindled the Soma-wine for the great Presence that shall
carry him over to that other shore?
2. Who bows down with the Word of submission to the delightful One? Who becomes full in his mentality and wears
the bright rays of the Light like a robe? Who desires the
fellowship with Indra? who his friendship? who his brotherhood for the wisdom? who for his soul’s growth?
3. Who takes into himself today the presence of the gods? Who
seeks Inﬁnity and her Sons and the Light? In whose mind
do the Aswins and Indra and Agni drink the brightness of
the Joy outpoured nor depart from their delight?
4. For him may Agni of the Fullness work out peace, he may
set his long-persisting gaze on the Lord of Illumination in
his high ascent, him who has said, “Let us pour out the
soul’s joy to Indra, to the Purusha of the strength, of all the
Purushas the strongest.”
5. Him neither the many nor the few can overcome (or satisfy);
the Mother Inﬁnite works for him a vast peace. Dear is he
to Indra who perfects his works, dear who fulﬁls mind, dear
who stands forward in his increasing soul, dear who is full
of the wine of joy.
6. For him who goes forward increasing, who expresses the
Soma-wine, Indra in his strength works absolute perfection.
But of him who offers it not he is neither helper nor friend
nor brother, rather he smites down those who increase not
in soul nor express it in the Word.
[Incomplete]
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SUKTA 39

1. Swift is Dadhikra, him let us now afﬁrm and let us do the
work for the Heaven and the Earth. May the Dawns arising
speed me on, may they carry me beyond all stumblings.
2. For the mighty Horse of the [incomplete]
SUKTA 40
1. Dadhikravan is he of whom now we must do the work; may
all the Dawns speed me on the path! of the Waters and of
the Dawn and the Sun and Brihaspati, he of the puissance,
the Victor.
2. May this Power of being who seeks the full-bringing and
seeks the Light and who abides in all activity, turn into
inspiration the impulsions of the Dawn, may he abide in
their speed that carries us beyond. Dadhikravan who is true
in his running, — yea, he gallops and he ﬂies, — brings into
being the impulsion, the abundant force, the heavenly light.
3. When he runs, when he speeds in his passage, as the wing of
the Bird is a wind that blows about him in his greed of the
gallop, as the wing that beats about the breast of the rushing
Eagle; so about the breast of Dadhikravan when with the
Force he carries us beyond.
4. In the abundance of his strength he carries his impeller beyond; a rein binds his neck and a rein holds him about the
chest and a rein is in his mouth. Dadhikravan puts forth his
energy according to the will in the mind and gallops along
the turnings of the path.
5. This is the swan that dwells in the purity, the lord of substance in the middle world, the priest of the offering whose
seat is upon the altar, the guest in the gated house. He dwells
in the Man, he dwells in the Truth, he dwells in the wide
Ether; he is born of the Waters, he is born of the Light, he
is born of the Law, he is born of the Hill of Substance, he is
the law of the Truth.
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SUKTA 29
1. Three mights has the Fulﬁller of aspiration in man’s building
of the godheads, three luminous strata of the Heavens these
uphold, yea, the song of the Thought-gods when they are
puriﬁed in their discernment is thy illumination, but thou,
O God-in-Mind, art the thinker and their Seer of the Truth.
2. When the Thought-gods sang the hymn of his illumination
and its strains pursued the movement of his ecstasies, for
he had drunk of the wine of our delight, then he took up
his lightning, then he slew the Python, then he released the
mighty Waters to their ﬂowing.
3. O ye Strong Movers, O singers of my soul-thought, let the
Puissant One drink of this my wine that I have pressed out
perfectly; for this is the food of the offering that ﬁnds for
man the radiances; of that when he had drunk, God-in-Mind
slew the Python.
4. More vastly he supported heaven of mind and earth of
body and his wide-yawning extension became a terror to
the Beast; he forced him to draw in the expression of his
sinuosities and smote down the Son of Division as he hissed
against him.
5. Then all the gods gave to thee by their will-in-works, O lord
of the plenitudes, their draught of the wine of ecstasy; the
brilliant-hued horses of the Sun of Truth as they galloped in
front for the white-shining soul thou madest to mount upon
the higher levels.
6. When the Lord of our plenitudes severs at one blow with
his thunderbolt all the ninety and nine coils of the Serpent,
then the Thought-powers sing to him a song of illumination
in the seat of our session and with the Word of the triple
rhythm they press against our heavenly barrier.
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7. God-in-Will, a friendly Flame, made ready for his friend
three hundred mighty bulls of the vastness; God-in-mind
drank from the three lakes of man all together the Wine
pressed out by him, that he might slay the Enfolder.
8. When the Lord of the plenitude had devoured the ﬂesh of
the three hundred vastnesses, when he had drunk up the
three lakes of the immortalising wine, then all the gods
called to the Doer of works, the Bringer of substance for the
God-in-mind so that he slew the Python.
9. When Ushana, soul of desire and thou together sped to
thy home, O God-in-Mind, borne by forceful and speeding
swiftnesses, conquering here thou didst go in one chariot
with Kutsa, the embracer of knowledge and with the gods;
thou didst conquer Strength that destroys.
10. One wheel of the illumining Sun thou hadst smitten away for
the embracer of knowledge, the other thou madest to move
forward towards the supreme good. Thou hast crushed
with thy stroke the mouthless Dividers who mar our selfexpression, thou hast cloven them asunder in the gated city.
11. The afﬁrmations of the Manifester of Light increased thee
and thou madest subject to the Son of Knowledge the demon
of the evil satisfactions; the Extender in the straightness
made thee his comrade, — thou didst perfect his ripenesses
and thou drankest of his delight.
12. They of the nine radiances when they have pressed out the
Wine and they of the ten illumine in them God-in-mind
by their hymnings; they accomplish the work, they uncover
even that vastness of the Light over which there is a lid.
13. How shall I with knowledge serve the mightinesses that thou
hast done, O Lord of plenitude? yea, and these new works
also that thou wouldst do, O brilliant Strength, we would
bring out by speech in the comings to us of the knowledge.
14. All these many things thou hast done, O Lord-in-Mind, and
even in thy birth wast unassailable in thy puissance; and
now the deeds thou wouldst do in thy violence, O hurler of
the thunder-ﬂash, there is none that shall prevent, nor any
hedger-in of that energy.
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15. O Power-in-Mind, cleave to these thoughts of my soul even
while I shape them into form, they are the new thoughts
that we have shaped for thee, O thou ﬂashing Force. I,
desiring substance, accomplished in thought, perfected in
works, have fashioned them for thee as happy robes well
made and as a chariot.
SUKTA 30
1. Where is that hero-strength? Who has seen God-in-mind
moving with his bright pair in his happy chariot? for he
desires the soul that has pressed out the wine of delight and
to him the lord of lightnings, to whom rises the manifold
call, comes with increase to his dwelling-place.
2. I saw far-off his world which keeps the solar light, even the
intensity of his seat who is the Establisher of things; then I
desired and went forth to seek. I asked of others and they
said to me: “When we souls of men awake, then may we
possess God-in-mind.”
3. Nay, let us declare now in this pressing-out of the Wine, all
the things that thou hast done, even all that thou cleavest
to in us; let him that knoweth not, come by the knowledge
and let him that knows hear it in his soul. Lo, the lord of
the plenitudes who comes driving with all his armies!
4. In thy birth, O Indra, thou makest ﬁrm the mind and goest
forth to war one against many; and thou hast opened the
very Rock to light by thy ﬂashing strength and thou hast
found the wideness of the radiances, the shining herds.
5. When beyond in the highest supreme thou tookst thy birth
bearing thy Name of inspiration, from that moment the
gods had awe of the Puissant One; he conquered all these
waters that had the Divider for their lord.
6. For thee these Thought-Powers chant their hymn of illumination and they press out the food of delight. God-in-Mind
prevailed against the Serpent that lies coiling against the
waters; by his own creations of knowledge he overcame the
weaver of illusions.
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7. At thy birth thou didst scatter utterly the hurters, the divider,
— in thy high desire thou slewest him with light, O lord of
the plenitudes, when here thou sentest rolling the head of
Namuchi the destroyer, desiring a path for man’s journey.
8. Then indeed thou madest me the comrade of thy battle,
when thou didst crush the head of Namuchi the destroyer
and thou setst in action thy thunderstone that comes to us
from thy luminous world and madest heaven and earth like
two wheels (or wheelpaths) for the thought-gods.
9. The Destroyer made of women the weapons of his warfare and what shall his strengthless armies do to me? Between both the two streams of this being God-in-mind
was manifested; then he moved forth to battle with the
Destroyer.
10. Here the luminous mothers moved and came together, for
they were roaming hither and thither divorced from their
offspring; God-in-mind by his acts of puissance made them
ﬁrmly to cohere when perfect outpourings of the wine of
delight had ﬁlled him with their ecstasy.
11. When the wine-pourings set streaming by the Tawny One
had made him drunken with their ecstasy, the Bull roared
aloud in his dwelling-places; God-in-Mind, the render-open
of our cities, drank of this and gave back the shining cows,
the radiant herds.
12. O God-Will, a happy work was this that thy ruddy powers
did who gave unto us the four thousands of the shining kine,
and we took from the hands of the strongest of Active Souls,
from the Discerner of the Movement the fullnesses that he
extended unto us.
13. O God-Will, thy ruddy powers gave me perfect form and
released me to my Home with the thousands of thy cattle; for
the intense juices of the wine had intoxicated the God-Mind
in the dawning of the Night that circumscribes.
14. Out broke into dawn the Night that circumscribes, because
of the Discerner of the Movement, the King of his ruddy
powers. Like a horse driven swiftly in its gallop, the Ruddy
One conquered his fourfold thousands.
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15. Four times a thousand of the luminous cattle we have taken
from thy ruddy powers, O God-Will; and this heated clarity that was for the intensifying of our strength, — of the
thunderstone is its heat, — that too let us take, O minds
illumined.
SUKTA 31
1. God-in-Mind maketh him a steep descent for the chariot of
his action when he stands upon it, lord of the plenitudes,
in its movement towards fullness; as a keeper of the kine
with the troops of his cattle, so he extends wide his herds of
vision; unhurt, supreme, he moves towards his victory.
2. Forward race, O master of thy shining steeds! let not thy
delight turn away from us, O thou of the golden prosperity;
cleave unto us! There is nought in the world more rich
in substance than thou, O God-in-Mind; even to our lifepowers, steeds that have no mate, thou givest a mother for
their offspring.
3. When by force he arose and was born as force, God-inMind gave his direction to all his powers; the good milkers
that were shut up in their prison he goaded forth and he
opened out by the Light the enveloping darkness.
4. Subtle souls of men fashioned a chariot for thy steed, the
Framer of things shaped thy shining thunderbolt, O thou
of the manifold calling; the chanters of the soul-thought
greatening the God-Mind by their hymns of illumination
increased him that he might slay the Python.
5. When to thee, the Bull of the diffusion, the Lords of the
diffusion sang the illumining hymn and the pressing stones
chanted it and the Mother Inﬁnite, of one mind with these,
then the wheels that bear no chariot and no horses draw
them but God-in-Mind drives, came rolling against the Destroyers.
6. Thy former deeds I will speak forth and the new ones that
thou hast done, O Lord of the plenitudes, in that thou, O
holder of the Force, bearest in their wide extension our earth
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and heavens, conquering for man the waters bright with the
rich distribution of our being.
And that too now is thy doing, O achiever of works, O
illumined thinker, that thou, slaying the Serpent, containest
here the energy; and thou hast seized on all the knowings of
the evil Strength and hast cloven away the destroyers in thy
forward movement.
Thou madest the waters to play for Yadu and for Turvasu,
— kine of a good milking, — and didst bear them to their
other shore. Thou borest on Kutsa, embracer of knowledge,
in his ﬁerce driving against the foe when in ye two Ushana
and the gods rejoiced together.
O God-in-Mind and O embracer of knowledge, borne on
in your car may the powers of your movement bring you
to our ear of inspiration; do ye dispel Night from the waters and from the seat of the soul’s session and remove her
darknesses from the heart of man so that he shall enjoy his
plenitudes.
The horses that the Breath of Life has yoked are yoked well,
this Seer too, desiring his increase, is in motion upon the
path, here all the Thought-gods are thy companions, and
our soul-thoughts, O God, increase thy energy.
And may the car too of the illumining Sun in the circumscribing Night rise supreme and gallop upon the upper
levels; for his white-shining Steed brings the wheel of his
action and sets it to its complete movement; placing it in
front he shall win for us the whole Will to the work.
Lo, O ye peoples, God-in-mind has come to us for the vision
and desires for his comrade the man who has pressed out
the wine of the ecstasy; the pressing stone lifts up its voice
and is brought towards the altar and there are priests of the
journeying sacriﬁce who keep its swiftness in action.
They who would desire, now let them desire; but they are
mortals, O Immortal! let not their march and labour lead
them into evil. Take thy delight in the doers of the sacriﬁce
and conﬁrm thy energy in them, the people among whom
may we be counted.
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SUKTA 32
1. Thou hast rent open the fountain, thou hast released the
doors that were sealed; thou, thou hast set to their play the
ﬂoods that were in bondage; O God-in-mind, when thou
openedst the vast hill, thou hast loosed wide the streams,
thou hast hurled down the Titan destroyer.
2. The fountains that were kept sealed, by the successions of
the Truth thou hast made a rushing speed, thou hast milked
the teat of the Hill, O hurler of the thunder-ﬂash! O ﬁerce
and strong! O Power-in-Mind! and thou hast smitten the
Python that lay coiled in front against them and established
thy strength in us.
3. Against that other mighty Beast also thou hast hurled forth
thy stroke in all thy strengths, O God-in-Mind; for when
thou deemedst thyself alone and without any opposer, lo,
from him that was slain another was born mightier than he!
4. Him too, as he drew intoxication from the self-nature of
these peoples, a Son of the Mist, who increases mightily
in his march towards the Night, Sushna’s evil strength that
is the ﬂame and light of the Titan Divider, — him too the
Bringer forth of the abundance, the hurler of the thunders,
smote with his thunderbolt.
5. He too was settled deep within in the workings of the will of
this mortal; but though he showed no vital part, yet this god
found out his mortal centre; therefore, O warrior strength,
when he warred against thee in the bringing forward of the
rapture, him thou didst cast into the house of darkness.
6. Him as he lay thus coiled in a knot against thee and increasing in the sunless darkness, him too the Bull, the Power-inMind, intoxicated with the distillings of the wine, forced to
uncoil himself and slew him.
7. When God-in-Mind lifted up his stroke, force irresistible,
against the mighty Titan, when he crushed him in his advancing of the thunderbolt he made him the lowest thing of
every creature born.
8. From him too as he lay against the nether ocean drinking up
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the wine of sweetness, a denial of force, a mighty dungeon,
God-in-mind wrested his gains; he cleft asunder with his
mighty stroke the footless eater in our gated dwelling, the
spoiler of our self-expression.
Who shall hedge in his force and his heroic strength? Alone,
irresistible he brings to us our possessions; yea, and even
these two Goddesses hasten forward now in fear pursued
by this rapidity of the God-mind and his mightiness.
And for him the goddess, self-disposing Nature, hastens
forward and she is a path for the God-mind and like a
woman that desires she obeys him in her labour; and when
by these goddesses he joins all his energy to the working,
the worlds that are our dwelling-place bow down and obey
his self-ordering puissance.
Of thee my soul learns in its inspiration that thou art the lord
of existence. One, thou art ﬁve in thy worlds of birth and
thou art born in a victorious movement in their creatures.
All the voices of my aspiration lay hands upon their strong
impeller, day and night they call upon the Puissant.
As such verily do I learn of thee that it is thou movest us
according to the order of the truth and givest thy plenitudes
to thy sages. What can the gods of our soul-thoughts, thy
companions, seize of thee who by thee (or towards thee), O
Power-in-mind, set in us their desire?
SUKTA 33

1. Limited in my strength, I seek to hold vastly in my thought
the gods for that other vast and true strength which is the
god-mind; for he is the warrior in this struggle and afﬁrmed
awakes in knowledge in the creature to right mentality for
this human being so that man wins the plenitudes.
2. Therefore do thou, O God-mind, O Bull of the herds, by
constant thought with the words of illumination attain to
the yoking of thy brilliant swiftnesses; for thou upholdest,
O lord of plenitudes, the thoughts that follow thee aright according to thy pleasure in them and thou cleavest faithfully
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to men who wage the noble war.
3. No longer, O God-Mind, thou who movest to the knowledge, are there in us those powers of thine that remained
unyoked to thy car because we found not the inspired word;
now mount upon thy chariot, now hold the lightning in
thy hands, for now thou hast perfect steeds, for now thou
governest, O divine, thy reins of light.
4. When, O God-mind, thou hast a multitude of thy words of
self-expression, then warring thou createst from them the
mother of Light in her abundant pastures; yea, the Bull of
the herds has cloven in his battles the very Name of the
destroyer for the Sun of the illumined truth that he may
mount his own dwelling-place.
5. We are they, O God-Mind, who are the souls that generate
thy force and we thy chariot-warriors driving to thy onset;
may there come to us, O Strength of the Dragon, the Fighter
and delightful Enjoyer to whom we call in the bringings of
our oblation.
6. For the energy in thee, O God-Mind, desires satisfaction of
delight and, immortal, as in a dance thou fulﬁllest thy divine
strengths. So do thou become in us wealth of thy substance
and give a pervading felicity; I would afﬁrm the gift of the
conqueror of many riches, the noble ﬁghter.
7. Thus, O god-mind, protect us by thy increasings; protect
the doers of the works, the speakers of the word, O Hero
in the battle; ﬁll thyself with a delightful wine of sweetness
well-pressed out that shall give us the very touch of the skin
in thy conquest of the plenitudes.
8. And may the ten white swiftnesses of the golden-hued seer,
the son of the many-seeing, the scatterer of the dividers, bear
me with delight; may I abide by the workings of will of the
Son of the dweller on the Mountain.
9. And may those red ones of the Son of him whose steeds are
the powers of life bear me also, they that have the fullnesses
of the will-force in the lavishing of the knowledge. The
Mover of things gives me his thousands; he illumines the
force of the ﬁghter as if for increasing the fullness of his body.
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10. And may those well-loved steeds, shining and straining forward, of the King of Sound, the son of the Lord of Feature
come to me in the greatness of bliss of the all-embracing
seer even as the shining herds that I have gained crowd to
their pen.
SUKTA 34
1. Inﬁnite, indestructible is the Nature that belongeth to the
world of Light and to the Achiever of works it comes, to him
whom none was ever born to smite. For him press the wine,
for him prepare the food, set expandingly your abundance
before him who manifoldly afﬁrmed is the upholder of the
inspired word.
2. He has ﬁlled his belly with the wine of your delight, the lord
of plenitudes has become drunk with the rapture of that
honeyed food; as the soul of desire he of the mighty stroke
wields his weapon of the thousand ﬂaming points to slay
the Beast.
3. For whosoever presses out for him the wine in the clear
heat of the light or in the heat of the abundance, he, oh
he, becomes a soul of light; farther and farther the Puissant
bears the extending limits of his being and makes it luminous
in its formation; for this is the lord of plenitudes who is the
comrade of the seer.
4. When he has slain the father of a man or his mother or
his brother, he ﬂees not from him, no, he comes to all that
that man has laboured out and he is the doer in him of his
labour; it is he that creates in him his substance and he ﬂees
not away from the sin.
5. Not with the ﬁve nor with the ten does he desire to ascend,
nor does he cleave to the evil one who gives not the wine,
even though he ﬂourish and increase; he conquers him or he
slays in his impetuous movement and he gives to the seeker
of the godheads for his portion the pen full of the luminous
herds.
6. Grasping ﬁrmly his discus he hews asunder our foe in the
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shock of the battle, he turns from him who gives not the
wine, but its giver he increases; the God-mind is terrible, he
is the tamer of every opponent, he is the Aryan ﬁghter and
brings into subjection the Destroyer.
7. Yea, he drives away the enjoyment of that miser Trafﬁcker,
he robs him of it and apportions to the giver of sacriﬁce
that wealth full of powers. Every creature who angers the
strength of the Puissant is held back by manifold obstacles
and his path is painful and rugged.
8. When Two perfected in wealth and universal in force are
found by God-Mind, the master of plenitude in the fullness of the luminous herds, creating light he makes a third
his helper and his impetuous movement with his ﬁghters
releases upward the luminous multitude.
9. O God-Will, I praise the Slayer of the foe, the winner of the
thousandfold riches, the son of the Dweller in the ﬂame, let
that Aryan ﬁghter obtain the highest vision of the light; for
him let the heavenly waters come together and nourish, in
him let there dwell a forceful and blazing warrior strength.
SUKTA 35
1. Bring us, O God-Mind, that will in works which is most
effective for our increase, for it prevails in the ﬁelds of our
labour, and conquers in their plenitudes and the foe cannot
pierce it.
2. The increasing birth of thee bring to us perfectly which thy
four nations are, and that which are thy three, O Hero in
the battle, and that which is of all the ﬁve.
3. Yea, we call to us the supremely desirable birth of thee in thy
utter strength of plenty; for the gods of the Life are created
in us and by them thou art born as the rushing speed of the
Bull of the abundance and breakest through thy opponent.
4. Thou art the Bull of plenty and thou art born to give us the
joy of our riches, for thy force rains abundance; violent is
thy mind and a self-might of battle and thy prowess strikes
out continually, O Puissant.
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5. God-Mind, wielder of the thunderbolt, will of a hundred
works, lord of luminous force, rush with all thy chariots
upon the mortal who makes himself our enemy.
6. Thee the peoples who have made clear the seat of sacriﬁce
call for the winning of the plenitude, because utter is thy
abundance, ﬁerce thy energy, and ﬁrst and supreme art thou
in the multitude of thy thinkings.
7. Advance, O Puissant, the chariot invulnerable that goes in
our front and goes at our side in our battles conquering for
us plenitude of possession after possession.
8. Come to us in our battle, O God-Mind, advance our chariot
by the power of thy many-thoughted goddess; may we hold
in thought in our heavens, O lord of luminous strength, the
inspired knowledge that is the supreme good, may our mind
realise in its heavens the word of divine afﬁrmation.
SUKTA 36
1. May the God-Mind come to us, he who awakes in us to
knowledge of our treasures to give of the giving of his felicities; like a bull that seeks its delight but has wandered in the
desert thirsting and desiring, so let him drink of the wine of
delight that we have pressed out for him.
2. O hero of the battles, O driver of thy luminous coursers, let
the Wine of our delight mount thy devouring jaws as if on
to the high level of the mountain; to thee let the horses of
our life gallop, may we all have intoxication in our words,
O thou of the manifold calling.
3. O thou called manifoldly by men, my mind is like a wheel
that travels on the paths, but shakes and trembles in my
fear that I may not have power to mentalise thee, O wielder
of the lightnings; therefore utterly may thy adorer enriched
with thy many riches afﬁrm thee in his chariot, O thou who
ever increasest, master of plenitudes.
4. O God-Mind, thy adorer is a pressing stone of the wine
that lifts up its voice to thee seeking possession of thy Vast;
extend with thy left hand thy felicities, with thy right hand
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extend them, driver of bright coursers, lord of plenitudes,
let not thy delight in us pass away from thee.
5. Let Heaven rain its abundance to increase thee, the lord of
abundance; diffuser of the rain of heaven art thou and the
horses also that bear thee; as the bull of that plenty come
in thy chariot of the abundance, O strong-jawed drinker;
thy will is for the works of abundance, thou art lord of
these rains, O hurler of the thunderﬂash, conﬁrm us in the
bringing of the plenty.
6. The red coursers of his plenitude he of the plenitude directs
and they cleave to the hundredfold riches of the triple state;
to the Youth whose chariot is the voice of the knowledge
may the worlds and their people bow down and the gods of
the Life obey him to do his works.
SUKTA 37
1. He labours by the light of the Sun of Truth, casting the
oblation, bright with the surface of the clarities, moving
perfectly; inviolable the dawns break forth for him who
has said, “Let us press out the wine of immortality for the
Puissant.”
2. He has kindled the Flame and he conquers, he has extended
wide the seat of his sacriﬁce, he has set the pressing stone
to its labour and has pressed out the wine and he adores.
When his pressing stones cry aloud with the voice of their
swift impulsion, then by his oblation the priest of pilgrim
sacriﬁce travels to that ocean.
3. Lo the Bride, who comes to him desiring her lord, he weds
her, a vast queen of swift impulsions; his chariot becomes
a voice of knowledge and a thunder of proclamation and it
sets moving around it the many thousands of the plenitude.
4. He is a king and untroubled in whom the God-mind drinks
an intense Wine with the light for its companion; and he
charges with his ﬁghters and slays the powers that conceal
and possesses the worlds for his habitation, full of felicity,
increasing the Name.
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5. He increases in his secure having and he conquers in his
getting, for him the human path and the divine meet in one
and both are conquered. He becomes dear to the Lord of
the Light, dear to the Lord of the Flame who presses out the
Wine and gives it to the Puissant.
SUKTA 38
1. O Puissant, O lord of thy hundred workings, vast is thy
felicity, wide-diffused are its riches; O universal doer of
works perfect in warrior-force, make large now our luminousnesses.
2. O God-in-Mind, O shining Strength, when thou holdest that
in thee as an impulsion, a thing of inspiration, far it extends
itself, O hue of gold, far is the range of its inspired hearing
and falsehood cannot pierce it.
3. Lo thy aggressive strengths, O thou of the thunderbolt, that
attain to perceptive vision and are themselves the rain of
thy bounty, both thou and they are godheads who enter
into possession of our being; ye rule our heavens and ye
rule this material movement.
4. Yea and this also ye rule that is some other discerning force
of thine, O slayer of the Coverer. To us bring that divine
power of man that for us thou shalt become the mind of the
godhead.
5. Now by these thy enterings in, O God-in-Mind, lord of the
hundred powers of will, may we abide in thy peace and bliss
perfectly guarded; may we abide, O Warrior, with thee for
our strong protector.
SUKTA 39
1. O God-Mind, thou of the rich lights, thou of the thunderbolt, that which is thy rain of bounty and the felicity of
thy giving bring to us with both hands full, O ﬁnder of our
substance.
2. O God-Mind, bring to us the supremely desirable thing
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which thou dost mentalise, that which dwells in the light
of heaven; so may we have knowledge of thee that thou
mayst give to us, nor stint the satisfaction of our longing.
3. By mentality of thee which lavishes, which increases wealth
of thy felicity, which is large, which is inspired in knowledge,
by that thou rendest out even from fortiﬁed enclosures the
plenitude for our possessing.
4. To him who is richest of all the lords of riches and king over
all who labour at the Work, I direct my love in the words to
the Puissant, that I may express him by his many energies.
5. For him the word of revealed wisdom, for the God-mind the
speech of our utterance, the speech of our self-expression;
for him who bears the thought of our soul the Eaters of
things increase their Words, yea, they make them a bright
gladness.
SUKTA 40
1. Come to us, lord of the Wine, God-Mind, most powerful
to slay the Coverer; drink, O diffuser of bounty with thy
powers of the diffusion the wine that the stones have pressed
for thee.
2. Strong towards bounty is the stone of the pressing, strong
in bounteousness this wine that we have pressed, strong in
bounteousness is its rapture; O God-Mind, most powerful
to slay the Coverer, drink with thy powers of the diffusion,
O diffuser of bounty.
3. Rich in thy bounty I call thee to me with all the abundance
of thy varied expandings; O God-Mind etc.
4. Thunderer of the straight movements, Bull of the puissance
who conquers in the battle, the King, the Wine-drinker who
slays the Coverer, may the God-Mind come forcefully to us
yoking his bright coursers and grow drunken with the wine
of the midday offering.
5. O Sun of Truth, when the Light of thy world has become
the undivine and pierced thee with the darkness, then the
worlds and their peoples think like a man bewildered and
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deluded who ﬁnds not the Field which he is seeking (or
knows not the ﬁeld of his movement).
O God-Mind, thereafter when thou didst hurl down from
it as they moved over the mental heaven the formations of
knowledge (illusions) of that Titan Light, the Eater of things
found by the fourth Word the Sun of Truth that had been
hidden in a darkness given up to a false working.
Lo, here am I thine and in him I dwell; violated by me
through fear or passion let him not cast me out from him!
Thou art the Lord of Love who gives us the felicity of the
Truth; he and the King of Wideness, let these two here foster
me.
Priest of the Word, setting the stones to their work, serving
the gods with active obedience, learning from them, the
Eater of things has set the eye of the Sun of Truth in his
heavens and hid away the illusions of the Titan Light.
The Sun that was smitten with darkness by the Light of
his own world became undivine, the Eaters of things have
sought out and discovered; others could not ﬁnd him.
SUKTA 42

1. Let the Word of my thought be full of the peace that it may
embrace the godhead as Wideness and as the Harmonies
and as the Enjoyment and as the Inﬁnities of being. Yea, let
the Master of all Might hear it who is the multicoloured
birth of things, the sacriﬁcer on the ﬁve planes, whose path
none can cleave across, the creator of the Bliss.
2. Let the inﬁnite Consciousness clutch my afﬁrmation to her
bosom, as the Mother her child attractive to her heart in
the fullness of her bliss; the soul state of love and joy which
has its foundation in the Divine that I gain in the godhead
of wideness and the godhead of harmony, even that which
creates the Bliss.
3. Make to rise up in you that highest Seer of all seers, send
over him in a surge the sweetness and the clarity; he is the
godhead creative who brings forth into being for us the
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delightful treasures of our substance and they are brought
forward by his working and are ﬁrmly established.
4. And thou, O divine Mind, by the mind lead us and by the
radiances and by the illumined gods in us to that blissful
state and by the soul that is founded in the divine and by
the right mind of the godheads that preside in our sacriﬁce.
5. The divine who enjoys in us and is the creator of bliss and
the master of nectar and the divine Mind that conquers all
the wealth which the Coverer keeps from us and the Shaper
in Knowledge and the Artisan of plenty and the manythoughted Inhabitant, let all these foster us, immortals who
break through for us to our goal.
[Incomplete]
SUKTA 52
1. Forward! Shyavasva, violently on with thy illumined thought
by the Thought-powers that sing to thee their sentences of
light, gods of the sacriﬁce who have rapture of an inspiration
that betrays them not, for it follows Nature’s self-forming
force.
2. Violent are they, yet comrades of a ﬁrm gleaming Strength;
full of boldness in their driving, but linked each to each they
protect by their self-truth thy march.
3. Swift-charging bulls of the diffusion, they leap beyond our
Nights; then in their heaven as on our containing earth we
mentalise the vast expansion of the Thought-gods.
4. In the Thought-gods we establish by their bold violence
afﬁrmation and sacriﬁce and they protect throughout our
human epochs our mortality from the Enemy’s harms.
5. They are soul-strengths that become adept in us for the
conquest, perfect in force of achievement, no half-strengths
of the light; forward through heaven illumine the sacriﬁce
with thy verse for the thought-powers, gods of the sacriﬁce.
6. By their golden gleamings, by their battling these soulstrengths move towards knowledge and cast out their
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searching spears; yea, the lightnings leap at the will of
the Thought-gods, — then of itself the Light of the Sun
arises in our heaven.
They increase the mights of our clay in the wide intervening
spaces and in the energy of the rivers of Truth and in their
place in the vast heaven.
Express upward the force of the thought-gods who have
the luminous power of the truth and skill to shape it; then
of themselves these strengths of the soul are self-yoked and
they charge in our forward march towards the light and
bliss.
Both in the streams of its wide-ﬂowing ﬂood they purify
themselves and garb themselves with its densities and here
with the wheel of their chariots they break open the material
hill.
With paths that come home to us and paths that radiate out
wide from us and paths within us and paths that follow our
movement and by all these their Names extended they come
galloping to my sacriﬁce.
Now as human things they gallop in and now as yokesteeds of the nervous Life and now they are thoughts from
the supreme and wear richly-shining forms of vision.
They maintain the rhythms, they thirst for the waters and,
victorious in the work, they dance about the source. They
are unseen extenders of my being, my increasers who were
with me for a blazing force in the vision.
They are ﬁnders of knowledge and their lightnings are as
spears that search; they are seers, they are creators of harmony; O sage, bow down to the banded Thought-gods and
give them delight by thy speech.
O sage, approach the banded Thought-gods as one comes
to a friend with the goddess who discerns and disparts as
with the bride of thy love; then shall they in thy heavens,
afﬁrmed, aggressive in their energy, rush forward with thy
thoughts.
If a man mentalises these, towards the godheads by the
Thought that bears, then by the Thought that discerns and
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disparts he shall be joined to them in their light of knowledge, in their inspiration of movement, in their gleamingsout.
16. That I might seek the divine Friend, they illumined, declared
to me ﬁrst their many-hued Mother,1 yea, they declared the
bright Mother of the herds; then their Father who gives us
his impulsions they declared, the Terrible One2 (they who
are his mights).
17. Seven by seven in their power, each seven his complete hundred gave to me; in the waters of Yamuna I cleanse my
wealth and inspiration of her shining herds, I purify my
glad wealth of his steeds.
SUKTA 54
1. Raise thou up this voice of the word to the self-lustrous army
of the Thought-powers, they who move the ﬁxed hills; they
who support the burning light and sacriﬁce on the back of
heaven and have the luminous inspiration, to them sing out
by the word a great mightiness of the soul.
2. These are the powers of the Life that are mighty and desire the waters of heaven and they increase our wide being;
yoking their swiftnesses they speed everywhere; they join
themselves to the lightning, the Third Soul cries aloud to
them, the waters raise their voice and rush over all the earth.
3. These gods have the ﬂashing powers of the lightning, they
are the outﬂaming of the thunderstone, the ﬁre and light
of the storm-wind of Life, Powers of battle that move the
hills; they follow their clamorous path again and again with
giving of the waters, shouting in their strength, uplifting
their energy with a passionate delight in their force.
4. O violent ones, rushing you pervade in your strength the
nights and the days and the mid-world and its kingdoms;
1 The dappled Cow, mental Nature, mother of the thought-gods by her light.
2 Rudra, the dread Master of Life, the terrible and easily-angered Compeller of the

ascending evolution, father of the upward storming thought-powers by his nervous
impulsions.
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when you drive like ships over open ranges or when you
possess with your motion the difﬁcult paths, O even then,
you Life-gods, you come not by any hurt.
That force of yours, O ye Life-gods, has extended its farreaching vastness as the Sun of Truth extends wide its working; ye are even as his white steeds whose pure light in their
journeying none can seize and restrain, when you make to
break apart the hill of being because it gives not up to you
life’s prisoned swiftnesses.
O Life-gods, O ordainers of things, your army blazes with
light when you wrest out the ﬂood like a woodcutter cleaving a tree. Now therefore shall you, setting all your heart
on one object, lead our effort and struggle by an easy way
even as his eye guides the wayfarer.
O Life-gods, he is not conquered, he is not slain, he stumbles
not, nor is hurt nor suffers anguish, his felicities and his
increasings are not harried nor made havoc of whom you
speed on his way a seer or a king.
These Life-gods, they yoke the horses of the Life-power,
they are like men that conquer groups and companies, they
are as if lords of strength and aspiration; when these kings
have upraised their voice, they feed (drink) the fountain of
the waters and ﬂood earth with the strong essence of the
sweetness.
This wide earth becomes prone to the advancing movement
of the Life-gods, prone the heaven and prone paths of the
mid-air and prone the mountains.
When, O Life-powers, O souls of heaven, with your rich
bringings you rejoice in the rising of its Sun of illumination,
souls of the world of Light, ah, your horses fall not in their
galloping, at once you attain the end of this path.
Lances are on your shoulders, on your feet are sharp anklets,
on your bosoms golden adornments, O Life-Powers happy
in your cars; lightnings that are ﬂamings of the ﬂame of Will
are in your luminous arms, on your heads are wide extended
turbans of golden light.
Strivers and ﬁghters, O Life-powers, ye rush over that high
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heaven whose pure light cannot be seized where is the shining Tree; when their purifying strengths have come together
and have become a blaze of light, desiring the Truth they
raise a voice of far extended proclamation.
13. O ye Life-Powers that attain to absolute knowledge, may
we be wide in our being, charioteers of the felicity you give
which never departs from us even as the star Tishya from
heaven; let the Life-powers in us delight in a thousandfold
riches.
14. O Life-gods, you foster a felicity full of desirable energies,
you foster the ﬁnder of knowledge who has illumined possession of equality, you for the bringer of the riches establish
here his war steed of the plenitude, you his King of the
inspired knowledge.
15. O you who at once increase our being, I seek from you
that substance by which we shall build as if the world of
light in the godheads. Life-Powers, take joy in this my selfexpression so that by its speed for our journey we may pass
through safe to the goal of our hundred winters.
SUKTA 55
1. Strong for the sacriﬁce the Thought-Powers with their shining spears and the golden light of their bosoms hold a vast
manifestation of our being; they journey with swift horses
perfectly controlled; their chariots roll one after the other
as they journey to Bliss.
2. Of yourselves you hold in thought an energy according to
your knowledge; great are you and widely illumine a vastness; yea and with your force you have measured out the
mid-world. One after the other their chariots roll [as they
journey to Bliss.]
3. Together they were born, perfect in their becoming, together
they are diffused and ever the godheads increase for the
glory advancing more and more; wide are their splendours
like the rays of the Sun of Truth. One after the [other their
chariots roll as they journey to Bliss.]
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4. O ye thought-powers, your greatness can enter into our
being and carry with it a power of vision like the seeing
of the bright Lord of Truth; and ye shall found us in the
immortality. One after the other [their chariots roll as they
journey to Bliss.]
5. O Thought-powers, from that ocean of the Waters you raise
up and shower down the rain of your plenty; and your herds
that foster are not harried by the foe, O ye achievers of the
work. One after the other [their chariots roll as they journey
to Bliss.]
6. When for horses of swiftness you have put your dappled deer
in your yokes and have drawn about you your vestments of
golden light, you scatter and sunder all that strives against
you, O Thought-Powers of the Life. One after another [their
chariots roll as they journey to Bliss.]
7. Not the mountains of being nor its rivers can hedge you
in, but where you discern your way, O Thought-powers, to
that you go. Your movement is over all the earth and all
the heavens. One after another [their chariots roll as they
journey to Bliss.]
8. Whatsoever is of old and whatsoever is new, that which rises
in us, O Dwellers in substance, and that which is expressed,
of all this you become the knowers. One after another [their
chariots roll as they journey to Bliss.]
9. Be a gladness in us, O Thought-powers, hurt us not with
your blows; work out widely for us your much bliss; enter into our afﬁrmation and our companionship. One after
another [their chariots roll as they journey to Bliss.]
10. Lead us, you, O Thought-powers hymned by us, from this
to a richer existence out of the sin and evil. Accept our giving
and oblation, O lords of sacriﬁce; let us become masters of
your riches.
SUKTA 56
1. O Flame of will, today I call down even from the luminous
world of heaven the nations of the Thought-powers, the
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host that puts out its force, shaped with shining ornaments
of golden light.
Even as thou conceivest aught in the heart, that so they
express and to that they move; they who come nearest to
thy callings increase into a terrible beauty.
Our earth full of their bounty moves rejoicing in the impulse
of their blows. O Thought-powers, your force tears and
cleaves asunder and it is hard to restrain like a luminous
bull seeking the Terrible.
They move in their energy easily like shining herds that cannot be restrained; they impel forward by their journeyings
even the stone of the heavens of light and the hill of being
expressed with all its members.
Arise, now I call by my afﬁrmings the multitudinous army
of these Thought-powers increased and diffused, a supreme
host, as if a herd released of the shining ones.
Yoke to your car your steeds of rosy light, yoke blood-red
swiftnesses to your chariots, yoke those two swift brilliant
coursers who are strongest to bear you in the yoke, your
strongest bearers in the yoke.
Yea and that one shining many-voiced visioned steed of the
plenitude hath here been placed; O Thought-powers, let
him not delay long in your journeyings; urge him forward
in your chariots.
Now we call the chariot of the Thought-powers that seeks
the inspired knowledge, and there stands the Queen of the
two ﬁrmaments with the Thought-powers and brings to us
all delightful things.
I call that keen-shining labouring host of you brilliant
(happy) in the chariot, for there she greatens with the
Thought-powers perfect in her being, perfect in her felicity.
SUKTA 57

1. O violent ones who have one heart, travel with the Godmind in your chariots of golden light on a happy journey
to the bliss. Lo, this thought in us in which ye shall take
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joy! Come as the waters of heaven to the thirsting soul that
desires its streams.
Thinkers with your weapons of sound and your lances
that seek, bows of ﬁrmness, arrows of impulsion, quivers
of persistence, perfect are your horses, perfect your chariots, perfect your weapons. O Thought-powers, sons of the
many-hued Mother, so you journey to the Bliss.
You pour out earth and heaven as his wealth on the giver
of the sacriﬁce, in fear of your movement earth’s forests of
pleasure start away from their roots. Sons of the many-hued
Mother, you hew at the wide earth in your search for the
bliss when ﬁerce in strength you have yoked your dappled
ones.
O Thought-powers, ye are the ﬂamings of the Life-god, the
rain of heaven is your robe, you are perfect in form and alike
even as twin-born things; gold and rose are your swiftnesses;
cleaving all things you are without hurt; you are great and
vast like heaven.
Many-streaming, luminously adorned, very forceful, a vision of ﬂaming lights, a rich felicity that falls not away from
them, perfect in being from their birth, golden bosomed, the
illumined singers of heaven enjoy the Immortal Name.
O Thought-powers, spears of light are on your shoulders,
force and energy and strength are placed in your arms, on
your heads are the mightinesses of the soul, weapons of war
are in your chariots; all glories have taken form in your
bodies.
Give unto us, O Thought-Powers, a rich felicity of the herds
of the light and the horses of swiftness and chariots for our
movement and great hero-energies and delight and joy. Sons
of the Violent, create in us our self-expression; let me have
enjoyment of your divine increasing.
Ho! ye divine souls, Thought-powers of the many plenitudes, give us bliss, Immortals and Knowers of the Truth
and Right, Seers ever young whose inspired hearing listens
to the Truth; and your words express its Vastness and that
Vastness is the rain of your diffusion.
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SUKTA 58
1. Now will I afﬁrm that puissant host of these Thought-gods
full of newborn expression, whose horses are swift and they
carry strength in their chariots; they have self-rule, they have
mastered Immortality.
2. They are a strong host blazing with light, who wear sharp
bracelets on their hands and all whose actions are a rushing
speed and they have creative knowledge and are givers of
desirable boons, for they are immeasurable in their vastness
and creators of beatitude; O mind illumined, adore these
divine powers who have many riches for thee.
3. Let them come to you today bearing heaven’s waters, all
these Thought-powers that speed the rain of its abundance. O Thought-powers, behold here the ﬂaming god
high-kindled, cleave to him, O seers who are young for ever.
4. It is you, O powers of the sacriﬁce, that bring to birth
for man the King of the great impulsions; yours comes
this Fighter who speeds forth his arms and smites with his
clenched hands, yours, O Thought-powers, this master of
hero-powers and excellent swiftnesses.
5. Those who moved not become like whirling spokes, those
who were limited in knowledge are born like the days into
ever greater vastnesses; for the Thought-powers, highest and
most rapturous sons of the many-hued mother, by the force
of their own thinking have rained down their bounty.
6. When ye have gone forcefully forward, O Thought-powers,
with your dappled deer for coursers and the strong galloping of your chariots, the ﬂoods of heaven shall ﬂow in their
channels, earth’s pleasant growths shall be set in movement,
and let Heaven too like a shining Bull (rainer luminous)
thunder out its cry upon us.
7. In their passage our wide earth becomes more vast to us,
and their desire like a husband places in her its own child;
our life-currents they join to the yoke for their horses; they
have made their rain as if the sweat of their toil, these sons
of the Violent One.
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8. Ho, ye divine souls, [Thought-powers of the many plenitudes, give us bliss, Immortals and Knowers of the Truth
and Right, Seers ever young whose inspired hearing listens
to the Truth; and your words express its Vastness and that
Vastness is the rain of your diffusion.]3
SUKTA 59
l. Lo they are in clear movement for the giving of the bliss! Sing
the word of light unto Heaven; I will offer the Truth to it
from our earth. They are spreading abroad their swiftnesses,
they are crossing through the mid-world; they are casting
down upon us their own light in seas.
2. In fear of their force our earth trembles into vibration, like
a ship that is full it moves from its place and voyages, agonised; for these are they of the far vision who awaken us to
knowledge by their goings, within us these godheads strive
on in knowledge towards the vastness.
3. Uplifted unto the highest is their horn as of shining herds
for the glory; their vision is as that of the sun of the truth
in the wide-outpouring of the light. You are beautiful like
swift horses and born perfect, — like strong men you awake
in your knowledge to the glory.
4. Who has tasted all the great things of your greatness, who
your revelations of wisdom, O Thought-powers? who the
virilities of your strength? You make our earth to vibrate
like a ray of the Light when you bear her forward, for the
giving of the bliss.
5. They are as if shining horses of swiftnesses, brothers each
unto the other, they are like heroes that ﬁght in the forefront
and they war in our vanguard; they grow like strong men in
their utter increase, they limit and measure out the vision of
the Sun of Truth by their diffusions.
3 Only the beginning of this verse was written out in the manuscript. The words in
brackets have been supplied from the translation of the previous Sukta, whose last verse
is the same. — Ed.
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6. None of them is greatest or least or middle, they have broken
out into birth and grown by their own vastness; from their
birth they are perfect in their being; as such come to us, O ye
sons of the many-hued mother, O ye strong ones of heaven.
7. Like birds in their series they go ﬂying in their strength
to the ends of heaven and over all the high level of the
Vastness; their galloping swiftnesses move away the clouds
that envelop the hill wherever and however gods and men
agree in their knowledge.
8. Let the heaven of the undivided Inﬁnite shape our birth and
the Dawns richly various with the divided life labour over
it; for to the word that declared them these Thought-powers
of the Violent One have poured out the treasury of heaven
on the ﬁnder of knowledge.
SUKTA 60
1. I adore with obeisance of submission the Flame that shall
perfectly foster us; here let him advance and be the discerning judge of our action; I bring it to him as if with
chariots speeding towards the plenitude and from the right
hand of knowledge I would enrich my afﬁrmation of the
Thought-gods.
2. Ye who ascend, O Thought-powers, O violent ones, your
chariots of ease and your dappled deer to whose footsteps
we listen, in fear of you, O ﬁerce strengths, our earth’s pleasant growths start away from their roots, our earth herself
trembles and vibrates and even her mountain.
3. The very hill that had grown into largeness was alarmed
and its high level of heaven shook at your cry. When you
play, O Thought-powers, with your searching lances, like
uninterrupted waters you come running.
4. Like rich bridegrooms they have tricked out their bodies
with shapes of golden light, even with forms of their natural being; glorious they seek glory, they are strong in their
chariots, always they create greatnesses in their members.
5. None of these is least or greatest, brothers they have grown
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together towards a blissful opulence; a youth and a good
worker is the Violent One their father; their mother is as a
cow that is a good milker and she is many-hued and bright
in her days.
6. Whether, O Thought-powers, you stand fulﬁlled in joy in
the highest or in the middle or in the lowest heaven, thence
to us, O violent ones. And thou too, O Flame of Will, with
these take knowledge of the oblation that we give to you as
your sacriﬁce.
7. When the Will and you, O Thought-powers omniscient,
you come driving from the higher heaven over the levels of
the hill of our being, then in your rushing motion drunken
with rapture destroying the powers that do us hurt establish
desirable bliss for the sacriﬁcer who presses the wine.
8. O Will, drink of the wine of delight and grow exultant; with
the Thought-Powers glorious in their hosts that speak the
word of light and give the touch of bliss, beings all-pervading
who purify us, drink, O universal Force of all, one with them
in impulsion of speed by thy heavenly-shining vision.
SUKTA 61
1. Who are ye, O Powers supreme in your glory, you who come
to us one by one from the highest supreme?
2. Whence had you your horses? whence your reins? how had
you your puissance? what is the manner of your movement?
Their seat is on the back of Life, their rein of control is in
its nostrils.
3. The whip of their urging falls on its loins; these powers
labour it with their thighs as if women in the creation of a
child.
4. So come over to me, O ye strong Males with your happy
consort, that ye may dwell full of the heat of the Flame.
5. She who extends her arms to the hero when afﬁrmed by
the seer of the ruddy-dark life-powers, let her conquer for
me the herd of the horses of swiftness and the herd of the
shining cows and the ﬂock of a hundred.
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6. Woman is she, greater in bliss and substance than the male
who dwells not in the gods and has not the riches.
7. She knows the sufferer and the thirsty and the soul afﬂicted
with its desire and she forms the mind in the godhead.
8. Because that Male is but half in his being and unafﬁrmed
by the word, therefore he is called the Miser of life; only by
the giving of her energy shall he become whole.
9. Young and full of rapture she shall cry aloud his path to
the dusky soul; for the illumined who has attained to much
riches and to a far ﬂung splendour two ruddy steeds labour
on the path.
10. And he shall give me a hundred of the fostering herd, even
as the son of him who ﬁnds the steed, yea he shall be in his
largeness of bounty even as this host of the Life-powers that
travel to their goal.
11. For drinking an intoxicating sweetness they are borne on by
swift steeds and they hold here the inspirations of knowledge.
12. By their glory they blaze with light in the two ﬁrmaments
of our being and they are as if a golden light above in our
heavens.
13. Young is that host of the Life-gods and a blaze of light
are their chariots; they cannot be conﬁned, unwithheld they
travel to the bliss.
14. Who knoweth of them where now they speed and rejoice
born in the Truth, free from all hurt of sin?
15. You, O illumined powers, are leaders of the mortal by right
thought and you hear him when he calls you to the journey.
16. You, with your many delights, destroy our hurters and
you turn towards us, O lords of sacriﬁce, desirable treasures.
17. O goddess, wide-billowing Night, bear my afﬁrmation over
to the son of the Render, carry my words to him like a
charioteer.
18. And thou shalt say this for me to the Journeyer in the Chariot who has pressed out the wine, that my desire passes not
away from me.
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19. Lo, the Journeyer in the Chariot is a lord of the plenitudes,
he dwells in the countries where are the radiant herds; his
lodging is upon the mountains.
SUKTA 73
1. Whether your station be in the supreme world or in this of
the descent, whether you range multitudinously enjoying the
world of the Multitude or in the mid-habitation, — come to
me, O Riders on the Steed of Life.
2. I approach the twins, children of the highest who are its rays
in this hill of Matter, and they become in the multiplicity of
its forms here upon earth and bear up the manifoldness of
its works. I call them to me for world-enjoying in their utter
multiplicity.
3. One moving wheel of your chariot ye keep in governed
labour, form for that which takes form; two others ye set
shining (or moving) by your might throughout these kingdoms and these periods of man’s pilgrimage.
4. Well by this that is here has that been worked out by you, O
ye universal Twain, and I afﬁrm it in me according to your
making of it; born separately in us, you come wholly into
union and brotherhood without any hurt.
5. For the daughter of the Sun of Truth ever ascends your swiftrunning car, therefore red of action and full of the heat of
her force are the winged powers that draw you and they
guard us from attack on every side by their burning clarity.
6. O twin divine Souls, by your bliss the Enjoyer of things
awakens to knowledge in his conscious mind when he bears
in his mouth of enjoyment your burning clarity that yet
hurts not, O ye leaders of man’s pilgrimage.
7. Heard in man’s voyagings is the clanging voice of the Bird
of strength that leads your movement when the Enjoyer of
things sets you moving towards his paths by his works, O
strong Souls, O Riders of Life.
8. O violent enjoyers who seek the sweetness, she fed full of
the sweetness cleaves to you; when you cross over the two
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oceans, ripe are your satisfactions that you bring.
9. Truth have they spoken, O Riders upon Life, when they
called you creators of the Beatitude. Therefore in our journey most ready are you for the call to the journeying,
therefore in our journey you give us wholly bliss.
10. May these soul-thoughts that increase these gods in us be full
of the bliss for the twin Riders on the Life, — the thoughts
that we fashion like chariots for their movement, and we
express in ourselves the limitless surrender.
SUKTA 74
1. Where are ye today, O Riders on the steed of living, O divine
Twins rich in mental power, in the divine world of mind
and of That ye have the inspiration, O abundant rainers of
substance; the Enjoyer of things labours to establish you in
all his dwelling.
2. Where are they? where now is your word audible in heaven,
O gods who lead our pilgrimage? In what creature born are
ye labouring? who is your companion by the rivers of being?
3. To whom come ye or to whom do ye go, towards whose
dwelling do ye yoke your car? In whose soul-thoughts are
ye taking your delight? We for the sacriﬁce desire you.
4. O twin power of the multiplicity, ye have joy for man born
in the multiplicity in the pouring out of the waters of its
multitude, when for man seized fast and bound in his selfextension ye come to him as to a lion snared in this world
of harms.
5. From the mover in things when he has grown old ye loose
his faded covering like a worn raiment; young he grows
again when you form him afresh and he meets the desire of
the Bride.
6. Verily, there is one here who would afﬁrm you and in the
vision of you we abide for the glory. Now hear, now come
to us with your fosterings, O gods who are rich in the force
of the plenitude.
7. Who today takes delight of you among mortals that have
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realised their multiplicity? What illumined soul, O you who
bear up the illumined in his voyage? who wins you by his
sacriﬁces, O gods rich in the force of the plenitude?
8. Most mobile for our paths of all divine chariots is the chariot
of your movement, O Riders on the Life, let it come to us,
seeking us, breaking through that world of the multitude
and becoming a movement of power in mortals.
9. O seekers of honey, let our constant action be wholly full
of bliss; downward yet keeping the wide and complete consciousness, come ﬂashing (or cleave) swift as eagles drawn
by your winged powers.
10. O Riders on the Life, whensoever ye are ready to hear
this call of man, utterly full of a rich substance are your
enjoyings, your satisfactions ﬁll our cup to the brim.
SUKTA 75
1. Towards the abundant movement of your utter delight, your
car that bears our rich substance, O Riders on the Life, the
seer who afﬁrms you grows by his afﬁrmation to that in his
being. O sons of the sweetness, hear my call.
2. Come breaking through beyond to me; I call to you, O ye
universal, O ye eternal Twain, O fulﬁllers of the Work, O
treaders of the path of gold, O keepers of the perfect peace,
O voyagers on the upper Waters, sons of the sweetness, hear
my call.
3. Bearing to us the Delights, O Riders on the Life, come,
ye twain; O violent ones who tread the ways of golden
light, choosing and cleaving to us, gods rich in the force of
plenitude, sons of the sweetness, hear my call.
4. She who is as the speech of the perfect Afﬁrmer of things,
ye have taken her and set by you in your car, O ye abundant
rainers of our substance; so indeed your clanging swan of
the paths creates for you your rich-bodied satisfactions. O
sons of the sweetness, hear my call.
5. Ye who have the mind that wakes to knowledge, drivers of
your chariot, man’s impetuous impellers, hearers of his cry,
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drawn by your winged energies you come, O Riders on the
Life, to the mover in things when he has freed himself from
the duality. O sons of the sweetness, hear my call.
O divine Souls, let your chariot-horses that are yoked by
the mind, that eat of the streaming honey, let your winged
powers bear you to the drinking of the wine with all kinds
of bliss in your car, O Riders on the Steed of Life. Sons of
the sweetness, hear my call.
O Riders on the Life, come hither, let not your delight ever
turn away from us, O aspirers in our pilgrimage, and let
your movement pervade our path and speed beyond, O
invincible! Sons of the sweetness, hear my call.
O invincible, O Lords of Bliss, ye in this sacriﬁce grow in
your being upon your adorer who in his desire of increase,
expresses by the word the Riders on the Steed of Life. Sons
of the sweetness, hear my call.
Dawn has been born with her shining herds, the ﬁre of
the Will has been established and it observes the order of
the Truth, yoked is your immortal car, O abundant rainers
of our substance, O achievers of the Works. Sons of the
sweetness, hear my call.
SUKTA 76

1. Strength shines out as the might of the dawns, upward rise
the Words of the illumined minds, words that travel towards
the godheads. Downward now come to us hither, O Drivers
of the Chariot, O Riders on the Life, to the swelling clarity.
2. When it is perfected ye diminish it not, O swift voyagers, O
Riders on the Life, now here afﬁrmed within us; swift are ye
in your coming with increase for the Caller drinking in the
soul’s daytime and when he rests from the journey ye create
the utter peace for the giver.
3. Yea, come when the rays of the Truth gather together in its
evenings and in the dawn of its day; in its midday come and
when the sun of Truth is rising, by day and by night with
your blissful increasing. Not now ﬁrst, O Riders on the Life,
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is lengthened out the drinking of the honey.
4. This is your station in the front of heaven and your dwelling
place; these are your houses, O Riders on the Life, and this
your gated mansion. Come to us from the mountain of the
vaster Heaven and from the waters of that Ocean bearing
to us the impulsion, carrying to us the energy.
5. May we attain by their perfect leading, by this new manifestation of the Ashwins that creates the Beatitude. Bring to us
felicity, bring to us hero-strengths, all immortal enjoyings.
SUKTA 77
1. Sacriﬁce to the Twins supreme who come with the Dawn,
— they shall drink before the greed of the Devourer makes
war upon us, — in the dawn the Riders on the Life uphold
the sacriﬁce and the Seers of the Truth express the Word
when they enjoy the ﬁrst pourings.
2. In the dawn sacriﬁce to the Riders on the Life and set them
galloping on their paths; not at the falling of the night does
the sacriﬁce journey to the gods nor is it accepted by them;
yea, and another than ourselves sacriﬁces and discovers his
increase; he who sacriﬁces ﬁrst is stronger for the conquest.
3. Your chariot comes to you with the burden of your satisfying
pleasures, its surface is that golden light, its hue is the honey
of sweetness, it rains down clarities, it has the swiftness of
the mind, it has the rush of the life, your chariot in which
you pass beyond all evil stumblings.
4. He who has entered into the largest kingdom by the strength
of the lords of the voyage and enjoys that delightfullest
essence of the food of the gods in their apportioning, carries
his creation to its goal by the achieving of his works and
ever he breaks through beyond all the lights that aspire not
to the highest.
5. May we attain by their perfect leading, by this new manifestation of the Riders on the Life that creates the Beatitude.
Bring to us felicity, bring to us hero-strengths, — all immortal enjoyings.
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SUKTA 78
1. Hither arrive, O Riders on the Life, O Leaders of our voyage,
let not our delight turn away from us; like twin swans come
ﬂying to the outpourings of the wine.
2. O Riders on the Life, like twin stags, like two bulls that
hasten to the pastures, like twin swans etc.
3. O Riders on the Life, gods rich in force of the plenitude,
cleave to the sacriﬁce for the offering of our desire; like twin
swans etc.
4. When the eater of things descended down into Hell, then
he called to you like a woman that woos her paramour and
new was your speed as of the eagle with which you came to
him and it was full of the purest bliss.
5. O Tree that keepest the Delight, start apart like the womb
of a mother giving birth; hear my cry, O Riders on the Life,
and deliver me who am smitten with the seven pains.
6. For the seer smitten with the seven pains in his fear and
in his crying joy, O Riders on the Life, by the powers of
your knowledge, bring together over him the Tree and tear
it apart.
7. As a wind sets the pool rippling from bank to bank, so let
thy child move in thee, O Tree, and in the tenth month come
forth.
8. As the wind moves and as the wood and as the sea, so, O
ten months’ child, do thou descend with the [
] in which
thou art wrapped.
9. Ten months let the Boy lie in his mother and then come forth
living and unhurt, living in her alive.
SUKTA 79
l. Awaken us today, O dawn, to thy vast bliss bearing in thee
the light of heaven, even as then didst thou awaken us
when the inspiration of the Truth opened wide upon us,
O thou whose perfect birth is a truth and gladness of the
life’s movement.
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2. As thou dawnedst once, O daughter of heaven, perfect
guide, pure and shining movement, so now dawn, O victorious force, O true inspiration, O wide expanding, O
thou whose perfect birth is a truth and gladness of the life’s
coursing.
3. So today dawn on us, O daughter of heaven, bearer of
substance as then thou didst dawn, victorious force, true
inspiration, wide expanding whose perfect birth is the truth
and gladness of life’s coursing.
4. They who uphold thee in the sacriﬁce and express thee by
their afﬁrmations, O wide-shining Dawn, they have the utter
glory of thy plenitudes, O queen of plenitudes; they hold the
gift and hold the delight, O thou whose perfect birth is a
truth and gladness of the life’s coursing.
5. Whatsoever these hosts of thine take pleasure in for the
building of the fullness, they set round as their objects of
desire, giving us a wealth from which there is no deviation
into suffering, O thou whose etc.
6. Conﬁrm, O dawn, forceful victory and all plenitudes in the
masters of light, who from their plenitudes have heaped on
us undeviating felicities, O thou whose perfect birth etc.
7. [Not translated.]
8. Yea, and bring to us luminous impulsions, O daughter of
heaven, with the rays of the Sun of Truth that are bright
and shine in purity and realise illumination, O thou whose
perfect birth etc.
9. Dawn on us, O daughter of heaven, prolong not for ever
our labour; thou art not afﬂicted by the light of the Sun of
Truth as is the thief of our radiances, as is the enemy of our
being, O thou whose perfect birth etc.
10. Even so much and more shouldst thou give to the seeker of
knowledge, thou who dawning with thy spacious light on
him who afﬁrms thee art not diminished in thy spaces, O
thou whose perfect birth etc.
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SUKTA 80
1. She follows the shining path of light and by the Truth is
vast, for she has supreme hold of the Truth; wide is the
splendour of her ruddy form. Towards Dawns divine as she
comes to them bearing in her that luminous world, souls of
the knowledge raise the adoration of their thoughts.
2. Lo where she comes with the vision awakening the creature
and she goes in front making his paths easy for his feet;
vast is she and all-pervading, vast is her movement and she
labours at the Light in the front of the days.
3. Ruddy for the work are the radiances that she yokes to her
chariot and unstumbling she makes for us a felicity that
shall not pass away from us; divine is she and she hews out
our paths for the happy journey, — multiply afﬁrmed she
gleams laden with all desirable things.
4. All a whiteness she becomes in the two powers of her greatness as she unveils her body before our eyes; she follows the
path of the Truth towards our self-perfection and knows all
the regions of our travel and circumscribes them not.
5. Lo, she manifests knowledge and stands up on the heights
for vision bathing her white limbs in lustre. Repelling all
discords and all darknesses Dawn the daughter of heaven
has come to us with the Light.
6. Lo, the daughter of heaven fronts men’s souls, a happy
Dawn and sets their work in movement; and she ﬂoods
with her desirable things the giver; still is she young who
has made the Light again for us even as in the ancient days.
SUKTA 81
l. They yoke the mind, they yoke the thoughts, illuminates
to the Illuminate, to the vast godhead, to the enlightened
Consciousness. He is One and knows all things that come
into being and sets each in her place all the queens of the
sacriﬁce. Vast is the afﬁrmation of the divine Creator.
2. He is the seer and assumes all forms and he brings into being
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their happy state for the twofold world and the fourfold.
Yea, he manifests all Heaven and in his outshining follows
the march of the Dawn.
3. The other gods follow his march and by the force of his
energy they attain to the vastness of the God, the lord of
varied lustres who has measured out the earthly worlds by
his large might, the godhead creative.
4. And thou travellest, O Manifester of things, to the triple
luminousnesses; and thou art expressed wholly by the rays
of the Sun of Truth; and thou besiegest the Night from either
side; and thou becomest Love the Harmoniser, O Godhead,
by thy laws.
5. And thou art the One who has power to bring forth the
world and thou becomest the Increaser, O God, by thy
progressions; and thou illuminest wholly all this world.
Shyavashwa has attained to the afﬁrmation of thee, O creator of things.
SUKTA 82
1. It is that, the food of the divine Creator that we accept into
us, even that best enjoyment of the Enjoyer we meditate
which most establishes the all in us and brings us to our
goal.
2. For whatsoever delight there is of this Forth-bringer of
things they cannot diminish it, for it is too self-victorious,
nor his self-empire.
3. He is the Forth-bringer and Enjoyer and it is the delights
that he brings forth for whosoever gives to him; that varied
glory of his enjoyment we desire.
4. Today, O divine Bringer-forth of things, loose forth in us
thy fruitful felicity; loose away from us all that is of the evil
dream.
5. All evils and stumblings loose away from us, O divine Creator; that loose forth upon us which is the good and the
happiness.
6. Blameless for inﬁnite being in this new creation of the divine
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Creator, we seize with the thought all desirable things.
7. Today we accept into us by the perfect forms of our thought
the universal godhead, the master of being, the creator
creating the Truth of things, —
8. even he who goes in front of both this day and night with
no heedless mind, placing perfectly his creative Thought,
the Forth-bringer,
9. he who makes heard in the rhythm of Truth all these births
of the universe and so produces them, the Forth-bringer.
SUKTA 83
1. Let thy speech turn in these Words towards the mighty
One, afﬁrm the Master of the Storm and by submission
lodge him in all thy being. Shouting aloud the Bull swiftly
achieving sets his seed, his child in earth’s growths that bear
her heats.
2. He smites down her trees; he smites down also the giants of
evil; the whole world is in fear of his mighty blow. Even he
that is blameless is seized and driven by him in his abundant
might, when as the lord of the storm roaring he slays the
doers of evil.
3. Like a charioteer with his lash he drives on the steeds, —
oh, he makes manifest his messengers of the rain. From afar
arise his roarings of the lion when the lord of the storm
makes his heavens full of the rain.
4. The winds of life blow, the lightnings leap from our heaven,
upward are tossed the growths of earth, nourished is the
light of the luminous svar; for the whole world impulse of
movement is born when the lord of the storm fosters our
earth with his seed.
5. To his law our earth bows down, by his law she bears the
galloping hooves of the life-powers; by his law the growths
of earth’s warmths assume all forms; O Master of the storm,
achieve for us a vast peace.
6. Oh ye Thought-forces, set ﬂowing for us your rain of
heaven; nourish us, O ye streams of the Horse of Life, the
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Male of the worlds; downwards in this form of thy thunders
come pouring out the Waters; come as the Master of Might
and our Father.
Shout, roar aloud, plant thy offspring here; storm about
with thy car full of the Waters; drag to thee entirely the skin
opened wide and turned downward; let the high places and
the low be equalled with each other.
Raise up thy vast sack of the waters, pour out, let the rivers
ﬂow wide-streaming in front of us; ﬂood our earth and
heaven with the clarity, let there be free drinking of it for
the herds unslayable.
When, O Master of Storm, thou shoutest aloud and roaring
smitest the doers of evil, all the world rejoices and whatsoever is upon the earth.
Thou hast rained thy rains, now catch them upward; thou
hast made the desert places easy to be crossed, thou hast
produced the growths of earth’s heats for our enjoying, —
yea, thou hast found the thought-mind for thy creatures.
SUKTA 84

1. Truly, O Earth, thou bearest here the oppressive weight of
thy mountains and thou rejoicest in thy wide soul leaning down from them in thy vastness, O vast and mighty
one.
2. O wide-ranging Earth, our afﬁrmations support thee all
about in thy movements, who settest into a gallop thy neighing horse of Life’s plenitude that crosses through all to its
goal, O white shining goddess, —
3. and though ﬁrm-rooted thou supportest thy growths of delight with thy containing power, yet thou doest violence to
them in thy energy when the lightnings stream from thy
clouded sky, and the abundance of heaven rains down upon
thee.
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SUKTA 85
1. Cast into the illumining word a soul-thought vast and delightful and profound for the Encompasser, the all-King
whose voice is the Truth’s inspiration, and he has hewed
the veil asunder as one slits open a skin that earth may lie
open to the Sun of illumination.
2. He has spread out the vital world supported in our pleasant
things and plenitude of their force in the labouring lifepowers and their sweet yield in the radiant herds and will
in men’s hearts and the god-force in the waters of existence
and the sun of truth in our mental heaven and the wine of
delight on the hill of being.
3. The Encompasser created with downward door the world
that holds his embracing knowledge and from that opening he loosed forth heaven of mind and earth of body and
this middle vital habitation; from that door the king of all
this world of our becoming ﬂoods wholly this earth as rain
sweeps over the crops of a ﬁeld.
4. He ﬂoods from it the wide earth and the heaven when he
the All-Encompasser desires that sweet milk at last. The
high summits of our earthly being are clothed then with
his cloud and his hero-strengths put forth their might and
loosen them from their bases.
5. This is the might of the wisdom I declare to you of the AllEncompasser, the Inspired and Puissant One; for he stands
in the middle vital world with the mind as his measuringrule and he maps out our physical being with the Sun of
knowledge.
6. Yea, this is the might of the forming wisdom of the God in
his absolute vision and to that might none can do violence,
that the ocean of his being is one and all these moving and
hastening waters pour into it, yet can they not ﬁll it with
their waters.
7. O Wideness, cleave from us all sin that we have done against
the law of Aryaman or the rule of Mitra, against comrade
or brother or constant fellow or any ﬁghter in this battle.
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8. The evil that has been done in us as by treacherous gamesters
in the playing, the truth that errs and we would not know
it, the roots of all these things loosen and cut them away
from us, so shall we be dear to thee, O Lord of Purity.
SUKTA 86
1. O god-mind and god-will, the mortal whom ye both increase
in the plenitudes, breaks through even ﬁxed and strong
formations, he becoming the triple soul, forward to the
illumined energies and the voices of the heights.
2. The twain who are hard to pierce in our battles, who are all
inspiration in our plenitudes, who range in all the ﬁve worlds
of our labour, the god-mind and the god-will we call to us.
3. Full of solid might is their shining energy, — sharp is the
out-ﬂashing light of the lords of plenitude and from the two
rays that are their arms it speeds running to its mark as the
slayer of the Coverer of the radiant herds.
4. Ye we call, O god-mind and god-will, for the impulsion
of your movements, O masters of the ecstasy that breaks
through to our goal, gods who have the knowledge and
delight in the word.
5. Gods invincible who increase day by day for the mortal,
adepts of the work I set in the front, even as I set the two
gods of the delight in front for the life-force in me that
labours.
6. So for the god-mind and the god-will has been cast a foodoffering of force as clarity puriﬁed by the pressing stones
of heaven. May ye uphold in the illumined souls that give
you expression vast inspiration and felicity, may ye uphold
impulsion in them when they give you the word of your
expression.
SUKTA 87
1. Towards the Mighty One with whom are the Thoughtpowers, towards the All-pervading Deity may your thoughts
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travel forward; for it is he who is born on the mountaintops
and he is the moving Thought-Force in us, — forward to
the mighty force with the spiked gauntlets that advances in
the sacriﬁce with a blissful impulse of speed whose action
shakes the world.
Ye who are born by the might of him and who are self-born
when by knowledge the forcefully moving Thought-God
sends forth his word, by his will-power, O ye forces of the
Thought, that ﬂashing might of yours cannot be violated;
by his effective power and his might that is here in them
and they become as the mountains to whom none can do
violence.
Their voices are inspirations from the vast heaven, by its
word they shine out and come beautifully into being, — and
are the moving Thought-God! their force of impulsion is
not lord in this world of our self-accomplishing, therefore
as ﬁres of the god-will making their own lightning, they rush
forward along life’s rushing streams.
He — it was from that vast world, that equal seat that he
came forward, the wide-striding Pervader of things, the
Thought-God in the force of his movement. When of himself
he yokes himself to them coming down from his own high
home in the lower plateaus, they are spurred by a vast emulation, they are possessed of their pervading mightinesses
and he moves with his Strong Ones increasing the Bliss.
As the puissant sound of you vibrating travels the Bull of the
world in his impetuosity and his forceful might, the moving
Thought-God, and by Him ye shine out and have overcoming might and are self-brilliant and are ﬁxed in radiances
and are golden of the Light, armed, speeding impellently.
No shore is there to the ocean of your might in its increase;
may the forcefully moving Thought-God protect that ﬂashing strength for in your forward march ye are that stand at
last in the Vision; so shining out pure as ﬁres of the god-will
from that which conﬁnes and limits us protect.
May they the violent ones, like ﬁres of the god-will perfect in plenitude, multitudinous in their lustrous strengths
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increase us, — even the moving Thought-Force, — they in
whose movements this our earthly seat far-extended and
wide widens more and vast are the forceful mights of them
supremely and wonderfully moving.
8. O ye Thought-powers moving for us in the path where hostile division ceases, hear the cry of your adorer, O moving
Thought-Power; becoming of one passion with the mighty
Pervading Godhead repel from us always by your workings,
happy in your charioted movements, all things that hurt and
divide.
9. Come to our sacriﬁce, O gods of the sacriﬁce, so that its
achievement shall be perfect, — hear our call! and there shall
come not to it the giants who devour. Like largest hills in
the wide heaven may ye in your conscious knowledge evade
the grasp of her who limits and binds.

Mandala Seven
SUKTA 56
1. Who are these souls that to us come suddenly and are in a
moment revealed? Who are you that ﬂy to us, children of
one home, birds of one nest? who are you, riding hastily, O
you great horsemen and warriors of the Violent One?
2. None knoweth their births; they alone can know from one
another the secrecy whence each was born.
3. They ﬂow plentifully in their own ﬂoods, and each casts in
the other his seed, they strive like runners in a race and wing
like eagles and their voice is a voice of many winds.
4. When their vast many-hued mother brings her teats of
plenty, then man the thinker awakes and knows the mystery
of hidden things.
5. Let this race of the thought-gods be mighty in me and heroic,
let them put forth eternally their violent power, let them
nurse manhood divine.
6. They are moved with their speed of movement and eager
for their journey, they are lovely with the beauty of their joy
and mingled together in light, yea they embrace each other
with their splendours, and are mighty with many mights.
7. Because, O gods, you are ﬁerce and swift and bold, yet ﬁrm
the steps of your luminous strengths, therefore are you now
this mighty troop and company.
8. They are white and bright in their battle fury, and their
minds are wroth with all the darkness that stands against
them, the meditations of this advancing host are like the
rushing of a torrent.
9. Let not their eternal lightnings turn against us, nor their
destroying mood come near to us,
10. it is their names of pleasant loveliness to which we call when
they are satisﬁed with the voice of their yearnings.
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11. [Not translated.]
12. Pure offerings we must give to them, for they are pure; they
are stainless from their birth, they are very ﬂames of purity
and it is by the law of the truth that they march to the truth
which they discover,
13. [Not translated.]
14. their thoughts come from the foundation and are its greatnesses; by the steps of their sacriﬁce they extend the names
of their godheads; they shall have their thousandfold joy of
their portion in the house of my soul, in the rites of this
homestead.
15. When you have come, when you listen to the voice of the
seer and his call and his hymn of plenitude soon give your
riches, soon bestow your force that the other, the enemy
shall not crush beneath his feet.
[Incomplete]

Mandala Eight
SUKTA 54
1. This is that might of thee, O Indra, which doers of the action
speak of in their Words. They praise and guard thy energy
dripping with light; the people of the city reach thee by their
thinkings.
2. They by their good action reach Indra and have his guard,
they in whose wine-offerings thou hast delight. Even as I
approach thee empty of delight, even as I come to thee in
my leanness, so in us take thy delight, O Indra.
3. [Not translated.]
4. [Not translated.]
5. With that opulent pleasure which is thine, O Indra most
full of the plenitudes, awake in us as our companion of the
delight for our growth, for the giving of the enjoyment, O
slayer of the Coverer.
6. Lord of battles, king of the Gods, prosper in us, bring us
plenitude, O hundred-willed. By the path(?), by the offerings, by the bringing into being of the gods, we have become
full of peace and won inspired knowledge.
7. For these are his warrior blessings; Indra is the life of men.
Come to us, master of plenitudes and guard us; milk out for
us a nourishing force.
8. May we for thee, O Indra, adore with our hymns, thou for
us, O hundred-willed, satisfy Praskanwa with a pleasure
great and massive and unfailing.
SUKTA 94
1. This is the Cow1 that suckles all from her teats, the mother of
1 gOr.^ Proof of the symbolic use of the word gO,, the Cow. Here the Chit-Shakti from
which all conscious knowledge is derived — see line 6, s;t-y gomt,.
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the Maruts, lords of fullness, who seeks the inspired knowledge; she is under the yoke and a bearer of the chariots.
This is she in whose lap the gods have established the laws
of their activity and the sun and moon also for vision.
Therefore do all of us who aspire and do the works of sacriﬁce declare ever in themselves the Maruts for the drinking
of the Soma wine.
This is the Soma that has been distilled; of this the Maruts
drink and they who are the self-ruling lords and the two
Aswins.
Mitra and Aryaman drink and Varuna of this Soma that is
puriﬁed by the extension in matter and established in the
three seats of our being and has with it the daughter2 of the
worlds.
According to his acceptance, verily, of this Soma rich in the
light, [Indra] has in the dawn the intoxication of its joy as
the priest of the offering.
What is this light and force that the masters of solar knowledge have manifested? Puriﬁed in discernment they cross
over those who assail them as over the ﬂowing waters.
What manifestation must I accept today for you, the vast
gods who by the self have your overcoming power of light?3
They who have given wide extension to all mortal things
and to the luminous spaces of heaven, — the Maruts to the
Soma-drinking, —
I call for you from heaven those pure-discerning Maruts for
the drinking of this Soma wine.
They, the Maruts, who have made ﬁrm the two ﬁrmaments,
them I call to the drinking of this Soma wine.
Yea, that Marut host who are lords and seated on the hill, I
call to the drinking of this Soma wine.
SUKTA 95

1. The Words of our thought mount upon thee in the Soma2
3

jAvt,. jA = Mother or Daughter, and refers to gO,. Cf. gomt, next line.
d-mvcsAm^. Crucial for sense of d-m.
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outpourings as men upon a chariot, O thou [who] hast the
delight of the Word; they yearn (or expand) utterly towards
thee, O Indra, as mothers towards a child.
Its pure-bright outpourings are impelled (fall) towards thee,
O Indra, enjoyer of speech; do thou drink of this food; O
Indra, in all creatures it is ready placed for thee.
Drink for the rapture, O Indra, the Soma brought by the
Bird of swiftness and distilled here for thee, for thou art the
master and king of all the series of the peoples.
Hear thou the call of Tiraschi who adoreth (seeketh after)4
thee, ﬁll him with a felicity full of the light and perfect in
energy; great art thou.
Tiraschi, who, O Indra, has created for thee a new Word
of expression that has the rapture and a thought in the
perceiving mind (or of the mind, O Perceiver,) that is ancient
and nourished on the Truth.
That Indra let us establish in praise whom all words and
utterances5 increase; let us bring out his ancient mightinesses
and enjoy them.
Come ye now and let us establish in praise Indra puriﬁed
by the puriﬁed Sama and increasing by puriﬁed utterances;
puriﬁed in aspiration let him rejoice.
O Indra, puriﬁed do thou come to us with puriﬁed increasings of thy presence, puriﬁed hold in thee our felicity,
puriﬁed rejoice and be full of delight.
For puriﬁed, O Indra, thou bringest felicity and, puriﬁed,
thou givest thy raptures to the giver; puriﬁed thou slayest
the things that cover, puriﬁed thou bringest thy full plenty
to light.
SUKTA 97

1. With all thy enjoyments, O Indra, that thou hast brought in
thy fullness of Heaven from the Mighty Ones, O master of
4
5

spyEt. Rt sp^ to attain, touch, taste.
u?T utterances or expressions of desire.
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fullnesses, increase him who establishes that by the praise
and those who in thee have set clear the seat of the sacriﬁce.
That nervous force and mental light and undecaying enjoyment which thou, O Indra, holdest, establish it in that
sacriﬁcer who expresses in him the Soma and has the discernment and not in the creature of sense-activity.
That Power in us who has an inert activity after the way of
sleep and seeks not the godhead, may he exhaust himself by
his own movements; afterwards establish in us continuously
an increasing felicity.
When, O Lord of Might, thou art in our higher being and
when thou art in the lower, O slayer of the Coverer, he
who has the Soma carrieth thee hence to thy home with the
heavenward motion, O Indra, by his maned Words.
Yea, whether thou art in the luminous space of Heaven or
in the established world of the great Ocean or in an earthly
dwelling, O strongest of the slayers of the Coverer, or in the
mid-world, arrive.
So do thou the Soma-drinker in our Soma-juices poured,
O master of brilliant force, give us the joy by a delight
that is of the perfect truth, O Indra, and by a felicity allpervading.
Abandon us not, O Indra, but become to us full of the
rapture of fulﬁlment6 (or our companion in the rapture);
thou comest to us with increase and thou bringest fulﬁlment
of our works; O Indra, abandon us not.
Thou with us, O Indra, take thy seat in the Soma-offering
for drinking of the sweetness; effect for thy lover, O master
of fullnesses, thy vast presence with us, O Indra, in the
Soma-offering.
The gods possess thee not nor mortals, O lord of the hill of
being; thou by thy shining might masterest with thy being
all births and the gods possess not thee.
They all together (with one impulse) have formed Indra as
the Strong Purusha who overcomes all armies and gave him

sDmA,. Sense to be ﬁxed.
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being that he might rule, supreme by his might of action
and [
]7 in the supreme, full too of ﬁerce intensity and
force and strength and swiftness.
When the masters of joy have set Indra vibrating in sound8
for the drinking of the Soma, when they have set in action
the Lord of Swar for his increase, then he held ﬁrmly the
law of his activity by his force, by his increasing manifestations.
By vision these illumined powers bend him into a nave (for
the action), the words vibrating towards his seeings,9 and
luminous and unhurtful they thrill the hearing in their speed
with the words that realise.
To that Indra I call, the master of fullnesses, ﬁerce-intense
and ever holding without aught to conceal him his ﬂashing strengths; may he in fullest strength by the words of
our thought act in the sacriﬁce and as lord of the lightning set all things in us on the good path towards the
felicity.
Do thou, O Indra, know these cities that by thy force, O
strong one of the ﬂashing force, thou mayst destroy them;
for in fear of thee, lord of the thunderﬂash, tremble all the
worlds and heaven shakes and the earth.
O Indra, hero and rich brightness, may that truth in me
protect; carry me safe over multitudinous streams as over
the waters. When wilt thou distribute to us, O Indra, of
that felicity that is universal in form and utterly desirable,
O King?
SUKTA 98

1. Sing ye the Sama to Indra illumined, to the vast a Sama vast,
to him who maketh the law, to him who sees, to him who
labours.
7
8
9

aAm;Er\. Sense to be ﬁxed.
-vrE t. Sense to be ﬁxed.
mq\. Lit. him who looks and sees. Rt Emq^ — cf Emqt^ Ait. Up. — by slesha the Ram.
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2. Thou masterest with thy being, O Indra; ’tis thou that hast
made Surya to shine; thou art universal doer and universal
deity; great art thou.
3. Burning bright with thy lustre thou goest to Swar, to the
luminous world of Heaven; the gods travail to have thy
friendship, O Indra.
4. Come to us, O Indra, as one delightful and ever-victorious
and not to be obscured and wide-extended on all sides like
a mountain and the master of Heaven.
5. For, O true in thy being and Soma drinker, thou hast taken
possession of both the ﬁrmaments; O Indra, thou art the
increaser of him who produces for thee the Soma, for thou
art the master of heaven.
6. For thou art he who shatters, O Indra, these ranged cities
and the slayer of the plunderer and the increaser of man,
the mental being, and the master of Heaven.
7. So, O Indra who takest delight in the word, we set free our
large desires towards thee, as men travelling by the sea who
are carried forward on its waves.
8. As the sea is increased by the rivers that join it, so thee, O
hero, the thoughts of the soul increase and once increased
swell yet more from day to day, O dweller on the hill.
9. By the aspiring chant they yoke the two bright steeds of his
swift impulsion in a wide car with a wide yoke; coursers
that bear Indra and their yoke is the word.
10. Do thou, O Indra of the hundred willings and the various
activities, bring to us force and strength, bring to us the
energy that overcomes the shock of the hosts.
11. For thou, O master of substance, O lord of the hundred
willings, hast become to us our father and become to us our
mother; now ’tis the bliss of thee that we seek.
12. To thee in thy plenty, O master of force to whom many call,
I turn my speech, O lord of the hundred strengths of Will;
do thou give to us a perfect energy.
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SUKTA 99
1. Thee now and yesterday the Purushas have nourished and
poured10 in their store, O master of the thunder-ﬂash; do
thou then, O Indra, hearken to those who here bear up the
burden of thy afﬁrming praise and come to thy place of
rest.11
2. Take there thy joy (of the Soma), O thou brilliant and beautiful, for that we desire; in thee the Disposers tend to their
becoming. Thy supreme inspirations must be expressed in
the Soma-pourings, O Indra who hast delight in the word.
3. They move as if to their home in Surya; all the things of
Indra do ye enjoy; by his force we hold in the mind the
riches of his substance, as if our portion for enjoyment, in
that which is born and that which is becoming.
4. Conﬁrm in praise the giver of substance who has joy that
does no hurt; good are Indra’s joys; he has not wrath against
one who giveth him his desire as a sacriﬁce, urging his mind
to the gift.
5. Thou, O Indra, in the charges overcomest all opposers;
slayer of non-expression, begetter of things art thou and
he who carries all things through to their goal, do thou
carry so all who would make the passage.
6. According to thy strength the two worlds follow after thee
in that passage as mothers their child; all opposers fall away
before the passion of thee when thou piercest, O Indra, the
Coverer.
7. Move hence in your increase to the ageless who smites and
is not smitten, the swift one, the conqueror, shooter and
mightiest charioteer, unpierced who increases the [incomplete]
SUKTA 100
1. Behold, I go in front of thee in my body and all the gods
10
11

BZ^ to bring and pour in, to pierce, etc.
-vs^ to sleep, rest, enjoy.
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follow after me behind; when in me thou hast set thy portion
of enjoyment, O Indra, it is by me, verily, that thou doest
thy mighty works.
I place thy enjoyable food of the sweetness before thee; set
for thee as thy enjoyment be this Soma that I have pressed
out; O unattached, thou art my friend and on my right, now
let us two slay the multitude of the Coverers.
Bring forward for Indra the truth for his afﬁrmation in praise
and increase its plenty, if the truth be that he is. “Indra is
not,” Nema said of thee, “who hath seen him? who is it that
we would afﬁrm with praise?”
“Lo here, O My lover, I am, behold me even here; all things
created I possess in being by my might; Me the teachings of
the Truth increase and I am the render who rend the worlds.
“When the rejoicers in the Truth have ascended to me seated
alone on the back of the resplendent world, Mind in Me
made answer to their hearts and my lovers like children
cried aloud.”
All those deeds of thine have to be expressed in the Somasacriﬁces, which thou hast done, O Indra master of the
fullness, for him who presses out the Soma, as when thou
for Sharabha builder of the knowledge (or friend of the
seers) didst uncover the supreme substance massed in its
multiplicity.
He who covereth it in you, runs forward now as if something
separate here; in utterly into the heart of the Coverer Indra
has hurled his lightning ﬂash.
Moving swift as mind the Bird has sped beyond this iron
city, he has reached Heaven and brought the wine of Soma
for the master of the lightning.
Within the ocean of being lies his lightning covered over with
the water; many forward-ﬂowing waters coming together
bear to it its food of strength.
When Speech, uttering things that thought has not distinguished, sits as queen of the gods rejoicing, then from the
Four she milks out their force, draughts for our drinking.
But to what place unknown goeth her highest?
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11. The gods have given being to Speech divine and her the
herds12 utter in all the forms that being has taken; may she,
even Speech the Cow of the milking, full of rapture and
milking out for us force of being and force of impulsion
come to us perfectly afﬁrmed.
12. O Vishnu, our comrade, stride out thy widest! O Heaven,
yield thy world to Indra’s lightning as it pushes wide. We
two would slay the Coverer, we two would pour out the
rivers of being; let them ﬂow released in the impulsion of
Indra.
SUKTA 101
1. Richly so that mortal becomes passive for the extension in
him of the godhead, who has called13 Mitra and Varuna into
his being to possess it14 and give the offering.
2. Abundant is their force and wide their revealed vision; far
of range in their inspired hearing, they are the Purushas, the
Kings; they by action as with a crowd of arms guide the
chariot (of the Delight) along with the rays of the Master of
Illumination.
3. There is one who runs forward as your messenger, O Mitra
and Varuna, iron-browed, impetuous in rapture.
4. He who taketh not delight in the questioning nor in the
calling back nor in the converse, from him protect us in the
shock, with your arms protect.
5. Chant ye to Mitra and Aryaman a Word of force,15 O thou
rich in the Truth, a supreme and rhythmed word to Varuna,
a song of afﬁrmation to the Kings.
6. They have set in movement a substance of being active
12
13

pfvo = gAv, or simply all animals.
aAc . The obverse expression of aAB — junction of two personalities in conscious

being and bringing into junction.
aEBy. D. [Romesh Chunder Dutt] aEBmtEsE. It probably
expresses the action of the god who projects his personality on to the consciousness
of the human being so that he seems to approach and stand over or in it by a sort of
application of soul to soul.
15 Or of love.
14 Or for fulﬁlment.
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and pleasurable, one child of the three; they immortal and
unoppressed behold the Seats for mortal men.
The Words of my thought are in labour upward, full of
illumination are the deeds that I shall do. Come then both
of you one in comradeship to the offering, that it may go to
its goal.
Now that we offer to you a delight16 free from the Rakshasas
who detain, O Aswins rich in the plenty of substance, come
bringing forward the Supreme Lady of the offering and protect her, O ye Purushas, ye whom the hymns of Jamadagni
express.
To our sacriﬁce that reacheth to Heaven come, O Vayu,
with perfect thoughts; for thee within the purifying sense
this Soma with its upward motion was worked into this
pure brightness.
The Master of the sacriﬁcial substance comes by straightest
paths to the offerings that they may go to their goal; now,
O thou who yokest the steeds of Life, do thou drink in us of
both, drink of the pure Soma and of that which is rich with
the Rays.
Truly art thou the great, O Master of Illumination, truly art
thou the great, O Son of Inﬁnity; great art thou in thy being
and a greatness is thy labour; verily, art thou the great.
Truly, O Surya, art thou vast in inspiration, ever, O god,
art thou the great; by the greatness of the gods art thou
the Mighty One, for they set thee in front, a pervading and
unconquerable Light.
Lo, she who is here below and luminous with realisation
and shaped and ruddy-bright, here appeareth coming to us
as one varied in hue between his ten arms.
They travelled with a motion that went beyond the three
worlds of beings; others entered around that illumination.
Vastly he stood within the worlds, purifying and resplendent
he entered into [
]
Mother of the Rudras is she, daughter of the Vasus, sister

16 Or wealth.
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of the Adityas, periphery of the Truth. Now do I speak to
that man who hath the perception; hurt not the Light that
is without stain of evil, the Inﬁnite who divideth not.
16. The Light who knoweth the Words and sendeth for the
Word, whom all the thoughts approach to serve, who,
divine, has for the divine Powers gone abroad let not
the mortal cleave away from him in the littleness of his
understanding.

Mandala Nine
SUKTA 1
1. O wine of Delight, ﬂow forth in thy sweetest and most
rapturous stream, pressed out for the Mind to drink.
2. Slayer of the Rakshasa, doer of all works in the womb of its
birth when it [is] smitten with the stone may it arrive by its
wooden vessel to the place of our perfectioning.
3. Becoming a perfect placer in us of the supreme good, fulﬁlled
in plenitude, destroying utterly all that covers and conceals,
bring over the joyous wealth of the lords of the plenitude.
4. Arrive by the ambrosia at the disclosure in man of the vast
gods, arrive at the inspiration and the plenitude.
5. Towards thee we tread that very ﬁeld day by day; O Bliss,
all our aspirations are in thee.
6. The daughter of the Sun puriﬁes thy wine with her desirable
and eternal body.
7. Thee in the mighty labour the subtle Energies seize upon, the
Women ten, sisters in the heaven that man must transcend.
8. Thee the advancing streams of Life impel and they swell out
(or forge) the [
], the triple honey.
9. This is the Child whom brightly rejoin the fostering herds
of unslayable Light, — delight for Mind to drink.
10. In the ecstasies of Joy the God in the Mind slays all the Powers that conceal from him and withhold and grows heroic
in force, rich in plenitudes, packed with his fullnesses.
SUKTA 2
The joy of existence is called on to ﬂow in a rapid, intense and
abundant ﬂood of delight beyond the limits of the sensational
being and reveal or mount into the supramental consciousness
which will then be manifest with all its divine powers. This
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comes by the abundance of the pure delight pouring into the
luminous mind and awakening all its energies.
1. Disclosing the godhead do thou ﬂow out of the sheath of
the purifying and beyond, O Delight, rushing swiftly. Enter
in thy masterful abundance,1 O Lord of sweetness, into the
god in the mind.
2. Masterful in thy abundance and full of a luminous Energy
express thy form as a vast enjoying; take thy seat as our ﬁrm
upholder in the womb whence thou wast born.
3. The streams of the Disposer of things when he is pressed out
milk for us this honey of Love and he becomes perfected in
the will and wears the waters of our being for his robe.
4. Wide those waters as they ﬂow and move to thy wideness,
because thou shalt clothe thyself with the Light.
5. In the waters is puriﬁed the Ocean within that is the support
and upholder of our heavens; it becomes that wine of Delight
that desires us in the place of its purifying.
6. That bright bay and masterful embracer of our energies
shouts aloud becoming vast like Love that has the vision; it
shines out brilliant with the light of that Sun.
7. By energy of that joy, O Power in the mind, thy Words are
cleansed of soil and become powerful for the work, by them
thou becomest happy and ready for rapture.
8. Even such we desire thee for that rapture ﬁery bright who
buildest in us that wider world; for all that thou expressest
of thy self is wide and great.
9. Seeking that Mind, O Sweetness, ﬂow pure for us with the
stream of thy honey even as the Lord of abundance with all
his rains.
10. O Bliss, the Light thou winnest for us and winnest the Powers of the soul and plenties thou winnest and winnest the
swift steed of Life; thou art the self of the world-sacriﬁce
highest and ﬁrst.
1 vqA may have one or both of two senses: “abundant”, as in vqFyAn^, vEq, its
comparative and superlative, or “bull = lord” of the female energies.
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SUKTA 3

1. Lo this divine and immortal that shines out like one that
opens wings of delight, to settle in his homes and vessels.
2. Lo this god in us that is formed by our illumining passes
in his race beyond the crookednesses, pure ﬂowing, indomitable.
3. Lo this god ﬂowing into purity that by the seekers of illumination, by the seekers of the Truth is cleansed of soil for
the plenty, the brilliant Lord.
4. Lo how ﬂowing pure like a ﬁghter charging with all his men
wins control over all desirable things.
5. Lo this divine thing that becomes a movement as of chariots,
that in its pure ﬂow becomes a discerning and brings into
manifestation.
6. Lo this divinity afﬁrmed by the illumined enters utterly into
the waters of being, holding the Delights for the giver.
7. Lo this that covers our heavens in its race for he reaches
beyond these lower lights in his stream, pure-streaming,
crying aloud.
8. Lo his ﬂood overspreads our heavens beyond the lower shining worlds [
], pure-ﬂowing, perfect in the journey and
the sacriﬁce.
9. Lo he who in the pristine birth is pressed out divine for
Powers divine, and in the place of purifying is the brilliant
one who travels to our goal.
10. Lo this is he that is born with many laws for his action and
gives being to our impulsions and is pressed out and then
ﬂows pure in his stream.
SUKTA 31
1. Lo the movements of the Joy advance ﬂowing into purity,
placing aright the thought and create a conscious felicity.
2. O Sweetness, become an increaser of the luminous energy
in our heaven and in our earth, become the lord of many
plenties.
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3. Pleasant for thee blow the winds of life, pleasant for thee its
rivers ﬂow; O Joy, they increase thy Vast.
4. Be fostered, O Joy; let the might of thee come together from
every side; become in the meeting of plenty.
5. O ruddy Joy, for thee radiant Herds have milked that warmbright imperishable food on life’s most fecund plateau-tract.
6. O armèd God, master of what is and what becomes, O
Sweetness, thee for companion we desire.
SUKTA 32
1. Forward move the streams of the Joy raining ecstasy full
of plenitude giving us the Inspiration pressed out in the
Knowledge.
2. With the stones of the pressing the girls of Trita send coursing the brilliant lord of sweetness for the Power in the mind
to drink.
3. As the Swan that seeks the ﬂock it yearns after the mentality
in every man, as speed of the vital force it brightens itself
with the rays of Thought.
4. O Joy, looking down from above on the heaven of mind, on
the body’s earth like a beast that is spurred thou hastenest
on to take thy seat in the womb of the Truth.
5. The brilliant Herds yearn after thee like [a] woman for a
beloved paramour, that they may attain an action that helps
the soul.
6. In us conﬁrm luminous and victorious energy, in the masters of plenitude and in myself, when thought-power and
inspiration are won.
SUKTA 33
1. Forward go the clear-discerning forces of Joy as waves of
the Rivers, as Bulls of the Vastness that seek earth’s pleasant
growths.
2. Ruddy, pure is their brightness, they in a stream of the Truth
pour on these vessels full plenty of its rays.
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3. Poured out for the God in the mind, for the God in the Life,
for Varuna the wide, for the Masters of Thought-power,
travel its delights, for Vishnu, the pervading Lord.
4. The Three Words mount upward, the fosterers low, the
radiant herds; bright Joy goes shouting aloud.
5. The mighty Ones of the soul, they who are mothers of the
Truth, yearn towards him, they bathe clean the Child of
Heaven.
6. Let stream on us with their thousand ripples, O Joy, the four
seas of felicity from all things that are.
SUKTA 34
1. Delight pressed in its stream, in its body, travels coursing
and its force breaks down all ﬁrm-established things.
2. Poured out for Indra in the mind, for Vayu in the life, for
Varuna the wide, for the Masters of Thought-power, travel
its delights, for Vishnu, the pervading Lord.
3. With the stones of the pressing they press out Joy, the Strong
one compelled by the Strong; by Power they milk out the
food of the gods.
4. May it become for the Triple Trita a thing for brightening,
may it become for the Master of mind a power for ecstasy.
Bright Joy adorns itself with many forms.
5. Him a bright and beloved oblation the many-hued mothers
milk out in the heaven of the Truth.
6. To him all these Words of our Thought move in their undeviating streams; he full of desire yearns after the fostering
Herds.
SUKTA 35
1. Stream on us in thy continuous ﬂood, O Streamer into purity, a wide felicity, thy ﬂood by which thou ﬁndest for us
the Light.
2. O Sweetness, drive in its channel the sea of our existence,
set it streaming, put all in motion, be the sustainer of felicity
in thy force.
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3. With thee for our energy of battle we ﬁght and conquer the
supreme good. Pour on us the desirable thing.
4. The Lord of sweetness drives forward, winning control of
the plenty, for he is a seer and can win it, he knows the laws
of his action, he ﬁnds his arms.
5. Him by our speech we clothe in the expressive Word that
ﬂowing pure moves all, Delight that is master of the Light
for the world.
6. For in the law of that Delight every creature is able to hold
it, Delight that is lord of the order of things, that in its pure
stream is the riches of being born into the world.
SUKTA 36
1. He parts in his race like a chariot’s courser pressed into
the place of purifying, into the two vessels of the Wine; he
progresses in his strength in the path of his labour.
2. O Joy, upbearing all, awake do thou stream onward and
beyond manifesting the gods in the sheath from which the
honey drips.
3. Illumine in us the lights of heaven, O streamer into purity, O
ancient and supreme; towards will, towards high discerning
impel our march.
4. The seekers of truth brighten his gladness, the two arms
of the light cleanse him from soil as he runs pure in the
covering of the higher Sense.
5. So for the giver, O pure-ﬂowing Joy, all riches of that heaven
and this earth and of the world between.
6. O Joy, right to the heavenly plain thou climbest seeking
swiftnesses, seeking light, seeking hero-energies, O thou
Master of illumined force.
SUKTA 37
1. So pressed out for the drinking the strong abundance of
the wine of delight pours into the place of the purifying,
destroying the giant powers, desiring in us the gods.
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2. So into the vessel of the purifying the Bright Joy with its perfect vision hastens all-upholding, crying aloud to the place
of its birth.
3. So pure-streaming he is the steed that gallops over the luminous realms of Heaven slaying the Rakshasas to its covering
of the higher Sense.
4. So on the triple Trita’s plane pure-streaming he makes with
his companions that Sun to shine.
5. So slaying the Coverer pressed strong and abundant out,
ﬁnder of the supreme good, indomitable, the Lord of Joy
moves as to a goal of plenty.
6. So divine, missioned by the Master of Wisdom he races to
his vessels, the Lord of sweetness, for the plenitude of the
Power in the mind.
SUKTA 41
1. Lo the keen goers that advance as loaded herds of Light and
cleave away the black skin.
2. Our minds strain beyond the bridge of the good journey, the
bridge that is hard to build and overpower the Enemy who
does not the Law.
3. The sound of the Joy in its strength is heard like the voice
of an abundant Rain; lightnings run about in our heavens.
4. Stream on us a vast energy rich in the sun’s herds, rich in
that gold, rich in the steeds of swiftness, rich in the plenty,
O Sweetness, when they have pressed thee out.
5. Stream pure, O accomplisher of all works, ﬁll with thyself a
vast heaven and a vast earth, even as the Dawn of our light
has ﬁlled them and our Sun with his rays.
6. [Not translated.]
SUKTA 42
1. He gives being to the luminous tracts of heaven, he gives
being to the Sun in the Waters, he wears the rays and the
waters, — the brilliant Lord, — as a robe.
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2. This divine one by the ancient thought is pressed out in all
the divine powers and he runs pure in his continuous ﬂood.
3. To the soul increasing and hastening to its goal, towards the
winning of its wealth, pure ﬂow the streams of the wine of
the Delight in its thousand strengths.
4. It is the pristine food that it milks out as it drizzles into the
place of the purifying; shouting aloud Soma gives being to
the gods.
5. Towards all supreme boons, towards all the gods who increase in the Truth, purifying himself into streams moves
the Lord of delight.
6. Stream out on us the luminous and the mighty, stream out
on us all that has vital speed and copious plenty, O Soma,
as they press thee out; stream out on us impulsions vast.
SUKTA 43
1. This with the Words let us clothe, this that appears as a
life-movement cleansed pure of soil, by Light, for Rapture.
2. This all our words that seek the being’s growth make glad
as of old, delight for the Mind to drink.
3. Purifying its streams bright-rejoicing moves this Bliss perfected by the Words from Medhyatithi’s luminous mind.
4. O pure-ﬂowing Wine, win for us a felicity, O Lord of delight, entirely glorious and thousand-energied in its brilliant
power.
5. Joy neighs aloud in the sheath of its purifying like the Horse
that gallops towards plenty, when desiring the godhead it
ﬂows through it and beyond.
6. Stream pure towards the winning of our plenty, towards the
increase of the illumined who declares thee; O Joy, enrich
him with an utter force.
SUKTA 44
1. Towards a vast formation, O Joy, thou bearest us forward
like the sea bearing forward a wave; thou movest becoming
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Ayasya towards the gods.
2. Clasped in the mentality, made ﬁrm by the understanding
Joy is impelled towards the supreme and holds seerhood by
the illumined mind.
3. It is this that is awake in the gods and it comes pressed
from them into the sheath of the purifying, Delight in his
movement accomplishing every work.
4. So do thou ﬂow pure for us desiring the plenty, effecting a
shining sacriﬁce. Thee man on his fullness places, on all his
seats.
5. May its energy be utterly displayed, may this be ever increasing for the Lord who enjoys and the Lord in the vitality, may
Delight labour controlling all in the gods.
6. Today for possession of the soul’s substance, do thou, ﬁnder
of the will, discoverer of the Way, conquer for us the plenitude, yea, the inspiration vast.
SUKTA 45
1. Stream pure for our rapture with the soul’s strong vision
that the godhead may be manifest in us, O Delight for the
mind to drink.
2. Arrive at the goal of thy embassy; let the god in the mind be
satisﬁed; arrive for thy lovers to the godhead, arrive to the
highest good.
3. Ruddy art thou and we will adorn thee with the illuminations of the light for ecstasy. Open wide for us the gates to
Bliss.
4. He has ﬂowed beyond the sheath of the purifying, he is the
Steed of Power that ﬂings in its strength its yoke behind on
the road. Delight gallops towards the gods.
5. To him his lovers cry aloud as beyond the senses he sports in
the woodlands of his delight. For the lord of the sweetness
they yearn who raise the song.
6. Flow in that pure stream of thine by which when men drink
of it thou givest them perfect vision. O Joy of God, for him
who afﬁrms thee an utter strength.
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SUKTA 46
1. Like horses that gallop and do swiftly their work they are
loosed in their race for the manifesting of the gods, they
stream, they increase our linked formations.
2. Powers of sweetness perfected, adorned like a woman by
her father’s clan, the outpourings of bliss join and cleave to
the vital god.
3. Lo these outpourings of the delight and the sweetness full
of the love and pleasure are poured into their vessels and
increase the Power in the mind by works.
4. O ye bright Energies run and with strong hands seize Soma’s
soul-upheaving ecstasies; join his rapture with your rays.
5. So stream pure, O winner of our wealth, enforcer for us of
the vast treasure of felicity, O Joy, ﬁnd for us the heavenly
path.
6. The ten who impel cleanse this that has to be cleansed, ﬂowing into purity, for the god in the Mind an intoxicating wine.
SUKTA 47
1. Lo, by this perfect working Bliss that was great, has increased; full of its own intoxication it aspires upward in its
abundance and its mastery.
2. All that it has done, all that it shall do becomes conscious in
it by the beating down of all that opposes. So doing violence,
it accumulates its gains of active Truth.
3. May this Bliss become creme and essence of the Power of
mind, even its electric force and win us our full thousand,
now that its self-expression is born.
4. For, seer of the Truth in the man who holds it of itself, it
claims the Delight for his illumined mind when his thoughts
become clear and bright.
5. Thou art he who in the bringings, in the manifold plenty for
the conquerors winnest possession of the felicities even as
of these labouring powers.
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SUKTA 48

1. Thou art that which brings to the seats of our fulﬁlment the
mights of the Great Heaven and we seek thee in the beauty
of thy brightness by perfection in our works,
2. Thee, rapture entirely energised and its violent expressions,
vast, with its motion of the snake, breaking open for us our
hundred cities.
3. Thence let the Bird of painless delight bring thee to be king
of our heavens, O perfect in will, towards felicity.
4. Him let the Bird bring who for every one that has vision
of the luminous heavens is their common possession, transgressor of the lower Light, guardian of the Truth.
5. Now driving forward he attains to a greater largeness of the
Power in the mind, effects his possession of our energies and
accomplishes all our endeavour.
SUKTA 49
1. Stream down utterly on us thy rain, even the whole wave of
the waters from all heaven; undecaying stream down those
vast impulsions.
2. Flow pure in that stream by which the herds of the Light
come hither to this our house, they that belong to the
creative Delight.
3. The rich-offering stream down on us in that stream in the
sacriﬁces and manifest entirely the godhead; stream on us
the Rain.
4. For Force race abroad in thy stream over all the sense-life
where thou art puriﬁed; let the gods in us hear indeed.
5. Let Bliss purifying itself in its streams ﬂow upon us beating
away the giant Devourers, illumining in us all luminousnesses with that pristine Light.
SUKTA 50
1. Upward mount thy strengths and their voice is as the sound
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of the waves of the ocean of being. Urge the wheel of the
wain.
In thy pouring forth, when thou movest on the plane of the
Sense, the three Words in us mount upward desiring their
plenitude.
In the veiling of the Sense they with the stones of the pressing
send racing the Beloved and the Brilliant pure-ﬂowing from
whom sweetness rains.
Flow in thy stream into the place of the purifying, O complete in ecstasy, O Seer, there to take thy seat where our
illumination is born.
So stream, O utter ecstasy, brightening thyself with the rays
of the Light, with its active beams, O Lord of sweetness,
that of thee the Mind may drink.

Mandala Ten
SUKTA 54
Hymn of Brihaduktha Vamadevya to Indra, Master of Mental
Force, when he exceeded Mind and entered Mahas, yet maintained the lower ﬁrmaments, — realising his unity with Sah, the
supreme Purusha.
1. When thou hadst given wholly the fullness of the ideal to
thy fame, O Maghavan of the fullness, when both the ﬁrmaments cried to thee in their terror, thou didst protect the
gods, thou didst transﬁx the Enemy, by teaching strength of
the Spirit, O Indra, even for this creation.
2. When thou didst range abroad increasing in thy force of substance and prophesying strength to the peoples, that force
was sufﬁcient for thy battles of which they tell, but for thee
thou knowest today no enemy nor before thou knewest.
3. Who were the sages before us that came to the end of thy
greatness equal-souled? didst thou not give being to thy
father and thy mother together out of thine own body?
4. Four, verily, are thy untameable mightinesses when thou
dwellest in the Vastness; all of them thou knowest and by
them thou hast done thy works, O Maghavan.
5. Thou holdest all these that are absolute existences, thou
makest known the objects that are hidden in the Secret
Places of Being; smite not asunder my desire, O Maghavan,
thou art he that commands it and thou art he that giveth.
6. He who placed light in the heart of other light and joined
sweetnesses to sweetness, to that Indra this love, this force,
this thought was spoken from Brihaduktha when he fulﬁlled
in himself the Brahman.
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SUKTA 129
1. Then Non-Being was not, nor Being. When the mid-world
was not, nor the highest heaven, what was it that was covered up? where? and in whom had it taken refuge? What
was that ocean deep and impenetrable?
2. Death was not then nor Immortality; there was no knowledge of day nor of night. That was One and lived without
the Breath by its own ﬁxity (E.S. nature); there was nothing
else beyond It.
3. Darkness concealed by darkness in the beginning was all
this Ocean and perception was not in it. When by littleness
it was covered up in chaos (abhva, anything dark, dense
and unformed), then That (which is) One was born by the
vastness of its energy.
4. Desire (it was that) in the beginning became active in (that
ﬁeld, desire) that was the ﬁrst seed of mind. The Wise Ones
sought in their heart and found by thought the bond of
Being in Non-Being.
5. Their ray was extended horizontally, it was above, it was
below. There were Casters of the seed, there were Mightinesses; self-ﬁxity was below, working of energy was above.
6. Who knoweth of this? who here can declare it, whence (this
creation) was born, whence was this loosing-forth of things?
The Gods exist below by its creation (loosing-forth); who
then can know whence it came into being?
7. Whence this creation came into being, whether He established it or did not establish it, He who regards it from
above (or presides over it) in the highest ether, He knows,
— or perhaps He knows it not.

Appendix
to Part Two
Sri Aurobindo selected and translated these verses along
with others from the Veda, Upanishads and Gita which
he revised and used as mottoes at the beginnings of chapters in the revised edition of The Life Divine (1939 – 40).
Verses from the Rig and Yajur Vedas not included in The
Life Divine are reproduced here from the manuscript,
arranged in the order of the hymns.

Selected Verses
Rig Veda
This is the most adorable work, the loveliest deed of the Wonderful that the higher streams have fed us in the crookedness,
even the four rivers of the Sea of sweetness.
I. 62. 6
I purify earth and heaven with the Truth and burn the Great
Forces of Harm that possess it not.
I. 133. 1
They uphold three earths and three heavens, and within them
are their ways of action in the knowledge three. By the Truth that
greatness is great and beautiful. Three divine worlds of light they
uphold — golden and pure and sleepless and invincible giving
voice to the wideness for the mortal who is upright. . . . May I
attain to that wide and fearless Light, may not the long nights
of darkness come upon us.
II. 27. 8, 9, 14
When the world of Truth became visible by the words of Truth,
when they kindled the Great Light in the Night the blind darknesses were shaken that there might be vision.
IV. 16. 4
Up the iron-pillar, grown golden of form in the light of the Dawn,
in the rising of the Sun, you ascend to the Lair and behold from
thence the Inﬁnite Mother and the Finite.
V. 62. 8
They approach the secret knowledge with its thousand branchings by the intuitions of the heart.
VII. 33. 9
In these there is not the Wonder nor the Might; for the harms
of things cleave to the falsehoods of mortals, and your occult
truths exist not for their ignorance.
VII. 61. 5
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Three Words that carry the Light in their front and milk the
teat of the honey of delight; a triple refuge, a triple way of the
VII. 101. 1, 2
Light.
He discovered and drove upward the herds of light that were
in the Secrecy and cast downward Vala; the luminous planes
of heaven were ﬁxed and fortiﬁed, made ﬁrm so as never to be
thrust away.
VIII. 14. 8, 9
O Soma, ascending beyond the three luminous worlds thou
blazest.
IX. 17. 5
In his ﬂow he begets the vast and brilliant Truth-Light and smites
away the darknesses.
IX. 66. 24
Thrice seven the Milch cows that gave him their milk of Truth in
the supreme ether; he cast into form four other worlds of beauty
when he grew by the Truths.
IX. 70. 1
One sea that holds all the streams of Energy, — one who has
many births sees the world from our heart. In the lap of the two
secret ones (mystic Mothers) is the hidden plane of the Being.
X. 5. 1

The Seers guard the plane of the Truth and there they hold their
supreme and secret Names.
X. 5. 2
The ancient movements and energies of the Truth cleave to him
who has come to a perfect birth.
X. 5. 4
Desiring the seven luminous sisters the Knower upholds the
sweetnesses for the vision of the Bliss.
X. 5. 5
One part of him is all these beings, three parts of him are that
which is Immortality in heaven.
X. 90. 3
Truth and the Law of Truth were born from the kindled ﬂame of
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Energy, thence Night was born and the ﬂowing Ocean of being,
from the Ocean Time arose controller of all that lives and sees,
the Creator (ordered) heaven and earth and the mid-world and
X. 190. 1 – 3
the world of Light.
Yajur Veda
When he arises and builds a perfect world on earth let us then
dig out the Fire in its perfect image and climb to the supreme
heaven, the world of Light.
XI. 22
He saw That hidden in the secret heart of things where all lives
in a single nest, in Whom all this converges and diverges and
he is the Lord self-aware in creatures. . . . He encompassed all
beings and worlds and approached the ﬁrst born of the Truth, he
tied together the extended thread of action done, he saw That;
he became That; he was That.
XXXII. 8, 11, 12

Part Three
Commentaries and Annotated
Translations

Mandala One
[1]
[RV I.2.1 – 3]
II

vAyvA yAEh dft
m
 somA ar\ktA,. t
qA\ pAEh ;DF hvm^ 1
vAy u?T
EBjrt
 (vAmQCA jErtAr,. s;tsomA ahEvd, 2
vAyo tv ptF D
nA EjgAEt dAf;q
. u!cF sompFty
 3
idvAy im
 s;tA up yoEBrA gtm^. idvo vAm;fEt Eh 4
vAyEvd c
tT, s;tAnA\ vAEjnFvs. tAvA yAtm;p dvt^ 5
vAyEvd s;vt aA yAtm;p Enktm^. mE#v(TA EDyA nrA 6
Em/\ h;v
 ptd"\ vzZ\ c ErfAdsm^. EDy\ GtAcF\ sADtA 7
t
n Em/AvzZAvtAvDAvt-pfA. "t;\ bhtmAfAT
 8
kvF no Em/AvzZA t;EvjAtA uz"yA. d"\ dDAt
 apsm^ 9
1
vAyv^ aAyAEh dft im
 somA, ar\ktA,. t
qAm^ pAEh ;ED hvm^
vAyv^. O Wind.
From Rt vA with the addition of the nominal sufﬁx u, base
and sufﬁx connected by the semivowel y^. The roots v, vA mean
to exist in substance, solidity, plenty, fact, patent appearance.
The wider sound aA, less simple and absolute than a, brings
out and lays stress on the idea of pervasion which the a only
involves and implies. Vayu is he who exists or moves pervading
the whole world. The meaning “to blow” is of subsequent development and attached only to the physical aspect of Matariswan
manifesting in gross matter as the Wind. It is more prominent
in the word vAt,.
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aAyAEh. Come!
y, yA express general motion to or from as opposed to the
intenser and narrower senses of i, etc.
dft. See.
Imperative plural of Rt df^, intensive formation from d to
pierce, tear, divide, cut; also, to seize; from the sense of penetrating, seizing etc in the more instantaneous and decisive df^ we get
the sense “to study, scan; perceive, grasp, see, know, analyse”,
all ancient meanings of df^. Gr. drkomai, I see, drkwn (tearer,
biter), drssomai, to seize, are formed from this root. The plural
is used, because Vayu is only considered as the leader of the
quaternary of great Gods whom the seer is addressing.
im
. These.
e, the old plural termination, added to im^, this; now used
as the plural of aym^, an alternative form of im^.
somA,. Juices of immortality.
The root s; modiﬁed with the nominal sufﬁx m,. We have
seen that s; has various meanings, among which “to press out,
pour out”, “to produce, beget”, “to besiege, invade, ﬁght, attack” are of the most common. som, in the sense of “wine”, s;rA,
wine, s;t,, a son, sv, libation, sacriﬁce, and Greek sma, body,
lit., object, production, (Btm^), are instances of the ﬁrst sense.
On the other hand s;, s;t\, sv,, are used in the sense of to ﬁght,
attack, overpower (cf sd^, sr^ etc); battle, siege etc. A third sense
is to be at ease, in bliss, from which we get s;Km^, happiness; s;r,,
happy, blissful, a god; som,, bliss, delight, ananda, nectar, the
God of the Moon. Amrita or nectar may also be derived from
the ﬁrst sense, to press out; it may have meant not only extract,
liquor, wine, but the wine of the gods, and the nectar distilled
from the Brahmayoni in the Yoga.
ar\ktA,. Drawn up in battle array.
The root ar^; secondary from a, with the letter r^ conveying
rapid, forceful, various and scintillating action, play, vibration
etc. From the idea of working continually comes the sense, “to
plough” which we ﬁnd in Greek and Latin, aro, arvum, roura,
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rw, rotoc, rthc, rotron. But its earlier and more distinguished sense was “to ﬁght”. From this sense we get aAy,,
aEr,, aymA, Greek Ares, the god of war; ret , ﬁghting power,
courage, virtue; resic, Latin arx. It also meant to excel, rule,
lead; to enjoy, satisfy, love, woo, please, Gr. rskw, rqomai,
rqwn, Tamil arasan, a King, S. ac^, aG^ etc. It is one of the most
important of the ancient Aryan roots, and has a wide & varied
number of derivative meanings. ar\ from ar^, to ﬁght, means
ﬁghting, battle, battle-array, ar\ktA, drawn up in array, ready
for battle.

t
qAm^. Of those, them.
pAEh. Protect.
Rt pA to protect, with the emphatic afﬁx Eh.
;ED. Hear!
Rt ; with the emphatic afﬁx Eh modiﬁed to ED.
hvm^. Battle.
Rt h; to ﬁght, modiﬁed, with the nominal afﬁx a. See under
hotArm^ in the ﬁrst sloka of the ﬁrst hymn.1
2
vAyo u?T
EB, jrt
 (vAm^ aQCA jErtAr,. s;tsomA, ahEvd,
vAyo. O Wind.
u?T
EB,. With desires, passions, attachments.
Root uc^ or uf^ to desire, in the form uk^ with the nominal
sufﬁx T^ (ET, T;) as in ?Tm^, v
pT;, etc. The two roots uq^ and
uf^ are almost identical in meaning, uq^ means to reach after,
seek to embrace; uf^ to cling to, embrace fondly, seek, desire,
be attached to. From uf^, we have ufns^ the name of Shukra or
Venus, the planet of love & desire in the ancient astrology; ufnA,
1 The reference is to the commentaries on the ﬁrst hymn of the Rig Veda that precede
this commentary on the second hymn in the same notebook. See Hymns to the Mystic
Fire, volume 16 of THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDO, pages 482 – 83 and
492. — Ed.
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with desire, attachment, joy; ufAnA, wish, desire; uEfj^, desiring,
devoted; ufF, wish, desire; uf
y, desirable. uc^ is another form
of the same verb and means to be attached to, fond of, used to,
suitable; to cling to, ﬂock together, keep companionship.

jrt
. Consume.
Rt j, also j%. The roots in j^ almost always assume sudden,
violent or hostile action. To strike, shiver, burst are ordinary
senses; to attack with physical force or speech; to damage, injure,
hurt, kill; to consume, waste, decay; to burst open, be open; to
manifest, appear, be born; to manifest, bring to light; produce;
are frequent in this class. We ﬁnd j, to humiliate, outdo; j%, to
decay, grow old, wear out, break up, digest; jMB^, to yawn, gape,
burst open, manifest; jr^, to hurt, kill, be angry; grow old; j
{,
j;r^, to decay, grow old; jFr,, a sword; jAr,, a ravisher; Ej, to
overcome, conquer; jrA, old age, decay etc. The meaning is to
shatter, break to pieces, wear down, consume.
(vAm^.
(vA, accusative of t; (cf Greek perikla etc) with the deﬁnitive
particle am^ as in (vm^, ahm^, vym^, etc.
aQCA. Juices.
Root ac^, to move, ﬂow with the nominal sufﬁx h. The
adjective aQC, ﬂowing, liquid, swift, clear as a liquid; and the
substantive, water, a liquid, a juice, rs.
jErtAr,. Disintegrating.
Rt j with the verbal sufﬁx t connected by the enclytic i.
See jrt
, above. jErt is assailing, destructive, disintegrating,
consuming.
s;tsomA,. Warring down the gods of immortality.
s;t verbal adjective (participle) from s;, used either actively
or passively. s;, to ﬁght, besiege, oppress, crush.
ahEvd,. Knowing their time.
ahr^. Root ah^, to be, pervade; to be strong, to breathe,
speak, sing. From ah^ we have ah, ’tis so, true, well, surely;
ahn^, sky, the pervading ether, day; ahm^, originally meaning
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aA(mA, self, I, ah\y;, selﬁsh, or, from the sense of strength, proud,
haughty, a strong man, hero; aEh, pervading; sky, cloud; serpent
(crawling thing, reptile); ah^, to move with effort, drag; ah;,
pervading, also, strong, concentrated, narrow. In the Veda, it
means often “time”.
3
vAyo tv ptF D
nA EjgAEt dAf;q
. u!cF sompFty

vAyo. O Wind.
tv. Thy.
ptF. Abundant, redundant, overﬂowing.
Rt pc^ reduplicated and nasalised; the form is the verbal
adjective. A secondary intensive form of p, to occupy, ﬁll, satisfy,
grow full or to fullness; also to strike, dash, shiver, penetrate; to
protect, cherish, embrace, touch, cling to, join, meet with. From
the ﬁrst sense we get that of possession or fullness in p'm^ or
p?Tm^, wealth, possessions, p"s^ food (?); from the second, that
of investigation, examination, “to ask, inquire”; from the third,
the ordinary meaning of pc^, p'.
D
nA. Stream.
Root ED modiﬁed with the nominal feminine sufﬁx nA. The D^
roots contain the idea of heaviness, solidity, consistence, steadiness in being, motion, action, relation, etc. The ordinary idea is
“to hold”, “to ﬁx”, with all the obvious derivative meanings.
When applied to motion, they give the idea of a continuous
streaming, ﬂowing, running motion. Hence such words as DArA,
DAt; (rasa), D
, DAv^ etc. From the idea of suckling, nourishing,
supporting comes the sense of “earth”, “cow”, “nurse”, applied
to words like D
nA, D
n;; from the sense of ﬂowing, continuous
motion comes that of “speech”, “river”, “ocean” (D
n,).
EjgAEt. Goes, ﬂows.
Reduplicated from gA, to move widely, go, ﬂow. gA also
means to sing, from the sense of ﬂowing sound.
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dAf;q
. To the enemy; assailant.
u!cF. Passionate, longing, yearning.
Rt ur^ with the adjectival sufﬁx Ec (c, c;) preceded by the
long connecting enclytic U. This sufﬁx, characteristic of the older
language, inclined to the long enclytics, aA, I, U. Cf GtAcF,
EpfAc,, nm;Ec,, dDFEc, or dDFc,. The root u, U expresses primarily being in pervasion or abundance or to the uttermost,
motion through, across, to a great distance or height, embracing relation, (yearning, longing, desire etc), action of violence
or intensity. In the roots ur^, Ur^ the addition of r^ the intense
sound of vibration brings out with yet greater emphasis the idea
of magnitude, extent, intensity or passion. Thence the particles urF, urrF, expressing emphatic assertion, verily, certainly, of
course, yes; ur,, urZ,, urB},, a ram, & UZA, wool, felt (butting,
aggressive, assailing); uz, wide, abundant, prominent, excellent;
uv^, to take violently, hurt, kill; uj^, to cast away, abandon; uvrA,
fertile soil; Uj^, Uj,, Ujs^, vigour, energy; U@v, high, lofty; UEm,
a wave, high billow; uvfF; Uz, the thigh or seat of enjoyment;
urs^, desire, the seat of desire, emotion, heart. uz in the ancient
tongue had all these latter meanings, eminent; wide; desire, longing; emotion; heart; thigh. It is especially used in the Veda for
the heart.
sompFty
. For drinking the juice of immortality.
Rt pF, to drink, with the nominal Et (S. Epb^, Latin bibo),
a common meaning of the p^ roots, from the sense of “ﬁlling,
taking fully”, to drain, swallow, devour, drink. Cf EppAsA, pAnm^,
Gr. ptoc, sumpsion, Lat. potio, potare etc.
[2]
[RV I.2.1]
II
1. vAyvAyAEh dft
m
 somA ar\ktA,. t
qA\ pAEh ;DF hvm^

dft. Rt df^ at that time still used in all its parts. The plural
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is used because the Rishi has in his mind not only Vayu, but the
ganas or inferior devatas who assist the functioning of Vayu.
somA,. The lunar gods, ganas of Chandra, masters of the
nectar of immortality, or “Somas” in the sense of “several cups
of Soma” or of “Soma juices”, but this is a very strained sense.
The English plural “wines” is not analogical. One would not
say in any language “The brandies are ready.”
ar\ktA,. The root ar^, it has already been said, resembles ag^
in conveying the idea of superlative existence, action or feeling.
Like ag^, Grk ago, it means to move rapidly or violently, to
struggle, to lead, drive, act, or to labour ground etc. From the
latter sense comes that of ploughing from which we have the
Greek rw, roura, rotron etc, the Latin arvum, aro, arator
etc (ag^ must have had the same sense, cf ager, grc a ﬁeld). Cf
also arEZ, tinder, that which is rubbed or worked to produce
ﬁre, aEr/m^ oar, rudder or boat, Lat. ars, art, working, arma,
tools; aryEt to work with an awl, test, try, arr, an awl, aErn^ a
wheel. We have the idea of moving, wandering, arZ, (cf aV^ to
wander, aVvF a forest), aErn^ a wheel, avn^ a horse, ar\ swiftly;
nomadic ground or wild country ar*ym^, Greek roc (ars^) a
mountain. From the idea of struggle, we have that of ﬁghting and
this is one of the most characteristic uses of the root. We have
in Greek ^Arhc, the god of war, >Areiman c, our Aryama, ret ,
virtue (originally, valour, cf Lat. virtus), r gw, ﬁght for, succour,
ristoc, best, (originally perhaps, most valiant), in Latin arcus, a
bow, arma, arms, armo, I arm. In Sanscrit we have aEr,, arAEt,,
meaning originally a ﬁghter, then an enemy; arr\, war, ﬁghting;
arz, an enemy, a weapon. Other senses are to honour (aG^), to
love, woo, to shine, to have power, strength, to use power upon.
Eg ah^ to be ﬁt, worthy, honourable; ay excellent, best, master,
— also, dear, loved; cf aAy,, ristoc; aymA, meaning a bosom
friend, as well as the god Aryama; ab^ to kill, hurt; ad^ to oppress
(in Latin to burn); aT^, aj^ & ad^ to woo, press, ask, pray; aEc,
ray, ﬂame, brightness; aT wish or desire; ak^ to heat; az sun etc.
A farther sense is little, young, inferior in aBk, aBg, aB, arm
(low, vile) which may have come from the sense of love applied to
children (darling); for the natural sense of ar^ is just the opposite;
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it means superior, sufﬁcient, high, strong; cf Latin arduus, Grk
rdw, rrhn or rshn, a male, Sanscrit ar\ enough, excessively.
Among these meanings, we have to ﬁnd the right sense of ar\ in
ar\kt. Three possible senses suggest themselves; made sufﬁcient,
laboriously worked, (both senses leading to the idea of ready,
prepared), or made war upon, attacked, taking ar, in the sense
of war, just as aEr, means a warrior, ﬁghter, enemy. From the nature of the hymn the last is to be selected, if the deeper interpretation be accepted; the former, if it is the ceremonial. But the plural
somA, is a strong objection to the ceremonial interpretation.

;DF. This lengthened i is a trace of the free interchangeability
of long & short vowels in the pre-Vedic tongue.
hvm^. The line is capable of two different interpretations. “Protect them, hear their cry”, or “Hear our prayer, protect their
battle.” The ceremonial sense would be “Hear us, drink their
libation”; but their libation must mean the libation given by the
nectar-juices, which has no meaning, or the throwing down of
the nectar-juices, where the expression “to drink the offering
of” would be a forced and indeed impossible construction in
Sanscrit. To interpret “a libation consisting of them” would be
to contradict the spirit of the Sanscrit language which does not
admit such a loose form of language. A cup of gold is possible
in English, -vZ-y pA/m^ is not possible in Sanscrit. On the other
hand the other two senses are both of them perfectly straightforward & sensible and can only refer to the lunar gods of
immortality who subtly protect the Soma or amritam in the
body. The evidence of this line ﬁnally disposes of the ceremonial
interpretation.
Translation.
Arrive, O Vayu; behold ye, these gods of the nectar assailed
with war; protect their battle, hear our prayer.
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[3]
[RV I.2.1 – 3]
Rig Veda I.2.

1. vAyvA yAEh dft
m
 somA ar\ktA,. t
qA\ pAEh ;DF hv\
Come, O Vayu visible, these are (ie here are) the Somas (ie
Soma-pourings) made ready, drink of them, hear our call.
dft. S. dfnFy beautiful. dft, from Rt df^ to see, may mean
either (1) to be seen = therefore worthy to be seen, beautiful,
or (2) to be seen = visible. It may even be active = having sight,
ie having the power or faculty of the d+A — cf yjt, Brt. The
latter has clearly an active sense.
ar\ktA,. Not another form of al\kt as Sayana wrongly
supposes, but from ar^ which means among other things to
work at, so to elaborate, prepare.

2. vAy u?T
EBjr\t
 (vAmQCA jErtAr,. s;tsomA ahEvd,
O Vayu, thee-wards with their (expressive) speakings adore
adorers whose Soma has been pressed and who have found (or
know) the day.
u?T. There is a distinction between u?T and -tom. u?T from
uc^ (vc^), literally to bring out, express, is the hymn or word
that expresses, brings out the god or his workings or the results
desired; -tom is the hymn or word which afﬁrms or conﬁrms
that which has been thus brought out by the u?T.
jr\t
. From j% (j) lit., to break up, destroy, wound; then
from the sexual act, to enjoy, love, as jAr, a lover, close friend. j%,
jc^, jJ^ have also the sense of “to speak” (sound, but properly
speaking loud, abrupt or harsh sound). jc^ and jJ^ mean also
to blame, revile, from the original sense of hurting. j% in the
Veda means to adore or woo, the sadhaka being the desirer of
the godhead; but it has in the ritual the sense “to praise, hymn”.
ahEvd,. ahs^, says Sayana, means a sacriﬁcial rite performable in a single day. This is a far-fetched and artiﬁcial
ritualistic interpretation. ahs^ in the Veda means day in the
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sense of light, and the Rishi ﬁnds or wins the light of day as he
is said to ﬁnd or win the Sun sy, Evdt^, sy, jyt^, snt^ or as he
ﬁnds the luminous kine of the Angirasas. The adorers of Vayu
have already pressed the Soma and won the light of the solar
day for the yajna.

3. vAyo tv p\ ctF D
nA EjgAEt dAf;q
. u!cF sompFty

O Vayu, thy stream goes brimming (or, ﬁlling, lit. touching
to the full) for the sacriﬁcer, wide for the drinking of the Soma.
D
nA. S. takes D
nA = vAk^ and gives an extraordinary interpretation. The speech of Vayu goes for Soma drinking to the man
who has given, ie to say, Vayu says to him “I am going to drink”;
the voice is p\ctF = soms\pk, k;vtF, ie it praises the Soma, and
u!cF, many-going, ie praising or speaking of many sacriﬁcers.
The only possible answer to this amazing explanation is that no
poet in his senses would use such language in such a sense, and
if he did use it in a moment of aberration no reader or hearer
would understand “O Vayu, thy speech, making relation, manygoing, goes to the giver for Soma-drinking” to mean “O Vayu,
thy voice says to the sacriﬁcer ‘I will drink’ and praises the Soma
and talks of many sacriﬁcers.”
D
nA from ED (D
) to drink, make drink, suckle, foster, means
like D
n;, cow, and from ED in the lost sense to move, ﬂow originally common to all the D^ roots, (see Aryan Origins), river,
stream, ﬂood — cf DAv^, DArA, D, Dn^ (Vedic), Dor^, Greek jw
(dhav) to run, etc. From ED to sound comes the sense of speech.
D
nA means either “the ﬂow, the stream” of Soma or of Vayu or
else the Vayavic cow Priçni, mother of the Maruts; but the latter
seems to have no business here.
p\ctF. Probably ﬁlling, satisfying. We have p", in this sense.
The sense to “touch, join etc” is the literal sense, from which
comes that of ﬁlling.
u!cF. Sayana takes uz = many, & the termination c = to
move (a\c^), but uz means wide, and c is simply an adjectival
termination like k, t etc sufﬁxed to a root or another word to
modify slightly its force, eg EpfAc, dDFEc, GtAcF, s/Ac^.
The three ﬁrst verses complete the ﬁrst movement of the
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hymn, which is a hymn of the Soma-offering to the gods who
lead towards the Truth. The ﬁrst of these, — Dyavaprithivi,
Night & Dawn & Agni being taken for granted, — is Vayu
(Matariçwan), master of the life or vital principle. Life and
Mind, Force & Light, Power & Knowledge are the continual
duos of the Veda. Vayu has the ﬁrst draught of the Soma, the
Wine of Delight or Joy of things expressed or generated in the
body of man by the pressure of the divine sensations, those
which seek with the electrical force of the divine mind, the pure
rasa of things. The Soma juices are ready — the immortalising
joy in the mind, the amrita in the body. The Life-force is to drink
of these [incomplete]
[4]
[RV I.3]
Rigveda.
Hymns of Madhuchchhandas, son of Visvamitra
I. 3. Madhuchchhandas’ hymn of the Soma-Sacriﬁce
(1) O Aswins, swift-footed lords of bliss, wide-enjoying,
take delight in the impulses of the sacriﬁce. (2) O Aswins, ye
strong Purushas of the many activities, ﬁrmly-seated with your
bright-ﬂashing thought, take joy of our Words. (3) O givers, O
masters of the movement, O ye who are ﬁerce in your paths,
clear-set is the seat of sacriﬁce, strong-energied are the Somadistillings; do ye arrive.
(4) Come thou too, O Indra of the varied lustres, thee these
Soma-juices desire, — puriﬁed they in their subtleties & in their
extension. (5) Come, O Indra, impelled by the thought, guided
by the enlightened knower to the soul-thinkings of the Soma
giver who aspires in the hymn. (6) Come hastening, O Indra, to
our soul-movements, lord of the brilliance, uphold our delight
in the Soma outpoured.
(7) O all gods who are kindly & uphold the actions of the
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doer, arrive, divide the Soma-offering of the giver. (8) O all gods
who are active and swift, come ye to the Soma-offering, like
the cows to their stalls (like the powers of light to the places of
delight). (9) O all gods who stumble not but are wise in your
might and do no hurt, accept and upbear the sacriﬁce!
(10) May purifying Saraswati, full-plentied with all sorts of
possessions, control (or desire) our sacriﬁce in the riches of her
thought. (11) Impeller of truths, awakener to right thinkings
Saraswati upholds the sacriﬁce. (12) Saraswati awakens in consciousness the ocean Mahas by the perception; she illumines (or
governs) variously all our thoughts.
The third hymn of the ﬁrst Mandala of the Veda, Madhuchchhandas’ hymn of the Soma sacriﬁce, is addressed to no
single god, but built in a harmony of four successive movements,
each composed of three verses in the Gayatri metre, each an
invocation of a separate divine power or set of divine powers,
which in their signiﬁcance are intended to follow the ascending series of a particular psychological progression reached by
the Rishi in his self-development through the Vedic Yoga. The
psychological symbolism of the Vedic Soma-offering is in this
hymn expressed with that succinctness and rich suggestiveness
of which Madhuchchhandas is a master.
The Soma wine in the Vedic symbolism is the wine of Immortality, the ﬂowing stream of divine beatitude which wells up
out of the secret places of the being and manifests in the triple
human system, in the mind, the nervous life, the body. According
to the philosophy of the ancient Indian seers Ananda, delight, —
the rendering, in the terms of sensation, of the plenitude of divine
being, — is that which supports, overtly or secretly, all mortal
& immortal life & activity. “Who could live or breathe,” asks
the Taittiriya Upanishad, “if there were not this ether of Delight
in which we have our being?” Human joy & pleasure, even
human grief & pain, are only minor terms natural or perverse
in an inferior formula of this divine Bliss of being. All strength,
all activity, all fullness proceed from this creative principle and
are supported by it. But all mortal life is a broken rhythm of
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something that should be & in itself is vast, perfect & evenly
harmonious. The one goal of Vedic Yoga is this vastness, this
perfection, this state of inﬁnite & harmonious being. The aim
of the seers of the Veda is to exchange the small & broken, for
the ample & whole, to travel, climb or ﬁght their way out of the
limited mortal state into illimitable immortality. The instrument
of their effort is sacriﬁce; the strength that is both to be born
of the sacriﬁce and to make it effective, is the triple strength of
divine Force, divine Light and divine Bliss.
The primitive verbal sense of the word yajna was action,
effort, endeavour done with a force directed towards some goal,
some object or some person; its idea-sense in the Veda is action or effort internal or external directed towards the gods
or immortal principles of higher being by this lower or mortal
inhabitant. To the Vedic sages body was not our only possession
nor bodily existence the whole of our existence. The body is
only our earth, base and lower tenement or ﬁrmament of the
conscious spirit that we are. Above it, in ourselves, there are
higher reaches of conscious being represented in the body and
in bodily existence but exceeding it by awakening which we can
rise into ranges of experiences, manifest faculties and amplitudes
of which the body-bound mortal is incapable. We have to awake
those reaches of conscious being in the body and through their
activity in the body to have access to their native vastnesses
beyond. Informing this body and animating it there is the ocean
of nervous or vital force just above the physical ocean of matter;
informing the vital force & illuminating it there is the ocean
of pure mentality which is beyond & exceeds nervous vitality;
supporting, creating & rectifying the pure mentality, there is the
ocean of supra-mental & pure ideal self-existent, self-perceptive
Truth or Light which leads us into the heights of the divine being;
generating the divine Light, pouring itself out on the surge of the
inﬁnite harmonies of this Truth is the ocean of the divine Bliss &
the plenitude of self-existence. These are the ﬁve states or stairs
of Being easily accessible to the tread of the human soul. Yet
beyond is the absolute divine self-Awareness manifesting itself
cosmically as the divine creative Force of God’s self-knowledge
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& it is this that takes delight in cosmic existence & by taking
delight generates it on the foundation of the luminous Truth of
things. That Force of divine self-Awareness, too, is an expression
of a seventh & ultimate principle, pure divine Conscious Being
which is, as it were, the surface of the Absolute & the source of
Its world. All this existence is the ascending hill of our being & its
successive summits rise out of our manifest being here and climb
up into hidden altitudes veiled from us by clouds of vapour or
by inaccessible depths of dazzling light. And as the body is only
the lowest term of our subjective being, so also is the material
universe represented for us by the earth only the lowest term of
cosmic existence. Nervous life on earth is but the representative
of great worlds or organised states of being beyond, of which not
matter, but vital force is the primary condition, mind here the
representative of a great mental world of which pure mentality
is the primary condition. There is too a vast world or organised
state of luminous being governed by divine Truth and worlds yet
beyond in which the three supreme principles of the immortal
life govern severally & unitedly their cosmic harmonies.
The psychological practice of the Vedic seers was founded
upon this reading of human psychology in the microcosm with
its corresponding life-notations in the world macrocosm. Two
ideas of especial importance were entirely derived from it, — the
need of divine help and the principle of a graduated & harmonious upward ascension. No creature of the lower worlds can
develop a higher principle in him except by the attraction & aid
of those grand Principles, Emanations & Forms of Deity, called
the Gods, who inhabit the higher reaches of being and manifest
themselves as powers in man, as both Powers & Personalities in
the worlds. Hence the need of the manifestation in man of the
gods, the need of their presence, aid and protection, the need of
their constant friendship. By the aid of the gods man has to rise
beyond them to God; with their consent & assistance he is helped
to ascend and dwell in the divine being which they also dwell in
& enjoy, the Vast, the Delightful, the True, the Light, — mahas,
brihat, ratnam, ritam, satyam, jyotih, various epithets by which
the seers expressed the manifestation in conscious being of the
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inexpressible because unthinkable Parabrahman. The Vedic sacriﬁcer is continually described by the Veda as devayu, devayan,
one who desires the gods, one who is developing the godhead in
himself; the sacriﬁce itself is frequently described by the words
devaviti, the widening, the opening, the manifestation of the
God, & devatati, the extension of the God in the sacriﬁcer. It is
described also as an ascent of the hill of being from plateau to
plateau, from summit to summit, or a journey on a path beset
by obstacles, difﬁculties, enemies, — enemies who are described
by various graphic epithets, — the plunderer, the detainer, the
concealer, the thief, the wolf on the path, the devourer, a journey
to the river of heaven & over it by the path of the divine Truth
into the ineffable wideness. It is described also as a battle against
individual enemies or groups of enemies, a Vritra, the Coverer,
a Vala, the wall of concealment who fences in the Light, Panis,
lords of sense-activity who intercept the herds of the divine Rays
& pen them up in the obscure cavern of our unexpressed being
behind this outward material life — or the battle is, generally,
against the legioned hosts of evil, the armies of mortality for the
victory of Immortality in the mortal. The journey, the ascent, the
march is, by the very nature of things, a progressive development
conquering the successive kingdoms of being in order to arrive
safely & fully into our high & blissful dwelling place. The seers
of the Veda, therefore, did not reject matter or the nervous life
or the mental in order to reach now inaccessible felicities. Their
idea of human progression was a conquering march and not a
ﬂight. Therefore, their idea of the gods was a conception of great
divine Beings manifesting or born, as they said, variously in all
the kingdoms of being. Surya is manifest as creative solar Light
in the material world, he is Savitri, the Father; he is manifest
in his own home, the Truth-principle, as the divine Light that
illuminates our liberated being. To all the gods this parallelism
applies and it is the basis of that concrete & material symbolism which saturates the whole language of the Veda and is for
modern minds the chief stumbling block in the way of perfect
comprehension. Moreover, since all these gods were but different
powers & personalities of the one Being who is the source of all
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personalities & powers as is the solar principle of all beams &
rays, the seers continually recognise their essential oneness; they
differentiate them clearly when they are thinking of the diverse
action of these Persons & their powers, they deliberately confuse
them together when they look beyond; they declare plainly of
Agni or another “Thou art Varuna, thou art Mitra”, or they
address one god by the name of another in the course of the
same hymn & the same strain of thought. Here lies the true
secret of that isotheism & henotheism, — but henotheism in a
far different sense from that understood by the German savant,
— which is an unique & constant feature of the Vedic writings.

[5]
[RV I.4.1 – 6]
Indra Maker
The Fourth Hymn of Madhuchchhandas.
Indra is the God to whom by preference Madhuchchhandas
Vaiswamitra raises the Vedic chant. Agni indeed claims his opening homage; the Aswins and Vayu, Mitra and Varuna, Saraswati
and the Viswadevas have shared Indra’s praises in the two succeeding hymns; but from the fourth Sukta to the eleventh we
have an unbroken series devoted to the mighty God of his preference. It is no small advantage for us to possess these eighty riks
occupied by a single deity, yet addressed to him from different
standpoints, composed in different states of mind and expressing
a different set of related ideas about his personality, powers and
functions; for from such an ensemble the ﬁgure of the god is
likely to emerge with an exceptional fullness and distinctness.
How far do these hymns conﬁrm the ideas about Indra we have
derived from the third Sukta? Indra, whether god of the sky or
of the mind, is the most considerable of the Vedic deities and
the most prominent presence in physical nature or in human
psychology; it is right and ﬁtting that his subjective physiognomy
should be the decisive starting point for any theory of the Veda.
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Fortunately, the very ﬁrst lines of this fourth stotra, this ﬁrst
hymn to Indra in the Rigveda, supply us with a striking passage
in which the question is raised and solved. It is as if the Rishi
were lying in wait for us with his answer to our difﬁculty at the
very opening of his great Indra series. In the ﬁrst word of the ﬁrst
rik he describes Indra as surúpakritnu, a fashioner of perfect or
beautiful images or forms, or possibly a good fashioner of forms.
There is no sense in which this epithet — brought forward so
prominently and strikingly as the opening idea of the hymn —
can be appropriate to the god of sky and rain or opportune in a
hymn of material sacriﬁce. Sayana has seen the difﬁculty and met
or rather dodged it scholastically in his usual fashion; surúpa,
beautiful form, means, he says, sacriﬁcial action of a beautiful
form! We bow as usual to the learning and the fearless ingenuity
of the great scholiast and we pass on. The epithet is nothing to
the purpose in a material sacriﬁce; but if this outer sacriﬁce be
the image of an inner rite, the use of the epithet becomes quite
inevitable in sense and luminously clear in intention. Indra, god
of mental force, is indeed a maker of beautiful forms or perfect
images or a good fashioner of forms. If our hypothesis of Vedic
philosophy is correct, Indra is, indeed, the direct builder of all
forms; it is Mind that measures, limits & by its stress compels
the inﬁnite plastic Idea to objectivise Brahman in ﬁxed mental & material forms. We have, therefore, at the very outset a
difﬁculty straightforwardly met and luminously solved by the
psychological theory.
Indra, maker of images, is not only a perfect, but an abundant workman. He is likened in his work to a good milker in
the milking of the cows, sudughám iva goduhe. The balancing
of the forms surúpakritnum and sudughám is strongly in favour
of our taking the particle su in both cases as affected to the
act expressed, to kritnu as to dughá. Indra is a good maker of
images, skilful and abundant, like a good milker who knows
how to produce a free yield from the teats of the herd. It is
in this capacity that Madhuchchhanda calls on the god of his
preference, juhúmasi dyavi dyavi. A rich and clear activity of
mind, abundant in perfect forms of thought and inner vision, is
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the ﬁrst aim of the sacriﬁce in this Sukta.
But there is a deeper subtlety concealed in this vigorous
pastoral simile which, once we have grasped its principle, opens
new doors on the signiﬁcance and value of words in the Veda. Go
in the Vedic tongue is not conﬁned to the ordinary sense, cattle,
but means frequently ray or light. In the language of Madhuchchhanda, we may almost afﬁrm, it has usually this latter sense
and, even when it means primarily cows, always refers obliquely
to rays. We have gobhir in connection with Surya in the seventh
sukta, where it can only mean rays and nothing else; we have
the combination súnritá gomatı́ in the eighth where coherence &
good sense demand the rendering “true & luminous”; we have
gomat sravah in the ninth, where ceremonially we may translate
“wealth consisting of cows”, but also either “luminous fame”
or, as I shall show, “luminous knowledge”; we have it in the
tenth, twice in successive riks, gavám apa vrajam vridhi and san
gá asmabhyam dhúnuhi, where the sense cows, if it adheres at
all to the text, is only a conventional ﬁgure for rays of light;
we have it twice again in the eleventh, vájasya gomatah, which
may mean, ceremonially, wealth consisting of cows, but also, as
I shall show, psychologically, “luminous plenty”, and Valasya
gomatah which certainly contains the same use as in the tenth
sukta; we have it ﬁnally in the second rik of this very sukta, godá,
where there is a plain allusion to the goduhe of the ﬁrst line and
the sense of the whole passage demands the rendering “giver
of light”. I shall seek to justify the theory that this distribution
represents fairly enough the ordinary usage of Veda; go means
oftenest ray, light or cows as a conventional ﬁgure for rays, is
sometimes capable of a double sense, material or psychological, and, even in the rarer passages where the reference is to
physical cattle, there is usually a play of the mind on the other
and ﬁgurative sense. These rays which ﬁgure so largely in Vedic
imagery are not, as I shall show, the rays of the physical sun, but
of Surya, the brilliant god of knowledge, master of revelation
& ideal perception, the prophetic Apollo. Thus we have such
expressions as gavyatá manasá, with a radiating mind.
In the present rik the image is certainly of physical cows,
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but the usual double ﬁgure of the Veda familiar to the Rishi
colours, as is perfectly natural & inevitable, the physical image.
This is shown by the immediate repetition of the word in godá
of the second verse, where, as we see from the third verse, athá
te vidyáma sumatı́nám, it is the light of knowledge that Indra is
praised for giving. We have then the second sense of a great and
abundant activity of luminous mental perceptions out of which
are produced the clear images of thought and vision desired by
the Rishi. The rays of Surya, of ideal knowledge, are the cows of
the milking; the constant stream of thought-forms are their yield.
For the aim of the Yogin is to avoid the confusion which comes
from an abundant but hurried and ill formed mental activity and
to effect a perfect distinctness in the forms of his knowledge —
the rashmı́n vyúha of the Isha Upanishad.
We are given, ﬁnally, an object for this calling of Indra
and this abundance of mental perceptions and thought-images,
útaye, and a circumstance of the calling, dyavi dyavi. Útaye,
Sayana says, means “for protection”. This is undoubtedly one
of the senses of úti, but not, as I think, either in this Rik or in any
hymn of the Rigveda. It gives here no real sense; for in order to
accept this signiﬁcance, we have to suppose that úti has no connection in thought with the words with which it is most nearly
connected in the structure of the verse. It is obviously meant by
its position to be a part of the idea conveyed in the description of
Indra, a good fashioner of forms like a good milker in the milking
of the cows of light; but neither mental activity nor abundance
of thought-forms has anything to do with protection. We must
seek for a more appropriate signiﬁcance. The only other received
value of úti, enjoyment, will make good sense in this and a great
many other passages; but I propose throughout the Veda to take
úti in another and more fundamental meaning not recognised
by the lexicographers, — “growth, expansion, expanded being,
greater fullness, richness or substance.” Úti, in this signiﬁcance,
will not belong to the root av, but to the obsolete roots u, ú
(see Aryan Origins), the primitive base of the U family of roots
which has for its fundamental signiﬁcance mediality, incomplete
being or limited pervasiveness. It is this sense which is at the
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basis of udaya, udan, uchchá, ut, udara, ushas, uru, úrjas, úrmi,
úrdhwa and the words of this class which express the idea of
wish and desire. Growth or expansion in richness & substance
of the individual being, (the primary object of all Rigveda), is
the purpose for which this luminous mental activity & abundant
formation is desired by the Rishi, — growth especially of mental
force, fertility and clearness.
Again, this process with its resultant growth is desired, dyavi
dyavi, from day to day, — say the scholiasts. A daily growth, as
we see in the ﬁrst hymn of the Veda, rayim posham eva dive dive,
is the object of the daily sacriﬁce and the daily invocation. On
the other hand dyavi dyavi may equally mean, in sky and sky;
for dyu & its congeners have the basic sense of light from which
arise diversely the idea of day as in diva, divasa, dina, and of
sky or heaven as in divi, dyu-loka, dyuksha; dyu shares in both
meanings. It may therefore well be that we have here an allusion
to the Vedic theory of the ﬁve earths and the three or sometimes ﬁve heavens, which correspond to the ﬁve principles and
the three bodies of our complex existence, — the 5 principles,
earth, matter or body, prana, midair or nervous vitality, manas,
heaven or mentality, mahas or pure idea, and mayas or ananda,
the divine state of bliss, & the three bodies, physical, subtle
and typal (sthúla, súkshma and kárana). This system, as can
be established from a hundred indications, was not a creation
of Vedantic or Puranic mystics but well known already to the
Vedic Rishis. We shall then have a very strong & pregnant sense;
the Rishi invokes in each of these ethers the activity of Indra,
abundant in mental perceptions and thought-images, so that
there may be growth in mind, growth in physical & sensational
receptiveness, growth in ideal knowledge, útaye .. dyavi dyavi.
Such is the signiﬁcance, deep, pregnant, rich in psychological suggestions we have gathered in the light of the words
surúpakritnu and go from this ﬁrst rik of the fourth sukta. But
our system is to hold nothing for certain from a single text, —
to demand rather conﬁrmation from the whole context and the
whole hymn before we are satisﬁed. We proceed then to question
the second verse.
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Upa nah savaná gahi
somasya somapáh piba
godá id revato madah.
“Thou, the Soma-drinker,” cries Madhuchchhandas, “come to
our outpourings and drink of the Soma, for verily light-giving
is the intoxication of thee in thy impetuosity.” Savana is the
Soma-offering, but the word often retains something of its basic
meaning, — the outpressing or outpouring of the Soma, & the
insistence here, savaná .. somasya somapáh, justiﬁes the supposition that the Rishi wishes to dwell on the characteristic act
of the sacriﬁce. “We are pressing out for the use of the gods
the nectar of joyous vitality within us,” he says in effect, “come
therefore to that rite; thou, the Soma-drinker, take thy part of
the nectar offered to thee.” Then the Rishi with that admirable
logical connection and coherency which is the principal characteristic of Vedic style — though always in the logical form
of poetry which half-veils the process of reasoning, and not
of prose which parades it, — gives the idea which connects the
second rik with the ﬁrst, the offering of nectar with the luminous
formative activity of the god of Mind. “Verily light-giving is the
intoxication of thee impetuous.” For when the vital force and joy
in us, especially that divine vitality and joy developed by Yoga
is placed at the service of Indra’s luminous mental activity, then
the mind increases in a sort of ecstatic intoxication of energy,
vriddho ajáyatháh, and the abundant light of thought pours
forth in the impetuous stream of the mind’s swiftness.
Sayana would have us render the verse: “thy intoxication,
who art wealthy, is indeed cattle-giving.” Guarda e passa! He
connects reván evidently with rayih and rai in the sense of
wealth; but the evidence of the other members of this root-clan
justiﬁes a different interpretation. Rayih itself signiﬁes primarily
motion, energy & then matter or substance; rai is properly ecstasy or felicity, then by a natural transition wellbeing or material
prosperity. The primary root rı́ means to ﬂow, to stream; rı́ti,
motion; rev or reb, to go or leap; revat.a, the rushing boar or
the whirlwind; revá, the name of a river, must mean ﬂowing or
streaming, revatı́, the name of a constellation, either bright or
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moving; and we have the Latin rivus, a river, and the Greek rı̄pē,
rush. The balance of probability is therefore in favour of reván
in the sense of swift, rushing or impetuous. It is here the just
and inevitable epithet describing the ecstatic impetuosity of the
Soma-drinker in his intoxication and rapture, revato madah.
Still, the proof is not complete; for another and materialistic
interpretation of these verses is possible, and it may well be
argued, “Ought not a plain naturalistic sense to be preferred
to these too brilliant and illuminating ideas? True, the expression in the naturalistic interpretation becomes horribly cramped,
awkward and even grotesque and unnatural; no one, ordinarily,
would dream of saying ‘The drunkenness of thee wealthy is
truly cattle-giving’, but what can you expect from a primitive
barbarian? And if you paraphrase the whole thing becomes natural, vivid and convincing. Madhuchchhandas, the old barbaric
sacriﬁcer and medicine man of the tribe, says to Indra, the god
of the sky & rain, the fertiliser, ‘We are calling you every day,
for you are just like a good milker busy with the herd, a very
ﬁne craftsman. Just come and drink this Soma; for you are a
very rich fellow but it is only when you are drunk that you give
us plenty of cows.’ ” Such an argument would square well with
the European idea of genial old Vedic barbarians, lusty, earthy,
practical, naturalistic, greedy of wealth & cattle, who would
besides be well-accustomed to the drunken liberality of their
chiefs and easily attribute the same nature to their gods.
We must therefore still go forward and question yet a third
verse.
Athá te antamánám
vidyáma sumatı́nám
má no ati khya á gahi.
This magniﬁcent verse, admirable in rhythm, admirable in
thought, admirable in poetical nobility and force, is reduced by
Sayana to the last bathos and incoherency. “Then may we know
thee in the midst of intellectual people who are in thy vicinity”,
or “May we know thee for getting good ideas about sacriﬁcial
operations.” The plain sense of the words, for sumatı́nám is here
obviously a genitive of vague possession as in somasya piba, is
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perfectly easy to grasp. “Then indeed” says Madhuchchhandas,
“may we know somewhat of thy most intimate felicities of
thinking, manifest not a thought beyond us, come.” The whole
thought of these opening verses is here summed up and receives
its rich and inevitable consummation. Then indeed when the
ecstatic activity of the mind is most luminous we can open the
inner eye to those most intimate and felicitous perceptions of
true & profound thinking of which the mental energy in us is
capable. “But” says the Rishi “let not thy revelation of thought
be beyond our capacities already developed”; for then there
will no longer be the clearness of thought images and the entire
inner satisfaction attending fulﬁlment, but rather a vagueness
and straining with a waste of vital force and joy and not its selfrenewing contentment. In this idea, for this deep, precise and
limited purpose, “come”.
We are, therefore, justiﬁed by the succession of these three
riks in holding the psychological intention of the hymn to be
well-established. And when we proceed, when the Rishi turns
to another strain of thought, that intention becomes yet clearer
and more perfectly indisputable. “Parehi vigram astritam Indram prichchhá vipaschitam”, “Approach Indra the vigorous,
the uno’erthrown; question him who has the discerning eye.”
Not for cattle, but for light is Indra called to the sacriﬁce of the
Veda. Of no mortal herds is he the giver, but of the luminous
kine of Swar, (swarwatı́r apah san gá asmabhyam dhúnuhi),
sumatı́nám súnritánám, of the rich illuminations, the right thinkings, the right feelings, the perfect states of mind which the seeker
after perfection desires. These he carries to us in his force, san
.. dhunoti, in the divine ecstasy, so delightful and precious to
mankind in its youth, of a luminous & joyous mental activity.
The succession of the thoughts is clear and natural. Indra is
a rich fashioner of clear mental images, an abundant milker
of the luminous kine; as such we call him in each layer of
our consciousness, dyavi dyavi, in sensational perception, in
mental & emotional thinking, in ideal vision and experience.
But only when by the Soma wine of Ananda, our vitalities are
pure, perfect and intense, does he give of his fullness; therefore
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we offer him the sacriﬁce of that immortalising nectar, áyus,
amritam. Then indeed, when he is drunk with it & impetuous,
we may attain all the felicities of thought which our deepest
mental capacities are ready to seize; but let him not go beyond;
for we should exchange clearness and deﬁnite possession for an
ungrasped possession. Dhanánám sátis, ktēmatōn sōsis, the safe
possession of what we have, is the condition of the sacriﬁce. To
such a Soma-offering, for such activities, O Indra, arrive.
II
The three opening riks of the Sukta have been admirably clear
and straightforward in thought and expression; the three that
follow present a number of difﬁculties, not, I think, because
their style or thought is at all harsh or obscure, but because they
contain a number of unfamiliar words or familiar words used in
an antique & unfamiliar sense, over which the tradition of the
scholiasts has seriously stumbled. I will therefore begin by giving
ﬁrst Sayana’s solution and then my own with my justiﬁcation
for differing from the accepted renderings.
Parehi vigram astritam
Indram prichchhá vipaschitam
yas te sakhibhya á varam.
Uta bruvantu no nido
nir anyatas chid árata
dadháná Indra id duvah.
Uta nah subhagán arir
vocheyur dasma krishtayah
syámed Indrasya sarmani.
Sayana renders: “O sacriﬁcer, do thou approach Indra the intelligent and uninjured, and ask of me the clever priest (whether I
have praised him well or not), — Indra who gave perfectly the
best wealth to thy friends, the sacriﬁcial priests. Let (the priests
connected) with us praise Indra (so Sayana amazingly interprets
uta no bruvantu), also, O our censurers, go out (from this
country) and from elsewhere (another country), — (the priests)
maintaining service to Indra. O destroyer, our enemies have
called us wealthy, men (our friends) of course say it, so let us,
being wealthy, be in the ease given by Indra.” Whatever else
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may or may not be the sense of the Veda, this confused and
ungrammatical rigmarole cannot be that sense. Apart from the
questionable interpretation of particular words, Sayana drags
into the fourth verse a non-existent mám, which unnecessarily
disturbs syntax & sense, for vipaschitam can only refer like the
other epithets to Indra and, indeed, if it did not, the relative
yah could not refer back to the god, as Sayana would have it,
over the head of this new antecedent. In the ﬁfth rik equally, he
drags in a non-existent ritwijah; no cannot conceivably stand
for nah sambandhino ritwijah, as the scholiast wishes, — the
thing is preposterous, — and if it did, dadháná could not refer
back over the head of nidah and a whole clause to a far back
unexpressed ritwijah which the hearer, if indeed he ever guessed
at its existence, has long ago forgotten. In the sixth verse, to take
krishtayah as a sort of algebraical symbol for a whole clause,
krishtayah tad vocheyur eva, is to establish a kind of syntax
which a grammarian in a difﬁculty may admit, but no writer
in his senses would use. We must reject Sayana’s interpretation
totally and start afresh with a clean slate.
I reject to begin with vigram in the sense of wise or intelligent, — for it would then be identical with vipaschitam and
lead to a heavy tautology; I take it in the sense of vigorous. The
root vij expresses any intensity of motion, emotion, thought
or being; it signiﬁes “to tremble”, “to be disturbed”, “to be
keen-minded”, “to be vigorous”; for the Latin vigor undoubtedly represents an old Aryan vijás and we have in Veda itself
vijarbhrit, which signiﬁes, I suggest, “strength-holding”. Vigra,
the adjective, may well mean energetic or vigorous. If we take
it in this perfectly easy and natural signiﬁcance, we are at once
taken back in thought to the revatah of the second verse and
go forward to the epithet astritam that follows. Indra, the impetuous, the intoxicated Soma-drinker, is also a god of vigorous
strength, “uno’erthrown”, capable of bearing without a stagger
or a fall the utmost burden of activity demanded of him. He
is vigra, vijarbhrit. Parehi, says the singer; him approach, have
recourse or take refuge with him; for he will bear triumphantly
all the swift & impetuous activity that is demanded of him and
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lead you mightily into the peace of self-fulﬁlment. We shall see
how the idea thus thrown out in these four simple & vigorous
words stands as the basis of all the riks that follow. The Rishi
adds, prichchhá vipaschitam; question him, for he has the eye
of discerning thought.

[6]
[RV I.5]
5. Hymn in Praise of Indra

aA (vA it EnqFdt idmEB gAyt. sKAy, -tomvAhs, 1
But approach, but sit down, sing out towards Indra, O friends
who bear the burden of the psalm.
-tom. From -t; to establish ﬁrmly. Stoma is the psalm, the
hymn of praise; it is the expression in the potency of speech
of those qualities in the Lord of Mental Force — or whatever
other Master of being is praised, — which the sadhaka is either
calling to his aid or aspires to bring out in his own being and
activity. The expression of a quality in inspired & rhythmic
speech tends by the essential nature of mantra to bring forward
& establish in habitual action that which was formerly latent
or vague in the nature. For this reason the psalm is stoma, that
which establishes or conﬁrms, as the prayer is uktha, that which
desires or wills and the simple hymn is gáyatra, that which brings
up and sets in motion or sansa, that which brings out into the
ﬁeld of expression.

p;!tm\ p;!ZAmFfAn\ vAyAZAm^. id\ som
 scA s;t
 2
When the nectar has been distilled, then it is Indra I take for
friend, the mightiest of all that is mighty, the lord of all highest
things.
p;!tm\ p;!ZAm^. Sayana’s far-fetched & violent gloss, “waster
of many (foes), lord of many possessions”, is an entirely needless
violation of the plain sense of the words. Purútamam purúnám
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can have only one meaning & grammatical connection, “most
p;z among all that are p;z”, just as IfAno vAyAZA\ means “master
among all that is supreme”. vAy may indeed mean “desirable”,
very much in the underlying sense of vr, a boon, but “supreme”
rather than “desirable” chimes with IfAn & suits the balance of
the phrases.
scA is accepted invariably by the grammarians as an adverb
in the sense of “together” formed from Rt sc^ to adhere, to
accompany. But is it certain that the word has no other sense in
the Veda? The arrangement, if not the construction of the words
in this line calls imperatively for a verb to connect id\ with
som
 s;t
. To read in aEB gAyt from the ﬁrst rik, is intolerably
clumsy. Now in form, scA may be the Active imperative of sc^
— the singular would then be addressed to one of the company
and replace temporarily the collective plural of the ﬁrst and
fourth riks — as sc-v is its imperative Middle; or it may be more
naturally, if my suggestion in connection with pQCA (I.4.[4]) is
accepted, the ﬁrst person indicative present of the verb used in
the Active Mood & with a transitive effect. If sc-v can mean
“to consort with, always dwell with as a friend” (I.[1.9]), scA
in the Active may very well mean “I keep with me as a friend or
comrade.” The sentence then becomes natural, straightforward
& simple and the sense perfect & appropriate not only to the
present verse, but to the preceding rik and to the rik that follows.
It provides us with the perfect logical connection & transition
which is a perpetual feature of Vedic style. In the ﬁrst verse
the Rishi invites his “friends” or “life-companions” to sing the
psalm of Indra; the second states the object & purpose of their
singing which is to have this mighty & supreme Master of things
as a friend, — the peculiar purpose of Madhuchchhanda as the
acknowledged head of this group of sadhakas, y-t
 sEK<y aA
vr\; the third justiﬁes the choice of the forceful God by afﬁrming
Indra’s faithful friendship and his perfect helpfulness.

s GA no yog aA B;vt^ s rAy
 s p;r\@yA\. gm.Aj
EBrA s n, 3
It was he that was ever present to us in the union (with our
desire), he ever for our felicity, he ever in the holding of our city;
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ever he came to us with gifts of substance (in his hands).
s GA. The emphasis is on s, which is, therefore, repeated
with each case of application s yog
, s rAy
, s p;r@yAm^; and GA
serves to bring out the intention of the Rishi to emphasise the
word. He is explaining why it is towards Indra, idmEB, that the
psalm must be upheld; for it is Indra that is there always in the
getting of our desire, Indra always when felicity is the result of
our active consciousness, Indra always when our gettings & our
felicity are attacked & our city has to be held against the dasyus,
the robbers, the foes. He comes to us always bringing fresh
substance to our mental faculties, increased resources of mental
force for our active consciousness. B;vt^, gmt^, — the habitual
past, formed direct from the proper stem B, gm^. I accept rAy
 as
the usual dative, although I do not feel at all certain that we are
not sometimes in the presence of a form rAy, and this rAy
 like
yog
 and p;r\@yA\ a locative.
yog. The idea of Yoga in all its Vedic senses is the reaching
out of the being in us to unite itself with being expressed in other
persons, objects or forces, whether in the form of application of
effort, contact of consciousness or acquisition of things desired.
p;r\@yAm^. I can accept neither Sayana’s yoEqEt nor his bh;EvDAyA\
b;/O; his construction of p;r\ = bh; with ED = b;E/ is almost grotesque
in its violence. p;r^ is that which is ﬁlled or that which contains
& protects, the city, the adhara, this nine-gated city of ours in
which we guard our gettings and enjoy our felicity; ED, is holding, supporting. Always attacked by spiritual enemies, Dasyus,
Rakshasas, Daityas, Vritras, Panis, it has to be maintained and
upheld by the strength of the gods, Indra ﬁrst, Indra always,
Indra foremost.

y-y s\-T
 n v*vt
 hrF sm(s; f/v,. t-mA idAy gAyt 4
Sing to that Indra whose steeds no foemen in our battles can
withstand in the shock.
s\-T
. Sayana’s construction y-y rT
 (y;?tO) hrF seems to me
in the last degree forced and impossible. If s\-T means rT &
v*vt
 means s\Bj\t
, the only sense can be that Indra’s enemies
in Indra’s chariot do not approve of his horses! We must ﬁnd a
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more possible sense for s\-T. In connection with battle, it may
well mean the meeting and locked struggle of two enemies, and
v*vt
 will have the sense which we ﬁnd so often, of checking,
obstructing or successfully opposing. When Indra and the enemy
stand struggling together in the shock of battle, they cannot
succeed in restraining the progress of his car; it forces always
the obstacles & moves forward to its goal. The verse following
on the aA B;vt^ p;r@yA\ of the last rik & ending in the resumption
of the ﬁrst idea in the word gAyt, closes appropriately & with
true Vedic perfection of the minutiae of style, the train of thought
started by gAyt & brought out by id\ scA.

s;tpA0
 s;tA im
 f;cyo yEt vFty
. somAso d@yAEfr, 5
Distilled for puriﬁcation are these juices of the Soma; pure, they
are spent for thy manifestation, able then to bear their own
intensity.
s;tpA0
. som-y pAnk/
, says Sayana, & he is well within his
rights, for pAvn^ would undoubtedly be in later Sanscrit a noun
of the agent &, so taken in this passage, it makes good sense.
“Here are these Somas distilled for the Soma-drinker.” But, as
European scholars have discovered, in the old Aryan tongue the
dative an
 was used verbally to express the action, no less than
the agent, and appears disguised in the Greek inﬁnitive nai, enai,
while the shorter form an^, dative or nominative, appears as the
ordinary Greek inﬁnitive ein. Old Aryan asn
 for being remains
in Greek as e nai to be, dAvn
 for giving as donai to give, B;vn^ for
becoming as fein to become, ;vn^ for hearing as klein to hear.
Can we hold that this ancient Aryan form persists in the Veda, in
such forms as pAvn
, dAvn
? The hypothesis is tenable. In that case,
however, we should land ourselves in our passage in a piece of
grotesque bathos, “These Soma-juices have been distilled for the
purpose of drinking Soma”! If we are to accept the idea of drinking for pAvn^, Sayana’s interpretation is inﬁnitely to be preferred.
But although pAvn^ occurs to us naturally as of the same form
as dAvn^, by the addition of an^ to the root pA to drink with the
intercalary euphonious v which we ﬁnd established in Tamil &
surviving in Sanscrit forms like b}vn
, yet pAvn^ may equally
; ^ , -t;v
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derive from the root p to purify by modiﬁcation of the root
vowel, as in pAvk and pAvn before the termination an. If we accept this account of s;tpA0
, we get a deep and fruitful signiﬁcance
thoroughly in harmony with the subtle, suggestive and pregnant
style of the hymns of Madhuchchhandas. The nectar juices are
distilled for the primary process of puriﬁcation of what has been
; when they are puriﬁed, f;cyo, they then come
distilled, s;tpA0
into use yEt vFty
, because they are then d@yAEfr,. The presence
of the epithet f;cyo becomes at once intelligible; otherwise an
ornate epithet, not without meaning, but not really needed, it
becomes in this rendering a word of capital importance, logically
occurring & indeed inevitable in the context, & d@yAEfr,, led
up to naturally by f;cy,, comes with equal inevitability as the
climax of the sentence & the thought.
vFty
. Sayana says B"ZAT,, but he gives other signiﬁcances
also for vF, gmnjnnkA(ysnKAdn
EvEt. In the sense of going,
as in the familiar classical vFt, vF is sometimes the compound of
Ev + i to go, but the verb we have in vFty
 is rather the long form
vF of the primary root Ev to manifest, shine, open, be born, appear, produce, grow, spread, extend, move, still surviving in vys^,
Evyt^, vy;n\. The rendering KAdn strikes me as an additional sense
forced upon it by the ceremonialists in order to bring this crucial
Vedic term within the scope of their ritualistic conceptions. I take
it, in the Veda, in its natural sense of manifestation, appearance,
bringing out or expansion. This word vFEt describes the capital
process of Vedic Yoga, the manifestation for formation & activity of that which is in us unmanifest, vague or inactive. It is vFty

or 
dvvFty
, for manifestation of the gods or of the powers and
activities which they represent that the Vedic sacriﬁce is initiated
& conducted internally in subjective meditation & surrender,
externally in objective worship & oblation. The Soma-juices
puriﬁed yEt vFty
 go to manifest, are spent for manifestation,
— in this case, as we see in the next verse (v/o ajAyTA,), of
Indra, the god of the hymn, Master of mental force.
dED-aAEfr,. This expression must either consist of two separate words, dED & aAEfr, wrongly combined in the Padapatha
or it is a compound epithet — as Sayana takes it — of somAs,.
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In the ﬁrst case, dED may mean curd & aAEfr, milk, used in the
plural to express several helpings of milk; we shall have then
to translate ritualistically, “Here are (Somas) distilled for the
Soma drinker & here, puriﬁed, go Somas, curd and milks for
eating.” Let those take it so who will and reconcile as they can
its puerility with the loftiness of the verse that precedes & the
subtlety of the verse that follows. But it is clear from the construction & arrangement of words that dED-aAEfr, is an epithet
of somAs,. Sayana’s explanation is too wonderfully complex for
acceptation; nor can dED-aAEfr, mean dED-aAEfr-y;?t; one of
the two factors in the compound may have a verbal force, the
other of the governed substantive; nor in the older terms of Vedic
language is there any insurmountable objection to the verb in
the compound preceding the word it governs. dED will then be a
verbal adjective formed by reduplication from ED (cf dEDv, the
adjective dEd etc) upholding, able to uphold and aAEfr^ a noun
expressing devouring heat, force or intensity akin to the other
Vedic word aAf; more than once used adjectivally in this sense
by Madhuchchhandas. We get therefore the sense “able, being
puriﬁed, to sustain the action of their own intensity”, — not,
therefore, rapidly wasted so as to be unable to supply the basis
of delight & force necessary for Indra’s action.

(v\ s;t-y pFty
 s1o v/o ajAyTA,. id >y
{3Ay s;"to 6
Thou for the drinking of the Soma-juice straightway didst appear
increased, O Indra, for supremacy, O great in strength.
ajAyTA, didst appear; again the habitual past.
The idea of the verse follows in logical order on the suggestions in the last. The Rishi has devoted his ﬁrst four verses to
the reasons he has to give for the preference of Indra and the
hymning of Indra. He then proceeds to the offering of the Soma,
the wine of immortality, ananda materialised in the delight-ﬁlled
vitality; it is ﬁrst expressed in the terms of joy & vitality; it is next
puriﬁed; puriﬁed it is spent in the putting out of mental force for
the manifestation of divine Mind, Indra; Indra manifests at once,
s1o ajAyTA,, but he manifests v/o increased; a greater mental
force appears than has been experienced in the past stages of
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&
the Yoga or the life. Indra appears thus increased s;t-y pFty
>y
{3Ay, primarily for the drinking of the joy & vitality that has
been distilled, secondarily, through & as a result of the taking
up of that joy & vitality in the active mental consciousness for
supremacy, that is to say, for full manifestation of his force in
that fullness in which he is always the leader of the divine war,
W) of the battling gods. Therefore is the
king & greatest (>y
appellation s;"to placed at the end in order to explain >y
{3Ay.
The Lord of Mental Force is a very mighty god; therefore, when
he appears in his fullness, it is always his force that takes the
lead in our activity. We have in these two verses a succession of
symbolic concepts in perfect logical order which express stage
by stage the whole process of the divine manifestation in this
lower material activity, devaviti in adhwara yajna.
aA (vA Evft; aAfv, somAs id EgvZ,. f\ t
 s\t; c
ts
 7
May the ﬁery Soma-juices enter into thee, O Indra, thou who
hast delight in the Word; may they be peace to thee in thy
forward-acting awareness.
aAfv,. &yAE5m\t,, says Sayana; but the epithet is then inapposite. aAf; like aAEfr means devouring, ﬁery, intense, impetuous, swift — cf the senses of aAEfr ﬁre, the sun, a demon.
The joy & vitality are to pervade the mental force and, because this is to be done in the force of the word, the mantras,
Egr,, therefore Indra is addressed as EgvZ,, — the word, besides,
preparing after the fashion of Vedic interlinking the transition
of the thought to the subject of the next verse.
c
ts
. The epithet is not here merely ornamental or generally descriptive; if it were, the vocative would have been
preferred. The use of the dative indicates clearly that c
ts^ is
meant to express the condition in which the peace is desired.
The most serious obstacle of the sadhaka is the difﬁculty of
combining action with a basis of calm; when intense force
enters the system & is put out in activity, it brings eagerness,
disturbance, trouble, an excitement of activity & exhaustion
of relapse. There is afAEt, absence of f\. It is easy to avoid
this when there is quietude & the ananda is merely enjoyed,
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not utilised. But Indra, as mental force, has to be prachetas,
consciously active, putting his consciousness forward in thought
ts^, he has to absorb the Soma-wine & lose nothing
& action, c
of its ﬁre, yet preserve the peace of the liberated soul. The Somajuices have to bring added peace with them to the active mind
as well as an added force.

(vA\ -tomA avFvDn^ (vAm;?TA ft"to. (vA\ vD,t; no Egr, 8
Thee the hymns of praise have increased, thee, the hymns of
prayer, O Indra of the hundred mights; thee may our Words
increase.
avFvDn^ the habitual past. In the past and as a rule, praise
of Indra & prayer to Indra have increased & increase the mental
force; let the words also of this mantra now increase it.
Egr, takes up the EgvZ, of the last line. It is the mantra that
has to make the Soma effective in increasing Indra. The thought,
therefore, takes up the  gAyt of the ﬁrst rik and applies it to
the ofﬁce which is asked of Indra, for which he has been given
the Soma wine, the ﬁnal purpose of the invocatory chant & the
utility of this divine increase in the ﬁery strength of the Soma
offering.

aE"toEt, sn
Edm\ vAjEmd, shE6Z\. yE-mEv7vAEn pO\-yA 9
Unimpaired in his expansion may Indra safeguard this myriad
wealth (of mind) on which all our strengths are established.
aE"toEt,. The ritualistic interpretation of the ninth rik is
not unworth noting for its unadulterated clumsiness & unconvincing pointlessness. Sayana takes vAj\ in the sense of food
and supposes it to allude to the Soma. “Let Indra” he renders
it “whose protection is undamaged enjoy this food thousandnumbered, in which food are all strengths.” Nothing is clear
here except the working of a mind ignorant of the meaning of
the text and compelled to hammer out a meaning in harmony
with tradition and ritualistic prepossessions. In the light of the
symbolic interpretation, the verse like every other becomes both
in sense & construction simple, straightforward, logical, wellordered & full of subtle purpose & consummate dexterity. UEt,
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is expansion, see [
] & appendix. Indra is supposed to have
increased mental force in accordance with past experience (v/o
ajAyTA,, avFvDn^) and in answer to the prayer (vA\ vD,t; no Egr,;
the Rishi prays that that increased mental force may remain
unimpaired aE"t, and that the Lord of the Force, thus preserved
in the expansion of his power, may safeguard, preserve or keep
safe (sn
d^) this substance of mind, this rich mind-stuff full of the
force of Indra shE6Z\ in which all human strengths repose for
their effectiveness and stability.
sn
d^. The group of words sA,, sAEt,, sn^, sny,, sn,, sEn,,
sAnEs,, are of great importance in the Veda. Sayana is not consistent in his interpretation of them. He applies to them his
favourite ritualistic ideas of giving, favour, praying, eating etc.
I attach to them invariably the sense of substance, permanence,
safety, preservation, safeguarding. The basic sense of the roots
of the Sa family is substance, steadfastness, stability, solidity. sA,
is the Greek sc, safe, sAEt, the Greek ssic, safety, salvation,
preservation; sn^ is the basis of the Latin sanus, sound, sane,
in health which rests on the fundamental sense “well-preserved,
safe from harm”, & of the Sanscrit snt^, snA, snAt^, snAtn,
perpetual, eternal, & sny,, sEn,, sn,, sAnEs, are its derivatives
in this fundamental signiﬁcance. We shall ﬁnd that this interpretation will illuminate the sense of every passage in which
the words occur, need never be varied and never lead to either
straining of sense or awkwardness of construction.
sh6\ means “a thousand”; if that be its only signiﬁcance,
shE6Z\ must mean, myriad, thousandfold, inﬁnitely numerous
or varied. I am convinced, however, that sh6 meant originally
as an adjective plentiful or forceful, or as a noun, plenty or
force; shE6Z\ would then mean “abundantly plentiful” or “rich
in force”. In any case, it describes well the myriad-shaped wealth
of mind-stuff & mind-force which is the basis of all our masculine activities or practical masteries, yE-mn^ Ev7vAEn pO\-yA. We
may, if we choose, take the phrase to mean “wealth counted by
thousands” of gold pieces or of cattle, in which, says the Vedic
Rishi, reside all forms of human strength and greatness. But I
am not disposed to lend the sentiment of Mammon worship to
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men of an early age in which strength, skill and mental resource
must have been the one source & protection of wealth & not,
as falsely seems to be the fact in a plutocratic age, wealth the
source & condition of the rest. The Vedic Rishis may have been
primitive savages, but primitive savages did not hold sentiments
of this kind; they valued strength & skill ﬁrst, wealth only as the
reward of strength & skill.

mA no mtA aEB d;htnnAEmd EgvZ,. IfAno yvyA vD\ 10
Let not mortal men (or, let not the slayers) do hurt to us, O Indra
who delightest in the mantra; be the lord of our bodies & give
us to ward off the stroke.
mtA, Greek brotc, mortal. The Rishi has already prayed
for protection of his spiritual gains against spiritual enemies;
he now prays for the safety from human blows of the physical
body. But I am inclined to think that mtA, here has an active
rather than a passive sense; for the termination t may have
either force. mt, undoubtedly means mortal in the Veda, but it
is possible that it bears also the sense of slayer, smiter, deadly
one like mt^ in the Latin Mars, like the transitive sense in mortal,
which means either subject to death or deadly. In any case I
cannot follow Sayana in taking tnnAm^ as subject to aEB. I take
it subject to IfAno which is otherwise otiose & pointless in the
sentence. The signiﬁcant use of EgvZ, indicates that the safety
from mortal strokes is also claimed as a result of the Vedic
mantra. “Let not those who would slay, do harm against us
(aEB in our direction); do thou, Indra, lord of mental force, in
the strength of the mantra, govern our bodies and when the
blow comes in our direction ward it off or enable us to ward
it off (yvyA, causal).” The reference seems to me to be to that
power of the mental force in which the Indian Yogin has always
believed, the power which, substituting a divine mental action
for the passive, helpless & vulnerable action of the body, protects
the individual and turns away all attempts physical or otherwise
to do him hurt. If I am right in my interpretation, we see the
source of the Tantric idea of the stoma or stotra acting as a
kavacha or mental armour around the body which keeps off
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the attacks of suffering, calamity, disease, wounds or death. We
may note that if mtA, be slayers, tnnAm^ may be governed by
mtA,, “Let not the slayers of the body do hurt towards us, O
Indra who delightest in the mantra; govern them (our bodies
with thy mental force) & give us to ward off the stroke.” But,
in any case, whether we associate tnnAm^ with aEB or mtA, or
IfAno, IfAno must refer back to tnnAm^. Sayana’s “ward off the
blow, for thou canst”, is a pointless superﬂuity, one of those
ideas which seem right & ingenious to the scholar, but would
never suggest itself to the poet; least of all to a master of style
like Madhuchchhanda.

[7]
[RV I.82.1]
I. 82

upo q; fZ;hF Egro mGvmAtTA iv.
ydA n, sntAvt, kr aAdTyAs i1ojA n; i\d t
 hrF
upo [shu] çrinuhı̂ giro
yadâ nah sûnritâvatah
yojâ nu indra te harı̂

maghavan mâtathâ iva
kara âd arthayâsa id

up u a-mAn^ Et aEBm;K ev sn^ towards (us) verily q; sMyk^
well, Egr, fZ;hF u?tF, fZ; hear (our) words mGvn^ 
h
v Ek\vAs(y iv Bv (be)
Dnvn^ mA atTA, iv mA yTAhEs tdyT
not as if other than thou art
ydA n, sntAvt, kr, ydA (v\ n,
s;s(yvAgEvtAn^ s;s(yb;E/y;?tAn^ vA kroEq when thou makest
us possessed of the mind of truth
aAt^ tdA
aTyAs
 it^
aT, Et gQC-y
v thou seekest the goal i\d hrF t
 yojA n; 
h
i\d tv dF5Av7vAvD;nA yojy O Indra, yoke now thy two bright
horses.
Turn well thy ear of hearing towards us and hearken to our
words; O master of riches, be not other than thy Truth; when
thou hast made us to have the word of truth, then thou movest
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to the goal of thy way. Yoke now, O Indra, thy bright horses.

u = ev. atTA,. S. “not as before”. But I think it means either
not right, not as thou ought to be, not giving the just response to
our words or else not as thou art really, j;"t;, etc, straight of
will, a warrior for the Aryan, a conqueror and giver of the riches
of truth and its powers; do not seem to be something else. Cf
the force of tTA in yATAtLyt, aright, tLy true. sntAvt,. sntA
is taken by S. in its latest sense, true and pleasant speech. The
word is probably from s; and t with an euphonic connecting
n^. Other passages suggest true mind rather than true speech, but
it may here mean speech, since it is the words, Egr, of which
the Rishi is speaking.
aTyAs
. S. takes aT^ in the sense of AT^
= yAQys
, thou art prayed to or desired. I take the verb as a
nominal from aT = thou movest to the goal.
For the whole sense of the verse consult the parallel passage
I.[10].3 – 4 y;#vA Eh k
EfnA hrF vqZA k#yA. aTA n i\d sompA
EgrAm;p;Et\ cr eEh -tomA9 aEB -vrAEB gZFEh aA zv. “Yoke thy
two maned bright horses (cf below y;nE>m t
k
EfnA hrF), strong
(males) which ﬁll their girths, then, O Indra Soma-drinker, act
the hearkening towards our words, come, give voice in answer
to our hymns of praise, utter the word, cry aloud”; and the
previous verse I.10.2. tEd\do aT, c
tEt yT
n vEZr
jEt “Then
Indra gives us knowledge of the goal, a bull with the herd (of
his rays yTA gvA\), he moves (towards the goal).”
Indra’s hearing of the word up;Et has a meaning as is shown
by this parallel passage. His hearing is for a response, the divine
Mind answering with its word of Truth gZFEh aA zv to the
human word that seeks the Truth. This gives a connected sense
to mAtTA iv, do not seem to give another than the right answer;
do not confuse our minds with error. Why? Because it is when
Indra makes men sntAvt,, that is, gives them possession of the
mind and word of the Truth that he leads them towards the aT,
tEd\do aT, c
tEt, the goal of Truth, the supreme levels rising from
height to height sAno, sAn;mAzht^ I.10.2.
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[8]
[RV I.86.1 – 3]
I.86.

The eighty ﬁfth & eighty sixth hymns of the ﬁrst Mandala,
hymns of the Rishi Gotama to the Maruts, are of especial importance, because they ﬁx the subjective character & functions
of the Maruts with a greater clearness than most of the suktas
addressed to these deities; for in these others the material symbol
is so prominent as to veil for modern minds the truths of our
inner being and experience which it symbolises. I take ﬁrst the
second of the two hymns, because it is the simplest in language
and its indications are quite lucid and deﬁnite.
Maruto yasya hi kshaye páthá divo vimahasah,
Sa sugopátamo janah.
In this verse I cannot accept pátha in Sayana’s sense, somam
pibatha, drink the nectar. Pátha clearly prepares us for the
sugopátamo in the third páda of the rik and means “protect”.
Divo cannot mean “from heaven”, since there is no verb of
motion; it must, therefore, be connected with vimahasah. The
Maruts are the diffused energies (vi-mahas) of Div, the mental
world; they are the rays of the ideal knowledge-force, the Vijnana, pouring itself out in mind and diffusing itself in action
of mental knowledge. The expression divo vimahasah gives the
justiﬁcation of sugopátamo; because the Maruts are these diffused energies of the Truth, Right, Wideness above, therefore
their protection is perfectly effective for the Sacriﬁcer.
“O Maruts, verily, in whosoever’s dwellings ye protect, the
spreading energies of Heaven, he is the most safely guarded of
men.”
Yajnair vá yajnaváhaso viprasya vá matı́nám,
Marutah srinutá havam.
The Maruts bear the action of the sacriﬁce, says Gotama, yajnair.
We have here the fundamental sense of yajna coming to the
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surface; yajna is really the putting out of force which constitutes
the effort of the Yati; it is yatna applied or devoted to a particular
object or to a particular person; from this latter sense we get the
idea of giving and sacriﬁce. The Maruts uphold the sacriﬁce of
force, joy or being in the human individual by sacriﬁces of force,
joy or being from the store, the samudra, of the mental Brahman, — divas. In other words by outpourings into activity of the
universal substance which they as gods have at their command
they support the outpouring into being by man of the individual
store which he has at command.
Vá .. vá means rather, “both .. and”, than “either .. or”.
It is afﬁrmative like vai. Váshabdah samuchchaye, says Sayana.
Matı́nám depends by a very natural ﬁgure on the idea of bearing
in “váhaso”, the second part of the preceding compound, which
casts out from itself the shadow of an implied “vahnayah” or
“vodhárah”. The Maruts are upholders not only of action, but
of the thoughts or mind states that express themselves in action
— still, because they are divo vimahasah the thought continues
logically from the ﬁrst verse.
“Ye who by your sacriﬁces uphold alike our sacriﬁce, and
the thoughts of the seer, O Maruts, hear my call.”
Uta vá yasya vájino, anu vipram atakshata,
Sa gantá gomati vraje.
Uta vá, “And besides”, “moreover”; the Rishi is giving a fresh
aspect of the activity of the Maruts; as diffused energies of an
illuminated mentality & therefore efﬁcient protectors of our
mental being, substance & gains, not only are they upholders of our outgoing action and upholders of our illuminated
mind states, but they are the formers of being & thought &
image, inward & outward, like Indra their chief (Indrajyesthá
Marudganáh), who is surúpakritnu, a maker of perfect forms.
Vájino may be an epithet either of yasya or of the subject of
atakshata. I think that, like vı́rasya in the next line, it is meant
to describe the state of the sacriﬁcer’s being which is the condition of the action described in the rest of the sentence, not so
much the condition necessary in the Maruts for their work of
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formation, although that also is perfectly suitable to the sense.
There is a certain difﬁculty also about vipram. Is it an accusative
governed in sense by anu or by atakshata? The former is only
possible if we suppose vipra to have, besides its ordinary sense
of enlightened, also, like kavi and rishi, the sense of enlightenment. It would be perfectly legitimate to assign this sense to the
word and we may even say that it must, in the origins of the
Sanscrit language, have borne it for a time; but it is a question
of fact whether it still bore it in the language of the Veda. It
is, I think, necessary to take it so here, because of yasya. If
vipra meant the seer, we should have yam & not yasya. As it is,
vipram is evidently something in the sacriﬁcer which the Maruts
mould into shape, anu, according to the energy from the vijnana
above. For atakshata is the deﬁning into shape of the indeﬁnite
substance of mind in Div, through yajna and mati, putting forth
of force for activity and movement of the mind state into mental
thought & feeling. By these movements the Maruts shape the
mental enlightenment of the seer into a well-arranged and wellformed knowledge. As a result, sa gantá gomati vraje, he has
freedom of movement in the luminous ordered motion of the
Chit in mind, vraja in the sense of regular movement, or in
the luminous throng of thoughts from above, vraja in the sense
of herd or assemblage. The rays of thought, descending from
above, are assembled in their movement, the rashmı́n vyúha of
the Isha Upanishad, and among them the man of full substance,
right thought & action protected & energised by the Maruts
moves a formed and complete thinker & knower, freed from the
darkness and the twilight of lower states.
“Then too, whosoever has substance & in him ye have
shaped aright his knowledge, moves in the radiant march.”
In these three verses the powers & functions of the Maruts
are deﬁned, by virtue of which they are the deities the Rishi
chooses for invocation in this hymn. Because they are the supporters, energisers & formers of the knowledge in him, therefore
he calls them for the action desired by him in this sukta. So much
is praise; the rest of the hymn is prayer.
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[9]
[RV I.122.1 – 3]
Veda.

ao\  v, pAt\ rG;myvo aDo y:\ zdAy mF;h;q
 Br@v\.
Edvo a-toEq as;r-y vFr
{Erq;@y
v mzto rod-yo, 1
1. Sayana
pA\t\ = pAlnfFl\ pAt&y\ vA rG;myvo = lG;"oDA y:\ = yAgsADn\
as;r-y = as;rAZA\ EnrEst;, (kmEZ qWF) mF;h;q
 = Pl-y vEq/

Rendering — Offer perfectly to Rudra, rainer of the fruit,
the protective sacriﬁcial food, O light in anger (priests); I praise
the Maruts in the two ﬁrmaments & the driver out from heaven
of the Asura with his heroes by means of the quiver.
2. Suggestions
rG;myvo — rG; = swift
my; = jumc, mind, passion, soul.
mF;h;q
 = kindly, friendly
a-toEq = I stood ﬁrm, was established.
Bring forward the substance, O ye who are swift in impetuous passion, a sacriﬁce for Rudra who hath befriended even that
which maintaineth you; by the strengths of the mighty One I sit
established in heaven, O Maruts, yea in the two ﬁrmaments, as
an arrow in a quiver.

p<Fv pvhEt\ vAvD@yA uqAsAn?tA p;zDA EvdAn
.
-trFn a(k\ &y;t\ vsAnA sy-y EyA s;dfF Ehr*y
{,
1. Sayana

-trF, = f/ZA\ Eh\sk-t
jsAQC=o vAEd(y, a(k\ = a?t\ s\tt\ vA
Rendering — As a wife to increase the former call (of her
husband becomes swift of gait), so may Dawn & Night variously
known (by various mantras) or variously knowing (many ways
of increasing us) come quickly; like the sun, wearing a form
well-connected with golden rays and extended, well seen by the
brightness of the sun (may Usha protect our former call).
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2. Like a wife for increase of our former offering Dawn & Night
be manifoldly manifested; Dawn, wearing Being sewn together
like garments, seeing perfectly by the power of the sun, by his
golden brilliances.

mm>; n, pEr>mA vshA mm>; vAto apA\ vq*vAn^.
EffFtEmdApvtA y;v\ n, t=o Ev7v
 vErv-yt; 
dvA,
1. Sayana

vshA vsnAhoy.A vAskAnAmAQCAdkAnA\ v"AdFnA\ h\tAE`n,.
pvt, pvvAn^ v#yAEdprZvAn^ pjy,.
EffFt\ tF#ZFk;zt\ foDytEm(yT,.
vErv-yt; Btm=\ dAt;EmQCt;.
Rendering — May Agni, destroyer of coverings (trees etc),
widely who goes abroad, intoxicate us & may the wind that is
rainer of the waters intoxicate us; O Indra & Parjanya, do you
make us sharp; therefore (because we praise) may the all gods
be willing to give us plenty of food.
2. May he the wide-pervading who destroyeth all coverings be
full of rapture in us; may the Wind be full of rapture, he who
is masterful over the waters; O Indra & Parvata, do ye become
keen in us, and may all the gods in us attain their supreme
substance.
[10]
[RV I.123.1]
Hymns of Kakshivan Dairghatamasa
Hymn to Usha.
I. 123.

pT rTo dE"ZAyA ayoEj, aA en\ 
dvAso amtAso a-T;,.
kZAd;d-TAdyA EvhAyA,, EcEk(stF mAn;qAy "yAy 1
Sayana
v/AyA, -v&yApArk;flAyA uqod
vtAyA Ev-tFZo rTo_7v
{, s=/o
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_Bt^. et\ s=/\ rTmmrZDmAZo 
dvnfFlA hEvBAjo 
dvA aAE-Ttvt,
(
dvyjn\ gt;mA!YA i(yT,). antr\ soqA pjnFyA EvEvDgmny;?tA
mhtF vA mn;yAZA\ EnvAsAyADkArEnvArZ!pA\ EcEk(sA\ k;vtF (tmo
{fA>ms, skAfAd;E(TtABt^.
EnvArytF) EnkVvZA=
dE"ZAyA, dE"ZA in this verse may be an epithet of Usha, the
Dawn. There is also a goddess Dakshina in the Veda, who is
a female energy depending on the god Daksha. Daksha being
the god who conducts the faculty of discriminative judgment,
Dakshina is the faculty he conducts, intelligence, discrimination
or reason. Intelligence has yoked her car, instituted, that is to
say, the joy of her activities; the deathless gods take their seats in
the car, not as Sayana suggests to go to the material sacriﬁce in
the car of dawn, but to take their part in the internal yajna in the
chariot of the Intelligence. In this hymn, however, since it is the
dawn of realisation in the mind that is intended, Dakshina and
Usha are possibly identiﬁed or at any rate so closely associated
that their action and epithets are almost in common.
Intelligence or Dawn has risen up out of the black darkness;
illumination of Intelligence has come out of the obscuration of
ignorance or aprakasha; kZAt^ from the black is a description
of the tamoguna which is always represented in Yoga by the
black colour. Dakshina or Usha is ayA, noble, one of the high
gods that help as opposed to the Dasyus, the dark & ignoble
enemies of the spirit; she is EvhAyA,, either wide or various in
her motion or wide & vast in her being, bhtF, a power of the
Mahas, a birth from the wideness of the truth of things. She
rises EcEk(stF mAn;qAy "yAy. Sayana’s interpretation, “healing
the disease of darkness with a view to human habitation”, is
obviously a forced modern gloss. EcEk(stF in the Veda differs
in sense from Ekt^ (Eck
t; k
t;) only by the addition of the general
idea of continuity or else of frequency or prolonged unﬁnished
action. Dakshina or Usha, the dawn of mental illumination,
brings knowledge, perception, vision, in a word k
t; for the ﬁrm
establishing either of the mind in its illumination or of the human
sadhaka in the fresh spiritual position or abiding place he has
gained in the progress of his yoga. "y is frequently turned in
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this sense by the ﬁgurative & symbolical language of the Vedas.
Or else it may be that Dakshina seeks certainty of knowledge
(compare EvEcEk(sA) for the ﬁrm establishment of the mind in
its gettings.

[11]
[RV I.176]
I. 176

y-y Ev7vAEn h-tyo, p\c E"tFnA\ vs;. -pAfy-v yo a-mD}g
; ^
Ed&y
vAfEnjEh
as;v\t\ sm\ jEh dZAf\ yo n t
 my,. a-m<ym-y v
dn\ dE/
sErE7cdoht

O thou in whose two hands are all the possessions of our
ﬁve dwelling places, make clear to our eyes him who betrays
us, slay him even in heaven becoming the thunderbolt. Slay him
who presses not out the nectar, the indifferent and oppressed
in hope, who is not thy lover, give us the knowledge of him
becoming utterly luminous to the worshipper so that he bears
up thy activities.
Experienced, Dec 14 & 15th 1913. There are Powers of pure
mind which are indifferent, equal to all things, as in possession
of the samata, — but they are void of active delight; they do
not press out the wine of immortal delight, they possess man
in that state when, his hopes oppressed, he takes refuge in a
passive & equal indifference, and is no longer in love with
mental activities. In this state man takes this enemy of Indra
& of his own perfection as a friend and helper. Mental force
becoming entirely luminous in knowledge, súrih, is to pierce
this dangerous disguise & make clear to the inner eye the true
nature of this harmful agency, sama indeed, but asunvan, sama
because dunasha & not because of equal delight. He is to be
slain in the pure mind where he dwells by Indra in the form
of the thunderbolt, mind force informed with vaidyuta energy
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from Mayas. A uhate is proleptic; the result of Indra or mind
force becoming entirely luminous with the solar light of the ideal
knowledge is to perfect the mental power of the Yogin so that he
is strong to support & hold all the activities of mental knowledge
& of the temperament in their fullness.
“Be rapturous in us and a dwelling for the sacriﬁce, enter
with mastery into Indra, O Soma; thou art powerful, moving
forward, and thou meetest no hostile forces on thy way. In him
give to dwell our self-expressions, who is alone of the lords of
action, and according to his movement is self-state sown in us
& masterfully he cultivates that crop. O thou etc..... He who has
the twofold fullness and his created being is free from ﬂaw or
crevice (continuous) in our realisations, in that Indra’s struggle,
O Indu, prolong (protect) his richness in its havings. As to thy
former adorers, O Indra, thou cam’st into being as a lover, like
waters to the thirsty, even after that manner of soul-experience
I call to thee. May we ﬁnd the force that is intense & pierces in
the slaying.”

Mandala Two
[12]
[RV II.11 – 12.1]
Hymn 11
1. [mA] Erq*y,. mA Eh\sF,. idmSp\ n sADFy iEt mA EnrAkAqF,
-yAm. dAvn
 dAnAy pA/BtA, Bv
m
vsyv, . dAt;yjmAn-y
DnEmQC\Et tAdfAEn
Uj,. hEvl"ZAy=AEn Gt"rZop
tAEn
Sy. Hear my prayer, O Indra; do not hurt me; let us be objects
of thy giving of wealth; these foods we have given thee which
desire the wealth of the sacriﬁcer & are like ﬂowing rivers,
increase thee.
O God-in-mind, hear our call; be not our enemy; may we
be elect for the giving of thy treasures of substance; seeking that
substance these our abundant energies increase thee, yea, they
ﬂow forth as the waters of existence.
Notes. Es\Dvo n The energies well forth as the seven
forms of conscious force typiﬁed by the seven rivers. n here
is the “as” of identity, not of similitude. It has more the force
of ev than of iv, but hovers between the two. This sense is
evident from the next Rik — sjo mhF, .. pvF,. These abundances
of forces, Uj,, are those of the great ﬂoods formerly held in by
the great Python.
2. Ect^. ev
dAs\. sv-yop"pEytAr\
av. avAH;K\ yTA BvEt
tTA
fr. f/ZA\ Eh\sk
aEBnt^. lER EsEp !p\
Sy. O Indra, destroyer of the foe, thou hast released many great
waters beset by the closed (waters), which thou didst increase.
Increasing by our hymns thou hast split downward the destroyer
who thought himself immortal.
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O God in mind, thou hast released the mighty Ones whom
thou didst feed, — yea, O Hero, many waters that were beset by
the Python. When he increased by our expressings of him, then
did he rend & cast down the destroyer who had dreamed that
he was immortal.
avAEBnt^. The usual sudden transition from the second to
the third person; there is no need to take it as an old or irregular
form for avAEBn,
3. zEdy
q;. zEdy\ s;K\. t(sADnBt
q;. y.A zdA, -totAr-t(kt
qNAt%ZA\ -tom
q;
n;. E"\
cAkn^. -t;tF, kAmys

m\dsAn,.
XyBvEs
etA,. -t;ty,
vAyv
. a-mdFy\ y:\ (yAgQCt

t;<ym
v
n. s\(yT
. tA aD;nA s
v-v
Sy. O Indra, destroyer of the foe, lo the chants & praises, means
of happiness, which thou didst swiftly desire, the hymns of
praise, yes, the hymns of praise in which thou becomest joyful,
these are those shining praises that go forward for thy sake as
thou comest to our sacriﬁce.
Even these expressings of thee, O Hero, O God-in-mind, in
which was thy desire, and the afﬁrmations of the violent God,
they increased thee; and now lo these energies white & bright in
which is thy ecstasy, & they stream forward on his way for the
Master of Life.

etA,. It is impossible to understand -t;ty,. And what in
the name of common sense are shining praises? etA, answers to
imA Uj, of the ﬁrst verse, Es6t
 recalls the Es\Dvo n "r\t,. The
ﬁrst line of this rik is a parenthesis developing the idea of the
expressions which increase Indra, the second returns to the idea
of the Uj,, the mhF,.
zEdy
q; — either of Rudra, or of the Maruts who are Rudras
& sons of Rudra. The sense is afﬁrmations of the God-mind
apt for the Rudra-creation, the struggle of the Pranic powers in
the triple world. Hence the waters or energies ﬂow forward for
Vayu, the Pranic god, Master of vitality.
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4. f;B}\. foBn\ bl\
BvAm,. -tymAno
a-m
. a-mAk\
s;]; 
rk
Z. aAy;D\

-to/
{vDy\t, f;B}\ dF5\ v[\ n; E"\ tv bA\oEndDAnA
hF\do_s;rvDAy v[mAd>

f;B}-t
jsA y;',
dAsF,. up"pEy/FEvf aAs;rF, jA,
sy
Z.
Eh 
ryEt (v\ y;@y-v
Et

f;B}\. Sayana not understanding how strength can be bright,
makes f;B} here = foBn but in the other three cases (v. 3 &
4) bright. This is hypercritical as well as inconsistent, for he has
already admitted “shining praises”. Strength can very well be
described as shining or bright; the phrase has a clear & strong
signiﬁcance, unlike shining praises.
sy. Sayana’s explanation of Surya from s to send, impel is
false etymology & false interpretation. sy = sun, comes from s
= to shine, cf som moon. In the Veda it means the Illuminant &
Luminous & also in the form sEvt the manifester, producer.
Sy. We become increasers of the ﬁne strength and placers
swiftly of the shining thunderbolt in thy two arms. Thou increasing & bright, O Indra, overcome the destroying Asura nations
with the Sun for impeller of thy weapon.
White & bright thy strength that we increase, white & bright
thy lightning that we place in the two arms of our strength;
white & bright increasing thou in us, O God-mind, overcome
the nations of the dividers by the light of the Sun of truth.
dDAnA,. Sy. takes “we placing” in the arms of Indra by our
prayers, because Indra increased by praise takes the thunderbolt
to slay the Asuras. dDAnA, is middle & would better mean “holding in my two arms”. The arms are the two powers of the mind,
intuition & discernment; the thunderbolt is the electric ﬂashing
of the divine mind, and we see in the next line that it is in the
worshippers a-m
 that the god-mind increases & overpowers the
Dasyus. Cf also v. 10 where it is Indra as the human being who
slays Vritra.
a-m
. a-mAs; & never as Sy. takes it = a-mAk\.
5. apFvt\. EtroEht\
v[
Z

aEh\. as;r\ m
G\ vA

vFy
Z. sAmLyBt
n

Sy. The Asura placed in a cave, secret, hidden, concealed, illusive,
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dwelling & also stopping the waters & heaven, thou, O destroyer of thy foes, hast slain by thy power, the thunderbolt.
O Hero, thou hast smitten in thy prowess the Python who
was ﬁrm in our secret being, secret, concealed in the waters of
existence & covered over, & there he dwelt creating forms of
illusion and held imprisoned the movement of the waters & the
shining of our heavens.

-tv. -tvAm
uf\t\. dF=ymAn\
sy-y. s;];
6. n;. E"\
rk-y s;vFy-y vA syA(mno v

\d-y
k
t. :ApkO
[Sy.] O Indra, let us quickly praise thy great ancient deeds, also
thy new ones let us praise; let us praise the thunderbolt shining
in thy arms; let us praise the proclaiming (or knowledge-giving)
horses of the impelling (or puissant) Indra (or, of Indra as the
Sun).
O God-in-mind, now may we afﬁrm in us thy former mighty
doings & afﬁrm others that are new & afﬁrm the lightning’s
desire in thy arms & afﬁrm thy two shining steeds that are the
two powers of perception of the Sun of Truth.
k
t. Intuition & discrimination, the powers of the Truthconsciousness most readily active in the mental plane, or else the
higher or revelatory divine perception & the lower or intuitive.
This is a decisive passage for the right interpretation of Indra’s
brilliant pair of horses.
uf\t\ — or the lighting that gleams; but if so, why should not
uEfj, as applied to the gods mean the Shining Ones & not as
Sayana interprets it always, “desiring”?

g\ k;v,tO
Gt;t\. udk-y QyAvEytAr\
n;. E"\
7. vAjy\tA. v
-vAr\. m
G@vEn\. -vrEt, fNdkmA
smnA. sm-TlA y.A smnA
svto &yET+. gjn\ ;(vA mmopEr vE+BvEt ETtABt^
pvtEt^.
m
Go_Ep
sEryn^. vqZATEmt-tto gEmy=rmt
Sy. Swiftly speeding thy horses, O Indra, sounded a waterdropping sound; the level earth spread itself out (or the earth
spread itself on every side); the cloud too, about to go about,
played.
Thy two steeds increasing in their plenitude neighed out
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now their cry that rains down the mind’s clarities; our earth
grew equal & spread itself into its utter wideness; this hill of
being that was about to move from its base grew full of delight.
8.

En pvt, sAEd ay;QCn^
s\ mAtEB, vAvfAn, a"An^.
dr pAr
 vAZF\ vDy\t,
i\d_iEqtA\ DmEn\ pTn^ En

ay;QCn^. amA1n^ vqZ
 sAvDAn,
EnqAEd. nBEs Enq*Z
aAsFt^
mAtEB,. aE`mA@yEmkAEBvAE`BvA
s\vAvfAn,. sh
fNd\ k;vAZ,
a"An^. a"mFt^. it-tt, s\cArmkrot^
dr pAr
.
aEtdr_\tEr"
 E-TtA\ mA@yEmkA\ vAc\ -to/
{, sm/A\ k;v,t, -totAro
mzto v
\d
Z
ErtA\ fNd\ k;vAZA\ tA\ vAc\ EntrAmTyn^
 
[Sy.] The cloud careful to rain sat down (in the sky), it
moved making a sound together with the Mothers (the waters
or Madhyamika words); the praisers increased the Speech in the
distant mid-air; they widened that speech sent by Indra which
was making a sound.
The whole hill of being settled down nor faltered in its
toil, but laboured & desired with the maternal Waters. They
increased that Speech on the far shore of the mind, they widened
the rushing stream that Indra set ﬂowing.
pvt, may mean both hill & cloud; but when connected with
Earth & the Rivers it means usually the Hill of being or articulate
formation of our conscious Existence imaged sometimes as a hill,
sometimes as a cloud. It now takes a settled base in the wideness
of the earth consciousness & labours with the seven waters Indra
has set ﬂowing to produce the Truth.
pAr
 of heaven, the mind pAy
 EdEv. That is on the borders
between the reasoning Mind & the Truth-consciousness.
vAZF\ the Speech or Word of the Truth, the divine form of
Thought set sounding by the two horses of Indra which forms
the impetuous stream of the intuitive Mind to which Indra gives
his impulsion.
9.

i\d, mhA\ Es\D;\ aAfyAn\
mAyAEvn\ v/\ a-P;rt^ En,.
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ar
j
tA\ rodsF EByAn

kEn"dt, vZ, a-y v[At^
Es\D\; . -y\dt it-tt, s\crtFEt Es\D;m
G,. y.A Es\D;zdk\
aAfyAn\.
aED]Ay fyAnms;r\
v/\. vZo(yAkAfEmEt v/o m
G,
[Sy.] Indra split the cunning (deceitful) cloud that was lying
upon the great water (or the deceitful demon that lay upon the
great (moving) cloud). Heaven & earth shook in their fear of
the sounding thunderbolt of this rainer.
God-in-mind has shivered into pieces the Coverer full of
his thoughts of illusion who lay against the Great Water. Our
heaven & earth shook & were afraid of the lightning of this
Lord of abundance as it roared abroad.
Es\D;\. Sayana’s learned trick with the word is entirely indefensible. The Great Water is the same mho aZ, or mhAnZv, to
which reference is made in I.3.12 & other hymns; it is the Vast
Truth t\ bht^ kept back from us by Vritra.
10.

arorvFt^ vZ, a-y v[,
amAn;q\ yt^ mAn;q, EnjvAt^.
En mAEyn, dAnv-y mAyA,
apAdyt^ pEpvAn^ s;t-y

vZ,. kAmAnA\ vqk-y
\d-y
amAn;q\. mn;yAZA\ rEht\ y.A
mAn;qo_h\ n BvAmF(y
v\ mymAn\ tms;r\
mAn;q,. mn;yAZA\
EhtkArF y.A mEtmAEn\do EnjvAt^
mAyA,. vcnAEn
apAdyt^.
ypAtyt^. bbAD
Et yAvt^
[Sy.] The thunderbolt of this rainer of desires roared when
the man-helping (or thinking) Indra killed Vritra who had no
man (or who thought he was not human). Drinking the Soma
offered he obstructed the words of the deceitful Danava.
vZ,. I do not understand why Sayana should suddenly
change the rainer of rain of the last few verses into a rainer of
desires.
mAn;q,. Sayana’s dealings with mAn;q & amAn;q are truly
amazing. It is Indra as the human or mental being who slays
the Coverer, & for this reason men are described as carrying
the thunderbolt in the two arms of Indra. See v. 4. Vritra is,
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on the other hand, the non-mental being, the non-human. He
represents in man those formations of consciousness mAyA, which
belong properly to the infra-mental material & animal world out
of which man has come. Man’s struggle is to rise above these
formations which prevent his progress as the mental being.
mAyA,. This means mental formation, consciousness that
creates forms. Both Indra & Vritra are mAEyn, which does not
mean deceitful; but the formations of Indra are mental & of the
Truth, those of Vritra non-mental, sensory, physical & therefore
full of illusions & falsehoods.
Loud roared the lightning of this lord of abundance when
the human split apart the non-human; he drank of the wine of
delight that had been pressed & he trod down the conscious
formations of the Divider with his forms of the illusion.
11.

EpbEpb it^ i\d fr som\
m\d\t; (vA m\Edn, s;tAs,.
pZ\t, t
 k;"F vDy\t;
i(TA s;t, pOr, i\d\ aAv

fr. blvn^
Epb_Epb. aAdrATA vF=sA
m\d\t;. mAdy\t;.
&y(yy
n pr-m
{pd\
k;"F. udr-yoBO pAwO
pOr. udrprk,
aAv. tpyt;. avt
-tpZAT-y ElEV !p\
Sy. O strong Indra, drink indeed this Soma; let the intoxicating Soma juices intoxicate thee; ﬁlling the two sides of thy
belly increase thee; thus let the ﬁlling Soma satisfy Indra.
Drink, O drink indeed the wine of delight, O hero, O GodMind; may the enrapturing juices ﬁll thee with their ecstasy;
may they increase ﬁlling thee to thy two sides; rightly pressed
out may the wine of the multiplicity foster the growth of the
God-mind.
12.

(v
 i\dA=yBm EvA

EDy\ vn
m tyA sp\t,.
av-yvo DFmEh fE-t\
s1-t
 rAyo dAvn
 -yAm

(v
. (vEy (v/dy
_Bm. aEp sAn;nyx
 vtt
. Ek\ vtAmh iEt
tyA.
t\ kmPl\ t(kAmnyA
sp\t,. (vA\ pErcrZAHy
n kmZA
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-pf\t,
EDy\. km
fE-t\. k+f\sn\ -to/\
DFmEh. (vEy
EndDFmEh
Sy. May we intelligent live in thy heart, O Indra, may we
enjoy the work touching thee with a desire for the fruit of the
sacriﬁce. Desiring protection we place the hymn of praise in
thee; may we be at once for thy giving of wealth.
aEp. Here a preposition, Greek p = in, upon.
sp\t,. sp^ to attain, touch, taste, know; cf Latin sapiens,
wise; sapor, taste; Gr. sofc, wise; S. s5n^ seven, originally =
wise man, rishi.
tyA. An adverb, according to the Truth. aA is an old
Aryan adverbial termination surviving in Latin ē, ō.
fE-t. ie the clear expression of the thought, the truth or
of Indra.
In thee, O God-mind, may we become illumined; may we
know according to the Truth and conquer understanding; seeking increase we conﬁrm in the thought its expression. At once
may we be prepared for the giving of thy felicity.
13.

-yAm t
 t i\d y
 t UtF
av-yv Uj, vDy\t,.
f;Em\tm\ y\ cAknAm 
dv
a-m
 rEy\ rAEs vFrv\t\

[UtF. ] U(yA Zyn
n. avt
, A|yT-y E'En !p\
t
. tv
t
.
(vdDFnA,

dv. 1otmAn
f;Em\tm\. dAnBAgAyAhtyA blv>m\
y.A f/ZA\ foqEyttm\
vFrv\t\. p;/pO/
{, sEht\
Sy. May we who are thine be subject to thee, Indra, by thy
leading who desire thy protection & increase the food. O shining
one, give us thy felicity most strong in ﬁtness (or, most foedestroying) and attended by sons & grandsons which we desire.
t
 t
. One t
 = tv, the other is the demonstrative pronoun.
UEt. Sayana usually takes = protection or else favour. He
does not explain why he suggests another sense here. UEt we
take throughout = increase, expansion.
vFrv\t\. vFr is the symbol of a battling energy, — the Hero
in man. The Ananda is described in the Veda, sometimes, as a
heroic conquering joy which overpowers all obstacles.
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May we be they of thy troop, O Indra, who by the expansion desire their growth increasing the energy. That felicity most
strong in the battle, full of hero energies, which we desire, thou
increasest in us, O godhead.
14.

rAEs "y\ rAEs Em/m-m

rAEs fD i\d mAzt\ n,
sjoqso y
 c m\dsAnA,
 vAyv, pA\(yg}ZFEt\

rAEs. 
dEh
Em/\. sKAy\
y
. mzt,
vAyv,. y:\ Et
g\tAr, s\t,. y.A y
 c vAyv, Epb\Et
ag}ZFEt\. ag
} nFymAn\
som\
[Sy.] Give us a house, give us a friend, give us, Indra, the
Marut strength; & the winds that released together & rejoicing
drink the Soma that is being brought forward.
"y\. Habitation; Indra gives fresh ﬁelds of the spirit to
dwell in or widens those we have.
Em/\. Mitra; the godhead of agreement & harmony in the
Truth; not “a friend.” It is the godheads, Mitra, the Maruts,
Vayu for whose increase he is asking.
ag}ZFEt\. This epithet carries on the idea of the Ananda as
a force of conquest & progress.
Thou enrichest our habitation, thou enrichest in us the harmonious godhead, thou enrichest, O god-mind, the host of our
thought-powers and those gods of the vitality who one-hearted
in their rapture drink the wine that leads us forward.
15.

&y\t; i=; y
q; m\dsAn,
tp(som\ pAEh d}Ed\d.
a-mA(s; p(-vA tz/
avDyo 1A\ bhE`rk
{,

y
q;. shAyBt
q; mz(s; mA1BvEs
n;. E"\
&y\t;. som\ B"y\t;.
y.A somA gQC\t;
d}t^. d\ht
Erd\ !p\. aA(mAn\ dYFk;vn^
tpt^.
tz/. f/ZA\ Eh\sk
bhE`rk
{,. blvE`rcnFy
{tpy\t\ som\
mzE`, sEht, (v\
aA. cAT
. t
nA-mA1A\ c s;]; p(s; pf;p;/AEdEB r-mAn-m(pAln
n c EdvmvDy,
Sy. Let those (Maruts) by whose help thou becomest
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intoxicated, swiftly eat the Soma (or, let the Somas with which
you get intoxicated quickly go to you); O Indra, making yourself
ﬁrm drink the satisfying Soma. Thou with the big worshippable
Maruts, O hurter of enemies, increasedst us & heaven in the
battles.
y
q; seems to refer to the Vayus of the last verse. &y\t; then
means either “come to us” or “manifest themselves”.
tpt^ goes more naturally with i\d ((v\) than with Soma.
bhE`rk
{,. The illuminations of the t\ bht^ increase the
shining world of mind, 1A\.
Let them come to us in whom thou hast the ecstasy; drink of
the Wine of our delight, O God-in-mind; sate thyself, strengthen
thyself. Us in our battles, O thou who winnest through, thou
hast entirely increased & heaven by the power of the vast
illuminations.
16.

bh\t i=; y
 t
 tz/
u?T
EBvA s;~mAEvvAsAn^.
-tZAnAso bEh, p-(yAvt^
(votA iEd\d vAjm`mn^

tz/. aAp-tArk
s;~\. s;Kkr\ (vA\ aAEvvAsAn^. pErcr
y;,
n;. aEvl\b
n
p-(yAvt^ .. vAj\. ghsEhtm=\ gQC\Et
Sy. Those who serve thee the ease-giving, with hymns, O
deliverer, become big indeed; those who strewing the grass serve
thee, are indeed protected by thee, O Indra, and go to food that
is accompanied with a house.
Vast indeed are they who by their expressings of thee make
to dwell in them thy peace & bliss, O thou who winnest to the
goal; heaping the soul-seat of the sacriﬁce full of the energy they
attain indeed by thee to their expansion, O God-in-mind, and
arrive at the plenitude.
17.

ug
}Ev=; fr m\dsAn,
E/kd;k
q; pAEh somEm\d.
doD;vQC^m;q; FZAno
yAEh hEr<yA\ s;t-y pFEt\
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fr. blvn^
ug
}q;. uNZ
q; bh;-to/f-/v(s;
E/kd;k
q;. >yoEt gOrAy;Er(y
t=Amk
vAEBEvk
vh,s;
m\dsAn,. Xyn^
FZAn,.
sompAn
n Ft, Bvn^ 7m;q; El5\ som\ p;n,p;nD;vn^
[Sy.] O strong Indra, rejoicing drink Soma on the three days
of the Abhiplava which are full of hymns; shaking it continually
from thy beard in thy satisfaction go with thy two horses to the
drinking of the wine offered.
E/kd;k
q;. kd;k means variegated = the three worlds of different hues, E/qD-T
; the dark physical, the red vital-dynamic &
the bright mental. Elsewhere Indra is represented as drinking
the human being’s three lakes of Soma (V.29.[7]). The symbol is
changed, but the sense is the same.
doD;vt^. Sayana’s interpretation is attractive, but the difﬁculty is that here Indra is represented as going to the drinking
& not coming from it. When then should there be Soma on his
beard?
O hero, O God-in-mind, rejoicing in the full energy of these
three worlds of various hue drink thou the wine of delight; full
of pleasure, letting thy beard stream in the heavens come with
thy two bright steeds to the drinking of the nectarous yield.
18.

EDvA fv, fr y
n v/m^
avAEBnAn;mOZvAB\.
apAvZo>yoEtrAyAy
En s&yt, sAEd d-y;Er\d

EDv. DAry
aOZvAB\. UZnAEB, kFVEvf
q aOZvAB i(y;Qyt
.
y.A aOZ UZnAEB,. tdAB\ t(sdfEm(yT,
aAyAy. kmZAmn;]A/

jnAy k;(sAy rAjqy
 vA
>yoEt,. kAfkmAEd(ym^
EnqAEd.
(vyA EntrA\ s=o bAEDto vtt

avAEBnt^. EbB
EdT
[Sy.] O Indra, hold such strength as that by which thou didst
break spiderlike Vritra; thou didst open the luminous sun to the
doer of works (or to Kutsa), the destroyer of works remained
very much oppressed by thee on thy left side.
aOZvAB\. UZvAEB is a spider; aOZvAB\ must be either spiderish or the web of the spider.
s&yt,. The side away from knowledge; the right is of
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knowledge, the left of power & its works.
O hero, hold in thy thought the ﬂashing strength by which
the destroyer Vritra & his web were rent to pieces & cast down;
thou didst uncover the Light for the Aryan; hewn the Divider
sank away to the left, O God-in-mind.
19.

sn
m y
 t UEtEB-tr\to
EvwA, -pDo aAy
Z d-yn^.
a-m<y\ tvA+~\ Evw!pm^
ar\Dy, sAHy-y E/tAy

sn
m. tAn^ p;zqAn^ s\Bj
m
aAy
Z. aAyBAv
n
tr\t,. svA
-pDmAnA Evf, Eh\s\t-tTop"pEyt%n^ Eh\s\to Bv\Et
tt^. td-m<y\
vfmAny
(vA+~\. (v+;, s;t\ Evw!p\
ar\Dy,. vfmAny,.
y.AvDF,. rD Eh\sAs\rAo,
sAHy-y. Ek\ c sEKBAv-yAn;pAlnAy
E/tAy mhqy
 vfmAny,. y.A sn
m t
 vy\ v/A Bv
m y
 vy\ jA
d-y\AEt"Am\to Bv
m
[Sy.] May we enjoy those men who by thy protections hurt
all rivals & also hurt the destroyers; to us make that subject; thou
didst make Visvarupa son of Twashtri subject; also to observe
friendship thou didst make him subject to Trita.
sAHy-y. The genitive of purpose. Cf V.41.[20] Esq'; n
Uj&y-y p;+
,.
For us who shall conquer breaking by thy expressions
through all energies that contend with us, the Destroyers by the
Aryan doer of works, for us thou didst cleave that universal
form of Twashtri’s making; for the Triple Soul thou didst cleave
him that ye might have comradeship together.
20.

a-y s;vAn-y m\EdnE-/t-y
yb; d\ vAvDAno a-t,.
avty(syo n c"\
EBn.lEm\do a\Egr-vAn^

m\Edno_-y. mdkrEmm\ s;vAn-y s;tvt,
E/t-y. tFZnm-k-y
mhq
rT,
ab; d\. a\bEn ddAtF(yb; do m
G,. an;-vAr-y rP7CA\ds,.
y.A nAm
{tt^
y-t,. -t% Eh\sAyAEm(y-y lER EtEp bh;l\
C\dsFEt EvkrZ-y l;k^. g;Z
 kt
 hS AEdnA Etlop,
avtyt^.
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as;rhnnAT, v[mB}Amyt^
syo n. yTA sy"\ B}AmyEt t.t^. y.A
y-mAds;rAE`yA sy, -vkFy\ rTc"\ nAvtyt^ t\ vl\ pZFnA\ B;ms;r\
v[
ZAEBnt^. y.A E.c"o Eh pv, sy-y rT,. t-y
{k\ c"Emd
ZApXt
\.

k\
sy iEt s;pA\ s;l;EgEt q]^y
kvcn-y s;,. sy-y s\b\@ypXt\ td
c"mvtyt^. r"ohnnATmB}Amyt^. t
n c"
Z vlmEBn. nAT

[Sy.] Thou slewest Arbuda increasing for Trita when he offered this intoxicating; as Surya his wheel, so Indra whirled
(the Vajra); and with the Angirasas broke Vala — or broke Vala
because of whom Surya could not keep his wheel going or he
whirled the wheel of Surya & with it broke Vala.
Increasing with this wine that was pressed out of Trita’s
ecstasy thou didst lay low Arbuda; thou didst set rolling as
Surya his wheel, thou with the Angirasas didst break Vala to
pieces.
21.

nn\ sA t
 Et vr\ jEr/

d;hFyEdd dE"ZA mGonF.
Ef"A -tot<yo mAEt D`Bgo no
bh.d
m EvdT
 s;vFrA,

dE"ZA. d"m;(sAhn\ krotFEt dE"ZA -tot<yo 
dyA t
 (v(s\b\EDnF
DnvtF -to/
 vr\ 
]mEBmtmT, nn\ EtdoE`D s\pAdyEt
Ef"A.
yQC
Bg,. BjnFy-(v\ no_-mAnEt"MyAy
<yo dE"ZA\ mA dA,.
dh
dAnAT-y l;ER m\/
 Gs
(yAEdnA Ql
l; k^. y.A no_-mAk\ kAmAmA
_E-my:
 Bt\ -to/\
DA"F,
s;vFrA,. foBnp;/pO/A, s\to vy\ EvdT
vd
m
[Sy.] Now that wealthy gift of thine, O Indra, milks for the
praiser his best desire; give it to thy praisers; being enjoyable (or
adorable) do not give it to others ﬁrst. May we have plenty of
men (sons & grandsons) and speak a big thing (hymn) in this
sacriﬁce.
[Hymn] 12.
Sayana gives a number of stories invented to explain this hymn:
(1) That it was chanted by Indra when engaged in Tapasya
and attacked by Dhuni and Chumuri; (2) that it was chanted
by Gritsamada at Vena’s sacriﬁce, Indra having very meanly
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escaped in Gritsamada’ s form & left the latter to be attacked
when he came out of the grove of sacriﬁce; (3) that it was chanted
by Gritsamada at his own sacriﬁce when the Asuras after Indra’s
escape in his form broke into his house & thought him to be
Indra disguised as Gritsamada.

yo jAt ev Tmo mn-vAn^

dvo 
dvA"t;nA pyBqt^.
y-y f;mAdodsF a<ys
tA\
nMZ-y mA s jnAs i\d,
Tmo. Chief, ﬁrst. Sayana says “of the gods”, but this is not
necessary.
mn-vAn^ S. preeminent among the intelligent. Again, this
rendering is not warranted by the text. mn-vAn^ = one who has
mind. Tmo mn-vAn^ means therefore the Supreme Thinker or the
supreme mental being.
pyBqt^ S. took to protect or overpassed, outstripped.
r"k(v
n pyg}hFt^. Bq al\kAr
 BvAEd,. lER !p\. y.A pyBvt^.
a(y"Amt^. aE-mp"
 Bvt
&y(yy
n ?s,. y;k, EktFtFV^Etq
D,
Sayana follows the Nirukta in these alternative explanations.
pErBq^ is in the Veda simply an intensive form of pErB and means
here “enveloped or encircled with his own being”.
Indra, the Purusha of the divine luminous or intuitive Mind,
is the ﬁrst or supreme thinker or supreme mental being; from
his very birth he in his divine power takes the other gods, the
other divine principles developing or developed in man into his
periphery by the force of his will. They all work in him as in a
ﬁeld. Just as now the ordinary sense mind provides the ﬁeld for
the sensations, emotions, impulses of action to work, so then the
supreme Mind & supreme Sense, taking its place, will contain
all the other activities of the divinised man.
a<ys
tA\. aEbBFtA\. <ys Byv
pnyoErEt n
{z'A,. Nir. 3.21. It
is possible, however, that the verb is really aEB + as^ = became
subject to him. aEB + as^ is used II.26.1 in the opposite sense to
overcome, but it means essentially to enter upon or into relation
with, a relation that may be either friendly or the opposite,
subordinate or superior.
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nMZ-y S. s
nAl"Z-y bl-y — his force in the sense of his
army; but this is not the ordinary sense of nMZ. Psychologically
we can take it as meaning personal force, soul-force, the force
of the n human or divine.
mA S. supplies y;', — possessed of greatness of his host.
This device is as awkward & clumsy as it is unnecessary.
jnAs, O Asuras, says Sayana. Grit. is explaining to the
Asuras that he is a poor weak mortal & not Indra!
Heaven & Earth, the physical & mental consciousness become subject to the divine Mind or are shaken with the grandeur
& awe of this mighty advent. For he is full of an aggressive heroic
force that subjects all things by its attack & the greatness of his
soul-force or divine power encompasses & subdues all things
that enter into its orbit.

[13]
[RV II.28]
Selected Hymns of the Rigveda.

id\ kv
rAEd(y-y -vrAjo EvwAEn sAEt a<y-t; mA. aEt yo mdo
yjTAy 
dv, s;kFEt, EB"
 vzZ-y Br, 1
r^ of the sage aAEd(y-y the son of Aditi -vrAjo
id\ this kv
the self-ruling EvwAEn all sAEt aEB about, or in relation to
a-t; let it be mA. aEt yo who mdo yjTAy 
dv, the god
s;kFEt, EB"
 I pray for vzZ-y of Varuna Br,
tv v}t
 s;BgAs, -yAm -vA@yo vzZ t;+;vA\s,. upAyn uqsA\ gomtFnA m`nyo n jrmAZA an; 1n^ 2
tv thine v}t
 s;BgAs, -yAm may we be -vA@yo vzZ O Varuna
t;+;vA\s, when we have praised or hymned thee.
upAyn uqsA\
of the Dawns gomtFnAm^ luminous, radiant a`nyo ﬁres n
like jrmAZA an; over or among 1n^
tv -yAm p;zvFr-y fm=;zf\s-y vzZ Z
t,. yy\ n, p;/A aEdt
rdNDA
aEB "m@v\ y;>yAy 
dvA, 3
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tv thy -yAm may we be p;zvFr-y fmn^ in peace uzf\s-y
t,. yy\ you n, of us or for us p;/A O
vzZ O Varuna Z
Sons aEdt
, of Aditi adNDA unvanquished aEB in relation
to something "m@v\ are capable, able y;>yAy for the enemy

dvA, O Gods.
 sFmAEd(yo asjE.DtA t\ EsDvo vzZ-y yEt. n AMyEt n
Ev m;c(y
t
 vyo n p5 rG;yA pEr>mn^ 4
 forward, in front sFm a bourne, limit; aAEd(yo the son of
Aditi EvDtA who holds apart or variously
t\ law or truth
EsDvo rivers or oceans vzZ-y of [Varuna] yEt go.
n
not AMyEt they grow weary n not m;cEt leave et

they vyo manifestation or heaven rG;yA by swiftness p5
they fall n not pEr>mn^
Ev mQC~TAy rfnAEmvAg @yAm t
 vzZ KAmt-y. mA t\t;7C
Ed vyto
EDy\ m
 mA mA/A fAyps, p;r to, 5
Ev mt^ my TAy rfnAm^ iv like aAg come, or thou camest
@yAm may we ﬂourish, be rich t
 thy vzZ O Varuna K
mA not t\t;, extension,
amt-y in nectar or immortality.
continuity, thread C
Ed may be broken vyto extending,
manifesting, opening out EDy\ the understanding, buddhi mA
not mA/A substance, material fAEr be lost, fall away, fail aps,
of work or deed p;r, in front, before
to, true, right, satya.
apo s; My" vzZ EBys\ m(sm}AtAvo_n; mA gBAy. dAm
v v(sAE.
m;m;`@y\ho nEh (vdAr
 EnEmqn
f
 6
apo s; well My" vzZ O Varuna EBys\ mt^ my sm}A^ O
supreme ruler
tAvo an; mA gBAy.
dAm rope iv like
v(sAd^ from a calf Ev m;m;E`D loose a\ho sin nEh not (vd^
thy aAr
 O warrior EnEmq, cn If

mA no vD
{vzZ y
 t i+Av
n, k*vtms;r B}FZ\Et. mA >yoEtq, vsTAEn
gm Ev q mD, EfTo jFvs
 n, 7
mA not no us vD
{, vzZ O Varuna y
 they who t to thee
i+Av^ in the sacriﬁce en, sin, deviation k*vt\ doing as;r
O mighty one B}FZ\Et.
mA not >yoEtq, from or of the light
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vsTAEn gm may we go Ev on all sides q well, entirely
mD, the enemies EfTo mayst thou slaughter jFvs
 for life
n, our.
nm, p;rA t
 vzZot nnm;tApr\ t;EvjAt b}vAm. (v
 Eh k\ pvt
 n EtAEn
aQy;tAEn dB v}tAEn 8
 to thee
nm, adoration, submission p;rA formerly, before t
vzZ O Varuna ut nn\ (Kl; same) ut apr\ another, again
t;EvjAt O born in the Tapas b}vAm we say, declare.
(v

in thee Eh for k\ water pvt
 on the mountain n like
EtAEn repose aQy;tAEn steadfast, unfallen dXB v}tAEn the
laws (DmA,)
pr ZA sAvFrD m(ktAEn mAh\ rAj=ykt
n Boj\. a&y;+A i=;
BysFzqAs aA no jFvAvzZ tAs; fAED 9
Z come, go aA in this direction, to sAvFr^
pr, supreme
manifest aD now m(ktAEn my actions mA not ah\ I
rAjn^ O King aykt
n by another’s deed Boj\ may I enjoy,
suffer.
a&y;+A not yet dawned it^ verily n; now BysF,
more, very many uqAs, dawns aA with fAED no us or our
jFvAn^ souls of living beings or life vzZ O Varuna tAs; in
them fAED rule, control.
yo m
 rAjy;>yo vA sKA vA -v
 By\ BFrv
 m}mAh. -t
no vA yo
Ed=sEt no vko vA (vm^ t-mA.zZ pAEh a-mAn^ 10
yo whatever, if any m
 of mine rAjn^ O King y;>yo enemy
vA either, whether sKA friend vA or -v
 in a dream or in
the state of dream By\ fear BFrv
 afraid m}\ to me aAh
spoke, speaks.
-t
no thief vA or yo who Ed=sEt no vko
wolf, destroyer vA or (vm^ thou a-mAd^ from him pAEh
protect a-mAn^ us.
mAh\ mGono vzZ Ey-y BErdA0 aA Evd\ fnmAp
,. mA rAyo
rAj(s;ymAdv -TA\ bh.d
m EvdT
 s;vFrA, 11
mA not ah\ I mGono of Indra vzZ O Varuna Ey-y
beloved BErdA0 freely giving aAEvd\ may I experience fnm^
aAp
,.
mA Not rAyo in prosperity, bliss or delight rAjn^
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O King s;ymAd^ from right government or control av-TA\
descend bhd^ the large, true, vijnanamaya vd
m may we
speak EvdT
 s;vFrA in good strength or with full knowledge.

E.tFy
 m*Xl
 s'\ 28 km-y vA g(smd-y vA .
Conjectural
[1] sAEt

mA

fr. st^ old plural or from sAt^ (Rt sA), existences.

fr. mhn^

with mhs^ or the principle of vijnana.

aEt very, exceedingly.
mdo Rt md^ + r (cf cd,) full
of delight, anandamaya, or else full of capacity, deep, vast,
abundant.
yjTAy for sacriﬁcial action.
s;kFEt,
extension, expansion .. otherwise fame.
Br,

fr. k% to spread —

abundant, abounding, mighty in being.

[2] v}t
 law, rule, dharma (habit of being, swabhava) — ie calm,
greatness, majesty, vastness of being and knowledge.

s;BgAs, (Bj^ to enjoy) fortunate, happy, glorious or splendid.
-vA@yo s; + aAED, either from aA & DF well-established or from
aD^ (a@vr,, aD,, a@vA) & meaning substantial being, substance,
matter.
upAyn in the approach (wooing) of the Dawns by the Fires or
at the approach of the Dawns.
jrmAZA j to act, move or enjoy violently, to work like a saw, to
woo, make love to (jAr,).
1; sky, akasha, the three heavens
or the ﬁve or the seven.
[3] p;zvFr vFr = developed strength, or knowledge or full clearness of manifestation. (vF to open out, reveal, develop)
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uzf\s as in nrAf\s — aspiration or expression or self-development.
Z
t, guide, leader.
[Incomplete]

Provisional Translation
May this state (that is manifest in me now) of the sage, the selfking, son of Aditi, be about all beings by the Greatness; Varuna
the god who has exceeding delight towards the sacriﬁcial action,
— I crave for myself the glory of Varuna in his abundance. May
we, O Varuna, in the law of thy being be full of enjoyment
and rich in matter when we have hymned thee, like ﬁres that in
the approach to the radiant Dawns woo them from sky to sky.
O Varuna, our guide & leader, may we dwell in the peace of
thee, of thee in the fullness of thy force & the wideness of thy
aspiration. You, O ye sons of Aditi unvanquished, have strength,
O gods, to combat for us the foe. The son of Aditi hath put
forth a bourne, even he that holdeth things apart in their places,
and the waters follow Varuna’s law; they weary not, neither do
they leave ﬂowing (widening), they have fallen not (from their
heaven) though they speed swiftly, O Varuna of the wide spaces.
May we advance, O Varuna, for my free movement the circuit of
thy law as a lover widens the girdle of his beloved, may not my
thread be cut as I expand my understanding nor matter fail for
my action as it goes forward. Cleave away from me utterly my
fear, O Varuna; be thy grace upon me, O high ruler, O protector
of the Law; loosen sin from me as a man loosens the rope from
a calf; O noble Varuna, I have no power to meet thy gaze. Let
them not slay us who cast down, O mighty One, the man that
in the sacriﬁce to thee doeth sinfulness; let us not wander into
exile from the light, but do thou slaughter utterly our opposers
that we may live. As we utter our word of submission to thee
in front of thee now, hereafter too may we utter it, O Varuna
born in the Strength; for because they rest on thee, O thou who
conﬁrmest (or, masterest) the heavens, the laws of being abide
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unfailing like water resting on a mountain. Thou supreme and
manifest in thy being, O Varuna, do thou give increase to my
works, let me not, O King, taste the fruit of the works of another.
Many more are the dawns that have yet to dawn on me; in them
all, O Varuna, do thou govern our souls (or, our lives). From
whatsoever fear, O King, enemy or friend has spoken to me in
dream and I have been afraid, from whatsoever robber or render
seeketh to do hurt, protect us from him, O Varuna. May I never
know, O Varuna, separation from that Lover & Beloved who
is full of the greatness of Mahas and gives me of it bountifully;
may I not deviate from felicity or from right control; may we,
clear & open in being, speak in the knowledge of the Greatness.
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[RV IV.28.1 – 2]
Rigveda IV
28

(vA y;jA tv t(som sHy ido apo mnv
 s6;t-k,. ah=EhmErZA(s5
EsDnpAvZodEpEht
v KAEn 1
By thee as yokefellow, with thee for friend, O Soma, Indra
set ﬂowing the waters for this human mentality; he slew the
Serpent, he poured out the seven streams, he uncovered doors
concealed (opened the doors that had been closed).
mnv
. Manu, the typical mn-vF or mnomy, p;zq, or simply
“man” with a stress upon the root idea of the word, “man the
mental being”.
aEpEht
v. Sayana says a/
vfNdAT
. iv means originally,
“thus”, “thus indeed”, “so”, and is identical with ev. It may,
therefore, have like ev the sense of emphasis, or like ev\ in
Bengali the sense “and”, or its more usual signiﬁcance of comparison, “as it were, like”. The latter here, comparing the concealed but now uncovered waters to doors that have been shut
or curtained over, is possible, for the ﬁgure of uncovering the
concealed waters is common enough in the Veda; but it would
be strained and inappropriate. Sayana renders “and he opened
the concealed doors of the waters”; but iv coming after aEpEhtA
seems specially to affect that word. We may take Sayana’s rendering or else render it, either, “doors indeed concealed”, or
“opened doors that were, as it were, concealed.”

(vA y;jA En EKd(sy-y
\d"\ shsA s1 i\do. aED Z;nA bhtA vtmAn\
mho d;ho ap EvwAy; DAEy 2
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c"\. Sayana takes the image to be that of Surya’s wheel, one
of two in his chariot, which Indra violently cuts off, — the wheel
that moves in the wide air above us & goes everywhere. But there
is no allusion to a chariot & c"\, the Greek kkloc, may well refer to the sun, the wheel or disc of the sun. EnEKdt^ is rather dug or
cut out than cut off. The waters of the ﬁrst verse are always associated with the cows or rays of light of Surya. The poet therefore
passes naturally from the image of the waters to that of Surya
himself concealed & brought out for man, like the waters, by
Indra. He dug out from the darkness the disc of Surya that moves
in the ﬁxed level above of the Mahat or Vijnana and brought it
down to the mental plane for Man mnv
. The two verses, then,
form a connected & logical development of thought.
EvwAy;. Sy. takes aAy; = ayn from i or ay^ to go or move =
all-pervading. But we have also aAy; = life, & there is nothing to
prevent us from taking EvwAy; = that which is the source of all
being here on this earth, for Surya is sEvtA, the Father & Creator;
all things are, says the Vishnu Purana, svAEZ Ev:AnEvj\EBtAEn.
mho d;ho apDAEy. Sayana says “The wheel was wrested from
Surya, the great doer of harm”! Bt-y do`D;,. An astonishing
interpretation. The great evil-doer, injurer of the mn; is surely the
demon, Vritra or another, who covers from us the waters, covers
from us the disc of the Sun: of him the wheel now is uncovered,
from him rapt away. It was aEpEht\, it is now apEht\. All the
ideas & expressions then hang together, allude to each other,
express a connected whole.

[15]
[RV IV.31, 32, 26, 27, 28, 29, 19]
Notes on Rigveda.
IV. 31
1. Ec/,
U(yA
aA B;vt^

Sy cAynFy, pjnFy,.
Sy tpZ
n.
Sy aAEBm;Hy
n Bv
t^.
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fEc]yA
vtA

Sy :Av>myA.
Sy vtn
n kmZA.

UEt — kyA U(yA .. kyA vtA — only intelligible if it means “By
what expansion of being, by what action of highest energy may
this brilliant one, our friend, be an ever-increasing force in us?”
 ko mdkr, som-y rs,.
2. ko mdAnAm^ aDs, Sy mAdEyt%ZAm^ m@y
Sy mAdy
t^.
m(sd^
vsEn
Sy f/ZA\ DnAEn.
Sy smtAd^ B\';m^.
aAzj

What true and most copious of delights (Ananda) shall intoxicate thee with this (earthly) food (annam), so that thou mayst
break down even ﬁrm-set states of our being.
3. sKFnAm^
UEtEB,
aEBBvAEs

Sy smAnHyAtFnAm^ (jErt%ZAm^) -tot%ZAm^.
Sy r"AEB,. & so in later passages.
Sy aEBm;Ko Bv.

Faults of Sayana — 1. Capricious ingenuities of learning. 2. Inconsistency of interpretation. 3. Disregard of tense.
Towards us thou becomest by a hundred expandings the
increaser of thy friends and adorers.
UEt .. av^ Objection to sense “expansion”, unless av^ also
means to “increase”. av^ to produce (Latin avus; auctor), to keep
in being (protect), to increase in being.
4. v>\ c"\

avt,
cqZFnAm^
Eny;E`,
aAvv(-v

Sy vtmAn\ c"\. But he takes it later as
action.
Sy upgt%n^.
Sy a-mdFyAnA\ mn;yAZA\.
Sy -t;EtEB,.
Sy a<yAvt-v.

Towards us in our battling activity come into active being as
work that is fulﬁlled by the applications of our efforts. (external ﬁgure — come rolling like a round wheel or moving wheel
towards us battling with multitudes of men)
c"m^ .. avt, .. Eny;t^
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Sy yjmAnAnA\ s\bEDn, vZAd
fApdAEn
-vkFyAEn -TAnAnFv.
kmZA\ yjmAnAnA\ s\bEDn,.
ah\ Bj
.

Verily, thou comest down headlong to the seats of our strengths
(mental willings); thou art enjoyed in company with the Sun,
(the mind supported by the Ideality & mingled with it).
6. myv,
s\dDEvr

c"AEZ
aD .. aD

Sy -t;tyo.
Sy a-mAEBrn;my\t
.
Sy c\"mZAEn kmAEZ.
tdAnF\ .. tdn\tr\.

dDEvr
 — cf DvA, ﬁrm land or desert.
When, O Indra, thy emotions and thy acts become ﬁrm in us,
now in thee and now in the Sun
c". Full proof of c"\ in sense of action.


7. fcFpt
aEvdFDy;\

Sy kmpAlk
d.
Sy EvdFDy;rdF=ymAn,. n EvdFDy;-t\
dF=ymAnmAh;,.

Thee in very truth, O master of energy, they have called him of
the full & compact substance, the giver who disperses not his
light.
8. m\hs


Sy yQCEs.

Always in truth to him who offers to thee his being & joy thou
increasest in fullness even his many possessions.
9. aAm;ro
rADo
QyO<AEn
kEryt,
ft\

Sy bADkA rA"sAdy,.
Sy Dn\.
Sy blAEn.
Sy f/ZA\ Eh\sn\ kEryt,.
ftpErEmtmEp Dn\.

Sayana’s fault — straining of words to mean what they do not
convey.
Not even a hundred of those who limit & restrain can shut in
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thy delight; there are no stumblings for thee when thou wouldst
act.
aAm;ro .. QyO<\
10. aEB+y,

Sy (vdFyAyEBgmnAEn.

Us may thy hundred, yea thy thousand expandings increase in
growth, us all approaches of thine.
aEBE+
11. -v-ty

mho rAy
 EdEv(mt

vZFv

Sy aEvnAfAy.
mht
 dFE5mt
 DnAy.
Sy s\Bj-v.

Us on this earth accept for thy friendship, for perfect being, for
ideal felicity in the brightness of heaven (pure mind).
rAy
. Cannot be earthly wealth; there is no sense in “shining
wealth”; even if we apply it to gold, it is unnatural and inconsistent with rAyA prFZsA in the next line. Neither in that line is
there any sense in protecting with wealth, although increasing
with wealth is possible.
12. EvwhA

prFZsA

Sy sv
vh,s;. But elsewhere he takes it
differently.
Sy mhtA.

Us increase into universal being by an all-encompassing felicity,
us by all manner of expandings.
13. For us open up like an archer the pens of the brilliant herds,
O Indra, with ever new expandings.
UEt. This is decisive against the sense of protection for uti,
since to open up by protections is nonsense & along with new
protections is a forced construction and forced sense. Favours is
possible; but the connection of av^ & aEvEX^Y is against it.
14. DZ;yA
g&y;rwy;,

Sy DZ;, f/ZA\ Dqk,.
Sy gomAnwvAn^. The meaning?

Violently our chariot of delight proceeds brilliant, O Indra, &
unfalling, seeking the herds of light, seeking the steeds of life.
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g&y;, .. ay;, Not decisive, but signiﬁcant.
15. sy

dv
q;
vEq\
AEmv

Sy 
h sv-y rk
d 
h aAEd(y vA.
Sy otmAn
q; vh^ yAEdq; m@y
.
Sy aEtfy
n v\ s
cnsmT vA.
Sy ;lok\ yTA sv
qA\ lokAnAm;pEr E-Tt m;(kmkro, (tTA-mAk\ yf u(k\
kED).

Sayana’s defects. Want of literary perception & taste.
For us, O Sun, make highest inspiration in the gods like a
full & mighty day above us.
32.
1. t;
aD

Sy E" \.
smFpm^.

O Indra, Vritra-slayer, come thou to our sphere, vast with vast
expandings.
2. Ec/
EcE/ZFq;
Ec/\
BEmEd^
tt;EjGAEs
aA kZoEq
Uty


Sy cAynFy pjnFy.
Sy Ec/kmy;A-v-md pAs; jAs;.
Sy cAynFy\ Dn\.
Sy B}mZfFlo_Ep.
Sy a-mdBF dAtA c BvEs. G
Et prZ,.
Sy sm tA(kroEq.
Sy r"ZAy.

Thou who bringest art also he who shieldest; O curious brilliance, thou createst in the powers of brilliance their varied light
for our growth.
3. ffFyA\s\. ff ;tgtO. u(vmAn\ mhA\tmEp f/;\.
By little powers thou slayest in thy might one who is swifter (or
bulkier) and increasing for thy comrades who live with thee.
b}. Light is thrown on the meaning of bradhna by vrádhantam.
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nAEB+;m,.
4. non;m,. aEtfy
udv. u(kq
Z r".
We to thee cleave, O Indra, we towards thee urge; us, us raise
up to thee.
av. The sense of being, increasing is established by this
verse. Latin avus, avidus, avis, ovis, ovum. Cf aveo to desire, S.
av to wish. But aveo to be well & ovare to rejoice, belong to the
sense of av^ to be well off, to protect, to be glad etc.
5. aEdvo. v[vn^.
Ec/AEB,. cAynFyAEB,.
O master of being, come to us with bright increasings & blameless and inviolate.
UEt .. aEd Decisive for UEt. Signiﬁcant for aEd.
6. (vAvt,. (v(sdf-y.
y;jo. s\y;'A ( ByAm, ) .
Gvy
. mht
.
vAjAy. a=Ay.
May we be entirely the comrades of one who is a possessor of
light like thee, one who battles for that brilliant plenty.
With vAjAy Gvy
 cf rAy
 EdEv(mt
. IV.31.11. See also next
line.
7. iq\ yED. a=\ yQC.
For thou alone art master, O Indra, of that brilliant plenty; do
thou then work out for us a mighty (boundless) force.
8. Thee they press not back by any other when thou, established
in praise, distributest fullness to those who give thee the praise,
O Indra who delightest in the expressive word.

Z -t;v\Et.
9. Anqt. kq
Towards thee & in thee the Gotamas (the utterly enlightened)
by speech widen out for thy giving, O Indra, of that brilliant
plenty.
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5;rs;r-y -vBtA yA, p;r,.
10. dAsF,. "
We would declare (bring out in ourselves) thy mightinesses
which thou didst when in the intoxication of thy rapture thou
didst assail and break the cities of the foe.
11. v
Ds,. A:A,.
s;t
q;. som
q; tA gZ\Et.
Those then the disposers of the sacriﬁce express, thy virile things
which thou didst in the pourings of the Soma, O Indra who hast
delight of the expressive Word.
12. vFrv1f,. p;/pO/AEdy;'m=m^.
The Gotamas (utterly enlightened) who support that ﬁxity of
thee, O Indra, have increased thee (in themselves) (or, have increased their being who support that ﬁxity in thee); in them do
thou establish a forceful victoriousness.
13. fwtA\. bhnA\ sv
qAm^.
Since indeed thou, O Indra, art common to all who attain
perpetuity, therefore to thee we call.
14. avAcFno. ( a-mAs; ) aEBm;Ko Bv.
somAnAmDso. Sy connects these two words, but som-y
sompA, vsnA\ vs;pEt, is common.
vso. y:EnvAsk
d.
Lean downward to the lower world, accept in us the utter intoxication of Earth’s food, O Indra, Soma-drinker of the Soma-wine.
15. mtFnA\. -tot%ZAm^.
May the ﬁxity of our thoughts govern thee in us, O Indra;
downward turn thy steeds.
-tom,
16. yoqZAm^. -/FZA\ Egr,.
Thou hast eaten of our sacriﬁcial cake and thou cleavest lovingly
to our Words as a lover to the speech of his mistresses.
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17. y;'AnAm^. EfE"tAnAm^.
&ytFnAm^. gmnvtAmwAnAm^.
KAy,. KArF,. a/ mAnEvf
qvAEcnA KArFfNd
n doZklf upl #yt
.
A thousand yoked coursers we desire from Indra, a hundred
measures of Soma-wine.
awA,. Proved by association with psychological gAv,.
18. aAQyAvyAm,. a-mdEBm;K\ k;m,.
Hundreds & thousands of thy kine we make descend to us; into
our world let enter thy felicity.
gAv,
19. df Ehr*yAnAm^. EhtrmZFyAnA\ DnAnAm^ dfs\HyAkAEn.
klfAnA\. k;MBpErEmtAnAm^.
aDFmEh. DAryAm,.
Ten shining jars of thee we attain; a giver of largeness art thou,
O Vritra-slayer.
20. Ed(sEs. dAt;EmQCEs.
O giver of largeness, thy largeness give to us; not the petty bring,
but the large only; the largeness it is that thou seekest to divide.
21. aABj-v. smtA`AEgn, k;z.
As the giver of largeness art thou known multiformly, O hero,
O Vritra-slayer; enjoy us in our felicity.
22. bB}.
 bB}vZA
; vwO.
goqZo. gvA\ sEntr^. But cf yoqZAm^
npAt^. n pAtEyt, -tot%nEvnAfEyt, Ekt; pAlEytEr(yT,.
EfT,. Evn+A mA kAqF,. gAvo_wdfnAE.Ey\t
. tmA BEd(yT,.
O Indra of perfect seeing, I declare in myself thy many-coloured
steeds; O saviour of the herds descending (or, O thou who descendest from the saviour of the herds), destroy not by these two
those kine.
23. EvdD
. Evd
Y &y
Y.
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nv
. nvjAt
. aBk
. aSpk
.
d;pd
. d;mAHy-TAn
 E-Tt
.
knFnkA. kmnFy
 fAlB\Ejk
.
yAm
q;. y:
q;.
Like young girls ﬁrm & new and swift-footed & small the
dappled pair shine in their coursings.
yAm,. Identiﬁed with yajna by Sayana.
24. aE6DA. aEh\skO.
yAm
q;. gmn
q;.
u6yAMZ
. u6A<yAmnX;X^<yA\ y;'
n rT
n yAtF(y;6yAmA. an;6yAMZ
.
pAm
v gQCt
.
Sufﬁcient for me whether moving in the light or moving unillumined are thy dappled pair for they stumble not in their courses.
aw,. The passage sufﬁciently proves the psychological character of the horses.
26.
1. mn;,. sv-y m\tA jApEtrE-m.
sy,. sv-y 
rk, sEvtA.
y\ j
. EntrA\ sADyAEm.
p7ytA mA. 
h jnA mA\ svA(mk\ p7yt. yym=y
vm
v -v-v!pmn; Bvt
(y;'\ BvEt.
I became Manu, I am Surya; Kakshivan the Rishi am I of the
illumined mind; I [
] Kutsa son of Arjuni, I am Ushana the
seer; Me behold.

v ido vA.
2. ah\. vAmd
aAyAy. mnv
.
vAvfAnA,. fNdAymAnA,.
k
t\. s\kSpmn;y\Et.
I give earth to the Aryan man, I rain of strength to the mortal who
giveth; I bring the waters sounding; the gods move according to
the perceptions of my mind.
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7y\. EdvodAsnA~
 v
fAhmkrv\.
3. v
svtAtA. y:
.
aEtET`v\. aEtTFnAmEBgtAr\.
I shattered to pieces, rejoicing, the nine & ninety cities of Shambara; the hundredth I made a city of dwelling in man’s universal
extension when Divodasa’s being I increased, Divodasa of farranging knowledge.
4. mzto. v
g
n mz(sdfA, pE"Z,.
 s; a-t;. bl
n k+o Bvt;.
7y
n
<y,. f\snFygmn
<y, -vsmAnjAEt<y, pE"<y,.
ac"yA -vDyA. c"vEjtyA -vDyA rT
n. -vDAfNdo rTvAcF.
May that bird, O ye Maruts, be ﬁrst of all the birds and a hawk
swift-winging above all hawks since, perfectly winging over, he
brought to man by actionless self-calm the offering loved of the
gods.
Ev,. 7y
n, This verse perfectly establishes the psychological
intention of Ev, and the ﬁgure of the hawk.
5. v
EvjAn,. sompAlkABFqyn^.
Brt^. ahrt^. aAXtvAn^.
ty\. E"\.
When the bird (of manifestation) brought thence his burden,
quivering (or putting forth vigour) was he released, mind-swift
on the paths of wideness; mightily the hawk came with (or attained strength by) the honey wine of the Soma and he attained
in this world the revealed knowledge.
ty\
6. prAvto. drAd^.
a\f;\ ddmAno. som\ DAryn^.

dvAvAn^. 
dv
{, sEht,.
The hawk of strength straight-ﬂying took the brightness from
on high in his force, the intoxicating wine; he brought the Soma,
growing ﬁrm in his strength, full of the godhead, taking it from
that higher heavenly world.
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prAvto

7. p;r\ED,. bh;kmA.
amro. amY, A: id,.
The hawk seized & brought the Soma, a thousand pourings and
ten thousand thereto; here the holder of the city slew the hostile
energies in the rapture of the Soma-wine, unlimited he destroyed
their limitations.
som,
p;r\ED,
27.
1. avv
d\. aAn;p&y
ZA:AEsq\. prmA(mn, skAfA(sv
 
dvA jAtA
i(yv
EdqEm(yT,.
p;r,. frFrAEZ.
ar"n^. apAlyn^. yTAh\ frFrAd^ &yEtEr'mA(mAn\ n jAnFyA\ tTA
mAmr"E=(yT,.
a/
{q ok, p3t
. 7y
nBAv\ smA-TAy gBA1og
n En,st,. EqgB

fyAn, sn^ b}t
 n; sE=Et
  gB
While I was yet in the womb I knew in their order all the births
of these gods. A hundred cities of iron kept me in; now I have
cleft my way out of them as the hawk in my speed.
2. joq\. pyA5m^.
apjBAr. apjhAr. gB
_Ep vsto m
 moho nABEd(yT,.
Im^. id\ gB-T\ d;,K\.
(v"sA vFy
Z. tF#Z
n :AnsAmLy
n.
a<yAs. a<yBv\.
ImA. sv-y 
rk,.
p;r\ED,. p;rA\ DArk, prmA(mA.
ajhAt^. a(yjt^. jGAn.
ff;vAn,. vDmAn, pErpZ, prmA(mA.
vAtAn^. gB
fkrAvAyn^.
He took not from me my consent, (or he bore me not unconsenting), ﬁlled with an all-shattering energy I took my seat upon his
wings; impetuous in force the master of the city left his foes, he
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overcame & passed by the strength that grew in him the winds
of the Prana.
ImA
p;r\ED,
vAtAn^
3. a-vnFt^. avAH;K\ fNdmkrot^.
yEd vA. ydA c. v
Et cAT
.
yd^. y\ p;r\ED\.
ato &yh;,. a-mAQ
nA(sompAlA EvE"5v\t,.
mnsA B;r*yn^. mnov
g
n g\t;EmQCn^.
kfAn;rt=Amk, sompAl,.
sjdv. (y'vAn^.
tTA c b}AZ\. t-yA an;Evs>y kfAn;, sompAl, s&y-y pdo
nKmEQCdEd(yAEd.
When now the hawk sent down his clanging cry from heaven
each time they bear hence (or from here) the master of the city,
when the archer of the subtle life willing fullness by the mind
shot at him, then unloosed the string
vA = and
4. aED o,. upEr E-TtAd^ 1;lokAt^.
Im^. somm^.
yAmEn. y;/
.
Est-y. kfAnor-/
{b/-y.
v
,. gt;,.
ptE/. ptnfFlm^.
a\t,. m@y
 E-Tt\.
Straight in ﬂight the hawk bore him on the mighty upper plateau
(of Mahas) as Bhujyu the enjoyer from the world of Indra,
— deep in that winged passage ﬂew of the bird now speeding
forward in his course.
bhto o,
sAn;,
Est,
5. goEBr'\. g&y
n pysA Es'\.
f;"\. sArop
t\.
yt\. d>\.
a\D,. soml"Zm=m^.
EtDt^. EtdDAt;.

klf\. pA/
 E-Tt\.
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Now the white jar sprinkled with the rays (or by the cows),
the pure bright food increasing, offered by the Adhwaryus in
front of the honey-wine, let Indra dispose for intoxication in
the drinking, the mighty One dispose for intoxication in the
drinking (lit. to drink for intoxication).
a@vy; .. a\Ds^ .. B;>y;
28.
1. apo. vE+l"ZAy;dkAEn.
iv. a/
vfNdAT
.
With thee as companion, in thy friendship, O Soma, Indra set
the waters ﬂowing for man; he slew the serpent destroyer; he
poured forth the seven streams; he opened the doors that were
sealed.
2. c"m^. pv, E.c"-y rT-y
{k\ c"mAEQCnt^.
bhtA. mhtA\tEr"
Z.
mho d;ho. Bt-y do`D;, sy-y s\b\ED svto g\t c"Emd
ZApAhAEr.

With thee as companion Indra cut out straightway by violence
the wheel of the Sun, O Moon-lord of delight. The inﬁnite
life that dwells on the mighty upper plateau (of our being)
was uncovered from our vast foeman (or from the assailant
of Mahas).
3. aBFk
. s\g}Am
.
p;rA. pvA
 tv pAnANDblO.
yAtAm^. gQCtAms;rAZAm^.
svA. svAEZ.
d;roZ
. d;rvn
 rE"t;mf
 d;rvgAh
 
df
 "(vA n kmZA -vkFy\
kAym;E7y gQCt, pETkAyTA Dnlol;poro h\Et t.t^.
Indra slew, Agni burned, O Indu, the demons before the midday
in their meeting; many thousand companies of the assailants he
crushed as by the might of his will in their inaccessible dwelling.
fvA
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4. sFm^. enAd-yn^.
dAsF,. kmhFnA,.
af-tA,. gEhtA,.
apEcEt\. pjAm^.
Everywhere, O Indra, thou hurledst the destroyers down to the
nethermost places, thou madest unmanifest their hostile peoples.
You twain oppressed & crushed our foes; by your smitings you
won worship.
apEcEt
5. ay\ go,. awsmh\ gvA\ smh\ c.
aAddt\. aAdryt\ governing ay\.
"AEt^. pZFnA\ BmF.
axA. afnpr
Z bl
n.
ErErcT;,. rEctv\tO.
ttdAnA. f/ZA\ Eh\skO.
evA s(y\. y;vAm
v
{v\ y(ktv\tO t(sv, s(ym
v.
Thus you in the fullness of your might, O Soma, thou & Indra,
driving towards us that truth which is the wide force of the
Light, tore open by the thunderbolt the things that were covered
and enriched these earths, our dwelling places.
29.
1. EtrEt^. A5AEn. Etr, st, iEt A5-y. En 3.20. iEt yA-k,.
p;!EZ. pZAEn.
UtF. r"ZAT,.
ay,. -vAmF.
aA\gq
EB,. -to/
{,.
s(yrADA,. s(yDn,.
Come to us with increase, O Indra, established by praise, with
thy havings of plenty, drawn by thy brilliances, full of delight,
— come even from the levels in thy high activity to our many
offerings, manifested by the strong, having the joy of the truth.
aA\gq
Etrs^
rADs^
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2. nyo. n<yo Eht,.
The strong one who perceiveth comes to our sacriﬁce called by
the distillers of the Soma; he who fearless in his thinking and
drawn by perfect steeds of sense takes his joy with the strong
souls that offer the Soma-wine.
3. j;+Amn; Edfm^. s
EvtAs; svAs; Ed";.
u.AvqAZo. som
noE(sQymAn,.
Let his ears hear the knowledge that he may increase, even in
the direction that he loves, that he may rejoice; mounting in his
growing mastery, strong for the rapture, may Indra effect for us
safety in our passage & freedom from fear.
rADs^
4. (mEn. aA(mEn E-TtAnA(mv7yAn^.
UtF. r"ZAT,.
nADmAn\. yAcmAn\.
i(TA. i(Tmn
n kAr
Z.
He who cometh to the [
] with increase here, to the soul
enlightened that calls him and manifests by speech, setting in
himself in hundreds & thousands his swift ones under yoke.

,.
5. bhEv-y. mhF5
aAkAy-y. aA smtAt^ -t;(y-y.
rAyo dAvn
. Dn-y dAn
.
B
jAnAso. (vA\ BjmAnA, -yAm Bv
m.
In thee increased, O Indra master of substance, may we illumined
become sages expressing all of thee, enjoying the felicities of the
vast heaven embodied here and of wide content for the giving.
19
1. UmA. r"kA,.
v\. dfnFy\.
Verily, O Indra of the lightnings, all the gods wide-living who
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hear the call, choose out thee alone in the slaying of Vritra, thee
who art swift & vast & increasest the two ﬁrmaments elect.
s;hvAs,.
Um,. wide-living, desirous, kindly, producing.
2. Ejv}yo n. jFZA, v/A, Eptro yn, p;/AEnvAvAsj\t.
EvwD
nA,. Evw-y FZEy/FvtnF, sv/ vEtkA ndF,.
Ard,. kq
Z Evl
Kn\ ktvAnEs.
The gods [
] sent thee down; thou becamest supreme king, O
Indra, a womb of Truth; thou slewest the dragon that slept coiled
around the sea, thou hewedst out the powers of movement that
are its universal streams.
EjEv}
vtEn
EvwD
nA,
3. ab;@y\. d;Ev:Anm^.
ab;@ymAnm^. Ekm=yjAn\tm^.
s5 vt,. spZ-vBAvA ap,.
apvn^. pOZmA-yAm^. Sayana appeals to the authority of the
Taittiriya for his “full moon”.
The dragon insatiable, wide-extended, that cannot be known
(or waked) & waketh not to knowledge but lies in deep sleep, O
Indra, him thou didst rend with the lightning-ﬂash in his jointless
frame (?) who lies against the seven slopes.
4. "Am b;\. b;mtEr"\ "Am "FZodkm"odyt^ s\Epp
q.
vAZ. udkEmv.
yOAt^. aBA\"Ft^.
kk;B,. p"An^.
Indra dug out by his ﬂaming force earth for a foundation, as
the wind by its violences digs up the waters; desiring force he
shattered the things that were ﬁrmly settled; he broke down the
peaks of the hills.
5. Evst,. EvsrZfFlA ndF,.
UmFn;Nj,. m
GAnvDF,.
They ran to thee like women to a child, like chariots the hills
sped together; thou didst satisfy those that moved abroad, thou
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didst crush what were heaped high; O Indra, thou settest ﬂowing
the pent up rivers.
6. mhFmvEnm^. mhtF\ BEm\. Elsewhere avny, is rendered n1,
t;vFty
 vyAy. names of Kings
"r\tFm^. aBF+An^ kAmAd;htFm^.
nmsA. a=
n.
ejdZ,. cltAZsodk
n.
That great birth & universal stream ﬂowing for manifestation
of Force & wideness of being (or for him who manifests force &
widens his being) thou didst give delight by submission to that
moving ocean; thou madest, O Indra, its rivers easy to cross
over.
avEn
7. nBv,. f/ZA\ Eh\EskA.
vA,. s
nA,. But cf Latin vacuus.
@v6A,. klAnA\ @v\EskA.
y;vtFr^. aE`EmEtA,.
t:A,. t-yA=-y jnEy/F,.
ag}v,.
ag}gAEmnFndF,. ag}v
{tt^.
;
; iEt ndFnAm
DvAEn. EnjlAn;=tAd
fAn^.
a[An^. mAg-y gt%n^ tqAZAn^ EppAsyA y;'Ap;zqAn^.
d\s;p<F,. dmnprA as;rA, s;]; ptyo yAsAm^.
-ty,. -trFEnv>svA gA,. ssvAkAr
(yT,.
[Riks 7 – 11 not translated.]

Mandala Seven
[16]
[RV VII.41 – 50]
Seventh Mandala.
Hymn 41.
2. AtEjt\. P.P. [Padapatha] Sayana separates. Cf other passages.
aAD}Ed^ .. t;rEd^ .. rAjA Ecd^ — dird eAtA bM xnSAlI rAjA.
But there are three. “One who holds .. one who makes the
passage .. one who is king” or “the grave .. the swift .. even
the King”.
aAD}, .. t;r,
B"FEt. ;AmAy vjnIy xn dA. Rather “enjoy”.
3. udvA dd=, “raise up” (to the higher Truth), “give us our
desire”
nEB, nv\t, -yAm — with goEBrw
{,
4. Ep(v
 — idbesr pAre
5. johvFEt — bArAr ;A>An kern
6. s\ .. nm\t — ;AmAidegr Ye ;Agmn k n bend downward to
the place of sacriﬁce
7. Evwt, pFtA,. s eN pbW. But cf Ep(v
 aAm^
Gt\ d;hAnA,. jlesk krtH
yy\. The gods.
Hymn 42.
1.  "\dn;nBy-y v
t;. pjn ;AmAedr eA ibeSFep A k n
adF. ;AdribiSA pI  YjmAn Ye r p eYAjnA k n
May the brilliant (or mighty) lords of the soul move forward, forward may he come who cries aloud in the region
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of ether, may the Fosterers of being move forward pouring
out its waters, may the two Stones (mind & body) be yoked
to their work, that are the mould of the material of sacriﬁce.

b}AZ,. The Brahmanaspatis as priests of the inner sacriﬁce.
"\dn;, either Indra or Parjanya. p
f, distinguished form
— from Epf^ to separate, distinguish .. or Epq^ to crush,
mould, shape.
2. snEv> EcrlND. This establishes the sense of sAn, in
sAn, etc.

Eq -

Easy of going & securely known to thee is the path, O Agni;
yoke in the Soma-offering thy bright steeds & thy ﬁerce-red
or those who in their seat are ruddy-active & bearers of
energy. I sit & I invoke the births of the gods.

snEv> s;t
 (?) y;#vA azqA, vFrvAh,
azqA, indicative passage for the double sense of azq.
3. mhyn^ S. takes “they worship”
ErErc
 S. “is better than all others”!
p;vZFk S. bh;t
jE-vn^
armEt\ Y Az vUimek ;Abit kr. Rather = arEt\ activity
Greatening for you the sacriﬁce with obeisances of adoration the Offerer in your presence overaboundeth in his
rapture. Sacriﬁce perfectly to the gods, O multitudinous in
force; set in movement the energy of the sacriﬁcial activities.

anFk — life, force (cf anFEknF army) .. appearance; object;
face.
4. -yonfF, — sueK SAiyt
Evf iy(y
{ inkTgAmI pjAek.
When in the house of the strong & the joyous the Guest
resting at his ease awakens to knowledge, Agni well-pleased,
rightly established in his home, gives so to the creature for
his journey to the supreme bliss (or gives so the bliss that he
may travel to it).
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5. sdtAm^ Sit on the seat at dawn & in the night!
Cleave in love, O Agni, to this our sacriﬁce; in Indra, in the
Maruts make us victorious; let the Night & the Dawn sit on
the seat of fullness; sacriﬁce here to Mitra & Varuna & let
them have joy of their desire.

yfs\ n, Sing. plur.
6. Thus has Vasistha desiring bliss in all its forms (or masteries,
energies) afﬁrmed in praise Agni of the Strength; may he
extend in us impulsive force & felicity & plenty & do ye
protect us always with glad states of our being.
Hymn 43
1. EvA. See Padapatha wh. [whether] EvA, or EvAEZ.
Sayana’s “hymns of the wise ones” is impossible.
For you the seekers of the godhead in the sacriﬁces have
realised in the word Earth & Heaven (the bodily & mental
states) by submission & adoration that they may impel us
(upward), — even they whose soul-thoughts yet unequal, O
ye illumined ones, spread out on all sides like the branches of
a forest tree (as branchings of the growth of lower delight).
2. y: et;. Ye gmn kn. See Padapatha.
GtAcF,. S. 6;c, — rather EDy,
sAD;. S. takes with bEh,. Probably with focF\Eq.
Let the sacriﬁce move forward (or let him, Agni, move forward in the sacriﬁce) like a horse swift-galloping (as the
nervous force impelled forward towards the attainment);
with one mind strain upwards the thoughts enriched with
brightness (the sacriﬁcial image is of ladles dripping with
clariﬁed butter); spread the seat of fullness effective for the
sacriﬁce; high rise the ﬂames of light seeking the godhead
(or the ﬂames of light effective for the sacriﬁce of the lower
being).
3. Like sons sustaining wholly their mother let the gods sit on
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the high level of the seat of fullness; may the universal power
of thee set in action the force of knowledge; create not for
us enemies to smite us in the extension of the God.

EvB/A,

an';

4. The Lords of sacriﬁce have attained the enjoyment of Love,
for they pressed out, skilful milkers, the streams of the Truth.
Today attain to the eldest vastness of the riches of being and
with one mind stand in the divine endeavour.

s;d;GA, P.P. Either with 
dvA, or DArA,
mh, P.P.
5. Thus do thou for us, O Agni, be bountiful in the peoples;
by thee, O master of force, we [
] by thy felicity &
thy fellowship have the joy of fulﬁlment (or a common joy)
& are free from all hurt. Do ye protect us always with glad
states of our being.

aA-"A, ?

S. etAmAkWk ;pirt hyA

Hymn 44
1. Dadhikra ﬁrst of you (or for you) I call, the Aswins, Dawn
& Agni kindled high & Bhaga for my increase; Indra &
Vishnu & Pushan, Brahmanaspati & the sons of Aditi, Earth
& Heaven & the waters & Swar.

ap, waters or the Antariksha?
2. Let us awaken by adoration Dadhikra & impel him upward;
let us approach the sacriﬁce & seating Ila the goddess on
the seat of fullness, let us invoke the Aswins illumined &
swift to the call.
3. I awaken Agni Dadhikravan & express by speech Dawn &
the Sun & the Light and the red wideness of Varuna when
he hews the foe; let these remove from us every kind of evil.

b} mhB. Probably “broad, wide” = mht^.
m9to, SibnASkArI contrasted in IX[.97.54] with pfn
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cleaving & clinging.

4. Dadhikra, ﬁrst & full of strength & action, appeareth in
front of the chariots (the movements of Delight) consciously
perceiving, one in knowledge with Surya & the sons of Aditi
& the Vasus & the Angiras (with the divine illumination &
the gods of the inﬁnite Being & the lords of Substance &
the lords of Puissance).

a\Egrs^ here evidently a class of gods.
5. May Dadhikra in us work out a way of going that he may
follow the path of the Truth. May the Divine Might (or
host) hear us, even Agni, — may all They hear, the vast Gods
illimitable.
Hymn 45.
1. May Savitri the divine arrive, perfect in delight, ﬁlling the
mid-world, borne by his steeds (the nervous forces), holding in his hand many human fulﬁlments, bringing forth
& establishing here the fullness of being (or, that which
becometh).

s;r<, or else, perfect in light. But Savitri in this verse is not
the Sun, see l. 2, or not the Sun in his light-giving aspect,
but the creator, the bringer out, from the divine being, of its
human manifestations, nyA p;!EZ.
nyA or mightinesses.
Bm hardly here the earth. Lit. “becoming”, so “abundant
[or] full becoming”.
2. Loose & wide his arms of the bright-golden Light reached
up to the ends of Heaven (the mind); now may that might
of him labour & the Sun also give to him according to that
labour his own activity (ie the divine Truth manifest in the
creative illumined consciousness of man here).

pEn+

sr,. Note the difference between Savitri & Surya.

3. Verily may that divine creative Savitri create for us, master
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of substance, his many possessions; when he goeth abroad
in a wide energy, then he abounds for us in the enjoyment
of this mortality.

rAst
 expressing rather rich enjoyment or having than the
limited sense of giving.
4. Lo, these are the words of my hymn & they seek after Savitri
who has the tongue of perfect enjoyment, the arms of light
that are full, the effective hands of action. May he establish
for us a vast manifestation of being rich in content. And do
ye always protect us with states of happy being.

s;Ej\\ recalling s;r< of the ﬁrst verse.
Hymn 46.
1. Bring ye these Words (as offerings) to Rudra; ﬁrm is his bow
(of acquired possession) & swift are his arrows (of impulsion), the god who possesses the self-state of his nature (ie
who ﬁrmly holding the acquired state of being shoots from it
like a bow the fresh impulsions that lead to farther progress);
unconquerable & conquering, sharp are his weapons. May
he hearken to us.

E-TrDvn
 — E"
qv
 double meaning.
2. For he awakens to knowledge by secure dwelling in the
earthly birth and utter empire of the heavenly; ﬁxed in his
presence let him move to our doors that keep us; O Rudra,
be free from unfriendly powers in the forms that we create.

sAm}A>y
n
av=v\tF, or protecting to our doors that protect.
jAs; ? D. [Dutt] translates “do not give us disease”.
3. That brilliant force of thine which is loosed downwards
from thy heavens and ranges on the earth, may it encompass
us around; easily dawning upon us thou hast a thousand
powers of healing; do not harm to the things of our creation
& the things of our extending.
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pEr vZ'; — pirtAg k k D. -vEpvAt simply reproduced in
the translation.
4. Slay us not, O Rudra, nor deliver us over; let us not be in the
path of thy onset when thou art wroth. Enjoy in us in that
seat of fullness which is the expression of the living creature.
And do ye protect us always by states of happy being.

EstO

bEhEq jFvf\s


Hymn 47
1. O ye Waters of being, that supreme ﬂood of yours, a ﬂood
of revealed knowledge, which the seekers of godhead made
as a drink for Indra, may we enjoy today pure and free from
all rejection & raining the mind’s brightness and full of the
sweetness.

i, D. has vUimsUt
2. That ﬂowing abundance of yours, utter sweet, O ye Waters,
may he of the swift-movement keep in manifestation who
is the child of the waters, — that in which Indra with the
Masters of substance groweth drunk with rapture, may we
taste in you today growing to the godhead.
3. Full of a hundredfold puriﬁcation, rejoicing in the self-state
of the nature the divine waters move to the ranging-ﬁeld
of the gods & they measure not nor limit the activities of
Indra. Do ye to the Rivers offering — an offering full of the
mind’s richness.

pAT, or move into the path.
4. They whom the Lord of Illumination by his rays extended
and for whom Indra clove out their abundant movement, —
may those Rivers establish for us that which has the supreme
good. And do ye protect us always with states of happy
being.
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Hymn 48
1. Ye of the plenty who hold the shaping knowledge, take joy in
us of the Soma distilled, O Purushas great in your fullnesses;
may your downward powers come as force of action to us
& set in motion the human car.
2. Informed by your powers of knowledge, wide-pervading by
your powers of pervasion may we overcome by your force
all opposing forces; may he of the plenty keep us in the
possession of the plenty, with Indra for our yokefellow may
we pass through the coverer.
3. They also master the many states that have been expressed,
yea, in the upward struggle they conquer all & pass beyond. Indra & the Pervader & the Possessor of the shaping
knowledge & he of the plenty, ﬁghting our battle, scatter
the strength of the foe in confusion.

uprtAEt see P.P.
4. Now, O ye gods, create for us that which has the supreme
good, be all together in us for our continued being & may
the masters of substance utterly give force to us. And do ye
protect us always by states of happy being.
Hymn 49.
1. Eldest of the ocean they go amidst this water purifying all,
not resting in any, they whom Indra with the lightning, the
Male, [clove out] — may those divine waters keep me here
in my being.
2. The waters divine, — whether they that ﬂow in the channels we dig for them or they that are self-born, they who
are substance of the Ocean pure & purifying — may those
divine waters keep me here in [my] being.
3. They in whose midst moveth Varuna the King looking down
on the truth & falsehood in creatures, they who stream
sweetness & are pure & are purifying, may those divine
waters keep me here in my being.
4. They in whom Varuna the King, in whom Soma, in whom
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all the gods have ecstasy of the fullness of force, in whom
Agni, the universal Power, has entered in, may those divine
waters keep me here in my being.

Hymn 50.
1. Mitra & Varuna, protect me here; may neither that reach me
which houses itself in the body nor that which universalises
itself; vanished has the evil that resides in the activities &
that of imperfect vision; let not the Serpent ﬁnd me with the
attack.

ajkAv\. Apte a disease of the eye .. a venomous vermin.
2. That which becomes a pleasant evil in the various parts of
the solid being and enters the knees & the ankles, may Agni
burning purely repel it hence; let not the serpent ﬁnd me
with the attack.
3. The poison that is born in the shalmali tree & in the rivers
& from the herbs, may all the gods press it out of me. Let
not the serpent etc.
4. [Not translated.]

Part Four
Vedic Notes

Mandala One
[1]

iq^. Force. Cf I.46.6. yA n, pFprdE7vnA >yoEtmtF tmE-tr,.
tAm-m
 rAsATAEmq\ The force of light, O Aswins, which brought
us through the darkness to its other shore, in that force do you
for us take delight.
nAs(yA. Lords of our voyage. Cf 46.7. aA no nAvA mtFnA\ yAt\
pArAy gtv
. y;\jATAmE7vnA rTm^ O ye who are the ships of our
thoughts come to travel to the other shore; O Aswins, yoke your
car.
d\ssA. Fashioning. Cf 30.16. s no Ehr*yrT\ d\snAvA(s n, sEntA
sny
 s no_dAt^ It was he (Indra) who fashioned for us a brilliant
car; he is our saviour, for our safety he gave it.
d6A. Givers. Cf 30.17. aAE7vnAv7vAv(y
qA yAt\ fvFryA. gom6A
Ehr*yvt^ O Aswins, come with a force full of impetuosity and
vital energy, O givers of a radiant & brilliant wealth.
r<. Cf 41.6. s r<\ m(yo vs; Ev7v\ tokm;t (mnA. aQCA gQCEt
a-tt, Here Sayana says r<\ rmZFy\. That mortal moves unfalling towards every delightful possession & even the little he
possesses with continuity.
t\. Cf 41.4. s;g, pTA an"r aAEd(yAs t\ yt
. nA/AvKAdo
aE-t v, Easy to travel & unswerving is the path, O sons of
Aditi, for him who goes the way of Truth; nor is there in it any
pitfall. Also 46.11. aBd; pArm
tv
 p\TA t-y sAD;yA. adEf Ev
6;EtEdv, By tapasya the path of the Truth was for the voyaging
to the other shore; the wide ﬂow was seen of the Heaven (of
mind). (Heaven was seen streaming out far & wide.)
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[2]
[RV I.51 – 52]
Hymns of Savya Angirasa

q\. Say. -pDmAn\. A proof that mesha does not always mean
1. m
ram.
v-vo aZv\ cf mho aZ, 3.12. Say. DnAnAmAvAsBEm\.
mAn;qA. Possibly “mental”.
2. jvnF sntA ie Ila, the goddess of revelation. Say. 
rEy/F.
d"As Bvo gods of discernment .. gods of skill in work and
formation.
3. go/\. Say. gosmh\ or vV
rAvrk\ m
G\.
q; y\/
q; E"5Ay.
ftd;rq;. Say. ft.Ar
4. pvt the summit or high place of being.
sy, df
. Cf 7.3 sy, dFGAy c"s
.
Eyn, smAmnEt.
aEh\ v/\. Say. aA smtA/tAr\. tTA c vAjsn
so_E`nqomAvEBs\bBv svA, Ev1A\ sv, yf, svm=A1\ svA, Ey\
s y(svm
t(smBvt^ t-mAdEhErEt. tTA c fAKAtr
 smA~At\
yEdmA9okAnvZo>./-y v/(vEmEt.
5. mAyAEB,. Strength. Say. mAy
Et :AnnAm. fcF mAy
Et t=Ams;
pAWAt^.
f;5Av^. Say. tTA c kOqFtEkEBrA~Ayt
. as;rA vA aA(m=j;hv; z.At
_`nO t
 prABvE=Et.
Ej7vAn\. Say. j;gmnm
t(s\:k\ -totAr\.
6. snAt^ Say. EcrkAlAt^. Proof of meaning of sn^ to keep,
persist.
7. syk^ Say. sD}FcFn\. aprAH;K\ yTA BvEt t.t^.
8. rDy Say. r@yEtvfgmn
 — iEt yA-k, En 6.32.
fAkF Say. fE?ty;?t.
cAkn Say. kAmy
.
9. sEdh,. Probably an accusative plural of sEdh^. ? Fastenings.
-tvAn,. See -tom in 14.
10. nmZ, Say. nq; rE"t&y
q; yjmAn
vn;g}hb;E/y;?t. But probably
nom. plu. of nmZ^ strength or strong.
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. The present shows that there is no reference to any
11. ufn
legend. Locative of ufn\.
scA9. Why not scAn^? Cleaving to or growing strong.
v\k v\k;trA. Cp. & sp. in same case.
yEy\ Say. gmny;?tAm
GAt^. Absurd.
f;Z. A decisive verse for one use of f;Z, withering, drying
or dry, withered. d\EhtA is petriﬁed by the dryness, inert.
p;r, Evidently in a subjective sense.
12. 7lok\ Cf p;*y7lok. The story of Sharyata is obviously invented.
13. k"Fvt
 Story invented.
vc-y; Desiring self-expression.
aBA, mht
 Obviously the opposition of the aSp & the mht^.
m
nABvo vqZ7v-y. Story invented. Probably genitive.
14. -tomo ﬁrmly standing.
p[
q; Say. tTA c fAyAyEnEBrA~At\. p[A vA a\Egrs, pf; kAmA-tpo_t=y\t
Et. But probably p[\ = pAj-y\.
a7vy;, etc. The meaning of rT is here evident.
s;@yo Enr
k
. ? From Erc^. Puriﬁcation; kjarsic.
15. vjn
. Say. vjnvEt s\g}Am
.
sErEB,. “By the gods of light” or “with the wise ones”.
Sukta 52
1. m
q\. Again a clear proof that mesha does not mean Ram.
s;<v, Say. -totAr, or a7vA,. but see Verse 4. Say. s;]; BvtFEt
s;<v,.
a(y\ n vAj\. Say. gmnsADnm7vEmv.
vv(yA\. Say. (yAvtyAEm.
s;vE?tEB, .. mhyA. Helpful passage to decide the meaning.
2. DzZ
q;. Say. sv-y DArk
qdk
q;.
3. Say. wholly unacceptable.
4. bEhq,. Decisively proves that bEh, need not mean Kusha
grass.
s;<v, Sayana. n1,.
a;t=sv, Say. ak;EVl!pA,.
Uty,. Say. aEvtAro mzto. He takes aEBVy, with Uty,.
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5. r]vF, Say. gmn-vBAvA aApo.
Tritah. Elaborate legend.
-vvEV\ Say. -vBtvEVm\t\ v/\.
10. ayoyvFd^. Say. a(yT, pT`Bt aAsFt^. ak\pt
(yT,.
amvAn^. Decisive line for am,.
11. dfB;Ej, Say. dfg;EZtA.
q;. v/Ad
vD!pA E"yA.
bhZA Say. vh vSh pErBAqZEh\sAdAn
12. ap, -v, Decisive for ap, uz in I.36.8.
14. &yco Say. &yApn\.
15. BEVmtA. Say. BEVrE,
[3]
[RV I.58]
Hymns of Nodha Gautama
Sayana
58.
1. hotA either. En t;\dt
 EntrA\ &yTyEt — t;d &yTn
 — u(p =mA/-yA`n
, (?) -V;mf(vAt^ y.A EngQCEt. n Ect^ E"m
v
{, rjo Ev mm
. Enmm
 — pv, Ev1AmAnm=y\t sAED]
EB, smFcFn
Er"ms(kSpmBt^. idAnF\ t-y t
jsA kAfmAn\ sd;(p=Emv
d7yt
.
Sugg. n Ect^ — Is it not “Now indeed”? Now indeed the
force-born and immortal smites in (?) when he becomes the
envoy of the wide-dwelling (Sun); he has measured out the
Antariksha with most effective paths and in the formation of
the gods he by the offering lodges them (in the home of the
wide-dwelling Sun).
2. y;vmAn,. s\Emyn^ (grass, bushes etc) — rather taking (joining) to himself. aEvyn^. B"yn^ — aEvyE=(y
tdE>kms;
pEWt\ tq;. E"\ ats
q; a/AtsfNd, kA]vAcF — ats\ n
f;kEmEt dfnAt^. a(yo n. His back shines like a horse going
to and fro. ;Eqt-y p]\. d`D;Emt-tt, v>-yA`n
zpyvE-Tt\
>vAlAjAl\. sAn;. sm;EQC~tmB}\.
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Taking to himself his food, undecaying, seeking increase he
q; a(y, — covert meaning); as if a
leaps upon his fuel (or, ats
horse moving to the level of the wide-diffused (world of the rain
of truth -vvV
, cf 52 — rjso a\t\ .. -vvEV\) he cries aloud as if
making to roar the high level of Heaven.

, fAnEc bh;l\ C\dsFEt EvkrZ-y
3. "AZA hEvvhn\ k;vAZ, — krot
l;k^
p;roEht, p;r-kt, hotA summoner. Ev"; .. aAy;q;
like a chariot among ordinary people, praised among yajamanas!!
jsAn, -tymAn, vAyAEZ. s\BjnFyAEn DnAEn
or vrZFyAEn hvF\Eq. &y*vEt Evf
q
Z ApyEt or -vy\ AoEt.
aAn;qk^. aAn;q?t\ yTA.
The doer set in front by (or with) Rudras & Vasus, the priest
seated within conquering felicity, immortal, the god in human
creatures shining (or moving) like a chariot bears abroad (or
brings) uninterruptedly desired blessings.
4. ats
q;. u=tv"
q; j;hEB, hyt aAE-vEt j;&h, 6;c,
srZfFl
n t
j,sm
hn — s gtO — srtFEt sEZ, cf
t;EvvEZ, mhA-vn, vqAys
. vqvdAcrEs. dhsF(yT,
dm
. dF5>vAl

s*yA.
vEZ,
zf -

Impelled by the Wind (Pranic force) he spreads among the
trees (vnAEn .. at^ here not to move, but be, grow) easily with
his ﬂames of the offering in a moving chain (
EZ cf), he manysounding; when, O Agni, thou playest the bull with the things of
the woodland, black is thy path, O red-billowed, O undecaying.

.
5. tp;j,B,. tp\ Eq >vAlA evAy;DAEn m;KAEn vA y-y s,. yT
>vAlAsm
h sEt — to the bull gosm
h. rj, aAdv"A\tgtm;d k\. av vAEt &yAoEt. v\sg,. vnnFygEtvqA. ptE/Z,
ptnvto_`n
, -TAt;, like jn;q^ mn;q^ km;q^(?) or -TAt;rn\tr\
crT\ Byt
.
6. aA dD;,. aADAns\BAr
q; m\/
{, -TApn
n sm-k;vn^ hotAr\ summoner aEtET\. aEtETv(p>y\. y.A 
dvyjnd
f
q; stt\ g\tAr\.
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f
v\. s;Kkr\ Ed&yAy jmn
. 
dv(vA5y
 cAz\. foBn\
7. s5 j;\, .. vAGt, s5s\HyAkA hotAro .. E(vj, arEt\ vsnA\.
ApEytAr\.
gEtApZyo, yAEm. yAcAEm — vZlop7CA\ds,
8. Em/mh, an;kldFE5m=`n
. fm. s;KAEn Ujo npAt^ a=-y
p;/ — B;?t
nA=
n jWrA`n
, vDnAd`n
r=p;/(v\.
aAysFEB,
&yA5
{,. y.A ayovYtr
{,. pEB, pAln
{, — p% pAlnprZyo,.
9. v!T\. aEnVEnvArk\ gh\ Bv. fm. s;K\ yTA BvEt tTA Bv
EDyAvs;,. kmZA b;A vA A5Dn,
[4]
[RV I.65 – 66]
Hymns of Parasara Shaktya
I.65
1

tAy;, thief with the cow in mountain cave .. (query, one who
forms, creates p7vA by the cow of vision)
g;hA ct\t\. See parallel passages. S. ab}pAyA
\ g;hAyA\ or a7v 
(Tg;hAyA\ Taitt. s EnlAyt so_p, AEvft^ or (sruti) aE`nd
v
<yo EnlAyt. a7vo !p\ k(vA so_7v(T
 s\v(srmEt]t^
S. going = vtmAn\. ctEtgEtkmA. Perhaps “hiding” cf
ct;, four = originally, side, wall
Data ct^ 1 ask, request 2 go
Caus. to cause to hide scare, terrify
cEtt hidden, made to disappear cAtn driving away, removing cAtn\ removing, scaring away .. tormenting, afﬂicting ct;l depositing, placing c(vr a quadrangular
place or courtyard, a levelled spot of ground for sacriﬁce,
a place where many roads meet, a collection of four chariots. c(vAl, a hole in the ground prepared for oblation or
sacriﬁcial ﬁre, Kusha grass, womb. ct;r clever .. swift ..

ct\t\
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charming ct;r, round pillow .. crooked gait .. elephant’s
stable (also ct;r\). ct;r\ cleverness. See also cV^, cZ^, c\X^
and their derivatives.

g;hA
nm, S. offering food; really “obeisance, devotion”
y;jAn\ 1. aA(mnA s\y;jAn\. So “taking to himself”; may it not =
y;j^?
Parallel passages.
DFrA,. S. The intelligent gods. Simply the thinkers — possibly
the Angiras Rishis.
sjoqA,

smAnFty,

pd
{,. S. Tracks.
Parallel passages.
yj/A,. S. yjnFyA, to be worshipped with sacriﬁce. But he also
takes it active elsewhere.
upsFdn^ S. smFp\ A;vn^. ddf;Er(yT,. But simply “came” or
“came up to thee” or else “came for the knowledge”
2

t-y S. gt-y plAEyt-yA`n
,. Absurd. t-y v}tA = prms(y-y
DmAn^, or else s(y-yA`n
DmAn^. Is t ever adjective in R.V.?
t-y v}tA Parallel passages
v}tA S. kmAEZ. But it means “a regular or ﬁxed course of action” = Dm. S. says his actions of going, sitting, lying etc
av
V;mgmn^ — cf such expressions as dYAEn v}tAEn which
means “ﬁrm, unchanging courses or laws of action” or
adNDAEn v}tAEn. Hence the later meaning of v}t
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pErEV,. S. pErt, svto_v
qZ\ — iq; iQCAyA\. No .. Agni became
pErt, E-Tt, all encompassing as the heaven encompasses
the earth. Cf aEBEV,. gEvEV, is different in formation.
1On Bm. S. Earth became like heaven. But it means “as earth
heaven” or “a great wideness like heaven” or “encompassing the earth like heaven”.
vD,Et. S. The waters increase him, ie so keep him that the gods
cannot see him, but that would rather show than hide him.
pvA. S. -to/
Z. I take it as “working, toil”. The waters increase
him by their working. Cf Greek pnoc toil, Tamil pan. to do,
act. pZ^ to deal, trafﬁc, trade and its derivatives. pn;, = toil
s;EfE7v\. S. s;]; vEDt\
t-y S. y:-yA=-y vA yonO kArZBt
 jl
. yoEnEr(y;dknAm gB

gB-TAn
 Sayana says the Fish gave news of him. Taitt. t\

dvtA, 
{qm
{QCn^. t\ m(-y, Ab}vFt^
3

p;EVn r*vA S. (1) delightful (X1A) as the increase of desired
fruits, because all dealings with both worlds depend upon
Agni.
or (2) g\t&y, or fNdnFy, -t;(y, — ie Agni is got in the sacriﬁce by offerings as increase is got. -t;(y, not possible — cf
66.2
EgErn B;>m BojEytA with its fruits and roots, as Agni by cooking
our food, or as Agni gives enjoyment of Paradise or as a
mountain protects people in famine by its fruits and nuts,
so Agni delivers from sin.
f\B;

s;Kkr\

a>mn^ battle — why not course, race?
jA(y7v,

a(y, sttgmnfFlo

sgt?t, Evsjn
n gEmt, to the man who has to be killed;
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instr. compound ttFyA kmZFEt pvpdkEt-vr(v\ t\c; gtO

Es\D;, n "od, -y\dnfFlm;dkEmvAymEp fFG}gAmF "od, = udk\
";d^ to tread on, trample, strike against, crush, bruise,
pound. At. [Atmanepada] to move, be agitated.
"od, pounding .. mortar .. ﬂour .. dust .. small particle
"ods^ water.
ko vrAt


ko vAry
t^
4

Es\DnA\ -y\dnfFlAnAmpA\
jAEm, b\D;, because they are born of him tTA~At\. a`n
rAp, or
because he hid in them and then became very friendly with
them,
B}AtA as a brother is Ehtkr, to his sisters
i<yAn^ S. 1. enemies — EBy\ y\tFEt. 2 rich men — by taking
from them their wealth. In either case EhnE-t.
iB, (i-Bn^-Ek) elephant; Vd [Veda] fearless power or servants, dependants
i<y wealthy (Dk [Dashakumaracharita]) .. belonging to
one’s servants
i<y, a king, elephant driver, acc. to S. enemy
i<yA a female elephant .. olibanum tree, boswellia serrata.
i<yk wealthy, rich.
Suggestions to follow, go (elephant cf T. [Tamil] yanai) ..
to attack (enemy) .. to rule (If^) so king, rich or powerful
man .. power .. The servants, retinue from sense of to go
with, follow

dAEt

ECnE>
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5

7vEsEt. S. He breathes there when he runs away from the gods,
ie is hidden.
"(vA S. :Anh
t;nA(mFy
n kAf
n
c
Et], S. with EvfA\ — aEtfy
n :ApEytA — ie by the light he gives
at night.
"t; in sense of knowledge
c
Et], Parallel passages.
v
DA, S. EvDAtA 6VA. Soma creates the plants which are eaten
Bo`yjAt\, Agni is the eater Bo?t, as somo vA aoqDFnA\ rAjA
and Taitt. aE`nr=Ado_=pEt, and in Vajasaneyaka etAv.A
idm=\ c
{vA=Ad7c som evA=mE`nr=Ad,
Does v
DA = creator?

tjAt, born from water
Ef7vA S. (1) fyAn,. Agni has contracted like an animal in the
waters (2) (the cow) with the calf
EvB;, Bt, when born as opposed to contraction or BtAvyv,
like the cow in his birth — all this to be connected with
7vEsEt
I.66
1

Ec/A. cAynFyo EvEc/!po vA like wealth
s\dk^ s\dVA (dfEytA of all things v-tnA\) like the sun — may it
not be “seeing of the sun”?
aAy;, s\crn^ like the breath moving (in the mouth) or as the
AZvAy;rAy;jFvnmv-TApyEt (S. yAvE-mn^ frFr
 AZo vsEt
tAvdAy;,)
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En(yo n sn;, D}v,
; p;/ iv EykArF because Agni gives Swarga.
Sru[ti]: p;/, Ep/
 lokk>jAtv
d iEt
Parallel passages
t?vA gEtmAn7v, tk hsn
.
meanings.

BEZ,
D
n;,

a/ g(yT, as that is one of its

BtA DAryEt poqyEt — may it not be “swift”?
FZEytA

EsqE?t

d`D;\ smv
{Et s
vt
 vA
2

"
m\.

-tot<yo d>-y Dn-y r"Z\ DAryEt = kt;, foEt

r*v, delightful or g\t&y, — ghv(sv
{, A=yt

yv, is upBo`y because it is p?v, ripe, Agni because he cooks
pAkAEdkAyh
t;tyA!!
jnAnA\ of enemies m@y

-t;<vA 
dvAnA\ -totA
f-t, famous HyAt, among Yajamanas.
vAjF as a horse goes joyfully to battle, so Agni joyfully carries
the offerings.
vy,

a=\

dDAEt

dDAt; let him give us
3

d;rokfoEc,

d;Apt
jA, uc smvAy


"t;, — ﬁrm as a kmZA\ ktA. As he is ﬁrm, without negligence
and wakeful in his works, so Agni is ﬁrm and wakeful in
burning the Rakshasa
cf 1.5
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ar\. al\ BqZ\ — as a wife in a house so Agni is aE`nho/AEdg
h
an ornament for every sacriﬁcer
Ec/ 2 meanings
7v
t, f;B}vZ aAEd(y iv one at night, the other at day. But what
of the white horse?
(v
q,

dF5, — keen ﬂaming

sm(s; smAn\ mA1\(y
EvEt smd, s\g}AmA, y.A sMygE> B"yEt
vFrAEnEt smt^
4

s
nA

in
n sh vtt iEt s
nA

am\ dDAEt

By\ kroEt bl\ dDAEt vA = is strong — Yaska.

Ed1;t^ v[nAm here = iq; like the shining faced arrow of the
shooter it frightens the enemy
ym, Agni is giver of desires to praisers yQCtFEt or twin because born with Indra. All creatures born or to be born are
Agni, because all BAvs are subject to Agni on account of
aAh;Et — sv
qA\ BAvAnAmAh;Et.ArA`yDFn(vAt^
Possible “Like Yama he controls what is born and what
is to be born.”
jAr,

pEt, S. quotes a Rik.
somo ddN\DvAy g\Dvo ddd`ny
.
rEy\ c p;/A\7cAdAdE`nm}mTo imA\
and tTA cAHyAyt

an;pjAtp;zqs\Bog
QCAv-TA\ E-/y\ somo l
B
. s c som
Iqd;pjAtBog
QCA\ tA\ Ev7vAvsv
 g\DvAy AdAt^. s c g\Dvo
EvvAhsmy
_`ny
 ddO. aE`n7c mn;jAy B/
 Dnp;/
{, sEhtA EmmA\ AyQCt^. Agni is the lover at the time of marriage,
because then their virginity ceases.
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 pEtEr(yEp Engmo
But Yaska Ni. 10.21 ttFyo_E`n-t
BvEt
Or, says S, he is the jnFnA\ pAlEytA because he gives the
fruit by the sacriﬁces performed.
5

crATA crTyA — crT, pf;,. t(Bv
{XdyAEdEB, sA@yAh;EtrEp cr T
(y;Qyt
 — the effect being expressed by the cause
vs(yA p;roXAfA1Ah;(yA (in the Sadhyahuti) — EnvstFEt -TAvro
v}F}AEdvsEt, — Yaska
n"\t
 So P.P. 3rd for 1st person &yA;yAm? But obviously it must
be n"\t,. For present participle in place of verb,
Parallel passages

nFcF, it-tto EntrAm;NQC\tF>vAlA, as the stream goes quickly
downward
{not^


ryEt


-vdfFk


nBEs vtmAn
 dfnFy
_`nO

gAv,

gmn-vBAvA r7my,

nv\t


s\gQC\t

[5]
[RV I.74 – 77]

74 1 a-m
 = in us. aAr
 a-m
 c f*vt
. The god hearing within
the man.
3 rZ in sense of battle? but “delight” is also possible.
4 v
Eq h&yAEn vFty
 — vFEt = journey cf dt
cf 6 vhAEs tA9 ih 
dvAn^ f-ty
. h&yA s;7c\d vFty

d-mt^ effective d-m(kZoy@vr\
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. Passive = yt

7 f*v
 rT-y
yo, = going n yozpENdr7&y, f*v
9 EvvAsEs. 1;m(s;vFy, bhd`n
 EvvAsEs 
dv
<yo 
dv dAf;q

75 1 vc, = expression in psychological sense j;q-v sT-tm\
vco 
dv=sr-tm\
=sr, = enjoyment in psychological sense.
2 a\Egr-tm. Angiras as epithet.

Etmnso vrAy B;vd`n

76 1 vrAy — supreme good f\ — kA t up
f\tmA kA mnFqA
d" in sense of mental capacity, discernment.
cf sOmnsAy — 2
2 av^ = foster, increase, not protect. avtA\ (vA rodsF Ev7v Emv

4 jA in psychological sense jAvtA vcsA aAsA aA c h;v

5 kEv, — cf s(ytr
77 1 Making the gods kZoEt 
dvAn^ in 2 aA kZ;@v\
2 v

dvAn^ v
, = create jnyEs or gQCEs
3 my, not possibly mortal = strong. s Eh "t;, s my, s
sAD;,
"t;, power of work, not sacriﬁce
d-m
Evf, aArF, — evidently aArF, = aAy, = doers of the work.
4 v
t; — go or manifest DFEt\
Past participle in active sense — vAjstA,
[6]
[RV I.94 – 100.1]
Hymns of Kutsa Angirasa

. S. p>yAy Panini ah^ = pjA, f\sA
1 (a) aht
s\ mh
m. S. sMyk^ pEjt\ k;m,!!
jAtv
ds
. 3 senses
(b) s\sEd. S. s\Bjn

mEt,. S. kVA b;E/,
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s;vFy,. S. takes = adjective
2 sADEt S. -vAEBlEqt\ sADyEt
— Dn\ understood cf 3 sADyA EDy,
anvA S. f/;EBr(yt,
(b) ttAv. S. vT, sO/o DAt;,
3 fk
m. S. sEmD\ sMyEg/\ kt;, — can it be soY;\, DArEyt;\?
4 Ecty\t, making to know? or getting to know. S. (vA\
:Apy\t,
pvZApvZA. P.P. pvZA_pvZA. S. Etp"mAv>A<yA\ dfpZmAsA <yA\.
EDy,. S. kmAEZ — why not “thoughts = hymns = prayers”,
if it must be ritualistic.
5 S. takes gopA, plural in agreement with j\tv, = jAtA r7my,
— and the rest separately supplying a?t\ = aAE7lV\ with
E.pt^ etc.
k
t,. S. dfEytA of everything hidden by Night, greater
than Usha because all night, she only in the last part.
a?t;EB, — drivings, impellings of the herdsmen gopA,. S.
a\jk
{ rE7mEB,!!
Ec/, S. EvEc/dFE5y;?t,
6 a@vy; , Sayana takes each word in alternative senses, one
the priest, ie he becomes the priest by dwelling in the priest,
eg jAWr!p
Z vAEg\EdyAED]At(v
n, and making him do his
functions, the other a Nairukta sense.
Nairukta sense. a@vr-y yAg-y n
tA 
dvAEt 
rEytA
dvAnAmA\AtA
hotA N. 
p&y, = m;Hy, in comparison with hota who is so in comparison with others.
fA-tA. N. kq
Z sv
qA\ Ef"ko_Es
R. y.A hotyj potyj
(yAEdnA 
{q
Z fA-tFEt m
{/AvzZ,
fA-tA
q;
p;roEht, p;r-tAdAgAEmEn -vgAdO Ehto_n;klAcrZ, or sv
kms; pv-yA\ EdEf aAhvnFy
 -TAEpto_Es. R. the Brahma —
representative of Brihaspati — bh-pEtd
vAnA\ b}Ah\ mn;yAZA\
( m\/A\tr
)
p;yEs S. takes vDyEs — may it not be vDs
?
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7 s;tFk, S. foBnA\g, — rather well-fronting
sdR^ S. Ev7vt, sv-mAdyn, sdfo BvEs = smAn, rather =
sdEV,
{tt^
tEd^. S. aEtknAm
8 pvo. S. in front of others.
f\s,. S. f\snFymEBfAp!p\ pAp\. It is evident it means “utterance, mantra”
d;EDy, S. takes evil-minded aEnVAcrZprAn^, but it is the opposite of s;DF and must mean either EmLyAb;E/, (or sdoqb;E/,)
or d;VkmA
(b) td^. S. id\ m.A\. Rather = t(s(y\
9 d;,f\sAn^ S. d;,K
n kFtnFyAn^
(b) y:Ay y:pty
. It is the
sacriﬁce that travels a@vro y:,
10 S. azqA = rocmAnO
vAtjtA. S. vAt-y vAyoj t\ jvo v
g iv
yyo,
(b) Dmk
t;nA. Dm, k
t;, :Apko y-y tAdf
n rE7mnA
ivEs. &yAoEq
11 ut. S. aEp — even the winged Gods. Rather “also” = even
t
 tAvk
<yo S. all the wood for you and so for your chariots.
The ﬂames go ﬁrst & make it easy for the chariots!!
t>
 not svmr*y\ tdA, but that goal of thine t(s(y\ cf t>
 Bd\
& Sayana’s note

. S. DArZAyAv-TApnAy. From DA. S. understands Bvt;
12 DAys
and ay\ = -totA. Rather it is ay\ 
h, and DAys
 avyAtA\.
avyAtA\ S. av-tANQCtA\ that is in Antariksha below Swarga!
it is rather descending
m. S. s;Ky s; S. s=\
13 
dvo 
dvAnA\. S. 1otmAn, sv
qA\ 
dvAnA\ Em/,
vs;vsnA\. DnAnA\
EnvAsEytA
tmh=Am
a`;t, S. mhAn^. So in 12 a`;t i(y
 svt, pT;tm

sT-tm
. S. reads s\T-tm
fmEZ y:g
h
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 Bd\ yt^ (v(s\b\ED t(Kl; BjnFy\. Ek\ p;n-tt^. jrs
 -tys
14 t>
iEt ydE-t
-v
 dm
 S. u>rv
Edl"Z
 EnvAs-TAn
. -vo loko yd;>rv
dFnAEBErEt
;t
,
(b) r<\ rmZFy\ kmPl\ vA
15 svtAtA. S. svAs; kmtEtq; y.A sv
q; y:
q;. Yaska svA, -t;tyo
y
q; yAg
q;.
Z
n kSyAZ
n
aEdt
 aK\XnFy (b) Bd
 BjnFy
codyAEs S. s\yojyEs
“He whom thou yokest with happy force, becomes wealthy;
and let us be yoked with wealth accompanied by sons and
grandsons.”
95.
1 -vT
. = s;_aT
 S. foBngmnAgmn
 ( -vrZ
 ) . y.A aT, yojn\.
Rt — BAv
 kmEZ vA T(yy,. He takes it as dual plural,
adjective. May it not be singular locative noun — udatta
on ﬁrst syllable of second member of compound a poetical
usage aA1;dA>\ c^ C\dsFEt; but this seems to be the rule
with compounds of s;
v(s\. S. each her own son. ayAyA = pr-pr&yEthAr
Z -vkFy\
rs\ pAyyt,. Agni is the Day’s, Surya the Night’s. ay-yA\.
Other than his own mother
hEr,. S. rshrZfFl aAEd(y,!!
ddf
. df
7C\dEs l;R^lR^ElV iEt vtmAn
 ElV^
2

df. The ten regions from the clouds — or ten ﬁngers from
the air-element.
(v+;, dF5Am@ymA.Ayo,. He quotes Sruti a`n
Eh vAy;, kArZ\
vAyorE`n, He derives from E(vq^ = to shine.
y;vty,. En(ytz*y, or apT(y vtmAnA,
EvB/\. S. EvXt\. He explains the r^ as a poetical form and B
q; Bt
q; EvXt\
Xg}hoB iEt B(v\. jAWr!p
Z EvB>y vtmAn\ = sv
n yfE-vnEm(yT,
-vyfs\. -vAy>yf-k\. aEtfy
jn
q; jnpd
q; svd
f
q;.
pEr sF\ ny\Et sv
 jnA, -vkFy\ 
df\
Apy\Et
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3

jAnA. jnnAEn jmAEn
pErBq\Et S. pErto_l\k;v,Et or pEr for sm^ = s\Bv\Et
a=s;. S. a\tEr"nAm fAst^ kq
Z :Apyn^ and Edf\ = k+A\
kk;B\
Z. He says like s;]; it equals sMyk^!
an;];. S. sMygn;"m

4

En*y\ S. gB!p
ZA\tEht\ ( abAEdq; )
v(so mAt%, S. Agni as lightning child of the cloud-waters
produces these cloud-waters by the foods of the offering. S. quotes Smriti a`nO A-tAh;Et, sMygAEd(ym;pEt]t
.
aAEd(yA>jAyt
 vE+v+
r=\ tt, jA iEt
apsAm;p-TAt^ S. sm;dAt^!! In 5 he takes it differently.

5

aAEv o. aAEv,fNdAQC\dEs — aAEvBt, kAfmAn,
cAz, S. foBndFE5, sn^
G
q; EtygvE-TtAnA\.
EjAnA\ S. k;EVlAnA\ m
Es\h\. S. shnfFlmEBBvnfFl\
uB
. S. 1AvApET&yO. Yaska suggests also Day and Night or
two armies. So also S. in next verse.

 BjnFy
 foBnA\`yO joqy
t
. S. s
v
t
 like servant girls to
6. Bd
a king
gAvo n upt-T;, S. takes all as part of the simile; but the
construction is, it was as if cows came to their calf — gAv,
= r7my,
{Er/
{, — iZ^ gtO
ev
{, -vkFy
d"AZA\ d"pEt, blAnA\ m@y
 ydEtfEyt\ bl\ t-yAEDpEt,
dE"Zt, the Ritwiks on the right side of the aAhvnFy.
a\j\Et. aAdFk;v,Et tpy\Et
7

bAh S. arms = rays EscO — Es\ct, Pl
n s\yojyt iEt EscO
1AvApET&yO
ytt
 -v&yApAr
 ytt
 — ytF y<

\jn^ S. -vt
jsA
a(k\ sArBt\ rs\
udjt
 U@v, rE7mEBrAd>

Esm-mAt^ S. sv-mA`tjAtAt^
<y, (yg}AEZ sv-y jgt aAQCAdkAEn t
jA\Es
vsnA. S. v ; dk
uNmyEt

8

u>r\. u(k+tr\
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s\p\cAn, v
{1;t!p
n s\y;', sn^
goEB, g\/FEB,
G-TAEB,
sdn
 a\tEr"

aE`,. m
b;\. udk-y mlBtm\tEr"\
DF, — DArk,
jsAQCAdyEt — mjq^ f;/O
mm>yt
. tdAnF\ mAE+ -vt

dvtAtA. 
dvnfFl
nAE`nnA ttA dFE5,
sEmEt, a-mAEB, -t;tA t
jsA\ s\hEtbBv
9. [y, rA"sAdFnAmEBBAv;k\
j, -vyfoEB, -vkFy
{-t
joEB, but
mEhq-y. mht, DAm. t
like -vyfs\ it may be adjective.
10 Dvn^ — ErEv rEv DEv g(yTA,
DvA\tEr"\ Dv\(y-mAdAp iEt
yA-k,
gAt;\ gmnfFl\ UEm, udks\G\
6ot, kZ;t
 6otsA vAh!p
Z y;'\ kroEt
q; D>
. S. a=nAm
{tt^ — for that reason he gets
snAEn. jWr
into the new plants produced by the rain to ripen them and
turn them into food.
11 
rvt^ rEymt
 Dny;'Ay (ct;LyA l;k^)
vs
. Because he is the kEv,

vs
 a=Ay dF=y-v

96.
1 <TA. S. Ecr\tn iv = pv, Ev1mAn iv as if preexistent!
kA&yAEn. "A\tdEfn, gSB-y kmAEZ
sADn^ sADy\Et k;v,Et
EDqZA. mA@yEmkA vAk^

dvA,
E(vj, gAhp(y!p
Z or i\dAdy, d(y
 DAry\Et. In latter
use dEvZ\ = hEvl"Z\ Dn\
2

pvyA aE`nd
v
/ i(yAEdkyA
 — kvn\
k&ytA g;EZEn]g;ZAEBDAnl"ZA\ -t;Et\ k;vtA — k; fNd
-t;Et\ kroEt
aAyo, mno, s\b\EDno?T
n c. Praised by Manu he created
men.
Evv-vtA. EvvAsnvtA Evf
q
ZAQCAdytA c"sA t
jsA

3

aArF, gQC(y, (aE`n\ -vAEmn\) not vocative in agreement
with Evf,!
Tm\ 
dv
q; m;Hy\
\jsAn\ -to/
{, sA@ymAn\
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Uj, a=-y p;/\ = jAWrAE`n, because it increases by food.
Brt\ hEvqo BtAr\ y.A AZ!p
Z svAsA\ jAnA\ BtAr\. yt
 c eq
AZo B(vA jA EbBEt t-mAd
q Brt iEt
d
n DnAEn yQC\tEm(yT,.
sdAn;\ spZfFldAny;'\. aEvQC
Note It Parasmaipada.
4. gAt\; Evdt^ an;]AnmAg, l\Byt;
mAtErwA sv-y jgto EnmAty,tEr"
 wsvtmAn,
Z l\BEytA
-vEvt^ -vg-y yAg.Ar
5. vZ, -vkFy\ !p\
aAm
MyAn
. pr-pr\ p;n, p;n, Eh\s\(yO
smFcF s\gt
 s\E+
 z¡, rocmAn,
6

b;, mlBt, by aAh;Et, vsnA\. EnvAsh
tnA\ DnAnA\
v
, aA(mAnmEBgQCt, p;zq-y amt(v\. -vkFy\

7

"A\. EnvAsEytAr\
,
st, sv/ Ev1mAn-y En(y-yAkAfAd
_s\HyAt-yAy-y BtjAt-y

8

t;r-y (vrmAZ-y clto j\gm-y dEvZ-y. Dn-y bl-y vA
snr-y s\BjnFy-y -TAvr!p-y Dn-y rAst
. yQCt;

Bvt, s`Av\ A;vto

97.
1 fof;ct^ a-m>o Eng(yA-mdFy\ f/;\ focyt;. y.A. a-mdFy\ pAp\
fokg}-t\ sE.n7yt;.
f;f;E`D. kAfy
aA sm\tAt^
2

[s;"
E/yA s;gAt;yA vsyA] foBn"
/
QCyA foBnmAg
QCyA Dn
QCyA

3

B\Ed], -tottm, As Kutsa is, so our praisers become. B\dEt,
-t;EtkmA. BEd kSyAZ
 c s;K
c
Et t; DAt;,

4

Since thy praisers become of numerous kinds by offspring,
therefore let us too have children and grandchildren.
jAy\t
 — p;/pO/AEd!p
Z bh;EvDA Bv\Et suggested by  jAy
mEh
= p;/pO/AEdEBzp
tA Bv
m

6

Evwt, — from every side.

8

Es\D; — river.

-v-ty
 "
mAT,
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aEt pq aEt"my pAly — p% pAlnprZyo,
98.
[1] v
{wAnr-y. nrAZA\ lokA\trn
t(v
n -vAEm(v
n vA s\b\EDn,
B;vnAnA\. BtjAtAnA\ aEBF,. aEByZFy aAEBm;Hy
n s
Evt &y, sn^.
it, from the aranis.
Ev c+
. id\ sv, jgE. c+
 Evf
q
Z
p7yEt
ytt
 s\gQCt
 — yet he says ytF y<

{E>rFyk\. But Yaska
sy
Z. u1\t\ vAvAEd(ymE`nrn;smArohtFEt t
am;to_m;y r7my, Ad;Bv\tFto_-yAEcq,. tyoBAso, s\s\g\ d¢
{v mv#yt^
2. p+, — s\-p+,. y.A EnEq'o EnEhto vtt
 -pf s\-pfn
. CA\ds,
skArlop, y.A pq; s
cn
 Sun. Garhapatya. Pakartham.
Probably = ﬁlled, BrA, Brpr
3

tt^. (vdFy\ td-mAEB, E"ymAZ\ kmAEvtTPl\ Bvt;.
mGvAno rAy,. Dnv\to rAyo DnvdEtEyA, p;/A, sc\tA\ s
v\tA\.
tt^ What we have prayed for.

99.
ds
 Yaska jAtAEn v
d jAtAEn v
{n\ Evd;jAt
 jAt
 Ev1t
[1] jAtv
iEt vA jAtEv>o jAtDno jAtEv1o jAt:Ano y>>jAt,
pfnEv\dt
Et t>jAtv
dso jAtv
d-(vEmEt Eh b}AZ\
v
d, Dn\
En dhAEt imp. [imperative] sense.
d;gAEZ
d;gmnAEn Bo';mfAEn d;,KAEn d;ErtAEn d;,Kh
t;BtAEn pApAEn
aEtpqt^. aEtpAryt; — aEt"my s;K\ Apyt; yet p% pAln prZyo,
100.
1 v*y
EB, vEZBv
{vFy
{,
smokA, sMyk^ smv
t,
pET&yA, ETtAyA Bm
, stFns(vA. udk-y sAdEytA gmEytA
q;
m
G
q; EnqFdtFEt
stFnEm(y;dknAm — qd£ EvfrZg(yvsAdn
stFn\ v ; dk\. Bvt; UtF. r"ZAy Bvt;
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[7]
[RV I.100.1 – 2]
Notes on Veda
Kutsa Angirasa
Hymns to Indra
I.100

EB, smokA,
1. s yo vqA v*y
S. kAmAnA\ vEqtA vEZBv
{vFy
{, s\gt,
He who is the Strong (Bull) housed with his strengths.

vqA may mean vqk, in some passages; but here its sense must
obviously be determined or coloured by the sense of v*y. If
v*y means strength, force, vqA must mean the strong one; if vqA
means Rainer, v*y must mean abundance. But we have vqFy,,
vEq],, comparative and superlative = stronger, strongest, larger,
largest, which must be originally from vqn^ — though used for
v/; the verb vq^ to have supreme power, to strike, hurt, vqyt

to be powerful, vq, a strong man, enemy, also virtue, cf Lat.
virtus, vqZ strong, stout. vq,, vqA, vqB,, bull, vEZ, ram, vql,
horse must come from the sense of male, stallion, the sprinkler,
impregnator (cf vqZ, scrotum, vy aphrodisiac, vqlF a girl in
menstruation); vqB, in fact means any male animal. The idea of
strength may come from this sense = virility, as here the Male,
Bull or Strong one with his virilities, cf n, n~\, vFr, vFy, etc,
or perhaps from the sense of striking, hurting, cf bl\ strength,
Greek belos, weapon, ballo, I strike.
vqA I take then = strong, as vq\tm, in v. 2.
The Maruts themselves are probably the strengths v*yAEn
of Indra; they are in their personality his nr, or vFrA,, therefore
in their force his nMZAEn, vFyAEZ, v*yAEn. Indra dwells with his
strengths, his Marut-powers.
mho Edv, pET&yA sm}AV^. The all-ruler of the great heaven
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and the earth. Is “great” here simply an epithet of the ordinary
heaven or sky, or does mho Edv, = bhto Edv,, the greater heaven,
-v,? I take it in the latter sense.

stFns(vA h&yo Br
q;. The assailer of the enemy to be called
in the bringings (of wealth) or battles.
S. takes stFns(vA = udk-y sAdEytA gmEytA. stFn he explains as m
G
q; EnqFdEt, that which sits in the clouds = water or
that of which stF = mA@yEmkA vAk^ is the inA IwrF, both of them
absurd and fanciful derivatives, the latter contrary to all the
rules of scientiﬁc philology.
s(vA means a charger, ﬁghter, warrior, from sd^ to move
on, attack; stFn is an archaic word of quite doubtful meaning,
possibly it means enemy, stFns(vA = assailer of the enemy.
Br
q;. How does Br, = battle? B means to bring in the Veda;
Br, would naturally mean bringing of wealth; but B may also
have meant in the archaic tongue to move, attack, or strike,
injure, so to ﬁght, there is some hint of this in the derivative
B(s^ to menace, revile. Or Br, may mean a burden, pressure, full
crowding of the ﬁght, mellay, cf BAr brunt, thick of battle (N.C.)
and bhara, to ﬁll in Bengali, from the original sense of loading
on, pressing in.
mz(vAn^ no BvE(v\d UtF. May Indra Marut-holding or Marutaccompanied be for us with or for our increase.
UtF S. U(y
{ for protection. UtF may stand for instr. or dat.
U(yA or U(y
{. But does UEt — av, mean protection or fostering? There is much here of ﬁghting and protection might be
the appropriate sense. But cf v. 7 where even S. cannot maintain this sense. The sense aid, increasing, fostering, makes good
sense everywhere in the R.V. but there are passages in which the
sense of protection is impossible. I therefore take av, and UEt
everywhere in the former sense.
The accepted senses of av^ are (1) to defend; (2) to please,
satisfy, do good; (3) to favour, promote; (4) to like, love, desire,
wish. It has also some other senses, among them vE/ increase.
Cf L. ave, fare well, prosper. UEt, means not only protection,
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but enjoyment, sport, play, a sense very close to felicity and
prosperity, and also favour, aid, as well as wish, desire.

v yAm, He whose march none has attained
2. y-yAnA5, sy-y
like that of the sun.
anA5, S. pr
{rA5A gEt, not got by others
Indra and Surya’s motion

Br
Br
 v/hA f;mo aE-t In mellay and mellay (or bringing
and bringing) the Vritraslayer is forceful or heroic.
f;m, S. as;rAZA\ foqk,
f;q^ is of the f; root. It means (1) to break etc, so to put forth
force f;m\, f;mn^ strength, f;Emn^ strong, cf fr,, f;VFr,, fv,, f;W^,
f;\X^, f;r^ etc (2) to burn, shine, blaze, f;m, = sun, ﬁre (f;Z,),
f;mn^ ﬁre, f;m\ lustre cf f;c^, f;B^ (3) to move.
I take it = forceful, strong. If not, then blazing, brilliant like
the sun.
vq\tm, sEKEB, -v
EBr
v
{, Mightiest with his own rushing
friends.
S. vq\tm, kAmAnA\ vEqtA. The sEKEB, are Indra’s friends, the
Maruts.
80.6 i\d, sEK<yo gAt;EmQCEt — in verse [4] the sEKEB, and
gAt;EB, seem to refer to the Angiras Rishis.
[8]
[RV I.152 – 54]
Vedic Notes
I.152.1.

t\ and Mitravaruna.

avAEtrtmntAEn EvwA
Sayana.
En tArFt^

t\

t
n Em/AvzZA sc
T


t
n Pl
n t(sADn
n y:
n vA. But see 3.

t\ EppEt ant\
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v-/\

152.1.

y;v\ v-/AEZ pFvsA vsAT
 y;vorEQCdA m\tvo h sgA,.
You put on coverings of (lit. with) gross matter, for it is your
faultless thoughts that become creations (in the world); cast off
all falsehoods, cleave to us with the truth, O Mitra and Varuna.
2. s(yo m\/, kEvf-t GAvAn^
m\/ .. f-t .. GAvAn^
The true mantra (thought revealed in speech) manifested
(declared) by the seer.

E/rE\ hEt ct;rEzg}o 
dvEndo h TmA ajyn^
Endo
The four-square by its ﬁercer intensity destroys the threesided; for the ﬁrst thoughts of the gods fall into decay.
4. anvp`ZA EvttA vsAn\
Unmixed (pure) and widely extended

tAEZ

5. anwo jAto anBFf;rvA
aw
A strong steed that becomes not an aswa (free from vital
effort) unrestrained by reins

aEc>\ b} j;j;q;y;vAn,  Em/
 DAm vzZ
 gZ\t,.
b} g
The ever-youthful gods were enamoured of the soul void of
mind expressing (establishing cf EgEr,) their abode in Mitra &
Varuna.
Also 6. b}Ey\ & 7. b}
6. D
nvo av\tFr^
The kine of knowledge or the streams of being.

D
n;

Ep(vo EB"
t vy;nAEn Ev.AnAsA
Ept;, vy;n\ aAsA
EvvAs=EdEtm;zy
t^
aEdEt,
May he live on that drink (Brahman) as on alms, knowing all
manifestations in his force and dwelling vastly extended widen
into inﬁnite being
7. a-mAk\ vE+Ed&yA s;pArA
vE+,
“Divine and strong to carry us across”, cannot refer to rain.
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Lexic.
sc^ 1.
avs^ 7.
Gr.
vv(yAm^ 7.

EvvAsn^ 6.
ptnA 7.

EB"
t 6.

nmsA 7.

 vA\ mh, sjoqA,.
mh,
153.1. yjAmh
Say. mhAtO. It is better to take mh, as a genitive dependent on
joqA,
Gt
{Gt .. a@vyvo n DFEtEBBrEt

Gt\ n DFEt a@vy; B

Sayana takes Gt\ 6Avy\tO and n = aEp. I take it = like or as. BrEt
= poqyEt Say.
2. -t;EtvA, DAm n y;E'ryAEm Em/AvzZA s;vE',.

-t; vE',

-tAvnA kromFEt s\kSp, Say. ayAEm = gQCAEm Say. Obviously
impossible. I take n = and, as well
Preparation .. process .. clear emergence, were all governed
so as to be your law of action or else, were all directed towards your seated condition (establishment in your functions)
or towards your seats, ie the mahas or ritam.
anE' y.A\ EvdT
q; hotA s;~\ vA\ sErv qZAEvy"n^

yj^, y"^

s;~\ s;K\ S.
iy"n^ yAg\ kt; EmQCn^ S. But may it not be a\'; EmQCn^, wishing to effect or work out? anE' is the action or
effort of the sacriﬁce. If iy"n^ is from yj^ then yj^ means to get
by effort, it governs s;~ and cannot mean to sacriﬁce.
n;rEdEt tAy jnAy
D
n;, aEdEt, t\ jn,
3. pFpAy D
Inﬁnite Being (Parardha Sat) increased for Mahas & Ananda.
dvF,.
4. gAv aAp pFpyt 
Cf. -vvtFrp, s\ gA Dn;Eh I[.10.8]
Lexic.
nm, 1.
DAm 2.
anE' 2.
mAn;qo hotA 3.
rAth&yo 3.
a\Ds^ 4.

gAv, aAp

EvdT\ 2.3.
vFt\ 4.
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n 3. (as ev aEp)

pFpy\t (S. aA=yAyyt;)

154.1. pAETvAEn rjA\Es
rjs^
rjs^ is kingdom = world, rA>y\.
yo a-kBAyd;>r\ sD-T\ Evc"mAZ-/
DA uzgAy,
also 3. sD-T uzgAy,

sDs^ = anything established, here perhaps foundation. uzgAy,
is plainly widely-moving cf uz"m, 5. Vishnu ﬁrmly established
or supported as on pillars the higher seated world, ie Mahas, by
striding variously in a triple stride of his wide movement ie in
Swar, Bhuvar & Bhur.
2.  tE.Z;, -tvt
 vFy
Z mgo n BFm, k;cro EgEr]A,
-tvt

The only sense consistent with the wording is: Then Vishnu
stands established by his deed of energy like the dread lion who
stalks the wilds standing on a mountain.
4. E/DAt; pETvFm;t 1Am
ko dADAr B;vnAEn EvwA.
E/DAt;
Say. pETvF - ap^ - t
jo!pDAt;/yEvEf+\, but it means Sat, Chit,
Ananda.
5. td-y EymEB pATo a7yA\ nro y/ 
dvyvo md\Et. pAT, 
dvy;
pAT,. a\tEr"nAm
{tt^. pATo_tEr"\ pTA &yAHyAt\. This is nonsense. pAT, is here pd\, elsewhere pTA, & from pA to drink,
“drink” or generally food.

uz"m-y s Eh bD;Er(TA EvZo, pd
 prm
 m@v u(s,
mD;
Here is the real sense of the Vedic mD; or som. Cf also 4. y-y
/F pZA mD;nA pdAEn.
6. tA vA\ vA-ty;7mEs gm@y
{ y/ gAvo BErf\gA ayAs,
gAv, f\g\
Here again we ﬁnd that gAv, in the Veda is ﬁgurative, not
material either as cows or rays. r7my, Sayana.
Lexic.
k\ 1.

fq\ 3.

mm 3.

yt 3.

b\D;, 5.
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[9]
[RV II.1.1 – 2]
II.1
1. aAf;f;"EZ, Rt f;c^ to blaze, shine (cf f;"), to be bright and
so also to be pure; brightness, clearness and cleanness are easily
associated ideas. In the Vedic use of f;c^, f;Ec,, even I think for
f;",, the ideas of light and purity are, I think, always or almost
always blended. “Thou art he who blazest up with thy lustres”,
or, with the idea of purity carried in the action, “Thou art he
who burnest out in the purity of thy illuminations.”
In the physical sense, the ﬁre of lightning, the ﬁre struck out
from the ﬂints or from Indra’s thunderbolt, the ﬁre burning from
the fuel or perhaps the forest ﬁre. In the psychological, the ﬁre
of the seven sacred rivers, the ﬁre from the thunderbolt of Indra,
the ﬁre that feeds on the material of the physical and vital life.
a7mn, pEr. This may mean “from the stone all round”, but
more naturally it means “thou art born about (all round) the
thunderbolt”. For a7mA in this sense of [incomplete]
nZA\ npt
 — cf vsnA\ vs;pEt, etc. n may mean men = Ev7pEt,,
but more probably the gods. Agni is npEt lord of the divine
Purushas, as he is later addressed `nAv,, possessor of the divine
Prakritis.
2. E(vy\ S. seems to take this in the sense of aAE(v>y\. It is
rather the ofﬁce of Potâ etc performed according to the right
seasons.
*aE`nt^
tAyt,. Here is one of the passages in which t may very
readily be taken in the sense of sacriﬁce; but we are bound by
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the psychological [incomplete]
Thou, O Flame, blazest out into purity, thou with thy illuminations; thou from the waters, thou enringing the thunderbolt,
thou from the pleasant growths and warmths of earth art born
in thy light of purity, O master of the godheads.

[10]
[RV II.5, 3.1 – 2]
Notes on Veda.
II.5. Important hymn indicating the symbolic nature of the Vedic
sacriﬁce & priesthood. Agni as the sevenfold priest of the sacriﬁce. The Sisters & the Mother’s sister evident as symbolical
ﬁgures. Connection of the Brahmans with the Brahman — the
Eighth Ray in man the mental being. The Seven Rays & the
(Seven) Cows — (sisters) ascending from the domains of the
three to the Highest (Varnam .. Varam)

B;vn\ is interpreted by Sayana in its etymological signiﬁcance, a
becoming, creature, BtjAtAEn; he does not accept the ordinary
sense, world. But to arrive at this original poverty of meaning
we have to get rid of the plain & natural sense of other words
also & to disregard the connections of thought in the Veda. Eg
II.3.1 sEm/o aE`nEnEht, pET&yA\ (yR^ EvwAEn B;vnAy-TAt^ where
the natural sense is that Agni placed in the earth (the physical
world) rises up fronting all the other worlds, the Rajas, Div,
the other heavens. This sense is conﬁrmed by the second rik.
nrAf\s, Et DAmAy\jn^. Mighty in his manifestation brightening
those seats by his reﬂected lustres (Et), Et6o Edv, Et mA -vEc,,
brilliantly luminous in his greatness towards the three heavens.
Evidently B;vnAEn .. DAmAEn .. Edv, refer to the same conception.
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[11]
[RV II.30 – 34]

II.30. The Enemy — The Patron.
1 “Savitri” — creator of Truth
“a';,” = movement. a';rpA\
2 Esn\ = strength cf s
nA army
Es, Esn^ = to cut
2 “D;nyo” rivers — D; = to rush, sweep, not tremble. Therefore
the Maruts are rushers, D;ny,, Dty,, sweepers on of things.
“aT,” goal of movement — y\(yT,
3 Emh\ — rain or mist cf Emh\ vp\Et (Maruts) VIII.7.4
4 axA (tp;qA) stone = v[ — (5) Edvo a7mAn\
“as;r-y” for Vritra, but may here mean Strong one —

r,” “aD, kZ;tAEd\d
4-5 “f/\; ” to be killed “tok-y sAtO tny-y B
gonA\” all by the stone of heaven hurled down from above.
4 ‘vk.rso’ of the as;r-y vFrA,
‘bh-pEt’ as a name of Indra — not altogether conclusive.
5 “aD,” gonA\ = wealth.
6 "t\; — either force krtoc (will-power) or sacriﬁce — yjmA n-y
‘rD}-y’ yjmAn-y codO — “wealthy” or “rapturous” in connection with Soma.
‘aE-mBy-T
 kZ;tm; lok\’ in connection with aD, kZ;tAEd\d gonA\
7 ‘The Patron — yo mA s;v\tm;p goEBrAyt^ = the god or inner
power — of the Sacriﬁce’
‘tmn^’ to be darkness or inertia cf t\dn^
8.9.10. “The Enemy”
Saraswati “mz(vtF” slays the enemies of whom the chief is
that famous vqB\ f\EXkAnA\, evidently Vritra, slain by Indra.
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Brihaspati makes visible, manifests or else discerns, distinn (t
jsA) which
guishes aEBHyAy & slays them himself EtEgt
can only mean the vajra. He who hurts man is to be exposed
on all sides to d;h^. These spiritual enemies are to be slain
a-mAk
EB, s(vEB, f{r, (vFyA kED yAEn k(vAEn), h(vF & their
wealth brought. Obviously the Cows etc. & the wealth is to
be rEy\ svvFr\ ap(ysAc\ ;(y\
9 “sn;(y” either “trying to conquer” EjG<;, or to slay or else
“constant” or else “trying to save” but this is improbable
d;
h rFq\t\ pEr D
Eh rAjn^ cf v. 7
Why aEBHyAy? Because they are g;}A Erp aAyo, II.32.2

EB, s(vEB, fr f{r,’ cf a-mAk
EBnEB,
10 ‘a-mAk
s(vEB, like the Angiras Rishis, Indra’s ﬁghters.
an;DEptAs,. Probably D to sweep, drive away — “swept
along in rout”
d&y\ jn\’ here seems to be “the heavenly people”
11 ‘{
rEy\ svvFr\. We have seen that the heroes are the heroic
powers which slay the spiritual enemy. This then means a
spiritual wealth full of all kinds of heroic energies — all that
are needed for the victory. ap(y must therefore be spiritual
offspring of the aps^, children of our works, & ;(y\ “having
the ;Et or divine hearing, inspiration, knowledge”.
II.30. 1 Savitri — Indra Ahighna, the Waters
2 Vritra, Aditi, the Waters.
3 Indra, Vritra.
4 Brihaspati, Indra, Vritra.
5 Indra
6 Indra, Soma
7 Indra
8 Saraswati Marutvati, Indra
9 Brihaspati or Indra & Brihaspati.
10 Brihaspati.
11 Maruts.
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II.31.
1 Image of the birds around the nest with double meaning
vy, — “birds” and “births in the being, souls”
v-mn, = home, dwelling-place, the nest of the birds, the
embodied being of the man.
v-yvo. v, = the call of the birds (cf XqFv\to), their joyous
cries, and the voices of the truth; the divine hearing
vnqd, “sitting on the trees” and “taking up their abode in
the delight”. vn = Lat. venus — cf vEntA etc.
2 vAjy\; — “seeking plenty” of the wealth — cf 3. vAjsAty

pAEZEB, feet, hooves of the horses, lit. organ of action — pZ^
to act, deal — cf Tamil pZ^, Gr. ponos, Lat. penis.
‘p1A’ = “path” or “trampling”
“udvt” cannot mean “protect”, it is “advance upward”
3 avkAEB!EtEB, — increasings, not torn to pieces by the enemies, the vk.rso as;r-y vFrAn^ of II.30.
4 B;vn-y s"EZ,. S. BtjAt-y s
vnFy,; but s"EZ, surely governs B;vn-y, and is not its object, perhaps it means, he who
cleaves to, embraces the world to enjoy it. Twashtri is the
Deva as Maker, Lord and Enjoyer of the world through the
female energies, `nA, — the image of the Vrishabha & the
Cows, the Lord and the Wife or Wives always present in the
Veda.
“p;r\ED,”. Sayana takes as an epithet of pqA; but it seems
rather to be the wife of the Açwins, Suryâ. Otherwise there
is no meaning in the aEwnAvDA ptF; the Açwins, the two
husbands, being a hardly possible locution without any indication of the wife. p;r\ED, may be of either gender. It means
either “many-thoughted”, (Suryâ is the daughter or active
female power resultant from Surya, the Lord of the Truth,
the Light), or “holder of the house”, yA p;r\ DAryEt sA, (the
house is the embodied being of man).
5 The next three verses present more than one difﬁculty of
both sense & syntax, but Sayana’s solutions seem to be
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unacceptable. Sayana supposes the hymn to be a prayer to
the Viçvadevas to join in and favour with their impelling
force an armed expedition with “food” as its object. He
takes vAj, cn,, vy,, v, all in the sense of food, but is
obliged to take vAj\ in 7. not as food, but strength since
both vAj & v, cannot convey one & the same idea. This
is enough to show that he is wrong either about v, there
or about vAj in the two earlier verses. None of these words
need have the signiﬁcance he gives it. vAj as a hundred
passages of the Veda prove means wealth, plenty — v,
means “knowledge” that comes to the inner hearing. vy,
may mean food, from vF to eat, but more naturally “birth,
growth, age, manifestation, state of being, wide extension”
— cf Evyt^, vy;n\, etc — cn,, delight. Wide being, knowledge
of the truth, delight (sat, chit, ananda) are the forms of the
vAj, the plenty which is the goal of the human journey aided
by the divine impulsions jj;vt^ .. apFj;vA.
-TAt; “vy, E/vyA” upE-tr
. -TAt;, here is opposed to
jgtA\ in the second pada. Day and Night are the goddesses
who impel on their journey those who move; their journey
in the chariot is the ascent of the hill, pET&yA, sAnO, the
material world being the ﬁrst level of the three E/q; sAn;q;
(cf I.10.2. sAno, sAn;mAzht^); the vital and mental worlds
follow, when these three open out, are manifested in their
wideness rodsF uvF (-t;q
 vA\ pETEv), the soul is E/vyA,, it
has the wideness of the three births; but there is also the
-TAt;vy,, the manifested extension or state of being of the
Stable, the Divine who presides over the movement of the
earth life; that is now spread out, opened out as a basis for
the accomplished higher life. The result is cn,, the delight
cf vnqd, in v. 1.
6 EDyA fEm. Possibly fEm is for fMyA or it may be the indeclinable form used adverbially. Thought (word, DF, f\s,)
and action (achievement aps^, d\s,) are the means of the
attainment, the chariot.
7 etA u1tA These activities raised by the labour of the Aryan
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Emr
 — sAno,
(cqEZ) to the higher levels — (cf I.10.1, 2. ud^ y
sAn;mAzht^)
n&ys
 — for something new vAjAy or s;EvtAy.
at"n^ The idea is that of the chariot, the Thought & the
Action fashioned into a chariot for the divine journey, a
common idea in the Veda. The chariot fashioned is the DFEt,
the thought and the divine power has to take possession of it
as the horse that attains to the goal sE5n rLyo ah DFEtm7yA,
1. Mitra, Varuna, Adityas, Rudras, Vasus.
2. Visve Devah.
3. Indra and the Maruts.
4. Twashtri, the “Gna”s, Bhaga, Brihaddiva, Rodasi,
Pusha, Purandhi (Suryâ), Açwins.
5. Day & Night, Earth & Heaven.
6. Ahir Budhnya, Aja Ekapad, Trita, Ribhuksha, Savitri,
Apam Napat.
7. Visve Devah.

E/vyA,
[Several blank lines]

fEm
u1m^ in the sense of rising or raising up.
The Chariot fashioned
The Deva as the Horse sE5, rLy,
32.
1 vcs, S. v';,, it should rather be the Word that seeks the
truth.
“ tAyt,”. y:EmQCt, is absurd, either seeking the truth or
performing the rite.

t
 .. up-t;t
. Probably with a vocative force, “O you who
are they afﬁrmed in whom is our life, it is here enlarging
itself; seeking substance I place (establish) your largeness.”
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2 g;}A Erp, “secret harms” or those who do harm, secret
enemies
t-y S. sHy-y — but in reality it means “that” which we
seek, beyond earth and heaven, that which comes by ;E+.
3 “;E+\”. S. s;KkrF\ — but it is from ;, cf f;qA, and is probably equivalent to ;Et .. in any case ;+F in various passages
of the Veda cannot mean fFG}\, if ;E+\ means s;KkrF\ or s;K\.

;E+\ d;hAnA\ D
n;\ Ep=y;qFmst\
Ep=y;qF\ active or intransitive — “nourishing” or “growing
fat”. Here active.
“vAEjn\” symbolism of the Horse. vcsA EhnoEm
4 vFr\ — as the horse is a ﬁgure, so vFr also is a ﬁgure — it is
the internal “hero” or personal force.
u?Ly\ the hero who has the u?T
rAkA
6 EsnFvAlF
EdEdEX^Y — S. either Edh^ or Edf^ in the former case = form.
[8] g\; gr^ From g — therefore a creative Shakti of expression,
Sinivali possibly of force (Esn\, s
nA), rAkA of joy cf s;BgA.
The latter is the giver, the second the producer, the ﬁrst,
the creator by expression, in thought or consciousness, as
Sinivali the creator in force.
i\dAZF\. Not Indra force for increase, Varuna force for the
“good-state”
1. Dyavaprithivi 2.3. Indra. 4.5. Raka. 6.7. Sinivali
8. Gungur, Sinivali, Raka, Saraswati, Indrani, Varunani.
33.
1 sy-y “s\dfo” clear instance of s\dk^ = sight, vision and not
form or appearance.
cf -vdk^, -vdf
 and >yoEtq, vsTAEn
aEB avEt "m
t not “prevail over the enemy”, but prevail
or “put forth his force in” avt^ the Horse, the Prana.
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cf v. 7 aEB mA c"mFTA,
“jAy
mEh jAEB,”. Proof of the sense of jA = may we be
born to ourselves in our offspring.
Horse, Hero, Praja together.

2 Evtr\ — cf aAy;, tr\ (II.32.1) Either drive away dispersingly
cf EvqcF, or adj. of 
.q,
EvqcF, of various kinds or scattered various ways or adverse, alien to us.
3 aBFtF,
4 shtF. Probably “confusion of the offerings”

 — q must
5 avEdqFy — avK\XyAEm — pETroEm — do avK\Xn
be as in -t;q
, gZFq

ddr,
“bB}; ” Rudra — elsewhere Agni.
mnAy
{ mind or wrath. Probably state of mind, evil or wrong
being understood, or simply (inferior) mentality, cause of
error in nms^ etc.
n
6 (v"FysA vysA S. dF5
“EvvAs
y\” Evidently “dwell in” or “establish everywhere in
the d;roZ”
7 aEB c"mFTA, D. [Dutt] mA kr but it must be the same
as in 1.
jlAq,
8 kSmlFEkn\ S. >vl\t\ — fanciful etymology
10 “Enk\” yjt\ Evw!p\
ahn^ S. acnAh.
a<v\ — either “destroyest all this shapeless force” of the Vritras etc dys
 or “dividest into form the chaos or Night from
which the universe is born”
dys
 = to give, to destroy. Cf I.10.6. vs; dymAn,
11 En vp\t; attack, assail or cast down.
12 k;mAr,. Probably Agni.
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s(pEt\. Here and in I.11.1. associated with wealth — vAjAnA\
s(pEt\ pEt\
14 pEr v>yA, — cf aAvj^ .. prAvj^. I.33.
V. 1. Rudra, Pita marutam, Surya
2 – 5 Rudra. 6. Vrishabha Marutwan. 7 – 11 Rudra
12. Rudra-Kumara. 13 Maruts 14 – 15 Rudra
34.
1 DArAvrA, not covering with showers, but probably like
tAvr etc
“aEcn,” not “worshipping”; probably “luminous” or else
“chanting the hymn”
“BEm\”
2 “KAEdno” 1Avo n -tEBEty\t KAEdno.
v+y, S. rainers, & aEB}yA, lightnings

” diffuse, scatter. To sprinkle horses is absurd, so also
3 “u"\t
awAn^ = &yA5An^ lokAn^
kZ probably “makers” kArk
4 p"
. S. dative — in that case “for satisfaction, pleasure”, or
“for the lord who satisﬁes, gives y,”, even Mitra. It may
be locative “in the Priksha, ie the Ananda”
“ Ej=yAs,” S. ak;EVl\ A;v\to gQC\t,
5 “r=fdDEB,” gushing, ﬂowing — cf Evr=fF. S. mhoD-k
{,, but
r=ft^ is obviously a participial adjective.
7 aApAn\. S. aA;v\t\!
“iq\” vjn
q; kArv
 and coupled with m
DA\ & sh, but see 8.
9 cE"yA. S. f¤A (
A) — why not two wheels or actions?
tp;qA — is it used as a noun?
10 “End
” nvmAn-y
11 EvZo,. S. &yApk-y (som-y)
eq-y. S. e
qZFy ATnFy — rather “desiring”
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[RV III.37 – 51]
III. 37.
2 vAGt, vh\Et yE:yA\ D;rEmEt vAGt, -totAr,
Close connection of Indra with vAGt, see I.3.
3 nAmAEn expresses the Truth of the divine Nature, his Powers in consciousness expressed by the name — numina — cf
38.4. & 7.
4 p;z+;t-y DAmEB, ft
n — cf the 100 cities of Shambara
5 Br
q; & vAj
q; — cf 6. where vAj replaces Br — therefore Br
is the bringing, vAj is the having.

 — prkFyA s
nA. S. tAsAmjn
 gmn
 — charge of the
7 ptnA>y
hosts. S.
p(s; S. takes = ptnA
sA#v aEBBv
aEBmAEtq; — cf 3. S. takes there mAEtmAno gv,. gEvt
q;
It may mean “obstructors” or simply “hostile” — those who
cast their thoughts against
8 jAgEv\ som\ pAEh S. says because it keeps people awake! Indication of psychological sense of Soma. Indra is to protect
Soma in a battle, a Soma that itself ﬁghts.
9 jn
q; p\cs;
i\EdyAEZ yA t
. The ﬁve worlds: according to
Sayana Gandharvas, Fathers, Gods, Asuras, Rakshasas or
the ﬁve castes.
10 agn^. gQCt; S. Can it not be past sense?
ut^ EtrAmEs Meaning of t not to increase as Sayana, but
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pass through in the battle.
[11] u lok, S. u>mo lok,. Here distinguished from avAvt, &
prAvt,
38.
1 dFDyA — hold together in thought — not as S. dF=tA\ k;z, but
as a carpenter puts a car together — see v. 2.
mm ft^ Evidently the Manisha or else Vayu = the Prana.
Enjoy? reach? see 2 where it is solved.
s\df
. S. s\d+;m^.
2 inA. S. I7vrAn^ g;!n^. But it is obviously Instr. = By the Lord,
possibly Indra, & the subject of t"t.
1A\. Proof that mnFqA & 1O, are the same — see also 5.
mnovAtA, The Life-powers in the Mind.
*y, S. ZFymAnA, but it may = Z
tAr,.
jEnmA kvFnAm^ kEv = Powers of the Truth — see 1.
3 dDAnA,. kvy, says S. but perhaps mnovAtA,
sm\jn^ worked out into perfection or brightened entirely;
but S. says s\gtAmkAq; ,
mEmr
 = mA/AEB, = measured — cf also 7 & 8.
mhF. S. takes = Dyau & Prithivi — but probably Dyau &
Mahas.
4 Eyo Here seems to equal “splendour”. S. takes pyBqn^ =
almk;vn^
5 f;zD, S. aAp,. f;c, EppAsAyA roDEy¥yo. Rather “Currents”
or “Motions” or “Divided streams” or “Forces”
Edv^. Edv, .. Edv, = the mind turned towards sense = mediary b;E/ — whereas the mnovAtA, have force.
npAtA. S. says Indra & Varuna. Possibly Savita & Indra.
EvdT-y DFEB,
"/\ S. Dn\
6 p;!EZ. S. pZAEn. Rather = mhA\Et wide — therefore EvdT

Ev7vAEn whole, in their universal wideness
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gDvAn^ Angels of Pleasure, therefore vAy;k
fAn^.
Say. quotes Taittiriyika — -vAn B}AjA\GAr
 b\BAr
 h-t s;h-t
kfAno. et
 v, som"yAZA-tAn}"A@v\ mA vo dBn^
7 Indra as at once Male & Female vqB-y D
no, go,
s?My\ S. s\BjnAh,. But it may be sc^ = power.
mAEyno mEmr
. S. mAyyA -vFktkAm!pA,. But evidently has the
idea of mA to measure, contain.
8 amEt\. Force. S. dFE=tm^
m
. S. mm. I take it = measured.
s;+;tF the same in Padapatha. S. takes as sing. masc.
Ev7vEmv
. S. takes = s\tpEy¥yO
apFv yoqA. S. as a woman hides her children. Rather “As
the Woman Prakriti has concealed the higher births through
the two ﬁrmaments.”
9 mh, S. 
y, rather g. with <-y
mAEyn,. S. n. plu.
gopAEj\-y S. whose tongue protects by saying “Don’t
fear”!
III. 39.
1 -tomt+A. S. -tomkAErEB, ktA — rather active? or “formed
by the hymn of afﬁrmation”. Object of Mantra.
2 EdvE7ct^ The interaction of the higher thought & the lower.
3 ymA. S. Usha mother of the Aswins. Perhaps Yama & Yami.
tp;q^ = Tapas. S. day.
etA. P.P. aA + itA S. etAvAgtO. Perhaps P.P. wrong & etA
= etO.
4 En\EdtA — blame or limit, obstruct.
d\EhtA = d\EhtAEn
5 nv`v
{, .. df`v
{,. The difference seems to be that the tenth
ﬁnds Surya.
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aEB:; aEBgtjAn;k\. Evidently a double meaning. “In the
births”?
6 p.d^ .. fPvd^ — footed & hoofed goDn\.
nm
 go, Saya. “he brought the cows”!

EvjAnn^ distinguishing or as S. Ad;Bvn^ or
7 vZFt Indra.
rather “producing it by separation”?
aBFk
. Sy. ByrEht
 -TAn
 !(?)
p;ztm-y p;!n^ f/n^ `lApytFEt!
8 bhZAvt^ smE/y;'\
t;jto. S. BErd-y.
40.
4 c\dAs idv, Proof of the play on words in Veda.

. S. EsQys
. Rather “put in action”.
6 a>ys
aAdAt\ S. foEDt\ — {
dp^ foDn
!
dvtAEvqy\ s\Bjnm-yA-tFEt. Material
7 vEnn, yjmAn-y — vn\ 
sense “of the plant”
9 From between avAvt^ & prAvt^. Proof of the real sense of
the two words.
III. 41.
1 D;vAn, It is G;vAn, = h;vAn, in the other text.
3 b}vAh, used of Indra. Proof of Mentality as Indra’s function. S. -to/AEZ -t;(ytyA vhtFEt b}ZA A=yt iEt vA
4 rAr\ED rm-v
5 Erh\Et
6 rADs
 tvA mh
. The only reasonable interpretation is “for a
vast joy in the body.”
8 hErEy. Ey active = lover.
9 Gt-n Gt = some mental entity.
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III. 42.
1 y, a-my;, can only refer to som,
2 k;Evn^ S. Bt\ yTA BvEt. Entirely. In 4. S. says bh;vAr\
t=Zv,. t=to Bv
3 aAvt
 aAvtEyt;\
6 vAj
q; dDq\. S. Battles — but it may be “seizing violently on
vAj” cf 37.5.
aDA S. takes = an\tr\ & s;~\ = Dn\. It means “now we seek
thy joy, not thy aggressive action”
7 gvAEfr\ .. yvAEfr\.

 ao
 S. in Indra’s own belly! It means “in thy own
8 -v
home” — ie the pure mentality
9 av-yv, Protection? or “secure being”?
<\
III. 43.
1 tv
d^ an; Edv, n — along & from. Note “The Pradiv.”
sKAyA S. the two horses smAnHyAnO, but see 4.
2 cqZF, S. jA, either “many worlds of creatures” which is
impossible, or leaving aside many doers.
3 ty\ S. swiftly
nmovD\ S. a=-y vDk\!! Either “increasing adoration” or
“increasing by it”
sjoqA S. shFEt, cf 44.1. j;qAZ, FEtEvqy,
4 v\dnAEn adorations, wooings.
5 k;Evn^ obviously not once; but it may be “at once” or
“utterly”.
krs
 S. k;z but krs
 & Ef"A, are obviously old forms for
kroEq & Ef"Es
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jn-y gopA\ either jn = myolok or = world.
v-vo amt-y substance of immortal being.
m. P.P. mA
Eq\ pEpvA\s\ s;t-y Soma drinking & divine knowledge
rAjAn\. In the same sense as Varuna etc are Kings. sm}AV^
Ef"A, not therefore teach —
6 hry, Plur. Many horses of Indra — in the same hymn as
the two. But they come E.tA
sDmAd,
aAtA, S. Edf, — he derives from at^ to go. Rather aA to be,
cover, pervade or at^ d[itt]o.
\j\Et S. sADy\Et.
mrA, here not = foolish therefore amrA, not = wise. S.
mArkA, — absurd. Either “protecting”, not probable — or
“comprehending, containing”

 — here undoubtedly = desirer
7 uft
t
 7y
n, The Hawk is sometimes Indra, sometimes Indra’s.
vqDt-y vZ, The Mighty One poured forth by the Mighty
One.
III. 44. Hymn decisive for sense of hEr, hErt, hyt & Indra as a
god of Light.

j,, but may also mean light of joy.
1 hyt, Here = light, t
hErEB, S. takes g}AvEB, see 5. It means “The luminous powers of the Mind” used as stones
hErt\ Decisive for hErt^
2 uqsmcy, Decisive for sense of “illuminate” in ac^, c^
Ev.A\E7cEk(vAn^. Association of hy7v, uqA, sy & light generally with knowledge.
Ey, “splendours” or “forces” or “movements of light”
[3] crt^ S. crEt
vps^ body or energy — opposed to DAys^? or rather each
takes on the quality of the other.
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5 hy,t\ v[\ cf 4. Here again we have opposition of hEr & f;"
apAvZot^ Revealing of Soma — cf I.23.14
III. 45.

{,
1 m\d
 .. myrromEB, Horses of Indra.
Dv
v P.P. Dv iv — as over a desert.
Ev\ n pAEfn, Ev\ = manifestation pAf = paqc, pAqAZ —
material powers — so Dv.
2 v/KAd,. Piercing; breaking through — KAd^ — cf Kn^ etc.
avKAd^.
vl\zj, Breaking Vala, the wall
aEB-vr
 S. aAEBm;Hy
n 
rZ
 — I take it in the ordinary sense
of -vr — Indra & the Word.
3 k;SyA — kE/msErt,
waters.

The usual covert simile of cows &

4 t;j\ putting forth force — force? S. f/ZA\ bADk\
a\f\ n EtjAnt
 S. Dn-y BAg\. It seems rather to mean Light
& be connected with a\f; of Soma & Surya.
a\kFv a\k;fF yTA. Shake the tree as a man with his hooked
stick shakes down a ripe fruit.
s\pArZ\ vs; S. sMyk^ prk\ vs;. But it may mean “substance
adequate for the entire passage”
5 -vy;,. S. DnvAn^. Felicitous, blissful or Self-forceful, selfapplying. S. -vfNdAm(vTFyo y;, — cf f\ yo,
-vrAV^. S. -vg-y rAjA in 46.1. DnAEDpt
,
III. 46.
1 -TEvr-y. S. Ecrtn-y
;t-y S. Es/-y. Even here it may = having v, or realised
through v,
2 mhAn^ .. mEhq Connected in sense with mhAn^
v*y
EB, S. vFy
{, It follows that vqn^ must be capable of
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meaning vFr,
3 ErErc
 S. aEtEr'o_Bt^ Than the mountains (mA/A)! Either
“enriches himself” or “exceeded”.
mA/ABF .. 
dv
EB, Exceeded all measures, exceeded the gods
& was unappalled.
uromho atEr"Ad^. This seems to refer to something vaster
than heaven & earth & may mean the Antariksha of Mahas.
4 jn;qA — either “from birth” or “jn;qA aEB” intense or forceful (cf aoj,) in his relations with the worlds.
EdEv S. pv
vh,s; — either “in the morning”, “on a former
day” or “in the foreheaven” — so also Edv,
avt\. S. r"k\ — may be “reservoir”, “well”
5 (vAyA (v(kAmtyA
a@vyv, S. a@vr\ yjmAnAy
QC\t, —
III. 47.
1 rZAy .. mdAy. Sense of delight for rZ — object of sompAn
3 Maruts an; (vA ahn^ v/\ .. yAnBj, (as
vTA, — for y;/. S.).
Relation of Indra & Maruts
4 EvA, Marutah etc.
S. takes in 3. an; aBj\t & ahn^ = thou slayedst.
5 akvAEr with fAs\ shows kv = kA&y
fAEhtpErhArA<yA\). Indra as
Ed&y\ fAs\ S. fAEstAr\ (Ehtopd
Divine Expression
avs
 ntnAy Here not “protection” but new state of being.
III. 48.
1 knFn, S. kmnFy,. Rather the Male who goes to the girls
(virgins) who are to be enjoyed.
aAvt^ r"t;.
rsAEfr, gopyoEmZop
t\ — cf sADo, which agrees well with
the idea of aspiration
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2 yt^ .. tdh, on the day on which you were born
EgEr]Am^ EgEr being expressed, pvt being completed or
high; aEd,, being formed into substance.
pEr — all round
yoqA jEn/F Aditi Anandamayi — Mahah Pitur. The Vijnanamaya Purusha
3 e
¦. S. ayAct IX^ sought for ..
the seeking.
UD, a teat of abundance.

cf ap7yt^ the result of

4 vf\. kAm\
t;rAqA^ (vryAEBBEvtA — rather trsAEBBEvtA
III. 49.

. Earth & Heaven. (S.)
1 EDqZ
Ev<vt+\ EvB;nA b}ZA -TAEpt\
2 E.tA trEt either “breaks through by separating” or “breaks
through in the double consciousness”
pT;[yA, tFv}v
g, S. j is either “to break, wear away” or
“to love, woo, enjoy”
s(vEB,. S. sFdE`, mzE`,. Rather “by powers of being” &
“powers of force”.

 mtFnAm^ effecting of the thoughts.
3 kAr
4 "pA\ v-tA The coverer of night. (S.) Rather “illuminer” in
the night or else “dweller”.
p+. P.P. p+,. Probably corrupt for p]
. S. sv/ vtmAn,
III. 50.
1 -vAhA. S. -vAhAkt\ som\
t;m},. S. Eh\sk, the smiter?
mz(vAn^ The Maruts are the conscious energies of man’s
mind & the word means sometimes generally a god.
aA @yA, S. svt, pryt;
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2 spy S. pErcArkO. It is clear from this passage that spyA
need not mean “adoration or service”. It means then the
seeking to reach, obtain or know.
Edv,. S. p;rAtn,
;E+\. S. v
g\ — Y. ;+FEt E"nAm.
avAv, an;gQCEs. The
horses bring Indra through the Pradiv to earth (ih) & he
keeps (maintains) their knowledge in the lower world.
s;Ef
3 EmEm"\; wishing to unite himself with the Rays or to unite
the yajamana with the light. But S. takes as from Emh^ &
goEB, with dEDr

4 vAh,
III. 51.

n svEmEt cqEZ bl\ t/Ark\
1 cqEZ. S. y.A aAkq\(yn
2 DAmsAcmEBqAc\ [-vEvd\] powerful in the seats, powerful to
attain, ﬁnder of heaven.

 — cf aA c";, .. aA B etc.
3 aAkr
an
hs, S. apApA,. eh, sin of force, en, sin of delight.
4 nmo a-y. S. nmso_-y. a-y may refer either to Indra or the
human soul.
5 EnEqDo S. an;fAsnAEn rather — perfected formations or
fulﬁlments.
jFryo vnAEn. S. jFy,t iEt jFryo mn;yA,

Mandala Four
[13]
[RV IV.2.1 – 2]
Glossary
2.1 arEt,
Apte. Anger, passion .. 2 Ved. going, moving .. 3 moving ﬂame .. 4 occupying, attacking .. 5 servant, manager,
assistant .. 6 master .. 7 an intelligent being.
ar^ ( ) indicates any strong or laborious movement or
action or preeminent position .. eg to climb, to ﬁght, to row,
to cultivate.
In the Veda it seems to indicate at least in its surface
sense Agni as one who travels between heaven and earth
through the mid air.
2

v
Sayana. 1. beautiful. 2. great.
Apte. Ved. great, noble, high.
But cf kindred words.
q^ = 1. to go, approach, ﬂow, glide
— movement
2. to push
— movement, pressure
3. to kill, injure, pierce
— hostile pressure
[ qB bull (the gorer), also E+ double-edged
sword — any weapon (sword, lance, spear)]
It must also have meant
4. to shine
Eq, a sage (1) or (4) .. ray of light (4) (cf sEr,, Ev
etc)
q; going (1) .. great, powerful, strong (3) .. wise (1)
or (4)
a ray of the sun (4) .. ﬁrebrand (4)
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y a white-footed antelope .. a kind of leprosy (4?)
yk a painted or white-footed antelope.
m;k, testicle, scrotum
a muscular or robust man (why not, muscle?)
mass, heap, quantity, multitude
thief.
Cf m;q^, m;qk, m;qA m;qF a crucible, m;E+
m;q^ to hurt, kill .. steal .. break .. destroy .. ruin, undo ..
abduct .. dispel, drive off .. eclipse, cover, conceal .. captivate
.. surpass, excel.

Mandala Five
[14]
[RV V.1 – 2]
V.1.
1. y\A iv  vyAm;E>jhAnA, S. like great trees sending up a
branch. But there are no trees & vyA in the singular is
opposed to this interpretation.
3. ydF\ gZ-y rfnAmjFg,. S. when he throws out or seizes the
darkness which is the rope of the collective world binding
its activities.
If rfnA can = tongue, then it may be, when he has
put out the tongue of his cohorts. Otherwise when he has
uncoiled the rope that binds together his hosts.

aR^'
 — shines. S. manifests the whole world.
goEB, go in the sense of light — cows impossible.
dE"ZA — S. increased stream of aA>y is applied & Agni
drinks it upEr Ev-ttAm^. Dakshina is the goddess of Viveka
increasing the substance of illumined force. It is not here the
Dawn.
u>AnA. Here an epithet of Dakshina.
4. uqsA. S. with Dawn & Ev!p
 Heaven & Earth. But rather
Night & Dawn.
5. Ehto placed. Can it not mean “helpful, beneﬁcent”?
s5 r<A. For r<A — cf Eht & vn. Otherwise “Lights” is
better.
6. In the lap of the Mother & in the rapturous other world.
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Explanation of E.tA
s;rBO S. fragrant with aA>yAEd. But rB^ either force or ecstasy.
m@y between Heaven & Earth, in the Pranic worlds.
7. In the Madhya he is vAjF the steed.
8. This is the result of the illumining — in the Tapoloka or
Uloka.
tdojA,. tt^ refers to Para, the highest. S. makes it = Es/,
10. E"tyo may well here be the worlds, near & far from his
own home -v
 dmnA,
11. smt\. S. smFcFnA\top
t\
12. m
@yAy S. m
DAhAy. The connection between m
D, m
EDr, m
DA
has to be examined. Here m
@y with kEv seems to equal m
EDr.
V.2.
1. Emn\Et contain, limit, diminish or even hold.
sm;ND\ S. crushed or entirely hidden.
anFk\ S. !p\ — rather force — cf anFEknF
2. p
qF .. mEhqF — cut, ie conﬁned or shaped, deﬁned, & large.
3. EmmAn\. S. EnEmmAZ\
Evpt^ S. svto &yA5\
amt\ in sense of Soma.

ddAno — dAtAE-m

5. myk\
arZ, — ﬁghter — effective aspirer.
6. vsA\. S. vstA\ AEZnAm^
En\EdtAro Conﬁners — cf next verse EnEdt\.
arAtyo. Enemies or powers of undelight.
[Incomplete]
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[15]
[RV V.1 – 2]
Book V

1 y\A .. vyAm^. As puissant forces (or, as streams) that discharge upwards their expansion.
3 rfnAm^ tongue or cord .. “put out the tongue” or “uncoiled
the cord”. Probably the latter.
a\'
 becomes bright.
u>AnAm^ either “supine” or “straining upwards”

q; — ﬁxed in ﬁxed growths of the world & there
5 Ehto Eht
active (red) ..
. Decisive against sense of fragrant for s;rEB.
6 s;rBA u lok
7 mj\Et strengthen or brighten. Probably latter cf 8. mAjASyo
m>yt
 -v
 dmnA,
9 I
yo one to be sought.
10 B\Ed]-y — man or world?
11 sm\tm^
12 m
@yAy .. v\dAz
-tom\ .. z¡m;z&y\cm^. Decisive against limitation of the sense
of -tom to “praise”.
2.
1 anFk\ — force or being. an^ to be.

qF EbBEq mEhqF jjAn
2 p
3 aAy;DA EmmAn\. mA to hold or to form.
ddAno. Pr. P. used as a verb.
4 sn;trt\. Like fwt^ continuously or else perpetually.
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5 myk\ force.
6 vsAm^ .. vsEt\. Those who dwell in the substance of being as
its Purushas — the Gods.
arAtyo En dD;,. Enemies or Powers of undelight concealed.
En\EdtAro En\1Aso Bv\t; referring to En dD;, must mean binders,
conﬁners — cf EnEdt\ in the next verse.


9 EvEn"
10 -vAnAso Sounds, but how are sounds sharp-weaponed?
Perhaps -v + an — self-forces. S. sounding ﬂames
BAmA,. S. "oDA dF5yo vA
11 EthyA, S. EtkAmy
TA,. Why not “rejoice in”? X of any
emotion, joy, anger — cf 8. etc. Gr. qarw.

[16]
[RV V.11]
V.11.1. Agni awake & rightly discerning for a new progress on
the good path. jAgEv, s;d", s;EvtAy n&ys
 GttFk, ghrita ..
dakshah .. suvitam

t;, but in v. 3 Dm-t

2. The perceiving vision in the sacriﬁce — k
k
t;rBvd^ EdEv Et,. The smoke of thee, in the obscure nervous
activities of the mind & heart, is turned when it reaches the
plane of pure intelligence into perceptive vision.
4. aE`n\ vZAnA vZt
 kEv"t;\ —

vrin.

up v
t; (yajnam) approach or manifest
6. Thee, O Agni, the powers of the Strength found placed in
the hidden parts of being (the subconscious) established in each
object of pleasure; thence by pressure thou art born a mighty
force; thee, O Angiras, [they call] the child of Strength.
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[17]
[RV VI.1]
Rig Veda. Mandala VI

dvAnA\ mno
1. mnotA. Cf Greek termination othc (dhmthc). S. 
y/ s\b/\ BvEt. Aitareya Br. aE`n, svmnotA`nO mnotA, s\gQC\t

d;+rFt;. Term. It;. Passive sense t = pierce
shs
 sh@y
{. Vedic construction. Dat. of objective, attraction.
sh@y
{. Old inﬁnitive — of purpose
akZo,. V. form from k
2. ysFd,. V. form sd^
Tm\. S. ﬁrst before the other gods. It should have the same
sense in 1.
Ecty\t, This seems to be the ay^ form without causal
signiﬁcation.
`mn^ Vedic form gm^
3. yn^ This form shows yA = y
vs&y
{, S. vs;EB, (-vAETk-tE/t(yy,) yjmAnAnA\ EnvAsyo`y
{vA.
rEy\ S. jAgvA\s, = yQC\t, is wildly impossible. It is better
to take a double accusative with an;`mn^ = “following thee
in thy path and in thee following after wealth.”
(v
. V.
decl. of (v\ — direct addition of i.
vpAv\t\
EvwhA. hA termination
dFEdvA\s\. V. reduplication & vAn^ termination — for vA\s\ cf
Ev.An^
4. pd\. S. aAhvnFy-TAn\ — but = DAm as in EvZo, prm\ pd\.
aApn^. S. aA;v\Et although he takes pv
 yjmAnA,
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rZy\t. ay^ form without causal sense. S. rmy\Et
{wAnro jAtv
dA i(yAdFEn — aTvA nmn nAmAEn S. nmnFyAEn v
sADnAEn -to/AEZ DAry\Et &y\t,. V. form rZy\t dEDr

am'\. ay
{rpErbA@ymAn\
5. rAy,. S. takes acc. pwpf;!pAEZ & second (vA\ = (vAm;E7y or
DnAEn A5\; (vA\ vD,Et & jnAnA\ — p;/AdFnAmTAy
/AtA trZ
. S. /AtA = rE"tA & trZ
 — d;,KA>Ark
c
(yo. S. :At&y, -t;(y,
V. forms vD,Et .. c
(yo N. form uByAs, feminine.
6. Ey,. S. kAmAnA\ prk,
m\d,. S. mdnFy,
upsd
m. S. aAsAdy
m or upAsFd
m
V. forms spy
*y, Passive sense EnqsAd

upsd
m

7. n&y\. S. -t;(y\ or new?
Edv,. S. Edv, = -vgmgmy, (yet he takes Evf, = -to/%n-mAn^)
— or gmy — in ﬁrst case rocn
n = rocmAn
n t
jsA in latter
aAEd(y
n = aAEd(ymAg
Z — but Edvo rocn
n is a ﬁxed phrase =
by or along the vast luminous world of heaven = -v,
Verbal forms Imh
 dF1An, 
dvy\t, (causal form) s;~Ayv,
(cf s;~y;, Go[tama] Rah[ugana]).

Entofn\. S. f/ZA\ Eh\sk\
8. fwtFnA\. S. En(yAnAm^
tFqEZ\ but cf I.7.8 & 9 vqA yT
v v\sg,
cqZFnA\. S. takes with 
k+FEryEt aojsA & y ekqZFnA\ vsnAEmr>yEt
Et + iqEZ\) but take with iqy\t\
tFqEZ\ etc — S. A5gmnm^ (

speeding him who would speed in the forward journey.
yjt\ ryFZA\. S. lABAy y+&y\ — absurd — then it must be
“creator or bringer by sacriﬁce of riches” — but why not
rAj\t\ ryFZA\ cf a`n
 vAj-y gomt IfAn, (Go. Rah.)
V. form iqy\t\ (causal with causal sense, shows origin of
causal sense)
. S. -tOEt. ffmAn iEt -t;Etkms; pAWAEddmEp -t;Etkm.
9. ffm
aAnV^ kroEt. pEr v
d. pErto v
E> — ddAtF(yT,
Verbal forms Ij
 ffm
 aAnV^ dDt
. Middle sense
Nominal dAEt.
(vA = (vyA
10. mh
 EvD
m — aEDk\ pErcr
m. EvD
m also with gFEBz?T
{,
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aA yt
m — aAgQC
m. Bv
m
(yT,
Verbal forms EvD
m — aA yt
m.
EvD
m
11. v-y,. S. BvEs
Vb forms. tt\T

Nom. v
dF.

Syntax. mEh

a-m
. a-mdT,.
EvBAEh Syn. a-m


12. nvt^. S. mn;y
{zp
t\ Dn\. a-m
 = a-mAs; — in 11 a-mdT,
pvF,. S. prEy¥y, kAmAnA\ bh^&yo vA
Vb forms D
Eh. Nom. pw, Syn. BEr .. pw, (so Sayana)

Z bh;kArAEZ.
vs;tA. vs;tAy
{ vs;mvAy.
13. p;zDA. gvAwAEd!p
t
 with vsEn
Bharatswami s5My\t\ ckAr B¦BA-krEmo
_=y
kpd\ s\b;\t\ ckAr
a7yA\. &yA;yA\ B\; jFy vA
rAjEn. rAjmAn
 (v
 (vEy — second (v
 = (vA\ after EvDt

Nom. forms (vAyA.
Syn. vs;tA.
[18]
[RV VI.45]
VI. 45
1 t;vf\ yd;\ brought from the Supreme s;nFtF.
2 aEv
 Ec.yo dDd^ — Ev & vy, connected immediately with
avt^ — Thought & Nervous System — cf 12
3 UEt. fE-t. Vast are his leadings forward, many his manifestations (expressions of being & knowledge) & his increasings waste not. Cf fn UEt. 14 – 17.
4 Indra b}vAhs^ & mEtmhF
5 ek .. .yo,. aEvtA Idf

6.7 u?Tf\Esn, cf 4.
uQys
 .. gFEB,
E`my\
gAm^
8 E.tA cf 5
9 mAyA,
Evvh dYAEn
11 Eht
 Dn
 — cf 2 which settles deﬁnitely the sense of Eht in this
phrase.
12 DFEBrvE`rvt, cf 2.
vAyAn^ cf 10
13 Evt\tsAy,
Br
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UEt
k+FnA\ EvcqEZ, .. pEtv q"t;,
aAEp, .. Efv, sKA (aAEp!tF)
gB-(yo, arms (to take — cf gB^ also cows — cf goEB, also
rays.) Heaven & Earth.
19 y;j\ — ryFZAm^. Is it y;j\ sKAy\ — comrade & friend or yoke
with felicities?
kFErcodn\ b}vAh-tm\
20 aED}g;, EgvZ-tm,
Eg, & g;, together.
14
16
17
18

Mandala Seven
[19]
[RV VII.41 – 45]
VII.41. Bhaga —
2 aAD}, (aAD}Et^ .. t;rEdAjA Ect^) S. dErd,
mymAn, — either “thinking upon, meditating, mentalising”
or “he who thinks himself”
Bg\ B"FEt.
3 udv (imA\ EDym;dvA dd=,)
 jny cf jAy
m in other hymns. S. pbW kr
4 Ep(v
. (Ep(v
 ut m@y
 aAm^)
6 s\ nm\t. nms^ = submission
f;cy
 pdAy. S. “let them come
to the sacriﬁce for a pure place”
7 pFtA,. S. v/A,.
uqs, go aw vFr Gt\
42. Viçwa Devas.
1 The two stones adF (Heaven & Earth)
The form of the sacriﬁce a@vr-y p
f,
a\Egrs, (b}AZ,)
The thundering of the Lord of the clouds.
The Cows D
nv, ud;t,
2 The colours of Agni’s horses
3 The births of the Gods.
ErErc

armEt\ anFk
6 Evw=-y-y (rAy-kAm,)
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43. Viçwadevas.

{. S. for getting you
1 iq@y
b}AEZ (asmAEn EvvE`vy\Et)
2 
h(v, (sE5,) 
dvyEn (U@vA focF\Eq)
3 EvB/A,. Sy. specially pAlnFy
bEh, (sAnO bEhq,)
an'; (aA EvwAcF EvdLyAm^) Shakti (EvwAcF)
4 t-y DArA,.
>y
]\ mh aA vsnAm^
5 df-y
aA-"A (? n aA-"A,.) Sy. apEr(y'
44. Dadhikra
2 aEwnA EvA
3 dED"AvAZ\ .. aE`n\ (also 2, 4, 5) uqs\ sy, gA\
b}\ (bB}\; ). m\to,
5 t-y p\TAm^.
{
d&y\ fDo aE`n,
45. Savitri
1 s;r<, (cf 3. mtBojn\)
Bm — Sy. BtjAt\. (mhs^?)
2 The two arms of Surya — bAh cf 4. gBE-t
pEn+ Conclusive for sense of “labour”
a-m
{ this being — S. = Savitri
sr, Gen. or nom.?
3 amEtm^ S. !p\
4 gBE-t\
vy,

[20]
[RV VII.61 – 63]
VII.61. Surya — s my;\ m(y
vAEck
t. Surya perceives the mentality in man, ie the Vijnana awakes in the mind of man &
moulds it into the forms of Truth. He extends (forms) the vision
in the seeker after godhead. c";, s;tFk\ 
dvyo-ttvAn^. Therefore the man becomes illumined & possessed of the truth &
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with a mind to which inspirations come from all the regions of
consciousness. tAvA Evo mmAEn dFG;EdyEt.
dFG;t^. The clear use of ;Et for the inspiration since it is
used here of the utterer, not the hearer of the prayer.
frd,. Ye ﬁlled the time-periods with the activity of the Will.
"t;. Will. Action. Power of Action. Here it means the Will
in the action of sacriﬁce
Mahas described as  Edv, vA§ht,
v
bhd^ 1O,
-pf, éclaireurs. Mitra & Varuna place their powers of
illumination who awake consciousness in the growths of earth
& in its peoples.
D`yto
 vjn\ EtrAt
. Here vjn\ seems to mean the same as vEjn\,
but it may also mean strength or abundance. In that case EtrAt

has to be ﬁxed in some other meaning.
En*yAEn as opposed to antA
y:mmA Whose thinking is a sacriﬁce to the gods or whose
thought is for the sacriﬁce
mmAEn cs
 nvAEn ktAEn b}. Here b} seems to mean the
soul — otherwise it has a special sense different from mmAEn.
cs^ Throws light on c^. Not worship, but illumination.
VII.62. Surya made by "t;, the Will in action & perfected by
the doers.
upmmk,. Arka, Archis, Rich.
Mitra Em/-y Eytm-y nZA\. The most loved or the most
loving of the Purushas.
Aditi different from Earth.
g&yEtm;"t\ Gt
n
VII.63. smAn\ c"\ sADArZ, mAn;qAZAm^ smAn\ n EmnAEt DAm —
All referring to the Mahas or Vijnana which is the same for all
mortals.
rB
{rn;m1mAn, — Proof of rB in the sense of joyous or lords
of joy.
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Surya is the eye or vision of Mitra & Varuna — see 61.1.
raT-trEZ,
Artha — the goal. d
ay=TAEn kZv=pA\Es
pAT, the goal.

Mandala Eight
[21]
[RV VIII.1.1 – 4]
VIII.
1. Pragatha Ghaura or Kánwa etc.
1. Erq*yt —
scA s;t
 one expression or scA with -tot
2. av"E"Z\ — with straight horns? E"Z from E" to pierce, hurt
.. or who strikes straight — or of the straight track
yTAj;r\ rightly smiting or destroying — otherwise, rightly
enjoying
gA\ — earth or cow.
Ev.
qZ\ — destroying .. or dividing
3. yEE/ — either “whenever” or “for whatever”
c — either emphatic with EvwA, “become that & an increaser
of all forces or manifestation”.
4. Uty


[22]
[RV VIII.76 – 78]
Eighth Book
Words.
76

1 v\js^ Sedn
2 pvn^ v[
Z ftpvZA (si)
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4 -vr^ — Swarga.
5 jFEqZ\. Associated with aoj-vF and Evr=fF.
EvrE=fn\
9 EdEvE+q; — gpAiehtu Ye
EffAn, — tI kr
10 av
py, — hnuy ki t kr
? 11 ""mAZ\ — destroying the enemy
akp
tA\ etAmAr k!nA ker
? 12 nv6E'\ ;idk  nbidkbApI "it #AepA nUn | ;Aim es
"it s

77
1
2
? 3

? 4
?
5
? 6
? 7
8
? 10
11
?
78

Adn kiretiC |

fE*vr

En+;r,. tAhAedr inAr krA $ict.
K
dyA r%uArA
sm^ aEKdt^ YugpB ;AkFN kireln.
K

ekyA EtDA. YugpB
kAZ;kA. kmnIy with srA\Es = pA
gDv, — emGek ihMsA kireln
b;\d\ — bAN
b} — StAgibiS
n<yo nAEr<y, — -/Fp;zq
B;E]r — pvUt bM i&r
em;q\
t;Ev"\ b'bANepI
smy\ suKkr
dp
 m(evdI ?
dvDA Y bk

2 &y\jn\ a<y\jn\ ? ;lMkAr?
mnA — menAhr
3 fE*vq
 — (kZfoBnA) cf 77.1
4 vDFk, increaser (like thee)
5 Indra scorns no one, is not overcome!
? 6 EckFqt
 — &An edn nA
Indra is not hurt by men, does not get angry; it is before
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blaming that he does not get angry.
7 udr\. Indra’s stomach is full of the work of his servant
8 som. Soma drinker?!
s;dAt;. sudAn s dA kuiTltAriht
9 eqt
 goes
10 aAfsA — ;ASAy
dA/\ scythe
?
Edn-y pU iC) ;zbA pU sMgWhIt
kAEfnA — mui
Eighth Book
Ideas
76
1 Indra the Mayin with the Maruts.
2.3 Indra, the Maruts, Vritra. Breaking head, cleaving Vritra
asunder, loosing the waters. Hundred-limbed Vajra
sm;EdyA ap, Waters of the Ocean.
4 Winning of Swar by Indra & Maruts for Soma-drinking.
5 Indra Rijishin, Ojaswin, Marutwan.
6 The Ancient Thought
8 XdA hy\t uE?Tn,
9 Soma drunk EdEvE+q; while sharpening the Vajra
11 The Rodasi lighten in response to Indra
12 The eight footed word t-pf\
Creation of body & word
Rodasi and Rita
77
2 Çavası̂ as name of Aditi — Indra son of Çavas
Aurnavabha Ahiçuva
4 Three hundred lakes of Soma.
5 Gandharva. ab;
q; rj,s;
6 Food taken out from the Mountains
7 Arrow of Indra & 11 Bow
8 Indra Ribhusthira
9 Mountains held with all encompassing hearts
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10 Vishnu & Indra.
A hundred Buffalos. Kshira & Food
The Boar
11 The Arms of Indra.

[23]
[RV VIII.82 – 91]
VIII.82.
1 Indra both brings down the nectar & drinks it
BmEZ — cf BEm\. Bringing or Filling — cf 83.8.
2 dD`yToEcq
.
[3] vrAy myv
. The highest mentality — cf upm
 rocn
 Edv, in 4.
also 84.4.
4 Thou art called to enter into the hymns (expressions)
En u?TAEn c hys
 — cf  som id hyt

Sense of 1O, = mind.
5 goEB, Ft, mixed with or made splendid by — cf cdmA iv
ddf
.
7 cms
vA & cmq;
8 Soma in the vessels as the Moon in the Waters.
9 The Hawk brings nectar for Indra
a-pt\
83.
1 av, .. UEt presence .. for increase.
3 aEt no EvEptA p;z
You are the charioteers of Truth.
5 n
mAEd(yA aG-y yt^
6 s;dAnv, effective or powerful. You perfect in capacity.
7 eqA\ sjA(yAnAm^. Kinship of Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman.
8 Bhratritwa —
84.
[1] aE`n\ rT\ n v
1\
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2 Agni doubles in knowledge in mortals as Kavi & Prachetas,
so set by the gods
3 r"A tokm;t (mnA
5 Agni Master of Force shso yho
The sacriﬁce offered by the mind — dAf
m k-y mnsA y:-y
6 n-kro
Egr, s;E"tF,
7 go prFZso EDy, .. goqAtA Egr,
8 mjy\t s;"t\;
85.
5 CEdy,tmdA<y\
7.8 The Ass of the Aswins (rAsB) & their triple car with the
three fronts.
9 Egr, .. Avt\
86.
1 d6A — fulﬁlling the Karma; d6A EBqjA myoB;vA
d"-y vcs, either the discerning Word or the expressive
Discernment.
tn — tnkT

2 v-yi+y
 also 3.
3 EvZA=v

4 avs
 — dr Ec(s\tmvs
 — but also DnsA\
Ept;, of the father. (Accentuation)
5 fmAyt
 not here “sacriﬁce”
87.
1 iErZ see 4.
E"Ev,
s
k,
s EdEv Ey,. Is s here = y,, old idiom?
2 Gm, mD;m\t\
Manifestation protected by Knowledge.
vy,
3 UEtEB, here neither protection nor favour, though both are
possible; but cf vy, in the previous line.
5 ;Eqt=s;EB, =s; either “form” or “colour” unless ;Eqt is as
in Gt;q,

Mandala Eight
6 vSg d6A
EDyA ; A
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p;zd\ssA

88.
1 tFqh\. Journey, movement?
2 s;dAn; = effectivity, capacity.
";m\t\ vAj\ full of contents?
3 mAvt
 — part. not “like me”
4 "(vA fvsA d\snA .. m>mnA
6 pErE+,
4 ak
Uty

5 rj,
pAETv\
89.
2 aEBf-tFrfE-thA.
apADmd^
4 Dqmn,
6 h-kEt,
7 sAmn^ .. s;vE'EB,
90.
1 prm>yA,
cFqm,
3 anEt`;tA
yojnA — (y;g [
]
4 v/A y\js
 (Probably
5 an;>A
6 iv = and —
kE>, (mhFv frZA t
)
91.
1
2
3
4
7

j^ root of

j;)

vArvAytF
2 EvcAkft^ (EvkAf,) vFrk,
j\Bs;t\ ..
n
mEs
fn
{, fnk
{,
pEtE.qo ytF, (the Apas?) 6 tn tt-y
rT .. ans^ .. y;g K
 .. apAlAm^

Mandala Nine
[24]
[RV IX.1]
Critical Notes
1 pv-v. There seems always to be a double sense in the use of
p throughout this book, to ﬂow or pour and to be puriﬁed
or to purify. “Flow so as to be puriﬁed” seems to be the
sense, intransitively; “pour it in its purity” the sense of the
transitive. Cf v. 6. The Sun’s daughter sends thee ﬂowing
(down) pure by her supreme extension; the ten sisters receive
thee.”
2 d; — perhaps the cm — the body
sD-T\. The place of sadhana (self-development & selfperfection); one of the three, mind, vital parts & body,
perhaps the physical consciousness. Perhaps the three taken
together as one. Cf the epithet.
3 pEq Carry over to its goal — cf pAy
 EdEv. The wealth of
divine delight is to be brought into the body, the physical
consciousness.
4 Having manifested in the body, the Ananda is to bring the
consciousness to the divine manifestation.
5 aT, — the ﬁeld of movement — cf [
]
The object of crAmEs
8 bAk;r\ perhaps = of the goat or sheep.
9 FZ\Et — brighten? enter in? Here we reach the streams of
the Inﬁnite Consciousness. a¨yA D
nv,.

Mandala Nine
[25]
[RV IX.1 – 3]
Soma

md, 1.1. sweetness and intoxication — 1.10 .. 2.7, 8
The stream of Soma
DArA 1.1 .. 2.3, 9 .. 3.7, 10 ..

yoEn 1.2 (ayoht\) .. 2.2
d; 1.2
Epithets
r"ohA 1.2
EvwcqEZ, 1.2
vErvoDA 1.3
m\Eh], 1.3
v/hA 1.3
Eff; 1.9
vqA 2.1, 2, 6
1;~vAn^ 2.2
DZEs, 2.2
DzZo Edv, 2.5
Ey 2.3
v
DA, 2.3
s;"t;, 2.3
mhAn^ 2.4, 6
a-my;, 2.5
hEr, 2.6 .. 3.3, 9
u lokk<; 2.8
vAjsA 2.10 (1.4)
awsA 2.10
nqA 2.10
fr, 3.4
am(y, 3.1
-v@vr, 3.8
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p;zv}t, 3.10
adA<y, 3.2
a-pt, 3.8
sy-y d;EhtA 1.6
vAr 1.6
dEt (cowskin over wood above hole?)
df -vsAr,
a*vF, 1.7
Ehv\Et som\ 1.8
E/DAt; mD; 1.8
FZ\Et 1.9
Cows and Soma 1.9
FZ\Et 1.9
goEBvAsEyys
 2.4
goqA 2.10
Journey of Soma 1.4, 5 .. 2.4
aEt \rA\Es 3.2
Journey a battle 3.4, 5

pv-v 1.1; 2.1, 9
Indra and Soma 1.1, 9, 10 .. 2.1, 9

pEv/ 2.1 .. 3.9 ..
Purifying of Soma 1.6
Enjoyment
mEh =sr, 2.2
Sweetness
-vAd; 1.1 .. aD;"t Ey\ mD; 2.3
Soma and Waters
apo vEs+ 2.3
aq,Et mhFrAp, 2.4

Mandala Nine

a=s; mAmj
 2.5
apo EvgAht
 3.6
Soma and Surya
s\ sy
Z roct
 2.6
Soma and Mitra
Em/o n dft, 2.6
Cry of Soma
2.6 .. 3.7 ..
Soma and Egr,
2.7
Soma and Rain
2.9
Phrases about Soma
Ev+\Bo DzZo Edv, 2.5
aA(mA y:-y p&y, 2.10
The Bird
Like the bird. 3.1

doZ 3.1
Soma, Truth and Knowledge
EvpA kt, etc 3.2, 3 ..
tAy;EB, m>yt
 3.3 ..
Soma and the worlds
2.8 .. 3.7, 8, 9 ..
Soma and boons
1.3, 4 .. 2.10 .. 3.3, 4, 5, 6, 10 ..
Ideas
Daily progress in the journey 1.5
Indra in md gives wealth 1.10
" " " slays v/AEZ 1.10
The goals of the journey 1.4, 5
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Forms
r\}A 2.1
Phrases
tdT, 1.5

dvAnA\ vFEt, 1.4
pAy
 EdEv 1.7
a¨yA D
nv, 1.9

dvvF, 2.1
mhFrAp, Es\Dv, 2.4
<
n jmnA 3.9
Doubtful words
aAfs, 1.5
pEq 1.3
Dm\Et 1.8
bAk;r\ dEt\ 1.8
vArZ 1.8
mm>y\t
 2.7, 5 .. 3.3
f;\Bs
 2.7
fE-t, 2.8
GEv 2.8
pZvF, 3.1
Evpy; 3.3
s(vn^ 3.4
j:An, 3.10
sA 3.4
df-yEt 3.5
v`vn;\ 3.5
dFyEt 3.1
a-pt, 3.8
Fixed words
sD-T 1.2
pv-v 1.1
rAD, 1.3
mGvAn^ 1.3
a\D, 1.4

Vedic Notes
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vAj 1.4 .. 2.10 .. 3.3 ..
v, 1.4
tnA 1.6
ag}v,
1.8
;
E/DAt; 1.8
=sr, 2.2
n 2.10
aw 2.10
EvpA 3.2
\r, 3.2
r< 3.6
vAy 3.4
-v@vr, 3.8
iq^ 3.10
1O, 3.7, 8 ..
rjs^ 3.7, 8 ..
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Mandala Ten
[26]
[RV X.1 – 3]
X
[1.]
1. bhn^ in the vast? S. n. [nominative] agreeing with aE`n,
s© = world or other seats?
2.  mAt<yo aED kEn"dNA,
3. sc
ts, smAnc
ts, (S.) or c
toy;'A,
4. Ept;Bto jEn/F,. S. aoqDy,
5. (yED, — Et aED, or one word?
6. p
fnAEn (v-/AEZ)
7. uft, D. [Dutt] B'An^ — rather gods — cf X.2.1 EpFEh 
dvA9
uft,
2.
1. t9 yj. smy buiJyA Y kr ?
2. m\DAtA. D. emxAbI
ahn^. D. pUjnIy — labouring, putting forth his energy.
3. vo;h;\. D. Y Anu*An kiret !! to carry forward on the path —
a@vr
kSpyAEt — 3.4. in 4 D. edbA+nA kiryA zAekn
4. EmnAm aA pZAEt — proof that Em = to diminish, make
defective. p = pZ, k
y
EB, .. t;EB,. D. eY eY smey — in 5 t;f, — YzA smey
t;EB,
t; = law of the truth
5. pAk/A mnsA. D. mn ;pirNt
dFnd"A — d" = mental capacity
mvt
. D. remember!!
"t;EvE.jAnn^
6. k
t\; yj-v = knower or knowledge

Mandala Ten
7. s;jEnmA
sition?
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iYin $m inmAN kiret pAern — not in loose appo-

3.
[1.] s;q;mA9 D. su#r
zftF\ — acc. after eEt. D. takes otherwise
2. vpsA = vcs^ — it cannot be body.
Edvo vs;EB,. Probably the gods — vyA id`nyo ay
.

Part Five
Essays and Notes on Philology

Section One
Drafts of
The Origins of Aryan Speech

The Origins of Aryan Speech
In that pregnant period of European knowledge when physical
Science, turned suddenly towards its full strength, was preparing
to open for itself the new views, new paths and new instruments
of discovery which have led to the astonishing results of the
nineteenth century, an opportunity was offered to the European
mind for a similar mastery of sciences other than physical. The
Sanscrit language was discovered. It was at ﬁrst imagined &
expected that this discovery would lead to results as important
as those which ﬂowed from the discovery of Greek literature
by Western Europe after the fall of Constantinople. But these
expectations have remained unfulﬁlled. European knowledge
has followed other paths and the seed of the nineteenth century
has been Newton’s apple and not Sir William Jones’ Shakuntala
or the ﬁrst edition of the Vedas. The discovery of Sanscrit has,
it is true, had a considerable effect on the so-called Sciences
of Comparative Philology, Comparative Mythology, Science of
Religion, ethnology and sociology; but these branches of knowledge are not sciences, they are systematised speculations. Their
particular conclusions often change from generation to generation and none of them, not even the most certain, have the same
cast of certainty as a scientiﬁc generalisation in the domain of
physical inquiry. The law of gravitation is a permanent truth
of science; the law that all myths start from the sun, the law
of Solarisation, if I may so call it, is an ingenious error which
survives at all only because it pleases the poetic imagination.
So great has been the failure that the possibility, even, of a
Science of speech has been too readily scouted. But this is an
excessive deduction, the reaction of disappointed expectation
has exaggerated the meaning of the failure. To say that there
can be no Science of speech is to say that the movements of the
mind are not governed by intelligible processes, but rather by
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an incalculable caprice — a supposition that cannot be admitted. Intelligible processes there are for all natural action, and
therefore also for mind & its instrument speech; the difﬁculty
is to discover their precise lines of action. We need sufﬁcient
material and the right material; we need also the right way of
approaching the material. Once that is discovered, the processes
also will be discovered & the Science of speech founded.
In this volume I give the result of certain attempts I have
made to approach the problem from a new standpoint. Sanscrit,
I hold, is the key to the problem. In most other languages, we
have a secondary or tertiary speech formation; we have to go beyond the actual form before us & reconstruct its parent tongue,
to ﬁnd again perhaps that the parent tongue has to be subjected
to a similar reconstructive process. We have not sufﬁcient materials for such a task; no instruments we possess can go deep
enough. But Sanscrit, by a peculiar ﬁdelity to its origins, presents
us with a true primary form of speech, in which the vocabulary
indeed is late, — a new structure of word ﬂesh & tissue, — but
the base of the structure is primitive, reveals the roots of its
being and betrays the principles of its formation. The failure of
the comparative philologists to make use of their opportunity
has been signal; it has even obscured the issue by creating a false
system; but it is no more fatal or ﬁnal than the failure of Aristotle
to discover the law of gravitation, although he must have seen
many fruits falling from many boughs. Sanscrit still stands there
offering to us its secret.
The fundamental mistake of the philologists is contained in
their famous original formula, pitā, patēr, pater, Vater, father,
and the hasty conclusions they have drawn from it which have
prevented a deeper scrutiny of the roots of language. An identity
of words between various languages can never in itself lead to
any fundamental discovery. It does not even prove that the languages thus agreeing are of a single stock. In many of the most
common domestic terms Tamil and Sanscrit agree, but they are
still held to be of different families. All therefore that is proved
is not the identity of these tongues but their contact — so close
a contact of one with the rest that a number of the commonest
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ideas & relations came in all to be expressed by terms borrowed
from one. Nothing more is proved; we have not advanced a
single step towards a science of languages. Even the classiﬁcation of tongues as Aryan, Dravidian, Semitic cannot be called
scientiﬁc; it is empirical and depends upon identities which may
not be fundamental. We must go deeper. European philology
has started from word-identities and identities of ﬁnal wordmeaning. I propose to start from root-identities and identities
of original & derivative root-meaning and even from soundidentities and identities of fundamental and applicatory sound
meaning. It is, I believe, possible in this way to establish the unity
of the Aryan tongues and some at least of the laws governing the
birth & development of Aryan speech. My inquiry does not carry
me farther. I do not pretend as yet to inquire into the laws of
speech itself, but only to establish from data, some facts of Aryan
speech which may eventually help in solving the wider problem.
In another respect, also, the philologists seem to me to have
misunderstood the conditions of their inquiry. They have been
not rigid enough and yet too rigid. They have been too rigid in
not allowing for the ﬂexibility of mind movements. They have
sought for the same invariable sequence which we observe in the
physical world and admitted a law only where such sequence
seemed to occur. The laws of physical formation follow a ﬁxed
line and their variations even are after a ﬁxed fashion. But with
the growth of life in matter there comes a growing element of
freedom, of a more elusive principle & a more elastic variation;
for this reason Science has found life more difﬁcult to fathom
& analyse than matter and her triumphs here have been far less
notable than in the pure physical domain. Mind brings with [it]
a still freer play, a still more elusive principle and ﬂexible application. A general law always obtains, but the application, the
particular processes vary more subtly and are more numerous.
Science, not taking into account this law of increasing freedom,
has in the domain of mind accomplished little or nothing. When
we deal with the laws of speech, we must remember this ﬂexibility of all mind-processes. We must ourselves keep a ﬂexible
mind to follow it and an open eye for all variations. It is for
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regularity in irregularity that we must always be on the watch,
not for a ﬁxed, a cast-iron regularity. On the other hand the few
laws which Philology has admitted, have been, by a sort of false
compensation for their original narrowness, used with too free
and even lax a play of fancy. Often indeed instead of working
as a law, the philological principle presents itself as an ingenious
means for inventing word-identities.
I have disregarded as another error of imperfect inquiry the
rigid philological divorce of the Dravidian & Aryan languages.
Whether there be a separate Dravidian stock or no, it is to me
a certainty that Tamil owes not only many of its most common
terms, but whole families of words to the original Aryan speech.
Its evidences cannot be neglected in such an inquiry as I have
undertaken, for they are of the greatest importance. Indeed the
theory worked out by me, took its rise originally not from any
analysis of the Sanscrit word-system, but from an observation
of the relations of Tamil in its non-concretised element to the
Greek, Latin & Northern Indian languages. At the same time it is
on an analysis of the Sanscrit word-system that I have chieﬂy relied. I have omitted from that system most of its Vedic elements.
The meanings of Vedic words are often extremely disputable &
it would be unsafe to rely whether on the signiﬁcances ﬁxed by
the European scholars or on those ﬁxed centuries ago by Sayana
or even by Yaska. It is better, & quite sufﬁcient for the immediate
purpose, to rely upon the classical tongue with its undoubted &
well-ascertained meanings.
These are the lines upon which I have conducted my enquiry.
The full proof of the results arrived at depends upon a larger
labour of minute classiﬁcation both of root families and word
families in all the greater Aryan tongues, — a labour which is
already in process, but not yet complete. What I have written in
this book, will, I hope, be judged sufﬁcient for a secure foundation. If it does no more, it may possibly lead to a deeper & freer
approach to the problem of the origin of speech, which, once
undertaken in the right spirit and with an eye for the more subtle
clues, cannot fail to lead to a discovery of the ﬁrst importance
to human thought & knowledge.
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Chapter II
In an ordinary language which has not preserved the evidence of
its origins, we are compelled to start with the full-formed word
as our ﬁrst & earliest document. We then ﬁnd words existing
in very small, unconnected families, little individualistic groups
which seem to have started life on their own account without
any observable growth from a common stock with other words
that have, physically, a race-resemblance to them. We can all see
that doceo, doctrina, doctor, docilis, documen, doctus, docte are
one family. They acknowledge their kinship openly. From this
acknowledged kinship we can draw certain important conclusions; especially the law of development from a common root
& certain ﬁxed forms by the accretion of which to the root this
development was effected. It is a beginning, but it does not carry
us beyond the surface-strata of our subject of enquiry.
For when we look farther, we are confronted with a serious
difﬁculty. We ﬁnd a certain number of words which, in their
formation, would seem to be connected like the family we have
glanced at above though not so strictly connected: — doleo, I
grieve, dolenter, painfully, dolor, grief are obviously so interconnected; dolus, fraud, dolosus, deceitful, dolose, deceitfully,
are so interconnected; dolo, I hew, cut or break, dolabra, an
axe, are so interconnected. But between these three families we
have in Latin itself no proof of any connection. In languages
which have so far worn away their original phonetic moulds
that entirely unconnected words wear the same or a similar
dress, this want of connection would not lead to any farther
conclusion beyond our mere inability to establish a connection.
But Latin is a language which has preserved its phonetic moulds
to a considerable extent. If then these three little families are
entirely unconnected, then any hope of establishing an effective
Science of Speech-Origins or even a Science of Aryan SpeechOrigins must be abandoned. For by the supposition to which
we would then be inevitably led, there must have been three
original roots, dol, to grieve, dol, to cut or split, and dol, to
deceive, unconnected with each other in origin. How then did
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their signiﬁcances come to be attached to them? By chance? by
caprice? by arbitrary choice? by some obscure psychological law
we cannot trace? We can no longer hope to decide.
The hypothesis I shall start from, — and every attempt to
connect the superﬁcially unconnected without which there can
be no science, must start with hypotheses, — is that there can be
no such want of connection, that dol, to grieve, dol, to split and
dol, to deceive must have been & are one root and not three
and the three different signiﬁcances now attached to them, have
been developed not by caprice, chance or arbitrary selection,
but have a natural connection and were developed in intellect
by an intelligible psychological movement behind intellect from
an original common meaning or mind-impression created in the
Aryan mind by the sound dol. For I hold it to be obvious that
speech must have started from what we in India would call the
guna of sound, some natural property of particular sounds to
create under given conditions a particular kind of impression on
the mind which, constantly associated with that sound, became
the basis of a number of special intellectual signiﬁcances, called
by us the meaning of words, much more variable, much less
ﬁxed than the basic mind-signiﬁcance. Afterwards the intellect
playing consciously with the sound, by association, by analogy,
by ﬁgure, by metaphor & simile, by transference, by a number
of means, may carry the intellectual signiﬁcance far outside the
bounds of the original mental impression. Still, if we have some
evidence, clues may be found & then the vagrant word may be
traced back to its parent mind-impression. For this reason we
have to catch a primitive language when it is young or else ﬁnd
one which even in its maturity is more faithful than others to
its primitive mould and preserves on its face much of its ancient
history. Such a language is Sanscrit; it is, in fact, almost the only
language which at all answers to our need.
But a sound like dol is not & cannot be a pure, primary
& isolated sound. It has congeners, at least in form, brothers,
cousins, more distant relatives. Does this kinship in form involve
an original kinship in mind-impression and therefore in history
of signiﬁcance? If the theory of guna is correct, there must be
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some such kinship. Turning from Latin to the more fruitful ﬁeld,
the more copious evidence of Sanscrit, we ﬁnd this root dol in the
form dal (a sounded like the English u in dull and represented
both in Greek & Latin by either a, u or o) meaning also to
split, burst, & then to bloom, open. We ﬁnd dala, a fragment;
a blade, petal or leaf; we ﬁnd dalapa, a weapon, that which
splits, just as we have dolabra, an axe, from dolo; dalmi, Indra’s
thunderbolt, also the god Shiva; dalika, a piece of wood, that
which is split. We ﬁnd also dalbha, meaning fraud, dishonesty,
sin, and we have this established that in Sanscrit also, the root
dal meant to deceive as well as to split. We ﬁnd also the reason
why dal came to mean to deceive; for the word dala means
not only the blade of a weapon, but the sheath of a weapon.
In other words, dal must have borne the signiﬁcance, to cover
or to contain. We ﬁnd from other Sanscrit instances that the
idea of covering or hiding led naturally in the Aryan mind to
the idea of fraud or deceit, as in chad, to cover, chadma, a
disguise, pretext, fraud, dishonesty, trick. But how are the two
signiﬁcances, cover & split, connected? That they are connected,
is established as a strong probability at least by the word, cha,
cutting, dividing, a fragment or part, which in its feminine form
chā means covering, concealing and the neuter cham, a house,
that which covers. If they are connected, the idea of cutting
must have led to that of cutting off, separating, screening and
thence to the signiﬁcance we ﬁnd in chadman, covering, disguise,
fraud. There is no distinct signiﬁcance of pain attached to the
root dal either in Sanscrit or Greek; but we do ﬁnd that the word
dalita in Sanscrit meant crushed, oppressed, trampled, and, more
curiously & signiﬁcantly, we ﬁnd dālanam in the sense of toothache. It is easy to see how the idea of cutting, tearing, rending
must have led easily to the sense ﬁrst of a special kind of pain
and then by detrition of force to that of pain generally. But we
ﬁnd more. We ﬁnd not only dal, we ﬁnd other roots kindred
in sound, having something of the same history. For instance,
dambh means to kill, destroy, strike down; but dambha, the
noun proper to this verb, means deceit, fraud, trickery, sin, ostentation, pride (we see how starting from the idea of fraudulent
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intention or hypocrisy we come to the very different idea of ostentation without fraud or pride, — again by detrition of special
force); we ﬁnd dambha & dambholi meaning like dalmi Indra’s
thunderbolt, and dambha means also, like dalmi, the god Shiva.
It is impossible to avoid the conclusion that to the Aryan mind
dambha & dalmi were words so closely akin that they carried
easily the same impressions to the mind and the same signiﬁcance
to the intellect. But what is then common to these two roots? It
is the sound da, which must, therefore, by my theory have had
a guna or mind-impression which naturally adhered in common
to the two roots dal and dambh.
It is the second step of my theory, therefore, that not only
must the three dal families be one family, not only must one
root-sound have had originally one root-meaning, but that all
kindred root-sounds must also be of one family and have proceeded from the simple sound, consisting of consonant & vowel,
which is common to all of them, and the guna or natural mindimpression belonging to that simple sound must have been the
basis not only of the intellectual signiﬁcances common to its
progeny, but of those even which vary most from each other. Da
is the simple root-sound, — the primary root; dal, dambh, dabh,
daś, dah, daks., daṁś, das, daṁs, dagh, daṅgh, dan.d., dad, dadh,
dan, dam, day, roots which we ﬁnd or can trace in Sanscrit,
are its derivative, secondary or tertiary root-sounds. The simple
sound contains in itself the seed signiﬁcance which it imparts to
its descendants, whether sons, grandsons or remote progeny. We
have thus immensely widened our basis and approached much
nearer to a scientiﬁc consideration of language.
Let us see whether the hypothesis ﬁnds any farther support
in the facts of the Sanscrit language. We take the senses to split,
burst open, cut, tear, crush, destroy, cheat, belonging to dal;
we ﬁnd the same senses or kindred senses such as hurting, as in
dolor and doleo, not only in dambh, but in dabh, to injure, hurt,
deceive, cheat and its Vedic derivatives dabdhi, hurt, & dabha,
fraud, — if these be the right senses; & in dabhra, little, small,
from the sense evidently of cutting, a slice, or small part. We ﬁnd
them in dam, to crush, afﬂict, & so to subdue, overpower, tame,
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conquer, restrain and its derivatives, dama, damaka, damathu,
damana, damin, damya, dānta; the last containing a lengthening
of the vowel, to which we shall have occasion to return. We also
ﬁnd in dama, damathu, damana, damya the kindred sense of
punishment, & we ﬁnd in the Vedic sense of dama, the signiﬁcance house, as in Latin domus, Greek dmoc, dma (again we
notice the lengthening of the vowel), from which at once we
return to the idea of covering we had to infer in dal. All these
are evidently kindred roots belonging to the labial variety of the
da family, formed that is to say by accretion of the sounds p, ph,
b, bh, m (labio-nasal) or any combination of which they are the
base to the simple sound.
We turn to other subfamilies. We ﬁnd in the guttural subfamily daks., to hurt or kill, daks.āyya, a vulture (tearer of carrion); dagh, to kill, hurt; dāgha, burning; daṅgh, to abandon or
leave, which I trace to the sense of cutting off, separating, casting
away; an association of ideas we shall ﬁnd again in Sanscrit. We
ﬁnd in the cerebral subfamily, dan.d., to punish, ﬁne or chastise; dan.d.a, a cudgel, staff or sceptre, — afterwards any trunk,
stalk or thing standing; ﬁne, chastisement as in dama, damathu,
damana; assault; subjection, control, restraint, as in dama; pride,
as in dambha; a corner or angle, apparently from the sense of
cutting off, separating & so containing, which mates it in its
roots to dama, a house & dal, to feign or deceive. A number
of derivatives from dan.d. & dan.d.a repeat the same senses. We
ﬁnd also dād.aka, a tooth or tusk and dād.hā, a large tooth or
tusk. We ﬁnd in the dental subfamily danta, a tooth; also bower,
arbour (to cover, screen, shelter); dān, to cut or divide, & its
derivatives dānava, a Titan, dānu, a demon, also supposed to
mean conquering or destroying, like damana; dadhi, a garment
(to cover). We ﬁnd in the liquid subfamily, along with dal, day,
to hurt & dāya, loss, destruction, a part, share or gift. We ﬁnd
in the sibilant subfamily das, to destroy, bite, overpower (dam);
to decay, waste, perish; to cast away (cf daṅgh, to abandon) &
its derivatives, notably dasyu, an enemy; daśana, tooth & das.t.a,
bitten; daṁś, to bite, sting; daṁśa, bite, sting, cutting, tearing,
tooth, pungency; a limb or joint; dandaśa, a tooth; daṁs.t.rā
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& other derivatives varying these senses; daśā, a division or
period of time, afterwards a state or condition, age etc; but we
ﬁnd also daṁśana, daṁśa and daśana in the sense of armour;
daṁśita, mailed or protected; dantura, covered, overspread, —
which bring us back to the idea of covering. The idea of protection once ascertained & traced, we turn back and ﬁnd it
recur in dagh, daṅgh, in dānam, protection (as well as gift), day,
to protect, have pity, with its derivatives. The sense of giving
which we ﬁnd in dāya & can trace to the idea of cutting up,
distribution or casting away, abandoning, handing over — but
it can be shown to result really from the former — we get in
dā, to give, dānam, a gift & many other derivatives; daks.in.ā,
a gift; in dad & dadh, to give, dasma, a sacriﬁcer and in day,
to grant, divide, allot. We have, in addition, dah, to torment,
grieve, burn & its derivatives in the same sense; dahara, small,
ﬁne, young (cf dabhra), — a mouse or rat (the gnawer); dahra,
small, ﬁne, thin, a ﬁre. Lastly we have, proving the previous
existence of an obsolete root da, the adjective da in the sense of
giving, destroying, cutting off; the noun da, a gift or donation
and the feminine dā in the sense of heat (dah) and of repentance
(dolor). The evidence is almost of an oppressive conclusiveness.
It is a family of words, which bear the same or kindred meanings
and seem all to go back to the root meaning to divide, usually
with some idea of completeness, force, or even violence.
There are, we must note, a certain number of signiﬁcances
which do not at once trace themselves to or apparently connect themselves with the original sense. Some of these can on a
moment’s reﬂection be so traced & evidence of the particular association of meaning on which we have to proceed, can be found
in other root families. Thus we have daśā in the sense of mind or
understanding; daks., to be competent or able; daks.a & daks.in.a,
expert, able, ﬁt which connect themselves with the Latin doceo,
to teach, the Greek dokw, I think, seem & dxa, opinion, idea,
judgment; but the sense here is evidently that of discrimination
or analysis as in the Sanscrit roots ci & cit, cetas, mind, citta etc;
and this brings us back to the idea of division and distribution.
We may compare dambh, to arrange & so collect, and ci bearing
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the same senses as well as to heap up, increase which we ﬁnd
again in daks., to grow, increase (cf dānam, addition). There are
other common senses, mostly connected with the idea of moving
or of shining, daṁś, to shine (also, to speak?); dakam, water
(to ﬂow); daks., to go or move; dagh, to go, leap, ﬂow, attain;
dānu, a ﬂuid or drop; dabh, to go, push, impel; dabhram, the
ocean (to ﬂow); das, to shine, dasma, beautiful (bright, shining).
These dissociated meanings are very few in number & rare in
occurrence. Such as they are, they occur in different parts of the
family, guttural, labial, dental and sibilant, and their presence
& distribution proves yet more powerfully the now apparent &
established truth that all Sanscrit words having for their basis
the sound da are of one family, go back to the simple sound da
as their simple root of being and derive from it all their varying
senses. We have to add this fact, important for the particular
family & as we shall see for the whole theory but not affecting
our general conclusion, that we must seek in the original mind
impression of the sound da some force of guna which gives rise
directly to the idea of dividing with force or completeness and
also can enter into ideas of motion & shining.
But we have not yet ﬁnished with this sound da. For just
as the derived sound dal had its congeners, sounds kindred to
it in form, so has the simple sound da other simple sounds by
its side which are kindred to it in form and ought therefore
to be congeners. These sounds are dā, di, dı̄, du, dū, dr. & dr̄..
The vowel sounds e and o, ai and au are in Sanscrit merely
modiﬁcations of i and u, so that these seven roots with the
lost root da form the whole original family of simple sounds
depending on and having for their common base & element, the
consonant sound d. If these roots are found to be one original
family, we have gained another step and come yet nearer to
the foundations of speech. My third step in the hypothesis is
to accept this supposition and to lay down the rule that all
simple roots formed in sound by the accretion of a vowel to the
consonant sound d are one family having the guna of that sound
as their seed of meaning, just as they themselves are separately
the seed of meaning to their own descendants. We get therefore
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a seed-sound in addition to the primitive root-sound and their
descendants the secondary & tertiary root-sounds.
Let us see how this hypothesis fares when confronted with
the facts of the Sanscrit language. We have seen in passing that
da & dā are the same root, one the short form, the other the long
form. Dā has the same sense as da, dāś, like daś, means to hurt,
kill, it means also, to give. There are no senses of the dā roots
which are not shared by or traceable to the da roots. We must
therefore proceed to the other vowels as forming three & not
six classes of roots; we may treat in the absence of any opposing
facts dı̄ as a lengthening of di, dū of du, dr̄. of dr.. From the
da family I have omitted the words which have for their basis
the syllables dar & dav; yet these words are of great interest.
For we ﬁnd dara, in the sense of tearing, rending and also, like
dabhra and dahara, of little, small. This sense of tearing, breaking, hurting we get again in daran.am, daran.i, darita, dardara,
darma, darva (injury, mischievous person, goblin, as in dānu),
in dāra, a rent, hole, ploughed ﬁeld extending itself to dārāh., a
wife, dāraka (also a child, infant, young animal, sense belonging also to dahara), dāran.am, dārikā, dāri, dārı̄, dārita, dārin,
darbha, the sharp Kusha grass, dardura, a district, province,
dāru (tearing, rending, also a piece of wood, wood or pine-tree),
& dārun.a, terrible, rough, cruel, frightful, sharp, severe, violent
or agonising (of grief & pain), a word of great interest as it
shows us how moral senses developed from the physical idea.
We ﬁnd too dara, a cave, daratha and darı̄ (also a valley) in the
same sense, from the idea of cleft or hole which we have already
had in dāra & dārikā. Again we have the same word dara in
the sense of a stream, daran.i, an eddy, current or surf, daratha,
ﬂeeing, ﬂight, scouring for forage, dārdura, water. Connected
perhaps with the sense of ﬂight but really expressing the oppressive troubling feeling of fear, we have dara, darad and darada,
fear, daratha & darita, timid or frightened. We have daridrā,
to be poor or needy, with its derivatives, connecting this family
with the sense of suffering, oppression, distress, wretchedness,
burning (cf dagdha, distressed, famished, dry, insipid, wretched,
vile, accursed) we ﬁnd in the da family. We have again dāru in the
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sense of liberal, a donor, kind (cf daks.in.a, also meaning kind).
There are more curious identities. Darad means, among other
senses, heart; now dahara and dahra also mean “the cavity of the
heart or the heart itself”. Darad means also a mound, mountain
or precipice; dardara, dardura, likewise means a mountain; but
in the da family we have also da, a mountain, daśana, the peak
of a mountain, danta, the peak, side or ridge of a mountain. The
identiﬁcation in sense of this dar basis in its stock with the da
family is complete. Their only senses, not traceable to the common original meanings, which ﬁnd no parallel in that family are
those which spring from the idea of sound, dardura, dardarı̄ka,
a musical instrument; but we have in the Aryan vernaculars the
word d.amaru, a kind of drum, which may represent an original
Aryan word not preserved in the literary language.
Now the question arises. Do all these words belong to the
roots dr. & dr̄. or are they from an original root dar? There
can be no doubt as to the answer. Nearly all, if not all, are
avowedly children of the dr. stock. It follows then that the roots
of the dr. family are one race with the roots of the da family,
cousins perhaps, but members of a joint family who hold the
same property in common & use it with a more than socialistic
indiscriminateness. Dr. itself means to hurt or kill, dr̄. means to
tear, rend, split, separate, disperse, and to fear; dr.ti, a skin, hide,
or bag; dr.ka, a hole or opening; dr.nphū, a snake, thunderbolt
(dambha, dambholi, dalmi), wheel (dalbha also means a wheel),
the shining or burning sun. Dr.p is to inﬂame, kindle or to pain,
torture; dr.mp also means to torture, afﬂict, distress, dr.bh, to
fear, & dr.bdham, fear, ﬁnally dr.ś, to see with all its derivatives.
That this sense of seeing which we ﬁnd also in dr.p (darpan.a,
a mirror, darpan.am, the eye) comes not from the idea of light
in reﬂection but from the original physical idea of discerning,
separating with the eye, is evident from the fact that das also
means to see. There are two sets of associations in this word
which are of considerable help to us in ﬁxing the exact history
of certain developments in this family. The word dr.p expresses
any violent troubling emotion; it means to be greatly delighted,
wild, extravagant, mad or foolish, proud or arrogant (without
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anything of that idea of ostentation attached to dambha); darpa
means pride, insolence, rashness, heat, musk (from the strong,
oppressive scent); dr.pta means proud. Dr. again means to care
for, mind, desire, & so to worship or respect — its root sense is
evidently care, anxiety or excitement of love or other favourable
feelings. We see more clearly now why words of this root bear
the sense of grief, fear, pain. The mind-impression of the seedsound carries with it this possibility of expressing any emotion
or sensation which is oppressive, troubling, disintegrating to the
peace of the mind. To the pervasive root idea of strong division,
we have to add the idea of oppression tending to division which
is thus revealed to our observation.
But dr.pta also means strong and this sense is found again
in dr.ṁh, to strengthen, fortify, fasten, be ﬁrm, grow or increase;
dr.d.ha is ﬁrm, ﬁxed, solid, dense, strong, hard; dr.d.ham means
iron, a fortress or abundance; dr.bh, to tie, fasten, arrange, string
together; dr.s.ad, a stone or rock; dr.h, to be ﬁxed or fasten, to
grow, increase or prosper. We have met some of these meanings
in the da family. We have found words there which mean a
mountain, and these may now be attributed to this root meaning of ﬁrmness, solidity, size and density. We may notice also
a group of words which we have hitherto omitted; dāman, a
string, thread or rope, a bandage, a girdle, which also means a
line or streak (from the idea of cutting); dāmanı̄, a foot-rope,
dāmā, a string or cord and dāminı̄, lightning, from the idea of
shining. We may also note, as it now appears, that the kind of
light indicated by this family, is only an oppressive or a sharp
piercing light as in dāminı̄, dr.nphū, das, to shine, and the words
which mean ﬁre or to burn. I have to suggest that this idea of
ﬁrmness, solidity, compactness comes similarly from a sense of
close, heavy contact, pressing things together into ﬁrm cohesion.
What, then, is the result of this detailed examination of the
dr. family of roots? Always the same; ﬁrst, that, whatever their
varieties of meaning, there is no sense the words of this household bear which cannot be paralleled from the roots of the da &
dā household & does not either explain or get explained by them
and, secondly, that these varieties resolve themselves to & derive
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from a common guna or mind impression variously applied.
Again, there are a certain number of compound roots with a
base combined of d and r which it would be as well to examine
here as possibly kindred to the dr. roots. We ﬁnd drakat.a, a
kettle drum; drāṅks., to croak; druta, a scorpion (to sting); dru,
wood, tree or branch (dāru); druma, a tree; druha, a deep lake;
drāgh, to vex, torment, exert oneself, be weary, stretch, also to
be able (cf daks.); drākh, to be able, to become dry (dagdha; dal,
to wither), to adorn, grace (to shine); drād., to split, divide or be
pulled to pieces; drāpa, mud, mire (which recalls a meaning of
dama, mud, mire), a small shell (dara also means a conch-shell);
drāva, heat; drud., to sink or perish; drun., to hurt, injure, twist,
bend; drun.a, a scorpion or rogue; drun.am, a sword or bow;
druh, to hurt, bear malice; dru, to hurt or injure; drū, gold,
from the idea of brilliance; drek, to sound (originally, a discordant sound as in drāṅks.), to grow or increase, to be exhilarated
(dr.p); dron.a, a scorpion, a tree, a bucket. We have the idea of
desire, wish or longing in dravin.am, wish, desire. We have the
idea of solidity or density in dravya, substance, material, wealth,
strength, drad.himan, tightness, ﬁrmness, heaviness, & in drākh,
to obstruct. All these form a goodly array of evidences, showing
the family identity of these roots with the da and dr. groups.
There are a few isolated meanings whose connection is not
so immediately clear, such as drā or drai, to sleep, drān.am, sleep
(cf nidrā); but this is probably connected in sense with drāgh,
to be weary or heavy from exertion, & will then contain the
common idea of heaviness or oppression; drāh, to wake; drāpa,
heaven, either from shining or from the idea of covering; and one
or two others of the kind. But these may all be traced with a little
difﬁculty to the common signiﬁcations and are extraordinarily
few in number. One would expect in so ancient & long-lived
a tongue as Sanscrit a far greater number of meanings which
have wandered too far outside or too near to the farthest permissible verges of the country occupied by their race to be easily
identiﬁable or exactly paralleled among their kindred.
Then we have a number of signiﬁcations resulting from the
root sense of motion which are of some importance to us. They
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start mainly from the two ideas of running and ﬂowing. Dru,
the most characteristic, means to run, ﬂow, rush, attack, melt,
ooze or simply by detrition of special force, to go or move. This
root also means to hurt and to repent. We have also drun., to
go, move; drū in the same sense; dram, to go or run about (Gr.
drmoc); drapsa, a drop; drava, speed, etc, the noun proper to
dru, but meaning also play, amusement (cf div, later); drāva,
liquefaction, melting, running, ﬂowing, ﬂight, speed; drāvan.am,
distilling; dravantı̄, a river; drā, to run, make haste, ﬂy (the
same word which means to sleep); drāk, quickly, instantly etc;
drāgh, to wander about. We shall ﬁnd that the idea of motion
is common to all Sanscrit root families but that in each case
there are certain special signiﬁcances kept in the words, where
their special force has not suffered detrition, which tend to show
that they originally indicated a particular kind of motion. It is
possible & probable that swift, overcoming, forceful motion,
“darting, dashing”, kindred to the idea of pressure & division,
is the proper sense of motion in the roots of this family. It is even
possible that the words drāva & drāvan.am from dru — distilling, liquefaction by heat, etc — daks., to do, go or act quickly,
keep the original force, & that the other shades of sense under
this head show the gradual force of the inﬂuence of detrition,
a phenomenon whose study is of as great an importance in the
history of language as the study of detritions of sound rightly so
much insisted on in Comparative Philology.
After such consistent & conclusive results a very cursory
examination of the di & du families might be held sufﬁcient.
Nevertheless, in order that the full force of the evidence may be
appreciated, I shall devote an equal care to these two households,
fortunately not very numerous in their population, as well as to
the compound bases, dy & dv & the modiﬁed forms de (dai)
and do (dau). We start as in the dra roots with din.d.i, a kind
of musical instrument, & then come to dita, cut, torn, divided;
diti, cutting, dividing, liberality; ditya, a demon (also daitya, cf
dānu, dānava); dinv, to gladden, please (dr.p); dimp, dimbh, to
accumulate (dambh), also to order, direct; div, to shine, play,
sport (cf drava); squander (from the sense of waste, scatter);
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to throw, cast; be glad; be sleepy (drā, drai); be mad or drunk
(dr.p); to wish; to vex, torment, lament, suffer pain; & two new
meanings, to sell & to praise, — the one associated with the
idea of giving, delivering, distributing; the other with the idea of
love, respect, homage (dr.). Proceeding we ﬁnd div, diva & divan,
heaven, sky (which helps, perhaps, to solve our former difﬁculty
drāpa, though I believe that to be connected with Vedic drāpi,
a cloth or robe), day (also dinam), light, brilliance (the original
meaning); divya, divine etc; deva, divine, a god, quicksilver, a
sense we have also in [
], a lover; sport, play; dev, to sport,
gamble, lament, shine, throw or cast; devanam in connected
senses, but also meaning praise, motion, beauty, and an affair
or business which connects it with daks. & perhaps with the
Gr drw, I do & drma; dis.n.u, a giver, donor; dih, to increase,
augment, and to smear, from the idea of rubbing, pressing; de, to
protect, cherish; deha, anointing; body (to contain); dehı̄, rampart, wall (to cover or to strengthen); dai, to protect, brighten,
cleanse, purify; dı̄, to perish, waste; dı̄, decay, ruin; dı̄ti, dı̄diti,
splendour, lustre; dı̄na, poor (daridra), distressed, wretched, sad
(dagdha), frightened, timid (dara, darita); dı̄p, to shine & its
derivatives; dı̄rgha, long (cf drāgh), dı̄rghikā, a lake, big pond
or well. Finally we have diś, to give, grant, pay, assign, allot,
show, point out, teach, direct or order (cf dimp above); dis.t.a,
deśa, diśā, a direction, quarter. The last root, identically with Gr
deknumi, at once throws a light on daśā, understanding, daks.a,
Grk dxa, dokw, Latin doceo, I teach. It is the same idea of
discernment, discretion or separation, allotting things to their
place, showing, teaching — the family of special signiﬁcances
which have since had so important & brilliant a history.
Once again what is the upshot of this substantially exhaustive statement of the signiﬁcances in Sanscrit of the di family?
Once again the result never varies. It is precisely the same. It is
as if this particular family in Sanscrit, at any rate, were insistent
on proving the theory with which we started, on declaring themselves all one family, with the same spirit, the same temperament,
the same intellectual equipment, the same physical features. Absolutely, we have arrived at hardly a single new signiﬁcance &
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none which can be isolated from the rest of the family.
We turn to the du roots. We start with du, to burn, torment, afﬂict, give pain, be pained; also to go or move! Then
there is dūna, pained, burned, agitated (the essential idea in
all emotional senses in this family, good or bad); duh.kh, to
pain, afﬂict, distress & duh.kha, pain, grief, trouble, difﬁculty,
unpleasant, difﬁcult, uneasy, with its derivatives; dud.i, a small
tortoise (duli also means tortoise); dun.d.uka, dishonest, fraudulent, bad-hearted; dundama (but probably from Rt d.am, cf
d.amaru), dundubhi, dundu, dundubha, a drum; dundumā, the
sound of a drum; dudh, to kill, hurt, injure, propel, with its
derivatives; dur, a particle preﬁx with the sense of hard, bad;
durv, to hurt or kill; duvas, active (cf daks., devanam, drw);
dul, to toss up, swing; dus., to corrupt, spoil, destroy; to censure,
annul; to be bad, impure, sinful, & its derivatives (cf daṁśa, a
fault or defect); dūs.ikā, a paint brush (cf dih, to smear), rheum
of the eyes; dūs.ya meaning corruptible, pus, or poison, but also
cotton, a garment, a tent, — the common root sense to cover
suddenly turning up in this unexpected quarter as if to point
out the entire identity of these families; duh, to milk or squeeze
out (here we have the original sense of violent pressure), to yield
or grant, to enjoy, to hurt, pain, distress, & its derivatives (cf
also dogdhr. & dos.aka, both meaning a calf); dū, to afﬂict, be
in pain; dūrvā, kusha grass (cf darbha); dūra, far, distant (cut
off, separated); dūśyam, a tent; and ﬁnally dūta, a messenger,
which must derive from the sense of impelling, sending we have
already found in this family. We have also do, to cut, divide,
mow, reap; dora, a rope; dos.as, dos.ā, night, darkness (to cover,
hide); dos, dos.ā, dos.an, the arm, forearm, the side of a ﬁgure
(probably, to cover, contain, embrace); doha.... Once more, we
receive nothing but conﬁrmation of our theory.
There are, ﬁnally, two connected families, connected, as we
might say, by marriage with the seed sounds y and v. In the
ﬁrst we have dyu, to encounter, attack; dyu, day, sky, brightness,
heaven, sharpness, ﬁre, with a number of kindred words, dyauh.,
dyumat, dyumna etc; dyut, to shine, elucidate, express, with its
derivatives; dyūta, gambling, play, battle; dyūna, sportive, sorry;
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dyai, to disﬁgure, despise (cf div, to make sport of, squander,
make light of). In the second we have dvi, two (to separate)
& its derivatives; dvandva, a couple, strife, duel, fortress (to
strengthen), secret (to hide); dvār, dvāra, door, gate, aperture;
dvis., to hate, dislike (cf druh etc) with its derivatives; dvīpa,
shelter, protection, refuge, an island (to divide, cut off, separate),
a division of the world, continent; dvīpin, a tiger, leopard (to tear,
rend); dvr., to cover, hinder (obstruct), disregard, misappropriate
(cf dasyu, a robber). Again, an absolute conﬁrmation.
We have completed our survey of this great D clan of Aryan
words, so far as the Sanscrit language holds them & introduces
them to us in its classical form. No one, I think, can regard
this evidence without being driven inevitably to the conclusion
that here we have no chance aggregation of words, no language
formed by chance or arbitrarily, but a physico-mental growth
as organic, as clearly related in its members, species, families,
subfamilies as any particular species of physical fauna & ﬂora.
The words claim each other for kinsmen at every step. Not
a single family, not one small group fails to bring forwards
its claim, its documents, its oral evidence. All stand together,
shoulder to shoulder, as closely as any Highland clan or savage
tribe. The most opposite meanings meet in a single word, but
always there is the evidence borne by the rest of the family to
their common origin not only in body but in spirit, not only in
physical sound form, but in mental sense origin & development.
The proof is complete.
We have then a single great family with a common store of
sense-property which each uses according to his needs. We have
a number of meanings all going back to a few radical signiﬁcances. What are those signiﬁcances? First, forceful, effective or
violent division or separation; second, swift oppressive overbearing motion; third, heavy pressure or oppression; fourth, violent,
oppressive, strongly agitated or simply emphatic emotion; ﬁfth,
strong, heavy sound; sixth, strong, overpowering scent; seventh,
strong or swift action; eighth, strong, brilliant or oppressive
heat or light; ninth, close, solid & heavy contact or cohesion. I
have stated them at random, but I think a little reﬂection will
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show us that these nine fundamental ideas resolve themselves
into the single idea of a heavy, decisive pressure, sometimes the
idea of weight, sometimes the idea of decision predominating,
applied to the fundamental experiences which would recommend themselves to the newly awakened and virgin observation
of mankind; viz sound, contact or touch, (form), light, (taste),
smell, motion & action, sensation objective & subjective. From
the da family form & taste seem to be absent; either they have
lost it or never applied themselves to these provinces of human
observation. But we cannot yet say this precisely; for we have the
word deha, body, the Greek dmac, shape, body; dmw, to build.
It is obvious also that words expressive of taste must necessarily
be fewer & more limited than the words expressing sound or
touch. It is possible that words of form & taste were drawn by
a ﬁgure from other primary senses & were not in themselves a
primary application of the original mind-impression to the terms
of intellectual appreciation. We shall have to examine languages
more widely before this question can be decided. Another idea
that hardly appears in this clan is that of human speech itself as
distinguished from sound in general.
I, therefore, add an additional hypothesis to those I have already formulated, viz that the original guna or mind-impression
created naturally & automatically by the seed sound (in this case
the consonantal sound d) was applied primarily to the simple
categories of sense observation, contact, sound, light, motion &
action, including speech, sensation, and perhaps taste & form. It
is no more than a hypothesis at present; for other sound families
will have to be examined before this hypothesis can be either
established or dismissed as untenable. I put it forward here for
the sake of completeness.
It is not necessary to suppose that this perception of mental
or sensational sound values, of the particular impression on
mind-sensation of a particular inarticulate sound deﬁning &
separating itself on the human tongue or even its systematic
application to the categories of sense observation was willed,
conscious or intellectually reasoned out in the men who ﬁrst
framed their utterance into the vocables of Aryan speech.
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Nature, whatsoever Nature may be, guides the unconscious tree
& ﬂower, the unreasoning insect & animal to self-expression, to
self-organisation, to self-evolution, & the result exceeds the best
efforts of the deliberate human intellect. Why should she not
have done the same for human speech? Instead of saying that
men applied the guna of the particular sound to the sensations
they wished to express, let us say that as in plant & tree &
animal the sound itself, by the force of Nature, by the law of its
own activity, svadhām anu, r.tūn anu, “according to its own selfarrangement, in the straight line of the truth of things inherent
in it,” and helped by the half conscious responsive awakening
mind, applied itself in the service of mind to the various classes
of sense observation which his awakening mentality demanded.
I do not say this is the ﬁnal & complete truth of the matter. But it
is the only part or aspect of the truth of it at all consonant with
our present way of approaching Nature as a blind force working
in matter out of unconscious through half conscious into fully
conscious action. It is the only theory which, provided it can
establish itself, deserves, as it seems to me, to be called in the
modern sense, rational & scientiﬁc; for it takes its stand on the
two natural movements which constitute speech, the physical
movements of articulation & the mental movement, partly sensational, partly discriminatory which attends the physical movements. And it seeks to establish itself by reducing the relation
between these two motions to classiﬁed order & ascertained rule.

Chapter III
We have not, however, approached even yet the last step of our
theory. For as there are families of words, families [of] root
sounds, families of simple sounds, so also are there families of
seed-sounds. These families are known to all grammarians & in
Sanscrit they have been distinguished with a faithful & peculiar
care & related to those parts of the organ of speech which
play the decisive part in their articulation; but their relations to
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meaning seem never to have been studied. The seed sound D
belongs to the group called dentals, which consists in Sanscrit of
the hard t, the soft d, the aspirates th & dh & the dento-nasal
n — for every consonant group except the liquids, the sibilants
and the isolated aspirate h is composed of these ﬁve members,
the hard consonant leading, the soft following, each attended
by its corresponding aspirate and a nasal bringing up the rear.
Sanscrit has three sibilants & even these it attributes to the
complete groups; s to the dental, ś to the palatal and s. to the
cerebral family. The question then arises, are these groups only
related in sound? or are they related also in guna and therefore
in signiﬁcation tendency? If there is any soundness in the theory
I have been advancing, then as we have found the word-families
united in a single root family with a single paternal root (as, dal,
dah, dabh etc), these root families united through the paternal
roots in a single primitive root family, phratria or brotherhood
(as, the da family) with one paternal simple root, & these primitive brotherhoods united through their paternal root (da, di,
du, dr.) in a single clan with one paternal seed sound (d), so
also we ought to ﬁnd kindred clans united through their rulingsound into a single tribe based on the kinship of the paternal
seed sounds. The sound d being closely related to the sound
dh, must hold a similar guna and therefore carry with it similar
intellectual signiﬁcances, and, though they may coincide in a less
degree, t, th and even perhaps n, though this is more doubtful,
ought to be not far in guna & sense from the d & dh wordclans. We must now proceed to examine the facts & perceive
how the theory fares in this last & ﬁnal test.
We will take ﬁrst the aspirated soft dental dh. In the last
chapter I have taken the reader very much at random through
the word-jungle, pointing out as we went, how the different trees
fell into groups, all belonging to families of one species. In this
chapter, the theory having once been found, springing up of itself
as we progressed, we can afford to proceed with more order &
method; we can collect our specimens and present them ready
assorted for examination & even speak with greater conﬁdence
about the precise nature of their connections.
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The commonest sense of the d roots, a signiﬁcance which
we found so pervasive that we were ﬁrst inclined to take it
as the root signiﬁcance, — was the idea of violent dividing or
rending pressure, especially in the senses “to hurt, kill, injure,
destroy; to afﬂict, distress, give pain; to burst open, cleave, split;
to deceive, cheat, etc.” Do we ﬁnd the same senses or the same
tendency in the dh family? We ﬁnd dhrād., to divide, split or
pluck (ﬂowers); we ﬁnd dhvāṅks.a, a carpenter; but we do not
ﬁnd any other words with the precise idea of splitting or breaking open or cutting — a deﬁciency of some importance for the
proper appreciation of the guna of the seed sound dh. On the
other hand the sense of hurting, injuring, killing, giving pain,
is sufﬁciently common. We have dhakk, to destroy, annihilate;
dhanus (dhanu), a bow or an archer (Nb dharma also occurs in
this sense, but this does not prove that the idea of bow is “the
thing held”, for dhr. has other senses, “to drink, to ﬂow”, & its
secondary roots mean to hurt, kill, injure); dhr.s. & its derivatives,
to hurt, injure, offend, outrage, attack, violate; dhāt.ı̄, attacking, assaulting; dhū, to treat roughly, injure; dhur, distress or
afﬂiction; dhurv & dhūrv, to hurt, injure, kill; dhūr, to hurt,
kill; dhūrta, dhattūra, dhustura, the white thorn-apple (with
its intoxicating & stupefying drug); dhūlaka, poison; dhorita,
injuring, hurting, striking; dhru & dhvr., to kill; dhvaṁs & its
derivatives, to perish, fall, sink; also to scatter or sprinkle. We
ﬁnd dhiks., to be harassed, weary; dhyāma, soiled or unclean
(spoiled, withered); dhrākh, to be dry or arid; dhūka & dhava,
a rogue or cheat; dhipsu, deceptive; and dhı̄, dhı̄ti, to disregard,
disrespect. We ﬁnd the simple sense of heavy or strong pressure
in dhāv and its derivatives, to rub, brighten, polish; & in dhvr.,
to bend, which we have already had with the sense of killing.
This harvest is not so plentiful, and that has its signiﬁcance,
but neither is it entirely scanty. We may notice also the sense of
giving in dhartram, a sacriﬁce, dhāyu, liberal, and dhenu, a gift,
present, but we must also notice that the impression here seems
rather to be that of placing than of distributing.
But then we observe that the sense of pressure so scanty
otherwise gives more liberal results in two special senses, two
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particular kinds of strong & insistent pressure, — to shake or
agitate and to blow. We have dhū & dhu with many derivatives
meaning to shake, agitate, shake off, blow away, to kindle or
excite &, directly from the sense of pushing, to resist or oppose;
we have dhūnana, dhūka & dhavān.aka in the sense of wind;
dhūli, the driven dust or ground powder & derivative senses of
smoke, fog, incense etc in dhūpa, dhūma & their derivatives, —
dhūma meaning also eructation and dhūp, to obscure or eclipse;
dhmā, to blow, with its derivates &, connecting these roots with
the sense of hurting or giving pain, we have dhamana, cruel. A
certain idea of action, labour or effort appears vaguely as in the
d family, in dhmā, to manufacture & dhūma, a place prepared
for building (cf Greek drw, I build), but as in the da family,
the sense does not prominently emerge. We seem to have also
the sense of covering, cutting off in dhārā, night (also meaning
edge) & perhaps dhvāntam, darkness. But dhvāntam may also
come from the idea of thickness, crassness more proper to this
family. Here again we ﬁnd a difference between dh & d.
Another class of meanings which we noticed in the da family were those which expressed some kind of motion & we
perceived that a swift, overpowering pressure of motion was
the original idea in that family. In the dha clan also there are
a number of words conveying directly or indirectly the idea of
motion. As we have dru, to run, there, so here we have dhāv, to
run, glide, charge, to ﬂow, to give milk, to wash. We have dhunayati, ﬂows; dhuni & dhenā, meaning river; dhena and dhı̄ra,
the ocean; dhārā, meaning a stream, current, shower, the pace of
a horse, a wheel (cf dalbha etc); dhūma, a meteor; dhor, to run
or trot (of a horse) with its derivatives; dhoran.i, series, tradition;
dhārā, tradition, fame or rumour, line, series (but here the idea
of continuing may be the source); dharun.a, water; dhras, to toss
up; dhūr, dhvaj, dhrā, dhr.j, all in the sense of going or moving;
dhraj, to go or move; dhraji, a gliding, persistent motion; dhrāji,
impulse, storm or wind. It is evident that here there is a great
stress not on the force of the motion, though this sometimes
emerges, but on its persistence.
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Among all the many promising beginnings of which the nineteenth century was the witness, none perhaps was hailed with
greater eagerness by the world of culture and science than the
triumphant debut of Comparative Philology. None perhaps has
been more disappointing in its results. The philologists indeed
place a high value on their line of study, — nor is that to be
wondered at, in spite of all its defects, — and persist in giving
it the name of Science; but the scientists are of a very different
opinion. In Germany, in the very metropolis both of Science
and of philology, the word Philologe has become a term of
disparagement; nor are the philologists in a position to retort. Physical Science has proceeded by the soundest and most
scrupulous methods and produced a mass of indisputable results which, by their magnitude and far-reaching consequences,
have revolutionised the world and justly entitled the age of their
development to the title of the wonderful century. Comparative
Philology has hardly moved a step beyond its origins; all the
rest has been a mass of conjectural and ingenious learning of
which the brilliance is only equalled by the uncertainty and
unsoundness. Even so great a philologist as Renan was obliged
in the later part of his career, begun with such unlimited hopes,
to a deprecating apology for the “little conjectural sciences” to
which he had devoted his life’s energies. At the beginning of
the century’s philological researches, when the Sanscrit tongue
had been discovered, when Max Muller was exulting in his fatal
formula, “patēr, pater, pitā, Vater, father”, the Science of Language seemed to be on the point of self-revelation; as the result
of the century’s toil it can be asserted by thinkers of repute that
the very idea of a Science of Language is a chimera! No doubt,
the case against Comparative Philology has been overstated. If
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it has not discovered the Science of Language, it has at least
swept out of existence the fantastic, arbitrary & almost lawless
etymology of our forefathers. It has given us juster notions about
the relations and history of extant languages and the processes
by which old tongues have degenerated into that detritus out
of which a new form of speech fashions itself. Above all, it has
given us the ﬁrmly established notion that our investigations
into language must be a search for rules & laws and not free &
untrammelled gambollings among individual derivations. The
way has been prepared; many difﬁculties have been cleared out
of our way. Still scientiﬁc philology is non-existent; much less
has there been any real approach to the discovery of the Science
of Language.
Does it follow that a Science of Language is undiscoverable?
In India, at least, with its great psychological systems mounting
to the remotest prehistoric antiquity, we cannot easily believe
that regular and systematic processes of Nature are not at the
basis of all phenomena of sound and speech. European philology
has missed the road to the truth because an excessive enthusiasm
and eager haste to catch at and exaggerate imperfect, subordinate and often misleading formulae has involved it in bypaths
that lead to no resting-place; but somewhere the road exists.
If it exists, it can be found. The right clue alone is wanted,
and a freedom of mind which can pursue it unencumbered
by prepossessions and undeterred by the orthodoxies of the
learned. Above all, if the science of philology is to cease to
ﬁgure among the petty conjectural sciences, among which even
Renan was compelled to classify it — and conjectural science
means pseudo-science, since ﬁxed, sound and veriﬁable bases
and methods independent of conjecture are the primary condition of Science, — then the habit of hasty generalisations, of light
and presumptuous inferences, of the chase after mere ingenuities
and the satisfaction of curious & learned speculation which are
the pitfalls of verbal scholarship must be rigidly eschewed and
relegated to the wastepaper basket of humanity, counted among
its nursery toys which, having now issued out of the nursery,
we should put away into their appropriate lumber-room. Where
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there is insufﬁcient evidence or equal probability in conﬂicting
solutions, Science admits conjectural hypotheses as a step towards discovery. But the abuse of this concession to our human
ignorance, the habit of erecting ﬂimsy conjectures as the assured
gains of knowledge is the curse of philology. A Science which is
nine-tenths conjecture has no right, at this stage of the human
march, to make much of itself or seek to impose itself on the
mind of the race. Its right attitude is humility, its chief business
to seek always for surer foundations and a better justiﬁcation
for its existence.
To seek for such a stronger & surer foundation is the object of this work. In order that the attempt may succeed, it is
necessary ﬁrst to perceive the errors committed in the past and
to eschew them. The ﬁrst error committed by the philologists
after their momentous discovery of the Sanscrit tongue, was to
exaggerate the importance of their ﬁrst superﬁcial discoveries.
The ﬁrst glance is apt to be superﬁcial; the perceptions drawn
from an initial survey stand always in need of correction. If then
we are so dazzled & led away by them as to make them the
very key of our future knowledge, its central plank, its basic
platform we prepare for ourselves grievous disappointments.
Comparative Philology, guilty of this error, has seized on a minor clue and mistaken it for a major or chief clue. When Max
Muller trumpeted forth to the world in his attractive studies the
great rapprochement, pitā, patēr, pater, Vater, father, he was
preparing the bankruptcy of the new Science; he was leading it
away from the truer clues, the wider vistas that lay behind. The
most extraordinary & imposingly unsubstantial structures were
reared on the narrow basis of that unfortunate formula. First,
there was the elaborate division of civilised humanity into the
Aryan, Semitic, Dravidian & Turanian races, based upon the
philological classiﬁcation of the ancient and modern languages.
More sensible & careful reﬂection has shown us that community
of language is no proof of community of blood or ethnological
identity; the French are not a Latin race because they speak a
corrupt & nasalised Latin, nor are the Bulgars Slavs in blood
because the Ugroﬁnnish race has been wholly Slavonicised in
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civilisation and language. Scientiﬁc researches of another kind
have conﬁrmed this useful and timely negation. The philologists
have, for instance, split up, on the strength of linguistic differences, the Indian nationality into the northern Aryan race &
the southern Dravidian, but sound observation shows a single
physical type with minor variations pervading the whole of India from Cape Comorin to Afghanistan. Language is therefore
discredited as an ethnological factor. The races of India may be
all pure Dravidians, if indeed such an entity as a Dravidian race
exists or ever existed, or they may be pure Aryans, if indeed such
an entity as an Aryan race exists or ever existed, or they may be
a mixed race with one predominant strain, but, in any case, the
linguistic division of the tongues of India into the Sanscritic &
the Tamilic counts for nothing in that problem. Yet so great is the
force of attractive generalisations & widely popularised errors
that all the world goes on perpetuating the blunder, talking of
the Indo-European races, claiming or disclaiming Aryan kinship
& building on that basis of falsehood the most far-reaching
political, social or pseudo-scientiﬁc conclusions.
But if language is no sound factor of ethnological research,
it may be put forward as a proof of common civilisation and
used as a useful & reliable guide to the phenomena of early
civilisations. Enormous, most ingenious, most painstaking have
been the efforts to extract from the meanings of words a picture
of the early Aryan civilisation previous to the dispersion of their
tribes. Vedic scholarship has built upon this conjectural science
of philology, upon a brilliantly ingenious & attractive but wholly
conjectural & unreliable interpretation of the Vedas, a remarkably minute & captivating picture of an early half-savage Aryan
civilisation in India. How much value can we attach to these
dazzling structures? None, for they have no assured scientiﬁc
basis. They may be true & last; they may be partly true, yet have
to be seriously modiﬁed; they may be entirely false & no trace
of them be left in the ultimate conclusions of human knowledge
on the subject: we have no means of determining between these
three possibilities. The now settled rendering of Veda which
reigns hitherto because it has never been critically & inimically
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examined, is sure, before long, to be powerfully attacked &
questioned, & one thing may be conﬁdently expected that even
if India was ever invaded, colonised or civilised by northern
worshippers of Sun & Fire, yet the picture of that invasion
richly painted by philological scholarship from the Rigveda will
prove to be a modern legend & not ancient history, & even if
a half-savage Aryan civilisation existed in India in early times,
the astonishingly elaborate modern descriptions of Vedic India will turn out a philological mirage & phantasmagoria. The
wider question of an early Aryan civilisation must equally be
postponed till we have sounder materials. The present theory
is wholly illusory; for it assumes that common terms imply a
common civilisation, an assumption which sins both by excess
and by defect. It sins by excess; it cannot be argued, for instance,
that because the Romans & Indians have a common term for a
particular utensil, therefore that utensil was possessed by their
ancestors in common previous to their separation. We must
know ﬁrst the history of the contact between the ancestors of
the two races; we must be sure that the extant Roman word did
not replace an original Latin term not possessed by the Indians;
we must be sure that the Romans did not receive the term by
transmission from Greek or Celt without ever having had any
identity, connection or contact with our Aryan forefathers; we
must be assured against many other possible solutions about
which Philology can give us no guarantee either negative or
afﬁrmative. The Indian suraṅga, a tunnel, is supposed to be
the Greek surinx. We cannot therefore argue that the Greeks &
Indians possessed the common art of tunnel-making before their
dispersion or even that the Indians who borrowed the word from
Greece, never knew what an underground excavation might be
till they learned it from Macedonian engineers. The Bengali term
for telescope is dūrbı̄n, a word not of European origin. We
cannot conclude that the Bengalis had invented the telescope
independently before their contact with the Europeans. Yet on
the principles by which the philologists seem to be guided in
their conjectural restorations of vanished cultures, these are precisely the conclusions at which we should arrive. Here we have a
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knowledge of the historical facts to correct our speculations; but
the prehistoric ages are not similarly defended. Historical data
are entirely wanting & we are left at the mercy of words and their
misleading indications. But a little reﬂection on the vicissitudes
of languages and especially some study of the peculiar linguistic
phenomena created in India by the impact of the English tongue
on our literary vernaculars, the ﬁrst rush with which English
words attempted to oust, in conversation & letter-writing, even
common indigenous terms in their own favour and the reaction
by which the vernaculars are now ﬁnding new Sanscritic terms
to express the novel concepts introduced by the Europeans, will
be sufﬁcient to convince any thoughtful mind how rash are the
premises of these philological culture-restorers & how excessive
and precarious their conclusions. Nor do they sin by excess
alone, but by defect also. They consistently ignore the patent
fact that in prehistoric & preliterary times the vocabularies of
primitive languages must have varied from century to century to
an extent of which we with our ideas of language drawn from the
classical & modern literary tongues can form little conception.
It is, I believe, an established fact of anthropology that many
savage tongues change their vocabulary almost from generation
to generation. It is, therefore, perfectly possible that implements
of civilisation and culture ideas for which no two Aryan tongues
have a common term may yet have been common property before their dispersion; since each of them may have rejected after
that dispersion the original common term for a neologism of its
own manufacture. It is the preservation of common terms and
not their disappearance that is the miracle of language.
I exclude, therefore, and exclude rigidly from the domain
of philology as I conceive it all ethnological conclusions, all
inferences from words to the culture & civilisation of the men
or races who used them, however alluring may be these speculations, however attractive, interesting and probable may be
the inferences which we are tempted to draw in the course of
our study. The philologist has nothing to do with ethnology.
The philologist has nothing to do with sociology, anthropology
and archaeology. His sole business is or ought to be with the
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history of words and of the association of ideas with the soundforms which they represent. By strictly conﬁning himself to this
province, by the self-denial with which he eschews all irrelevant
distractions & delights on his somewhat dry and dusty road,
he will increase his concentration on his own proper work and
avoid lures which may draw him away from the great discoveries
awaiting mankind in this badly-explored tract of knowledge.
But the afﬁnities of languages to each other are, at least,
a proper ﬁeld for the labours of philology. Nevertheless even
here I am compelled to hold that the scholarship of Europe
has fallen into an error in giving this subject of study the ﬁrst
standing among the objects of philology. Are we really quite sure
that we know what constitutes community or diversity of origin
between two different languages — so different for instance as
Latin and Sanscrit, Sanscrit & Tamil, Tamil and Latin? Latin,
Greek & Sanscrit are supposed to be sister Aryan tongues, Tamil
is set apart as of other & Dravidian origin. If we enquire on what
foundation this distinct & contrary treatment rests, we shall ﬁnd
that community of origin is supposed on two main grounds, a
common body of ordinary and familiar terms and a considerable
community of grammatical forms and uses. We come back to the
initial formula, pitā, patēr, pater, Vater, father. What other test,
it may be asked, can be found for determining linguistic kinship?
Possibly none, but a little dispassionate consideration will give
us, it seems to me, ground to pause and reﬂect very long &
seriously before we classify languages too conﬁdently upon this
slender basis. The mere possession of a large body of common
terms is, it is recognised, insufﬁcient to establish kinship; it may
establish nothing more than contact or cohabitation. Tamil has
a very large body of Sanscrit words in its rich vocabulary, but it
is not therefore a Sanscritic language. The common terms must
be those which express ordinary & familiar ideas & objects,
such as domestic relations, numerals, pronouns, the heavenly
bodies, the ideas of being, having etc, — those terms that are
most commonly in the mouths of men, especially of primitive
men, and are therefore, shall we say, least liable to variation?
Sanscrit says, addressing the father, pitar, Greek pater, Latin
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pater, but Tamil says appā; Sanscrit says addressing the mother
mātar, Greek mēter, Latin māter, but Tamil ammā; for the numeral seven Sanscrit says saptan or sapta, Greek hepta, Latin
septem, but Tamil ēl.u; for the ﬁrst person Sanscrit says aham,
Greek egō or egōn, Latin ego, but Tamil nān; for the sun, Sanscrit
says sūra or sūrya, Greek hēlios, Latin sol, but Tamil ñāyiru; for
the idea of being Sanscrit has as, asmi, Greek has einai (esnai)
and eimi, Latin esse and sum, but Tamil iru. The basis of the
differentiation, then, appears with a striking clearness. There
is no doubt about it, Sanscrit, Greek & Latin belong to one
linguistic family which we may call conveniently the Aryan or
Indo-European, Tamil to another for which we can get no more
convenient term than Dravidian.
So far, good. We seem to be standing on a ﬁrm foundation,
to be in possession of a rule which can be applied with something
like scientiﬁc accuracy. But when we go a little farther, the fair
prospect clouds a little, mists of doubt begin to creep into our
ﬁeld of vision. Mother & father we have; but there are other domestic relations. Over the daughter of the house, the primaeval
milkmaid, the Aryan sisters show the slight beginnings of a spirit
of disagreement. The Sanscrit father addresses her in the orthodox fashion duhitar, O milkmaid; Greek, as well as German &
English parents follow suit with thugater, Tochter, and daughter,
but Latin has abandoned its pastoral ideas, knows nothing of
duhitā and uses a word ﬁlia which has no conceivable connection with the milk-pail & is not connected with any variant for
daughter in the kindred tongues. Was Latin then a mixed tongue,
drawing from a non-Aryan stock for its conception of daughterhood? But this is only a single & negligible variation. We go
farther and ﬁnd, when we come to the word for son, these Aryan
languages seem to differ hopelessly and give up all appearance
of unity. Sanscrit says putra, Greek huios, Latin ﬁlius, the three
languages use three words void of all mutual connection. We
cannot indeed arrive at the conclusion that these languages were
Aryan in their conception of fatherhood & motherhood, but
sonhood is a Dravidian conception — like architecture, monism
& most other civilised conceptions, according to some modern
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authorities, — for Sanscrit has a literary term for child or son,
sūnuh., with which we can connect the German Sohn, English
son & more remotely the Greek huios. We explain the difference
then by supposing that these languages did possess an original
common term for son, possibly sūnu, which was dropped by
many of them at least as a colloquial expression, Sanscrit relegated it to the language of high literature, Greek adopted another
form from the same root, Latin lost it altogether & substituted
for it ﬁlius as it had substituted ﬁlia for duhitā. This sort of
ﬂuidity in the commonest terms seems to have been common
— Greek has lost its original word for brother, phrātēr, which
its sisters retain, & substituted adelphos, for which they have
no correspondents; Sanscrit has abandoned the common word
for the numeral one, unus, ein, one and substituted a word, eka,
unknown to any other Aryan tongue; all differ over the third personal pronoun; for moon Greek has selēnē, Latin luna, Sanscrit
candra. But when we admit these facts, a very important part of
our scientiﬁc basis is sapped & the ediﬁce begins to totter. For we
come back to this fatal fact that even in the commonest terms
the ancient languages tended to lose their original vocabulary
& diverge from each other, so that if the process had not been
arrested by an early literature all obvious proof of relationship
might well have disappeared. It is only the accident of an early
& continuous Sanscrit literature that enables us to establish the
original unity of the Aryan tongues. If it were not for the old
Sanscrit writings, if only the ordinary Sanscrit colloquial vocables had survived who could be certain of these connections? or
who could conﬁdently afﬁliate colloquial Bengali with its ordinary domestic terms to Latin any more certainly than Telugu or
Tamil? How then are we to be sure that the dissonance of Tamil
itself with the Aryan tongues is not due to an early separation
and an extensive change of its vocabulary during its preliterary
ages? I shall be able, at a later stage of this inquiry, to afford
some ground for supposing the Tamil numerals to be early Aryan
vocables abandoned by Sanscrit but still traceable in the Veda
or scattered & imbedded in the various Aryan tongues & the
Tamil pronouns similarly the primitive Aryan denominatives of
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which traces still remain in the ancient tongues. I shall be able
to show also that large families of words supposed to be pure
Tamil are identical in the mass though not in their units with
the Aryan families. But then we are logically driven towards this
conclusion that absence of a common vocabulary for common
ideas & objects is not necessarily a proof of diverse origin. Diversity of grammatical forms? But are we certain that the Tamil
forms are not equally old Aryan forms, corrupted but preserved
by the early deliquescence of the Tamilic dialect? Some of them
are common to the modern Aryan vernaculars, but unknown to
Sanscrit, & it has even been thence concluded by some that the
Aryan vernaculars were originally non-Aryan tongues linguistically overpowered by the foreign invader. But if so into what
quagmires of uncertainty do we not descend? Our shadow of a
scientiﬁc basis, our ﬁxed classiﬁcation of language families have
disappeared into shifting vestibules of nothingness.
Nor is this all the havoc that more mature consideration
works in the established theory of the philologists. We have
found a wide divergence between the Tamil common terms and
those shared in common by the “Aryan” dialects; but let us
look a little more closely into these divergences. The Tamil for
father is appā, not pitā; there is no corresponding word in Sanscrit, but we have what one might call a reverse of the word in
apatyam, son, in aptyam, offspring and apna, offspring. These
three words point decisively to a Sanscrit root ap, to produce
or create, for which other evidence in abundance can be found.
What is there to prevent us from supposing appā, father, to
be the Tamil form for an old Aryan active derivative from this
root corresponding to the passive derivative apatyam? Mother
in Tamil is ammā not mātā; there is no Sanscrit word ammā, but
there is the well-known Sanscrit vocable ambā, mother. What is
to prevent us from understanding the Tamil ammā as an Aryan
form equivalent to ambā, derived from the root amb, to produce,
which gives us amba & ambaka, father, ambā, ambikā and ambi,
mother and ambarı̄s.a, the colt of a horse or young of an animal.
Sodara, a high Sanscrit word, is the common colloquial term in
Tamil for brother and replaces the northern vernacular bhāı̄ &
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classical bhrātā. Akkā, a Sanscrit word with many variants, is
the colloquial term in Tamil for elder sister. In all these cases an
obsolete or high literary term in Sanscrit is the ordinary colloquial term in Tamil, — just as we see the high literary Sanscrit
sūnuh. appearing in the colloquial German Sohn & English son,
the obsolete & certainly high literary Aryan adalbha, undivided,
appearing in the colloquial Greek adelphos, brother. What are
we to conclude from these and a host of other instances which
will appear in a later volume of this work? That Tamil is an
Aryan dialect, like Greek, like German? Surely not; — the evidence is not sufﬁcient; — but that it is possible for a non-Aryan
tongue to substitute largely & freely Aryan vocables for its most
common & familiar terms & lose its own native expressions. But
then we are again driven by inexorable logic to this conclusion
that just as the absence of a common vocabulary for common
and domestic terms is not a sure proof of diverse origin, so
also the possession of an almost identical vocabulary for these
terms is not a sure proof of common origin. These things prove
at the most intimate contact or separate development; they do
not prove and in themselves cannot prove anything more. But
on what basis then are we to distinguish & classify various
language families? How can we positively say that Tamil is a
non-Aryan or Greek, Latin & German Aryan tongues? From
the indication of grammatical forms & uses, from the general
impression created by the divergence or identity [of the] bulk of
the vocables inherited by the languages we are comparing? But
the ﬁrst is too scanty & inconclusive, the second too empirical,
uncertain & treacherous a test; both are the reverse of scientiﬁc,
both, as reﬂection will show, might lead us into the largest &
most radical errors. Rather than to form a conclusion by such a
principle it is better to abstain from all conclusions and turn to
a more thorough and proﬁtable initial labour.
I conclude that it is too early in the history of philological
research, we have made as yet too crude and slender a foundation to rear upon it the superstructure of scientiﬁc laws and
scientiﬁc classiﬁcations. We cannot yet arrive at a sound & certain classiﬁcation of human tongues still extant in speech, record
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or literature. We must recognise that our divisions are popular,
not scientiﬁc, based upon superﬁcial identities, not upon the
one sound foundation for a science, the study of various species
in their development from the embryo to the ﬁnished form or,
failing the necessary material, a reverse study tracing back the
ﬁnished forms to the embryonic and digging down into the hidden original facts of language. The reproach of the real scientist
against the petty conjectural pseudo-science of philology is just;
it must be removed by the adoption of a sounder method &
greater self-restraint, the renunciation of brilliant superﬁcialities
and a more scrupulous, sceptical & patient system of research.
In the present work I renounce, therefore, however alluring the
temptation, however strong the facts may seem to a superﬁcial
study, all attempt to speculate on the identities or relationships
of the different languages, on the evidence of philology as to
the character & history of primitive human civilisations, or any
other subject whatever not strictly within the four walls of my
subject. That subject is the origin, growth and development of
human language as it is shown to us by the embryology of the
language ordinarily called Sanscrit and three ancient tongues,
two dead & one living, which have evidently come at least into
contact with it, the Latin, Greek & Tamil. I have called my
work, for convenience’ sake, the Origins of Aryan Speech; but
I would have it clearly understood that by using this familiar
epithet I do not for a moment wish to imply any opinion as
to the relationship of the four languages included in my survey,
or the race-origin of the peoples speaking them or even of the
ethnic origins of the Sanscrit speaking peoples. I did not wish to
use the word Sanscrit, both because it is only a term meaning
polished or correct and designating the literary tongue of ancient
India as distinct from the vernaculars used by the women &
the common people and because my scope is somewhat wider
than the classical tongue of the northern Hindus. I base my
conclusions on the evidence of the Sanscrit language helped out
by those parts of the Greek, Latin & Tamil tongues which are
cognate to the word-families of Sanscrit, and by the origins of
Aryan speech, I mean, properly, the origin of human speech as
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used & developed by those who fashioned these word-families
and their stocks & offshoots. The signiﬁcance of the word Aryan
as I use it, goes no farther.
In such an enquiry, it is obvious that a kind of science of
linguistic embryology is the ﬁrst necessity. In other words, it is
only in proportion as we get away from the habits & notions
& apparent facts of formed human speech in its use by modern
& civilised people, only in proportion as we get nearer to the
ﬁrst roots & rudiments of the structure of the more ancient and
primitive languages that we shall have any chance of making
really fruitful discoveries. Just as from the study of the formed
outward man, animal, plant, the great truths of evolution could
not be discovered or, if discovered, not ﬁrmly ﬁxed, — just as
only by going back from the formed creature to its skeleton and
from the skeleton to the embryo could the great truth be established that in matter also the great Vedantic formula holds good
— of a world formed by development of many forms from one
seed in the will of the Universal Being, ya ekaṁ bı̄jaṁ bahudhā
vidadhāti, — so also in language if the origin & unity of human
speech can be found & established, if it can be shown that
its development was governed by ﬁxed laws & processes, it is
only by going back to its earliest forms that the discovery is to
be made & proofs established. Modern speech is largely a ﬁxed
and almost artiﬁcial form, not precisely a fossil, but an organism
proceeding towards arrest and fossilisation. The ideas its study
suggests to us, are well-calculated to lead us entirely astray. In
modern language the word is a ﬁxed conventional symbol having
for no good reason that we know a signiﬁcance we are bound
by custom to attach [to] it. We mean by wolf a certain kind of
animal, but why we use this sound and not another to mean
[it], except as a mere lawless fact of historical development,
we do not know & do not care to think. Any other sound
would, for us, be equally good for the purpose, provided the
custom-bound mentality prevailing in our environment could
be persuaded to sanction it. It is only when we go back to the
early tongues and ﬁnd, for instance, that the Sanscrit word for
wolf means radically “tearing” that we get a glimpse of one
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law at least of the development of language. Again in modern
speech we have ﬁxed parts of speech; noun, adjective, verb,
adverb are to us different words even when their forms are the
same. Only when we go back to the earlier tongues do we get
a glimpse of the striking, the illuminating fact that in the most
fundamental forms a single monosyllable did service equally
for noun, adjective, verb & adverb & that man in his earliest
use of speech probably made in his mind little or no conscious
difference between these various uses. We see the word vr.ka in
modern Sanscrit used only as a noun signifying wolf; in the Veda
it means simply tearing or a tearer, is used indifferently as a noun
or adjective, even in its noun-use has much of the freedom of
an adjective and can be applied freely to a wolf, a demon, an
enemy, a disruptive force or anything that tears. We ﬁnd in the
Veda, although there are adverbial forms corresponding to the
Latin adverb in e and ter, the adjective itself used continually
as a pure adjective & yet in a relation to the verb & its action
which corresponds to our modern use of adverbs and adverbial
or prepositional phrases or subordinate adverbial clauses. Still
more remarkable, we ﬁnd nouns and adjectives used frequently
as verbs with an object in the accusative case depending on the
verbal idea in their root. We are prepared, therefore, to ﬁnd that
in the simplest & earliest forms of the Aryan tongue the use of
a word was quite ﬂuid, that a word like cit for instance might
equally mean to know, knowing, knows, knower, knowledge or
knowingly & be used by the speaker without any distinct idea of
the particular employment he was making of the pliant vocable.
Again, the tendency to ﬁxity in modern tongues, the tendency
to use words as mere counters & symbols of ideas, not as living
entities themselves the parents of thought, creates a tendency to
limit severely the use of a single word in several different senses
and also a tendency to avoid the use of many different words
for the expression of a single object or idea. When we have got
the word strike to mean a voluntary & organised cessation of
work by labourers, we are satisﬁed; we would be embarrassed if
we had to choose between this and ﬁfteen other words equally
common and having the same signiﬁcance; still more should
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we feel embarrassed if the same word could mean a blow, a
sunbeam, anger, death, life, darkness, shelter, a house, food and
prayer. Yet this is precisely the phenomenon — again, I suggest, a
most striking & illuminative phenomenon — we ﬁnd in the early
history of speech. Even in later Sanscrit the wealth of apparently
unconnected signiﬁcances borne by a single word is phenomenal,
but in Vedic Sanscrit it is more than phenomenal and offers a
serious stumbling-block to any attempt by moderns to ﬁx the
exact & indisputable sense of the Aryan hymns. I shall give
evidence in this work for concluding that in yet earlier speech the
licence was much greater, that each word, not only exceptionally
but ordinarily, was capable of numerous different meanings and
each object or idea could be expressed by many, often by as
many as ﬁfty different words each derived from a different root.
To our ideas such a state of things would be one merely of
lawless confusion negativing the very idea of any law of speech
or any possibility of a linguistic Science, but I shall show that
this extraordinary freedom & pliancy arose inevitably out of the
very nature of human speech in its beginnings & as a result of
the very laws which presided over its pristine development.
By going back thus from the artiﬁcial use of a developed
speech in modern language nearer to the natural use of primitive speech by our earlier forefathers we gain two important
points. We get rid of the idea of a conventional ﬁxed connection
between the sound and its sense and we perceive that a certain
object is expressed by a certain sound because for some reason it
suggested a particular & striking action or characteristic which
distinguished that object to the earlier human mind. Ancient
man did not say in his mind, as would the sophisticated modern,
“Here is a grey carnivorous animal, with four legs, of the canine
species who hunts in packs and is particularly associated in my
mind with Russia and the winter & snow & the steppes; let
us ﬁnd a suitable name for him”; he had fewer ideas about
the wolf in his mind, no preoccupation with ideas of scientiﬁc
classiﬁcation and much preoccupation with the physical facts of
his contact with the wolf. It was the chief all-important physical
fact he selected, when he cried to his companion, not “Here is
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the wolf”, but simply “This tearer”, ayaṁ vr.kah.. The question
remains, why the word vr.kah. more than another suggested the
idea of tearing. The Sanscrit language carries us one step back,
but not yet to the ﬁnal step, by showing us that it is not the
formed word vr.kah. with which we have to deal, but the word
vr.c, that root of which vr.ka is only one of several outgrowths.
For the second obsession it helps us to get rid of is the modern
connection of the developed word with some precise shade of an
idea that we have accustomed it to convey. The word delimitation & the complex sense it conveys are with us wedded together;
we need not remember that it comes from limes, a boundary, &
that the single syllable lim, which is the backbone of the word,
does not carry to us by itself the fundamental core of the sense.
But I think it can be shown that even in the Vedic times men
using the word vr.ka, had the sense of the root vr.c foremost in
their minds and it was that root which to their mentality was
the rigid ﬁxed signiﬁcant part of speech; the full word being
still ﬂuid and depending for its use on the associations wakened
by the root it contained. If that be so, we can see partly why
words remained ﬂuid in their sense, varying according to the
particular idea wakened by the root-sound in the mentality of
the speaker. We can see also why this root itself was ﬂuid not only
in its signiﬁcance, but in its use & why even in the formed and
developed word the nominal, adjective, verbal & adverbial uses
were even in the comparatively late stage of speech we ﬁnd in the
Vedas, so imperfectly distinguished, so little rigid & separate, so
much run into each other. We get back always to the root as the
determining unit of language. In the particular inquiry we have
before us, the basis for a science of language, we make a most
important advance. We need not inquire why vr.ka meant tearer;
we shall inquire instead what the sound vr.c meant to the early
Aryan-speaking races and why it bore the particular signiﬁcance
or signiﬁcances we actually ﬁnd imbedded in it. We have not to
ask why dolabra in Latin means an axe, dalmi in Sanscrit means
Indra’s thunderbolt, dalapa & dala are applied to weapons, or
dalanam means crushing or Delphi in Greek is the name given to
a place of caverns & ravines; but we may conﬁne ourselves to an
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inquiry into the nature of the mother-root dal of which all these
different but cognate uses are the result. Not that the variations
noted have no importance, but their importance is minor & subsidiary. We may indeed divide the history of speech-origins into
two parts, the embryonic into which research must be immediate
as of the ﬁrst importance, the structural which is less important
& therefore may be kept for subsequent & subsidiary inquiry.
In the ﬁrst we note the roots of speech and inquire how vr.c
came to mean to tear, dal to split or crush, whether arbitrarily
or by the operation of some law of Nature; in the second we
note the modiﬁcations and additions by which these roots grew
into developed words, word-groups, word-families and wordclans and why those modiﬁcations & additions had the effect
on sense & use which we ﬁnd them to have exercised, why the
termination ana turns dal into an adjective or a noun & what
is the source & sense of the variant terminations ābra, bhi, bha
(Delphoi, dalbhāh.), ān (Grk. ōn) & ana.
This superior importance of the root in early language to
the formed word is one of those submerged facts of language the
neglect of which has been one of the chief causes of philology’s
abortiveness as a Science. The ﬁrst comparative philologists
made, it seems to me, a fatal mistake when, misled by the modern
preoccupation with the formed word, they ﬁxed on the correlation pitā, patēr, pater, Vater, father as the clef, the mulamantra,
of their Science & began to argue from it to all sorts of sound or
unsound conclusions. The real clef, the real correlation is to be
found in this other agreement, dalbha, dalana, dolabra, dolōn,
delphi, leading to the idea of a common mother-root, common
word-families, common word-clans, kindred word-nations or,
as we call them, languages. And if it had been also noticed,
that in all these languages dal means also pretence or fraud and
has other common or kindred signiﬁcances and some attempt
made to discover the reason for one sound having these various
signiﬁcant uses, the foundation of a real Science of Languages
might have been formed. We should incidentally have discovered, perhaps, the real connections of the ancient languages
& the common mentality of the so-called Aryan peoples. We
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ﬁnd dolabra in Latin for axe, we ﬁnd no corresponding word
in Greek or Sanscrit for axe; to argue thence that the Aryan
forefathers had not invented or adopted the axe as a weapon
before their dispersion, is to land oneself in a region of futile
& nebulous uncertainties & rash inferences. But when we have
noted that dolabra in Latin, dolōn in Greek, dala, dalapa &
dalmi in Sanscrit were all various derivatives freely developed
from dal, to split, and all used for some kind of weapon, we get
hold of a fruitful and luminous certainty. We see the common or
original mentality working, we see the apparently free & loose
yet really regular processes by which words were formed; we see
too that not the possession of the same identical formed words,
but the selection of the root word and of one among several
children of the same root word to express a particular object or
idea was the secret both of the common element & of the large
& free variation that we actually ﬁnd in the vocabulary of the
Aryan languages.
I have said enough to show the character of the inquiry
which I propose to pursue in the present work. This character arises necessarily from the very nature of the problem we
have before us, the processes by which language took birth
and formation. In the physical sciences we have a simple and
homogeneous material of study; for, however complex may be
the forces or constituents at work, they are all of one nature and
obey one class of laws; all the constituents are forms developed
by the vibration of material ether, all the forces are energies
of this ethereal vibration which have either knotted themselves
into these formal constituents of objects and are at work in
them or else still work freely upon them from outside. But in the
mental sciences we are confronted with heterogeneous material
and heterogeneous forces and action of forces; we have to deal
ﬁrst with a physical material and medium, the nature & action
of which by itself would be easy enough to study and regular
enough in its action, but for the second element, the mental
agency working in & upon its physical medium and material.
We see a cricket ball ﬂying through the air, we know the elements
of action & status that work in and upon its ﬂight and we can
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tell easily enough either by calculation or judgment not only
in what direction it will pursue its ﬂight, but where it will fall.
We see a bird ﬂying through the air, — a physical object like
the cricket ball ﬂying through the same physical medium; but
we know neither in what direction it will ﬂy, nor where it will
alight. The material is the same, a physical body, the medium
is the same, the physical atmosphere; to a certain extent even
the energy is the same, the physical pranic energy, as it is called
in our philosophy, inherent in matter. But another force not
physical has seized on this physical force, is acting in it and on
it and so far as the physical medium will allow, fulﬁlling itself
through it. This force is mental energy, & its presence sufﬁces
to change the pure or molecular pranic energy we ﬁnd in the
cricket ball into the mixed or nervous pranic energy we ﬁnd in
the bird. But if we could so develop our mental perceptions as
to be able to estimate by judgment or measure by calculation
the force of nervous energy animating the bird at the moment
of its ﬂight, even then we could not determine its direction or
goal. The reason is that there is not only a difference in the
energy, but a difference in the agency. The agency is the mental
power dwelling in the merely physical object, the power of a
mental will which is not only indwelling but to a certain extent
free. There is an intention in the bird’s ﬂight; if we can perceive
that intention, we can then judge whither it will ﬂy, where it will
alight, provided always that it does not change its intention. The
cricket ball is also thrown by a mental agent with an intention,
but that agent being external and not indwelling, the ball cannot,
once it is propelled in a certain direction, with a certain force,
change that direction or exceed that force unless turned or driven
forward by a new object it meets in its ﬂight. In itself it is not free.
The bird is also propelled by a mental agent with an intention,
in a certain direction, with a certain force of nervous energy
in its ﬂight. Let nothing change in the mental will working it,
& its ﬂight may possibly be estimated & ﬁxed like the cricket
ball’s. It also may be turned by an object meeting it, a tree or a
danger in the way, an attractive object out of the way, but the
mental power dwells within and is, as we should say, free to
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choose whether it shall be turned aside or not, whether it shall
continue its way or not. But also it is free entirely to change
its original intention without any external reason, to increase
or diminish its output of nervous energy in the act, to employ
it in a direction and towards a goal which are quite foreign to
the original object of the ﬂight. We can study & estimate the
physical & nervous forces it uses, but we cannot make a science
of the bird’s ﬂight unless we go behind matter & material force
and study the nature of this conscious agent and the laws, if any,
which determine, annul or restrict its apparent freedom.
Philology is the attempt to form such a mental science, —
for language has this twofold aspect; its material is physical,
the sounds formed by the human tongue working on the air
vibrations; the energy using it is nervous, the molecular pranic
activities of the brain using the vocal agents and itself used &
modiﬁed by a mental energy, the nervous impulse to express,
to bring out of the crude material of sensation the clearness &
preciseness of the idea; the agent using it is a mental will, free so
far as we can see, but free within the limits of its physical material
to vary & determine its use for that purpose of the range of
vocal sound. In order to arrive at the laws which have governed
the formation of any given human tongue, — and my purpose
now is not [to] study the origins of human speech generally, but
the origins of Aryan speech, — we must examine, ﬁrst, the way
in which the instrument of vocal sound has been determined
and used by the agent, secondly, the way in which the relation
of the particular ideas to be expressed to the particular sound
or sounds which express it, have been determined. There must
always be these two elements, the structure of the language, its
seeds, roots, formation & growth, and the psychology of the use
of the structure.
Alone of the Aryan tongues, the present structure of the
Sanscrit language still preserves the original type of the Aryan
structure. In this ancient tongue alone, we see not entirely in
all the original forms, but in the original essential parts & rules
of formation, the skeleton, the members, the entrails of this
organism. It is through the study, then, of Sanscrit especially,
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aided by whatever light we can get from the more regular &
richly-structured among the other Aryan languages, that we
must seek for our origins. The structure we ﬁnd is one of extraordinary initial simplicity and also of extraordinarily methodical
& scientiﬁc regularity of formation. We have in Sanscrit four
open sounds or pure vowels, a, i, u, r. with their lengthened
forms, ā, ı̄, ū and r̄. (we have to mention but may omit for practical purposes the rare vowel lr.), supplemented by two other open
sounds which the grammarians are probably right in regarding
as impure vowels or modiﬁcations of i and u; they are the vowels
e and o, each with its farther modiﬁcation into ai and au. Then
we have ﬁve symmetrical vargas or classes of closed sounds or
consonants, the gutturals, k, kh, g, gh, ṅ, the palatals, c, ch,
j, jh, ñ, the cerebrals, answering approximately to the English
dentals, t., t.h, d., d.h, n., the pure dentals, answering to the Celtic
and Continental dentals we ﬁnd in Irish and in French, Spanish
or Italian, t, th, d, dh, n & the labials, p, ph, b, bh, m. Each of
these classes consists of a hard sound, k, c, t., t, p with its aspirate,
kh, ch, t.h, th, ph, a corresponding soft sound g, j, d., d, b with its
aspirate gh, jh, d.h, dh, bh, and a class nasal, ṅ, ñ, n., n, m. But
of these nasals only the last three have any separate existence
or importance; the others are modiﬁcations of the general nasal
sound, m-n, which are found only in conjunction with the other
consonants of their class and are brought into existence by that
conjunction. The cerebral class is also a peculiar class; they have
so close a kinship to the dental both in sound and in use that
they may almost be regarded as modiﬁed dentals, rather than
an original separate class. Finally, in addition to the ordinary
vowels and consonants we have a class composed of the four
liquids y, r, l, v, which were evidently treated as semivowels,
y being the semivowel form of i, v of u, r of r., l of lr., — this
semivowel character of r and l is the reason why in Latin prosody
they have not always the full value of the consonant, why for
instance the u in volucris is optionally long or short; we have the
triple sibilation ś, s. and s, ś palatal, s. cerebral, s dental; we have
the pure aspirate, h. With the possible exception of the cerebral
class & the variable nasal, it can hardly be doubted, I think, that
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the Sanscrit alphabet represents the original vocal instrument of
Aryan speech. Its regular, symmetrical and methodical character
is evident and might tempt us to see in it a creation of some
scientiﬁc intellect, if we did not know that Nature in a certain
portion of her pure physical action has precisely this regularity,
symmetry & ﬁxity and that the mind, at any rate in its earlier
unintellectualised action, when man is more guided by sensation
& impulse & hasty perception, tends to bring in the element of
irregularity & caprice and not a greater method and symmetry.
We may even say, not absolutely, but within the range of the
linguistic facts & periods available to us, the greater the symmetry & unconscious scientiﬁc regularity, the more ancient the
stage of the language. The advanced stages of language show an
increasing detrition, deliquescence, capricious variation, the loss
of useful sounds, the passage, sometimes transitory, sometimes
permanent of slight & unnecessary variations of the same sound
to the dignity of separate letters. Such a variation, unsuccessful
in permanence, can be seen in the Vedic modiﬁcation of the soft
cerebral d. into a cerebral liquid, l.. This sound disappears in
later Sanscrit, but has ﬁxed itself in Tamil and Marathi. Such is
the simple instrument out of which the majestic & expressive
harmonies of the Sanscrit language have been formed.
The use of the instrument by the earlier Aryans for the
formation of words seems to have been equally symmetrical,
methodical & in close touch with the physical facts of vocal
expression. These letters are used as so many seed sounds;
out of them primitive root sounds are formed by the simple
combination of the four vowels or less frequently the modiﬁed
vowels with each of the consonants, the two dependent nasals
ṅ and ñ and the cerebral nasal n. excepted. Thus with d as a
base sound, the early Aryans were able to make for themselves
root sounds which they used indifferently as nouns, adjectives,
verbs or adverbs to express root ideas, — da, dā, di, dı̄, du, dū,
dr., dr̄.. All these roots did not endure as separate words, but
those which died, left an often vigorous progeny behind them
which preserve in themselves the evidence for the existence of
their progenitor. Especially have the roots formed by the short
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a passed out of use without a single exception. In addition the
Aryans could form if they chose the modiﬁed root sounds de,
dai, do, dau. The vowel bases were also used, since the nature of
speech permitted it, as root sounds & root words. But obviously
this kernel of language, though it might sufﬁce for primitive beings, is too limited in range to satisfy the self-extensive tendency
of human speech. We see therefore a class of secondary root
sounds and root words grow up from the primitive root by the
farther addition to it of any of the consonant sounds with its
necessary or natural modiﬁcation of the already existing root
idea. Thus on the basis of the now lost primitive root da, it was
possible to have four guttural short secondary roots, dak, dakh,
dag, dagh & four long, dāk, dākh, dāg, dāgh, which might be
regarded either as separate words or long forms of the short root;
so also eight palatal, eight cerebral, with the two nasal forms
dan. & dān., making ten, ten dental, ten labial, eight liquid, six
sibilant and two aspirate secondary roots. It was possible also
to nasalise any of these forms, establishing for instance daṅk,
daṅkh, daṅg & daṅgh. It seems not unnatural to suppose that
all these roots existed in the earliest forms of the Aryan speech,
but by the time of our ﬁrst literary records, the greater number
of them have disappeared, some leaving behind them a scanty or
numerous progeny, others perishing with their frail descendants.
If we take a single example, the primitive base root ma, we ﬁnd
ma itself dead, but existing in the noun forms ma, mā & mam,
matih., matam; mak existing only in the nasal form maṅk & in
its own descendants, makara, makura, makula etc & in tertiary
formations makk & maks.; makh still existing as a root word in
the forms makh and maṅkh; mag only in its descendants and
in its nasal form maṅg, magh in its nasalised form maṅgh; mac
still alive, but childless except in its nasal disguise mañc; mach
dead with its posterity; maj alive in its descendants and its nasal
form mañj, majh wholly obsolete. We ﬁnd in the long forms mā
and māṅks. as separate roots & words with māk, mākh, māgh &
māc as their substantial parts, but more usually deriving it would
seem from a lengthening of the short root than from the long
form as a separate root. Finally, tertiary roots have been formed
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less regularly but still with some freedom by the addition of
semivowels to the seed sound, in either primitive or secondary
roots, thus giving us roots like dhyai, dhvan, sru, hlād, or of
other consonants where the combination was possible, giving
us roots like stu, ścyut, hrud. etc, or else by the addition of
another consonant to the ﬁnal of the secondary root, giving
us forms like vall, majj, etc. These are the pure root forms.
But a sort of illegitimate tertiary root is formed by the vowel
guna or modiﬁcation, as, for example, of the vowel r. into ar
& r̄. into ār, so that we have the alternative forms r.c and arc
or ark; the forms cars. & car, replacing cr.s. & cr. which are
now dead, the forms mr.j and marj etc. We ﬁnd, too, certain
early tendencies of consonantal modiﬁcation, such as an initial
tendency to get rid of the palatal c, ch and j, jh, replacing them
by k and g, a tendency entirely fulﬁlled in Latin, but arrested in
the course of half-fulﬁlment in Sanscrit. This principle of guna
is of great importance in the study of the physical formation
of the language & of its psychological development, especially
as it introduces a ﬁrst element of doubt and confusion into
an otherwise crystal clearness of structure & perfect mechanic
regularity of formation. The vowel guna or modiﬁcation works
by the substitution either of the modiﬁed vowel, e for i, o for
u, so that we have from vi the case form ves (veh.), from jānu
the case form jānoh., or of the pure semivowel sound, y for i, v
for u, r or, a little impurely, ra for r., so that from vi we have
the verbal form vyantah., from śu the verbal form aśvat, from
vr. or vr.t the noun vrata, or else of the supported semivowel
sound, ay for i, av for u, ar for r., al for lr., so that we have
from vi the noun vayas, from śru the noun śravas, from sr. the
noun saras, from klr.p the noun kalpa. These forms constitute
the simple gunation of the short vowel sounds a, i, u, r., lr.; in
addition we have the long modiﬁcation or vriddhi, an extension
of the principle of lengthening which gives us the long forms of
the vowels; we have ai or āy from i, au or āv from u, ār from
r., āl from lr., while a has no vriddhi proper but only the lengthening ā. The principal confusion that arises out of this primitive
departure from simplicity of sound-development is the frequent
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uncertainty between a regular secondary root and the irregular
gunated root. We have for instance the regular root ar deriving
from the primitive root a and the illegitimate root ar deriving
from the primitive root r.; we have the forms kala and kāla,
which, if judged only by their structure, may derive either from
klr. or from kal; we have ayas and āyus which, similarly judged,
may derive either from the root forms a and ā or from the root
forms i and ı̄. The main consonantal modiﬁcations in Sanscrit
are structural & consist [of] the assimilation of like consonants,
a hard sound becoming soft by association with a soft sound,
a soft sound hard by association with a hard sound, aspirates
being replaced in conjunction by the corresponding unaspirated
sound and modifying their companion in return, eg lapsyate and
labdhum from labh substituted for labh-syate and labh-tum,
vyūd.ha from vyūh replacing vyūh-ta. Beyond this tendency to
obey certain subtle but easily recognisable tendencies of mutual
modiﬁcation, which in themselves suggest only certain minor
and unimportant doubts, the one really corruptive tendency in
Sanscrit is the arrested impulse towards disappearance of the
palatal family. This has gone so far that such forms as ketu
can be considered by Indian grammarians, quite erroneously, to
proceed from the root cit and not from the root kit which is
its natural parent. In reality, however, the only genuine palatal
modiﬁcations are those in sandhi, which substitute k for c, g
for j at the end of a word or in certain combinations, eg lagna
for lajna, vaktr. for vactr., vakva for vacva, the noun vākya from
the root vac, the perfect cikāya & cikye from ci. Side by side
with these modiﬁcatory combinations we have regular forms,
such as yajña, vācya, cicāya, cicye. It is even open to question
whether the forms cikāya, cikye are not rather from the root ki
than actual descendants from the parent root ci in whose nest
they have found a home.
These elements of variation noted, we are in a position to
follow the second stage in the ﬂowering of speech from the root
state to the stage in which we pass on by a natural transition
to the structural development of language. So far we have a
language formed of the simplest and most regular elements; the
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seed sounds a, i, u, k, kh etc — eight vowels & their modiﬁcations, four in number; ﬁve classes of consonants & three
nasals; one quaternary of liquids or semivowels; three sibilants;
one aspirate; based on each of these, their ﬁrst developments,
the primitive and parent roots, as from the seed sound v, the
primitive root group va, vā, vi, vı̄, vu, vū, vr., vr̄. and possibly ve,
vai, vo, vau; round each primitive root its family of secondary
roots, round the primitive va its family, vak, vakh, vag, vagh,
vac, vach, vaj, vajh, vat., vat.h, vad., vad.h, van., vat, vath, vad,
vadh, van, vap, vaph, vab, vabh, vam, & possibly vay, var,
val & vav, vaś, vas., vas, vah; — the eight or more families of
this group forming a root clan, with a certain variable number
of tertiary descendants such as vañc, vañj, vand, vall, vaṁś,
vaṁh, vraj, etc. Forty of these clans would constitute the whole
range of primitive language. Each word would in the primitive
nature of language, like each man in the primitive constitution
of human society, fulﬁl at once several functions, noun, verb,
adjective and adverb at once, the inﬂection of the voice, the use
of gesture & the quickness of the instinct making up for the
absence of delicacy & precision in the shades of speech. Such a
language though of small compass would be one, it is clear, of
great simplicity, of a mechanical regularity of formation, built
up perfectly in its small range by the automatic methods of
Nature, and sufﬁcient to express the ﬁrst physical & emotional
needs of the human race. But the increasing demands of the
intellect would in time compel a fresh growth of language and
a more intricate ﬂowering of forms. The ﬁrst instrument in such
a growth, the ﬁrst in urgency, importance & time, would be
the impulse towards distinguishing more formally between the
action, the agent and the object, & therefore of establishing
some sort of formal distinction, however vague at ﬁrst, between
the noun-idea and the verb-idea. The second impulse, possibly
simultaneous, would be towards distinguishing structurally, —
for it is possible that the various root forms of one family were
already used for that object, — between the various times and
shades of the action, of establishing in modern language tense
forms, voices, moods. The third impulse would be towards the
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formal distinction of various attributes, such as number & gender, & various relations of the agent & object themselves to
the action, of establishing case forms & forms of singularity,
duality, plurality. The elaboration of special forms for adjective
and adverb seems to have been a later, the latter in fact the latest
of the operations of structural development, because in the early
mentality the need of these distinctions was the least pressing.
When we examine how the old Aryan speakers managed
the satisfaction of these needs & this new & richer efﬂorescence
of the language plant, we ﬁnd that Nature in them was perfectly faithful to the principle of her ﬁrst operations and that
the whole of the mighty structure of the Sanscrit language was
built up by a very slight extension of her original movement.
This extension was secured & made possible by the simple,
necessary & inevitable device of using the vowels a, i, u & r.
with their long forms and modiﬁcations as enclitic or support
sounds subsequently preﬁxed sometimes to the root, but at ﬁrst
used to form appendage sounds only. The Aryans by the aid of
this device proceeded, just as they had formed root words by
adding the consonant sounds to the primitive root sounds, by
adding for instance d or l to va had formed vad & val, so now
to form structural sounds by adding to the developed root word
any of the same consonant sounds, pure or conjunct with others,
with an enclitic sound either as the connective support or the
formatory support or both, or else by adding the enclitic sound
alone as a substantial appendage. Thus, having the root vad, they
could form from it at their will by the addition of the consonant
t, vadat, vadit, vadut, vadr.t or vadata, vadita, vaduta, vadr.ta, or
vadati, vaditi, vaduti, vadr.ti or vadatu, vaditu, vadutu, vadr.tu,
or else vadatr., vaditr., vadutr., vadr.tr.; or else they could use
the enclitic only & form vada, vadi, vadu, vadr.; or they could
employ the conjunct sounds tr, ty, tv, tm, tn, and produce such
forms as vadatra, vadatya, vadatva, vadatma, vadatna. As a matter of fact we do not ﬁnd and would not expect to ﬁnd all these
possibilities actually used in the case of a single word. With the
growth of intellectual richness & precision there would be a corresponding growth in the mental will-action & the supersession
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of the mechanical mind-processes by more clearly & consciously
selective mind-processes. Nevertheless we do ﬁnd practically all
these forms distributed over the root clans & families of the
Aryan word-nation. We ﬁnd the simple nominal forms built by
the addition of the sole enclitic richly & almost universally distributed. The richness of forms is much greater in earlier Aryan
speech than in later literature. From the root san, for instance,
we ﬁnd in Vedic speech all the forms sana, sani, sanu (contracted
into snu), but in later Sanscrit they have all disappeared. We ﬁnd
also in Veda variants like caratha & carātha, rati & rāti, but in
later Sanscrit carātha has been rejected, rati & rāti preserved but
rigidly distinguished in their signiﬁcance. We ﬁnd most roots in
possession of the a noun form, many in possession of the i form,
some in possession of the u form. We ﬁnd a preference for the
simple hard consonant over the aspirate and the soft; p is more
frequent in structural nouns than ph or bh, but both ph & bh
occur; p is more frequent than b, but b occurs. We ﬁnd certain
consonants preferred over others, especially k, t, n, s either in
themselves or in their combinations; we ﬁnd certain appendage
forms like as, in, an, at, tr., vat, van, formalised into regular
nominal and verbal terminations. We see double appendages;
side by side with the simple jitvā, we may have jitvara, jitvan
etc. Throughout we see or divine behind the present state of the
Sanscrit language a wide & free natural labour of formation
followed by a narrowing process of rejection & selection. But
always the same original principle, either simply or complexly
applied, with modiﬁcation or without modiﬁcation of the root
vowels & consonants, is & remains the whole basis & means of
noun structure.
In the variations of the verb, in the formation of case we
ﬁnd always the same principle. The root conjugates itself by the
addition of appendages such as mi, si, ti etc, m, s, t, ta, va (all
of them forms used also for nominal structures) either simply or
with the support of the enclitic a, i or rarely u, short, lengthened
or modiﬁed, giving us such forms as vacmi, vadāmi, vaks.i, vadasi
or vadāsi, vadat, vadati, vadāti. In the verb forms other devices
are used such as the insertion of an appendage like n, nā, nu or
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nı̄ in preference to the simple vowel enclitic; the preﬁxing of the
enclitic a to help out or augment the ﬁxing of tense signiﬁcance;
the reduplication of the essential part of the root in various
ways; etc. We notice the signiﬁcant fact that even here Vedic
Sanscrit is much richer & freer in its variations, Sanscrit itself
more narrow, rigid & selective, the former using alternative
forms like bhavati, bhavāti, bhavat, the latter rejecting all but
the ﬁrst. The case inﬂexions differ from the verb-forms only
in the appendages preferred, not in their principle or even in
themselves; as, am, es, os, ām are all verbal as well as nominal
inﬂexions. Substantially the whole of the language with all its
forms & inﬂexions is the inevitable result of the use by Nature in
man of one single rich device, one single ﬁxed principle of sound
formation employed with surprisingly few variations, with an
astonishingly ﬁxed, imperative & almost tyrannous regularity
but also a free & even superﬂuous original abundance in the
formation. The inﬂexional character of Aryan speech is itself no
accident but the inevitable result, almost physically inevitable, of
the ﬁrst seed-selection of sound process, that original apparently
triﬂing selection of the law of the individual being which is at the
basis of all Nature’s inﬁnitely varied regularities. Fidelity to the
principle already selected being once observed, the rest results
from the very nature & necessities of the sound-instrument that
is employed. Therefore, in the outward form of language, we
see the operation of a regular natural law proceeding almost
precisely as Nature proceeds in the physical world to form a
vegetable or an animal genus & its species.
We have taken one step in the perception of the laws that
govern the origin & growth of language; but this step is nothing
or little unless we can ﬁnd an equal regularity, an equal reign
of ﬁxed process on the psychological side, in the determining of
the relation of particular sense to particular sound. No arbitrary
or intellectual choice but a natural selection has determined the
growth & arrangement of the sounds, simple or structural, in
their groups & families. Is it an arbitrary or intellectual choice or
a law of natural selection that has determined their signiﬁcances?
If the latter be true & it must be so if any Science of language
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be possible, then having this peculiar arrangement of signiﬁcant
sounds, certain truths follow inevitably. First, the seed sound
v for example must have in it something inherent to it which
connected it in man’s mind originally, in the ﬁrst natural state
of speech, with the actual senses borne by the primitive roots
va, vā, vi, vı̄, vu, vū, vr., vr̄. in the primitive language. Secondly,
whatever variations there are in sense between these roots must
be determined originally by some inherent tendency of significance in the variable or vowel element, a, ā, i, ı̄, u, ū, r., r̄..
Thirdly, the secondary roots depending on va, vac, vakh, vañj,
vam, val, vap, vah, vaś, vas etc must have a common element
in their signiﬁcances and, so far as they varied originally, must
have varied as a result of the element of difference, the consonantal termination c, kh, j, m, l, p, h, ś, s respectively. Finally,
in the structural state of language, although as a result of the
growing power of conscious selection other determining factors
may have entered into the selection of particular signiﬁcances
for particular words, yet the original factor cannot have been
entirely inoperative and such forms as vadana, vadatra, vāda
etc must have been governed in the development of their sense
dominantly by their substantial & common sound-element, to
a certain extent by their variable & subordinate element. I shall
attempt to show by an examination of the Sanscrit language that
all these laws are actually true of Aryan speech, their truth being
borne out or often established beyond any shadow of doubt by
the facts of the language.

Section Two
Other Writings on Philology

Word-Formation
The language of man is not framed on earth, but in heaven, as
indeed are all things that the soul uses in this mortal journey.
By the threefold energy of eternal truth, manifesting force and
sustaining delight everything is created as a type in the world of
dai, the mahat of the ancients, in the principle of self-manifest
and perfectly arranged knowledge, it is diversely developed by
the more discursive but less surefooted agencies of intellectual
mind. Imagination hunts after new variations, memory and
association corrupt, analogy perverts, sensation, emotion, pleasure seize violent and partial satisfaction. Hence, change, decay,
death, rebirth, — the law of the world. All this takes place in
the descent into the worlds of mind and the worlds of matter.
Therefore mankind has one original language based on certain
eternal types of sound, developed by certain laws of rhythmic
variation, perfectly harmonious and symmetrical in its structure
and evolution. This is the devabhasha and is spoken in the Satya
yuga. Then it suffers change, detrition, collapse. Innumerable
languages, dialects, vernaculars are born. The guardians of the
sacred language attempt always to bring back the early purity,
but even they cannot do it; they reconstruct it from time to time,
compromise with the new tendencies, preserve something of the
skeleton, lose the ﬂesh, blood, sinew, much of the force & spirit.
This reconstructed language they call Sanskrit; all else Prakrit.
The backbone of the skeleton is composed of the roots of
the original language that survive; the rest is the various principles of word-formation. Accordingly in the languages of the
world which are nearest to the old sacred language, the ancient
Aryan languages, there is one common element, — the roots, the
elemental word-formations from the roots and so much of the
original signiﬁcance as survives variety of mental development
playing on different lines and to different purposes. The object of
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this treatise is to provide a reasoned basis, built up on the facts of
the old languages, Sanscrit, Greek, Latin, German, Celtic, Tamil,
Persian, Arabic, for a partial reconstruction, not of the original
devabhasha, but of the latest forms commonly original to the
variations in these languages. I shall take the four languages,
Sanscrit, Greek, Latin and Tamil ﬁrst, to build up my scheme
and then support it by the four other tongues. I omit all argument
and handling of possible objections, because the object of this
work is suggestive and constructive only, not apologetic. When
the whole scheme is stated and has been worked out on a more
comprehensive scale than is possible in the limits I have here
set myself, the time will come for debate. Over an uncompleted
exegesis, it would be premature.
I shall ﬁrst indicate the principle on which the roots of the
devabhasha were formed. All shabda (vak) as it manifests out
of the akasha by the force of Matariswan, the great active and
creative energy, and is put in its place in the ﬂux of formed things
(apas) carries with it certain deﬁnite signiﬁcances (artha). These
are determined by the elements through which it has passed.
Shabda appears in the akasha, travels through vayu, the second
element in which sparsha is the vibration; by the vibrations
of sparsha, it creates in tejas, the third element, certain forms,
and so arrives into being with these three characteristics, ﬁrst,
certain contactual vibrations, secondly, a particular kind of tejas
or force, thirdly, a particular form. These determine the bhava or
general sensation it creates in the mind and from that sensation
develop its various precise meanings according to the form which
it is used to create.

Aryan Origins

The Elementary Roots of Language
I
The elementary roots of language are in sound the vowel or
semivowel roots, and in sense those which convey the fundamental idea of being, burdened with the cognate & immediately
resultant ideas of the substance that pervades and the motion
that bridges the space & time through which being expresses
itself, in which it exists and relates its different points to each
other. These ideas inherent in knowledge would in a primitive
race work themselves out dimly, by a slow process, from the
initial expression of immediate feelings, experiences, sensations
and needs. But the speakers of the Aryan language were not,
according to my theory, entirely primitive and undeveloped.
They developed language from the essential force of the sounds
they used with some sort of philosophical harmony and rational
order. They to some extent arranged language in its development
instead of merely allowing it to develop fortuitously its own
arrangement.
The elementary vowel roots which concern us, are the roots
a (ā), i (ı̄), u (ū) & r. (r̄.), the semivowel roots the V & Y families. The modiﬁed vowels e and o are in the Aryan languages
secondary sounds conjunct of a and i, a and u. The diphthongs
ai and au with their Greek variations ei and ou are tertiary
modiﬁcations of e & o. Another conjunct vowel lr. is a survival
of a more ancient order of things in which l and r no less than v
and y were considered as semivowels or rather as either vowel
or consonant according to usage. R as a vowel has survived in
the vowel r., l as a separate vowel has perished, but its semivowel
value survives in the metrical peculiarity of the Latin tongue of
which a faint trace survives in Sanskrit, by which l & r in a
conjunct consonant may or may not, at will, affect the quantity
of the preceding syllable.
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I shall consider ﬁrst the vowel roots. They are four in number, a, i, u and r., and all four of them indicate primarily the idea
of being, existence in some elementary aspect or modiﬁcation
suggested by the innate quality or guna of the sound denoting
it. A in its short form indicates being in its simplicity without
any farther idea of modiﬁcation or quality, mere or initial being
creative of space, i an intense state of existence, being narrowed,
forceful and insistent, tending to a goal, seeking to occupy space,
u a wide, extended but not diffused state of existence, being medial and ﬁrmly occupant of space, r. a vibrant state of existence,
pulsing in space, being active about a point, within a limit. The
lengthened forms of these vowels add only a greater intensity to
the meaning of the original forms, but the lengthening of the a
modiﬁes more profoundly. It brings in the sense of space already
created & occupied by the diffusion of the simple state of being
— a diffused or pervasive state of existence. These signiﬁcances
are, I suggest, eternally native to these sounds and consciously or
unconsciously determined the use of them in language by Aryan
speakers. To follow these developments and modiﬁcations it is
necessary to take these roots one by one in themselves and in
their derivatives.
From the persistent evidence of the Sanscrit language it is
clear that to the initial idea of existence the Aryans attached, as
fundamental circumstances of being, the farther ideas of motion,
contact, sound, form and action and there are few root-families
in which there are not the six substantial ideas which form the
starting point of all farther development of use and signiﬁcance.
Neither the root a itself nor its lengthened form ā occurs
as an actual verb in any of the acknowledged Aryan languages,
but in the Tamil we ﬁnd the root ā (ākiradu as it is described in
the Tamil system) in the sense to be and a number of derivative
signiﬁcations. The verbals formed from this verb, āka and āna,
are utilised in the language to give a vague adjectival sense to
the words to which they are attached or to modify a previous
adjectival signiﬁcation.

The An Family
Proceeding always from the basis that the seed sound A is especially signiﬁcative of vaguely extended being with a point of
beginning or station, but no ﬁxed limit, we shall see how this
root guna works out in the word-clans and families which belong
to this small but important tribe.
Let us take for our starting-point the dental & cerebral
groups, which will give us, if it is complete, the ﬁve dental roots,
at, ath, ad, adh, an and the ﬁve cerebral roots, at., at.h, ad., ad.h,
an.. If we are right in the belief that there is no fundamental
difference of quality between dental & cerebral groups, except
that the cerebral sound perhaps emphasises & as it were coarsens
the sense of the dental, this will appear by our analysis & we
can treat the corresponding members of each group as one root,
for all practical purposes.
In this duplicated group, let us start with the nasal sound
as the lightest & least likely to modify seriously the original
intent of the base vocable A. What does the sound N add to
the sense of being contained in the A? N, we shall ﬁnd, is the
especially characteristic sound for substance, but substance in its
more subtle rather than its denser forms. AN then will signify,
ﬁrst, substantial being or subtle substance and it will always be
capable of the idea of extended existence or expanded substance.
If applied to motion it will particularise expansive movement or
vaguely continuous movement, possibly, of subtle substance, or,
if to force, a large extensive force; or if to sound, a thick but
not sharp far-extending sound; if to contact, extended contact
without any strong pressure; to light, heavy substance of light.
We ﬁnd, actually, AN & its descendants arranged in the
group-signiﬁcances that follow:
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I. Being —
(1) Vague & general
an^ to live
The words formed from the root in this sense are:
an^ soul, being
anA thus, indeed
ann\ verbal noun of an^
ano not
in all its senses
ay another
ans^ 1. birth 2. living being 3. parent
an;, 1. a man 2. a proper name
anl 1. soul 2. the supreme spirit 3. a Vasu
aEnl Vishnu (cf Isha Up. aEnlmmt\ divine Life)
aAnk\ in abundance (Vedic)
(2) with idea of substance, mass or extension
a=\ food or matter .. rice, corn .. earth .. (water)
ans^ rice, boiled food
anFk 1. group, mass 2. form 3. front, head .. face ..
4. row, line, column ..
aAnn face, mouth (perhaps 3)1
Massed force or use of strength
anFk\ battle, army
(3) with idea of expansion tending to motion
an^ to breathe
an, breath (AZ, udAn)
aAn, (mouth), breath, nose
aEnl wind
anl wind
(4) with the idea of subtleness, slight substance, predominating
ank mean, base
anFk\ edge, point
II. Motion
an^ to move, go about
ans^ cart
a=\ water
1 I.e., perhaps to be placed in group (3) below. — Ed.

The An Family
III. Light
anl ﬁre
a=, Sun
anFk\ splendour
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IV. Sound
aAnk kettledrum
thunderbolt

V. Contact
an; alongside, behind, after, with,
near, at, towards, according to
cf an;k sloping
anQy\ side-plank
avFp attainable, friendly
avk^, av\c\
If we examine the root AN
. we ﬁnd that it starts from the
same beginnings. It means to live, to breathe. It has lost the sense
of motion possessed by an^, but in revenge it keeps a sense, to
sound, which an^ preserves only in its derivative aAnk, a kettledrum or thunderbolt. On the other hand the cerebral root has
this peculiarity that in all its derivatives it abandons the vaguer
or heavier ideas of being & substance & concentrates on the idea
of subtlety or paucity which is inherent in the idea of substance
as represented by the N sound, but not its chief characteristic.
This subordinate idea which is merely a secondary shade in the
N guna, serving to distinguish it from its brother dentals, is
here brought out & constitutes the chief connotation of the aZ^
group.
We note in this relation of the twin roots AN and AN
. certain
characteristic features which we shall ﬁnd to be common features
of the process by which language has evolved.
1. The two sounds are originally one, beyond possibility of
mistake, and possessed a single stock of basic signiﬁcances, to
live, to breathe, to sound, to move.
2. Differentiated, they both keep the most vital of the signiﬁcances as a sign of their common origin.
3. The others they share between them, each keeping one
or more of the original ideas as a root, but losing it in the
derivatives, keeping others in the derivatives & losing them in
the root.
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4. The rarer & less proliﬁc root concentrates in its derivatives on a single shade of meaning, or one or two, & leaves to
the family of its richer twin the greater portion of the original
property.
5. The derivatives always preserve a great number of significances which the parent root has not cared to carry about with
it.
Next let us scrutinise a little more closely the family of the
root AN & see if it can help us to understand in some of its
details this ancient process of language.
We see ﬁrst that the root meaning of A has a tendency
to minimise the shade of sense which has been added to it by
the addition of the letter, but does not cast it off wholly. Anu
means man, just as aAy;, & ay;, means man, the primal idea
being that of an existing creature. We get back to this root idea
of existence in an^, soul, being & anl, soul, spirit (cf anala
and anila as names of Vishnu); nevertheless, the trend of the
signiﬁcance is towards physical or substantial existence, an^, to
live, ans^, birth, living being, the parent or producer of being.
We notice, next, the full sense of the complementary letter N
emerging in the words that mean substance, mass, form or front
& adding to itself the idea of extension or expansion contained
in A in anFk\, row, line, column. Connected with this characteristic signiﬁcance is the idea of extended contact or proximity in
an; & its derivatives.
We see the idea of force coming in & joining itself to that
of extension & mass in anFk\, an army, & moving into the idea
of motion of force in anFk\, a battle.
The idea of motion emerges yet farther in the sense of
breathing, but as we can see from other words meaning breath
is not divorced from that of expansion. Motion of wind rather
is conceived as an expansion in being.
The full idea of motion emerges in an^, to move & ans^,
a cart. Unfortunately the words are too few to decide whether
motion here still keeps the shade of signiﬁcance of vague extended motion or whether it has lost it by detrition of sense &
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gone back to the general sense of motion. If, however, an^ means
essentially to go about, then the original shade has been kept &
may be the original idea of ans^, the nomad’s wain.
We note again that the idea of sound conveyed by an^ is
precisely the heavy wide rolling sound of a war drum or of
thunder, & while the characteristic sense in the idea of light
is not so clear, yet it is only ﬁre & the sun which an admits
into its family, perhaps because both are preeminently light in
a material & in a very tangible substance of ﬁre or heat. The
family of a=,, sun with a=m^, food, earth, is perhaps signiﬁcant
of this persistence of the idea of substantiality.
(a=m^ is generally derived from ad^, to eat, but cf ans^, food,
rice; it is doubtful whether Sandhi was observed originally in the
formation of Aryan nouns.)
Finally, we ask ourselves whether we have here all the senses
of an^, whether it has not like other roots sacriﬁced much of
its store to give thereby a more precise value to those signiﬁcances which it has kept. We turn to the cognate Greek & Latin
languages for a clue.
We ﬁnd in Latin a brief list of vocables obviously derived
from the same root AN.
anima, breath, wind, life, soul
animus, mind
annus, year
anus, an old woman
ānus, the fundament

animal
anas, a duck
ānulus, a ring

In Greek: —
n up, above, upon, over, beyond; apiece, severally .. to &
fro; during, throughout, among, with, in .. according to
nw upwards, above, before
nemoc wind, breath, life, mind
nh perfection, completion, ﬁnish
nw, nw, numi, ntw accomplish, effect, complete .. fulﬁl, discharge .. consume, expend .. obtain ..
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Not only the identities, but the points of contact & contrast between the same family in these three different languages
contain many points that are suggestive & instructive.
We see ﬁrst that though the root is the same, nowhere do the
form & sense entirely agree. The Greek has kept the form ana
which the Sanscrit has lost, lost the form anu which the Sanscrit
has kept. Both are without the form ani which must, logically,
have existed (cf apa, api, Greek p & p). Greek has also the
form nw which corresponds to an OA [Old Aryan] anā and
suggests at once long forms anū (Vd?) and anı̄. In sense n &
nw differ from anu only by preferring the signiﬁcance “above
& before” to that of “after & behind” & by adding a few significances which the Sanscrit has lost. But in both there is the same
idea of extension & contiguity; the Greek ﬁxes on extension
in contact from above upward or in front, the Sanscrit on the
same idea of extended contact from behind or downwards. The
difference is eloquent of the real origins & processes of language,
— for we see that in the vaguer & more general idea the two
languages agree, — it is in certain precisions that they differ &
apply the same idea from opposite standpoints.
Again Greek has nemoc OA anama) for wind, breath, life,
mind, Latin anima & animus, Sanscrit preferred originally ana,
then threw it aside and kept anila for wind, while it chose words
from other but often kindred roots for the soul or mind (ātmā
etc). Did all these words belong to the original stock or were they
developed from the same root separately by the three races? In
view of the remarkable similarities in process of sense, the latter
hypothesis is less probable. It is more likely that Sanscrit has kept
nearer to the abundant & superﬂuous richness of the early Aryan
tongue, while Greek & Latin have disburdened themselves of
unnecessary variations.
We have Sanscrit anas, anasam and Latin anas, anatem, the
same word (L. & Gr. t often stand for S. s), but anas in Sanscrit
means birth, living being, parent, in Latin a duck. What possible
connection can there be between the two vocables? Scientiﬁc
philology shows us that they are identical in form & sense. For
we ﬁnd that in the primitive tongue, the ﬁrst meaning of words
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of this kind is always the general idea of living creature, the
second, a speciﬁc genus of living creature, the third a particular
animal. Thus from av, to be, produce, we have avi, which meant
originally a living creature, then was narrowed down on one side
to the genus bird, the sense which it keeps in Latin avis (S. vi, a
bird) and on the other to a four-footed animal; this latter sense
was farther narrowed to the particular signiﬁcance sheep, Latin
ovis, Greek c, Sanscrit avi. Here we see the same process: anas
means a thing born, a living creature; it keeps that sense in
Sanscrit. In Latin it has lapsed like avis to the narrower idea,
bird, & then to the still narrower idea of a particular kind of
bird, duck, for which Sanscrit has kept the generic term haṁsa,
a swift mover or ﬂier, originally bird, then narrowed to swan,
duck or goose. The latter word in the Latin form, anser (haṁsas)
has been farther narrowed to the particular idea, goose, while
for swan, it has chosen cygnus (Rt kūj, to make a shrill or
long sound). The intermediate step in the transition from anas,
creature to anas, duck has been lost; scientiﬁc philology restores
it and uniﬁes the sister tongues.
We have the Latin ānus, the buttocks, OA āna, which in
Sanscrit means mouth or nose. The contrast here becomes ludicrous. Yet it is the same word. Āna means something that strikes
the eye by its substance, front, prominence; as always the vague
sense comes ﬁrst; then it is narrowed & expresses different parts
of the body. In the same way we see S. m;K\, face or mouth,
becomes Tamil mūkku, nose, & Sanscrit nakra, nose, becomes
Tamil nākku, tongue. So too tala in Sanscrit means bottom, talai
in Tamil the head.
Anus, an old woman, is the OA anu, which means in Sanscrit
a man. Where is the connection? But anu means life or living;
from this sense it can easily come to mean long-lived. This epithet
becomes a noun & as a feminine speciﬁes in Latin an old woman.
In Sanscrit it has kept its vaguer sense & narrowed it down to
the general idea of a man.
(Anu, however, may have meant adult, grown up & then
old, like vr.ddha in Sanscrit.)
We have again annus, a year. In Sanscrit anna means the
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sun. One may argue that the word for the sun which determines
the year has been transferred to the year itself; but this is one
of those identiﬁcations, captivating to the fancy, which are not
really sound.

Roots in M
The sound m^ starts from the fundamental idea of ﬁnality. Limitation, close, conﬁnement, depth, cavity, close embrace, are its
original signiﬁcance.
From the idea of limitation comes, ﬁrst, to measure by limiting or marking off; to mark out, assign; to assort, compare
by measurement; to deﬁne, outline, — so to form, construct or
build, make, arrange; and from the sense of arrangement, to
prepare, show or make a display.
All these are senses of the root mA which from the expansive
sense of the aA naturally takes to itself the idea of spacious
measurement or distribution, wide limits, broad or massive outlines. We get mAn\ from mA, measuring, or a measure, dimension,
standard, rule, proof or authority and in EnmAZ\ building, formation; also comparative measurement or likeness, mAp,, with
its nominal verb mApyEt; mAs,, a measure of time, month. The
words month and moon obviously derive from the same origin.
mA itself is used as a noun in the sense of measure. We have too
m, from the short root m, which means Time, or the moon, and
the negative particle mA, in which limitation takes the sense of
denial, from an original idea of marking off from other things,
exception.
The close sound Em takes readily the sense of narrow measurement, close limitation. We ﬁnd Em in the sense to measure,
to build or to establish, Emt^ a column or post, originally a
boundary mark; Emt, measured, bounded, deﬁned, investigated,
and, characteristically, moderate, scanty or sparing; also built or
established; EmEt,, measuring, measure or weight; proof, determination or accurate knowledge; mFr,, limit or boundary comes
from this root. Another development of the idea of measurement
or standard gives us m
 in the sense of to exchange or barter.
Neither m; nor m lend themselves as readily to the sense of
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measurement; they prefer the kindred ideas of ending or conﬁnement; nevertheless even within the limits of classical Sanscrit we
ﬁnd myAdA in the sense of landmark, as well as rule of propriety,
decorum; but the latter may as well proceed from the sense of
limitation or conﬁning rule of self-restraint as from the sense of
measure or standard.
From the idea of limitation or ﬁnality, we get, secondly, the
sense of end, terminus, boundary, limit; of close or ﬁnale; so the
close of all, death or even mukti; and all kindred signiﬁcations.
We have m,, slaying, destroying, deadly, in the sense of poison,
also of Yama, the lord of death; mA, to conclude, infer; mF, to
kill, destroy; to impair; to hurt, violate, transgress, and, intransitively, to die; to be lost or go astray, all evidently derived from the
passive idea of end, death, loss or the active idea of destruction
and injury, bringing to an end or limiting and lessening; m;, in
the sense of funeral pile, ﬁnal emancipation or Shiva, the Lord
of destruction, mukti, ﬁnality. But the true root for the sense of
ﬁnality or death is m, to die with the transitive m%, to kill with
its numerous derivatives mEt,, m(y;,, mr,, death; mrk,, mAEr,,
plague or pestilence; mrZ\, mrt,, mErmn^, death; mArZ\, slaying;
mAr,, slaughter, death, the Destroyer; mm, a vital part; mz,, a
desert, wilderness, rocky or mountainous country; my,, mt,,
m(y,, mortal; myA, myAdA, limit, boundary, border, end, bank,
contract; and numerous others.
From the same idea of limitation we get another shade of
signiﬁcance, the sense of conﬁnement, control, containing or
contents, — or embrace. We ﬁnd m, as a name of Shiva, Brahma
& Vishnu who embrace & control all things, mm^, contents, substance, wealth, welfare. The cases of ah\, mA\, m
 etc spring from
the same idea of I as the containing self. The mother who bears
or contains the child in her womb is mA, mAtA. mA means too
the Goddess of Wealth. This root also gives us mA/A, continent,
contents, substance, wealth, limit. mA itself means to be in, contained. From Em we have Em/\, that which we embrace, a friend,
lover and Em/, who in the Veda, is the God of the emotions, my
containing, comprising, made of, Em to comprehend, know. From
m;, m;, meaning bondage, conﬁnement, m to bind or fasten, mtm^
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anything bound, collected, woven together. From m, mkrA, a pot,
vessel, cavity, hollow. From this sense of depth, hollowness we
get the idea of a deep sound, murmur, roar, bellow; mA to roar,
sound, Latin mugire, to bellow; mmr from m, rustle, murmur,
mmrF the wind-haunted, rustling pine-tree.
But these do not exhaust the uses of the m^ sound which we
ﬁnd in the primary roots of this family. From a study of Vedic
Sanskrit and of Tamil it appears that the idea of limitation must
have been modiﬁed to cover the idea of the extreme limit, the
highest ﬁnality and hence the signiﬁcance of extreme, supreme,
— a general supremacy or excellence. This general idea came
to be speciﬁed in application to particular forms of extreme
being and to cover the idea of ﬂourishing vigour, vigorous life
or action, strength, swiftness, brilliance, swift motion etc. Thus
it comes about that the same root which means to die or wither
(m, maranw etc) means also to ﬂourish, grow, bloom; the same
peculiarity of opposite meanings which we shall afterwards ﬁnd
in many roots of this and other classes. The idea of a goal, strong
in the m sound, seems also to have suggested movement towards
a goal. So also we ﬁnd m^ etc. The word my,, a mortal, seems
to have meant in the Veda, strong, like n which also came to
mean man; my, even later means a lover, a horse, stallion etc.
We have the Hindi mrd in the sense of man, masculine; the Tamil
mara, strong, maravar, Kshatriyas, the strong men or ﬁghters.
mzt^ & mzt, in the sense of god, and the respectful address
mAErq appear to have the same origin. We have too mz(vt^ for
Indra or Hanuman, where mzt^ must mean strong. From the idea
of swift or darting motion or merely motion we get mFn,, ﬁsh,
mF, to go, move; myr,, m!k,, the dancing peacock; m/, urine
(ﬂowing discharge); mt^, the moving earth (cf go, jgtF, ilA &
many other synonyms, all with the sense of motion); mE>kA,
m(sA, m(m^, m(A, the material of earth, clay, dust; mr,, earth;
mzt^, wind, air, breeze, breath; mrAl, in the sense of horse; my,,
horse or camel. mzlm^, mFr,, mm^, mz(vt^ where there is the sense
of water, ocean, have this origin. We know the root m; to have had
the sense of motion from the Latin movere, motus etc. The sense
of ﬂourishing, blooming, soft, growing, we get from the Tamil
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maram, a tree, S. mrAr,, a granary, mrd,, juice of ﬂowers, mrAl,
soft, unctuous, bland, mz,, a kind of plant, mzt^, mzvk,, mzv,,
mrAl,, a pomegranate grove, collection of pomegranate trees.
From the sense of shining, glittering, white, bright, we have m;,,
tawny or brilliantly coloured gleaming red-brown, mt*X,, the
sun, mrAl,, ﬂamingo, swan, duck, horse, mrFEc,, a ray of light,
light, Krishna (cf hEr, meaning also a horse, lion, etc), mrFEckA,
mirage. Cf the Latin marmor, Greek marmarw. mrFc\, pepper, is
obviously from the kindred sense of t
js^ applied to the taste
& smell. We may also note the words mz*XA, a high-browed
woman and mrFmj, repeatedly rubbing, where mz & mrF seem
to have the sense of high or persistent from this general sense of
excellence or extreme quality.
We have gathered therefore from the meanings of the simple
M roots and their direct derivatives, even in the limits of classical Sanscrit, a number of fundamental meanings persistent &
recurrent in all such roots & derivatives without regard to the
variations of the assistant vowel. We need not suppose that all
the original basic signiﬁcances of the M sound are to be found
in this limited area; a number may, indeed must have perished
in the long course of Sanscritic development from the original
Aryan tongue to the Vedic vocabulary & forms & from that
again to the classical. We have now to examine the secondary
roots of this family and their derivatives & inquire, ﬁrst, whether
the results already gained are conﬁrmed, secondly, whether they
supply us with fresh signiﬁcances of which the primary roots
had lost hold.
I take ﬁrst the guttural roots of the M class, mk^, Emk^, m;k^, mk^,
pure or nasalised (m\k^ etc), mK^, EmK^, m;K^, mK^, mg^, Emg^, m;g^, mg^, &
mG^, EmG^, m;G^, mG^ and the nasal forms of those three groups. We
must not expect to ﬁnd all these roots still extant or recoverable
by their traces in the comparatively modern language of the
epic & later writers, but we may fairly assume that they all
at one time existed. Here the ﬁrst signiﬁcance which strikes us
by its frequency is the sense of motion and the kindred idea of
swiftness. We ﬁnd mK^ & m\K^, to go, move, creep, m\k^ to go, move,
m^ & m\g^ in the same sense, m\G^ to go, move, speed, start or set
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out. We ﬁnd m\"; signifying immediately, quickly, m\EgnF a boat,
mE"kA a ﬂy or bee, m
k, a goat, from the sense of leaping in Emk^,
m
kl, in the same sense, mAg a way, path, from an original mg^
to move, go, to go after an end, go to a goal, walk, travel, seek,
leading to the modern sense of mg^ to hunt, pursue etc; mg,, an
animal, from mg^ to move, especially the swiftest of all animals
or perhaps the most hunted, the deer; and all the numerous
derivatives of this root; mk,, the vital breath or an ape, from mk^
to move, ﬂow or to leap, be active; mkV, a spider, ape or crane;
mkVk, in the same sense, but also applied to some kind of ﬁsh,
possibly from its darting or leaping motion. Finally we have mA\"^
to wish or long for, which, from the analogy of Ih^ & other verbs
of wishing must have started from the sense of motion towards,
going after, pursuing which we ﬁnd in mg^.

The Root Mal in Greek
The ﬁrst root I shall take, not at random but for the ease and
generosity with which it assists our investigation, is the root
mal, to ﬂourish, bloom, etc. I choose this root for two strong
reasons, — ﬁrst, because it is common in full plentifulness of its
derivatives to the three languages, Greek, Tamil and Latin, as
well as to Sanscrit, and, secondly, because its consonants are
among the least liable to change in the whole range of the once
common alphabet. All four languages preserve the l and the
initial m, in spite of the occasional permissibility of the change
of l to r and m to b in some of these languages. I will ﬁrst pursue
this root through its ramiﬁcations in Greek.
The root mal I take as a secondary root from the primary
ma, to contain, measure, embrace, possess, complete, end, cease,
perfect, mature, thrive, approach, reach, move forward, etc with
other derivative meanings. The letter l adds an idea of softness,
diminutiveness, youth, or beauty to these ideas. Hence the root
means primarily, to bloom, thrive, ﬂourish; then, to be plump,
strong, abundant; to be soft, sweet, gentle, tender, beautiful;
to faint, languish, decline, wither, be stained, tarnished, soiled,
dirty.
Let us see whether we ﬁnd these signiﬁcances in Greek. I
have said that the consonants m and l do not change; on the
other hand, the vowel a is subject to several modiﬁcations in
Greek, indeed to almost all possible modiﬁcations. It appears
sometimes as a, sometimes as o, sometimes as e, and each of
these vowels may be lengthened by a common tendency in Greek
to the corresponding diphthong ai, ou, ei. We must remember
also that the root mal would form some of its derivative words
by the lengthening of the a, eg mālā, mālya etc which would
reappear in Greek either as long a or w. These modiﬁcations I
now take for granted, but I shall prove each of them by numerous
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examples when I come to deal with the phenomena of phonetic
change in the development of the Greek Prakrits.
We ﬁnd, then, in Greek the following derivatives of mal —
mla (mala), much, very, exceedingly, surely (from sense “to be
abundant”), mllon (māllon), mlista (malista), more, most,
obviously for an original malyam, malis.t.ha, regularly formed
comparatives from mala; malakc (malakos), soft, (Rt mal, to be
soft, by adding the common adjectival termination aka), with its
derivatives malaka, malakzw, malakthc, malaknw, malakc,
as well as malssw, I soften; malerc (maleros), bright, clear;
also, hot, consuming (from Rt mal, to bloom, be beautiful; to
be abundant, excessive, strong, with the common termination
ara); mlion (malion), long hair, Greek for mālyam (on being the
regular Greek formation for am) from Rt mal, to be luxuriant,
abundant, in bloom; mallc (mallos), ﬂeece, wool, hair, and
its derivative mallwtc (mallōtos); mlja (maltha), soft wax,
tablet; maljssw (malthassō), I soften, maljakc (malthakos),
soft, from Rt malh, derivative of mal, presenting the same meaning with a greater force (for Greek j for h compare Athana
for Ahana and numerous other examples); malc (malos), soft,
tender, downy; mlkh (malkē), numbness or torpidity, from the
transitive sense, to soften, relax, unnerve, and its derivative
malkw (malkiō); ﬁnally, mlh (malē), armpit, whether from its
being hairy, or from its being a soft and sensitive part of the
body. These are all examples in which no single letter of the root
has been changed and in all, except the last, the connection in
sense with our root mal is clear, consistent and direct.

Section Three
Philological Notes

Notes on Root-Sounds
General
[1]

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

a
i
u
k
K
g
G
c
C
j

r
r
r
r
r
s
s&r
s&r
s
s
s

J
V
W
X
Y
t
T
d
D
n
p

s&r P
s
b
s
s

B
m

absolute existence
relative existence
pervasive, contained or progressive existence
possession, mastery, creation, action
attack, invasion, insistence, attrition or detrition
contact, motion, action upon
violent contact, hostile action, strong motion
swift and brilliant action, existence, contact
the same with a greater lightness
restless, brilliant, decisive action, existence or
contact
the same with a greater lightness
hardness, force, crudity — rajasic
the same with a greater impetuosity — d[itt]o
dulness, persistence, obstinacy — rajaso-tamasic
obstinacy, tenacity
touch, impact, — lighter than c
the same with greater force
hard forcible impact or action
softer but strong impact or action
gentle but effective relation
soft touch or impact, kindly relation, possessive
action
the same with greater force
soft, strong embracing contact, possession,
action
the same with a sense of containing
limitation, ﬁnality, completion
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s
s
s
s
r
r
r
r

y
l
r
v
f
q
s
h

relation
love, sweetness etc in relation
vibration, play
manifest existence
vehemence in union
strong action in rest
repose, union
force
[2]

Sound

Contact

Light

Pervasion
Motion

t.. d..
t.h. d.h.

t. d. th. dh.
l.
s. h.

c. j.
jh. ch.

Substance

l. r..
a. i. u.
v (pervasion)
k. g. gh. kh.
p. ph. b. bh.
m.
(violent motion, motion upward
or motion and contact)
r (vibratory motion)
n.
Roots in a
[1]

ap
ar

as
am

an

to move, ﬂow, ﬂy habitually .. move to, gain .. possess,
marry, love .. beget, father.
to move round .. (be moving continually in a circle),
to writhe, struggle .. ﬁght .. turn; plough; till; wind; ..
adore, worship.
to be, exist .. live, live on .. eat; enjoy — (aś)
to move up to, under etc .. to submit, be subject to ..
consent, acquiesce .. adore, worship, love, to contain,
embrace.
to be, breathe, live ..
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[2]

a,

Name of Vishnu (Virat-purusha — a in aom^).
Name of Shiva, Brahma, Vayu or Vaishwanara.

N[ote]. It is doubtful whether a, in the sense of Vishnu
had in its origin any connection of dependence with a, the
ﬁrst letter of the sacred syllable; both rather proceed from a
single & common origin, a to be, in the widest sense of the
idea, being primal, all pervading, vague and indeﬁnable. Hence
it is applicable to any of the three great deities who occupy &
represent inﬁnite & universal being, Vishnu, Shiva or Brahma;
by a natural ﬁgure emphatic of the sense of &yAE it became
applicable to Vaiswanara or Virat Purusha. By transference to
the idea of pervasive life & movement to Vayu, the god of wind,
breath & the life principle. Cf an^, an;,, aEnl,, AZ,.

a The ﬁrst letter of the Onkára, representing material worldbeing; from a to be, & bearing the sense of initial & pervasive
being.
a, an^ (1) a negative preﬁx, expressing defect, absence or
opposition.
(2) a prohibitive particle.
(3) an interjection of (a) address, O! (b) pity, Ah!
(c) censure, Oh! Fie!
The idea of defect or disparagement or deprecation visible
also in the root u (Un etc) may derive (a) from the idea of
unﬁnished & therefore imperfect being, (b) from the use of a as
a separative & therefore exclusive enclitic, lit. = let be, exclude
that, not that.

a\f^ 10 U. to divide, distribute, share.
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[3]
An —

an^

to breathe

an^ the soul, being
Rv. Ev cndnA
an, breath. Bri. U.

to move, go about
to live
(to gasp, pant — Vd) ann\
AZ, udAn etc.
ank
mean, base.
anEl, Name of a
tree. bkv"
cart ..
aAns
anl ﬁre .. wind .. bile ..
ans^
boiled food .. rice ..
n of several plants
kitchen
ﬁfth Vasu .. N of
birth
Vasudeva —
living being ..
soul .. Vishnu ..
parent
aAns
Supreme spirit
anA Vedic — thus, hereby,
indeed
anFk\ group, mass .. army
(-k,) battle
row, line, column
anFkvt^ Vd
front, head .. face,
anFkf, in rows, columns
countenance
anFEknF army,
form, splendour
lotus.
edge, point.
aEnl wind .. Vishnu aAEnl
a man
aAnv, men, people —
an;,
son of Yayati.
foreign people
an;k
(an;kn^ Gr.)
human .. kind to men?
greedy, lustful
sloping.
an;
after, behind, along, with aAnk\ in abundance. Vd.
according to — by reason
of
towards, near, at.
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anQy\

plank or board at side of
avk^ after .. afterwards
bed or head —
from behind
anp,, watery place, marsh, bog,
favourably, -ble.
-p\
bank (mountain also),
av\c^ following
pond
horizontal, lengthwise
buffalo, frog, elephant ..
behind.
kind of partridge — aAnp
avFp attainable, friendly ..
near water.
ano
no, not
aAn, mouth .. breath ..
nose .. breathing
a\
food, corn, rice ..
aAnn\ mouth, face ..
water, earth .. aA
book, chapter
a,
the sun
aAnk, kettledrum
thunderbolt
ay
another
ayt^, aydFy,
ayk
-tr, -tm
-trt,, -tr;,
-t,, -t-(y
ay;,, -;k
ayAdf^, -"^, -f
-/
-TA, -TyEt
ayoy
-dA
-Eh

aZ^

to sound,
breathe, live.
aZk small, mean, insigniﬁ(ank)
cant
aEZ, point of a needle,
linchpin
corner of a house
limit

aZ;

minute, small, atomic
aZFys^, aEZ

aAZk low, inferior, vile
s;rtb\D, — pA s\-Tyo,
aAEZ, linchpin
corner of house
limit, boundary
edge of sword
part of leg just above
knee
aAZv very small
aAZv\ smallness
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atom, particle .. instant
aAZvFn ﬁt to bear aZ;
a small grain
(Panicum Miliaceum)
aZ&y\ a ﬁeld of d[itt]o
(eg mustard etc)
also aZ;k,
aEZmn^ minuteness, atomic
nature .. Anima
ﬁneness
smallness
aZ;k very small, atomic ..
subtle .. acute
Vd ﬁnger (Say.)? (Apte query)
ﬁne hole in Soma strainer (?) (do)
[4]

Notes

ahm^ from OS [Old Sanskrit] ah^ to breathe. Proof — from
derivatives
ah,
aEh,
ahm^
an;
as^
as;
as^
ahnA
an^
ahA
ahAl;
ahSy

= originally life (cf AZ,), then day
= vAy;B",, that which breathes, lives by breathing, snake
= breath, spirit (aA(mA), self, within, I .. I is the latest
sense.
= that which breathes, lives, then the principle of life or
existence, that which is sukshma, so, the atom
OS desiderative, to wish to breathe, to live, to be.
breath, life, strength. as;r, NB. Persian ah;r, from
ah^ not as^
to blow, (wind), rush, throw.
She who breathes, is strong. fE, dvF. Pallas Athene
to breathe, OS intensitive, eg hn^ from h or hA (strike),
mn^ from m [or] mA (measure), jn^ from j or jA. Cf ht,
mt, jAt, jAy etc.
vigour, life, joy OS
joyous. Cf Tamil
joy
or ahy joyous OS Cf ahSyA
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[5]
arw (r, rka) raise, lift — excite, impel .. hang up, heighten

.. take, bear, carry .. conceive, perceive .. take off, destroy ..
weigh anchor, strike tents, start, set off.
Rt ar^ used of all strong action, state, motion, feeling etc.
So to raise, lift, increase; to throw, remove, destroy. All the other
senses follow. Cf udAr, noble, exalted, excellent, Lt [Latin] ara,
an altar (high place).
aromai, to undertake, commence; bear, suffer; carry away.
A frequent sense of this root from the sense of taking up, leading
or acting (starting action). Cf rqomai, I begin, lit. I lead.
Roots in i

i-Family of Sanscrit Roots
Being

i
i
its^
it^
iEt
i(T\,
i(TAt^
i(TA
id^
id\
iyt^
imTA
ih

to be, appear
(obsolete, extant in Latin, Bengali and Tamil) .. “This
here”.
hence, henceforward .. from this person.
Vedic — emphatic particle = indeed, verily .. even; just,
only
thus, so. (it^ + i)
iEtT, iEth, iEtvt^ — Perhaps iEthAs, eEt
thus, so, in this manner
thus, indeed, truly.
even, just, only.
this .. here, now, there, herewith
id\tn, id\tA, id\y;, idA, idAnFm^, idAnF\tn, id\my
so much, so large, to this extent
iyA, iyv\, iyk, ey(y\
here
ih(y, eEhk
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iv
I
Idk^
Im^
* IEt
eq
e,
enA
Im
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like, as if .. a little, perhaps .. just, exactly, indeed.
this, him — in Vedic Im^
such a condition. Idf^, Idf, Id", IdA
verily, now, this, here. Cf imTA
produced, effected
this, he
etd^, etdFy, etAdf^, etAvt^, etEh
Vishnu
e, Shiva
thus, then.
Cf en\ etc.
here, in this place (perhaps Motion)

Birth, Production

i
I

to appear .. spring from, arise from (but cf Ir^)
to become pregnant
IEt produced, effected
(iEthAs history, narrative, tradition eEthAEsk
eEt\ tradition)

ik
iX,
Ir^

to prepare, arrange* cf ir>yEt and in^ to dispose
ikEt, mother.
people, subjects — cf jA, Evf,
to produce (C[ausative]) ..
but see Motion
to rise, spring from
H

Growth.

i

+

+

See also words meaning plants.

to thrive, prosper.
i<y wealthy, opulent
i<yk
to grow .. prosper, swell, rise, extend.
eD^
eDt; increased .. a man .. prosperity. (eDt;, ﬁre)
eDs^, eDA prosperity, happiness — (eDs^ fuel, also eD,)
eDmAn, eEDt
i
wonderful
i\ wonder i in ifAsn\
iq^
afﬂuence, increase
iqyEt to swell, increase.
im,
spring iy,, iy\
ir>yEt to grow.
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Mass, Thickness, Dullness.

+

i\X~,, i\X~\,
i\X^v\ a round small plate to protect hand in taking ﬁre-irons
eX
deaf
eX;k,,
-k\
(also eXk,, -k\, & eXok,, -k\) a building made of rubbish, bones or hard substance .. a tomb or wall round
bones .. a sanctuary ﬁlled with relics
il^
to keep still, quiet .. sleep
ily motionless.
i kA brick iE kA, e k\
iEcEkl, pond, mud.
iX^, iXA,
iEXkA earth (lit. matter). ilA, irA (but also possibly Motion)
iX^
food iXA, ilA, irA, IX^
sap, refreshment, drink .. food. iqyEt, iEqr, irA (also
iq^
water), irAvt^, ir-yA
Strength, Force and Power.

Imt^
i\d^

+

having a lord or master
to be powerful
id!, Indra .. lord, prince .. the soul .. greatness
iEd!y, ed!, id!tm, id!tA, -(v\, id!-vt^, id!y;, id!AZF,
+ id!k\ (hall).
id!s^ Vd. sense to be determined.
iEd!y\ power, force .. organ of sense .. virile power, seed.
i\D,
the Supreme Being.
in^
to be lord, take possession of .. to invigorate .. (to force,
compel).
in able, strong, bold
in, lord, master, king ey, in"Et (try to reach or
get)
iv^
seize, take possession of.
i<y,
king Vd iB, power or servants. Cf Gr fic strength.
ir>yEt to be master of (prepare, arrange, dispose). Perhaps rj^
iy
active, powerful .. lord, master.
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iq^

If^
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strength, power, sap
iq strong, powerful
iqyEt to be active, animate, strengthen
iEqr powerful, strong, active
iE , invitation, order
to be able, have power .. own .. rule, be master.
If^, If, Ifn\, IfAn,, IEft\, IEft&y\, IEftA, IEf(v\, IEfn^,
I r, -tA, -(v\
e r, -Erk, e y", ef, efAn.

Force put forth, Action, Exertion

IhA

effort, exertion .. deed, act, undertaking
IEht\
d[itt]o
Ih, attempt.

Pressure, Constraint, Conﬁnement, Attack, Injury, Penetration
+

eW^
IEt,

to resist, oppose .. annoy (Injury)
plague, distress .. infectious disease, affray. See below
— It^
to eat — Cf idr,
I
Ij^, #j^ to censure, blame.
iXAEckA wasp.
eZF
a kind of poisonous insect
in^
to force, compel
ed!F
misfortune, misery
It^
to bind
idr, rat, mouse (id^ to gnaw)
ens^
sin, offence, fault, crime .. censure, blame .. unhappiness
en-y, en-vt^, ens\
(IEt,
plague etc)
i(vr
cruel, harsh .. low, vile, despised .. poor (cf tpn, etc)
eunuch.
i<y,
enemy, foe.
igl,, -lA bolt, bar.
Im,, Im" wound, sore
eMy" a plaster for wounds.
iy
destroying the enemy. Vd.
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ivAz, -l; destructive, carnivorous. ivAzk, a cave animal
IEl,
weapon .. cudgel .. short sword.
iEqr, ﬁre IEqr,
to hurt, attack, kill
Iq^
Motion
IEqkA weapon, arrow, dart H
ey
to be probed
eqZ\ probing (driving, pressing)
eqZF a probe
Emotion.
Wish, Desire, Love

i

+

to ask, beg.
et asking, requesting
iy"; longing for, seeking to
obtain
i";,
wish, desire
I,
Kamadeva
I
to desire, wish .. beg
et
asking, requesting
iy";
longing for, seeking to obtain. Perhaps y"^
iQC^
to wish (only in iq^)
iQCA wish, desire, will
question, problem — (Math)
iQCk, iQCt^, iQC;, iQC;k,, eEQCk
implore, request, ask for.
IX^
iX^ prayer
iXA, IXn\, I$, IXy
(+ iX^ object of devotion)
I=sA
wish, desire
I=s;, IE=st, -t\
iq^
to wish, desire, strive for, seek, request .. acknowledge,
regard, be favourable.
iq;,, iqEZ,, iqyA, iEq, i , i \, iE ,, i ; ,, iqA, iy
iqyEt, iq;@yEt to implore, ask, desire oblations
iq;@yA, iq;@y;
Ih^
to desire, wish, aim at, attempt.
Ih,, IhA, IEht, eh
eq^
to desire, request, attempt.
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eq,, eq\, eqA, eqZ\, eqZ,, eqZA, eqEZn^, eqZFy, eE ,,
eEqt, eEqn^, ey
Worship

i>y
i>y,
i>yA
iX^

to be worshipped
teacher, Brihaspati .. Pushya .. God .. Vishnu.
worship, reverence .. image
object of devotion
Joy, Mirth.

in^
to gladden id;, in Veda. Tamil
elAyEt to be merry, frolicsome, mischievous. Perhaps however
from motion
Anger, Jealousy

ir>yEt to be jealous
ir-yEt to be angry, insolent, hostile
Iy^, I#y^ to be jealous, envy.
IqA, IyA, Iy, Iyk, Iy;, IyAl;, IqAl;, Iq;
anger
ehs^
Motion

i

ay^

e
I

to go, approach, go towards, reach .. run, wander ..
retire, pass, return
it^, it, iEt,, i(y, i(vn^, iys^, it\ (mode of going, course,
way), i(vr (traveller), et
i(vrF an abhisarika
i(yA litter, palanquin. i(vrF an unchaste woman
em,, emn^ a course, way
to go (i I U.)
ay, ayn
ayn\ going, walking .. walk, path, road .. entrance
.. method, shastra, treatise .. sun’s passage, solstitial
points, rotation, period .. ﬁnal emancipation
to come, approach etc. eEt,, et, et, ev, ev, (horse
.. custom)
to go, pervade.
etn, a kind of ﬁsh .. breath,
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=
eZk,
i\g^

to throw
IEt,, Ivt^, aAy,, aAyn\, aAEyn^, aAyt^.
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expiration

black antelope — but see et, under Light
to move, shake
i\g, i\gn\, i\Egt, i\`y
i\Egt\ palpitation, shaking
i\Egt\, i\g, sign, gesture, hint
i\gA a kind of counting

=
Ij^, #j^ to go
i>yA meeting, union .. bawd, procurer.
i\cAk, a shrimp
ej^
to tremble, shake, move, stir.
udj^ to go
ap
{j^ to drive
ejk, ej(k, ejT;,, ejn\, eEjt, eEj
iK^
to go, move.
=
iV^
to go, go to, towards .. make haste .. to err.
(iX^)
iXA
a cow
iEX+, a wild goat
iX^ rainy season
iV^cr, a bull allowed to go at liberty
eX, a kind of sheep
eXk, a ram, wild goat. (elk,)
(iZ^)
eZF river, ﬂowing stream
eZ, black antelope (eZk,) but see Light (et)
eZF, eZ, eEZk, eZy
=
in^
to go, advance .. press upon, rush upon.
to drive
in"Et to try to reach, strive to get. Perhaps from n"^
to go, pervade, surround.
iv^
(idr, ? rat — already under Attack etc).
=
iB,
elephant
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eB, i<y, i<yA
=
ir^

Ir^

il^

to go
ir>yEt to lead
irA earth, water .. spirit, liquor
irAvt^
iErn^ instigating. iy
to go, move, shake .. rise, spring from .. retire
to elevate the voice
Cs [Causative] to throw, cast, propel .. urge, prompt ..
attract, elevate, revive .. produce.
IrZ, IrZ\, IErt, IErn^
IrZ, wind
IyA wandering about (as a mendicant)
Im agitated
Im, arm, forequarter (part used in throwing)
to go, move, throw, send, cast
elk, a ram, wild goat.

=

iq^

Iq^

IV
IX
I U.
to move, to cause to move .. ﬂy off, escape .. to go, move
IV. IX
IX
IV
IV
let ﬂy, cast, throw, strike .. sprinkle .. raise the voice,
IX
impel, incite.
iEqt
iq^ speedy
iqyEt to move, excite, drive iqZyt
iqEZ, sending, despatching
iqyA impulse
iq;, arrow iqFkA reed, arrow
iq&y, iq;k, iq;ED,, iq;@yEt
iEqr quick, moving. iEqr\ quickly
iE , impulse, hurry
im, course, going iEmn^
to ﬂy, escape .. creep.
Im, course, going
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IqZ, IqEZn^ hastening IqZA haste
to go, approach, hasten towards .. creep, glide .. ﬂy at,
attack .. endeavour to reach or gain
eq, eq,, eqZ, eEqn^, ey

eq^

Speech (Motion) see Ir^, iq^

iXA, ilA, irA speech
Ir^ utter, proclaim, say.
voice. See Motion).

IErt

(send up or out the

Knowledge, Memory (Motion)

+

+

it remembered
it\ knowledge
i\g, knowledge i\gn\
I"^ to see, observe, perceive. (But perhaps to penetrate,
Penetration)
I"k,, I"Z\, I"Et,, IE"t\, IE"t, IE"t, I"y, IE"kA,
I"EZk,
Iq^ to look, see. (Penetration)

Voice

iEdEdr, a large bee
elv, noise, cry
ilv loud, noisy.
Perfume
(it^)

iE(klA name of a perfume
(il^)
elvAl;k,, ely, names of a perfume
elvAl; (n) the fragrant bark of the Kapittha
elA cardamom seed & plant
elFkA
el;k\ a kind of perfume.
a medicinal substance or plant.
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Light (beauty)
(i), I to shine
ek, one (originally the sun) — cf id;
ekk, -tr, -tm, ekt,, ektA, ek(v\, ek/, ekdA, ekDA,
ekl, ekf,, ekAEkn^, ekFy, ekFy,, e,\
=
(ij^)
ej^ to shine
=
iD^, (iD^) to kindle, light
iD, iD^, iDn, -n\ (also clean, clear, bright), i@yA
i@m,, i@m\, iD, fuel iDn\, eDs^, eD,
iD, the supreme being
i\ sunshine, heat .. refulgence .. *wonder
*i wonderful, obeyed.
eDt;, ﬁre
(id^)
idFvr\ blue lotus idFvAr,, id\br\
iEdrA Lakshmi
id;, moon edv
one (cf ek)
(in^)
in, sun .. glorious .. the constellation Hastá ey
ivkA, the stars in the head of Orion
(it^)
et dappled, shining
et, deer, antelope .. deer-hide .. variegated colour
cf eZk,, eZ,
=
ir^
irMmd, ﬂash of lightning,
submarine ﬁre (therefore not speed)
erAvtF lightning
ervt, Iravat (erAvZ,), rainbow .. a kind of lightning
orange tree (therefore not motion)
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(if^)
IfAn\ light, splendour.
(il^)
elEvl, (eXEvX,, -l,) Kuvera
elEvl,, el,, ely, Mars
Roots in k
[1]

k
k
k,

Brahman, Vishnu
the soul
mind
body knot, joint
Kamadeva
k\ happiness, joy, pleasure
wealth, property
k\-y happy, prosperous
sun ﬁre light, splendour
king, prince k;mAr,
bird, peacock, king of birds
word, sound
time (kAl,)
cloud
water
wind, air
hair
head (as in k\DrA, k\ED, k\D)
k sufﬁx diminution (v"k,, bAlk,)
deterioration (a k, bad horse)
endearment (p;/k,)
likeness (a k, like a horse)
no modiﬁcation (a k, a horse)

class meaning
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Gutturals

kk^ I A.

to wish km^
desire
to be proud
feeling
to be unsteady (k\k^ to go)
movement ?
? kkr, a kind of bird. Vd
sound
(perhaps k)
k+^
to laugh
sound
k+V, a kind of animal
k+;l, bakula tree
k+ol,, -lF a berry bearing plant
" l\, -lk\ the berry — a perfume
from the berries
k\kolF
L
kk^K^
to laugh
kk^KV hard, solid
laughing
kk^KVF chalk
k"^
(non-existent)
k",
hiding place
k#y secret. V to contain, cover (with
(cf k"A)
> k"Ayt
the idea of circle, hollow)
interior of forest
arm-pit k"A (boils in arm-pit)
harem of king k"A
side or ﬂank (of anything)
gate
part of boat
girdle
k"A (elephant’s rope or girth)
cf k"A waist
k#y ﬁlling the girth (V. Say.)
surrounding wall k"A k#yA
orbit of planet
end of lower garment
k"A (tucked behind =
also tying up waist)

Notes on Root-Sounds
basin of a balance k"A k#y\
climbing plant, creeper
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(contain, embrace,
surround)

grass, dry grass
k#y (consisting of dry
grass or of shrubs) V.
dry wood, forest of dead trees (injure, hardness —
pressure, projection)
buffalo
(to dig, grub, burrow)
marshy ground
(cut, plunge, sink?)
a plant (beleric myrobalan)
k"A
waist, middle part
(contain, surround)
enclosure k#yA kHyA
"
court-yard, area
"
room, inner apartment, harem,
"
secluded part of ediﬁce
k#yA (i.a. of palace)
kHyA
a particular part of a carriage
"
k#y\ (also hinder part)
upper garment k#yA
"
border, lace (of cloth) k#yA
"
wrist
"
similarity k#yA
(to press, nearness,
adjacent)
emulation, rivalry
(injure, strive, ﬁght)
objection or reply in logic
(injure, press, cut)
the jeweller’s weight, rati
(from k#yA a black or red
berry)
k"\
star
(light, twinkling?)
sin k"Ayt
(to injure, hurt)
k#yA ﬁngers cf k\g;l,
(contain, curl, clutch,
hold) cf a\g;El
k"Fkt agreed to, promised
(contained, taken in,
clutched, held)
k"Ayt to lie in ambush k",
(contain, enclose)
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to intend anything wicked k"\
k"Fvt^ the Rishi
kK^
to laugh at, deride k+^ kk^K^
kHyA enclosure, division of large
building
kg^
to act, perform
k\k^
to go
k\k,
heron
Yama
a Kshatriya .. a Vrishni ..
Yudhisthira
a false or pretended
Brahmana
name of a people
one of the eighteen divisions
k\kA
a sort of sandal
scent of a lotus
k\kV,, mail, defensive armour,
-Vk,
military accoutrement
elephant’s goad (a\k;f)
k\kZ,, bracelet, marriage string,
-Z\
ornament
crest
k\kZ, water-spray
k\kZF, small bell, tinkling ornament,
-EZkA
ornament furnished with
bells k\kEZn^
k\kt,, -t\, -tF, -EtkA comb
k\kt, a kind of tree
a poisonous animal
k\kr
bad, vile, despicable
k\kr\
butter-milk
a high number = 100 niyutas
k\kAl, skeleton
k\kAly, body
k\kq, the inner body
k\kz, a kind of crow

(injure, hurt etc.)
(harsh sound)
(contain, enclose)
(cut, make, do)
(movement)
(sound)
(injury, movement)
(injure, ﬁght)
(injury, bad, wicked)

(contain, bind, tie)
(smell)
(contain, enclose)
(injure, cut, prick)
(surround, contain
or sound)
(jut, project)
(sound, move, project)
(surround or
sound)
(to press, cut, scrape)
(to injure)
(to injure)
(taste)
(mass)
(to contain)
"
"
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k\krol, Alangium Hexapetalum
k\klo$\ a kind of drug
k\k;,
a kind of corn
k\k;,, -\, k\g;,, -\ a kind of
medicinal earth
k\k.,, -E., Asoca tree
k\kolF see k+olF
k\K^
not used
k\K\
enjoyment; fruition
k\g^
not in use
k\g;, k\g;nF a kind of Panic(?) seed
k\g;l, the hand cf k#yA
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(desire, enjoy)

(to contain, clutch,
enclose)

[2]
Root
kd^

Injury
to hurt or kill
to grieve .. cry, weep.
IV.A. to be confounded, confused,
suffer mentally.
I.A.

Sound
to call

kd^ -an\, -ak\, -a\b,, -ar,, -ar\, -al, -z, -vr\
=
kdn\
slaughter, havoc .. war .. sin
Injury (Pressure)
kdk\
canopy, awning.
Contact = Pressure
kd\bd,
= Covering.
kd\b,, codome, turmeric, mustard seed
-k,
plant, kind of grass, mineral
substance
kd\bk\ codome ﬂower, kind of
grass
kd\bk\, kd\b\ multitude, group.
Contact .. or Mass.
kdr,
a saw .. an iron goad
Pressure = Injury.
name of a tree (used for sacriﬁcial post in place of Khadira)
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kdr,, -r\ a corn (on the feet)
kdr\
coagulated milk.
kdl,, -k,, -lF plaintain-tree (k\dl,)
kdlF
a kind of deer.
kdEln^ a kind of antelope
kdlF, kdElkA ﬂag, banner.
kdlF"tA a sort of cucumber, a beautiful
woman.

Mass, Hardness.
Mass, Density.

Root k\d^ I.P. to cry, lament ..
confound .. be confounded,
perplexed.

k\d^ -a, -ak, -/, -aot, -ar, -ap, -al, -irF, -u, -uk
——
k\d,, -d\ bulbous root, bulb; knot, swelling
garlic
taste, smell
an affection of the male or female
organ.
k\Edn^ an esculent root; bulbousrooted.
k\d,
camphor
Colour, Whiteness?
cf k\d/\, k\dot,
k\dk,
a palanquin.
Motion? Covering?
k\d/\, k\dot, white waterlily k\doV,, -/,
Colour, Whiteness
k\doV\ blue lotus
white or blue
lotus
k\dr,, -r\ a cave, valley .. k\drA, -rF
Injury.
k\dr,
a hook for driving elephants.
"
k\dr\
dry ginger.
Taste.
k\dl,
reproach, censure .. portent.
Injury
k\dlF plaintain-tree
k\dl\ Kandala ﬂower
new shoot, sprout .. cheek,
cheek and temple
Mass
collection.
sweet sound
Sound
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k\dElt budded, blown .. put
forth, emitted.
k\dl,
gold
war, battle, controversy
k\dlF
ﬂag
see kdlF
deer see kdlF
lotus seed
k\EdrF name of plant
k\d;,
boiler, oven.
k\d;k,, k\ ball
k\d;k\
pillow
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Colour

motion?

mass
mass

[3]
The Vowel Group.

k;

1. k;, earth.
(k;j, Mars, a tree k;jA Sita, Durga)
*k (vague
k;t, whence .. where ..
;
existence
why .. how ..
or direction)
k;t-(y whence come;
how happened
k;/ where.
k;/(y
koEvd, wise, proﬁcient, expert.
Vd k;Evd^
cf kEv,
(k; or ko whole, entire .. circle .. complete science)

Inclusion
Roundness

Inclusion
Roundness

2. k;, base (of any plane ﬁgure).
N. kEv, etc which may originally have derived from the
primary root k; by gunation, are nevertheless included for convenience under the root kv^
Signiﬁcances of the primary form k;. Roundness, inclusion, comprehension
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The Gunated Form.

kv^

1.a. kvc,, armour, mail .. charm,
kvc\
amulet
kAvEck armorial
kAvEck\ an armed multitude
kvs, armour. kvq, shield
kAvArF a stafﬂess umbrella.
kvVF, leaf or panel of a door
kvAV, (kpAV,, k;vAV,)

Covering,
inclusion.

"
"

b. kvX, water for washing the mouth
(lit. a mouthful)
kvl,, kvl\ a mouthful .. gargle
kvElt eaten, swallowed,
chewed .. seized
kvlyEt to eat, devour.
kvk, mouthful.
k&y\ oblation of food to the Pitris
*k&y, a class of Manes (but cf
kA&yA)

Inclusion
(in the mouth)
"
"

c. kvrkF prisoner (cf krmErn^, kArA)
kvF, kEvk,, kEvkA the bit of a bridle
kEvy\, kvFy\
"

Inclusion,
Conﬁnement.

d. kEv

kvr,

"
"

intelligent, wise; a sage, poet.
Inclusion,
kEvtA poetry
Comprehension.
kv^ to praise, describe .. compose, paint, picture
kA&y prophetic, poetical, praiseworthy
kA&yA intelligence
kA&y\ poem, poetry, wisdom,
inspiration
lecturer.
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kvr, mixed .. set, inlaid .. variekbr
gated
kvr,, kvrF (kbr,, kbrF) braid or
ﬁllet of hair

mixture

3

kvs,
kv0;
kvAEr
kA&yA

prickly shrub.
bad deed
Vd. selﬁsh, stingy.
a female ﬁend.

Piercing, hurt,
injury.

4

kvAr\
kvl\
kvoZ
kAvr\
kAvrF

lotus.
lotus
tepid
saffron
turmeric

2

mixture, twisting,
weaving.

Brightness.
Heat.
Colour

5

kvc,, kvc\ kettledrum
kvq^, kvq Vd. sounding, creaking.
// kAvk, cock .. Chakravak.

Sound

6

kvr,, -r\ salt .. sourness, acidity.

Taste

7

kA&y\

Emotion.

8

kAvrF a courtesan.

9

kvk\

mushroom

10

kvn\

water.

happiness, welfare.

Sexual enjoyment

kAvAr\ moss

Substance (Thickness, tuftiness)
Motion (swelling
or circling)

Signiﬁcances of the gunated form kv^
Inclusion, by
covering, taking in, conﬁning, comprehension.
Thick, tufted
or rough substance .. Circling or swelling motion .. Strong taste
.. Shrill or loud sound .. Brightness, bright colour or burning
heat .. Mixture, connection .. Penetration, hurt, injury .. Strong
emotion .. Sexual enjoyment.
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The Guttural group
k;k^
k;^
1. k;;V, a cock .. k;k;V,, k;;Vk,
a small house-lizard.
kO;V (adj), kO;EVk, poulterer.
k;;B, a cock.
k;;r, a dog. k;k;r,
kok, cuckoo .. frog .. wild lizard ..
ruddy goose .. wolf.
koEkl, cuckoo.

Sound.

2.

k;;V, a wisp of lighted straw .. spark Light —
koEkl, ﬁrebrand. *k;kl, (l\) a ﬁre
(a) blaze.
made of chaff — see below
k;\k;m\ saffron .. saffron-plant.
(b) Colour.
koknd\ red lotus.
kokAh, white horse
k;;B, varnish
(c) Brightness.

3.

k;;r\

a vegetable perfume

Scent

4.

k;kB\

a spirituous liquor.

Intoxication.
Disturbance.

armour, mail.

Covering,
inclusion
Inclusion,
hollowness

5.a k;kl\
b k;",
k;E",

k;kl\

belly
belly .. womb .. interior ..
cavity, cave .. scabbard.
k;E"\BEr gluttonous, voracious
.. ﬁlling the interior.
kO" abdominal .. attached to
the sides.
kO"y in the belly, in the sheath
kO"yk, sword.
hole, ditch (ﬁlled with stakes).
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c k;k^
6.

to take, accept, seize.

I.A.

k;kFl, mountain
k;kl, (l\) chaff.

627
Inclosing, grasp,
clutch, etc.
Substance.
(Projection ..
Roughness, confusion, mass)

Doubtful —
k;k;d,, k;kd, giver of a girl in marriage
? k;k; child, infant (cf B. K;kF)
from Sound.
k;;V, silk-cotton tree.
The Palatal Group.
1. k;c^
to cry shrilly VI.P.
Sound
k;\j^
to murmur I.P.
kj^
to hum, coo, warble, moan ..
ﬁll with sound I.P.
kj,, kjn\, kEjt\ cooing,
warbling .. rattling of wheels.
2.

k;c^
k;\c^

to go VI.P.
to move crookedly, move
towards

3.a. k;c^ (VI.P.), k;\c^ (I.P.) to contract, bend,
curve .. make small, lessen.
to shrink ..
to stop, impede
k;\cn\ curving, bending.
koc, drying, withering, aridity.
koc drying, withering
b.
to mix, connect.

Motion with
contraction
(winding,
crouching etc)
Pressure
(contraction
etc)

(mixture, contact,
connection)
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c.
to polish.
*to write, delineate.
d.
e. k;\EckA key, a kind of reed .. the shoot
of a bamboo ..
kEckA, kcF key.
k;\j, tooth, tusk .. *lower jaw

k;\jr, elephant. kO\jr (adj)
4.

k;c,

5.

k;QC\ a kind of lotus.
kEckA, kcF a pencil, small brush

breast, teat, nipple.

k;>JEV,, k;>JEVkA, k;>JVF mist, fog
k;\jl\ sour gruel
6.

k;\Ec,

a measure of capacity, 8 handfuls. (originally, name of a
vessel?)
k;j\Bl,, k;j\EBl, house-breaker
k;\j,, k;\j\ bower, arbour .. cave.

(friction)
(cutting, shaping)
(penetration,
sharpness)
(? substance,
projection)

Roundness (Shape
or Pressure)

Substance (roughness, thickness
eg tufted, hairy
etc)

Inclusion

Doubtful
k;\cn\ a disease of the eye.
kojAgr, a festival (Lakshmi Puja).

[4]

k; Family — arranged by classiﬁcation of signiﬁcances
and by root groups —
Guttural group.
k;k^
to take, accept, seize. I.A.

Notes on Root-Sounds
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k;k;d, one who gives a girl in marriage.
k;kd, (k;k^ or k;d^)
k;kB\ a kind of spirituous liquor.
k;kFl, a mountain (k;k^ or kFl^)
k;;V, a wild cock, cock. (k;;VF) —
Sound.
either k;^ or k;V^
also k;k;V,, k;;Vk,
a small house-lizard
Sound
a spark
Light
a wisp of lighted straw ..
(ﬁre)
the silk-cotton tree.
k;;B, a wild cock .. a cock ..
sound.
varnish.
Light? (shining)
k;;r, a dog — also k;k;r, (k;^ or k;r^)
a vegetable perfume.
Scent.
k;", the belly.
k;E", belly .. womb .. interior .. cavity,
Hollow.
cave .. sheath of sword.
Contain.
k;E"\BEr gluttonous, voracious .. ﬁlling
the interior.
K
k;\k;m\ saffron .. saffron plant.
Light (colour)
kok, cuckoo koEkl, ; frog; wild lizard
Sound.
.. ruddy goose (chakravaka) ..
wolf. (k;k^ to tear?)
koknd\ red lotus
Light (colour)
kokAh, white horse (k;k^ or kh^)
Sound or
Light (colour)
koEkl, ﬁrebrand
Light (ﬁre)
kO;V of a cock. kO;EVk, a poulterer.
kO"
attached to the sides .. abdominal
kO"y in the belly, in the sheath ..
kO"yk, sword.
Palatal group.
k;c^
to cry shrilly. VI.P.
to go, (march) cf vernacular k;c^
march.

sound
movement
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to polish

+

to contract, bend .. shrink .. stop,
impede.
write, delineate
mix, connect. (cf k;hr\ proximity,
copulation)
k;\c^, k;c^ I.P. to shrink, contract .. make
small, lessen
>
to bend, curve.
move crookedly.
move towards.
k;c, female breast, teat, nipple. kc,
k;QC\ a kind of lotus.
k;\cn\ curving, bending .. a disease of
the eye.
k;\Ec, measure of capacity (eight handfuls)
k;\EckA a key .. kEckA, kcF
the shoot of a bamboo.
a kind of reed
a kind of ﬁsh
kEckA, kcF a pencil, small brush

+

koc

k;j,

light (shine)
pressure
pressure

mix (substance,
contact)
Pressure
crookedness
crookedness
motion.
Roundness?

Substance (Narrowness, penetration
Sharpness
Sharpness.)
Substance (rough,
thick, hairy)

drying, becoming dry
koc, drying, withering, aridity.

a tree.
Mars
a name of Naraka
k;jA Sita, Durga.
k;j\Bl,, k;j\EBl, housebreaker. (j\B ?)
cf k;\j,
k;>JEV,, k;>JEVkA, k;>JVF mist, fog

Light (colour)

Light? (colour)
Cover,
Contain.
Substance
(to be thick, hazy,
confused)
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k;\j^
to murmur I.P.
k;\j,, k;\j\ bower, arbour .. cave ..
lower jaw
tooth .. tusk.
k;\jr, elephant .. cf krF, krZ;,, krB,
kO\jr,
k;\jl\ sour gruel.
kj^

I.P. to hum, coo, warble, moan ..
ﬁll with sound.
kj,, kjn\, kEjt\ cooing, warbling ..
rattling (of wheels).
kojAgr, a festival (jAg ?)
Cerebral group.
k;V^
to be crooked, curve, bend VI.P.
to cheat, deceive, act dishonestly
to break, split, divide
√
to speak indistinctly
√

to be warm, burn.
k;EVk bent, crooked
√
k;V,, k;V\ waterpot, jar.
√
k;V, house, fort
mountain
hammer
tree
k;VhAErkA female servant.
k;Vk\ a plough without a pole.
k;Vk, the post round which the string
of the churning stick passes.
(peg?) k;Vr,
√
k;V\k, roof, thatch. k;Vl\
√
k;V\gk, (a lost k;V\g,) arbour .. cottage.
√
k;Vp, a garden near a house (enclosure?)
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Sound
Projection
Tearing, Penetration.
Penetration
(goring with tusks)
Substance
(to be thick, mixed)
Sound.
Sound.

Pressure, curve.
Crookedness, or
Injury, deceit
Breaking, splitting
(Pressure)
Sound
Light (Fire)
Pressure (curve)
Contain
Contain
Pressure (breaking)

Pressure (breaking)

Penetration
cover, contain.
cover, contain.
cover, contain.
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√

measure of grain (k;Xp,)
sage, ascetic
√
k;Vp\ lotus
√
k;Vz, Vd. cock (pecker?)
tent.
k;Vr, see k;Vk,
√
k;Vl\ roof, thatch k;V\k,
√
k;EVr\ cottage, hut k;VFr\, k;VFr,, k;VFrk\
√
k;EV, body .. cottage, hut. k;VF
tree
—
curve, bend
k;EVl crooked, curved, tortuous k;EVlk,
insincere, dishonest.
k;EVlA a kind of perfume
k;EVl\ name of a plant
tin

k;EVElkA stealth, crouching
a blacksmith’s forge.
— k;VF
curve
√
cottage, hut .. k;VFkA
vessel used for fumigation
nosegay
√
a kind of perfume
√
spirituous liquor. cf k;kB\
procuress. k;V;nF, k; nF
k;VFr\ (see k;EVr\)
sexual intercourse
—
exclusiveness.
k;VFkA see k;VF
k;V;nF procuress. k;VF, k; nF
√
k;V;Mb\ household, family
√

k;V;Mb\, k;V;Mb, kinsman ..
offspring, race .. ﬁg. group.
name

Pressure
cover, contain
cover, contain
d[itt]o
contain
Pressure (curve)
do
do (or Injury)
Scent
Substance (hardness)
Pressure (beating)
Contain
Substance or Scent
Scent.

include, contain

contain (or else,
sexual intercourse)
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√

k;V;EMbn^, k;V;EMbk, householder .. caretaker.
member of a family
peasant.
√
k;V;EMbnF mistress of a household .. lady.
a large household.
k; ^
to cut, divide .. grind, pound.
√

k;
k; n\
k; ,
k; k,
k; Ak,
k;E tA
k; Emt\
k; Ar,
k; Ar\

blame, censure.
burn
multiply
dividing, cutting, grinding
cutting, pounding .. abusing
multiplier
grinder
kingﬁsher
one who divides or cuts
unskilful opening of a vein
affected repulse of embraces.
k;E Emt\
a mountain k;V,
sexual intercourse k;VFr\
a woollen blanket

Pressure (break,
beat)
do
Connection
Pressure

Pressure
Pressure or Motion
do
do

Substance or Covering
—
exclusion or oneness.
Contain, include
k;E m,, k;E m\ inlaid ﬂoor, pavement. Substance
thick,
prepared site
Substance > granular,
jewel-mine
Substance
variegated
pomegranate
Substance (grain)
√
hut, cottage, small house
Contain
k;E m paved, mosaic.
k;E hAErkA maid-servant, slavegirl
k;VhAErkA
Substance.
k; Fr, small mountain. kV, k; Ar,
√
k; Frk\ small house, hut
Contain.
√
k;V^ml see k;X^ml

kV^

√

X.U. to burn
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to confuse, muddle
to be distressed, despair
to counsel, advise
√
to call, invite.
X.A. to censure
to abstain from giving
kV
false kVk
despised
immovable, steady.
kV,, fraud, deception, trick ..
kV\
falsehood, untruth kVk\
intricate point, puzzle
summit .. any projection .. end,
corner.
horn .. head, chief .. (kVk\
prominence, elevation)
heap, mass. kVf, in heaps.
hammer
ploughshare kVk\
√
water-jar
— deer-trap
— concealed weapon (eg swordstick)
— door
√
kV, house, dwelling
an ox with broken horns
kVk false, fraudulent
kVk, braid or tress of hair
√

perfume.
k;;EV, (-VF) hypocrisy
kO;EVk, hypocrite, falsely humane mendicant
k;V;\gk, arbour .. creeper wound round a
trunk.
thatch, roof .. hut .. granary.
kVfASmEl, a tree with sharp thorns
(torture in Hell)

Substance

Substance
(projection)

Substance
Pressure (beat)
Pressure (break)
Contain
Conceal, cover
Conceal, cover
(shut off, include)
Contain
Pressure (to break)
Substance or
Pressure
Scent.

cover, curve.
cover, contain
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kVpAkl,, -pv,, -pv, a bilious fever of
elephants
k;\Vk fat, corpulent
k;\W^
I.P. to be blunt, dulled .. be dull,
idle,
lame, mutilated
to loosen (relax)
X.P. to hide
k;\W
blunt, dulled .. stupid, weak,
indolent
k;\Wk, a fool
k;\EWt blunt, dulled .. stupid
mutilated
grasped, held ..
encircled
koV,

√

fort .. hut, shed
crookedness
beard.

koVk curving, bending
koVk, a thatcher .. name of a mixed caste
— koVr,, koVr\ hollow of a tree
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Substance.

Pressure.
do
Cover, conceal

Contain (seize)
Contain
(roundness)
Contain
Pressure (curve)
Substance —
rough, hairy

√

koVrF, koVvF a naked woman .. Durga ..
ko vF
koEV,, koVF curved end of a bow .. end,
point, edge ..
pitch, extremity .. horn or digit of
moon
ten millions koEVf,
side of a right-angled triangle
complement of an arc to 90o.
koEVk forming the highest point
koEVmt^ edged, pointed
koEVr, horn-shaped hair of ascetic
ichneumon.

Contain. Hollowness.
sexual intercourse.
Pressure (curve
or prominence)

Pressure (gnawing)
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Indra
koEVf,, koVFf, harrow
koVFr, diadem, crest .. hair of ascetic.
√
ko , fort, castle
ko vF see koVrF also kOVvF
ko Ar, libertine
well ..
stairs of a pond
fortiﬁed town, stronghold.
koW, ringworm .. a kind of leprosy
(large round spots)
+ kOV
living in one’s own house,
independent
domestic, homely
fraudulent .. snared
+ kOV,
fraud, falsehood .. perjury
+ kOVEkk,, kOEVk, a trapper, poacher
a meatseller.
+ kOEVk belonging to a trap .. dishonest,
fraudulent
+ kOEVSy\, kOVSy\ crookedness .. dishonesty,
wickedness.
+ kOEVElk, hunter
blacksmith.
+ kOVBF, kOVFyA Durga
√+
kOV;Mb belonging to the household
√+
kOV;Mb\ family relationship
√+
kOV;EMbk constituting a family
householder.

k;X^
to play, triﬂe cf FX^, k;d^ VI.P.
k;X^
√
k;X\g, a bower, arbour (cf k;V\gk,,
k;V;\gk,)
√
k;Xv,, k;Xp, a measure of grain (8 handfuls) (? originally a vessel)

Pressure (breaking)
Projection
Contain
(sexuality)
Contain. Hollowness
do
Contain.

? motion
cover, contain.
substance or
contain
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√
k;EX,
√
k;XF
√

body k;EV,
hut k;VF
k;EXkA waterpot
— k;X;p, clasp of an ornament
√
k;X^ml, opening bud (ml ﬂower)
√
k;X^ml expanding, blossoming
√
k;X^ml\ a particular hell.
√
k;X^mElt in blossom .. smiling, cheerful
√
.. half-closed.
— k;X^y\ wall .. plastering kX^y\
eagerness, curiosity (cf k;thl\)
kX^
VI.P. to graze
to become ﬁrm or solid .. to
become fat.
—
k;Z^
to support, aid VI.P.
k;Z^
to sound. VI.P.
√
converse with, counsel, advise
X.P. kV^ (hum, whisper)
√
salute, invite X.P. kV^ (call)
kZ^
to speak, converse
to contract, close k;\c^
k;EZ,, kEZ,, koEZ a cripple with crooked
arm.
k;EZ, whitlow
kOy\ distortion or paralysis of
the hands.
k;Zk, young animal just born.
k;Zp,, -p\ corpse kOZp, goblin, demon.
k;Zp, spear .. kOZp,
foul smell, stench.
k;ZAz Vd. crying out Rv. 3.30.8.
kEZkA horn of an animal
peg of a lute.
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contain
contain
contain.
contain, conﬁne
contain

conﬁne, enclose
emotion.
substance
(thickness)

sound.
sound
sound.
sound
pressure

pressure
Substance
(projection)
Pressure (slay)
Pressure (pierce)
scent.
Projection or
Penetration
Substance or
Penetration
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koZ,

k;\X^
—
— k;\X,
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corner, angle ..
bow of lute
intermediate point (compass)
sharp edge
stick, staff, drumstick
Mars .. Saturn.
a sort of musical instrument.
to burn .. maim, mutilate. I.A.
to eat
to heap
to protect X.U.
basin, bowl .. hole, pool

k;\X, bastard k;EXn^
Durga
k;\XA
k;\XkFV, keeper of concubines .. atheist
.. bastard Brahman
k;\XkFl, a vile fellow.
k;\Xgol\, – golk\ gruel.
— k;\Xl, (-l\) bracelet, earring .. rope-coil
.. fetter, tie
— k;\XEln^ earringed .. circular, winding,
coiling.
a snake, peacock, spotted deer.
Varuna, Shiva.
— k;\XElnF Shakti
k;\XlnA drawing a circle to show
“omission”
— k;\EXkA pitcher .. kamandalu.
k;\EXn^ horse.
Shiva.
k;\EXr, k;\XFr — strong.
The Dental Group.
k;t^
k;tp, ﬁre .. sun.

cf k;\X^

Penetrate,
Sharpness

Pressure

Pressure (cut)
do
Substance
Cover, enclose
Pressure. Curve.
Hollow

curve, enclose
do

do

contain
motion.

Burning
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guest ..
Brahmana
Dwija
daughter’s son .. sister’s son
ox.
grain
a musical instrument
the eighth muhurta of the day k;t;p,
a suitable time for Sraddha k;t;p,
k;tp\ Kusha grass.
k;t;k\ desire, inclination .. curiosity,
emotion
eagerness.
k;t;p,, k;t, small leathern oil-bottle.
contain
k;thl\ desire, eagerness, curiosity ..
a curiosity
delight .. pleasure
emotion
k;thEln^ desirous, eager, curious
kOthl\ (k;thl\) a solemn ceremony
k;thl wonderful .. celebrated .. praised,
excellent.
k;(s^
to abuse, revile, censure
k;(sA, k;(sn\ abuse, reviling
k;(snA expression of contempt
k;E(st vile, mean.
k;E(st\ censure.

k;\t^
k;t,

a lance, spear kOEtk, spearman, lancer
small animal, insect
a kind of grain
passion
k;tl, hair, lock
drinking cup
plough
barley

Pressure (pierce)
? smallness
? smallness
emotion
Substance
(tufted, hairy)
contain
pressure (break)
Substance (rough)
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a perfume
k;\tElkA butter knife

k;T^
k;T\, k;T,, k;TA elephant’s housings,
carpet.
k;T^
to stink, be putrid
k;T, Kusha grass k;f,
koT,

koT
k;\T^
k;\T^

putrefaction, corruption, sore,
gangrene
disease of the eyes.
churning
churned, afﬂicted.
to suffer pain, hurt
cling to.

k;d^
k;Ar,, k;Al,, k;Alk, spade, hoe
(d, dl^ to tear, pierce)
Kanchan tree.
k;Alk\ a copper pitcher
k;l\ see k;X^ml\
k;d\k,, k;d\g, watch house
a dwelling raised on a scaffold
k;D}, mountain possibly for k;Dr,
(k;Bt^ mountain, king)
kAl, mountain ebony
kdF
fetter
kdr, son of Br. woman by Rishi, begotten during menstruation.
kod\X,, (-X\) bow .. (m.) eyebrow.
kodAr, a kind of grain
kodv, a kind of grain (kordq,)
kOdEvk\ sochal salt.

scent.
Pressure — pierce

Cover
substance.
Penetration or
Light (colour)
Substance

Pressure
do
do
Contact.
Pressure

Contain

projection

hold, conﬁne
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kOdAElk, a ﬁsherman .. man of mixed
caste
kk;dr\ hollow below hips — k;k;dr,,
kpk,
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Curve, Hollow

k;n^
k;nk, crow
k;nAElkA cuckoo.
konAlk,, -kA, -k\ an aquatic bird.
k;\d^
k;\d,, k;\d\ a jasmine
k;\d,
lotus .. k;\EdnF a multitude of
lotuses
a fragrant oleander
Vishnu k;\dr,
a turner’s lathe
one of Kubera’s treasures.
k;\dm, cat.
k;\d;,
rat, mouse
The Labial Group.
k;p^
IV.P. to be angry, excited ..
k;p^
Cs. to irritate, excite
k;p^
X.U. to shine
to speak.
kop, anger .. morbid irritation.
kopn passionate, angering —
physically irritating
kopnk angry
a kind of perfume
koEpn^ angry .. angering .. physically
irritating
a water pigeon
k;p,
Vd. the beam of a balance
k;Epd, a weaver k;Evd,
k;EpnF a net for small ﬁsh

scent or colour
scent or colour
scent
Play?
curve.
Light (brightness)
motion
motion.

emotion
Light
sound
emotion
emotion
do
scent.
emotion

? Curve, rolling
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k;EpEnn^ ﬁsherman
k;py despised, contemptible .. mean.
k;=y\ base metal.
kp,
well .. cave, hollow.
leather oil-vessel
mooring post .. tree or rock in
middle of river
mast.
kpF
small well .. navel
ﬂask, bottle
kpk, well .. hole, cavity .. cave ..
leather oil-vessel.
hollow below the loins kk;dr,
mooring stake .. mast .. rock or
tree in midst of river
funeral pile.
boat.
kEpkA stone or rock in mid stream.
k=y in a well or hole
kpAr, ocean kvAr, (cf k;Epd, &
k;Evd,)
kp;q\ bladder.
kOp\
well-water
kOp
of a well.
kOpFn\ pudenda ..
loin cloth .. ragged garment
sin
k;b^
k;br, Kuvera k;vr,
k;Nj humpbacked, crooked .. kON>y\
k;Nj, hump .. curved sword
k;Njk, name of a tree
k;ENjkA eight-year old unmarried girl.
k;b}\
forest ..
hole for sacriﬁcial ﬁre .. ring
thread
cart.

curve, hollow
contain
projection.

hollow, contain
hollow
(Subst) projection
(Subst) heap
hollow, contain

cover or curve,
roll — cf kma.
substance (swelled)

cover, conceal
do
do

curve
"

substance (thick)
Curve
contain.
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kbr

hump-backed
kvr
beautiful, agreeable.
"
kbr\, -r, carriage-pole
"
kbr, hunchback
"
kbrF carriage-pole
"
carriage covered with cloth
or blanket.
kbErn^ carriage kvErn^

k;\b^
k;\b,

woman’s headdress(?)
upper part of club
k;\bA
a thick petticoat
enclosure round sacriﬁcial
ground.
k;B^ see Appendix.

k;m^
k;mAr, boy, youth .. unmarried youth
.. prince, Skanda, Agni.
k;mAryEt to play, sport.
parrot.
k;mArk, child ..
pupil of the eye.
k;mAry;, prince
k;mAErkA, k;mArF girl .. virgin .. Durga.
large cardamoms
name of several plants.
k;mAErk, k;mAErn^ abounding in girls.
k;m;d^
white waterlily
red lotus
unfriendly .. avaricious
k;m;d,, -d\ white waterlily .. silver (n)
.. camphor (m)
red lotus
Vishnu k;\d,, k;modk,
the Southern elephant.
a species of monkey.
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curve.
play, please.
projection
curve
projection

cover.
cover or substance
contain

colour
colour.

colour
colour
? play, please
? play

644
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k;m;EdnF white waterlily — a group of
lilies
k;m;t^ abounding in lotuses.
k;m;tF, k;m;dvtF waterlily
collection of lilies.
kOm;d, month Kartik.
kOm;dF moonlight .. Kartika or Aswin
full moon.
festivity.
kOmodF, kOmodkF Vishnu’s mace.
kOmAr youthful .. maidenly ..
soft, tender ..
kOmAr\ childhood .. maidenhood kOmArk\
kOmAErk, father of girls
kOmAErky, son of unmarried woman.
km\
pond, pool
koml soft, tender, delicate
please — play
handsome, beautiful
or substance
koml\ water
Substance.
clay.
komlk\ ﬁbres of lotus-stalk.

k;\B^
k;\B,

pitcher, jar. k;\EBkA funeral urn.
frontal globe of elephant.
a measure of grain
Kumbhaka in Yoga. k;\Bk
paramour of harlot.

a kind of heart disease.
harlot. k;\EBkA
fragrant resin
base of a column .. Kumbhaka.
a disease of the eyes. (harlot,
small pot)
k;\EBn^ elephant.
crocodile

k;\BA
k;\B\
k;\Bk,
k;\EBkA

contain
curve
contain.
do
(sexuality)
please, play
(sexuality)

pressure (bite)
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k;\EBl,

k;\BF

k;\BFk,
k;\BFkA
k;\BFr,
k;\BFl,

a ﬁsh.
a kind of poisonous insect
a fragrant resin (g;`g;l, see k;\B\).
housebreaker — k;\BFrk,, k;\BFl,,
k;\BFlk,
plagiarist
wife’s brother.
child born untimely.
water jar .. earthen cooking
vessel.
a measure of grain
name of several plants
Punnaga tree
catamite
a swelling of the eyes. k;\EBkA
shark
crocodile k;\EBn^

Liquid roots.
k;r^ or k
k;r^
to sound
k;r\kr, crane
k;rr,, k;rl, osprey.
k;rrF f. osprey .. ewe
k;rrAv\ place abounding in ospreys.
k;r\g, deer k;r\gk,, k;r\gm,
k;rEc, crab k;zEc, (Rt Ecl^ to tear)
k;rV, shoemaker cf k;vt^
k;r\V,, k;r\Vk,, k;r\EVkA yellow amaranth
k;r\Xk,
do
k;rv,, (-b,) a species of amaranth
k;rvk,, k;rbk,, k;zbk,
n. ﬂower of amaranth
k;r\X, hydrocele

k;rl, osprey .. curl, lock of hair k;zl,
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?
(do)

Pressure (break)

contain
"

Pressure (bite)
do

Sound
Sound
"
"
"
motion
pressure
colour or substance
do
do
substance (thickness, swelling)
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k;rAl,, k;rAh, light bay horse with black
legs
k;rF
a kind of grass.
k;rFr\ a headdress for women
copulation.
k;z, priest (k to do)
boiled rice. (k to do?) kr,, -r\
k;zEv-t, a weight of gold (700 Troy
grains)
k;zV, a kind of pot-herb
k;zEVn^ horse
k;z\V, red amaranth k;z\X,
k;z\VF wooden doll, puppet
wife of a teacher
k;z\Vk, yellow or white amaranth.
k;zrF bird with plaintive cry
(osprey?)
k;z\b\ kind of orange.
k;zl, lock of hair
k;zEvd, ruby.
n. ruby .. black salt
mirror.
kr,, kr\ boiled rice
k;vt^
servant .. shoemaker.
kor, bud .. koErt budded
moveable joint
kork, bud .. lotus stalk ﬁbre
a kind of perfume
koErt ground, reduced to particles.
kordq, see kodv,
kk^ or kk^
k;k;r, dog (k;r^?)
k;k;V, cock ..
rubbish

(sexuality)
action
substance or cook

colour or substance
substance
colour or substance
sound
colour
curve or substance
colour
cook or substance
close or substance
"
"
scent.
pressure or
substance.

sound
sound
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kc^ or kc^
k;EckA, kEckA brush, pencil
key
bud, blossom
inspissated milk
needle.
kc,, kc bunch, bundle .. handful of
Kusha
beard .. peacock’s feather ..
brush
ﬁnger & thumb for pinch.
upper part of nose .. hair
between eyebrows
head
storeroom.
kc, (-c) deceit .. bragging ..
hypocrisy.
kEcn^ stuffed, puffy
k;d^ or kd^
k;d^, kd^ to leap, jump, frolic
k;dn\, kdn\ leaping, sporting
kdnF full moon of Chaitra .. festival
of Kamadeva.
kp^ or k;p^
k;pr,, kpr, elbow, knee
k;pAs,, kpAs, bodice

k;pAsk, (kpo)

k;m^ or km^
km, tortoise
one of the pranas .. a nyasa of
the ﬁngers.
kOm adj. of kurma.
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substance
penetration
substance
substance
penetration
substance
"
pressure.
substance
substance or
contain
injury, deceit
substance.

movement, play.
"
"

substance
(projection)
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k;l^
k;l^

k;l\
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to accumulate, collect I.P.
to go on continuously
count, reckon
to be related .. behave as a
kinsman
house ..
race, community, family, troop,
gang, nation
body
front part

a blue stone
head of a guild
k;lt, by birth
k;lk, k;Eln^ of good family k;lFn,
k;Sy, k;lvt^, k;Elk, k;lFnk
k;l\Br,, k;l\Bl, a thief
k;lk, chief of guild .. craftsman of
good birth
anthill klk,
k;lk\ collection, multitude
number of verses grammatically
connected
a sort of prose composition with
few compounds
k;Elk, craftsman of good birth .. chief
of guild
kinsman
k;Eln^ see k;lk 2. a mountain
k;lFn, highbred horse ..
Tantric
k;lFn\ a disease of the nails.
k;Sy relating to the house or race ..
well-born.
k;Sy, a respectable man.

k;l,

contain

contain
Prominence —
superﬁcies
colour

contain

Projection
k;l\

k;l\
k;l\
k;l\
"
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k;Sy\

friendly enquiry after family
affairs
bone .. ﬂesh.
winnowing basket.
k;SyA a virtuous woman
canal, stream .. dike, trench.
a measure of grain 8 dronas.
k;l, cymbal
beating time in music
k;lV, adoptive son
k;lVA unchaste woman
k;l(T, a kind of pulse
k;lE(TkA a blue stone used as a
collyrium
k;lh\Xk, eddy klh\Xk,, klh;\Xk,
k;lA";tA bitch kOlyk, dog, hound
k;lAEB, treasure
k;lAy\ nest .. body .. place, spot ..
a case, receptacle
web
k;lAEykA dovecot, aviary k;lAElkA
k;lAl, potter
wild cock .. owl
k;lAlF blue stone k;l\, k;lE(TkA
k;lAh, horse of light brown colour k;rAh,
k;lAhk, lizard
k;El, hand
k;El\g, bird .. sparrow .. mouse
k;Elr, (-r\), k;lFr,, k;lFrk, crab ..
k;Elf,, k;Elf\ thunderbolt .. Vd axe,
hatchet(?)
point or end. k;lFf,, k;lFf\
k;lF wife’s elder sister.
k;lFns\ water
k;lFnk, wild kidney bean
k;l;k\ fur or foulness of tongue. k;Svk\
k;l;g;\jA ﬁrebrand.
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k;l\
Substance

k;l\
Pressure, Cut
contain
sound or pressure.

colour

contain

contain
sound
colour

contain, seize.
sound
Pressure
Pressure
"
motion
substance
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k;SP,, k;SP\ a disease.
k;Sml\ sin .. joint of arrowhead & shaft
k;SmAq, a grain .. n. gruel
k;Sv V. bald, bare.
kl^
kl\

kol,

to cover, hide, screen, protect
enclose
keep off, obstruct, prevent.
shore, bank .. slope .. edge,
border. klk,, klk\
rear of army
pond
heap, mound. klk, (-k\)

hog, boar
raft, boat
breast .. hip, lap
embrace
Saturn
outcast, barbarian
kol\ Tola
black pepper
a kind of berry
kolp;QC, heron
kolk;Z, bug
kol\bk, body of a lute
kolA, kolF, koEl, jujube plant
kolAhl,, -l\ uproar
koSyA long pepper

kOl,
kOl\
kOl

cover
contain
shut, enclose.
contain

Pressure, dig
substance.
Pressure (gore)
contain
contain
"

a lefthand Tantric kOSy
lefthand Tantra
ancestral, hereditary, family kOElk
.. well-born. kOlFn, kOlyk, kOSy
kOlky of good family
bastard.
kOlEVny, son of a female beggar .. bastard
kOlVy,, kOlVr,
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kOlAlk\ earthenware .. (a.) of a potter.
kOElk, weaver ..
impostor, heretic .. Tantric
kOlFn, son of beggar .. Tantric
kOlFn\ evil report .. scandal .. kOlFy\
scandalous act
combat of animals .. cock ﬁghting
.. war, battle
high birth .. family honor kOlFy\
pudenda.
kOlyk, dog, hound.
* kkl, a ﬁre of chaff
; 
=
k;v^ (or k;)
k;v\
ﬂower, lotus
k;vl\ waterlily
k;vly\ waterlily .. blue lotus.
k;vlEyn^, k;vlEyt, k;vlEynF
k;vl\ lotus.
k;vm, sun *kvr beautiful, agreeable
k;vl\ pearl ..
water .. belly of a serpent.
kvAr, ocean.
k;vAV, fold of door

kpAV,

k;Ev\d,, (k;Ep\d,) weaver
k;vZF ﬁshbasket. Probably k;-vZF
* kvAhl,

;

;

camel
a tree
hunchbacked.
a carriage pole kvrF
belonging to Kuvera
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Substance
(mixture)

Light, colour

motion, winding
motion
swelling motion
close & shut or
hard substance
Twisting, weaving
Roundness
or Twisting

* koEvdAr,

kvr
kvr,
kOvr

Crookedness.
Projection.
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The Sibilant Group.
k;f^
k;\f^
to shine
k;q^
to shine
k;qAk;, sun, ﬁre.
k;qAk; burning, scorching
k;s;m\ ﬂower k;s;Emt, k;s;mvt^
kOs;m ﬂowery
menstrual discharge k;s;mvtF
kOs;m\ ashes of brass (used as
collyrium) k;s;m, ﬁre.
k;s;m, ﬁre

Light — Brightness
Fire
colour
do
burn
"

Roots in ch
(C
C
C,
CA

lost root, to cut .. cover etc .. move sharply.)
pure, clean .. trembling, unsteady.
a part, cutting.
covering, concealing .. quicksilver (lit. swift, rushing) ..
infant, child (B. CAnA)
C\
house (to cover)
CAt cut, divided. P.p. of Co
CAyA shade (to cover CA or CF) .. reﬂection, likeness, phantom .. line, row (to cut) .. protection (to cover) .. colour,
light, beauty (to shine, probably CF) .. bribe .. Durga ..
shadow of gnomon .. Sun .. nightmare CAyAmy
=
Cg,
a goat, CAg,, Cgl, (Atri), Cglk,, CAg (also adj,
Aries), CAgl, (also adj).
CgF, CglA, CglF, CAgF, CAglF
CAg\ goat’s milk .. an oblation.
CgZ,, CgZ\ dried cowdung (to cover, smear?)
CAgZ, a ﬁre of dried cowdung.
=
CVA
mass, number, assemblage .. continuous line, streak ..
collection of light, lustre, splendour (to cut, to glitter —
so a group, a streak, glitter, splendour).
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=
mushroom, CE/kA, CE/k\, C/A, C/Ak,
umbrella. CE/n^ (also barber), CE/k, umbrella bearer
Temple of Shiva; conical beehive; kingﬁsher (darter,
swooper).
C(vr, house, bower, arbour (to cover).
CA/, pupil .. a kind of honey. (see C/k,)
CA/k\ honey in the comb or hive
=
Cd^
to cover, veil; spread .. hide.
Cd, covering, wing, leaf, sheath, case.
CEd, roof of house or carriage. CAd\
CAdn\ concealing .. cover, screen, leaf, clothing, darkening.
CAdnF hide, skin.
CAEdt, C (also desolate, solitary, private) C\ a secret.
Cn^
disguise, pretext, fraud .. thatch, roof (CEn^; CAEk,
rogue)
=
Cd^
to cover .. please, gratify; be delighted in, persuade,
coax. (to play)
Cd pleasing, alluring .. praising .. private, solitary, secret
(to cut, separate)
Cd, wish, fancy, liking, whim, free will .. meaning, purport
.. subjection, control .. pleasure, delight .. poison (to
cut, destroy) .. appearance, look, shape (cf metre .. to
cut, divide, form, shape)
Cdk, protector
Cdn pleasing, charming CEdt gratiﬁed, pleased.
Cds^ wish, fancy, will, pleasure, free will, intention
fraud, trick (to cover)
metre, prosody, Veda. (to cut, divide, shape).
Cd-y metrical; made at will
CAds, metrical, Vedic .. a Vedist CAdsFy
CAdoEmk belonging to Cdoms^ (?)
=
Cm^
to eat, consume. (to cut, destroy, devour?)
Cm\X, an orphan; man without relatives

C/,
C/\
C/k,
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CMp^

to go, move.
=
Cl,
fraud, deceit .. plea, pretext, disguise .. roguery, knavery,
wickedness .. ﬁction .. design, device, intention. (to
cover, cut, hurt. cf EC(vr, ECd;r) .. family cf CF
Clk, ClyEt, Cln\, ClnA, CElt, CEln^, CElt\
(swindling)
CE,, CF bark, rind .. spreading creeper .. offspring, progeny,
posterity. cf Cl,
CAl,, CAl\ bark, bark garment.
=
;
to go, move, approach
(EC
EC,
ECA
ECt

(lost) .. to cut, make a sharp movement or sound)
abuse, reproach.
sneezing
used as P.P. of Co to cut
=
ECd^
to cut, lop, mow; hew, tear, pierce, split .. divide .. break,
disturb .. destroy, remove, deprive
ECE, cutting
ECd;r breaking, cutting .. broken, hostile, knavish ECd
ECd^ (ifc) .. divisor, denominator
ECEdr, axe, ﬁre, sword, rope. ECdA cutting, dividing
ECEd, axe, thunderbolt .. cutting off
ECdyEt
EC(vr ﬁt for cutting .. hostile, fraudulent
ECEdt
ECr
EC p.p. also tired, broken with fatigue
ECA strumpet
C a cutter
Cd, n. also: failure, solution, cessation, interruption,
destruction, deprivation .. a cut, incision, bit, section,
mark or notch, a divisor
Cdk, Cdn (also a bit, section), CEdn^, C , CEdt
C \ amputation
CEd cutting, breaking .. carpenter .. thunderbolt (ECEd,)
=
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Ck

tame, town-bred, shrewd, trained in town cunning
(CkAl, CEkl)
Ck,
a bee .. a kind of assonance (gDAnDFk(y, pAvn, pvn,)
(lost Rt ECk^ cf ECA to sting, to pierce, penetrate, so
shrewd, trained, tame).
=
Clk, a goat
Cm\X, an orphan Cm\X, Termination a\X as in mAtX,
Probably abandoned, forlorn, a deserted child or foundling
C
{Edk, a cane (ECd^ to cut?)
=
C;r^
to cut, divide .. engrave, inlay, smear, cover, mix.
C;rZ\, C;rA (lime), C;ErkA, C;rF, CrF, CErkA, CorZ\ (abandoning, leaving) cf Bengali CoXA, C;X^ to throw
C;V^
to cut, clip off
C;X^
to cover, hide, screen — (lit. to partition off, cut, cover;
cf C;r^)
=
C;p^
to touch.
C;p,
touch .. shrub, bush (EC,, ";d,) .. combat, war (lit.
rush, shock cf C;d\) .. air, wind (cf the next, lit. rushing)
.. active, zealous, swift
C;b;k\ Ved. chin
=
C;d\
retaliation, counteraction .. ray of light (lit. segment)
=
Co
to cut, sunder .. mow, reap
CoEVkA snapping thumb & foreﬁnger together.
CoEVn^ ﬁsherman (one who snaps up ﬁshes)
=
Col\g, citron, lime
C;QC;dr, musk-rat (frisking, active?)

CEv,

hue, complexion, colour .. beauty, lustre .. skin, hide.
(to cover, to shine)
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Cd^
Cd^
CEds^
Cq^
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kindle, shine .. play .. vomit; (caus.) pour out, spit out,
eject. (to throw)
to vomit.
Cd,, Cdn\, CEd,, CEdkA, CEds^ vomiting
vomiting .. house, secure place or residence. (to cover)
to pray, beg, request

The roots of the ch family are a subsection of the palatal group
and have as their base of signiﬁcance the guna of narrow &
intense penetration, separation and ﬁne distinction. In action
their sense is to cut, split, divide, separate, in motion to dart,
leap like the lightning, race, drop suddenly or dart up, throw,
project, eject etc, any narrow or intense action or motion. From
the sense of to cut off it comes to mean screen, hide or cover. We
have C;p^ in the sense of a sharp touch & by detrition of meaning
simply touch, CoEVkA (C;V^) snapping of thumb & foreﬁnger.
Applied to light it means a sharp glitter or intense light.
Classiﬁcation
Action
I. To cut, divide & derivate meanings; separate .. shape; destroy,
consume ..
C;r^ to cut, divide, with its derivates, C;rF a knife, etc .. also
to engrave.
derivative sense .. to cover, smear, inlay, mix.
C;V^ to cut, clip off
C;p, in the sense of shrub, bush
Co to cut, mow, reap
EC, abuse, reproach (ﬁgurative from the original sense)
ECt cut
ECd^ to cut, split, destroy etc, with its derivatives.
Ck, CkAl, CEkl shrewd (penetrating); town-bred, trained,
tame.
Ck, a bee (to sting)
C, a part, cutting

Notes on Root-Sounds
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CAyA line, row, streak (a cut, streak, sharply outlined impression)
CAt cut, divided.
Cm^ to eat, consume
C\d private, solitary, secret.
C\d, poison .. shape, look, appearance
C\ds^ metre, prosody, Veda
Cm\X,, Cm\X, orphan, solitary or lone man
II To cover (cut off, screen, separate, hide), deceive; protect
C;r^ to smear, cover, inlay, mix
C;X^ to cover, hide, screen
CEv, skin, hide
CEds^ house, secure place, residence
CA covering, concealing
C\
house
CAyA shade, with derivative meanings. Durga (protectress)
CgZ\ dried cowdung (smearing, cf gom;K)
Cl, disguise, pretext, fraud etc with its derivatives
CE,, CF, CAl\, CAl, bark, spreading creeper
C/, etc mushroom
C/\ umbrella with derived & kindred words.
C(vr, a house, bower, arbour
CA/, a pupil (to protect)
Cd^ to cover, veil etc. with its derivatives (esp. CAdnF skin,
Cn^ roof)
C\dk, protector
C\d^ to cover
III darting, leaping, to move off, go; throw, eject; quick or
decisive motion or contact or sound.
C;p^ to touch
C;p, touch; active, swift .. air, wind .. combat, war (origl.l.y
charge or shock)
C;d\ retaliation, counteraction
CoEVkA snapping of thumb & foreﬁnger.
C;QC;dr, muskrat
Cd^ to play (dart about) .. vomit, eject.
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Cd^ to vomit, with its derivatives
ECA sneezing
Clk, a goat
CA quicksilver
CAyA a bribe (to please, gratify)
Cg,, CAg,, CAgl, etc, a goat.
C trembling, unsteady
C\p^ to go, move
;
to go, move, approach
C/k, kingﬁsher (?)
C\d^ to please, gratify (lit. play, cf rm^) with its derivatives
Cq^ to pray, request (to please, woo, ﬂatter)
IV to glitter, shine — any sharp light
C;d\ ray of light
CEv, lustre, beauty; hue etc
Cd^ kindle, shine
C
pure, clean (lit. bright)
CAyA colour, light, beauty .. Sun ..
CVA collection of light, lustre
V to collect, heap up. (either from separating a part, or from
putting in place)
CVA mass, assemblage.
VI offspring, family (perhaps from the idea of small, little CoVA,
a child or else from the idea of group; probably the ﬁrst)
CA infant, child (cf C;p, a shrub)
CE,, CF offspring, progeny (cf Bengali eCel, CAnA)
Doubtful words

C;b;k\ chin. Possibly the sharp point of the face
CoEVn^ ﬁsherman (one who snaps up or destroys)
Col\g, citron, lime. Rt C;l^ (to titillate, sting, irritate?)
Cm\X,, Cm\X, an orphan, solitary man. (to separate, cut off =
forlorn, desolate, deprived, astray)
C/k, kingﬁsher (the darter, plunger)
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Roots in j and jh
[1]

j
Being.
I To appear, become, be born etc.
j
born from, produced, made of, belonging to.
j, a father, birth, production
jgn;, (-;,) insect .. animal
j\jn being born again
jn^ to be born, produced, spring up, be, become, occur, be
possible.
jn, creature, man, person .. race, nation, people ..
Janaloka.
jnA birth, production
jnk, jntA, jnn (-n\, -n,, -En,, -nF), jnyEt,, jny\t,
jnEy"Z;,, jnEyt, jEn, (-nF, -EnkA), jEnt, jEnt, jEn/\,
jEn/F, jEn(v, (-(vA), jEnmn^, jnFyEt, jn, jn;s^, jt;,,
jm\, jmn^, jEmn^, jy, jy,, jy\, jy;,, jAt, jAt,,
jAt\, jAEt,, jAEtmt^, jAtF, jAtFy, jA(y, jAn\, jAnpd,,
jAnpdA, jAnpdF, jAnpEdk, jAnF, jAtk, jAtk,, jAtk\,
#AEt,, #Aty\
jh;, a young animal
jhk, a child.
jFEv, body .. animal.
>yA mother.
jFv^ to live.
jFv (-v,), jFvk, jFvt^, jFvT (-T,), jFvn (-n,, -n\), jFvnk
(-k\), jFvnFy (-y\), jFEvt (-t\), jFv\t (-t,), jFvEtk,,
jFvl, jFvAt;, jFEvkA, jFEvn^, jF&y\, jF&yA, jFEvt&y\
*jFvA water, earth, means of living, life, existence.
jy well-born.
II. To open, appear, gape, stretch, expand .. be clear, known
jB^, j\B^ to yawn, gape.
j\B, yawning, gaping .. explanation, interpretation
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j\Bk, j\BA, j\EBkA, j\BkA
jAnAn knowing, understanding
jAt; at all, ever, possibly .. perhaps, sometimes .. sometime
.. apparently.
#A
to know, learn, test, recognise.
to engage in
#, #,, #Ept, #%, #E%,, #At&y, #At, #An\, #Anmy, #AEnn^,
#AEn(v\, #AnFyEt, #Apk (-k,, -k\), #Apn\, #AEpt, #F=sA, #y,
Ej#AsA, Ej#AEst, Ej#As;
jy genuine, true.
jh^
to open the mouth, pant, gasp
>yo to advise, instruct
j\B^ to gape, yawn .. open, expand .. increase, spread,
stretch .. appear, be manifest .. be at ease .. recoil.
j\B, (-BA, -B\), j\Bk, (-k\), j\EBkA, j\BZ (-Z\), j\EBt (-t\)
*j\bk, Varuna
;
III. To grow, be luxuriant
j\bAl, Ketaka plant .. moss.
j\bAElnF river.
j\bFr, citron tree (j\B,, j\EBn^)
j\bFr\ citron
j\b; (-b) rose-apple.
j\b;k,, j\b;kF rose-apple tree. j\b;mt^, j\b;mtF
j\b;l, a tree, Ketaka plant.
jvs, pasture grass.
jvA, jpA China rose.
jAtF jasmine plant jAEt, (also nutmeg)
jAl, Kadamba tree.
jAl\, jAlk\ unblown bud.
jAlk\ (jAElkA) plaintain tree.
jAlEknF ewe. (ﬂeecy)
jjr\ moss.
III a. To be thick, close, plentiful, abundant
>yAys^ larger, greater .. surpassing, excelling .. elder, senior
>yy, >y& (-&,, -&\, -&A), >y
{&^y\, >yAEy&
jAl\ (jAlk\) collection, assemblage, mass .. pride, arrogance
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(ostentation, pomp)
jAElk, governor of a province.
jEV, assemblage, multitude.
joEqkA cluster of young buds.
IV To cover, protect, conceal .. deceive, cheat.
j\s^ to protect.
jgd, attendant, guardian
jgr, armour jgl\
jgl roguish, tricky, knavish
jGn\ pudenda; hips, buttocks; rear, rearguard.
jGEnn^, jGy\ (penis).
jGy low, base, vile .. hindmost, last.
jGy, Sudra.
jWr belly, stomach .. womb .. hole, cavity, bosom, disease
of bowels
jAWr
jWl\ cavity, receptacle.
j\B, a quiver
jvEnkA screen, curtain, sail
jAl\ nest .. net, snare .. coat of mail .. magic, illusion
jAElk, (-kA), jAlk\ (-k,), jAlvt^
jAlEkn^ a cloud
j(s^ to protect
jt; , vulva.
V. To be thick, ﬁrm, hard, prominent; matted, tangled; numb,
inert, cold.
j\gl, (-l\) forest, desert j\gl
j\gAl, ridge over ﬁeld, landmark.
j\gl\ (-l,) ﬂesh, meat. jA\gl (-l,, -l\).
jV^
to clot, become matted or twisted.
jVA, jV, jVAy;,, jVAl, jEV,, jVF, jEVn^, jEVl, jEVl,,
jVAlk, jEVk
jVA a ﬁbrous root .. root, branch.
jVAl, Indian ﬁgtree (jEV,, jVF) .. bdellium.
jEVn^ waveleafed ﬁgtree ('",) .. elephant 60 years old.
*jEVlA long pepper
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j\bAl, mud, mire j\b,
j;Vk\ a braid of hair.
jV,, jVk\ matted hair.
=
j, a mark on forehead of cattle
jV;l, freckle, mark jX;l,
j/; collarbone
*jAn knee
;
=
jWr hard, stiff, ﬁrm .. old.
jrW hard, solid .. hardhearted, cruel.
j!T\ ﬂesh.
joEV\g, Shiva .. a devotee of rigid austerities.
=
jX cold, frigid, chilly .. numbed, dull, inert .. dumb, dullwitted, apathetic .. numbing, stupefying
jX, cold, frost, winter .. dullness, stupidity
jX\ water .. lead.
jXtA, jXyEt, jEXmn^, jA)\
jl\ water, *(embryo of cow, Purvashadha)
jlk\, jl\g, jl\gm, jlj\, jlvAh,, jlfy,
jlAq (jAlAq\) water .. healing (cooling) .. happiness
jAEm, water.
Ej* slow, lazy.
VI To bind, attach etc .. pursue, study
jWr bound, tied.
j;X^
to bind. joX,
>yo to observe a religious obligation.
j;q^ to reason, think .. investigate, examine.
jAh\ joint.
VII. To be in pairs, together, repeated; to enjoy sexually, to love,
pity; to enjoy, be pleased, satisfy etc .. any close relation
jAEyn^ the burden of a song, refrain.
jk;V\ a pair
*Ej(m, (Ejtm,, Ejm,) Gemini.
;
jAEm, tautology.
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jB^, j\B^ to copulate.
j\ptF husband & wife
jAyA wife jAEn,
jEn, wife, daughter-in-law (cf vD)
jAmA daughter; daughter-in-law
jAmAt son-in-law .. lord, master (husband) *sunﬂower.
jAEm customary, usual (go together) .. peculiar to, belonging
to (go with).
jAEm, sister .. daughter .. daughter-in-law .. near female relation .. virtuous woman .. relationship. jAmy,
*jAEm/\ seventh or wife’s house in the horoscope.
jAr, paramour, lover (jArF, jAErZF)
jrA praise; greeting, invoking (j+ to woo) jrZA
Ejv^ to please, satisfy .. grant, bestow.
j;q^ to be pleased, gratiﬁed, favourable .. to like, enjoy,
choose .. to possess .. to practise, frequent, visit.
j;q^, joq,, j;"y, j;"y\, j;, (-,\), joqZ\ (-ZA)
joqA woman joEqkA
=
j, enjoyment
jyA pleasure, happiness .. affection
jn, Janaloka (Anandaloka)
jnnF mercy, compassion, tenderness.
Motion.
j
swift
j, speed, swiftness.
jt;,, jt, a bat jt;kA, jtkA, jt;nF
jv swift (jv,, jvn (-n,, -n\), jvEnmn^, jvs^, j;vs^, jEvn^,
jEvn, jAvy\)
=
js^ to go.
*EjvAEjv, chakora.
E- to go
jq^ to move, go
jh^
to go towards, reach .. strive after .. pant, gasp
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to go; send, throw, cast, direct
to go, move
to press, hurry on, urge .. impel, drive .. excite, animate.
j, j,, jt, jEt,
to go near, approach

>y;
=
j\GA leg, shank .. thigh .. part of bedstead
j\GAl (-l,), j\EGl, jA\EGk (-k,)
jAGnF tail, thigh.
Ej., tongue
Ej.A tongue; sentence j
{.^y\
Ejv^ to be active, lively .. urge, impel, excite .. animate,
promote.
Ejq^ to sprinkle.
jFEv, cart.
*jFvA water, earth
*jFvT, peacock .. a cloud.
>yAEn, river, stream.
j
{/, quicksilver.
jjr\ Indra’s banner.
=
js^ to let go, free, release.
jhk abandoning, leaving.
>yAEn, quitting, abandoning.
j;\g^ to abandon, quit .. exclude, set aside j;\Egt (-t,)
j\s^ to liberate, release.
jhk, slough of snake.
Strong or violent Contact, Pressure.
I To hurt, kill, injure, destroy
j, poison .. imp, goblin
*jE/, weapon
j/; striking, killing
j\g;l\ poison, venom jA\g;l\
jA\g;lF, jA\g;El,, jA\gEl,, jA\gElk,
jq^ to hurt, injure, kill
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js^ to hurt, injure, strike.
js;, weapon.
jhk, Time
jAt, thunderbolt
jASm cruel, harsh, rash jASm,, jASmk
Ej, demon
EjEv}, Time
EjEr to kill, hurt.
jFEt, decrease, loss.
>yAEn, deprivation, loss
j;q^ to hurt
jr^ to hurt, injure, kill .. to be angry with
jv^ to hurt, injure, kill
jq^ to hurt, kill.
j, a female demon.
II. To fade, perish, decay, grow old .. be exhausted, weary.
js^ to be exhausted, tired j0\, js;,
Ej* dim, pale-coloured.
jFEt, fading away
j
{
to wane, decline, perish
j;r^ to waste, decline, perish .. become old.
j;r^, jZ
jr^ to grow old.
j+
to wear out, decay, perish, break to pieces, dissolve, be
digested .. grow old
jArk, jArZ (-Z\), jrX, jryA, jrt^, jrtF, jrEtkA,
jrt,, jrA, jErt, jErn^, jErmn^, jjr, jjErt, jjrFk,
jZ, jZ,, jFZ, jFZk, jFEZ,, jFZA
Ejn very old jFn
jFEt, growing old
>yA to grow old. jFt, >yAEn,
E- to grow old.
III To pierce, divide.
Ej(yA a ploughshare
Ej(y, a harrow
jFr, sword .. cumin seed .. an atom
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jrZ\ cumin seed jFZ, (-ZA), jFrk,, jFrZ,
jFEv, an axe.
j\B, a part, portion.
IV. To bite, snap, eat, consume
j"^ to eat, consume, destroy.
j"Z\, jE", eating, consuming
j`D eaten j`D\, jE`D,
j\B^ to snap at .. crush, destroy.
jm^ to eat. jmn\
j\bk, (-kF) a jackal .. low man
j\B, jaws, tooth .. biting, eating .. chin. j\Bk
jAhk, leech
jlAkA leech
jElkA, jlAl;kA, jlkA, jl;kA, jlokA, jloEkkA
EjEv}, a bird
Ejm^ to eat. jmn\
jk;V, a dog j;k;V,
V. To grind, pound, press out
j;X^
to grind or pound
j;l^ to reduce to powder, grind, pound.
jq, (-q\) water of boiled pulse.
VI. To bend, twist.
Ej* sloping, oblique, crooked, wry .. dishonest
jFvA bowstring .. chord of arc.
>yA bowstring .. chord of arc
VII. To ridicule, slight, laugh, censure, threaten
j"^ to laugh.
jy\ censure, abuse
j\bl\ jesting at a bridal.
js^ to disregard, slight.
jc^, jJ^, j(s^ threaten, menace, blame, censure.
VIII To overpower, oppress, ﬁght, conquer, excel.
j
victorious, conquering
j, a conqueror

j
{*^y\
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jj^, j\j^ to ﬁght
jj,, j\j, warrior, ﬁghter. jAEjn^
jnmjy, Janamejaya (conqueror in battle)
jy\ war, battle
jy\t, Son of Indra; Shiva, Vishnu.
jy\tF daughter of Indra .. Durga .. ﬂag, banner .. Dasera
barley.
Ej to conquer, win, surpass .. *expect from (exact)
jy, jy,, jyA, jyk, jy(sn,, jyl,, jyn\, jEyn^, j1y,
jAEyn^, EjgFqA, EjgFq;, Ejt, Ejt^, EjEt,, Ej(y, Ej(yA,
Ej(vn^, Ej(vr (-rF), Ej"Z;, jt, Ejn, j
{n,, jFEt,, jy,
j
{/ (-/,, -/\)
>yA to overpower, oppress. jFt, >yAn\, >yy, >yA (overpowering force, importunity)
E- to overpower, conquer
j
to excel, to humiliate
IX. To burn, be hot, glow .. heat.
jgn;, (-;,) ﬁre.
jSh;, ﬁre.
j\jn burning
>vr^ to be hot with fever .. to be diseased.
>vr,, >vrA, >vErt, >vErn^
>vl^ to blaze, burn brightly, glow, shine.
>vl, >vlkA, >vln (-n\), >vElt, >vAlA, >vAEln^
jv^ to burn
jEt, fever .. feverish heat.
Light, Colour
j, lustre
jy\t, moon
*jAyk\ a kind of yellow fragrant wood
j;t^ to shine
>y;t^ to shine
>yoEts^, >yoEtmy, >yoEtq (-q,, -q\), >yoEtEqk,, >yoEt"k,
(-"k\), >yoEtqF, >yoEt"mt^, >yo(2A (-(2F), >yO(2 (-(2,, (2F)
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>yO, Jupiter.
jt;, jt;kA, jt;k\ lac.
=

j\t;kA, jnnF

Smell
jApk\ a kind of fragrant wood (cf jAyk\ above)
*jAEt, nutmeg.
jhkA, jAhk, a pole-cat.
jo\g\, jo\gk\ aloe wood.
=
Sound.
j>J^ to make a dashing sound
jp^ to mutter, repeat
jp (-p,), jpn\, j=y (-=y,, -=y\), jAp,, jApk, jA=y, j\jpk
jSp^ to speak, talk .. murmur .. babble, chatter .. praise.
jSp,, jSpk, jSpn (-n\), jESp,, jESpt\
jFvA tinkling of metallic ornaments
jc^, jJ^, j(s^ to say, speak.
Doubtful Words.
Conjectural Derivation
jgl\ cow-dung
jg^ to be thick
jgl\, -l, a liquor
jg^ to taste strong.
jAtkZ, Shiva.
jAt;DAn, imp, demon
jApn\ declining, rejecting ..
dismissal, completion.
jAbAl, a goatherd
jA\bv\ gold jA\bnd\ (Dhattura).
jAhk, bed, cot
jFn, a leather bag
jFmt, a cloud .. mountain ..
nourisher, sustainer ..
Indra.
>y&A, >y&F, >y
{&F a small house lizard
jtAk, heated chamber; dry hot bath
jk;V,, j;k;V, Malay mountain
jo\gV, longings of pregnant women
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jEtl, wild sesamum
jEhl,
"
jt;, elephant
jFZ, a tree jZ,
jFZ Benzoin.
J
Being.
To be thick, matted, tangled (j V. III a)
JV^
to become matted, confused, entangled
JAV, arbour, thicket.
JAVF jasmine-plant JAVA, JAEVkA
J;\V, tree, shrub, bush.
JEZ, (-El,) thicket .. betel nut.
Jo\X, betel-nut tree
Jq, forest, wood, jungle.
Motion
J, wind & rain, hurricane cf Beng. JX, JEVkA
J\JA wind & rain, gale, hurricane.
JgEt quickly, at once JEVEt
JA cascade, waterfall cf Beng. JrZA
Jr, (-rA, -rF) cascade, spring, fountain, stream.
J\p, spring, jump, leap.
JEpn^, JpAk,, J\pAz, a monkey, ape
JJrAvtF Ganges.
Jq, a ﬁsh.
Jol, ball at end of spindle.
$y;
to go, move.
Contact, Pressure
To hurt, destroy; eat; waste, grow old; heat, burn; bend;
censure; ﬁght; rub.
Jc^ to injure
Jq^ to hurt, kill.
JJrk, Kaliyuga
J
lost, destroyed .. asleep, sleeping
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J\JA anything lost
J, a thing lost or mislaid
=
Jm^ to eat, consume
=
J+
to grow old
=
JJrA harlot, whore.
=
To heat, burn
Jq, heat, warmth Rt Jq^ to hurt, burn
JAmk\ burnt brick. Rt Jm^ to burn.
*EJ\EgnF a torch, ﬁrebrand
Rt EJ\g^ to shine, burn
EJ\EJm, a forest on ﬁre Rt EJm^ to burn
EJF burnt rice. Rt EJ^ to shine, burn.
=
To bend
JrA, -rF a curl, lock of hair
JJr, a cane staff.
=
To censure
Jc^ threaten, menace .. blame, censure.
=
To ﬁght
J, prize ﬁghter
=
To rub
JEkA a rag for rubbing on colours or perfumes — dirt
rubbed off by the application
EJFkA, EJEkA, EJF,
JAV, cleaning sores cf Beng. JAXA to sweep, JA\VA a broom.
JAmr, small whetstone for sharpening needles.
Light.
*JlA girl, daughter
O.A Rt Jl^, J^ to shine, be beautiful
JlA sunshine, light, splendour
do
JEkA light, lustre, splendour
do
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EJFkA sunshine
Rt EJl^, EJ^ to shine, burn.
EJEkA sunlight, light, splendour EJF
do
JrA purity; moisture
Rt J^ to shine
JkW, pigeon.
do
Sound
J, jangling, clanking etc .. beating time
J\kAr, a low murmuring sound, buzzing, tinkling, twanging
etc
J\kAErZF Ganges
J\Jn\ jingling, clanking, rattling, ringing.
J\JA clanking etc
JZJZ\ (-ZA) jingling sound JZ(kAr,, JZJZAEyt
=
JJr, (-rF) a sort of drum, cymbal
JJr\ sound of splashing or dropping
[2]

j (j+) The fundamental sense of this root seems to be a sudden
and violent breaking out into aggressive existence, movement,
action, emotion, contact, sound, or a hard & aggressive condition.
Primitives.
j
to make low or humiliate .. to excel.
j+
to grow old, wear out, decay, perish, be consumed, to
be dissolved or digested, break or fall to pieces.
Derivatives
jArk causing to decay, digestive
jArZ\ a wasting; a digestive or condiment; stimulation of
digestion; calcination.
jAr, paramour, lover .. intimate friend
jAErZF adulteress jArF Durga
Derivatives of j+
jr old, aged, worn out, decaying (tr. intr), consuming
jr, wearing out, wasting .. destruction
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jrW old, aged, decrepit .. bent, drooping, pale, yellow, hardhearted, cruel.
hard, solid .. ripe, mature
jrW, old age.
jrZ old, aged, decrepit .. digestive
jrZ,, jrZ\ cummin seed
jrZA old age, praise
jr\X decayed, old
jryA (Vedic) old age.
jrt^ old, aged, decrepit, an old man.
jrtF, jrEtkA an old woman
jrt, an old man .. a buffalo.
jrA age, decrepitude .. digestion
praise, invoking
jrAy; slough .. outer skin of embryo .. afterbirth
uterus, womb.
jErt old, decayed.
jErn^ old .. an old man.
jErmn^ Vd. old age, decrepitude
j!T\ ﬂesh.
j!T speaking harshly.
jZ, old, decayed .. the moon .. a tree.
jt; , vulva .. an elephant.
jr^ to hurt, injure, kill .. be angry .. grow old
jEZ, speed
jEZ praising, invoking
The Sun
swift, speedy
Brahman
Anger
A ﬁery weapon
The body.
jEt, fever .. morbid heat
Secondary.
jv^
Ved. to hurt, kill .. burn
j\B^, jB^ open, expand, burst open ..
increase, extend, spread.
appear, rise
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be at ease
recoil, ﬂy back
j\B,, -BA, -B\ yawning, gaping .. opening, blossoming ..
expansion, bursting open
j\Bk, yawner (a demon) ..
-k\ swelling
j\EBkA yawning, gaping
j\BZ\ gaping, yawning, stretching of limbs; blossoming.
-Z causing to gape or yawn.
j\EBt yawning .. open, expanded .. blown .. enlarged
done, exerted ..
-t\ gaping, opening, expansion, blooming .. developing,
coming into view
Roots in t.a, t.ha, d.a, d.ha

V
Pressure —
I. With division. a. To cut, split etc .. dig
V\k^
(with ud^) to scrape, scratch, bore or pierce through ..
(Rt. by itself, to cover, bind).
V\k, (-k\) hatchet, axe, stone-cutter’s chisel; sword; a chasm,
cleft; spade, hoe
V\g, (-g\) spade, hoe.
V;\V;k vile, cruel .. harsh (cf dAzZ)
V\EkkA hatchet.
VAr, a catamite.
V\
a hollowed cocoanut.
=
b. A member, part, limb .. small, little.
V,
a quarter or fourth part.
(?) V\k, (-k\, -kA) leg V\gA B. ZAM (W\g) More probably to stand.
V,
a dwarf.
VoV small, little V;\V;k
II. With impression. To stamp, touch, mark.
Vgr, an object of sense (lit. impression, expressing)
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V\k,, V\k\ a stamped coin. V\kk,
EV=pZF (-nF), VFkA gloss, commentary (lit. to mark).
III. With deﬂection. Crooked, wry.
Vr, Vrk squint-eyed.
Vgr squint-eyed
IV. With restraint. To bind, fasten
V\k^
to bind, fasten.
V\kn\ binding, tying.
V. Formative. To make, form
V;,
One who changes shape at will (probably a name of
Twashtri)
Consistency.
I. To stand; abide; be ﬁrm
Vr, Shiva
VA
an oath (cf Dm etc)
V\kVFk, Shiva
V\k, leg (-k\, -kA, -gA)
B. ZAM
V\k, (-k\) slope of a hill, declivity, peak. Cf tV
? V\k, (-k\) wood-apple tree .. its fruit. Possibly from taste.
VA
the earth.
Concealment .. Covering .. Containing.
V\k^
to cover.
V\k, (-k\) the sheath of a sword
To Move.
I. With idea of Pressure.
EVp^ direct, throw, cast. Vpn\ (sending, casting)
Bg. To press
II.
EVk^ to move, go.
VAr, a horse.
VFk^ to move, go, resort to.
V\kZ,, V\kn, a kind of horse
V\kVFk, Shiva.
III
Vgr, wanton play, sport.
VA\kr, libertine, lecher.
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Disturbance.
Vl^, V^vl^ to be disturbed, confused Bg. to stagger, be shaken.
Vl,, VAl,, Vln\ confusion
Vgr, confusion
V\k, (-k\) anger, pride.
V\kAr, surprise, wonder.
V;,
the god of love.
Sound.
V,
twang.
V\kAr, twang .. howl, cry, shout .. rumour, fame.
V\kAErn^ twanging.
V nF small house-lizard.
V rF musical instrument .. kettledrum .. jest (lit. laughter);
so, lie.
VV^V;r, sound of a drum.
VA\kAr, clang, twang.
EVE B, (-EV-), EVE BF a kind of bird.
Light
V;,

gold.

Taste.
Vgr, borax.
V\k, (-k\), V\kZ\ (-n\) borax.
V\g,, V\g\ borax
VA\k\ spirit of wood-apple
V\k, (-k\) wood-apple fruit .. the tree.
Doubtful
V;,
One who changes his shape at will — (ﬁckle, changing?)
Perhaps to make.

W
Pressure.
I With bending .. or else, formation
W,
circle, globe .. disc of the sun .. a cypher.
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II. With restraint. To bind, fasten
WAElnF a girdle.
III. Impression
W,
an object of sense.
Consistency.
WAr, hoarfrost
W,
a place, sacred or frequented.
W;r, idol, deity (W,), Shiva .. a title of honour.
Sound
W,
a loud noise

X
Sound
X,
a sound; a kind of drum or tabor.
XArF the lute of the Chandalas.
Xm^
to sound
Xmr, tumult .. affray, riot .. intimidation by shouting.
Xmr\ rout, panic ﬂight.
XAmr, uproar, riot, rout .. turmoil .. riotous, tumultuous .. any
surprising or disturbing sight.
Xmz, a small drum.
XA\kEt, the clang of a bell
EX\EXm, a kind of small drum.
EXMb, affray, riot, sound of terror.
Motion.
X\b^
to throw, send
EXp^, EX\p^ to throw, send, direct. EX\gr, throwing, casting
forth
XF
to ﬂy, push through the air .. go.
XFn ﬂown XFn\ ﬂight
Xyn\ ﬂight .. a palanquin (conveyance)
Xlk\, Xk\ sling, basket. Cf Bg. Yl^ to sway, d;l^ etc.
EX\XFr,, EX\EXr, foam; (also a cuttle ﬁsh bone).
XA
a sling basket.
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Pressure.
I Formation, Production, Collection, Solidity.
XAmr resembling (beautiful)
X\br, collection, mass .. show, pomp, arrogance .. resemblance.
Xp^, X\p^, X\B^, EXp^, EX\p^ to collect.
XEv(T, a wooden antelope.
EX(T, a wooden elephant .. an admirable Crichton.
EX\B, a fool, blockhead.
EX\b, globe, ball, egg .. chrysalis .. spleen, uterus .. embryo.
EX\B,, EX\Bk, a young child, cub. EX\BA, EX\EBkA
EX\EbkA a lustful woman.
X;\X;m, a snake (not poisonous) .. (to coil cf Y,)
EX\gr, a fat man.
II Injuring, Killing, etc
EXm^ to hurt, injure
EX\gr, a knave, cheat .. depraved fellow .. an insult. (? throwing, casting forth).
X,
Shiva
XA, XAEknF a she-goblin, Demoness.
XAmr terrible.
III Binding.
Xor, thread, string.
IV. Fixity.
X\b^
to order .. to behold (ﬁx with the gaze)
V. Heat, Burning
X,
submarine ﬁre.
Disturbance, Agitation
I Physical
X^vl^ to mix
Xm,, XAmr,, Xom,, XoMb, a Dom (or else like Chandala)
Mental
X,
fear
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Doubtful.
XAh;k,, X;\d;k, gallinule.
X;\X;l, a small owl
EXrF a young woman
EX\gr, servant
X\br famous, renowned.
EXm, one of the ten kinds of drama
XAhl, N. of a people.

Y
Sound.
Y,
a large drum, a sound.
YA a large double drum
YOl, a large drum, tabor.
Motion (pressure)
Y;\Yn\ seeking, investigation
Y;\EY, Ganesha.
YOk^ go, approach .. (cs. to present, offer)
B. Y;k^ to push in, enter.
YOkn\ offering, present, bribe.
Pressure.
I Bending
Y,
a dog’s tail
II Biting
Y,
a dog; serpent.
III Covering
YA disappearance. B. YAk^ to cover.
YAl\ shield YAEln^ a shielded warrior
Emotion
YA coveting.
Doubtful
YAmrA goose.
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The Root dal
[1]
Sanscrit.

dl^

to burst open, split,
cleave, crack.
to expand, bloom, open

dlyEt, dAlyEt. Lt deleo.
Cs. to cause to burst, tear
asunder.
cut, divide, split.
to dispel, drive or chase
away
to wither.

dl,, dl\ tearing, cutting
a piece, portion,
detachment, body of troops.
fragment.
clump, heap, quantity.
a degree .. a half.
the blade of a weapon
shoot, blade, petal, leaf.
scabbard, sheath
alloy, adulteration
dln\ bursting, breaking, cutting,
dividing, splitting.
crushing, grinding.
dlnF, dEl, a clod
dlf, by pieces, in fragments.
dElk\ a piece of wood, timber.
dElt broken, torn, burst, rent, split.
bisected
opened, expanded
manifested, displayed
driven asunder, dispelled, scattered
crushed, trodden down, destroyed.
dlp, a weapon
gold.
shastra.
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wheel
fraud, dishonesty, sin.

dESm, Shiva ..
Indra’s thunderbolt.
dAESm, Indra.
dAl\
a kind of wild honey
dAln\ tooth-ache.
dAElm, pomegranate-tree.
[2]
Greek.
dloc
dolerc
dolerc
doliw
dlioc
dolwc
doleic
dloy
dolw

dlwn
dlwsic

=
*doliqc
*doliqn
*doloc

=
dalc

=

treachery, fraud, falsehood, deceit .. trick, artiﬁce,
deception, cheat.
cunning, crafty .. deceitful, fraudulent, treacherous.
deceitfully, treacherously, artfully
to deceive, beguile, betray; practise fraud.
treacherous, crafty, deceitful.
craftily, deceitfully.
crafty, deceitful
spy, scout, sentinel .. lier in wait, assassin.
to act deceitfully; to deceive; circumvent, overreach, beguile, ensnare, ﬂatter, seduce .. corrupt,
adulterate, falsify. (cf dl, adulteration).
(dlwnoc) dagger, poniard .. topsail.
deceiving, imposition, deception .. cheat, fraud,
artiﬁce, plot.
long; tedious, prolix.
dFG, (?)
for a long time, far, afar.
slave dolh, doulw, doulew, doulosnh, doulea,

doleioc, doulikc, doulsunoc, doleuma, doul rion.

ds;l, (?)

torch, ﬁrebrand .. ﬂash, brightness .. light, lamp.
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dhlad
d loc

clearly, certainly, undoubtedly.
visible, manifest .. clear, evident, apparent ..
notorious, well-known, certain, sure .. transparent,
pellucid .. shining, bright.
dhlw
to manifest, make appear, show .. declare, express,
reveal, discover.
d lwma sign, token, mark, symptom.
d lwc
visibly, clearly .. plainly, manifestly.
d lwsic manifestation, revelation, declaration, discovery ..
brightness, brilliancy, transparency.
=
dhlw
destroy, waste, lay waste .. injure, hurt, offend ..
corrupt, violate, debauch .. to trick, deceive, beguile.
d lhma injury, hurt, destruction; mischief, offence.
dhl mwn hurtful, pernicious, destructive .. destroyer, ravager
d lhsic injury, inﬂiction of hurt .. destruction, ruin.
dhlht r destroyer .. destructive.
dhlht rion poison, venom.
dhlht rioc destructive .. poisonous, deadly.
=
dhl
wish, will, desire, inclination
d lomai I wish, will, desire.
=
[3]
Latin.
deleo
deletrix
=
dolabra
dolo

to destroy, annihilate, abolish .. efface, erase.
that which destroys

an axe, hatchet, military implement.
hew with axe .. work with axe or sharp weapon.
cudgel
dolo, dolonis wooden staff with iron point .. sting .. small
foresail.
=
dolus
fraud, deceit, guile, trick.
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dolosus
dolose
=
doleo
dolenter
dolor
=
dulcis
dulce
dulcedo
dulcesco
dulciculus
dulciter
dulcitudo
=
dolium
doliolum
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crafty, deceitful, cunning.
deceitfully, craftily.
to suffer pain, grieve, bewail .. to grieve, cause
pain
painfully, sorrowfully.
pain, anguish; grief, sorrow; cause of sorrow.
sweet, pleasant, agreeable
cf dhl , d lomai.
sweetly
sweet taste .. sweetness, charm .. desire.
to become sweet
somewhat sweet.
sweetly
sweetness.
a cask, jar
a small cask

cf dl, scabbard, sheath.

[4]
Tamil

8hP
8ha(P
8j8P
8hhP
8hl

St dl,, dl\.
fossé .. sésame sauvage .. ouragan
dl^ to bloom.
chose fendue, brisée, déchirée .. ce qui est ﬂeuri,
épanoui dElt
creux, fossé .. étang, réservoir. t,
accouplement, union.

=

8|PL

cicatrice, empreinte de baguette, blessure .. faute,
tache, erreur de langue.
8|8|88h, -|HL bredouillement, bégaiement. vb. to
chitter, stammer
8|PL< to be scarred, to make a mistake (se tromper).
=
8|ph embracing, caress, copulation .. acceptance
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embrassement, brassée. vb. to embrace, surround,
accept .. press on the bosom .. s’accoupler, se mêler.

=

8 x
8
8

feuillage; jeune branche; jet, rejeton, pousse, feuille ..
ombrelle de plumes, queue de paon
vb. pousser des feuilles, pousser, bourgeonner,
croı̂tre, s’étendre, prospérer.
x , -  pousse, bourgeonnement, croissance,
végétation.
x8h, -88h, -HL, -t fertilité, abondance, augmentation ..
état ﬂorissant, bonheur, prospérité.

=
tal.atal.akkir.atu to shine, sparkle, glitter ..
to soften
tal.atal.attal, -appu brilliance, glitter .. softening.
tal.ukku splendour, lustre, brilliance; nose-ornament .. density
vb. to shine, gleam, polish .. beat, to unite (rendre
une en battant)
=
tal.appat.i fatigue, lassitude .. tottering .. failure, unease, peine
tal.appam relaxation, weakness, misery, peine; mediocrity.
tal.ampal agitation, ﬂuctuation, trembling .. écluse, vanne.
tal.ampu écluse, vanne.
tal.ampu vb. to be agitated, ﬂoat, vacillate, tremble .. be
irresolute, uneasy, in distress.
tal.aru
vb. intr. to relax, soften, be undone, weaken, totter,
vacillate; hesitate, be cowardly, indolent, lax, soft,
disconcerted, afﬂicted.
tal.archchi cowardice, idleness, relaxation, slowness; softness,
ﬂaccidity, languor, weakness, meagreness, distress;
old age.
tal.arttu vb. tr. to relax, loosen, undo, disband, soften,
weaken.
tal.arvu relaxation, tottering, decay, softening, weakness,
nonchalance, loss of vigour.
tal.l.amár.u vb. to totter, stagger, hesitate.
tal.l.át.u
to vacillate, totter, sway, lean.
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tal.l.át.al, tal.l.át.t.am tottering, agitation, decrepitude.
=
tal.am
leaf, petal
tal.ir
bouton, bourgeon, pousse, rejeton, jet.
vb. bourgeonner, pousser
Roots in n
Philological — Speculations

End^ n
 A—n
q^ is to move. We have also EnfA night, B. n
fA
intoxication, surrender to some form of vicious ecstasy, EndA,
nFr water, nF to lead; En in, on; n;, n now, n;, nV etc. Sg. idea
of inwardness, penetration, — absorption, ecstasy, — state of inclusion or rest, motion of entering or with a view to enter, so to
move, lead, bring, push; regular purposeful motion (nV^, nX^); nd,
ndF movement forward in the current; nB,, nubes, nAk pushing
movement in the sky of the clouds. End^, EndA, EnfA going inwards
into the self, state of absorption, ecstasy, quivering or ecstatic
motion, nt^, nt^. Anything deep, intense, nFl blue.
Roots in p
Rt. p, (pA) and the derivative roots.
Root. p — pA
pac, paidc pais, paidos — boy, girl, child .. son, daughter ..

slave, servant .. OS p
{, or pEy, Root p to be able, strong,
so master, govern. Original meaning a slave; then a boy or
girl slave. The genitive paidc is pEyd, from pEyt^, Rt Ep
(cf EptA) with the same sense as p, but also meaning, to
beget, nurture, protect, cherish. pEyt^ means of the nature
of pEy,, subject, childish, with other derivative meanings,
also a nursling, pupil, child, ward, pet, favourite. p
{, pEy,,
pEyt^ have all a passive signiﬁcance.
paid rion — a little child, little boy, servant. OS pEydSym^. The
terminations l and Sy with the enclitic a, i or u give either
an adjectival or a diminutive sense.
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paidaridhc — infantile, childish. OS pEydSyodA,. The termina-

tion aodA, or aod, gives invariably an adjectival sense.
padeioc — childish, boyish. OS pEydAy, — ay,, aAy,, iy,, Iy,,
uy,, Uy, are all adjectival terminations.
Roots in m
[1]

m^ Family
Fundamental signiﬁcance — Finality.
Substantive ideas — Limit; limitation; close, end; conﬁnement; closed space; movement in closed space, on ﬁxed lines or
to a goal; close or deep sound; extreme limit, superlativeness
in quality; limitation off, rejection, discharge; close contact,
compactness.
Speciﬁc meanings.
1s.t. class. Measurement by limitation. To limit, outline, deﬁne,
measure, assign, assort, arrange, make, construct, display.
2d.. class. Conﬁnement. To contain, embrace, comprise, enfold,
conﬁne, bind, be concave, hollow, have capacity; be conﬁned, limited, narrow, dull.
3d.. class. Close contact. To be massed, massive, compact.
4t.h. class. Limitation, ﬁnality. Close, ending. To close, end, die,
diminish, kill, impair, injure, wither.
5t.h. class. Close sound. To mutter, whisper, rustle, roar, bellow,
wail.
t
h
.
.
6 class. Movement. To move, dart, leap, circle; to [
]
7t.h. class. Superlative quality. To be strong, powerful, vigorous,
luxuriant, swift, active; to grow, ﬂourish, bloom, be soft,
beautiful, brilliant.
8t.h. class. Rejection. To except, remove, reject, give up, loose,
release, cast off, shoot; to renounce, give.
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Primary Roots with M as the base: m, mA

m.
m,
mm^
mm
mmtA
mm(vm^
my
mA.
mA
mA
mA

mApyEt
Em(sEt
mAnm^
mAm
mAm,
mAmk
mAmk,
mAmk,
mAmkFn

Time .. moon .. magical formula .. poison.
a syllabic foot (three longs) .. Name of Br., Vishnu,
Siva or Yama .. the ﬁfth note in music (m@ym)
Water; happiness, welfare.
mine — from a lost OS word m, I;
so mEy, myA, m
, etc.
self-idea, selﬁshness; feeling of meum;
pride, individuality.
d[itt]o; affection, regard; attachment.
consisting of.
No, not; lest, that not.
Goddess of wealth; mother; measure.
measure, mark off, limit; compare;
be in, be contained; infer, conclude;
prepare, arrange; form, construct, build;
make; mete out, assign; show, display;
roar, sound.
measure, cause to measure.
wish to measure.
measuring; measure, standard; rule, rod;
dimension, computation; proof, authority;
likeness.
my, mine
mother’s brother.
my, mine; selﬁsh, covetous
miser.
maternal uncle.
my, mine.
Primary Roots with M as the base: Em, mF

Em (EmnoEt) measure; observe, perceive; build, erect;
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establish; ﬁx in the earth (Ved.)?; cast, throw, scatter.
Ved. column, post (that which measures).
measured, meted; bounded, deﬁned, limited;
moderate, little, sparing, scanty; measuring;
investigated; cast, thrown; built, established.
Emtd; ,
the sea.
EmEt,
measuring; measure, weight; proof; determination;
accurate knowledge.
Em/,
Mitra.
Em/\
friend.
Em/tA, Em/(v\ friendship
Em/Et
to be friendly
Em/Ayt
 To act as a friend, be friendly
EmE/y
friendly.
Em/y;
friendly, winning friends.
Em/y;,
friend.

Emt^
Emt

mF (mFnAEt) to kill, hurt, destroy, injure; to lessen;
change; transgress, violate; be lost, go astray.
mF (myEt) to go, move; to know, comprehend.
mF (mFyt
 4A) to die, perish.
mFn,
ﬁsh.
mFnr,
= Makara.
mFr,
ocean; drink; limit, boundary; particular part of a
mountain.
m
 (myt
, Emt, Em(st
) exchange, barter.
m
{/
a friend’s; friendly, kind; of Mitra.
m
{/,
a perfect Brahman; a tribe; a friend; anus.
m
{/F
friendship, goodwill; connection, intimacy; Anuradha.
m
{/m^
friendship; evacuation of excrement; Anuradha.
m
{E/n^, m
{ym^, m
{/
y,, m
{/
yk,, m
{/
EykA (Em/y;).
Primary Roots with M as base: m;, m, m

m;,

Shiva; bondage, conﬁnement; ﬁnal emancipation;
funeral pile; tawny or reddish brown.
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m
mt
mt,, mtm^
m/
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onion.
bind, fasten, tie.
bound, tied, conﬁned; woven
(Ved.) woven basket, woven band of cloth; lump,
collection.
urine.

m
m
mAryEt
m;mqEt
mt
mtm^
mtk,
mtkm^

die, perish.
to slay.
to wish or be about to die.
dead.
death .. alms.
dead man
corpse, death .. ceremonial impurity by death of
relation.
mEt,
death
mEtmn^
mortality.
m(y;,
death, decease .. Yama .. Brahma, Vishnu, Kali,
Maya .. god of love.
m
to hurt, kill.
mt,
mortal; earth.
m(y
mortal
m(y,
mortal, earth
m(ym^
body.
mr,
(Ved.) Death .. the earth
mrk,
plague, murrain, epidemic.
mrktm^
emerald
mrZm^
death .. a poison.
mrt,
death.
mrZFy, mErZ; mortal
mErmn^
death, dying.
mr\d,
juice of ﬂowers.
mrAr,
a granary.
mrAl
soft, unctuous .. bland, tender.
mrAl,
ﬂamingo, swan .. duck .. horse .. cloud .. collyrium ..
pomegranate grove .. rogue, cheat.
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mErc,, mrFc, pepper shrub.
mErc\, mrFc\ black pepper.
mrFEc,
ray, particle of light .. light .. mirage .. miser ..
Marichi .. Krishna
mrFEckA mirage.
mrFEcn^, mrFEcmt^ radiant, lustrous.
mrFEcn^
Sun.
mrFmj
repeatedly rubbing.
mz,
desert, wilderness; mountain, rock; a kind of plant;
abstinence from drinking .. the country of Maru.
mzk,
peacock
mzXA
woman with high forehead.
mzt^
wind, air, breeze .. breath .. Wind .. god .. a kind of
plant (mzvk,, or g}ETpZ,)
mzt,
wind .. god.
mz,
Marutta.
mzk, Maruvak plant
mz(vt^
cloud .. Indra .. Hanuman.
mzl,
a duck.
m!v,
a plant .. Rahu
m!vk
terrible, formidable.
m!vk,
Marjoram .. a lime .. tiger .. Rahu .. crane.
m!k,
peacock; a kind of stag.
mroEl,, mroElk, Makara.
mmn^
mEmk
mmr
mmr,
mmrAyt

mmrF
mmrFk,
my
my,
myk,

vital part; defect, failing; core, quick; joint; inner
meaning, essence; secret, mystery, truth.
knowing secrets; acute, penetrating.
rustling, murmuring.
rustle, murmur.
to rustle, murmur.
a pine; turmeric.
A pauper; a wretch.
(Ved.) mortal.
man .. young man .. male .. lover, suitor .. stallion,
horse .. camel.
(Ved.) little man .. male.
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myA
myAdA
myAEdn^
mAr,
mArk
mArk,
mArZm^
mAEr,
mAErkA
mAErt
mAErn^
mArF
mArkt
mArv
mAErc
mAErEck
mAErq
mArFc
mArFcF
mArFcm^
mAzX,
mAzt
mAzt,
mAztF
mAztm^
mAzEt,
mAkX,
mAtX,
mAEk
mAEk,
mAEkm^
mA(y
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limit, boundary
limit, boundary, frontier, border, verge; end, terminus; shore, bank; landmark; moral rule, propriety,
decorum; contract, agreement.
keeping in bounds .. neighbour, borderer.
killing, slaughter; death; evil one; Love; love; obstacle, hindrance; thorn apple.
killing, destroying.
Kama; a destroyer; murderer; plague; hawk.
killing, slaying .. a poison.
pestilence; killing, ruin
plague.
slain, ruined, destroyed.
dying; killing.
plague, epidemic.
belonging to emerald.
desert ..
peppery.
peppered.
word of respectful address.
of Marichi; Maricha; royal elephant; a plant; sacriﬁcing priest; Kashyapa.
mother of Buddha
collection of pepper-shrubs
serpent’s egg; cowdung; way, road; a place covered
with cowdung.
of the Maruts .. aerial, windy.
wind; Vayu; breath; trunk of elephant.
N.W.
Svati.
Hanuman; Bhima.
Name of ancient sage
Sun; arka tree; hog; 12.
earthen.
a pitcher; lid of pitcher.
clod, lump of earth.
mortal.
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mortality.
deeply versed.
[3]

m—k K g G
mkr,

crocodile .. a vyuha, earring, nyasa; tenth arc of 30o;
one of the nine treasures.
mkErn^
the Ocean
mkrF
female crocodile
mkrd, honey of ﬂowers; a kind of jasmine; cuckoo; a bee;
a kind of fragrant mango tree
mkrd\
a ﬁlament
mk;V\
crown.
mk;Et,
a Government order addressed to the Sudras
mk;r,
a mirror; the Bakula tree; bud; Arabian jasmine;
the rod or handle of a potter’s wheel.
mk;l,
the Bakul tree
mk; ,, mk; k, a kind of kidney bean or rice
mk;
slow
mklk, bud; tree called dtF
go, move
m^
ml,
a dangerous kind of abscess in abdomen, in
pregnancy.
m;l,
benzoin, red chalk.
mol,
chalk.
m"^
to accumulate, heap, collect; be angry
m",
wrath; hypocrisy; multitude, collection
m"vFy, the piyala tree
mE"k,, mE"kA ﬂy, bee
mK^, m\K^ go, move, creep.
mK
Vd. adorable, ﬁt for offerings? lively, active, cheerful
mK-y;
Vd. wishing for wealth or sacriﬁce; lively, cheerful
mK,
a sacriﬁcial rite.
mg,
a Magian; a priest of the Sun
mgD,
Magadha; bard, minstrel
mgDA
town of Magadha; long pepper.
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mg@yEt
m`n
mG,
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to surround; serve, be slave; attend upon.

one of the Dwipas; a country; a drug or medicine;
pleasure; Magha.
mG\
a kind of ﬂower; gift, present; wealth, riches (Vd.)
mGv,, mGvn^, mGvt^ Indra; Vyasa; liberal, muniﬁcent; an owl.
mGA
the tenth asterism (5).
mGABv,, -B, Venus.
m\k^
to go, move; decorate, adorn.
m\Ekl,
a forest conﬂagration
m\k;r,
a mirror.
m\"Zm^
greaves.
m\";
immediately, quickly; exceedingly, very much; truly;
really.
m\K,
a royal bard; a mendicant.
m\g^
to go, move.
m\gl
auspicious, lucky; fortunate, prosperous; brave.
m\gl\
auspiciousness; good fortune, felicity; well-being,
welfare, good; good omen, blessing; auspicious
object, event, rite; ancient custom; turmeric
m\gl,
the planet Mars .. Agni.
m\glA, -lF a faithful wife; Durga; durva grass
m\gSy
auspicious etc; pleasing, beautiful; holy, pure, pious
m\gSy,
sacred ﬁg; cocoanut tree; a sort of pulse; the Bel tree.
m\gSyA
a fragrant sandal; Durga; an aloe-wood; a perfume;
a yellow pigment
m\gSy\
auspicious water; gold, red lead; sandal-wood; sour
curds
m\gSyk, a kind of pulse (ms;r)
m\EgnF
a boat, ship.
m\G^
to adorn, decorate; (A[tmanepada]) to cheat; begin;
blame, censure; go, move, move quickly; start, set out.
mAkd,
Mango tree.
mAk\dF
myrobalan; yellow sandal; city on Ganges
mAkEl, moon.
mAK
sacriﬁcial.
mAgDF
long pepper; white cumin; reﬁned sugar; a variety of
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mAGmA
mA]y\
mA\"^
m
k,
m
kl,
m
KlA
m
KEln^
m
KlAl,
m
G,

m;k\dk,
m;k;,
m;k;V\
m;k;tF
m;k;d,
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cardamom, anise.
a female crab
ﬂower of kunda creeper
to wish, desire, long for.
a goat
goat; a mountain
belt, zone; slope of a mountain; hips; sword-belt,
sword-knot; horse-girth; Narmada
Shiva; Brahmacharin.
Shiva.
cloud; mass, multitude; a fragrant grass; one of the
six Ragas.

onion
liberation; moksha.
crown, tiara; crest, peak, point.
cracking the ﬁngers.
Vishnu; quicksilver; a precious stone; a kind of drum;
one of the nine treasures.
m;k;dk, a kind of grain; onion.
m;k;r,
mirror, looking-glass; bud; handle of a potter’s
wheel; Bakula tree; mallika creeper.
m;k;l,, m;k;l\ bud; body; soul or spirit.
m;k; ,, m;k; k, a kind of bean.
m;!
loosened; relaxed; liberated; abandoned, taken off;
thrown, hurled, ejected, fallen; given; emitted;
deprived
m;!k\
missile; simple prose; a detached stanza.
m;!A
pearl; courtesan; name of plant.
m;E!,
release; freedom; moksha; abandonment; discharge,
throwing; payment; opening, unloosing.
m;K\
mouth; face, countenance; muzzle, snout; front, van,
top, tip, head, pointed edge; teat, nipple; beak, bill;
direction, quarter; opening, mouth; entrance, door;
means; beginning; introduction; principal; source;
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cause; surface; utterance; Vedas; starting point of
dramatic action; ﬁrst term in progression; side
opposite base.
m;K\pc,
a beggar.
m;Kr
garrulous; noisy, sounding; expressive of; abusive,
mocking.
m;Kr,
crow; leader; conchshell.
m;KryEt to cause to sound, talk; notify
m;KrF
bit of bridle
m;KrFk
cause to resound or talk.
m;KErkA bit; conversation.
m;KFy
being at the top
m;Hy
of the mouth; chief; leader.
m;Hy\
principal rite; reading or teaching Vedas; month
between new moons.
m;HytA, m;Hy(v\ preeminence.
m;Hyf,
chieﬂy, principally, above all.
m;gh,
a kind of gallinule
mok\
cast off skin
mo"^
release, set free; untie, undo; wrest away; cast, ﬂing;
shed; detach, extract.
mo",
liberation, rescue, emancipation; death; falling off;
loosening, unbinding; shedding, discharging;
scattering; payment; end of eclipse; a tree.
mo"k
delivering; deliverer.
mo"Z\
liberating, deliverance, loosening; resigning;
shedding, squandering, discharging.
moE"n^
desirous of emancipation, emancipated.
moG
vain, useless; aimless; left, abandoned; idle.
moG,
fence, enclosure, hedge.
moGA
trumpet-ﬂower
moG\
in vain, to no purpose, uselessly.
moGFk
to render useless, frustrate.
mOkEl,, mOk;El, crow.
mOE!k\
pearl.
mO"\
dumbness.
mOHy\
precedence, superiority
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garrulity, abuse
uselessness.

seek, search for; hunt, pursue; aim at, strive for;
examine, investigate; ask for, beg; visit, frequent.
mg,
animal; wild beast; deer; game; musk; seeking,
search; pursuit, inquiry, soliciting; particular class
of men; Mrigasirsha; a month; Makara; a district in
Shakadwipa.
mgZA
searching; investigation.
mgys^
(Vedic) a wild animal.
mgyA
hunting, chase.
mgy;,
hunter, fowler; jackal; Brahman.
mg&y\
hunting; target, butt.
mEgt
hunted, sought, solicited.
mgF
a female deer .. epilepsy; a class of women.
m`y
to be sought, hunted.
mk
Vd. cleaning; perishing.
mk,
vital breath; ape, monkey
mkk,
spider.
mkV,
ape, monkey; spider; crane; a coitus; a poison.
mkVk,
ape; spider; a ﬁsh; a grain.
mkrA
a pot, vessel; cavity, cavern, hollow; barren woman.
mAkX, Son of Mrikanda.
mAg^
to seek after; strive after; hunt, chase; trace; solicit;
ask in marriage; go, move; decorate, adorn.
mAg,
way, path; course, passage; reach, range; scar, mark;
channel; canal; search; mode, style, custom; ground
for litigation; high style in art; hinting future dramatic development; section; anus; Mrigasirsha,
Margasirsha.
mAgk,
Margasirsha.
mAgZm^, -ZA begging, seeking, investigation
mAgZ
seeking, inquiring, begging; beggar; arrow; 5
mAgZk, beggar, suppliant.
mAgEfr,, -Efrs^, -fFq, a month
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mAgEfrF, -fFqF full moon day of M.
mAEgk,
traveller; hunter.
mAEgn^
pioneer, guide, leader
[4]

P — Sanscrit m
maka — 1. enfant, poupon, age tendre. 2. offrande.
Rt mk^ to embrace, to give.
mahaka — tortue.
mahakan — homme excellent, distingué, Vichnou. (Rt mh^ + ak)
mahankaram — orgueil. (Rt mh^ + a)
mahasam — connaissance, sorte, espèce (Rt mh^ + as^ + a)
From mh, = vijnana.
P- — mahadu — jeune ﬁlle, femme. Rt mk^.
P0Pa, hermaphrodite.
P0 P, état de ﬁlle.
P 8 (magadhai), poivre long, piment.
The Root mal
[1]
Rt mal.

a = a, o, e, u.

Lat. mollis; malus; mel, mellis; mulceo; mulgio; malleus; malum;
multus; mulciber.
Gr. mloc

mlpw m lon malerc maljakc malakc
mlajron
mel njion
melana
mleoc
mli
mlic
mllw
mlw
m la
mllon
m lista
m lagma
malaknw mldomai (meledanw meldhma meledn
melednh) mela mlinoc mal ssw m lh m lja
m lion
m lkh
malkw mallc
mallwtc
malc
mhla m lh mhlw mlac melikc

S. mAlA
mellay.

ml

%
{

mly,

m,
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[2]
The Root ml^ in Greek
I. Forms in which the vowel remains unmodiﬁed.
m la

very, greatly, vehemently, exceedingly; by all means,
surely. OS ml mala. Accusative case of the root substantive
ml^, mal, meaning abundance, copiousness. Root meaning,
to ﬂourish, thrive.
m lagma, (mal gmatoc) poultice, plaster, balm, anodyne. OS
ml>m,, ml>ms, softening, alleviation, caressing; balm, anodyne; softening application of oil, etc. Root ml^ to be soft,
soften; + j^ with the connecting enclitic a, implying effective
and persistent application, + m,, nominal root, with the idea
of fact or substantiality.
malakc soft; soothing; mild; effeminate; negligent. OS mlk,,
root ml^ to be soft with the common adjectival sufﬁx k preceded by the connecting enclitic a. (k is in sense qualitative
and possessive.)
malaka
softness, effeminacy, sickness. OS ml"A. Feminine
nominal sufﬁx yA implying often the abstract quality peculiar to the adjective or noun to the stem of which it is
attached. Later Sanscrit preferred tA, (v, Et, etc. Cf CAyA,
vyA, jAyA, cyA and the more frequent neuter form in ym^
answering to the Greek ion.
malakzw I soften, soothe, unman. Greek formation. OS verbal form in (s with a frequentative sense, preserved in words
like v(s, preceded by connecting enclitic i.
malakthc (-thtoc) softness. OS mlktA,, mlktAs,; the nominal sufﬁx tA, describing an abstract quality was replaced in
later Sanscrit by tA.
malaknw
I soften, make effeminate. Greek formation. OS
conjugational termination nA(Em) preceded by the long connecting enclitic U.
malakc softly. OS mlkv, adverbial sufﬁx v,, vt^, vn^, as in
modern Sanscrit EvnFtvt^, humbly, f't^, eternally. v, was in
Old Sanscrit the commoner alternative form.
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I soften, mitigate, relax. OS ml(yA(Em), Nominal
Verb, from the adjective ml(y,, soft.
mal qh mallows. OS mlfA from Rt ml^ to thrive, ﬂourish, be
plump, with the adjectival sufﬁx f.
malerc Bright, clear .. hot, burning, consuming. OS mlr,,
(remaining in Tamil malar, a ﬂower) blooming, bright, prosperous, strong, energetic, forcible. Rt ml^ to bloom, ﬂourish,
with the nominal sufﬁx r preceded by the connecting enclitic
a. (r is in sense possessive with an action outward on the
surroundings.)
m lh Armpit. OS mlA, down, hair on the body; a place where
such hair is specially plentiful. Rt ml^ to bloom, ﬂourish.
m lja Soft wax; a wax tablet. OS mShA (feminine). Rt ml^ to
be soft, with nominal sufﬁx h; softness, down, velvet, wax
.. strength.
maljakc
soft. OS mShk,, alternative form to mlk, from
derivative root mSh^ to soften.
malj ssw soft. OS mSh(yA(Em), alternative form to ml(yAEm
and formed in the same way, but from root mSh^. The (y
became tt in Greek, modiﬁed to ss. Rt ml^, to be soft.
m lion long hair. OS mASym^ a wreath, a garland, braid. Rt ml^
to bloom. ml, mAl a plant, ﬂower, garden; mAlA, a collection of ﬂowers, wreath, garland, mASym^, anything made of
ﬂowers. Rt ml^ to bloom.
m lista
most. OS mEl ,, superlative of ml,, strong, abundant, copious.
malkw to be benumbed, shrivelled, torpid. OS mSfyAEm. Latin
mulceo. In transitive sense, to soften, knead, relax, unnerve;
in intransitive, to be softened, compressed, contracted. Rt
ml^ to be soft.
m lkh numbness, torpidity. OS mSfA, the state of softness, relaxation or unreserved contraction .. the discomfort, shrinking that results from cold.
mllon more. OS mSym^ comparative of ml,, strong, abounding.
mallc; ﬂeece, wool, lock of hair. OS m,, luxuriant growth,
down, ﬂeece etc. from Rt ml^, to thrive, ﬂourish, with the
mal ssw
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adjectival sufﬁx l, giving a sense of abundance.
woolly, downy, soft. Provincial form mAt, instead
of mEt from nominal verb mA - Em, to strengthen, thicken,
soften. Cf Latin vallatus from vallum and vallo. OS vm^
and vAEm.
malc soft, tender, downy. OS ml,, soft, tender, sweet; strong,
abundant, copious.
mallwtc

[3]
Derivatives of the Root ml^ in Sanscrit.

ml^ (mlt
, mlyEt) to hold, possess. From O.S. Rt ml^ to contain,
embrace, hold.
ml
Dirty, foul (physically or morally). From Rt ml^ to fade,
be tarnished, soiled, dirty + nominal termination a
ml,, ml\ Dirt, ﬁlth, impurity (physical or moral). Peculiar uses
— camphor (from Rt ml^ to be sweet, referring to the
scent; cf mli, mel = honey) .. leather .. cuttleﬁsh bone.
mln\
Crushing, grinding. From Rt ml^ to be strong, used with
transitive sense, to use strength upon, labour, work,
knead, crush, grind. Cf m, a wrestler, Greek malerc;
Latin moles, mass and moliri, to work with labour or
difﬁculty from the kindred root m;l^.
mln, Tent. From Rt ml^ to contain. Literally, a tenement,
abode.
mly, The Southern mountain .. garden .. side of a mountain (Rt ml^ to bloom, be verdant, luxuriant + vague
adjectival termination ay answering to English ish, ly).
mlAkA Rt ml^ to be sweet, soft, forming ml honey, sweetness,
enjoyment, love, a sweet or an impure secretion + adjectival sufﬁx âka, (lengthened form of aka, Lat. acus, Gr.
akoc eg malakc), 1. an amorous woman. 2. a female
friend, conﬁdante. 3. a female elephant.
mEl, Possession, enjoyment. Rt ml^ to possess, embrace, enjoy + nominal termination i.
mElk, King. From Rt ml^ to possess.
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mEln

Foul, soiled, dark, vile. From Rt ml^ to be soiled, faded
+ adjectival termination in.
mEln\ Sin, fault, guilt. (The same). Butter-milk .. Borax. (From
ml secretion, juice + in meaning “of the nature of a
secretion or extract”)
mElntA, mEln(v\, mElnyEt, mElEnt, mElEnmn^, mElnFk, mElnFB.
Derivatives of mEln.
mEl%;c, From mEl, bloom; honey; sweetness, fragrance; an impure secretion; foulness, fault, defect + %;c, thief, robber, remover. Originally, a bee, thief of honey; then
generally 1. a robber, thief; 2. a demon (ﬁend, enemy);
3. gnat, mosquito; 4. air or wind (stealer of fragrance);
5. a Brahmana neglecting the Yajnas, but still enjoying
Brahmin privileges. 6. Fire, the remover of impurities. 7.
An intercalary month, (removing the defect of the calendar). 8. Frost or snow, remover of sweetness or pleasure.
mEl A A woman in her course. Superlative from ml in the
same sense as mlAkA.
Rt ml^
Sanscrit. (Apte)

ml^
ml
ml\, ml,

ml\
mlvt^
mln\
mln,
mly,
mlAkA
mEl,

to hold, possess (1A. 10U.)
dirty; mean; wicked; godless.
dirt, impurity; dregs, sediment, excrement;
dross, rust, alloy; sin; bodily excretions;
camphor; cuttleﬁsh bone; tanned leather,
leather garment; the bodily humours.
a kind of base metal.
dirty, foul.
crushing, grinding.
tent.
garden; Indra’s garden; mountain-side;
Malay (the mountain).
an amorous woman; female friend,
messenger, conﬁdante; female elephant.
possession; enjoyment.
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a king.
dirty, impure, soiled; sinful; low, vile;
clouded, obscured.
mEln\
sin, fault; buttermilk; borax.
mElnA, mElnF menstruous woman.
mElntA
dirtiness, ﬁlth, sinfulness.
mElnyEt
to dirty, stain, deﬁle, spoil.
mElEnt
dirty, spoiled.
mElEnmn^
dirtiness, foulness; sin, impurity; darkness.
mElnFk
to soil, stain; darken, obscure.
mElnFB
to become dirty, impure etc.
mEl%;c,
gnat; thief; air, breeze; ﬁre; intercalary month;
a demon; a Brahmin who neglects his daily yajna;
frost, snow; a chitraka tree.
mEl A
a woman in her courses.
mlFms
dirty, impure etc (mEln); iron; green vitriol.
m^
to hold, possess.
m
strong, robust; excellent.
m,
strong man, wrestler, athlete; drinking vessel;
remnants of oblation; cheek and temple; mixed
caste (outcast Ksh. [Kshatriya] by Ksh. woman);
the Malla race and country.
mA
a woman; Arabian jasmine; ornamenting with
cosmetics or coloured unguents.
mk,
lamp stand; oil vessel; lamp; cup of cocoanut shell;
a tooth; a kind of jasmine.
mAr,
one of the six Ragas.
mE,, mF a kind of jasmine.
mEp/\
mushroom.
mEkA
a kind of goose; Magh month; shuttle; a kind of
jasmine; lampstand; an earthern vessel of a
particular form.
mFkr,
thief.
m,
bear.
mr,
rust of iron.
mAl,
district in west Bengal; a mountain tribe; name of
Vishnu.
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ﬁeld; high ground; wood near village; fraud, deceit.
nym tree; wood near village (park); pot of cocoanut shell.
mAlkA, mAlk\ garland.
mAlkOf,
name of a Raga.
mAlEt,
a kind of jasmine; bud, blossom; virgin, young
woman; night; moonlight.
mAly,
Sandalwood (mly)
mAlv,
Malwa or its people; name of a Raga.
mAlvk,
Malwa; inhabitant of Malwa.
mAlsF
a plant.
mAlA
garland, wreath; series, line; group, collection;
string, necklace, chain; streak; technical term in
drama.
mAElk,
ﬂorist, gardener; dyer, painter; wreathmaker;
a kind of bird.
mAElkA
garland, etc; a jasmine; linseed; daughter; palace;
a bird; intoxicating drink.
mAElt
wreathed; engirt.
mAEln^
garlanded.
mAlF
gardener; ﬂorist.
mAElnF
female ﬂorist; city of Champa; seven year old girl,
Durga at Durga festival; Durga; celestial Ganges;
name of a metre, of a river, of Bibhishana’s mother;
of Draupadi at Virat’s court.
mAl
y,
ﬂorist.
mASy
relating to garland.
mASy\
garland; ﬂower.
mASyvt^
wreathed; name of a mountain; maternal uncle of
Ravana.
mAEly\
foulness; afﬂiction.
mAl;,
a creeper; woman.
mAl;DAn,
a kind of snake.
mAlr,
bel-tree; kapittha tree.
mAl
yA
large cardamom.
mA,
a mixed caste.
mAvF
wrestling-match.
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Root Eml^

Eml^

to join, meet, accompany, gather; unite; encounter;
close with; embrace; ﬁnd, fall in with; concur;
come to pass, happen.
Emlnm^
joining; meeting, union, assembling; encounter;
contact, mixture.
EmElt
joined; come together, met, assembled; encountered;
combined; mixed; put together, taken together.
EmEld,
bee.
EmEldk, a kind of snake.
EmlFEmEln^ an epithet of Shiva.
m
l,
meeting, union; intercourse; assembly, company;
fair.
m
lnm^
union, junction, association; mixture; an encounter;
ﬁght.
m
lA
union, intercourse; company, assembly, society;
antimony; indigo-plant; ink; a musical scale.
m
lApk,
uniting, collecting; a crowd; assembly; conjunction
of planets.
m
lAynm^
combination, conjunction.
m
{Eld,
bee.
mFl^
close, close the eyes, wink, twinkle; close, be closed;
fade, disappear, vanish; meet.
mFlnm^
closing of eyes, winking, twinkling; closing of
ﬂower; a concealed simile.
mFElt
shut, closed; twinkled; half-shut, unblown;
vanished, disappeared; assembled; a ﬁgure in
rhetoric.
Root m;l^

m;l^ (10)
ml^
mlm^

to plant.
to take root, stand fast; (caus.) to plant, rear;
grow, sprout, germinate.
root; extremity, lowest part; end, base, edge; foot,
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bottom; beginning, origin, cause, basis; original
text; capital, principal, stock; vicinity; hereditary
servant; square root; one’s own territory, base;
vendor, not true owner; capital city; aboriginal;
thicket, copse, arbour; nineteenth asterism, Mula.
mlk
rooted in, springing from, based on; born under
Mula.
mlk,, mlkm^ radish.
mlk,
a poison.
mlA
a plant; Mula.
mElk
radical, original; primary, principal; living on
roots.
mElk,
ascetic.
mElkA
root; collection of roots.
mEln^
tree.
mEln,
plant, tree; (adj.) growing from a root.
mlF
small house lizard.
ml
r,
king; Indian spikenard.
mSy
at the root; to be eradicated; purchasable.
mSym^
price, cost; wages, salary, hire; gain; capital,
principal; original value; purchasable article.
mOl
radical; original; ancient; nobly born; hereditary.
mOl,
hereditary minister.
mOEl
head, foremost, best.
mOEl,
head, crown of the head; top; crown, tiara; hair on
crown, tuft, lock, braid; earth; Asoca.
mOlF
earth.
mOElk
radical; chief, prime; inferior.
mOElk,
dealer in roots, root-digger.
mOEln^
crowned.
mOSym^
price.
Contracted roots of the Class

%"^ (10)
E%

cut, divide.
indistinct, spoken indistinctly; barbarous;
withered, faded.
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E% m^
%;c^, %\; c^
%
QC,
%
QCm^
%
QCnm^
%
EQCt
%
EQCtm^
%
EQCtkm^
%
V^
%
v^
%
{
%At
%An
%Anm^
%AEn,
%Ayt^
%AEyn^
%A(;

indistinct or barbarous speech.
to go, move (m}c
; ^)
barbarian; outcast; sinner; foreign speech.
copper.
speaking indistinctly, confusedly, in a barbarous
tongue.
spoken indistinctly.
a foreign tongue; ungrammatical speech.
foreign or barbarous speech.
to be mad.
to worship, serve.
to fade, wither; grow weary, exhausted; languish;
be downcast; become thin; decline; disappear,
vanish.
faded, withered; tanned white.
faded, withered; weary, languid; feeble, weak,
faint; dejected; black, dirty.
fading, withering.
fading, decay; languor, lassitude; dejection;
foulness.
withering; declining.
d[itt]o.
becoming faded, growing thin, languid or weary.
Greek.

m la;
mllon;
m lista;
malerc;
m lagma;
malakc;
malaka;
malakzw;
malakthc;
malaknw;
malakc;
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very much, very, greatly; surely.
more.
most.
bright, clear; hot, burning, consuming.
poultice, plaster, balm, anodyne.
soft, soothing, mild; effeminate; negligent.
softness, effeminacy; sickness.
soften, soothe, unman.
softness.
soften, make effeminate.
softly.
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mal ssw;
mal qh;
m lh;
m lja;
maljakc;
malj ssw;
m lion;
malkw;
m lkh;
mallc;
mallwtc;
malc;

soften; make effeminate.
mallows.
armpit.
soft wax, wax tablet.
soft, etc. see malakc
soften.
long hair.
be benumbed, shrivelled, torpid.
numbness, torpidity.
ﬂeece, wool, lock of hair.
soft, woolly, downy.
soft, tender, downy.

m lon;

apple, quince; apple tree; sheep; small
cattle; property, substance; pet, darling.
cheeks, breasts, lips; glands in throat;
inﬂammation or disease of the eye.
to gather apples.
a beetle living on apple blossoms.
apple tree.
probe.
nymphs of apple trees.
of sheep, ovine.
made of apples, the juice of apples.
feed sheep, herd, graze.
shepherdess.
shepherd.
shepherd.
fed on by sheep, pastured, good for
pasture; wild, desert.
receiving sheep (temple)
a priest.
shepherd.
shepherd.
rosy-cheeked, blooming.
Melos.
planted with apple trees.

m la;
mhl w;
mhl njh;
mhla;
m lh;
mhli dec;
m leioc;
mhlthc;
mhlobotw;
mhlbosic;
mhlobot r;
mhlobthc;
mhlbotoc;
mhlodkoc;
mhlojthc;
mhlonomec;
mhlonmoc;
mhlop rhi oc;
M loc;
mhlsporoc;
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mhlosfagw; to sacriﬁce sheep.
mhlotrfoc; feeding sheep.
mhloforw; to bear or produce apples.
mhlw;
to probe, syringe, dress; plunge, dip, immerge.
mhlwt ;
sheepskin.
mhlwtrc;
ear-picker, probe.
m lwy;
rosy; ruddy.

[4]
Gr.
m la
mllon
m lista
m lagma
malaka
malakc
malakc
malakthc
malaknw
mal ssw
mal qh
malerc

very, much.

plaster, anodyne, balm.
softness.
soft, effeminate.
Ph(


Ph*

softness.
to soften
to soften
mallows.
hot, burning, consuming
bright, clear
m lh
armpit
m lja
soft wax, wax tablet
maljakc soft; sweet, melting.
m lion
long hair.
malc, mhlc an apple-tree.
malkw
to be shrivelled with cold,
benumbed, torpid
m lkh
numbness.
mallc
ﬂeece, wool, down,
lock of hair.
mallwtc ﬂeecy, hairy, soft.
malc
soft, downy.

impotent, barren
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mhl w
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m lon
m lon
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a kind of beetle
to gather apples
an apple-tree
a probe
apple, quince, round fruit.
sheep, small cattle,
property.
m la (plu.) cheeks, breasts, lips,
pet, darling.
mhlw
to probe, syringe,
plunge, dip, immerge.
mhlwtrc
ear-picker, probe
mhlwt
a sheepskin.
molgc
a leathern bag or bottle,
(Ae. bolgc) a simpleton,
an extortioner, peculator.
molen
to have come.
mliboc, mluboc lead
mlibdoc
lead
or mlubdoc
molbdeoc leaden
mlic
scarcely, with difﬁculty.
molobrc beggar, parasite
moljouroc a kind of herb
mloc
labour, battle, confusion,
tumult
molqh
mallows.
molp
a song, air.
molnw
to discolour, stain, dye;
to corrupt, deﬁle, taint.
mlunsic
pollution, deﬁlement.
mlajron
ridgebeam, roof, house.
melajrw roof, vault; form into cells
or chambers.
melanw
to blacken.
melanja
a disease of the eyes.
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mel njion
melana
melanthra
mlac
mlasma
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a black poppy
blackness, darkness
blacking, dirt
black, gloomy
PhP
darkness, blackness;
mole
mldw
soften, liquefy, melt;
boil up so cook
meledanw regard, take care of. Ph
  to be troubled,
meldhma
care, anxiety.
anxious, agitated.
meledn
guardian, steward; Phh trouble, perplexity,
king, ruler.
agitation, shock.
melednh care, anxiety.
PhP, trouble, confusion,
mlei
it is a care, concern
Ph* disorder,
melest
asunder, piecemeal
embarrassment.
mleoc
fruitless, vain;
wretched, unhappy.
melet w
take care of, mind;
meditate, study; practise.
melth
care, meditation, practice
melthma
care, study, institution
meletht rion schoolroom, study ..
instrument.
melethrc anxious, careful
melethtikc contemplative;
meletikc murmuring
melethtc practised; attainable
by care.
meltwr
one who has a care for
melhdn
solicitude, concern.
mlhma
object of care, concern.
melhsmbrotoc renowned, interesting
mli
honey
mela
ashtree; spear, shaft.
meliad c
melodious.
melglwssoc etc
melzw
sing.
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melikc
melikt c
melinaa
melnh
mlinoc
mlisma
mlissa,
mlitta
melissec
melssioc
melist c
melteia
meliteic
melitw
melitdhc
meltwma
mlka
mllhsic
mllhma
mellht c
mllw
mloc
mlphjron
mlpw
mlw
melwi dw
melwi da
meligma
melion
meilssw
meiliqa
meilqioc
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harmonious, sweet.
a singer, musician
honied, sweet (Venus).
a coarse grain
made of ash.
song, tune.
bee, priestess
a keeper of bees.
belonging to bees.
a singer.
borage, honeysuckle
sweet, calm.
to sweeten.
sweet as honey.
confectionery
milk.
delay
loiterer
to be about to, intend ..
delay, hesitate
member, limb,
song, verse, tune
song, dance, sport
to sing.
to sing mournfully
to sing, play.
music, harmony.
balm, soothing ..
offering to dead
present, dowry.
to sweeten, please,
appease.
gentleness, blandishment
gentle, courteous,
conciliatory
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The Root val
[1]
Strength.
valde. vEltA (vElt^) valeo. (vlyA) valens. vln^ Valerius,
valide. vEltA
from vlr, vly, valesco. vl"A valetudo
validus. vElt vallo — to fortify, enwall. vA vallus. v,
palisade — post, stake valvae. vSvA folding doors.
vel — especially, also, even, or.
velut — as, as though, as for
instance.
velox — swift. vAlAc,
valgus
vulcanus
vulgo
vulgus.
vulgo
[2]
VAL.
Derivatives of the Aryan root val in Latin.
I Word retaining the root unchanged.
Valde: very, exceedingly. Contracted from valide. O.S.
valitâ, with strength, strongly, forcibly; eminently, to excess.
Instrumental case of valit, strength. Rt val with nominal sufﬁx
t preceded by the enclitic i.
Valedico: I say farewell. Latin compound from vale and
dico.
Valens: strong, powerful... well, healthy. O.S. valan, dialectical form valans, strong, ﬂourishing. Rt val with nominal sufﬁx
n preceded by the enclitic a.
Valenter: strongly, powerfully. For valent-ter; the stem of
valens with the sufﬁx ter answering to the O.S. termination tas
in itas, tatas, sarvatas, etc, originally tar, meaning way or side.
Cf Mahratti tar, tarhi (Sanscrit), Bengali ta or to.
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Valentulus: strong. Latin analogical formation. Valent, stem
of valens, and O.S. diminutive sufﬁx ulas.
Valeo: I am strong, avail, am well... am worth, signify. O.S.
valayâ(mi), I luxuriate, am strong, ﬂourish, am well. Habituative, (also causal) of Rt val.
Valerius. Name of a Roman gens or kula. O.S. Valaryas,
patronymic from valaras, strong, powerful, used as a proper
name. Rt val with nominal sufﬁx ra preceded by the enclitic a.
Valesco: I grow strong. O.S. valakshâ(mi). Progressive of
val.
Valetudinarius: sickly. Analogical Latin formation from
valetudo (stem in) by adding O.S. âryas or aryas, double adjectival sufﬁx from âra or ara, used also in patronymics as in
valarya above. Cf vara and varya.
Valetudo (stem in): health, good or bad. O.S. valatudâ, state
of health formed from valat, health by adding da (danam, like
ma, manam in mahima) preceded by the enclitic u.
Valgus: bandylegged... crooked, wry (e.g. valga suavia). O.S.
valgas, crooked, curving. Rt val to turn, bend, with the nominal
sufﬁx ga.
Valgius: name of a Roman gens. O.S. valgyas, patronymic
from valga.
Valide: strongly, powerfully. O.S. valitâ with strength,
strongly. See valde.
Validus: strong, powerful, healthy; superior. O.S. valitas,
strong from val, past participle with active and adjectival sense.
Rt val with nominal sufﬁx ta preceded by the enclitic i.
Vallaris: of the wall. Analogical Latin formation from vallum by adding to the stem valla the termination aris, O.S. aris
which is the common nominal sufﬁx ri (also ra, ru) preceded
by the enclitic a. Cf vallari, Murari, wrongly translated slayer
or enemy of Mura, really meaning Protector of Defender, from
mur, to protect, (cf murus, wall).
Vallis: valley, hollow. O.S. vallis, a hollow, cup, depression. Rt val, to bend, curve with nominal sufﬁx li. The modern
Sanscrit vallis, a creeper, is derived from the sense of to luxuriate,
ﬂourish, but it has a rare meaning, earth, the curving earth,
globe.
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Vallo: I stockade, enwall, fortify. O.S. valla(mi) I strengthen.
Nominal verb from vallam, strong.
Vallum: a stockade, wall, defence. O.S. vallam, strong; a
strong place, stronghold, fortiﬁcation. Rt val, to be strong with
nominal sufﬁx la.
Vallus: a palisade; post or stake of the palisade. O.S. vallas,
a prop, post, stake, place of defence. See vallum.
Valvae: folding doors. O.S. valva, curving, folding, rolling,
wheeling (feminine valvâ). Rt val, to turn, fold, roll, wheel, with
the nominal sufﬁx va.
Valvatus: provided with folding doors. Analogical Latin formation from valvae by adding the participial termination atus
to the stem. O.S. âtas, nominal sufﬁx ta with the long enclitic â.
[A draft of the preceding continues:]
vel — or; and also; or even; actually; especially. OS vl^ acc.
vl, originally a substantive, meaning strength, force, increase.
(Rt val — to ﬂourish, be strong; adverbially — especially, even,
in addition; or even. Cf velut.)
Velleius — name of a Roman gens. Patronymic v
y, from
vE, strong, ﬂourishing (= Floreus). Rt vl^ and modiﬁcant l^
with the terminal enclitic i.
vellicatio — plucking .. carping. Analogical Latin formation
from vellicatus, PP of vellico, by adding substantival termination
io (ionem) OS yA, yAn\ to the stem vellicat.
vellico — I pluck, twitch .. carp at. OS Nom. vEkA from
Noun vEk^ Rt v^ and nominal k^ preceded by enclitic i.
vello — pluck, twitch, pull. OS v^, Intensive of vl^ to bend,
twine, twitch.
vellus, G. velleris — wool, hide. OS v,, G. vs,. Thick
curling hair, ﬂeece. Rt v^ to bend, curl, ﬂourish and nominal
termination s, preceded by enclitic a.
velut(i) — even as, just as. OS vlt^ Nominative, vlEt
Locative identical in meaning with vl^ — originally a substantive
(Rt vl^ and nominal t with enclitic a) meaning strength, force,
increase, addition.
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vola — hollow of hand or foot. OS vlA hollow. Rt vl^ to
curve, bend, with feminine nominal termination aA. Cf vallis.
volaticus — ﬂying .. ﬂeeting, inconstant. Analogical Latin
formation from participial stem volat (volo, I ﬂy) by adding
adjectival termination icus (ik,, k^ with enclitics i and a).
volatilis — winged, rapid, ﬂeeting. Analogical Latin formation from the same stem by adding adjectival termination ilis
(iEl, = l^ with enclitic i connective, before and after.)
volatus — ﬂying; ﬂight. OS vlAt;,. Rt vl^ to wheel, gyre, ﬂy
in curves, with lengthened enclitic aA and compound nominal
termination t;, (composed of nominal t^ and nominal s^ preceded
by enclitic u)
volemum — a kind of pear. OS vlAmm^ Rt vl^ to curve,
be round, plump and nominal sufﬁx m preceded by enclitic a
and followed by neuter termination m^. Originally an adjective,
meaning round and plump.
Roots in s
Greek
Sanscrit t^ — Gr. s.
pEt, psic Att. pr ttw for pr ssw, perittc for perissc
perissc prF(y,
t; ((vA\) s (M. t, B. t;i)
s banon
sabo
sabo
sab zw
sab zioc
s garic, -ioc
sag
s gma

towel, napkin, cloth
priests of Bacchus
obscene rites
shout of Bacchanals
to riot, indulge indecently
Bacchus
battle axe, hatchet
sword, scimitar, Persian sword
covering, cloak
armour, harness, trappings
covering for horse, saddle, pad
load or burden for beast
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s goc
sag nh
saghnew
sajrc (saprc)
sajrw
s jh
sanw

sanouroc
sarw

s koc, -eoc
sakesfroc
sakspaloc
s kkoc
sakkon
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soldier’s cloak, cassock
net, ﬁshing net
net, catch .. carry away
old, rotten, decayed
obscene
corrupt, destroy, putrefy
Linga
to move, shake, waver
shake off, thrust away
wag the tail, fawn, ﬂatter, coax
adj. fawning, wagging tail
clean, sweep, brush
gape, open mouth, laugh, grin, snarl
gnash the teeth
shield, buckler, target
shield-bearer
sack, sackcloth, haircloth
strainer
little bag — pad, cushion
a kind of snowshoes for horses

sakkew, -w, -zw, sakkelzw
salazw
sal kwn
salam ndra
sal mbh
salew
sal ssw

to pass through bag, ﬁlter, purify
lament, bewail
boasting, bragging, one who apes the rich
salamander
window, chink, hole
guardian idol at door
shake, to gather down
ﬁll up, ﬁll to the brim

Notes on Phonetic Transformations
Old Sanskrit to Greek
Greek Origins.
The following rules govern normally the transliteration of the
Old Sanscrit into the Greek Prakrit. There are however other
variations.
Vowels.

a

aA
i
I
u
U
e
e

ao
aO

becomes a, e, or o, normally, but these short vowels may
be lengthened by the old Aeolic tendency into diphthongs,
ai, ei, ou or oi. In certain cases a may become i, but this
is rare.
becomes , h, or w.
becomes a, e, or i.
becomes , or h.
becomes u, or o and lengthens into eu, oi, or ou.
becomes  or .
becomes e.
becomes ai, ei or oi.
becomes o, w, , au.
becomes au, ou.
Consonants

h
s
f
q

becomes s, j, or a rough breathing or entirely disappears.
In the middle of a word it either disappears or becomes j.
becomes a rough breathing, remains s, becomes t or z or
disappears.
becomes k or q at the beginning of a word; in the middle
it also becomes g.
becomes a guttural.
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becomes b or disappears. In conjunct letters it sometimes
becomes u, but usually disappears.
l
becomes r or remains l.
r
becomes l or remains r.
y
becomes e, i, sometimes u (in conjuncts) or disappears.
m
becomes n or remains m.
n
remains n.
Z, ), R become n.
p
becomes f or remains p.
b
becomes p or f or remains b.
P
becomes p or b, or remains f.
B
becomes p, f or b.
t
becomes s or j or remains t.
d
remains d.
T
becomes t or remains j.
D
becomes j or d.
V W X Y become dentals.
k
remains k.
K
becomes k or remains q.
g
remains g.
G
becomes g, q or k.
c
becomes t or k.
j
becomes z or g.
"
becomes x.

Sanskrit to Tamil
Rules — derived from common Tamil changes.
1. The vowels are modiﬁed in various ways.
Eg PZh for myr,
2. The akar is dropped at the end of the stem — passim.
3. r is continually changed into h.
Eg PZh,
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4. Medial consonants are dropped or replaced by X or p.
hXP for klfm^, HapP for pApm^
5. l is represented by h,  or x.
HxP for Plm^, a for kAlF, ;hP for aEKlm^
6. All soft letters are converted to the corresponding hard, which
is however softened or aspirated in the middle of a word. — A
general rule of Tamil.
7. All aspirates except h, the pure aspirate, are converted into
the corresponding unaspirated letters. General rule of Tamil.
8. A compound letter is simpliﬁed.
Eg =0 for -TZ
Special Rules for Change of Consonants not dropped.
1. There is no sibilant in pure Tamil, only  representing f, q
& s — A recognised rule.
2. There is no h. It is often changed into .
Eg Pa  pronounced mhAn^
3. q is changed into (.
s(, for vm
4.

h and  easily interchange.
Eg ;< from ;h

5. " becomes  or .
;8P for a"tm^, ;PP for a"mm^, ;P for a"m^
6. s is changed into 8.
Eg Pa8P for mAsm^
7. t sometimes becomes , when preceded by a guttural.
Eg ;P
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Note on the Texts
VEDIC AND PHILOLOGICAL STUDIES consists of writings by Sri
Aurobindo on the Veda, his translations of and commentaries on Vedic
hymns to gods other than Agni, a selection from his notes on the
Veda, and his writings and selected notes on philology. None of this
material was published during his lifetime. Writings on the Veda and
translations of Vedic hymns that he published between 1914 and 1920
are reproduced in The Secret of the Veda with Selected Hymns, volume
15 of THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDO. His translations of
and commentaries on hymns to Agni, whether published during his
lifetime or not, are reproduced in Hymns to the Mystic Fire, volume
16 of THE COMPLETE WORKS.
Sri Aurobindo took up the study of the Rig Veda within a year
or two after he arrived in Pondicherry in 1910. Meanwhile he had
begun working on the philology of the so-called “Aryan” languages.
Between 1912 and 1914 he wrote a number of incomplete works on
the Veda and philology, produced many translations of Vedic hymns,
and took extensive Vedic and philological notes. In August 1914 he
began to publish essays on the Veda and translations of Vedic hymns
in the Arya, a monthly journal of which he was the editor. The essays,
most of which appeared under the title The Secret of the Veda, and
the translations, which appeared with commentaries and notes mainly
under the titles Selected Hymns and Hymns of the Atris, were newly
written for the Arya, though they made use of ideas and interpretations
ﬁrst sketched in the earlier manuscript writings. Though unrevised and
often incomplete, the manuscript material is of considerable interest to
students of the development of Sri Aurobindo’s thought and contains
some insights that he did not incorporate in his published works.
PART ONE: ESSAYS

IN

VEDIC INTERPRETATION

Sri Aurobindo wrote these pieces between the beginning of 1912 and
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August 1914, when he began to publish The Secret of the Veda in
the Arya. Although he did not have the ﬁnal form of that book in
mind when he began to write expositions on the Veda, we may with
hindsight regard some of these pieces as drafts for the work published
in the Arya from 1914 to 1916. Many ideas and examples that occur
in The Secret of the Veda are found in these earlier pieces.
The Veda and European Scholarship. Early 1912. Heading in the
manuscript: “Veda.” This piece follows directly after entries for the
Record of Yoga dated 13 January to 8 February 1912.
The Hymns of Madhuchchhandas. Early 1912. These two versions
of “Chapter I” of a proposed book whose working title was “The
Hymns of Madhuchchhandas” were written one after the other in a
notebook used a little later for entries for the Record of Yoga dated
July 1912. [A] The ﬁrst version begins with a reference to an earlier
work by the author expounding Vedantic philosophy as found in the
Isha Upanishad. This is probably what is published as “Chapters for a
Work on the Isha Upanishad” on pages 311 to 349 of Isha Upanishad,
volume 17 of THE COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDO. No work
with the title mentioned in the last paragraph, “God & the World”, is
known to have survived. In the third paragraph Sri Aurobindo writes
that he intends to examine “the eleven hymns of Madhuchchhanda
Vaiswamitra & his son Jeta with which the Rigveda opens”, since these
hymns form “a favourable ground for the testing of my theory”. The
same approach was later taken up, but not completed, in The Secret of
the Veda, volume 15 of THE COMPLETE WORKS. [B] The second and
longer version of “Chapter I” is entitled “Surya, Sarasvati and Mahi”,
but as far as it was completed it does not discuss any of these deities.
The Colloquy of Agastya and Indra. Circa 1912. No title in the manuscript. Sri Aurobindo wrote this item later in the same notebook as
“The Hymns of Madhuchchhandas”
The Gods of the Veda. Late 1912. These chapters were written in
a single notebook in the order in which they are published. Their
approximate date is suggested by the fact that the commentary on RV
I.5 found a few pages later in the same notebook seems to be the one
mentioned on 7 January 1913 in the Record of Yoga (volume 10 of
THE COMPLETE WORKS, page 184).
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Ritam. 1912 – 13. These two chapters are related in subject matter to
the discussion of the Vedic term r.tam in the last chapter of the previous
item. [A] The word “Ritam”, written in the upper left corner of the
ﬁrst page, was probably meant to serve as a subject heading rather than
a title. This chapter is evidently a continuation of something already
written. It is not clear whether it was intended to be worked into
“The Gods of the Veda”, though it seems to have been written around
the same time. [B] The second chapter, headed “Chapter III” in the
manuscript, follows directly after [A] in the same notebook.
A Chapter for a Work on the Veda. 1912 – 13. Sri Aurobindo did not
give this piece a title, but headed it simply “Chapter I.” No further
chapters for this unnamed work have been found.
Note on the Word Go. Circa 1913. Editorial title. This essay-length
“note” is found in a large notebook, used primarily for Vedic and
philological work, whose few dated contents were written in 1913.
The writing referred to on page 107, in which Sri Aurobindo mentions having “already discussed the relations of Indra, Surya and the
Mountain”, has not been identiﬁed.
The Gods of the Veda / The Secret of the Veda. Circa 1913. This work
is found in the same notebook as the preceding piece, which it immediately follows. Sri Aurobindo evidently wrote these ﬁve chapters
after the three chapters previously written under the title “The Gods
of the Veda”, as discussed above. He gave the same heading to the ﬁrst
chapter of the present version; but when he reached the second chapter,
he substituted a new title, “The Secret of the Veda”. He rewrote the
beginning of Chapter II, but did not work the new opening into the
chapter. The editors have kept the original opening of this chapter in
piece [B] and published the revised opening separately as [C].
A System of Vedic Psychology. Circa 1913. Sri Aurobindo wrote these
two passages immediately after the last chapter of the previous item.
After completing passage [A] he left a half a page blank, then commenced passage [B].
The Secret of Veda: Introduction. 1913 – 14. Sri Aurobindo jotted
down the title “The Secret of Veda” on the cover of the notebook
in which he wrote this incomplete “Introduction”.
A Fragment. Circa 1914. Neither the beginning nor the end of this piece
has been traced. It is found on a sheet of perforated letter paper of the
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type used by Sri Aurobindo between 1914 and 1921 to draft material
for the monthly review Arya. Handwriting and content suggest a date
near the beginning of this period.
PART TWO: SELECTED VEDIC HYMNS
This part comprises the translations of Vedic hymns to gods other
than Agni found among Sri Aurobindo’s manuscripts, except for those
accompanied by substantial annotation or commentary, which are included in Part Three. Sri Aurobindo translated these hymns between
1912 and 1940, mostly towards the beginning of this period. He translated some hymns two or more times. In such cases, only the last version
is reproduced. The translations have been arranged by the editors
according to the order of the Rig Veda. Verse numbers have been supplied editorially when the verses are not numbered in the manuscript.
Ampersands in the manuscript are spelled out as “and” in this part.
Mandala One
Suktas 2 – 4. Rishi: Madhuchchhandas Vaishwamitra. These translations were written on a set of sheets used also for work connected with
the revision of The Life Divine (1939 – 40).
Suktas 5 – 7. Rishi: Madhuchchhandas Vaishwamitra. These translations were done at the same time as the translation of RV I.1 reproduced as item [10] in the Appendix to Part Two of Hymns to
the Mystic Fire (volume 16 of THE COMPLETE WORKS, page 458).
The format of that translation, with title, argument and explanatory
footnote, resembles that of the translations published in the Arya in
1915 – 17 in Hymns of the Atris (see The Secret of the Veda, volume 15
of THE COMPLETE WORKS, pages 393 – 470 and 518 – 56), suggesting
that it and the other translations found with it belong to that period.
Sukta 8. Rishi: Madhuchchhandas Vaishwamitra. Reproduced from a
notebook of a type that Sri Aurobindo was using mostly in 1913 and
early 1914.
Suktas 9 – 11, 13, 15. Rishis: Madhuchchhandas Vaishwamitra (9, 10),
Jeta Madhuchchhandasa (11), Medhatithi Kanwa (13, 15). Reproduced from a ledger Sri Aurobindo used around 1912 – 13 for much
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of his early work on the Veda. He wrote the text in Devanagari above
the translation of each verse.
Sukta 18. Rishi: Medhatithi Kanwa. Reproduced from the same ledger
as the preceding. This translation was written as a single paragraph,
without the Devanagari text, under the heading: “The Eighteenth
Hymn / Medhatithi Kanwa’s Hymn to Brahmanaspati, / Master of the
Soul.”
Suktas 24 – 25, 28 – 30. Rishi: Shunahshepa Ajigarti. These translations
were written under the heading “Hymns of Shunahshepa Ajigarti” in a
notebook used by Sri Aurobindo around 1913. Each hymn was translated as a single paragraph without verse numbers. The translations of
Suktas 26 and 27, addressed to Agni, are published in Hymns to the
Mystic Fire, Part Two.
Suktas 51, 52.1 – 3. Rishi: Savya Angirasa. Circa 1918 – 20. Heading
in the manuscript: “Hymns of Savya Angirasa”.
Sukta 56. Rishi: Savya Angirasa. Written under the heading “A Hymn
of the Divine Mind-Power” in a notebook whose next few pages
contain entries for the Record of Yoga dated March 1918.
Suktas 61 – 64. Rishi: Nodhas Gautama. Circa 1919. Sri Aurobindo
translated these four hymns together with the three preceding hymns
to Agni on loose sheets of paper under the heading “Hymns of Nodha
Gautama”. His translation of Suktas 58 – 60 is reproduced in Hymns
to the Mystic Fire, Part Two.
Suktas 80 – 81. Rishi: Gotama Rahugana. Circa 1918 – 20. Translated
on loose sheets of paper under the heading “Hymns to Indra / Hymns
of Gautama Rahugana” around the same time as the preceding items.
Sri Aurobindo left space at the bottoms of the pages for footnotes on
both hymns, but added the notes (abbreviating Sayana as “S.”) only
for Sukta 81.
Suktas 90 – 92. Rishi: Gotama Rahugana. Entries of 23 and 24 May
1914 in the Record of Yoga mention that these hymns were translated
on those days. The translation of Sukta 90 is headed “Hymn of Gotama
Rahugana to the All-Gods.”
Suktas 100 – 111. Rishis: Rijrashwa-Ambarisha-Sahadeva-Bhayamana-Suradhas Varshagira (100), Kutsa Angirasa (101 – 11). Circa 1918 –
20. Suktas 100 – 107 were translated under the heading “Hymns to
Indra”, Suktas 108 – 9 under the heading “Hymns to Indra-Agni” and
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Suktas 110 – 11 under the heading “Hymns to the Ribhus”. There is
no separate heading in the manuscript for Suktas 105 – 7, addressed to
the Vishwadevas.
Sukta 123.1 – 6. Rishi: Kakshivan Dairgatamasa. Circa 1913. Heading
in the manuscript: “Hymn of Kakshivan Dairghatamasa to Dawn —
I.123”.
Sukta 179. Rishis: Lopamudra, Agastya Maitravaruni and a disciple
of Agastya. Circa 1924. A draft of the translation was taken down by
A. B. Purani at the dictation of Sri Aurobindo, who revised it in his
own hand.
Mandala Two
Suktas 23 – 28. Rishis: Gritsamada Bhargava (23 – 26), Kurma Gartsamada or Gritsamada (27 – 28). This series begins with the manuscript
heading: “Veda. Hymns of Gritsamada. Second Mandala / Hymn 23.
To Brahmanaspati. The Master of the Soul”. The headings for Suktas
24 – 26 repeat “To Brahmanaspati” after the hymn number. Sukta 27
is headed “Hymn to the Adityas — 27.” and Sukta 28 “Hymn 28. To
Varuna.” Entries of 29 and 30 March 1914 in the Record of Yoga
mention that Suktas 23 – 26 were translated on the 29th and Sukta 27
on the 30th. Sukta 28 was presumably translated soon afterwards.
Mandala Three
Sukta 54.1 – 12. Rishi: Prajapati Vaishwamitra or Vachya. Circa 1915.
Mandala Four
Sukta 18. Rishi: Vamadeva Gautama. A slightly different version of
the ﬁrst two verses of this translation was published in the Arya in
December 1919 as part of The Future Poetry (volume 26 of THE
COMPLETE WORKS OF SRI AUROBINDO, page 223). The translation of
the entire hymn was probably done around that time.
Sukta 25.1 – 6. Rishi: Vamadeva Gautama. The entry of 26 June 1914
in the Record of Yoga mentions that this Sukta was translated on
that day along with Suktas 13 and 15, translations of which precede
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this one in the same manuscript. (Those hymns are addressed to Agni
and therefore are not included here, but a later translation of them is
reproduced in Hymns to the Mystic Fire.)
Suktas 39.1 – 2, 40. Rishi: Vamadeva Gautama. Translated together
with Suktas 90 – 92 of Mandala One, which were translated on 23 and
24 May 1914. Sukta 40 was translated under the heading “The Horse
Dadhikravan”.
Mandala Five
Between August 1915 and December 1917, Sri Aurobindo published
translations, with introductions and commentaries, of forty-three
hymns from Mandala Five of the Rig Veda in his monthly review Arya
under the title Hymns of the Atris. The hymns chosen for publication
in this series were all twenty-eight hymns to Agni, V.1 – 28; all eleven
to Mitra-Varuna, V.62 – 72; both hymns to Usha, V.79 – 80; one to
(Surya) Savitri, V.81; and one to Varuna, V.85. In Selected Hymns,
another series in the Arya, he had published a different translation of
V.81 and a translation of V.82, to Bhaga Savitri, with commentaries.
A paraphrase rather than a translation of V.52 – 61, addressed to the
Maruts, was published under the title “A Hymn of the ThoughtGods” in the issue of February 1916. In all, Mandala Five contains
eighty-seven hymns. Sri Aurobindo published translations of more
than half of them; these are reproduced in The Secret of the Veda
with Selected Hymns, volume 15 of THE COMPLETE WORKS. His
notebooks contain translations of many of the remaining hymns in
this Mandala, some of which he may have intended for the Arya
but did not publish. These previously unpublished translations are
reproduced here from his manuscripts. A manuscript version of a
hymn for which a later translation was published in the Arya is not
normally included here, unless it was necessary to keep a manuscript
series intact.
Suktas 29 – 39. Rishis: Gauriviti Shaktya (29), Babhru Atreya (30),
Avasyu Atreya (31), Gatu Atreya (32), Samvarana Prajapatya (33 – 34),
Prabhuvasu Angirasa (35 – 36), Bhauma Atri (37 – 39). These hymns
were translated in a notebook of a type used by Sri Aurobindo during
the Arya period. Another translation of most of them is found in a
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notebook of a type that he was using mostly in 1913 and early 1914.
The latest translation of each hymn is reproduced here.
Sukta 40. Rishi: Bhauma Atri. Reproduced from a notebook of a type
that Sri Aurobindo was using mostly in 1913 and early 1914.
Suktas 42.1 – 5, 52. Rishis: Bhauma Atri (42), Shyavashwa Atreya (52).
Reproduced from a notebook used by Sri Aurobindo around 1913.
Suktas 54 – 60. Rishi: Shyavashwa Atreya. Reproduced from a notebook of a type that Sri Aurobindo was using mostly in 1913 and early
1914.
Sukta 61. 1914. Rishi: Shyavashwa Atreya. Reproduced from a notebook used for the Record of Yoga from April to June 1914.
Suktas 73 – 87. Rishis: Paura Atreya (73 – 74), Avasyu Atreya (75),
Bhauma Atri (76 – 77), Saptavadhri Atreya (78), Satyashravas Atreya
(79 – 80), Shyavashwa Atreya (81 – 82), Bhauma Atri (83 – 86), Evayamarut Atreya (87). Circa 1915. Different translations of a few of these
hymns were published in the Arya, as reproduced in The Secret of the
Veda with Selected Hymns.
Mandala Seven
Sukta 56.1 – 10, 12, 14 – 15. Rishi: Vasishtha Maitravaruni. Reproduced from a notebook whose other contents include material published in the Arya in 1918.
Mandala Eight
Sukta 54.1 – 2, 5 – 8. Rishi: Matarishwa Kanwa. The handwriting of
this translation, written on a sheet from a small note-pad, is that of
the early or mid-1940s. The translation of verse 8 is cancelled in the
manuscript.
Suktas 94 – 95, 97 – 101. Rishi: Bindu Putadaksha or Angirasa (94),
Tirashchi Angirasa (95), Rebha Kashyapa (97), Nrimedha Angirasa
(98 – 99), Nema Bhargava (100), Jamadagni Bhargava (101). Translated with notes on a few words under the heading “Rigveda. Selected
Hymns. Provisional Translation.” in a notebook of a type used by Sri
Aurobindo during the early Arya period.
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Mandala Nine
Suktas 1 – 3, 31 – 37, 41 – 50. Rishis: Madhuchchhandas Vaishwamitra (1), Medhatithi Kanwa (2), Shunahshepa Ajigarti (3), Gotama
Rahugana (31), Shyavashwa Atreya (32), Trita Aptya (33 – 34), Prabhuvasu Angirasa (35 – 36), Rahugana Angirasa (37), Medhyatithi
Kanwa (41 – 43), Ayasya Angirasa (44 – 46), Kavi Bhargava (47 – 49),
Uchathya Angirasa (50). Reproduced from a notebook in which Sri
Aurobindo also began to copy and annotate hymns from this Mandala,
as described below in the note on item [24] of Part Four. This work is
mentioned in the Record of Yoga on 25 January 1915.
Mandala Ten
Sukta 54. Rishi: Brihaduktha Vamadevya. Circa 1912 – 13.
Sukta 129. Rishi: Prajapati Parameshthi. The entries of 15 July and
5 August 1914 in the Record of Yoga mention the drafting and completion of the translation of this Sukta. The manuscript of the ﬁnal
version is damaged at the right edge of the page. What is missing has
been supplied from the draft.
Appendix to Part Two
Selected Verses. Sri Aurobindo translated these and other passages for
use as chapter-opening epigraphs for The Life Divine when the ﬁrst
edition was being prepared in 1939 – 40. The verses reproduced here
from the manuscript were not used (or only partially used) for the
purpose for which they were originally translated. They have been
arranged by the editors according to the order of the Vedic texts.
PART THREE: COMMENTARIES

AND

ANNOTATED TRANSLATIONS

In the course of his study of the Rig Veda, Sri Aurobindo translated
many hymns with notes or wrote commentaries to explain or justify
his interpretation of them. This work went through several stages and
reﬂected various aspects of his approach to understanding the Veda:
philological, psychological and mystical. The resulting commentaries
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and annotated translations may be viewed in many cases as stepping
stones toward the interpretation presented in The Secret of the Veda
and the development of that interpretation in the years after the Arya
ceased publication.
In this part the editors have collected the commentaries on and
signiﬁcantly annotated translations of hymns to gods other than Agni
found among Sri Aurobindo’s manuscripts. Lightly annotated translations have been placed in Part Two. Commentaries and translations
that appeared in the Arya are published in The Secret of the Veda with
Selected Hymns, volume 15 of THE COMPLETE WORKS. Commentaries
on and translations of hymns addressed to Agni are included in Hymns
to the Mystic Fire, volume 16 of THE COMPLETE WORKS.
The items in this part have been arranged according to Mandala
and Sukta of the Rig Veda (RV). Square brackets have been used
in the headings to number each item and indicate the Mandala and
Sukta to which it pertains; verse numbers are given where only part
of a hymn has been translated or commented on. Items consisting of
different treatments of the same hymn or group of hymns are arranged
chronologically. Sri Aurobindo’s headings are reproduced as they occur
in the manuscripts.
Mandala One
[1] Circa 1912. Text of RV I.2, followed by a word-by-word philological analysis of the ﬁrst three verses. This item occurs between the
commentaries on RV I.1 published as items [3] and [4] in Part Three
of Hymns to the Mystic Fire.
[2] Circa 1912. Text, philological analysis and translation of the ﬁrst
verse of RV I.2. This item occurs immediately after the commentary on
RV I.1 published as item [6] in Part Three of Hymns to the Mystic Fire.
[3] Text, translation and interpretative analysis of the ﬁrst three verses
of RV I.2, verse by verse, with an incomplete summary of “the ﬁrst
movement of the hymn”. Reproduced from a notebook of a type that
Sri Aurobindo was using mostly in 1913 and early 1914.
[4] Circa 1914 – 17. Translation of RV I.3, followed by an incomplete commentary explaining the psychological symbolism of the Vedic
sacriﬁce.
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[5] 1913 – 14. Elaborate commentary on the ﬁrst six verses of RV
I.4. Sri Aurobindo wrote “Indra Maker” at the top of the ﬁrst page.
“Maker” is an incomplete translation of surūpakr.tnu, a Sanskrit compound whose alternative interpretations are discussed in the second
and third paragraphs. This piece is followed in the manuscript by the
Introduction to “The Secret of Veda” published at the end of Part One.
[6] Verse-by-verse translation and analysis of RV I.5. This seems to
be the "grammatical commentary on the ﬁfth hymn of the Rigveda"
mentioned in the Record of Yoga on 7 January 1913.
[7] Circa 1918 – 20. Text of the ﬁrst verse of RV I.82 in Devanagari
and transliteration, with word-by-word gloss in Sanskrit and English,
followed by a translation and commentary.
[8] 1912 – 13. Commentary on the ﬁrst three verses of RV I.86, with
the analysis of each verse preceded by the text in transliteration and
followed by a translation.
[9] Circa 1913. Commentary on the ﬁrst three verses of RV I.122.
The text of each verse is followed by extracts from Sayana’s commentary and a rendering according to Sayana, then Sri Aurobindo’s own
interpretation.
[10] 1913 – 14. Text of the ﬁrst verse of RV I.123 with Sayana’s
commentary, slightly rearranged, and Sri Aurobindo’s explanation.
[11] December 1913. Text and translation of RV I.176.3 – 4 with an
experiential commentary, followed by a translation of the rest of the
hymn. The commentary is related to Sri Aurobindo’s Record of Yoga,
which contains many citations from the Rig Veda that he treated as
“sortileges” related to his current sadhana.
Mandala Two
[12] Circa 1914. Commentary on RV II.11 and the ﬁrst verse of II.12,
including extracts from Sayana (usually abbreviated “Sy.”), notes on
words and phrases in the text and translations according to Sayana’s
and Sri Aurobindo’s interpretations.
[13] Circa 1913. Word-by-word gloss on RV II.28 with “conjectural”
notes on words in the ﬁrst three verses and a “provisional” translation
of the hymn.
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[14] Circa 1912. Text of the ﬁrst two verses of RV IV.28 with a translation of the ﬁrst verse and notes on the interpretation of words and
phrases in both verses.
[15] Translation of RV IV.31, 32, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 19 (incomplete),
annotated with reference to Sayana. Reproduced from a notebook of
a type that Sri Aurobindo was using mostly in 1913 and early 1914.
Mandala Seven
[16] Circa 1914. Notes on and translations of RV VII.41 – 50. The
series begins as notes without translation, continues as an annotated
translation, and ends as a translation with little or no annotation. The
notes often refer to Sayana’s commentary or to the Bengali translation
of the Rig Veda by Romesh Chunder Dutt, based on Sayana.
PART FOUR: VEDIC NOTES
The twenty-six sets of notes that comprise this part are a selection
from the large body of notes that Sri Aurobindo took while studying
the Veda during much of his ﬁrst decade in Pondicherry. The most
substantial sets of notes found in his notebooks have been selected
and arranged here according to the ten Mandalas of the Rig Veda.
Sri Aurobindo himself sometimes identiﬁed this material as “Vedic
Notes” or “Notes on Veda”. Some of these notes resemble material
in Part Three, but they generally contain fewer passages of discursive
prose and are less systematically arranged and developed than the
commentaries in that part. Some of the notes also include translations
of individual verses, without amounting to annotated translations of
whole hymns like some of the items in Part Three. Since there is no
corresponding section in Hymns to the Mystic Fire, notes on some
hymns to Agni are included here.
Mandala One
[1] 1912 – 13. Notes on words occurring in hymns to the Ashwins,
with translations of verses in a few hymns of Mandala One.
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[2] 1912 – 13. Sri Aurobindo ﬁrst wrote these notes on RV I.51 – 52
in a notebook used mostly for the Record of Yoga and poetry. Later
he copied and expanded them slightly, as reproduced here, in another
notebook which he used for Vedic and philological work.
[3] Circa 1914. These notes on RV I.58 include a translation of the
ﬁrst four verses. For the remaining verses there are only notes based on
Sayana. A complete translation is published in Hymns to the Mystic
Fire, Part Two.
[4] Circa 1917 – 20. Notes on words and phrases in RV I.65 – 66, referring to Sayana’s commentary, with space left blank for further notes
and “parallel passages”. A translation of these Suktas is published in
Hymns to the Mystic Fire, Part One.
[5] Circa 1915. Notes on selected words and phrases in RV I.74 – 77.
Translations of Suktas 74 and 77 and commentaries on Suktas 74 – 76
and 77.1 – 2 are published in Hymns to the Mystic Fire, Parts Two and
Three.
[6] Circa 1913. Notes on words and phrases in RV I.94 – 99 and the
ﬁrst verse of I.100, with many references to Sayana. Translations of
Suktas 94 – 97 and a commentary on the ﬁrst ten verses of Sukta 94
are published in Hymns to the Mystic Fire, Parts Two and Three.
[7] Circa 1917 – 20. Text and translation, pāda by pāda, of the ﬁrst
two verses of RV I.100, with notes referring to Sayana.
[8] Notes on RV I.152 – 54, found in a notebook also used for the
Record of Yoga in March 1918.
Mandala Two
[9] Circa 1917 – 20. Notes on RV II.1.1 – 2, with a translation of the
ﬁrst verse. Sri Aurobindo’s ﬁnal translation of this Sukta is published
in Hymns to the Mystic Fire, Part One.
[10] Circa 1917. A general note on RV II.5, followed by a note on
the word bhuvanam referring to the ﬁrst two verses of RV II.3. Sri
Aurobindo’s ﬁnal translation of these Suktas is published in Hymns to
the Mystic Fire, Part One.
[11] Circa 1913 – 14. Notes on RV II.30 – 34.
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Mandala Three

[12] Circa 1913. Notes on selected words and phrases in RV III.37 – 51,
often with reference to Sayana (variously abbreviated as “S.”, “Say.”,
“Saya.” or “Sy.”).
Mandala Four
[13] Circa 1920. Notes on the meanings of three words in the ﬁrst two
verses of RV IV.2, with references to Vaman Shivram Apte’s SanskritEnglish dictionary.
Mandala Five
[14] Circa 1917. Notes on words and phrases in RV V.1 – 2. Sri Aurobindo’s ﬁnal translation of these Suktas is published in Hymns to the
Mystic Fire, Part Two.
[15] Circa 1917. Another set of notes on RV V.1 – 2, written a few
pages later in the same notebook.
[16] Circa 1917. A few notes on RV V.11, including a translation of the
last verse. Sri Aurobindo’s ﬁnal translation of this Sukta is published
in Hymns to the Mystic Fire, Part Two.
Mandala Six
[17] 1913 – 14. Lexical and grammatical notes on RV VI.1, often with
reference to Sayana (usually abbreviated “S.”). Sri Aurobindo’s translation of this Sukta is published in Hymns to the Mystic Fire, Part
One.
[18] Circa 1914. Notes on a few words and phrases in RV VI.45.
Mandala Seven
[19] Circa 1914. Brief notes on RV VII.41 – 45, often with reference to
Sayana (abbreviated “S.” or “Sy.” and in one instance cited from the
Bengali translation by R. C. Dutt).
[20] Circa 1917. Interpretative notes on RV VII.61 – 63.
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Mandala Eight
[21] Notes on the interpretation of a few words in RV VIII.1 – 4, written
in a notebook whose later pages contain entries for the Record of Yoga
from 15 February to 31 March 1917.
[22] Circa 1914. Two sets of notes on RV VIII.76 – 78, headed “Words”
and “Ideas”. The ﬁrst set consists mainly of Sayana’s glosses on selected
words in the Vedic text, copied in Bengali from the translation by R.
C. Dutt. The second set, which does not include Sukta 78, is largely a
verse-by-verse list of topics in English.
[23] Notes on words and phrases in RV VIII.82 – 91, written in the
same notebook as item [21].
Mandala Nine
[24] “Critical Notes” on words and ideas in RV IX.1, the text of which
was copied out on the facing page. These notes seem to be referred to
in the Record of Yoga in the entry of 25 January 1915, where Sri
Aurobindo speaks of taking up “the Ninth Book which is being copied
and annotated”. Two more hymns were copied, but the annotation
was discontinued. The translations from Mandala Nine reproduced in
Part Two were written in this notebook.
[25] Circa 1915. Notes on RV IX.1 – 3 written on thirty-ﬁve pages of a
notebook also used for a version of the play Vasavadutta. Apart from
the lists of words and references under the general headings “Epithets”,
“Phrases”, “Doubtful words” and “Fixed words”, most of the entries
consist only of one or two lines at the top of an otherwise blank page
in the notebook. The space left blank was apparently intended to be
used for collecting further references to occurrences of selected words
and phrases in Mandala Nine.
Mandala Ten
[26] Circa 1913. Notes on RV X.1 – 2 and the ﬁrst two verses of X.3,
mostly with reference to Sayana’s Sanskrit commentary or the Bengali
translation by R. C. Dutt (abbreviated “S.” and “D.”).
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PART FIVE: ESSAYS

AND

NOTES

ON

PHILOLOGY

The beginnings of Sri Aurobindo’s research into the origins and nature
of the languages of South Asia and Europe that were formerly called the
“Aryan” family of languages (now the “Indo-European” languages),
and their relationship to the “Dravidian” languages, preceded his work
on the Veda. He wrote in The Secret of the Veda (volume 15 of THE
COMPLETE WORKS, pages 37 – 39):
It was my stay in Southern India [from April 1910] which ﬁrst
seriously turned my thoughts to the Veda. . . .
[O]n examining the vocables of the Tamil language, in
appearance so foreign to the Sanskritic form and character,
I yet found myself continually guided by words or by families of words supposed to be pure Tamil in establishing new
relations between Sanskrit and its distant sister, Latin, and occasionally, between the Greek and the Sanskrit. Sometimes the
Tamil vocable not only suggested the connection, but proved
the missing link in a family of connected words. And it was
through this Dravidian language that I came ﬁrst to perceive
what seems to me now the true law, origins and, as it were,
the embryology of the Aryan tongues. I was unable to pursue
my examination far enough to establish any deﬁnite conclusion, but it certainly seems to me that the original connection
between the Dravidian and Aryan tongues was far closer and
more extensive than is usually supposed and the possibility
suggests itself that they may even have been two divergent
families derived from one lost primitive tongue. . . . It was,
therefore, with a double interest that for the ﬁrst time I took
up the Veda in the original, though without any immediate
intention of a close or serious study.
Judging from Sri Aurobindo’s manuscripts, he began his philological
work in 1910 or 1911 and continued it until 1915 or so, by which
time the focus of his scholarly interest had shifted to the Rig Veda
itself. During this period he wrote extensive notes on various rootsounds as attested by words in Sanskrit, Tamil, Greek, Latin and
other languages. He also wrote two drafts of a substantial essay on
the “origins of Aryan speech”, and several shorter essays in which he
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developed speciﬁc philological topics. Some of his ﬁrst notes and essays
on this subject are found in a single large notebook, the ﬁrst page of
which is inscribed: “Origines Aryacae [Aryan origins]. / Material for a
full philological reconstruction / of / the old Aryabhasha / from which
the Indo Aryan and Dravidian languages / are all derived.” The term
he usually used for this “old Aryabhasha” was “Old Sanscrit”, which
he often abbreviated “O.S.” or “OS”.
In Part Five, all of Sri Aurobindo’s essays on philology and a
generous selection of his notes on this subject are reproduced. The
editors have arranged the material in three sections, the ﬁrst containing
the drafts of The Origins of Aryan Speech, the second containing other
writings on philology, and the third the notes. In this part, philological
examples written by Sri Aurobindo in transliteration have been editorially italicised and spelled with diacritics according to the system of
transliteration used in works he prepared for publication.
Section One: Drafts of The Origins of Aryan Speech
Sri Aurobindo wrote in the Record of Yoga, in the entry of 1 July 1913,
that he was working on a writing entitled “Aryan Origins”. In the entry
of 15 November 1913 he listed “Origins of Aryan Speech” as one of
several works he intended to complete. (See Record of Yoga, volume
10 of THE COMPLETE WORKS, pages 275 and 314.) He also mentioned
a work entitled “Origins of Aryan Speech” in a letter published in
the Hindu of Madras on 27 August 1914. In a footnote to a chapter
of The Secret of the Veda published in the Arya a few months later,
he indicated his intention of presenting the results of his philological
research “in a separate work on ‘The Origins of Aryan Speech’.” (See
The Secret of the Veda, volume 15 of THE COMPLETE WORKS, pages
596 and 51.) However, he never completed or published this work.
The Origins of Aryan Speech. Circa 1912 – 14. Sri Aurobindo began
this draft on blank pages at the end of a notebook containing material
he had written ﬁfteen or twenty years earlier in Baroda. He continued it in another notebook also used previously in Baroda, then in
Pondicherry for other writings including entries in the Record of Yoga
for 13 January to 8 February 1912.
Aryan Origins: Introductory. Circa 1913 – 14. Written in a notebook
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used ﬁrst for philological, then for Vedic work. The pages following
this draft contain work on the an roots (see the next section) which
seems to have been done in August 1914.
Section Two: Other Writings on Philology
The writings in this section, except for the discussion of the an family, are reproduced from the “Origines Aryacae” notebook mentioned
above. Entries for the Record of Yoga dated July 1912 occur later in
the same notebook, suggesting a date of early 1912 for this material.
Word-Formation. This fragment is evidently all that was written of the
proposed treatise mentioned in the second paragraph.
Aryan Origins: The Elementary Roots of Language. When this piece
was written, Sri Aurobindo had been studying for some time the
evidence of Sanskrit and the other ancient languages on which his
conclusions were based and had taken some of the notes compiled in
the next section, which he continued to collect. The “six substantial
ideas” enumerated in the fourth paragraph correspond partially to the
“group-signiﬁcances” of the an roots listed in the next piece, probably
written a couple of years later.
The An Family. Heading in the manuscript: “An”. An entry in the
Record of Yoga on 10 August 1914, mentioning philological work on
the “An family”, presumably refers to this item.
Roots in M. “M” in the heading was written in Devanagari in the
manuscript.
The Root Mal in Greek. This item is one of the ﬁrst in the “Origines
Aryacae” notebook, preceded only by the title page, the notes on
the root mal in Greek reproduced in the next section, and “WordFormation”.
Section Three: Philological Notes
The notes published in this section are a selection from a larger
body of Sri Aurobindo’s philological notes dating from the period
between 1910 and 1920, mostly around 1912 – 13. Notes consisting
only of unprocessed philological data, such as lists of words copied
from dictionaries without commentary or signiﬁcant categorisation,
have generally been omitted. The notes have been organised in two
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categories: a large set of notes on root-sounds arranged in Sanskrit alphabetical order, followed by a few notes on phonetic transformations
between languages.
Notes on Root-Sounds
General. [1] This list of simple root-sounds and their most general
meanings is found in a notebook used for the Record of Yoga in 1912.
The letters “r” and “s” in the ﬁrst column may stand for “rajasic” and
“sattwic”. [2] Circa 1910 – 12. This list of consonants and vowels that
occur in Sanskrit, grouped under ﬁve headings, is found in a notebook
used by Sri Aurobindo ﬁrst in Baroda and later in Pondicherry for
what appear to be some of his earliest philological and Vedic notes.
Roots in a. [1] Circa 1910 – 12. This list of the signiﬁcances of a few
a-roots occurs on the same notebook page as the preceding item. [2]
Circa 1912. This analysis of the meanings of the root-sounds at the
very beginning of the Sanskrit alphabet occurs in the middle of the
“Origines Aryacae” notebook, shortly after entries in the Record of
Yoga for July 1912. The meanings of Sanskrit words listed in these and
many of the subsequent notes largely follow Apte’s Sanskrit-English
dictionary. [3] 1914. This listing of the meanings of the roots an and an.
and their derivatives was written just before the discursive treatment
of the “An” family published in the previous section. [4] Circa 1910 –
12. These notes related to Sri Aurobindo’s attempt to reconstruct a
lost form of Old Sanskrit are found at the end of the same notebook as
item [1]. [5] Circa 1912 – 13. These notes on the Greek verbs airō and
airomai occur towards the end of the “Origines Aryacae” notebook.
Roots in i. Circa 1914 – 16. Meanings of Sanskrit roots of the ifamily and their derivatives have here been arranged by Sri Aurobindo
under signiﬁcance-headings. Various signiﬁcances of a single root are
sometimes listed under several headings.
Roots in k. These four sets of notes on the ka- and ku-families of
k-roots were written by Sri Aurobindo at different times in different
manuscripts, but in a similar format. They illustrate an approach to the
collection and analysis of philological data from Sanskrit that can also
be seen in similar notes on other root-families which have not been
reproduced in this volume. [1] Circa 1917 – 20. These notes on the ka-
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family can only be dated very approximately by the handwriting, but
appear to be later than the other notes in this series. [2] Circa 1913 – 14.
[3] Circa 1912. These notes on the ku-family are found immediately
after entries in the Record of Yoga for July 1912. [4] Circa 1912. The
format of these more extensive notes on the same family is reproduced
as far as possible according to the manuscript, including symbols in
the margin whose meanings are not known.
Roots in ch. Circa 1912. These notes occur shortly after those reproduced in item [3] of the preceding series. Here a preliminary list of
Sanskrit words and their meanings, largely copied from Apte’s dictionary with some rearrangement of the order, is summarised and
followed by a numbered classiﬁcation of signiﬁcances.
Roots in j and jh. [1] 1912 – 13. Sanskrit words arranged by signiﬁcance-groups. [2] Circa 1914. These notes on jr., jr̄. and related roots
and their derivatives are preceded by a statement about the “fundamental sense” of this root-group.
Roots in t.a, t.ha, d.a, d.ha. 1912 – 13. Sanskrit words arranged by
signiﬁcance-groups.
The Root dal. These notes on the “secondary root” dal in Sanskrit and
its cognates in Greek, Latin and Tamil are found together in a single
notebook containing material probably written in 1912. Sri Aurobindo
used this root-family as one of his ﬁrst examples in both drafts of The
Origins of Aryan Speech. [1] Sanskrit words with dictionary deﬁnitions. [2] Greek words with dictionary deﬁnitions. [3] Latin words
with dictionary deﬁnitions. [4] Tamil words with deﬁnitions in French
or English or both.
Roots in n. Circa 1911 – 12. This paragraph of philological speculations occurs along with several pages of rough lists of Sanskrit and
Greek words belonging to the n-family. This material was written in
the available space in part of a notebook previously used ﬁrst in Baroda
and then for material related to the Record of Yoga which can be dated
January – February 1911.
Roots in p. Circa 1911 – 12. This attempt to reconstruct “OS” (Old
Sanskrit) forms corresponding to a set of Greek words is found earlier
in the same notebook as the preceding item.
Roots in m. [1] Circa 1912 – 13. This summary of the meanings of roots
of the m-family is found on the last page of the “Origines Aryacae”
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notebook; the next two items occur near the beginning of the same
notebook. [2] Circa 1912. Lists of Sanskrit words formed from the
“primary” m-roots: ma, mā, mi, mı̄, mu, mū and mr.. “Roots in M”
in Section Two, which is an analysis of this data, occurs immediately
after this item in the manuscript. [3] Circa 1912. Lists of Sanskrit
words formed from a group of “secondary” m-roots, each consisting
of a primary root combined with a guttural consonant. [4] Circa 1910 –
12. Tamil words formed from mak or mah with deﬁnitions in French
and English.
The Root mal. [1] Circa 1910 – 12. Words derived from various forms
of this root in different languages, listed without deﬁnitions. [2] Circa
1912. Notes on the root mal in Greek with derivations from reconstructed Old Sanskrit forms. This analysis of words in which the a
remains unmodiﬁed was evidently meant to be completed by a similar
treatment of words with a modiﬁed vowel. This is the ﬁrst writing
in the “Origines Aryacae” notebook, followed by “Word-Formation”
and “The Root Mal in Greek” (Section Two), then the next item. [3]
Circa 1912. Notes on the root mal in Sanskrit, along the same lines
as item [2], followed by a detailed listing of derivatives of mal and
related roots in Sanskrit and Greek with dictionary deﬁnitions. [4]
Circa 1912 – 13. A list of Greek words with English deﬁnitions, partly
duplicating the list of Greek words in the previous item; Sri Aurobindo
also wrote a few similar Tamil words on facing pages (reproduced here
in the right margin).
The Root val. [1] Circa 1910 – 12. A few Latin words with reconstructed Old Sanskrit forms for some of them. [2] Circa 1912. Latin
words with reconstructed Old Sanskrit forms, amplifying the ﬁrst part
of the preceding list. Sri Aurobindo wrote these notes in a notebook
and later typed a copy of the ﬁrst two pages. The notes he did not type
out are reproduced here from the draft.
Roots in s. Circa 1912. Greek words with English meanings, preceded
by a brief note on the correspondence of Greek s to Sanskrit t.
Notes on Phonetic Transformations
These notes represent a preliminary attempt to work out rules of
phonetic change between Old Sanskrit — the proto-language that Sri
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Aurobindo wanted to reconstruct — and attested languages whose
derivation from it he was trying to establish.
Old Sanskrit to Greek. Circa 1911 – 12. Rules governing the main phonetic correspondences between reconstructed Old Sanskrit and ancient
Greek.
Sanskrit to Tamil. Circa 1910 – 12. Notes on Sanskrit loanwords in
Tamil and other observations on Tamil phonology, with spaces left
blank for further examples. The two lists, consisting largely of generally accepted rules, seem to belong to an early stage of Sri Aurobindo’s
comparison of Tamil with Sanskrit and do not involve the reconstruction of hypothetical Old Sanskrit forms.
PUBLICATION HISTORY
None of the items in this book were published during Sri Aurobindo’s
lifetime. A few appeared in books and journals between the early 1950s
and the publication of the Sri Aurobindo Birth Centenary Library in the
early 1970s. “Aryan Origins: Introductory” in Part Five was published
under the title “The Origins of Aryan Speech” in the 1956 and 1964
editions of On the Veda and in the 1971 edition of The Secret of the
Veda. A few of the translations included in Part Two of the present
volume also appeared in the 1971 edition of The Secret of the Veda,
as did the commentary published as item [6] in Part Three. “WordFormation” in Part Five was published in the 1971 edition of Hymns
to the Mystic Fire. Most of this material had previously been published
in journals associated with the Sri Aurobindo Ashram. The incomplete
essay “A System of Vedic Psychology” in Part One and part of the
ﬁrst draft of “The Origins of Aryan Speech” were published in the
Supplement to the Sri Aurobindo Birth Centenary Library in 1973.
Most of the remaining essays in this book, many of the translations,
and some of the Vedic and philological notes came out in the journal Sri Aurobindo: Archives and Research between 1977 and 1985.
The rest of the material is being published here for the ﬁrst time. A
new title, Vedic and Philological Studies, was created to accommodate
the published and previously unpublished material collected in this
volume.

